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Abstract
Abstract

The management of hazardous and toxic waste projects in Asia ( especially that
related to intractable chemicals) has had a less than acceptable perfonnance profile
during the last 20 years.

There have been numerous documented cases of

management and systems failures in intractable chemical recovery projects, despite
the establishment of global conventions designed to avoid such problems.

A research programme was undertaken with the aim of producing a management
model for companies to help prevent such failures in the future.

The research

began in the field with an exploration of management culture and its impact on
project management. This involved multiple visits to five Asian countries and
interviewing people involved in intractable waste management at both strategic and
operational levels and reviewing project records.

Personnel in government

departments, particularly the "competent authority", were interviewed to gain
insights into the applied management culture within the five countries studied.

The various international conventions or regulations regarding hazardous waste
and its management, were researched for their interdependence and effectiveness.
The research concentrated on the "Management Plans" or "Environmental
Management Systems" that reside within these conventions in order to establish a
benchmark of expectation concerning standards of management and organisation
that would be required of a member state to discharge its obligations under the
conventions.

This work involved the author attending several meetings and

conferences of the parties to the UNEP Basel Convention, as well as attendance
at many Technical Working Groups over several years.

Complexity theory and uncertainty theory, along with emergent theory and
innovation adoption theory were researched. The outcome of this research clearly
suggested that a multidimensional matrix-based approach could be successful in
providing companies with a strategic management model that, if applied, could

Ill

enable them to manage large scale intractable projects effectively in compliance
with the conventions. The hypothesis of this work is that Duncan's matrix model
can be reverse applied to the external environmental elements and components,
combined with the mutual adaptation model (i.e.: technology/organisational mutual
adaptation), therefore establishing an integrated multidimensional model of
adaptation.

The mutual adaptation approach was subsequently used to frame a senes of
questions that formed the basis of four field surveys. These surveys were applied
at different times over a five year period, covering ten projects in China and
Taiwan, and involving interviews with a total of I 00 executives, who were asked a
total of 96 questions across the four surveys, resulting in 9600 responses. The
first two surveys were conducted close together in time with the third and fourth
later in the process and thus could be considered retrospective. The respondents
included project managers, engineers, technicians, company accountants, marketing
managers and site leaders.

The data collected validated the hypothesis and established that complexity
management was an element of those companies that successfully adopted external
technology and systems and in fact were also engaged in reversing the technology
back to the originators. The data also indicated that those companies not engaging
in complexity management were not reversing technology adoption. An integrated
mutual adaptation model was developed from the characterisation matrices and
consequently a two-dimensional model of singularity. The final singularity model
can be applied at an organisation's strategic level, so as to provide an
organisational capacity for compliance with environmentally sound management
practices as demanded by the international hazardous waste conventions.
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Introduction
Waste, and hazardous and toxic waste in particular, is a growing' problem that is
posing a serious threat to the "sustainability" of the global environment. Even
with the advent of international conventions, few disposal options, and the high
costs involved, drive an ever increasing demand for such wastes to be sent to
inappropriate destinations with dangerous methods of management. The use,
storage, handling, transportation, and disposal of hazardous waste, in both the
developed and less-developed world, is characterised by inept, incompetent
management that is continually compromising the biosecurity and biodiversity of
the global environment. 2

This thesis seeks to establish a multidimensional management model that deals
with the issues of environmental protection demanded of Asian countries by global
conventions. These countries have little experience or record of environmental
protection capacity during hazardous or toxic waste projects, nor do they have an
overt internal management structure that necessarily supports the principles of
environmental protection. 3

Objectives
This inquiry has two central objectives. The first is to examine the existing
situation and background of hazardous waste management in Asia, and thus derive
conclusions concerning how current management models address the global
convention requirements. The second objective is to propose a multidimensional
management model based on complexity theory and validated by field surveys.

' UN(FAO) Conference Baseline Study Paper, Obsolete Pesticides Stocks, M Davis, Pesticide
Action Network,UK, Alexandria, Virginia, USA 13-15 September 2000.
2 UNEP Sub Regional Workshop on Training and Management of Dioxins/Furans and PCBs, Seoul
Korea 24-28 July 2000. See statement paper by Mr Heng Nareth Director, Department of Pollution
Control Ministry of Environment, Cambodia.
J UNEP Sub Regional Workshop on Training and Management of Dioxins/Furans and PCBs, Seoul
Korea 24-28 July 2000, See country reports from Brunei. Philippines, Nepal, Thailand, Bangladesh,
Myanmar, Indonesia and China.

2
Specific objectives are as follows;

Chapter two reviews relevant global conventions for purpose, intent
and definitions of environmentally sound management of hazardous
waste projects.

Chapter three reviews currently used management models that are
applied in order to achieve environmentally sound management of
hazardous waste projects.

Chapter four reviews organisational science literature with respect to
complexity and uncertainty models to provide a basis for field
surveys.

Chapter five describes four "Complexity and Uncertainty" surveys
involving ten large scale hazardous waste projects in Asia.

Chapter six analyses the survey results placing the information into
complexity/uncertainty matrices in order to characterise the projects
and develops a two dimensional model using the characterisation
information from the surveys and proposes a practical working model.

Finally chapter seven proposes a three dimensional model and
suggests areas for further research.

Thus the thesis provides a marriage of theory and practical application validated
through fieldwork.

The Basel Convention on the Control of Trans-boundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and their Disposal was adopted unanimously on 22 March 1989 by the 116
States participating in the conference of Plenipotentiaries, which was convened by
the Executive Director of the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP)
and held in Basel at the invitation of the Government of Switzerland. 4
UNEP Final Act of the Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Global Convention on the Control
of Trans boundary Movements of Hazardous wastes, 22 March 1989.

4

3
This convention was created in response to a growing recognition of the health and
environmental risks associated with hazardous wastes. Various Governments
brought into force a series of laws to control the generation, handling, storage,
treatment, transport, disposal and recovery of these wastes.

The application of the Basel Convention uncovered a number of hazardous waste
management problems that are still not well resolved. This is especially so with
the trans frontier movements of intractable chemical waste. 5 Such waste occurs in
large quantities in many Asian countries. Many of these countries are now
attempting to handle their intractable waste situation within the guidelines and
rules of the Basel Convention.

The problem with agreements such as the Basel Convention is the application of
the conventions' requirements in countries that may not care all that much about
the methodology of recovery, packaging and transportation of intractable waste.
This is especially so in Asian countries with a poor record of environmental
protection and some other agenda for not removing vast quantities of intractable
and toxic waste. 6

During recent years, it has become apparent within many Asian countries
provisions of the Basel Convention are in the main ignored, or circumvented by
local managers who often do not have the skills to properly manage hazardous
waste projects. 7 It is also apparent that many shipments for disposal of hazardous
wastes take place without notification, and involve movements between the
developed world and the less-developed world, and do not comply with even basic
international standards. 8

Thus, the risk to the global environment from hazardous and toxic waste is not
necessarily reduced by the ratification of the Basel Convention.
'Tolba and EI-Kholy ( 1992) eh. I0, provides an overview of likely intractable waste scenarios in
developing countries.
6 Spitalink ( 1992), p.3, provides comparative studies of hazardous waste generation in Asian
countries.
7 Tolba and EI-Kholy ( 1992) , p. 264.
• repetto ( 1994 ), p.4.
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As with many "global" agreements, the Basel Convention, lacks specific detail
concerning appropriate methods that should be applied so that the risk
management of the hazardous waste is in compliance with the agreement.

There exists significant evidence (UNEP Basel Convention Conference Stockholm, 1995) that the management culture of "environmentally emerging"
countries can significantly reduce the intended effect of the management plans
that are required by international conventions. There is a need for a strategic
management plans to be developed that accommodate "local management culture"
and strengthens its capacity when adopted within the host country infrastructure. 9

Intractable waste contamination in Asia is a huge problem.'°

Containing and

managing the problem presents major issues of complexity in developing the
logistical and management framework, and execution thereof. The potential risk to
the global environment due to failure of the management plan is extreme. In
countries where there is little in the way of substantive consideration for the
environment, maintenance of security, and integrity of the management system
desired by global conventions, during intractable clearance, are at constant risk of
defaulting.''

The scope of the global trade of hazardous wastes is difficult to ascertain.
Estimates of the volume of hazardous wastes generated each year range from 300
to 500 million tonnes. It its generally accepted by the Basel Convention that about
ten percent of this waste is shipped across international boundaries. 12

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a management model that is more effective
See Greenpeace "Waste Trade Update", Vol 2, Issue 2, I March 1989.
For discussion of the hazardous waste situation in Asia refer to a conference paper by Qiao Zhiqi
(1999).
"The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN (FAO) in their 1996 report estimate that
developing countries are holding stocks of more than 100,000 tonnes of obsolete pesticides. Many
of these chemicals are so toxic that a few grams could poison thousands of people or contaminate a
large area. Leakage, seepage and various accidents related; to pesticides are quite common and
widespread. Storage conditions rarely meet internationally accepted standards. Many pesticide
containers deteriorate and leak their contents into the soil, contaminating ground water and the
environment.
12 The ten percent figure is suggested and compiled in the country reports of imports and exports
contained in World Resources Report 1990-91 p.325.

9

111

5

than current management models used in the extraction, management,
transportation and disposal of intractable, toxic, and hazardous waste.

The

model has specific relevance to Asian companies involved in toxic and hazardous
waste and is focussed on ensuring the intentions of the global conventions are not
subverted.

This work attempts to bridge the gap between ratification of international
conventions and the application of such conventions by the utilisation of a
management structure that is aimed at facilitating compliance.

During the last thirty years there have been many field studies of systems failure
and resultant severe environmental pollution caused by completely inadequate
systematised management procedures. These field studies show that while a
management plan was in place with a quality system and an environmental plan,
the pollution still occurred before any element of the management system was
aware of the possibility. Many of the current management models are too global in
their applications, and they suffer from a lack of specificity. When dealing with
highly dangerous intractable material being recovered from dangerous locations,
management techniques, even when applied under an ISO standard, in the author's
experience, are often simply found to be inadequate. 13

The study of management models that are designed to deal with the issues involved
with hazardous waste must inherently involve the field of organisational science.
By understanding industries as complex systems, model design can be arranged so
as to improve chances of adoption by decision makers. This thesis, therefore,
concerns the design of models drawn from what in organisational science is
referred to as "Complexity" . 14

Complexity theory deals with systems that show complex structures in time or
space, often hiding simple deterministic rules. Complexity refers to the condition
of the universe, which is integrated and yet too rich and varied for us to understand
in simple, mechanistic or linear ways. Complexity deals with the nature of
" See McDowall project files 1987 - 1999. cf FAO reports 1996,1997, 1998
14
See Casti ( 1995), Coveney and Highfield ( 1995), Gell-Mann ( 1994 ), Horgan ( 1995), Kauffman
( 1993), Kelly ( 1994), Reeves ( 1996), Stacey ( 1995), Waldrop ( 1992).

6

emergence, innovation, learning and adaptation. 15 Traditional models for the
management of hazardous waste projects tend to be linear or mechanistic in their
response to the demands of global conventions such as the Basel Convention.
Most traditional models are simplistic linear programmes of instructions that are
not cognisant of the integrative elements that are a characteristic of such projects.
Casti 16 suggests that "learning and adaptation" are essential elements of an
organisation's management plan, yet these are not always part of the linear or
mechanistic models that are applied today.

Without doubt, complexity research is not at the point of presenting an all
embracing universal theory. 11 Despite the lack of empirical data, bold claims are
being made about complexity being the next major breakthrough in management.'&
However, its norms are at a point where they can help to establish new models.' 9
While empirical data is strangely absent from the literature, especially that related
to models involving extreme degrees of "issues of complexity", there are those 20
that suggest with empirical studies such models can be described, and therefore
that complexity theory adds much to organisational science. It is at this point that
the thesis will begin its inquiry by attempting to provide the empirical data
regarding issues of complexity and uncertainty that are involved with hazardous
waste projects in Asia, and demonstrating how we may use the metaphors of
complexity theory to shape management models.

If we define an organisation as "systems of co-ordinated actions among individuals
and groups whose preferences, information, interests and knowledge differ"

21 ,

then

a central task of an organisational manager is "the delicate conversion of conflict
into co-operation." It is this convergence of conflicting elements that will form
the basis for investigating the Asian management culture and will shape the survey
questions.

If we can provide an understanding of organisations as complex systems, and
See Casti, 1995.
repetto (1995).
11
See Horgan (1995).
IR See Phelan ( 1995).
19 See Lissack (1996).
20 See Begun (1994).
21 March and Simon ( 1993).
15

16

7

develop the methodology as to how their systems interact, managers can improve
decision making, and search for innovative solutions. Complexity theory is a
promising framework that accounts for the dynamic evolution of organisations, and
complex internal and external interactions.

By conceptualising organisations as complex systems, a number of managerial
implications can be developed. Complexity theory also points to the importance
of developing guidelines and decision rules to cope with complexity, and of
searching for non obvious and indirect means to achieving goals. 22

We have many instances in the organisational science literature where the
application of complexity concepts is questioned. Johnson and Burden 23 have
raised this question in their work. "Chaos theory and its close cousin, complexity
theory, have recently made their appearance in the social science literature,
including studies of organisations. The trend toward loosely applying non-linear
dynamical theories to organisations troubles us ... The essential problem remains:

How should these concepts be applied?" The question 'how' is very important to
this thesis. The answer will be crucial to the application of the models proposed.

James Begun 24 chides researchers for not looking at what confronts organisational
science with respect to its practical application. Begun talks about the 95% of the
organisational world, that complexity theory invites us to explore. It has been
avoided because it is "too dark, murky, and intimidating, or, our theories and
methods simply have not allowed us to see it". His suggestion is that we overcome
the metaphors and approximate complex realities. On the other hand, Schein 25 is
determined that "[t]he field of organisational science can only progress when we
have a set of concepts that derive from concrete observations of real behaviours in
real organisations, and therefore, provide some link to the concerns of practitioners
who are solving problems here and now".

Within this thesis are four field surveys of companies engaged in ten large
Levy ( 1994 ).
Johnson and Burton ( 1994), p. 322.
24 Begun ( 1994), p. 331.
2 ' Schein (1996), p. 231.
22
23

8

hazardous waste projects. These surveys provide empirical data so that concrete
observations can be made and the model, while based on complexity theory, will
have substantial validity based on real data from real companies. The research will
be based upon direct observation and interviews of the managers within companies
in Asia directly involved in hazardous waste work.

9

2

Management of Hazardous Wastes under International
Conventions.

This chapter examines the various international conventions or regulations regarding
hazardous waste and its management, and summarises their interdependence and
effectiveness. The research concentrated on the "Management Plans" or
"Environmental Management Systems" that reside within these conventions, or
international agreements, in order to establish a benchmark of expectation
concerning standards of management and organisation that would be required of a
member State to discharge its obligations under the conventions.

Introduction
The research in this section concentrates on "Environmental Management Systems"
methodologies as they affect the delivery of global convention requirements. Each
of the three major conventions are examined here (UNEP Basel Convention, OECD
Convention and EU Directives) from the point of view of what the Convention's
instruments demand in terms of "Environmental Management Systems", and how
that is to be delivered.

During the first stage of research into the international conventions, it became
quickly apparent that the Basel Convention (UNEP) has been adopted as the
pseudo standard for many of the countries within the Asian region. Indeed, many
of the other international conventions such as OECD, EU directives and the French
Driere have completely adopted the Basel Convention to the mutual exclusivity of
their own regulations. Within Asia, which is the primary region for this research,
the adoption of the Basel Convention is complete. The most interesting
development is the fact that the countries of Asia, and many other regions, have not
only adopted the "Basel" for transboundary movements, but have extended its
influence into the national scene by also adopting its requirements for management
practices outside of the actual transboundary movement.

10
Therefore, this thesis concentrates on the Basel Convention, and refers to the other

conventions only where they provide additional management standards that are
generally applied. The complete adoption of the Basel Convention by many Asian
countries to the exclusion of others was surprising, as the Convention lacks the
detail that would enable its use as domestic internal regulation. 26

Of note is the fact that the United States is not a signatory to the Basel
Convention, and that the US EPA regulations regarding packaging and
transportation do not figure in Asian projects involving hazardous waste
management. The tendency is to use US Regulations such as the 40 CFR 760 series
when nothing else is available. An example of this would be Korea asking for the
40CFR standards to apply for offshore incineration in France for PCBs.

It should also be noted that the Basel Convention Secretariat even though it is a
subsection of the UNEP, is not funded by the United Nations. Its funding comes
solely from the countries that are signatories to the convention. This is probably
one of the main reasons for the convention's greater prominence than otherwise
would be the case.

During the research period for this thesis, the Basel Convention secretariat held two
Conference of the Parties (COP 4 & COP 5), several Technical Working Groups
(TWG) and other meetings. These conferences were attended by representatives
from 25 countries from the Asian region (including the author) and provided a
valuable and relevant, insight into the current state of hazardous waste management
and environmentally sound management practices in this region. The Basel
Convention in the period 1995 to 1999, emerged as the truly global regulation for
the management of hazardous wastes in an environmentally sound manner.

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Basel Convention
The Montevideo Programme for Development and Periodic Review of
Environmental Law identified the transport, handling, and disposal of toxic and
dangerous wastes as one of the major areas that should be included in the

26

see Lang, Nuehold and Zemanck ( 1991 ),p.150-152.

II

elaboration of international law involving regional co-operation. 27 The idea of
regional co-operation for the management of hazardous waste gained momentum
when the UNEP Governing Council (based on the Montevideo Programme) in
I 982, convened a working group of experts to develop guidelines on the
environmentally sound transport, management and disposal of hazardous wastes. 28
The principles that emanated from the working group of experts were affirmed at
the Cairo conference, and are known as the Cairo principles or guidelines. 29 The
Cairo guidelines contain the first relevant references and definitions to the
transboundary movements of hazardous wastes and define the effects of such
waste on the environment as pollution. The same guidelines also define the need
for prior informed consent before transboundary movements of hazardous wastes
can commence. The guidelines also refer to the need to establish specific measures
to be taken by States to ensure the environmentally sound management of
hazardous wastes within their boundaries. Finally, the Cairo Guidelines
incorporate the need for cleaner production and sustainability with regard to the
production of hazardous wastes.

In June 1987, the UNEP Governing Council adopted the Cairo Guidelines. 30 At the
same time the Governing Council convened a new working group to formulate a
global convention that would embody the Cairo Guidelines. Five sessions of this
working group were held during the period February I 988 to March I 989.

At Basel, in Switzerland, the global convention that was conceived by the working
group was adopted by the Conference of the Plenipotentiaries on 22 March 1989. 11
The Basel Convention was intended to facilitate the international community
solving global environmental problems in a collective manner. Since its introduction
in March of 1989, the Basel Convention has undergone several changes and
UNEP, Montevideo Programme (Nairobi 1982); Report of the Ad Hoe Meeting of Senior
Government Officials Expert in Environmental Law to the Governing Council of UNEP, 7
December 1981 (UNEP/GC.10/5/Add.2)
28
See the reports of the Ad Hoe group of Experts on the Environmentally Sound management of
Hazardous wastes in a total of three sessions, March 1984 (UNEP/WG.95/5); December 1984
(UNEP/WG.111/3); December 1985 (UNEP/WG.122/3).
29
UNEP, Environmental Law Guidelines and Principles, Environmentally Sound Management of
hazardous Waste, Nairobi 1987.
30
UNEP Governing Council Decision 14/30 ( 17 June 1987).
31 Final Act of the Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Global Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes, 22 March 1989.
27
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amendments. These, and the original agreement, are discussed below. The ongoing
purpose of the Basel Convention can be summarised as follows:

The Basel Convention represents new norms, rules and procedures in law governing
the movement and disposal of hazardous wastes at international, as well as national
levels. In this context, this instrument represents the intention of the international
community to solve this global environmental problem in a collective manner. A
regulatory system for the monitoring and control of hazardous wastes has been set
up and is displayed in the full text of the Convention. Some of the key elements of
the regulatory system of the Basel Convention are the so called "prior informed
consent", the prohibition to export to a country which is not a contracting party to
the convention, and the legal provisions for duty to re-import, and the
responsibility of States involved in the transboundary movements.

Scope of the Convention
"Transboundary Movement" means any movement of hazardous wastes or other
wastes from an area under the national jurisdiction of one State to, or through, an
area under the national jurisdiction of another State, provided that at least two
States are involved in the movement (article 2 Para 3). Note that the full text of the
Basel Convention appears in Appendix I.

Provisions of the Convention are generally seen in two parts:

[A]

Control oftransboundary movements of hazardous wastes:
Ban on import and export of hazardous wastes
Illegal traffic detection and control
Bilateral, multilateral and regional agreements
The Control system of the Basel Convention

[B]

Environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes and other
wastes and their disposal :
Technical guidelines
Regional centres

13
The overall goal of the Secretariat of the Basel Convention (SBC) is "to protect
human health and the environment against hazardous wastes".
To reach this goal the SBC sees its role to:

Reduce transboundary movement
Minimise generation
Assist developing countries in environmentally sound
management of hazardous wastes

The principles under which the SBC operates are:
Minimise generation in terms of quantity and toxicity
Disposal close to source of generation
Guaranteed environmentally sound management
Exportation only in the case of lacking technical capability

The original Basel Convention Article 4, was a provision for the signatory States
to retain the right to prohibit the import of hazardous wastes. After the
establishment of the Convention in 1989, there followed the fourth ACP/EEC
Convention, 32 and the Bamako Convention, 33 banning

imports

into Africa from

30 January 1991. Both Conventions prohibit transboundary movement of
hazardous wastes to developing countries, and the former, required ACP States to
prohibit the direct or indirect import of hazardous wastes into their territory from
the European Community or any other country. During the period leading up to
the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in
1992, many developing countries were calling for a comprehensive ban on
hazardous wastes exports from industrialised to developing countries. 34

The first meeting of the Basel Convention Conference

35

adopted a resolution

(1/22) 36 that amended this article. The recommended amendment is as follows
(within the Conference as a request); "the industrialised countries to prohibit
Adopted at Lome (Togo) on 15 December 1989.
OAU Council of Ministers resolution on Control ofTransboundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and their Disposal in Africa, July 1989. The Bamako Convention is available on ILM
30/3( 1991 ).
34 UNCED Rio Declaration ( 1992).
35 Basel Convention Conference of The Parties, COP I (Uruguay 4 December 1992).
36 Basel Convention Conference of The Parties, COP I Decision 1/22, adopted 4 December 1992.

32
33
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transboundary movements of hazardous wastes and other wastes for disposal to
developing countries". 37

The second meeting of the SBC 18 decided "to prohibit immediately all
transboundary movements of hazardous wastes which are destined for final
disposal from OECD to non OECD States". 39 It was during the second meeting of
the Parties to the Basel Convention that the issue of environmentally sound
management occurred as a result of the deliberations of a working party. 40

At the third Convention meeting,4 1 Article 4 was finally amended and reads:
"each Party listed in Annex VII shall prohibit all transboundary movements of
hazardous wastes which are destined for operations according to Annex IV A, to
States not listed in Annex VII". 42 This means countries that are developing or are
developed may send hazardous wastes for disposal so long as the disposal country
is listed in Annex VII.

At the first Basel Convention meeting43 decision 1/15 was adopted where the
Conference requested that the Parties urgently promulgate national laws making the
illegal transboundary movements a criminal act, and further requested the SBC to
present an analytical report on the results of the UNEP-ESCAP joint project to the
second meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Basel Convention. In
addition, the Conference requested that an "open-ended Ad Hoe Committee to
study ways and means of enhancing the monitoring and prevention of illegal traffic
in hazardous wastes, and other wastes, and to report its findings to the Conference
of the Parties at its second meeting".

At the second Basel Conference meeting, 44 Decision 11/4 was proposed and
recommended for adoption. This decision states: "[r]equests the Parties to
Resolution 1/22, COP I (Uruguay 4 December 1992).
Basel Convention Conference of The Parties, COP 2 (Geneva 25 March 1994).
39 Known as the Basel ban, See www.ban.org/
40
Draft International Strategy for the Environmentally Sound Management of Hazardous Wastes
December 1991, (UNEP/CHW/WG.2/1/3).
41
Basel Convention Conference of The Parties, COP 3 (Geneva 18 September 1995).
42 ibid.
43
Basel Convention Conference of The Parties, COP 1 (Uruguay 4 December 1992).
44
Basel Convention Conference of The Parties, COP 2 (Geneva 25 March 1994).
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promulgate or develop stringent national legislation .... Further requests the Parties

to incorporate in their legal systems, appropriate sanctions or penalties for the
illegal traffic in hazardous wastes .... (r]equests all Governments to promote the inter
ministerial co-ordination within respective governments to prevent and
penalise .... [r]equests the SBC to assist Parties".

In practice, the SBC are required, at the regional level, to promote development of
regional mechanisms and systems.

At the international level the SBC are required to:

co-operate with International Customs Co-operation Council and
IM 0 45 to train customs and Port Officers.

2

[cooperate with] Interpol for exchange of information.

"Parties may enter into bilateral, multilateral, or regional agreements or
arrangements regarding transboundary movements of hazardous wastes, or other
wastes, with Parties, or non Parties provided that such arrangements do not
derogate from the environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes, and
other wastes, as required by this Convention". 46

A decision from the first meeting of the Conference47 adopted the following
request. "[r]equests the Parties to the Basel Convention notify the SBC
expeditiously of any bilateral, multilateral and regional agreements or arrangements
they conclude in accordance with para 2, of Article 11, of the Convention and
further requests its open ended ad hoe committee to examine the bilateral,
multilateral and regional agreements to arrangements communicated to the SBC and
to present a report on their conformity with the stipulations of Article 11 of the
Convention on the second meeting".

IMO,Assembly Resolution, Transboundary Movement of hazardous wastes, 19 October 1989,
(A 16/Res.676)
46
Article 11 of the Basel Convention ( 1989).
47
Basel Convention Conference of The Parties, COP I (Uruguay 4 December 1992).
45
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At the second meeting of the Conference,4 Article 11 was again considered and the
8

SBC report received. The Conference with decision 11/10 "[r]equested that Parties
which have entered, in accordance with Article 11, into bilateral, multilateral and
regional agreements or arrangements to report, consistent with national laws and
regulations, to the open ended ad hoe committee, through the SBC, on the
confonnity of such agreements or arrangements taking into consideration the list of
questions annexed to this decision". 49

Operational Procedure of the Convention
In general, the Basel Convention is actioned by means of fonnal notification
procedures that the packaging, handling, transit notifications, and bilateral
notifications have been actioned in accordance with the provisions of the Basel
Convention. The most relevant section of this documentation is"[ d]etermining
whether to allow a transboundary Movement". 50

States shall engage in the transboundary movement of hazardous waste, or other
waste, only if there "does not exist a more environmentally sound alternative", and
if it takes place between parties to the convention none of which has prohibited the
import of such wastes. The Parties shall "require that hazardous wastes, or other
wastes, to be exported, are managed in an environmentally sound manner in the
State of import or elsewhere. "Any State has the sovereign right to ban the entry
or disposal of foreign hazardous wastes and other wastes in its territory". 5'

Environmentally Sound Waste Management
The progression of the "Basel Convention" into the area of 'Environmentally
Sound Management' has moved from this original Article (4) by Decision 11/13
from the second meeting of the conference of the parties.

"Each party shall

prevent the import of hazardous wastes, and other wastes, if it has reason to
believe that the wastes in question will not be managed in an environmentally
sound manner". 52 This decision states in part "confinns adoption of the
Framework document (Decision 1/19) on the preparation of technical guidelines for
48

Basel Convention Conference of The Parties, COP 2 (Geneva 25 March 1994).
See Conference Decisions, 11/1-3, 11/13-15,(1994)
50
Section 7 of the Basel Convention ( 1989).
51
Preamble, paragraph 6 of the Basel Convention ( 1989).
52
Article 4 para 2(g) of the Basel Convention ( 1989).
49
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the Environmentally Sound Management of Wastes subject to the Basel
Convention. To date the 'Technical Working Group' {TWG) has held more than
ten sessions and have established the compilation oflists of hazardous wastes.
At TWG 15 initial progress has been made on the establishment of guidelines for
"Environmentally Sound Management techniques". 53

As far as the Basel Convention is concerned, the term "Environmentally Sound
Management" means "taking all practicable steps to ensure that hazardous wastes,
or other wastes, are managed in a manner which will, protect human health and the
environment against the adverse effects which may result from such wastes". This
generalised definition has been extensively criticised as being vague and
insubstantial. 54 There are several provisions within the Basel Convention that
attempt to give some guidance to the specific aims regarding "Environmentally
Sound Management" of hazardous wastes.

"A Party shall not permit hazardous wastes, or other wastes, to be imported from
a non party". 55 Notwithstanding that provision, "Parties may enter into a bilateral,
multilateral, or regional agreements or arrangements regarding transboundary
movements of hazardous wastes, and other wastes, provided that such agreements
or arrangements do not derogate from the environmentally sound management of
hazardous wastes, and other wastes, as required by this convention. These
agreements or arrangements shall stipulate provisions which are not less
environmentally sound than those provided for by this convention in particular
taking into account the interests of developing countries". 56 "Each party is required
to establish an authorisation system for persons handling hazardous waste, 57 and to
ensure that every hazardous waste transport is accompanied from start to finish by
a movement document containing the information specified in Annex VB of the
Basel Convention, to be signed by each person who takes charge of the wastes". 58

Parties must also establish requirements for packaging, labelling and transport in
TWG 15, Environmental Sound Management, Geneva (2000).
See Montgomery ( 1990),p.32 l; Rosencranz and Eldridge ( 1992),p.3 l 8; Schmidt ( 1992) ,p. 70- 76.
55 Article 4 para 5, of the Basel Convention (1989).
56 s
ee Kummer ( 1995) ,p.57
57
Article 4(7 .a), of the Basel Convention (1989).
58 s
ee Kummer,(1995),p.57

53
54
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confonnity with relevant international rules, standards and practices. In accordance
with Article 4(8) requiring technical guidelines, a TWG was set up in 1992 with the
purpose of establishing guidelines for the "environmentally sound management" of
hazardous wastes. This TWG now is part of the ongoing work that is conducted
by the Convention. "The main purpose of the guidelines is to provide
Governments and member States with elements, criteria and principles which
applied together, constitute environmentally sound management of hazardous
wastes". 59

While providing the guidance (Article 4) for the conduct of member countries in the
context of hazardous waste management, the Basel Convention does not contain
absolute obligations. 60 Members are required to take appropriate measures to
achieve the aims of Article 4; the exact nature and extent of such steps is left open.
The provisions also leave open a number of important questions, such as the extent
of the generating country's duty to ascertain the adequacy of disposal facilities in
the prospective State of import, and the allocation of the burden of proof for the
inclusion of a waste in the scope of the Convention and for the pennissibility of
export.

The 'Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of
Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal' was adopted on 22 March 1989 by the 116
States participating in the Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Global
Convention on the Control ofTransboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes.

It was convened by the Executive Director of the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), and held in Basel at the invitation of the Government of
Switzerland. The Basel Convention entered into force on 5 May 1992. The first of
two meetings of the conference of the parties were held in December 1992
(Piriapolis, Uruguay), and the second in March 1994 (Geneva, Switzerland),
respectively. As at 31 December 2003, 158 countries and the European
Community are Parties to the Convention.

Since the introduction and application of the Basel Convention, the protocol of the
convention has received substantial support from around the world. Such is the
59
60

See Kummer ( l 995),p.58-59
See Lang,Neuhold, and Zemanek (1991 ),p. 149-152
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success of the convention that many nations no longer consider any transboundary
movements unless it is in full compliance with this convention. In the area of
environmentally sound management practices, the Basel Convention has been large
on demands that such practices be incorporated but lacking in detail as to the
definition of such practices, and the management techniques, that are to be
employed. Many countries have expressed frustration at the lack of guidance in
this area from the Basel Convention. The SBC has responded by creating a TWG
to look into establishing technical guidelines for environmentally sound management
practices, but so far have not produced satisfactory handling manuals. This
activity represents a departure for the SBC in that, obviously, handling practices
involving packaging, inland transport, container storage and safe handling
techniques is beyond the transboundary area and into the 'on-land' practices. This
trend will see a significant strengthening of the Basel Convention over the next few
years into an all encompassing convention that will includes national activity for
hazardous waste, as well as all international activity.

The strength of the Basel Convention clearly lies in its support from the Parties.
So many countries are party to this convention that, as a protocol for the handling
of wastes between countries, it cannot be avoided. The global model that the Basel
Convention represents is so well constructed that there are no countries that it
cannot be applied to. Despite any national or regional regulations or agreements
that may apply within a country or within a bilateral agreement, nothing prevents
its application. The Basel Convention is of such strength that green activist
groups, such as Earth Watch and Greenpeace, 61 actively use the Basel Convention
against any country that may be attempting to ship hazardous wastes without
notification. Such an action was taken against Australia in 1992 when a container
ship carrying four containers of PCB transited the port of Durban without
processing the prior informed consent notification to the Durban Port Authorities.
Greenpeace had monitored the shipment when it left Australia and checked with
the Durban port authorities, and found that the notifications had not been made and
therefore, the consignment was in clear breach of the Basel Convention. The
outcome of this case was that the Australian Government found itself in an
embarrassing situation, and immediately banned the export of PCB waste, a ban
61

See www.ban.org
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which is still in force today.

The main weakness of this Convention, is that fact that it is a global model and, as
such, is lacking in detail as to the specific ways in which the articles of the
Convention are carried out. Much of the weakness relates to the many imprecise
and vague terminologies which are open to differing interpretations. 62 While the
Convention clearly says that the packaging and transportation shall be carried out
in a manner that is environmentally responsible, it does not provide any detail on
how that should be performed or how it is judged and assessed. The Convention
makes reference to "[i]ntemationally accepted practices" in packaging,
transportation, labelling, stowage etc., but does not attempt to place any
specifications on those practices. 63 Another weakness is that the Basel Convention
compliance is considered by many as being the only requirement when transhipping
hazardous wastes, and local and national regulations are often overlooked. Many
transport companies believe that a dangerous goods permit is not required when
transporting hazardous cargo within one's own country because the transboundary
paperwork is in compliance. So indeed, the success of the Basel Convention, in
many cases is a weakness. Current activity by the TWG committee looking into
environmentally sound management practices will eventually provide a significant
amount of detail to enable nations to handle all their hazardous waste in a uniform
manner under the Basel Convention, whether on land or sea.

The Basel Convention has a world-wide sphere of influence, although surprisingly
as mentioned earlier the United States is not a Party to the Convention. Most
Asian countries are Parties, and abide very closely to the terms and conditions of
the Convention. The resulting effect is that any transboundary shipment outside of
the Basel Convention notification procedures is generally regarded as illegal. The
effect of the Basel Convention implementation, since 1992, has been to discipline
the handling of hazardous waste projects as the effect of the articles of the Basel
Convention has an influence on aspects of the project well beyond the actual
shipping between countries. Indeed, when engaged in contractual negotiations with
generators and disposers, most of the correspondence has to do with real or
perceived compliance with the Convention.
62

63

See Hand(,( 1990),p.6.
See opinion in Lang,Nuehold and Zemanck (1991 ),p.150-152.
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One of the interesting side effects of the Convention is the impact it has on States.
Even though there are provisions within the Convention that can be used in certain
circumstances most States seem to prefer using the articles of the Convention that
are seen to be in full compliance. An example here would be the shipment of
Wastes from Taiwan to France. Under the Convention, Taiwan could ship
hazardous wastes to France under an instrument of Bilateral agreement. Under
Article I I, Taiwan could simply arrange for France to accept its waste, and the
only obligation is for France to advise the SBC that the shipment will be performed
in accordance with the Convention. However while Taiwan is not a Party to the
Convention, China is. 64 Taiwan, therefore, applied to the China NEPA for a Basel
Convention notification to ship to France. China obliged, and provided the
necessary transfrontier permit and the shipments proceeded under a full Basel
Convention notification between contracting parties. Taiwan is also pursuing the
idea ofreforming its waste regulations so that its entire 'on-land' regulations are in
full compliance, and indeed actually model the Basel Convention articles, even
though the nation cannot be a member of Basel Convention. This is happening
with several Asian countries, who have directly asked the SBC to provide
comprehensive sets of regulations, so that they may be fully incorporated within
their own waste laws.

Principally, the notifications procedures hold the key to the policing method but
this mainly involves the formal notification procedures. It does not, in practice,
cover such issues as "Environmentally Sound Management Practices". Many
instances of poor management practices are unnoticed by the Basel Convention
notification, especially in the Asian region, as Customs and inspectors are often
poorly trained to notice the non compliance. Indeed, unless one has significant
training in the safe handling of hazardous wastes, many instances of poor handling
are often overlooked. The other problem is related to who defines what is an
environmentally sound management practice. At what point is a practice unsound
and how do you detect it? These issues the Basel Convention does not directly
address but is planning to do so as it enters the next phase of 'on-land' regulations.
As Taiwan is not recognised as a country by the UN it cannot be a member of the Basel
Convention.

64
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The Basel Convention goes through a normal amendments and updating phase on a
cyclical basis. There have been six meetings of the Convention since enforcement
and many changes to the Convention have been made. The process of amendment
and adoption appears to be quite efficient in comparison with other United Nations
Environment Programme ratifications. The TWG which has party representation,
often instigates amendments or changes as well as provide the research required to
place technical details and descriptions before the parties. It is the SBC's intention
that the global model be provided with more definite detail as to how to package
and transport and label and what is meant by environmentally sound management.
In terms of notification of the Basel Convention Articles relating to transhipment
between the parties, the application of management techniques is well established
and the concepts of instruction, policy auditing etc., are well practised and carefully
followed, and one could not really fault the Convention on this.

Kummer maintains that, "[t]he principle of environmentally sound management of
hazardous waste provides that the wastes must be managed in such a way as not to
endanger human health and the environment. Whereas it is embodied in most
relevant international legal instruments in a fairly vague and unspecified form it is
increasingly given concrete content by reference to standards established by non
binding technical guidelines or codes of conduct in the field". 65

The principle of non discrimination provides that the principle of environmentally
sound management must be applied equally to wastes that remain within the
territory of the generating State and wastes that are exported. This means that the
same standards must be applied in both cases.

China and the Basel Convention
China was one of the founding member States of the Basel Convention and one of
the first signatory countries.

Article 10 to 20 Chapter III of the Chinese permitting regulations 66 are an early
attempt to mirror the Basel Convention. The Basel Convention is not referred to in
65
66

Kummer,( 1995),p.272.
The pennitting regulations were promulgated on January 29 1993 shortly after Basel enforcement
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these pennitting regulations but is obviously the model used.

Article 10, "[t]he hazardous Industrial waste is not allowed to be exported, unless
it is agreed by written agreement by the importing government's authorised
disposal organisation".

This regulation is a mirror reflection of Article 4, Para l ( c ), of the Basel convention
which reads, "Parties shall prohibit, or shall not pennit, the export of hazardous
waste, and other waste, if the State of import does not consent in writing to the
specific import, in the case where that State of import has not prohibited the
import of such wastes".

In practical tenns the Chinese SEPA (State Environmental Protection Agency)
prefer all pennitting to be conducted under the Basel requirements.

Article 16 of the Chinese permitting regulations states" [i]f the exported hazardous
Industrial waste were rejected, the exporter shall immediately submit rejection
certifying documents to the central competent authority, and shall be responsible
for removal".

This regulation (Article 16) is a mirror of Article 8, of the Basel Convention, which
reads, "[ w ]hen a transboundary movement of hazardous waste, or other wastes, to
which the consent of the States concerned has been given, subject to the provisions
of this Convention, cannot be completed in accordance with the terms of the
contract, the State of export shall ensure that the wastes in question are taken back
into the State of export, by the exporter, if alternative arrangements cannot be made
for their disposal in an environmentally sound manner, within 90 days from the
time that the importing State informed the State of export and the Secretariat, or
such other period of time as the States agree. To this end, the State of export and
any party of transit shall nor oppose, hinder or prevent the return of those wastes
to the State of export".

Again, in practical tenns, China prefers the use of the Basel Convention articles but
internally has great problems accepting the idea that wastes can come back if
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rejected. Taiwan companies (generators) are inclined to forbid any possibility of
return and indeed, insist the the generators name does not appear on the wastes or
the manifests. This is, of course, in complete contravention of the Basel and the
China regulations (under which Taiwan is obliged to ship).

In 1993 China set up a body called the National Training and Technology Transfer
Centre for Hazardous Waste Management and Disposal (NTTTC). This group is
located at Tsinghua University, in Beijing, China and is based within the
Environmental Engineering Design and Research Institute at that university. The
Chinese authorities have outlined the following tasks for this group:

a)

to undertake research on development and dissemination of
information on cleaner production techniques, minimisation
technologies, recycling technologies and treatment and disposal of
hazardous wastes.

b)

to provide training on hazardous waste management, including
treatment and disposal technologies.

c)

to introduce management and disposal technologies for hazardous
waste from advanced countries and to spread the use of these
technologies to the whole country.

d)

to act as a technical support unit to the competent authority in
the China National Environmental Protection Agency in the field
of management of transboundary movement of hazardous wastes.

It is apparent that the responsibility for the management planning for hazardous
waste management in China rests with NEPA 67 but the entire physical activity is
carried out by NTTTC.

It is within NTTTC that the China waste laws are taken

well beyond their written intent in order to discharge their intent of spirit. NTTTC
are responsible for developing the plans and methodologies, and the management
Note that at the time of fonnation NEPA was the national environmental protection agency.
Since the mid nineties the department has become a government ministry and is now called SEPA,
State Environmental Protection Agency.
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auditing plans that are put into practice around China. The management plans they
produce tend to be modelled on international conventions (in many cases they are
written by consultants from western countries), and in most cases the convention
used is the Basel.

The objective of the centre is to train present and future managers, and engineers,
responsible for hazardous waste management and disposal to enable them to deal
with tomorrow's sophisticated technology and its training and education
programme has three components: continuing education; undergraduate education
and training; and graduate education training and research. The continuing education
programme provides a comprehensive and practical curriculum of study in
hazardous waste management designed for industrial engineers, managers from local
environmental protection bureau and other regulatory agencies. The NTTTC has
strong links with developed countries in the field of hazardous waste management
and disposal with the help of the Basel Convention secretariat and they are
regularly visited by overseas delegations. 68

The importance of the Chinese regulations cannot be understated. Within the
regulations the references to management systems, and packaging and
transportation standards however, is of little relevance, due to the lack of such
systems. The hazardous waste problems in China are vast (300 to 500 million
tonnes of stored hazardous wastes awaiting final disposal), and therefore, their
national regulations are extremely important as the country struggles with its huge
waste problems and yearly industrial growth (in excess of 25% per annum). 69

From an interview with the Centre Director of the Training and Education Branch,
Associate Professor Qingzhong Bai, it is clear that there remains much work to do
relating to the successful transfer of training and management systems to be able to
get companies in China to understand how Environmental Management Systems

See comments by Ma Hongchang (SEPA) in his paper "Basel Convention and Implementation
in Chinastate{sic} Environmental Protection Administration.", at Conference, Second Asia-Pacific
Regional training Workshop on hazardous waste management and practice, Beijing, Nov. 1999.
69 See comments on status of hazardous waste quantities by Qiao Zhiqi, Director general,
Department of Pollution Control, SEPA, China, "Introduction to Environmental protection in
China" at conference Second Asia-Pacific Regional training Workshop on hazardous waste
management and practice, Beijing, Nov. 1999.
68
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need to be a management philosophy that permeates the business structure.

10

There appears to be little comprehension within NTTTC that this is a fundamental
requirement.

Under the direction of SEPA of China, with financial assistance from Denmark, a
plan has been developed to assist the implementation of the Basel Convention as
the standard for hazardous waste management in China. 11 The main objectives of
this action plan for hazardous waste management in China, and implementing the
Basel Convention, is to strengthen the overall management of hazardous waste,
including production, collection, storage, treatment, recycling, transportation,
recovery and final disposal, management policy, organisation and method.

The reality is that the development of environmental management systems requires
a infrastructure that has a long history of integration with corporate strategy.
China needs to leapfrog the environmental awakening period and go straight into
EMS for hazardous waste management. However, without a business
infrastructure that has the background of strategic management as a planning
process, this may prove to be an insurmountable obstacle. Perhaps the successful
introduction and implementation of hazardous waste management plans will require
going down a different path to that currently being proposed in the Western
literature. 72

China has the world's highest rate of economic development and has the highest
rate of hazardous waste generation. More than 600 million tonnes of waste is
produced per year, of which 5-7% is hazardous. 73 The accumulated amount of
dumped waste exceeds 6 billion tonnes, of which 5-7% is hazardous. Because of
the lack of hazardous waste regulations in China in recent years, the low level of
treatment and recycling, lack of technical expertise and the lack of funding and
experience, most of the hazardous wastes have simply been stockpiled. This
situation has resulted in grossly contaminated soils, waterways and surface water,
70
71

ibid.
ibid.

See discussion on Western methods and China's legislation impact in Hu Shouren's (SEPA)
paper "China's Legislation on Hazardous Waste Management." at conference Second Asia-Pacific
Regional training Workshop on hazardous waste management and practice, Beijing, Nov. 1999.
73
ibid.
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which is resulting in endangered health and damage to the environment. Severe
pollution incidents occur frequently with more then I 00 serious incidents per
year. 74 Despite recent success in hazardous waste management in China, there still
exists many problems that are similar to problems elsewhere in Asia. These
problems include the lack of laws and regulations, low level management skills, lack
of treatment and disposal facilities, shortage of funds, out of date technology, and
inadequately qualified administrators and technicians. 75

The weaknesses within the China regulations, as far as management of hazardous
wastes is concerned, involves a lack of environmental management planning. The
hazardous waste problem is now so vast, and is being added to on a scale that most
western technicians cannot comprehend, that the Chinese regulations as such do not
provide the guidance so that effective EMS systems can be put in place. 76 The
strength of the Chinese regulations is simply that they are based on Basel and the
NTTTC is applying itself to the implementation of the Basel Convention. While
the Chinese regulations and the conventions they use will affect China, their effect
or lack of effect will have a flow on affect on the rest of the Asian-Pacific region
and, indeed, the rest of the world. The interview with NTTTC, however, indicated
the people that manage these facilities are poorly equipped and funded to actively
police hazardous waste regulations. Within China the ultimate authority for the
implementation of the waste laws is SEP A and they are seriously underfunded for
the task they are charged with. 77 The ability of the current structure of SEPA and
NTTTC to deliver EMS and thus management systems to the management of
hazardous waste is doubtful.

The regulations for hazardous waste management in China are at a primitive stage
and the National Environmental Protection Agency is relying heavily on support
from the Basel Convention to produce technical guidelines so that Environmentally
'ibid.
See conference paper by Ms Lu Shu Ping, Director Shanghai Environmental protection Agency,
"Actively promoting EMS Standards to Realise the General Objective of Shanghai's Environmental
Protection." International Conference on ISO 14000 Environmental management and Sustainable
Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
76
See comments by Ma Hongchang (SEPA) in his paper ''Basel Convention and Implementation
in Chinastate{sic} Environmental Protection Administration."., at Conference, Second AsiaPacific Regional training Workshop on hazardous waste management and practice, Beijing, Nov.
1999.
77 ibid.
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Sound Management Practices can be conducted. This is in spite of an impressive
university based environmental engineering programme that is supported by SEPA.
They have the will required but their management systems are so basic that they
are unable to apply the techniques they already have knowledge of for the
management and disposal of hazardous waste. China has broken new ground in
that it has banned exports of hazardous wastes and will proceed to build the
required treatment facilities on China soil. In order to begin to process that
requirement their entire regulations for hazardous waste require an overhaul in the
sense that the regulations need the practical guidelines added to them.

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
Convention
The OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) was
founded in 1961. Its primary purpose then was to stimulate economic progress
and world trade. The Convention establishing the OECD was signed in December
1960, by 18 European countries, US and Canada and went into effect September
1961. The convention represented an extension of the "organisation for European
Economic Co-operation (OECD) after this organisation had completed its original
objective". 78 One of the basic objectives of the OECD was to achieve the highest
possible economic growth, employment and living standards for its member
countries. The OECD has attempted to reach this goal by liberalising international
trade and the movement of capital between member countries and others.

The OECD does not have binding decision powers outside of its member States,
and as such, does not enter into establishing International Conventions. The OECD
is essentially a consultative assembly that pursues its objectives through
persuasion of its member States. The organisation does this by the use of
conferences, seminars and publication of papers. While the OECD has limited
powers, it does have significant influence as an advisory body to the many
international organisations involved with banking and trade. A decision of the
OECD is binding on the members States. Decisions must be incorporated into
national legislation. The existing acts of the Council in the field of waste
management usually adopt the mixed form of 'Decision and Recommendation
78

See Kiss and Sheldon ( 1991 ).pp 310-318
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(D/R)'. The obligations are contained in the binding Decision part of the act and
the non binding Recommendation part sets out the guidelines to members States for
the implementation of these obligations. 79 Note that the full text of the OECD
Convention appears in Appendix 2.

The main activity of the OECD is to operate as a clearing house for the masses of
data and statistics collected about the world economy and other related matters.
The purpose of the OECD is to boost prosperity by application of consistent
policies and standardised practices across its member States, as well as non member
States. The OECD collects a unique set of data and statistics that allows
comparisons across countries. This work supports the discussions by member
countries, who sent "experts" and policy makers to meet in specialised committees
and groups for each of about 200 subject areas. Committee discussions can lead to
formal agreements or rules to foster international fairness in economic areas, in
various sections of the economy. Generally, the OECD produces discussion that is
designed to contribute to better domestic policy making and more co-ordinated
international practice.

In 1974, the 'Waste Management Group' (WMG) was established, and is now the
principal group managing the Basel Convention interface. The main purpose of the

WMG was to develop and promote international policies for waste management. 80
Other purposes of this group were to develop and promote policy instruments to
minimise the generation of waste; promote reuse and recovery of materials and
energy from waste streams; and ensure safe and environmentally responsible
handling, storage and disposal of residual waste. Member States were expected to
incorporate these policies into their own internal waste laws. Emphasis was placed
on waste minimisation, reuse and disposal.

Environmentally sound management became an issue during the 1970s. In 1984, (5
years before the Basel Convention was established), the OECD adopted a decision
to have member countries put in place measures to manage the transboundary
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Cf Article 5 of the OECD Convention.
OECD Council Decision and Recommendation on Trans frontier Movements of hazardous wastes,
I February 1984,(C(83)180(final).
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movements of hazardous wastes.

81

This decision, which appears to be the first

time the OECD had directly addressed the issue of transboundary movements of
hazardous wastes, placed a binding code on the members States by the use of a set
of principles.

For the first time, this set of principles included the issue of "environmentally
sound management", the issue of "prior informed consent" (PIC), all country cooperation and return policy. Much of the material that emanated from decision
1984 D/R, was later incorporated into the Basel Convention. Much work was
done in this period regarding the international transboundary movements between
member States and it culminated after the OECD policy conference in 1985,82 and
the resulting international agreement on control of hazardous wastes between
member countries. 83 While this agreement was in its draft stage, the UNEP
sponsored work on the Basel Convention was gathering pace and coincided with
the work by the OECD council in attempting to deal with transboundary
movements of hazardous wastes to non OECD countries.

The UNEP activity caused the OECD to suspend further work on its draft
agreement with its members countries on transboundary movements of hazardous
Wastes. 84 After the adoption of the Basel Convention, the OECD ceased all work
in the transboundary movement area and subsequently much of the provisions,
especially that related to the hazardous waste classification lists, were incorporated
in the Basel Convention. The OECD then instructed its member countries to give
their support to the Basel Convention. It is important to note however, that most
of the principles regarding environmental sound management relating to hazardous
waste are still part of the OECD policy and remain in place.

The OECD then concentrated on the issue of international trade of recyclable
wastes. There has been much criticism of the Basel Convention's management of
recyclable waste, and the OECD has set up its own measures for member countries
81

Council Resolution on International Co-operation Concerning Transfrontier Movements of
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OECD Policy Conference at Basel, Switzerland, March 1985.
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OECD Resolution International Co-operation transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes,
October 1988.
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trading exclusively among themselves. A three tier list system is in place and is
operated within the OECD block. The important interface points between the
OECD and the Basel convention are :

•

OECD control system implements Basel Convention within
OECD 85

•

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between OECD
Environment Directorate and Basel Convention Secretariat86

•

OECD provides guidance to the Basel Convention in its work
defining lists of Hazardous and Non Hazardous wastes

•

Basel Convention List A and List B (Hazardous and Non
Hazardous Waste) is based on OECD Green, Amber and Red lists

In international terms, OECD has an importance for the member States and States
that need to deal with them. The OECD, however, does not deliver conventions or
directorates. The work of the OECD directly effects only the States that are
members (26 countries are members and none are in Asia). Within Asian country
regulations there are no references made to OECD decisions or practices with
respect to hazardous waste. Therefore, the relevance of the OECD to the Asian
context, on the face of it, would appear to be insignificant. However, because of
the memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the Basel Convention
Secretariat and the OECD Environment Directorate and the support information
and data provided by the OECD, its importance cannot be overlooked.

The significance of the OECD convention is the fact that its member States include
most of the industrialised States in the world and, as such, represent the bulk of the
worlds hazardous waste generators. The OECD continues to set regulations for the
management of such wastes within these countries. This especially applies to the
rules within the EU, and it is there that much OECD influence can be seen.
85
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For the purpose of developing management tools for the environmentally
responsible handling of hazardous waste, the OECD operates as a conduit for the
opinions and policies of its member countries into the Basel Convention TWGs.
The difference between the EU and the OECD is that the EU generally uses binding
regulations or rules, whereas the OECD usually establishes policy for member
countries to apply when making their own rules. Indeed, a member State can decide
not to adopt an OECD rule but the EU rules are mandatory.

The strength of the OECD convention is that it has been around for nearly 40 years
and its objectives and policies are well supported by its member States. The
number of States that are members, 26, is a weakness, in that they tend to be
Europe focussed. Because the organisation is a provider of policy and guidance, it
serves as a useful information database for the other conventions that are more
regulatory, such as the Basel Convention. The data and information it provides to
the Basel Convention is very valuable indeed, and without it the Basel Convention
ad hoe technical committees would have a very difficult assignment to complete.

The OECD decisions made at international committee meetings that are regularly
attended by experts from the member States are binding on the States, and must be
incorporated into their national legislation, unless they have abstained. States can
arrange by themselves bilateral agreements to encompass those decisions but
otherwise, there is no attempt by the OECD to police their decisions. They
"police" their policies by persuasion. The OECD chemicals programme has a
degree of influence around the world due to the quality of the work in this area.
The OECD secretariat and the 26 member countries 87 work together to develop and
co-ordinate environmental health and safety activities on an international basis.
The OECD Convention is subject to the normal amendments for administration
purposes. The Directorates continuously provide guidelines and decisions that are
not considered convention amendments. They are merely the results of conducting
the committee meetings.

The hazardous waste management techniques that the OECD prescribes to comply
87
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with the Basel Convention is that they are required to be environmentally sound.
In terms of 'on the ground' management systems and techniques, the OECD has
yet to provide the Basel Convention with input that can be utilised in hazardous
waste packaging and transportation management systems. Otherwise, the OECD
concentrates on recyclable waste and national management policies and rules.

In summary, the OECD convention has a role to play in that it continuously
supports the Basel Convention, and it is the latter convention that has a great
influence in Asia. The OECD policies in the environmental area mirror the Basel
Convention policies and the OECD input into the Basel Convention technical
working groups will become progressively more important. The overall position of
the OECD in the management of hazardous waste is that of technical support
information and guidance via the Basel Convention. This will prove to be of great
importance as the technical programmes are fully developed.

European Union (EU) Fifth Action Programme

The European Union consists of 15 member States 88 : Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom.

Since EU inception there have been five action programmes that have been
adopted. 89

The Fifth Action Programme90 identified as one of the key tasks for the 1990s
focussed on the need to halt and to reverse current trends in waste generation, in
terms of both volume increase and in environmental hazard and damage. On the
basis of the EU strategy for waste management, which was endorsed in the EU
Council Resolution of 7 May 199091 , actions have focused on prevention/reuse,
promotion of recovery, minimisation of final disposal, regulation of transport and
remedial action. The fifth action programme covers the period 1993 to 2000, and
was implemented92 under the environmental provisions of the Maastricht Treaty
As at December I 999.
For Action Programmes 1-4 see Johnson and Corcelle ( 1989).
90 Adopted 18 March 1992.
91
Council Resolution on waste Policy, 7 May 1990, (OT No. C 122/2, 18 May 1990).
92
Implemented I November I 993.
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There have been a number of other developments affecting the implementation of
the waste strategy, including experience with the instruments adopted between
J990 and 1995, important judgements by the European Court of Justice, and

important developments at international level, in particular the new EU Council
regulation to implement the Basel Convention. 94

Chapter I Oof the EU 1993 White Paper, has given an important incentive, in
relation to the need for the creation of a new clean technology which should, inter
alia, encompass longer product lifetime with more reuse and recycling. The
objectives of Agenda 21 's Chapter 20, on environmentally sound management of
hazardous waste are followed under the EU waste strategy and related legislation. 95

In order to facilitate the implementation of waste legislation, Council Decision
94/904 established a list of hazardous wastes, and Commission Decision 94/3
established a European Waste Catalogue. At the end of 1994, the Council adopted
a directive on the incineration of hazardous waste. This directive sets, for the first
time, standards for the incineration of hazardous waste in industrial plants,
including emission limits for heavy metals and dioxins.

The existing directive on PCB/PCT disposal has become virtually obsolete due to
the ban on marketing and use of PCB/PCT, and due to progress in PCB/PCT
disposal techniques. A revision has been proposed, aiming at an approximation of
Member States' legislation on the controlled disposal of PCBs/PCTs and equipment
contaminated by them. The Council regulation on the supervision and control of
shipments of waste within, into and out of the EU entered into force in May 1994.
This Regulation transposes into EU law relevant international agreements that
create obligations for the EU, such as the Lome IV Convention, the Basel
Convention, as well as the OECD Decision on the control of transfrontier
movements of waste destined for recovery operations.

For discussion see Wilkinson ( 1992),p. 221-226.
Adopted by the EU February 1993.
95
Commission Decision 94/3/EU, 20 December 1993.
93
94
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The EU has played an active and important role to ensure international cooperation in the efforts to diminish the global problems caused by hazardous waste,
and thus, respond to commitments undertaken under the Rio Declaration's Agenda
21. The regulation takes into account the objective to minimise waste movements
destined for final disposal, on the basis of the principles of self-sufficiency and
proximity and it regulates the control of shipments of waste destined for recovery
operations in such a way that recovery is promoted while at the same time
preventing such waste from being transported to recovery installations, which are
unacceptable from an environmental point of view.

The target of not exporting waste destined for final disposal outside the EU by
2000, has in fact been implemented. Exports are permitted only to EFT A
countries, which are also Party to the Basel Convention (Norway and Switzerland).
Similar objectives are being pursued in the framework of the Basel Convention.
Discussions are under way to ensure a total ban of exports of hazardous waste to
non-OECD countries with immediate effect as far as export for final disposal is
concerned, and to achieve a general ban of waste exports for recovery to non-OECD
countries as of I January 1998. With a view to complying with this decision agreed
at the international level, the Commission has made a proposal to amend Regulation
259/93, in order to extend the existing prohibition of exports of hazardous waste
destined for recovery operations to ACP countries to all non-OECD countries as of
I January I 998.

Exports of non hazardous waste for recovery to non-OECD countries are in
principle not subject to any control procedures under Regulation 259/93. However,
after consultation with these countries, here too control procedures will be
introduced unless the Commission receives an indication to the contrary from the
importing country. To this end, the Commission has adopted Commission decision
94/575/EEC. Complementary proposals to the Council have been made regarding
cases not covered by that decision.

Considerable progress has been made in completing the Community legislative
framework for waste management policy, but there are still a number of questions
which create difficulties. Moreover, a substantive part of legislation recently
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adopted will not have practical effect before 1997, and therefore, targets for the
year 2000 ande beyond may not be fulfilled. Furthermore, national legislation
implementing EU rules is introduced slowly, and with considerable delay. The same
applies for waste management plans. There are considerable lacunae in relation to
reliable data on waste generation and disposal, at national and Community level
which also reflects inconsistencies in the interpretation of definitions.

In relation to waste movements, international developments such as the Basel
Convention have been an important trigger to the development of Community
legislation; coherence of approaches and definitions needs to be followed up. In
relation to international environmental issues the EU priorities include the intention
"to reinforce the environmental component of co-operation with countries of Asia
in line with Council Regulation (EEC) No.443/92".

The EU's role in the hazardous waste area, especially that involving the creation
and implementation of management plans, cannot be underestimated. The EU has
embraced the main criteria of Agenda 21, especially chapter 19 and 20, and its Fifth
programme parallels the Agenda 21 programme. In December 1992, the
Environmental Council agreed that the Fifth Programme provides "a comprehensive
framework as well as a strategic approach and an important point of departure for
the implementation of Agenda 21 by the Community and the members States" and
called for the Community to Integrate the Rio Declaration. Three years after Rio,
(1995) most of the initiative agreed at UNCED are under way at the Community
level. Agenda 21 has been progressively incorporated into policy making.

In addition, the EU co-operates with the OECD and has great influence with the
Basel Secretariat. In the next decade, the EU will gain more and more relevance in
the Asian region as a result of its Asian policy. EU's role in the Lome Convention
is also of some importance in that the delivery of environmentally sound
management systems that are produced under that convention will also be used in
the Asian context. The strength of the EU lies in its immense capacity to provide
top level programmes for its member States and others. Not a single law has been
passed by its European members without the EU's opinion being heard and
generally applied. The member States have achieved major successes in promoting
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free trade throughout the world. In most bilateral, regional and global negotiations,
the European Commission is given a mandate by the member States to conduct the
negotiations on their behalf.

In the last twenty years, the EU has created a comprehensive network on
international agreements and relationships, whose purpose extends well beyond the
trade aspects. Included with these high level agreements on trade are many
directives and agreements covering many aspects of protection of the environment
and management plans for hazardous wastes. The EU's involvement with the
Basel Convention, as well as its support for Agenda 21, must be seen as a very
strong link to where, and how, the management planning for hazardous waste will
continue. The many directives that are imposed on the member States directly
affect the Asian region as it is with EU members States that the Asian economies
have to deal with when disposing of their waste.

The EU has regular meetings on

environmental issues with its major industrialised partners (USA, Canada, Japan
and Australia). The annual meetings cover areas of mutual interest, including
hazardous waste management with the objectives of providing much greater
standardisation.

While the United States in not a party to the Basel Convention or of the EU, it has
formed a global partnership and the US influence in Chapter 20 of Agenda 21 will
flow through to EU policy on hazardous waste management, and this will provide
strength to the impact of the EU. The EU concept has been a powerful voice in the
implementation of the Rio conventions and of other international agreements. In
this area of implementation there are not that many industrialised countries that are
active outside of their borders and the EU plainly sees its role is to be a leading
player for developing countries and the economies that are in transition. The EU
sees that it has a role in assisting these countries in complying with the various
international conventions that are implied by Agenda 21.

The EU considers that,

due to its not inconsiderable experience at producing and developing legally binding
regulations and directives, it can provide, and should take the lead in providing, the
developmental processes required for the ongoing amendment and change of the
conventions.
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All policy decisions by the EU are issued, managed and policed by the use of
Directives and these are controlled by political pressure at the highest level. The
EU directives and Commission decisions are continuing and ongoing.

The EU

plans to have a significant role in the ongoing development and amendment of all
international conventions that are linked to Agenda 21, including that related to
hazardous waste management and disposal. Surprisingly, given the compliance
with Agenda 21, Chapter 19 and 20, within the hazardous waste management area,
the EU has yet to provide detailed methodologies or systems engineering. The
current intention is that these matters are to be followed up.

Considering the position of the member States and the long history of production
of directives and their binding nature, and the fact that the members States are in
possession of the technology for the disposal of hazardous waste, the EU will play
a large part in the ongoing development of management systems and will have a big
impact on how the Basel Convention develops. The EU also provides a large
contribution to the OECD in the Persistent Organic Pollutants programme, and the
POPs Convention 96 which will also impinge on the Basel Convention.

Summary

While the Basel Convention is the protocol for transboundary movements of
hazardous wastes and their environmentally sound management, the EU is a
powerful motivating force for its application. While the EU has yet to provide
any vast amounts of detail regarding the development of such systems, it remains
the obvious candidate for doing so. Kummer insists that there is an argument that
the conventions are moving towards a "[g]lobal, holistic and integrated regime of
hazardous waste management by way of a global model". 97 Chapter 3 looks at
existing "models" that are used in the field.
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The POPs convention was signed in Stockholm June 200 I.
See Kummer,( 1995),p.26 l, et seq.
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3

Emerging Global Waste Management Models
The principles of environmentally sound management embraced by the Basel
Convention have received widespread support. They are embedded in the Basel
Convention text and the Technical Guidelines and Strategy elaborated within its
framework, and the legislation of the EU and the OECD. Since the principles of
environmentally sound management are advocated by most relevant legal
instruments, there is basis for the argument that they constitute emerging
customary law obligations and thus constitutes an emerging global model for
hazardous waste management.

Introduction

As Kummer demonstrates, 98 in the case of the "principles of waste minimisation
and proximity", this view of an emerging global model can be supported by the
argument that these principles are, in effect, an extension and clarification of the
customary limitation of the 'freedom to pollute', and obligation to exercise due
diligence, as an aspect of pollution control. With respect to the principle of non
discrimination, this view is not generally accepted, however. As regards the Basel
Convention's principle of environmentally sound management, a special problem
emerges in the context of hazardous wastes subject to recycling recovery
operations. The application, in principle, to hazardous wastes that have economic
value and are destined for recycling or recovery, does appear to be accepted. The
policy and legislation of the EU, and even more clearly the OECD, go one step
further; they specifically advocate recycling and similar operations as a fundamental
principle of waste management.

The relevant legal instruments consider recycling as a means of minimising waste
disposal, as well as an environmentally sound management option. This is
supported by Chapter 20 of Agenda 2 I, which endorses recycling as a part of the
waste management hierarchy. It is also embodied in the framework document on
the preparation of technical guidelines, elaborated by the Technical Working Group
98
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of the Basel Convention.

To assist the member States, the Basel Convention secretariat has developed
guidelines and standardised or model national legislation on the management of
hazardous waste for adoption by parties as their internal legislation.

The Basel Convention strikes a balance between between the so called framework
treaty, (which lays down the fundamental principles only, and leaves the regulation
of details to regional agreements) and a detailed global regime leaving no room for
divergent regional regulation. While establishing a fairly detailed global standards, it
allows for regional regulation taking into account the specific situations and needs
of individual groups of countries. The balance between global and regional
regulation is thus successfully achieved by the Basel Convention regime. Kummer,
therefore, makes a substantial argument that, "[r]ules or principles embodied or
advocated consistently in the above international legal instruments and supported
by national policy, legislation and practice can now be considered customary law in
the field of management and transboundary movements of hazardous wastes" .99 In
addition, the concept of an integrated environmentally sound management regime is
advocated in Chapter 20 of UNCED's Agenda 21.

In her analysis, Kummer concludes that a global regime is emerging for the
management of hazardous wastes and, "undoubtedly, the emerging global waste
management regime will not provide the ultimate solution to the complex problems
posed by the hazardous waste cycle, but it can make an important contribution". 100

Emergent global model

While an argument for the emerging global regime is strong, the practical acceptance
and application of such a regime was questioned at the First Asian-Pacific
Regional Meeting on the Establishment of the Regional Centre for Training and
Technology Transfer on Environmentally Sound Management of Hazardous Waste.
held in Beijing 9-11 July, 1996. 101 The conference report shows the direction Asian
countries intended following as well as their apprehension as to how to get there
99
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and the Jack of cohesive management structures required for the purpose. It also
summarises the current status of the development of management structures for
hazardous wastes in Asian countries. This conference was co-sponsored by the
Secretariat of the Basel Convention SBC and China's National Environmental
protection Agency (NEPA). The meeting was organised at the invitation of the
Government of China and, in collaboration with the Basel Convention, as a follow
up of the Decision IIl/19 of the third conference of the parties to the Basel
Convention on Establishment of Regional centres for training and technology
transfer for the environmentally sound management of Hazardous Waste and the
minimisation of their generation. It was organised by the National Environmental
Protection Agency (NEPA) in collaboration with Tsinghua University in Beijing. 102

The conference was opened by Mr Wu Baozhong, Director General of Department
of Pollution Control of National Environmental Protection Agency of China, as
well as the head of the China delegation to the meeting Mr Zhang Kunmin, Deputy
administrator of China. In his speech, Director General, NEPA said that to achieve
the environmentally sound management of hazardous waste, not only were
stringent domestic polices and regulations required but also close and effective
international co-operation in this field should be called for, and that this meeting
was a significant step for the countries of the Asia-pacific region to work together
for future training and technology transfer for environmentally sound management
of hazardous wastes.

United Nations Environment Programme International Environmental Technology
Centre.
The representative of UNEP International Technology Centre (IETC) Mr C
Strohmann suggested a number of opportunities on how to cooperate with the SBC
and regional centres for training and technology transfers for environmentally
sound management of hazardous waste. He emphasised the three main areas of
opportunity to improve access to environmentally sound technologies (EST) and
they are:
102
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active part in the conference was the Chinese Government Department "National Training and
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25 countries and other interested parties.
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•

to improve access to infonnation on environmentally sound
technologies;

•

to foster technology co-operation, partnerships and transfer; and

•

to provide for capacity building.

As an example of collaboration, a source book on EST for management of
hazardous wastes was mentioned and described.

United Nations Organisation of Industry and Development Cleaner Production
Programme

Ms Yu Xiuling advised the meeting that China National Centre for Cleaner
Production (CNCCP) has in past years undertaken a number of cleaner production
projects in enterprises of various sectors in China with the support of UNEP and
UNIDO. CNCCP concluded through doing CP auditing and CP projects that CP
auditing is one way to achieve environmentally sound management of hazardous
wastes and cleaner production is the best way to minimise the generation of
hazardous wastes. They suggested that the following methods can be adopted to
minimise the generation in the process of implementing cleaner production with
different sectors being taken into account: improvement of product structure, raw
material substitution, technical innovation, on site recycling, recovery and reuse,
management strengthening and training.

China Non-Ferrous Metals Industry Corporation

Mr Jia Haibo, Director for Environment Division, China Non Ferrous, briefed the
meeting of the situation in the non ferrous metals industry in China and the
measures they have taken to improve environmental management in the sector. He
informed the meeting that the main technologies for waste disposal and reuse in the
non ferrous metals sector in China included dump, land fill, rehabilitation, reuse of
mining waste for building materials, and recovering valuable metals from waste.
Some slag and dust are treated in an environmentally sound manner, but such
problems as low rate of waste reuse , lack of technology for waste management and
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insufficient funds for waste management still exists. So, international co-operation
and assistance in this regard will be crucial to improvement of hazardous waste
management in China.

"Activities and Progress for Implementing the Basel Convention in China" (Mr Wu
Baozhong, Director General Department of Pollution Control, NEPA)

Mr Wu Baozhong first briefed the meeting about the current situation of waste
generation and their causes. The main reasons for generation of large quantities of
waste in China are the traditional patterns of production and consumption,
inadequate technologies, low level of management, low rate of resource utilisation,
inadequate capabilities and facilities for waste disposal treatment and disposal.
Among the waste generated in China 3-5% is hazardous.

Mr Wu introduced recent progress in the legislation concerning solid waste
management in China. In 1996 China began to enact the Law of Solid Waste
Management, which provides a very strong legal basis for waste management in
China. Mr Wu expressed China's full support for, and willingness to work with,
the Secretariat of Basel Convention and the international community to achieve the
goals and objectives of the convention through all possible means. He expressed
the willingness of the Government of China to transform China's 'National Centre
for Training and Technology Transfer for Hazardous Waste Management and
Disposal' (NITTC) existing in Beijing into an Asian - Pacific Regional Centre.

Relating to the question of priorities to be undertaken at the regional centres, it was
recognised that there were two levels of such activities. The first level related to
the type and clusters of activities to be undertaken, and the second level related to
the more specific issues to be dealt with by the centres in order to address the
needs of the region. As examples of clusters of activities, some of the following
options were chosen; information exchange, training courses including seminars,
demonstration projects, capacity building and preparation of training modules.

One of the main issues of concern for the delegates was the issue of technology
transfer and how this should be dealt with by the centres. It was agreed that one of
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the main functions of the centre would be to serve as a clearing house for
information on environmentally sound management practices and technologies.
While it was accepted that the centres may not be able to financially gear up for
this type of service, it was held that this would be an important requirement.
Many of the delegates expressed urgent requirements for information, assistance
and advice on technologies appropriate for the treatment and disposal of hazardous
wastes.

It was emphasised by many of the delegates, that a great deal of research about
environmentally sound technologies and practices was being done by a few
countries but that this knowledge was not applied in practice, due to the high cost
of application. There was a need to develop affordable technologies, and to operate
facilities in an economic way, in order to create revenues. References were made to
the need to provide improved management systems, legislation and regulations,
which would result in better facilities, provided also that an economic incentive
could be applied. This was a common theme with all delegates.

The role of the private sector and industry was also discussed by the meeting and it
was considered that the involvement of these groups was crucial for the work of the
centres. It was felt by many of the delegates that information on environmentally
sound management and technologies would only be available from industry sources.

It was considered that the collaboration of NGOs with the regional centres could be
valuable particularly in information sharing on research done by NGOs on
appropriate technologies such as the management of PCBs.

All country delegates expressed their frustration at the total lack of awareness
within their countries regarding the environmentally sound management of
hazardous waste and the harm that it causes. They also expressed serious
concerns about funding for the training and technology transfer required to manage
their hazardous waste problems in an environmentally sound manner. An emergent
theme of the conference was the lack of understanding of what constituted
'Environmentally Sound Management' of hazardous wastes. Many of the
delegates expressed their frustration with various conventions, especially that of
the Basel Convention in that the regulations within the Conventions did not
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provide the detail of what it all meant in terms of environmentally sound
management.

Existing Management Models in Use
Given the reality of the conventions and the dynamics of the evolving and emerging
model of environmentally sound management, and accepting that the emergent
model does not promulgate a particular management model, it is appropriate to
examine how existing management "models" are able to cope with the demands of
the conventions. The Basel Convention Secretariat in Geneva, provided
information as to which management models were in current use for projects related
to transboundary movements of hazardous wastes. Each of these were examined,
both from the theory point of view and practical application. The purpose of this
examination was to obtain a view of the veracity of the existing management
"models" that are in current use by parties, to clearly discharge the requirements of
the Conventions.

In the main, the results and conclusions as to the veracity of the

current management models is somewhat subjective and, in reality, an exercise in
abductive reasoning. 103

The process of abductive reasoning research involves the following:

•

identification of a particular phenomenon and obtaining data which
is descriptive of that finding;

•

accounting for the finding by relating it to broader concepts and by
inspecting our own experience, our stock of knowledge of similar,
comparable findings, and the equivalent stock of ideas that can be
included from within our disciplines and neighbouring fields; 104

•

going beyond that data by locating it within an interpretative
framework; and

•

iterating the above, such that there is a repeated interaction among
existing ideas, former findings and observations, new observations
and new ideas. 105

See Coffey and Atkinson ( 1996).
ibid.
105 repetto.
103
10
•
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The management plans that are looked at here were obtained from several sources,
including those loosely associated with conventions and regulations, and corporate
manuals of companies engaged in the field of hazardous waste management. The
plans researched are analysed for their capacity to provide comprehensive
management methodologies to discharge, without compromise, the requirements of
the emerging global convention on environmentally sound management of hazardous
waste. The purpose of this section of the research (looking at the current
management models that are used), was to obtain an insight into the strategic
models, or sets of integrated plans that are currently employed in the workplace in
Asian countries when engaged in the management of hazardous waste. For the
purposes of this part of the research "Models" are interpreted as management
plans, or sets of integrated plans that are intended to be used in the work place.

The "Country reports" from the Basel Convention Regional Centres conference in
Beijing (July 1996}' 06 clearly indicated, current management methodology would
prove to be very difficult to research. Many countries had a common complaint
that they could not access useful models or plans that were integrated in any sense
of the word. As was also pointed out in the 'Country Reports', many States were
trying to use the Basel Convention as the model fix, even though the analysis of the
Convention above clearly shows that this could not be the case at this time. Not
withstanding this governmental pessimism regarding the adequacy and veracity
within the Asian region for the purposes of developing new management models, it
is essential to research the area of existing management "models" that are employed
in this region. To supplement this research interviews were undertaken with
officials in the countries of Taiwan and China 101 to get an understanding of the
effectiveness of management models in the hazardous waste area, going back about
15 years.

UNCED Rio Declaration (Agenda 21)
As was shown in 'Country Reports' 108 much of the emphasis within the global
conventions has roots in Chapter 20, of the Rio Declaration, 109 as far as hazardous
UNEP Basel Convention Conference, Tsinghau University, Beijing (I 996).
Competent Authority, SEPA, China.
108 UNEP Basel Convention Conference, Tsinghau University, Beijing ( 1996).
109 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, Earth Summit, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, June 1992.
106

101
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waste is concerned. While it is accepted that Chapter 20 is merely a "statement",

its management implications are inherent in the importance of the subject matter
and it can be said that much of current literature and methodologies of hazardous
waste management are based on the principles that have their roots in the Rio
Declaration. 110 While the Rio Declaration can be viewed only as a policy document
and, necessarily, does not attempt to provide tactical procedures, the "Rio model"
is used by many Asian economies in a "defacto" manner as a management model. 111
The Rio Declaration, or Agenda 21, which is the road map for sustainable
management of the future, is now slowly becoming an integrated part of business
and government policies.

Chapter 20 of Rio Declaration
The full text of Agenda 21, Chapter 20, appears in the appendices and, therefore,
for the text of individual clauses cited, reference should be made to the appendices.
Reference to "integration" within clauses 20. l to 20.3 suggests that the Chapter
will provide detail on how integration will be achieved. The statement, that
Hazardous Waste requires an integrated approach to its management, is certainly
recognised by many governments and industry members but rarely detailed by any
regulatory authorities. Within industry and, indeed, within many Government
departments of Asian countries, there are difficulties in dealing with concepts such
as that promulgated in this chapter of the Rio declaration, without attempting to
incorporate the idea of an "integrated approach".

The Declaration has linked the integrated management of hazardous waste to
sustainable management and natural resource management. There is no doubt that
this concept of integration with the principles of sustainability is an important
element of any management method or tools that are to be developed for the
practical management of hazardous waste. The problem for many Asian countries
as expressed in the Beijing "Countries Report"," 2 is that they do not have the
capacity to comprehend the implications of an integrated waste concept and
paradoxically, those same countries also have the biggest hazardous waste
ibid.
See Discussion by Xie Zhenhua ofQinghua University as cited in Tremayne, China Review
Autumn/Winter 1996.
112 UNEP Basel Convention Conference, Tsinghau University, Beijing ( 1996).
110
111
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problems.

Referring back to the Countries report above "It was emphasised by many of the
delegates to the UNEP Beijing conference on hazardous waste in June 1996,' 13 that
significant research findings are not applied in practice due to the high cost of
application and that limited technology transfer in the field of hazardous waste.
There was an expressed need to develop affordable technologies and to operate
facilities in an economic way in order to create revenues. References were made to
the need to provide improved management systems, legislation and regulations,
which would result in better facilities, provided also that an economic incentive
could be applied. This was a common theme with all delegates. The role of the
private sector and industry was also discussed by the Beijing conference delegates
and it was considered that the involvement of these groups was crucial for the work
of the centres. It was felt by many of the delegates that information on
environmentally sound management and technologies would only be available from
industry sources" . 114

This attitude is somewhat contrary to the statements expressed in the introduction
phase of Chapter 20. The preference, indicated in the introduction, is for the
Governments to adapt and integrate the philosophies of sound environmental
management, but 7 years after Rio many Asian countries are declaring that such
sentiments can only be delivered by industry sources. In COP 5/ 5 the debate
raged as to the meaning and implications of Environmentally Sound Management. 116
At the same conference the representative of the OECD stated in the plenary
session that they (OECD) had recently agreed that waste management systems
needed to be integrated with Environmentally Sound Management techniques and
Sustainable Management principles but they had only just started this work and
had yet to define the Integrated Concept. 111 "The fact that an acceptable set of
guidelines on ESM does not yet exist is a matter of concern for industry. The lack
of an ESM reference leaves open the question about meeting the obligations set out
113

ibid.

114

repetto., refer to page 68.

Conference of the Parties 5, UNEP Basel Convention, Basel, Switzerland, 9 December 1999.
UNEP Executive Director Klaus Topfer's speech at the Ministerial segment of the 5th
Conference of the Parties to the Basel Convention, Basel, Switzerland, 9 December 1999.
117 See Conference paper by Andre Bourassa presented at OECD ESM workshop, Cancun, Mexico,
October 1999.
115
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by the Basel Convention". 118

Many country delegates 119 at COP 5 expressed their frustration at the total Jack of
awareness within their countries regarding the management of hazardous waste and
the harm that it causes. They also expressed serious concerns about funding for the
training and technology transfer required to management their hazardous waste
problems in an environmentally sound manner. 120 This is possibly why the
management of hazardous waste within Asian countries has not advanced much
past public statements. 121

The adoption of a coherent management model that is

government sponsored carefully utilising the Rio declaration is impossible given
this is unavailable at this time. 122 The relevant clauses of the Rio declaration relating
to environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes are discussed below.
The clauses are examined in order to establish how they could be used in a practical
sense as a management model.

Clause 20.4. 123
In Asia the illegal international movement of hazardous waste 1s an enormous
problem 124 and one that is considered, by some, as currently out of control. 12s
There are many instances of hazardous waste movements that do not have permits
or authorisation. In addition, many consignments are not properly packed nor
handled. This situation has deteriorated since Rio and in some respects has served
to enhance the gulf between theory and the practise of hazardous waste
management. 126 To some extent some of this problem is due to the prevalence of
waste being recycled and used by another industry after its generation. Rather than
treating the waste as a hazardous commodity that is required to be managed and
handled under the terms of the Basel Convention, it is often called a "raw material",

ibid., p. 2.
See Conference Report,Conference of the Parties 5, UNEP Basel Convention, Basel,
Switzerland,9 December 1999
120 repetto., See page 69
121 See Tremayne, China Review, Autumn/Winter 1996.
122 See UNEP COP4 Conference notes
123 For full clause text see appendices.
12• See Greenpeace report to POPs Convention, Stockholm, June, 200 I.
125 See Conference paper by Andre Bourassa presented at OECD ESM workshop, Cancun, Mexico,
October 1999.
126 See Greenpeace Case Histories of illegal traffic, POPs Convention submission, May 2001.
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when clearly it is not, and the rules circumvented. 127

Clause 20.5 & 20.6
Again, integrated life cycle management does not get past the statement of the
obvious. Integrated management of hazardous waste is essential, but what is it?
Many countries in the Asian region have difficulty with the idea of Life Cycle
Analysis (LCA) and they certainly have a big problem with the cost of LCA. 128
When advised of the place of LCA within the concept of sustainable management,
some industry chiefs in the Asian economies simply say that they will rely on the
'West' to tell them when a product should or should not be used. The idea that
they should indulge in LCA is often foreign to Asian companies, as it is with much
of the western world. 129 Within this part of the Rio declaration there is no attempt
to assist governments in understanding not only their obligations but, more
importantly, how to implement them. The inclusion of LCA as part of an
integrated system of waste management that is directed at discharging the principles
of sustainability makes the adaptation of management methodology very difficult
to implement at either the policy level or the practical level.

Clause 20.7.
Transboundary movements are to be on environmentally sound management bases
but these are not described or detailed. This is the same as the Basel Convention,
which says that the management of hazardous waste shall be environmentally
sound but does not describe what it means nor does it detail how to do it.
Perceptions of what environmentally sound management is, often leads to the
mishandling of hazardous materials. The shipping of full PCB transformers is a
classic example of something that is permitted under the Basel Convention but it
could be argued that it contravenes the concept of Environmentally Sound
Management. 130 Again, the Rio Declaration does not attempt to provide the detail
of how to achieve satisfactory compliance. The Basel Action Network 131 claims
See Conference paper by Andre Bourassa presented at OECD ESM workshop, Cancun, Mexico,
October 1999.
128 See Chapter 21 for definition of Life Cycle Analysis, United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development, Earth Summit, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, June I 992.
129 See Conference paper LCA activities in Asia by Ding-Quan Xiao, Sicuan University, China at
Conference Life Cycle Assessment for Asia Pacific region held at University ofTsubuka, November
1998.
130 See Kummer ( 1995), p. 278.
131 See www.ban.org
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that any movement of hazardous waste is not environmentally sound management

and that the convention cannot produce a system that is.

It is from here (Chapter 20), that the Basel Convention gets its "instructions" to
merge the onshore management with the offshore transboundary regulations. This
is a large step up for the Basel Convention, as it now must deal with countries that
are signatories to the Convention that have less than adequate laws and regulations
regarding environmental sound management practices. The Basel Convention is
poorly placed to achieve these "instructions" from the Rio Declaration as the
Convention secretariat is underfunded for the purpose and is bogged down in
technical detail because of its tendency to engage the policies and systems of the
EU as a bench mark. For several years since 1992 the Basel Convention Secretariat
has been working diligently on what waste constitutes hazardous waste and how
should it be identified. For the purposes of providing environmental sound
management systems the Secretariat has a huge logistics problem in providing a
management model that is universal and timely. The UNEP defined the concept of
Environmentally Sound Management in the Cairo Guidelines in 1987, but its use as
a tool is still elusive. 132

Clause 20.29.
Many Asian countries and in particular China, struggle with the idea of capacity
building. 133 The intention is clear but the activity required to achieve it is not so
clear. The National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA) in China, has come
to the conclusion that by itself it cannot produce the required capacity building and,
indeed, recent statements would indicate that it is unable to even begin the process.
Chinese authorities have embraced the ISO standards as a means for capacity
building, especially the 1400 I standard. 134 This, unfortunately, will take the focus
away from the real issue of management of hazardous waste and place it into a
"standard" solution that does not have the capacity to be used in that manner. 135
132 UNEP,Environmental Law Guidelines and principles no.8 :Environmental Sound Management
of Hazardous Wastes, Nairobi 1987.
133 Study on Hazardous Waste Management and the Establishment of an Information Resource
Centre - Final Report. World Bank Project "SEPA Capacity Building", December 1995.
13 • See conference paper by Terada : "EMS Trainers in Japan" presented at International Conference
on ISO 14000 and Sustainable Development, Beijing, November 1996.
135 See argument and discussion by Conway in conference paper: "/SO /4000 Standards and China
: A trade and Sustainable Development Perspective", presented at International Conference on
ISO 14000 and Sustainable Development, Beijing, November 1996.
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Clause 20.9.
This has long been a contention of the UN. Understand the economics and the
people will follow. Again, it is a theory without the handbook on how to achieve
it. For Asian countries that are still in the developmental phase, this presents a big
challenge. How does the incentive mechanism work when the capital base is so low
in the first place? 136

Clause 20. l 0.
Interestingly enough, Asian countries do engage in many forms of reuse and
recycling, nothing whatever to do with the management of hazardous waste, but
merely a survival element. It also causes many of the out of compliance handling
issues relating to dangerous goods shipments.

Clause 20.11.
This is a very hard concept (Integrated cleaner production) to achieve without vast
input from life cycle studies and lots of management planning. This is where the
whole issue gets into the "too hard" basket in Asia. The main problems here are
the present state of corporate development. In order to progress into 'cleaner
production' a company needs to fully develop corporate govemance. 137

Clause 20.12.
Asian countries do understand the processes involved to get these programmes on
line. Cleaner production has improved significantly in several Asian economies but
is usually put in place for economic reasons not for environmental sound
management reasons. 138

Clause 20.13.
How does an Asian economy develop this concept of environmentally sound non
discrimination within a non regulated fractured economy with little in the way of
136
See discussion by Hecq in conference paper: "What is the future for £CO-auditing, Choices,
Challenges and Constraints,\", presented at International Conference on ISO 14000 and
Sustainable Development, Beijing, November 1996.
137
Forester W S, et al "Waste minimisation and clean technology." Waste Management
Strategies for the future, Academic Press, 1993.
138
Pearce D ,et al "Market based approaches to solid waste management, resources conservation
and recycling". Vol 8 No 1,2, 1993.
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guidelines? Again, the problems of definition here are very difficult to
conceptualise, standardise, regulate, and then control. Unfortunately, this strategy
means that Asian countries will read this to mean that exports of hazardous waste
for disposal is to be avoided. This may be unhelpful for the countries that are
trying to develop a management programme as they would be unable to export for
destruction. Because many Asian countries see the Basel Convention as the
"Regulation" they should comply with as it has an equivalent clause, they stockpile
hazardous waste in the fond hope that one day some benign technology will be
invented to cope with it. In the meantime, they do not intend to develop the
domestic capability to handle such waste problems rather they simply bury the
problem until technology catches up. This has led to a standstill policy in many
countries and it is a problem not necessarily restricted to developing countries. 139

"Countries should help develop the concept of technology transfer", unfortunately
management structures are required to be in place before technology transfers
occurs. There are many barriers to the application of such programmes especially
that relayed to implementation of minimisation. 140 This is the first time technology
assessment centres are mentioned in this chapter. There is no attempt to define
what a technology assessment centre is or how it is structured and operated. As a
policy it is a sensible statement but as a guide for environmentally emerging
economies it is of little use and as a management model it lacks the necessary
defining detail. The Regional Centre for Technology Transfer in Beijing that was
formed in partnership with UN Basel Convention in 1997, had no idea how the
technology centre was to function and three years after the initial establishment it
still is not operating with a functional plan. Cleaner production does work in Asian
economies not because of the environmental benefits but because of the economic
benefits.

The Basel Convention, seven years after the Rio summit, is still trying to establish
management plans that will be useful. So far the SBC have concentrated on hazard
identification not on management structures. Seven years after Rio China's
139

UNEP Programmatic Document on the Draw up of the Guidelines for the Environment"

Hannless management techniques for waste under the Basel Convention. 1992.

The First Asia-Pacific Regional Meeting on Establishing Regional Centres for Training and
Technology Transfer for Environmentally Sound Management of Hazardous Wastes, Beijing July
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environmental regulation has only just been published and it is 8 A4 pages. Within
it there is no management model of any kind. Implementation of cleaner production
techniques however, has a longer time frame and some project were established
under World Bank funding as early as 1993 . 141

Clause 20.14.
The most obvious database that should be established is that of Life Cycle
Analysis (LCA) but this has not happened. In Asia there is a strong desire to utilise
international organisations but the willingness of the western organisation is
ambivalent to say the least. 142 The regional centre in Beijing has been established
by the Basel Convention but is ineffective (200 J). 143

Clause 20. I 5.
Many countries in the Asian region are not members of the Basel or Bamako
Conventions. The cleaner production network in Asia as a network is just gearing
up but there is still many difficulties to overcome before the concept is a clearly
defined management methodology of universal value. Following the Paris UNEP
conference in I 992, the UNEP concentrated on the idea of increased co-ordination
in the area of cleaner production education and training. Various modules were
produced and are in use in the Asian region. Notwithstanding this activity, there
are many barriers to the adoption of cleaner production within smaller industries. 144

Clause 20.16.
Clause 20. I 7.
Many Asian countries do not have the resources for implementing the Chapter 20
policies. China, while currently being supported by over US$2 Billion worth of
World Bank loans for environmental projects, are unable to deploy manpower or
technical expertise or management models and programs. What Jaws relating to
hazardous waste have been promulgated are weak and enforced inconsistently.' 45
This gets back to the idea of integrated LCA studies and how to apply them to
141 See Order of the President of the People's Republic of China, Regulation No.22 Environmental
Protection Law, 1992.
142 Ohno, T. Quoted in Lean and Clean Management Joseph Romm. Kodansha American 1994
143 See regional centre reports COPS Geneva, December 1999.
144 See Journal of Cleaner Production, 1999.
14 ~ For a discussion on funding and programs see China Review, B Tremayne, China's
Environmental Problem, Issue S, Autumn/Winter, 1996.
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Asian economies. This clause has had States like China produce like policy and
charge their Environmental Protection Agency with the task of converting the
policies into action plans.

As the Rio Declaration is a policy document, no attempt is made to indicate how
the States should execute such a plan. There are many instances in newspaper
articles of many Asian governments having various plans and concepts but they are
substantially window dressing and do not prevent pollution on a regular and vast
scale. 146 In China, on the other hand, the State Environmental Protection Agency
(SEPA) simply decided that in order to exercise responsible care the most effective
way is to ban companies that produce less than a specified bench-mark of
product. 147 For example, if a tannery produces less than 30,000 pieces of cow
leather annually, then it is banned from operation. How this is supposed to
encourage the larger companies to exercise responsible care is unclear.

Clause 20.18.
Clause 20.19.
As a policy (capacity building) the criteria mentioned here are valid, in that they
have worked well for the more developed countries who have placed the
management structures to create capacity building systems. For the
environmentally emerging Asian economies, this policy by itself cannot be used as
a management model. Asian governments are having severe difficulties establishing
an effective interface with industry in order to establish co-operation programmes
to record inventories and so on . 148

Clause 20.20.
This is a statement of the obvious, and has been reiterated many times over the
past twenty years. The basis for action has been in place for many years without
implementation planning for environmentally emerging economies. What is
required is a structure to permit the implementation of the basis for action. The
See discussion paper Considerations for simple and effective approaches to ESM, OECD ESM
Workshop, Cancun, Mexico, October , 1999.
147 For analysis see the Study on Hazardous Waste Management and the Establishment of an
Information Resource Centre - Final Report. World Bank Project "SEPA Capacity Building",
December 1995.
148 See conference paper by Terada: "EMS Trainers in Japan", presented at International
Conference on ISO 14000 and Sustainable Development, Beijing, November 1996.
146
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Brundtland commission has already established the basis for action several years
before Rio. 149

Clause 20.21.
What is the adoption process for a country that has been identified as incapable of
doing it? Organisations such as NTTTC in China, have adopted the co-ordinating
strategy but are unable to establish a management programme that reflects the
strategy involved. ' 50

The questions that emanate from this clause are; research into what and by whom
and for whom and by what management process? As policy, this clause is sensible
but as a management "model" it is inadequate.

Clause 20.22.
For the large Asian economies this is a formidable task. China alone has hundreds
of millions on tonnes of hazardous waste. For it to be tabulated will take years. 151
Very few industry organisations or other countries are willing to involve themselves
at the level suggested by this clause. 152 For some Asian countries, this is an
impossible task.

Clause 20.23.
Clause 20.24.
This has not been achieved in New Zealand. Only recently has the Ministry for
the Environment attempted to put this policy into action. 153 For Asian economies
of large scale this is a big ask and one that is difficult to visualise, never mind
implement.

Clause 20.25.
Clause 20.26.
This has been in place for years but major difficulties exist in translation to Asian
See Bnmdtland Commission report Our Common Future
See conference proceedings, NTTTC Conference Beijing, June 1996.
151 See country reports of imports and exports contained in World Resources Report 1990-91 p.325.
cfUNEP FOA Inventory Systems manuals for waste pesticide stocks.
152 For discussion on hazardous wastes in developing countries and the problems of inventory see
workshop report from the OECD POP's workshop, Washington September, 2000.
153 See MFE Hazardous Waste Policy Document, Wellington New Zealand,2000.
149
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countries, and the real problem is the quality of the documentation and training
systems for such handling technologies. Generally, the documentation is based on
what you must do, not how oe why you must do it. ' 54

Clause 20.27,28,29,30,31
Where is the management model for this? The UNIDO Organisation in Japan has
the capacity to provide these services but are under-utilised by other Asian
economies. Regional centres are available now, and 'out ofregion' centres for
years, but the requirement here is to treat one's own, local countries are loath to
establish a regional centre in their country and then accept hazardous waste from
another. The provisions of these clauses is no guarantee that hazardous waste will
be managed in an "environmentally sound manner" and, also tend to be policy
driven and not implementation driven.

Clause 20.34
Clearly, there is a desire within the policies of the Rio declaration that governments
develop environmentally sound management (ESM) policies and subsequent
practices. As the primacy of part (f) of the clause would indicate, the development
of ESM strategies should occur prior to classification, it is surprising that the Basel
Convention secretariat chose to reverse the order and develop classification
systems first. This has meant that the work to develop environmentally sound
management of hazardous wastes has been delayed for several years. Only in July
of 2001 has the Technical Working Group met to discuss ESM of hazardous
wastes, in particular persistent organic pollutants (POPs ). 155

Clause 20.35.
Since Rio, only 5 countries have been added as parties to the Basel Convention.

Clause 20.38

"(a) Elaborate or adopt policies for the environmentally sound
management of hazardous wastes, taking into account existing
' 54 See Countries report. UNEP Basel Convention Conference, Tsinghau University,
Beijing,(1996)
155 Technical Working Group 18, UNEP meeting report, Geneva, July 2001.
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international instruments;"

In this clause there is a demand for environmentally sound management practices
for the management of hazardous wastes. It is accepted that the Rio declaration is a
non binding policy document, but there are many areas where the document
attempts to formally tell nations what they must do and the targets expected.
Despite the wording in the document, there is no attempt, however, to provide any
management techniques or models that detail how nations are to achieve these
objectives. Many nations simply do not have the infrastructure or the management
skills to achieve the overall objectives of Chapter 20. There is no methodology
inherent in this document as to the making of the structures requires to achieve
these objectives.

As with many Conventions and global documents, Chapter 20 suffers from
generalisation and the lack of specific direction. Management control is required for
the achieving of these objectives and a carefully planned model is required to pull it
off, none of which is residing within this document. The real problem that exists
with Chapter 20, is that it is often accepted by some Asian countries as the actual
management model that they must apply. What they appear not understand is that
the provisions of the chapter are merely a guide to establishing a management
structure and the guide does not include a road map of how to "do" the
establishment. Because of its application as a management model, which does not
have the required systems translation and subsequent infrastructure the overall
effect is vague. This lack of a road map is the primary reason for the many out of
compliance situations that are prevalent with hazardous waste projects in Asia.
The Rio declaration does, however, point to the need to have environmentally
sound management of hazardous wastes as a proactive mechanism that must be
developed.

Weston International
Weston International is a US corporation involved in environmental management
and consulting services and is involved with several Asian countries in providing
project management for hazardous waste projects. In meetings with Dr Jing-Yea
Yang (Vice President) in Taiwan during December 1996, discussions were held
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regarding management models and sustainable development. The analysis below is
a summary of many hours of meetings and seminars held by the author with Dr
Yea.

Dr Yea said that companies today are facing different and more complex
environmental challenges than in any other period of history; challenges that affect
every part of the enterprise and every decision that is made. In the past, the
environmental challenges focused on compliance with specific regulations, e.g., laws
that limit the amount of pollutants released into rivers and other waters of a
country. These regulations will continue to be important; however, we are also
seeing increased environmental pressures from cost containment, supplier/customer
collaborator, international market dynamics, technology enhancements, and
stakeholders (versus only resolutions) expectations. Additionally, international
concerns with climate change and ozone depletion is illustrative of an environmental
issue that transcends local or site-specific concerns and is one all companies,
regardless of where they are located, can influence.

Stakeholders now include government, industry, citizens, investors, and
international organisations. Those companies, according to Dr Yea, that integrate
sustainable development into all aspects of their corporate operations will be
winners. This illustrates the importance of integrating environmental improvement
systems, strategies, and practices into the day-to-day decisions relevant to the
operations of a company, including the design manufacture, distribution, use and
ultimate disposal of products and services produced. The overall goal is to ensure
that the company continues to grow and is prosperous over the long term, while
respecting the environment and conserving human and natural resources. "For the
business enterprise, sustainable development means adopting business strategies
and activities that meet the needs of the company and its stakeholders today while
protecting, sustaining, and enhancing the human and natural resources that will be
needed in the future".

While many groups may argue whether the integration of environmental
performance measures increases or decreases the competitive position of a
company, the fundamental premise is that a company that can successfully
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accomplish this integration will have a long-tenn global competitive advantage. The
Asia-Pacific region is uniquely positioned because of the commitment of the
people, government, and industry to work together to integrate environmental
protection with economic development. This commitment is greater than in many
other regions of the world. The sustainable development approach incorporates
life-cycle thinking (environment) and ISO 14000 (environment and economics). It
goes one additional step to incorporate community, regional, and global issues
(social). 156

Recent surveys have suggested that organisations can make a decision as to
whether, and to what degree, they want to be "green". (It is often clear that they
must comply with environmental regulations in the country and location which
they operate). The question that is more difficult to answer is, at what level should
an organisation proceed beyond environmental compliance? Weston International
has created five levels of environmental perfonnance. These levels integrate
environmental, economic, and social issues with business objectives to create a
logical path for beyond compliance perfonnance. The ultimate performance level is
sustainability.

Once a strategy is selected, a framework for execution can be developed. An
organisation's management can be divided into three general categories: overall
management systems, product management, and operations management. Overall
management systems include sustainability management. Product management
includes systems such as design for the environment (DFE). Operations
management includes both facility and remediation management systems. The
product and operations orientation is consistent with the ISO EMS (Environmental
Management System) systems, which focus on both of these elements. The tools
that are required within an organisation, and where these tools apply, are dependent
on which strategy is chosen.

Once the strategy is determined, an EMS is developed to maximise an organisations
effectiveness in dealing with environmental matters. An EMS consists of
156 See conference paper, Duan WENG, "life Cycle Assessment and Sustainable Development of
Materials., International Conference on ISO 14000 Environmental Management and Sustainable
Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
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management commitment, policies and planning, implementation programmes,
monitoring and measurement and management reviews. An EMS is then integrated
across all relevant functions within a company, including: financial/accounting,
engineering, manufacturing, human resources, purchasing, sales/marketing, and
information management.

For each of these functions, decisions are made regularly that have some level of
impact on minimising pollution, managing waste, energy efficiency, product safety
(from human and environmental perspectives), employee welfare, risk management,
and community relations. According to Dr Yea the only efficient method of
integrating sustainable development decision criteria into all functions within a
company is through a systematic and incremental process. An organisation must
provide information, training, processes, and support systems that allow
employees to make better decisions and take better action. Dr Yea's approach
recognises the levels that the company moves through in order to achieve the
ultimate goal of sustainability. Asked for his view on the ultimate corporate goal
Dr Yea indicated that sustainable management was the only ultimate goal that is
valid for any company.

As a company moves up in levels from compliant to sustained, the management
systems elements change from environment only to environment, economic, and
social combined. This is obviously most important for a management model
application and tools necessary to comply with regulations, both at the facility and
in remediation activities. Comprehensive environmental management systems and
the design for environment systems and tools would not be necessary. The
strategy drives the systems and tools needed.

If, on the other hand, an organisation has selected a market driven strategy, then
additional systems and tools would be needed. A market driven strategy indicates
that an organisation is responding to the needs of its customers (i.e., business-tobusiness drivers). The first system required would be an ESM to ensure that
beyond compliance, environmental health and safety (EHS) aspects are
appropriately defined and included. ISO 1400 I. Again the adherence to the idea
that the qualifying system is ISO 14000.

Dr Yea supports the idea that beyond
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compliance is best served by the ISO 14001 standard and provides one approach
that has been developed and accepted worldwide. Additionally, systems and tools
in product design (e.g., Life cycle thinking) and pollution prevention would be
implemented. Most multinational companies are striving to implement a marketdriven strategy today.

A sustained strategy focuses on integrating environmental, economic, and social
principles by integrating tools such as full-cost accounting, stakeholder valuation
analysis, life cycle assessment, and liability management. With a sustained
strategy, the organisation effectively and efficiently optimises environmental,
economic, and social aspects to identify and implement trends that will deliver
prosperity over the long term.

Can integration be the end game for sustainable management and does all strategy
therefore by definition come from this integration? Dr Yea says, "yes!". This
strategy is not just an academic discussion that will not be considered by
companies. It has been estimated that more that 50 companies (e.g., AMP,
Honeywell, 3M, IBM, GE, Nippon Electric, and Volvo) have already publicly
embraced sustainable development. These companies represent industrial sectors
ranging from automotive, electronics, consumer, chemical, durable goods, and pulp
and paper, to name a few.

Several examples demonstrate the application of sustainable development
principles to decision making processes.

•

It can be used in strategic planning. Rohm & Haas 157 developed a
screening tool to evaluate the relative vulnerabilities of its products and
compare those measures with the products' competitive advantage.
Using the screening tool, the company was able to identify areas where
additional changes would improve its environmental performance and
reduce its vulnerabilities.

•
157

To identify the life-cycle stages where the greatest burdens occur.

See Fava et al. (1991 ).
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Pollution is often associated with a company's manufacturing
operations, however, when one examines the percent contribution of
life-cycle stages to total environmental burdens, one sees that it is the
use stage, for many durable goods, where the greatest burdens occur.

According to Weston International, application of sustainable development
principles results in revenue generation and competitive advantage. It is this
optimisation among economic, environmental, and social considerations that
provides opportunities for long term prosperity and revenue generation, which is
why sustainable development does make good business sense.

Dr Yea' s grand plan of all management strategy having its ultimate goal
sustainability is a high risk gamble that all strategy has reached the end game. His
integration of sustainable management into strategy at the exclusion of all else is
ambitious, but adoption of the regime from a top down perspective is perhaps,
unrealistic. However the model proposed by Dr Yea is worthwhile and its idea of
integration could be utilised by the management model for hazardous waste
management. There is some logic in looking at the third dimension of the model
being some measure of sustainability or perhaps integration.

The International Institute of Sustainable Development (IISD)

The International Institute of Sustainable Management' 58 is a non profit
organisation based in Canada. It is very active in promoting sustainable
development and management and has a very influential role with the UNEP. IISD
staff regularly speak at environmental conferences and have an extensive range of
documentation to assist nations manage their environment in a sound and
sustainable manner. 159 The IISD is very active in promoting the theory of
sustainable management around the world and its office in Canada produces very
high quality documentation for companies and governments on the application of
sustainable management. The information from IISD below, concentrates on the
importance of the ISO 14001 model in its application as a management model and
many of the comments follow on from the model by Dr Yea of Weston
IISD, International Institute of Sustainable Management, Manitoba, Canada.
See Conference paper, Conway. T, "ISO 14000 Environmental Management and Sustainable
Development", Beijing, China, November 1996
158
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International. Dr Yea 's model was based on the idea of sustainable management
being the ultimate objective of a strategy of integration, of which one element was
ISO 1400 I certification. Much of the material here was either presented by Stephan
Barg of IISD or obtained from personal interviews with him.

Given the low numbers of Chinese companies certified to ISO 900 I, one could be
cautious in suggesting that the industry in general, in Asia, would adopt the ISO
1400 I standard as a EMS model. 160 IISD, however, suggests that while the Chinese
Government may not necessarily adopt the standard through regulation it will
adopt the standard by association with style. This has ramifications for
management models. If the ISO 1400 I is to be a standard, by whatever means, in
Asia, then management models will require incorporation of the same. Dr Yea's
assertion is that the ISO 1400 l is a prerequisite for integration, while IISD is saying
that it is inevitable anyway.

With few exceptions, country delegations to TC 207 161 meetings have been
dominated by industry from OECD countries, including some government officials,
and only rarely involving public interest groups. 162 Consensus decision making has
encouraged the ISO to avoid controversy and has tended to reinforce the relative
homogeneity of participating groups. However, growing public recognition of the
importance of ISO 14000 is contributing to pressure to diversify participation at
the ISO. Countries and groups that have previously played a low key role or not
participated at the ISO, are increasing their awareness and involvement. 163
The Standards Committees (SCs) and Working Groups (WGs) of TC 207 are
typically chaired by executives of large firms and transnational corporations
headquartered in developed countries, such as KPMG Environmental Consulting,
Merck and Company, Bayer, Du Pont and Scott Paper. 164 Representatives from
developing countries generally participate far less because they often lack the
16° For discussion on participation see conference paper, Liu-Jinsheng, "Implementing ISO /4000 in
China", International Conference on ISO 14000 - Environmental Management and Sustainable
Development, Beijing, China, November 1996.
161 TC 207 is the ISO Technical Committee.
162 For involvement analysis see Nash and Ehrenfeld, 1996.
163 Knight and Wolfe (1995) state that more than 21 developing countries were represented at the TC
207 third annual plenary meeting but that most developing countries do not have a participatory
membership and thus voting rights as they are unable to afford the costs involved in being a
participatory member.
164 See lists of leadership by Corporates as described by the European Environmental Bureau, 1995.
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resources to devote to ISO activities or are not entirely aware of the relevance of
ISO's work. China, for its part, appears to have become aware of the significance
of the ISO's work only recently and is moving to increase its role in the
international process and in domestic adoption of the standards. 165
Public interest groups have been invited to meetings under TC207, but they
typically lack the resources to attend meetings and follow proceedings consistently.
As a result, large industry from developed countries has generally dominated much
of the ISO TC207 process. For example, approximately 400 representatives of
industry from the United States alone have actively participated in the
development of ISO 14000 standards, whereas only 20 government and public
interest groups have participated. The US delegation to the TC 207 meetings held
in Oslo, Norway June 26 to July l, 1995 involved approximately 120 people. 166 It
is fair to say that the Chinese delegation has taken a much lower profile at TC 207
meetings. Similar participation patterns were witnessed at the TC 207 meeting held
in Rio in June, 1996, although China had a more active delegation at those meetings.
These patterns of participation indicate the areas where ISO 14000 standards are
expected to have their greatest benefits and potential impacts for businesses that
compete in international markets. This is probably the best test of what sectors in
China will benefit most from watching closely and participating in ISO 14000.
While the ISO 1400 I EMS standard has largely been set, ISO discussions are
ongoing regarding the more product oriented standards on life-cycle assessment,
environmental labelling, and environmental aspects of product standards. As a
result, China has an excellent opportunity to be actively involved.
There is growing experience internationally that systematic approaches to improve
corporate environmental performance (increasing efficiency, reducing resource use
and minimising wastes and polluting emissions) can improve government relations
and public image in the market, reduce costs and expand market opportunities.
However, because ISO 1400 I does not establish performance standards on its own,
the amount of environmental performance improvements will depend on the
strength of a company's environmental policy and the domestic environmental
policy regime.
See Conference paper, Zhu Xing Xiang, "The relationship between ISO 14000 and China's
current Environmental Management System, International Conference on ISO 14000 Environmental
Management and Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
166 See attendance listing for TC 207 meeting, Oslo, Norway, 1995.
165
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The EMS standard is intended to help an organisation to:' 67
a)

establish an environmental policy appropriate to itself;

b)

identify the environmental aspects arising from the organisations past,
existing or planned activities, products or services, to determine the
environmental impacts of significance;

c)

identify the relevant legislative and regulatory requirements;

d)

identify priorities and set appropriate environmental objectives and
targets;

e)

establish a structure and programme(s) to implement the policy and
achieve objectives and targets;

f)

facilitate planning control, monitoring, corrective action, auditing and
review activities to ensure both that the policy is complied with and
that the environmental management system remains appropriate; and

g)

be capable of adapting to changing circumstances.

ISO 1400 I assigns great importance to senior management to provide leadership in
defining the organisations environmental policy. 168 An environmental policy is
essential for an EMS because the ISO 14001 standard does not establish
environmental performance objectives and targets for the organisation (i.e. does not
require that the organisation comply with a specified level of environmental
performance that is not its own). Rather, the requirements oflSO 14001 are quite
flexible requiring that an organisation:
•

"consider" environmental impact when setting objectives and targets;

•

commit to "continuous improvement" of environmental performance
and pollution prevention (however defined); and

161

168

See section A.4.0 in the draft standard ISO 14000.
See Hunt & Johnson (1995). p. 69.
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•

comply with applicable legislative and regulatory requirements in the
jurisdiction where the facility is located (if such requirements exist).

This flexibility is a necessary feature of ISO 14001, because of the wide range of
companies that will want to participate in ISO 14001 who have different
environmental and economic conditions. 169 It also allows organisations and
countries to set environmental performance objectives and targets suitable to their
needs. Finally, it avoids the trade implications of dictating specific environmental
performance requirements across national boundaries in an extra territorial
fashion. 110
However, the flexibility of ISO 1400 I means that environmental performance
objectives and targets may not receive attention unless they are:
•

"imported" into the EMS through the organisation's environmental
policy; and/or

•

supported by the existence of a domestic environmental policy and
regulatory regime that establishes relevant environmental performance
requirements and sets benchmarks for continuous improvement.

For this reason, ISO 14001 itself does not ensure environmental protection and
sustainable patterns of development. However, in those instances where
organisations are starting with negligible environmental awareness and no systems
for addressing environmental issues, instituting an ISO 1400 l programme is bound
to be a significant step towards improving environmental performance. 111 This is
true, even though a lot of work may need to be done to improve the environmental
policies of organisations and the domestic environmental policy and regulatory
regime.
Employee education and training is another key element of an EMS under ISO
See Conference paper, Zhu Xing Xiang, "The relationship between ISO 14000 and China's
current Environmental Management System, International Conference on ISO 14000 Environmental
Management and Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
110 Note that since this material on ISO 14000 was collected there has been a passing of time.
However reference to the ISO web site in 2003 clearly shows that the adoption of the ISO 14000
standard has not reached a significant level. Total registrations in China as at 31 December 2002
was less that 150 and that of the US less than 350.
171 ibid.
169
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1400 I. Organisations are required to ensure that all personnel, whose work may
create a significant impact upon the environment, are properly informed about the
environmental significance of their work. Personnel must also be made aware of the
importance of compliance with policies, procedures, and requirements of the EMS,
their responsibilities under the EMS, and the potential impacts of their actions.
ISO 14000 does not specify any requirements for rewards or penalties for worker
performance, but simply states that employees will be made aware of the potential
consequence of departures from specified operating procedures.
All organisations must perform self-auditing periodically in order to determine
whether the environmental management system conforms to the ISO 14001
standard and to determine whether it is being properly implemented and
maintained. 112 Organisations registered to ISO 14001 must have their compliance
with the standard verified by a third party, registered with an accrediting agency.
Organisations can either be "registered" under ISO 14001, or "self-declare" their
participation. Registered organisations will have third party verification that they
have developed, documented, and are following an EMS according to the ISO 14001
standard. Most companies will seek to become registered to ISO 14000 by
application to a "registrar". Once an application is filed, the registrar will perform a
conformity assessment evaluating an applicant's EMS system against the ISO
1400 I criteria. Registration can take from six months to a year, and once granted,
will last for three years.
Each country adopting ISO 14000, is allowed to develop its own scheme for
accreditation of registrars, certifiers and approval of training programs offered to
auditors seeking certification. The accrediting body can be a governmental or nongovernmental organisation. This approach has initiated a potential trade irritant
that can arise from schemes that do not provide for domestic verification
procedures or imply foreign verification of compliance with a voluntary standard,
an issue that has garnered considerable attention in debates about eco-labeling
schemes.
Many countries world-wide worked quickly to develop ISO 14000 accreditation
and certification systems. 173 European countries, in particular, adopted the
standard quickly as they had more experience with EMS standards developed by
172
113

See Hunt & Johnson ( 1995). p. 210.
Ibid.,p. 25 et seq.
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the British Standards Institute (BS7750) and the EU's EMAS. Many European
businesses registered their facilities under EMAS or BS 7750. Although similar to
ISO 14001, both EMAS and BS 7750 are more stringent than ISO 14001. EMAS,
in particular, is more prescriptive with a stronger emphasis on public reporting of
environmental performance data.
The differences between ISO 14001 and EMAS requirements will likely become
blurred over time. 174 There are three reasons for this. First, governments and
corporations purchasing products and services from overseas suppliers will
increasingly require that suppliers report on environmental performance because
they need to respond to public pressures to show how they are minimising lifecycle environmental impacts downstream and up-stream of their facilities. Second,
research conducted in OECD countries indicates that voluntary approaches are far
more likely to be successful at achieving environmental performance objectives if
they have clear environmental policy objectives and benchmarks, and public
reporting requirements. Most OECD governments will undoubtedly be attempting
to move voluntary approaches in this direction over time. Third, companies
themselves will begin competing for the environmentally sensitive consumer
through increasingly lofty reporting efforts that show how they are "greener" than
the competitor. In time, therefore, public reporting on environmental performance
may become a de facto requirement in important global export markets. China will
need to monitor these pressures for stricter standards in the event that they begin
to take hold.
Notable initiatives in North and South America and Asia to prepare for ISO 1400 l
include:
Two organisations in the US, the Registrar Accreditation Board (RAB) and the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), are preparing to share ISO
accreditation responsibilities. The Standards Council of Canada (SCC) began an
accreditation program in the late 1990s. Also, the SCC is establishing accreditation
for certification of EMS auditors and for organisations that will provide training
courses.
•

Mexico's participation in TC 207 is coordinated by the Mexican
Institute of Standardisation and Certification (IMNC). IMNC intends
to establish a national certification system for 150 14001. It is

11•

See Willig ( 1995). p. 98.
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expected that Mexico will follow the route it took for ISO 9000
certification, which would mean that IMNC would develop and publish
environmental management-related Mexican standards that would
closely resemble the ISO 14000 standards.
•

Brazil has started to develop its national system for accreditation. The
National Commission on Meteorology and technical advisory groups
have established a working group, which is defining criteria for
certification and accreditation.

•

Venezuela has not yet decided how to handle accreditation and
certification, however, the National Standards Institute (COVENIN)
has established a subcommittee which, in a scheme very similar to 150
14000, is developing environmental standards for EMS, auditing,
labelling, and life-cycle assessment.

•

The Japan Audit and Certification Organisation is certified as a BS
7750 verifier and will also grant ISO 14000 certification once the
standards are final and the Japanese Industrial Standards for
environmental management are ready.

•

By 2001 , Hong Kong completed a 14 month pilot EMS/ISO 14000
programme for companies interested in developing environmental
management systems. In addition, the British Standards Institute,
along with Inchcape Testing Services has created BSI Pacific, which
provides training and certification services for ISO 14000. BSI Pacific
has offices in Hong Kong and Taipei and is focusing its initial efforts on
China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong.

•

In Taiwan, the Bureau of Commodity Inspection and Quarantine
(BCIQ) is interested in managing ISO 14000 accreditation and
certification. This coming July a Body of Accreditation and
Certification will be established. Its responsibilities will include ISO
14000 registration, ISO 9000 registration, auditor training courses and
the registration of auditors. 175

175

Activity in these countries was reported by IISD at the Beijing ISO conference in 1996.
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China's work on ISO 14000 is also proceeding in anticipation of the official release
of ISO 1400 I. An ISO 14000 auditing centre was established under the National
Environmental Protection Agency in the late 1990s. The centre plans to organise
ISO 14000 training programs nationwide, and will probably serve as the
certification agency for ISO 14000. Work has also been undertaken in Xiaman in the
Fujian Province on the implementation of ISO 14000, according to a report on an
ISO 14000 seminar held in Xiamen. About 20 environmental auditors from Tianjin
have recently been trained in the EU-Singapore Regional Institute of Environmental
Science and Technology, and will form the main force for ISO 14000 auditing.
There are unresolved questions about how viable it will be for developing countries,
and small and medium size companies, to participate in ISO 14001. Registration
fees for ISO 9000, a similar management system standard targeted at quality
assurance, range between $25,000 and $100,000 for companies with between 50
and 1,500 employees, plus consultants' fees from $5,000 to $25,000, and the cost
of staff time. Similar costs are likely to be incurred for ISO 14001.21 Substantial
maintenance costs can also be expected given that registration to ISO 14001 must
be renewed every 3 years.
ISO 14001 costs will often decrease on a per employee basis for large companies
indicating that they will have a cost advantage over small and medium size
companies. However, the number of employees is not the only indicator of costs.

It is also likely that costs will be higher for companies that generally have more
environmental issues to address, such as chemical plants, and companies that do
not have experience with environmental or quality assurance management systems.
For example, companies that have ISO 9000 registration could enjoy significant
cost advantages.
Some concerns have been expressed that many small and medium size companies
will find it difficult to assume the costs of ISO 14001. This is especially the case
for those companies with large numbers of environmental issues to address and
limited experience with rigourous management systems. Small and medium size
firms in developing countries, in particular, fall into this category in
disproportionate numbers and are the companies that often have the greatest
impacts on human health and the environment within or close to communities.
If small and medium size companies are not able, or decide not to, participate in
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ISO 1400 l there will be a significant lost opportunity to improve their
environmental performance and the performance of the economy as a whole. ISO
1400 I would act to move these companies from a very low level of environmental
awareness and management. In short, the incremental environmental performance
improvements from ISO 1400 l will likely be much higher for small and medium
size companies than for large companies that already manage environmental issues
and have management systems in place.
Another option that these companies might take is to lower their costs by 'self
declaring' participation in ISO 14001 rather than becoming ISO 14001 "registered".
This option may have negative consequences for market access if ISO 1400 I
becomes an important requirement for access to their markets or any future markets
in the case of emerging sectors. China will need to acknowledge that many of its
most severe environmental problems occur in small and medium size companies.
Actions will need to be devised to bring these smaller companies along.
The ISO 14001 standard can be an important tool in China's environmental
management regime. It can improve compliance with domestic environmental laws
and policies and help Chinese export industries deal with environmental challenges
in foreign markets. Environmental regimes and economic performance are critical
because the environment increasingly influences competitiveness in important
export markets.
Asian economies have experienced rapid economic growth in recent years. For
example, between 1980 and 2002, annual growth in gross domestic product
averaged more than 8% in China, South Korea, and Thailand, while the economies
of Hong Kong Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore grew 5.5 to 8% per year.
However, significant environmental degradation has accompanied this economic
growth. 176 Environmental degradation will be an increasing problem for Asian
countries and developing countries in other parts of the world. 177
In recent years, China has attached increasing importance to the development and
implementation of environmental legislation to address environmental problems.
176 See opening speech remarks, Yin Gai, deputy General of Science, Technology and Standard
Department, National Environment protection Agency, China at International conference on ISO
14000 Environmental Management and Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
177 Remarks from the opening address by David Runnalls, Co-Chair of the Trade and Environment
Working group of the China Council for International Cooperation on Environment and
Development at International Conference on ISO 14000 Environmental Management and
Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
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China's laws are relatively comprehensive ranging from the basic environmental
protection law to laws and regulations covering various aspects of the environment,
including the marine environment, water, air, solid wastes, land, forests, grasslands,
water, mineral resources, fisheries, and wildlife.
China's domestic regime is comprised of the so-called "eight systems" consisting of
the "three old systems" (environmental impact assessment, pollutant discharge
fees, and the three synchronisations), and the "five new systems" (a discharge
permit system, the environmental responsibility system, an annual assessment of
environmental quality in cities, limited time treatment, and centralised pollution
control). The eight systems are implemented in conjunction with environmental
quality and emission standards. The implementation systems and environmental
standards rely heavily on direct government regulation, often making them
prohibitive to actually enforce. Negotiation and dispute settlement processes figure
far more prominently than the courts in resolving regulatory disputes.
Many developing countries lack environmental laws, have poorly crafted laws, and
lack institutional capacity to enforce the laws. In countries where the domestic
environmental protection regime is not developed, ISO 14001 appears, albeit
incorrectly, to provide a complete solution on its own. First, the EMS standard
holds out the promise that companies will come up with their own methods for
protecting the environment. Second, the standard seems to suggest that overcommitted government officials need not be directly involved since independent
auditors will do most of the monitoring. However, as noted above, ISO 14001 itself
does not stipulate environmental performance requirements. Rather, ISO 14001
must be linked with performance requirements in the form of an organisation
environmental policy and/or domestic government laws and policies.
Many observers have only recently begun to consider the significance of
international standards for domestic environmental law and policy. Implications
for China's domestic environmental law and policy arising from the ISO 14001
standard mainly stem from the fact that the standard requires that companies
comply with current environmental policies and regulations that apply to their
industry. Countries are looking for ways to move away from traditional forms of
environmental regulation that can be inflexible and costly towards voluntary
frameworks with supportive regulation that reward innovation and foster
continuous improvement. Much of this movement reflects new thinking about how
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to enhance environmental performance, but also accommodates industry's concerns
about competitiveness in a global economy. 178
ISO 14000 might affect Chinese domestic environmental Jaw and policy in a
number of ways. The legal authority for the development of ISO 14000 comes
from the International Standards Organisation. As such, it will not necessarily be a
formal part of Chinese law. However, regulators throughout the world can be
expected to encourage ISO 14000 registration both for trade considerations and
because of evidence that the adoption of environmental management systems can
improve environmental performance, decrease the probability of an environmental
incident, and improve a company's ability to respond to an accident. 179

It is also conceivable that ISO 14001 could have a more direct legal impact. It might
be possible, for example, for the Chinese government to develop regulations that
incorporate ISO 1400 l standards by reference. Even if they do not directly refer to
ISO 14001, it is also possible that Chinese authorities will develop regulations in
some areas which are heavily influenced by the ISO emphasis on management
systems and reporting, rather than by developing more traditional command and
control style regulations.

If registration becomes widespread, it is also foreseeable that the Chinese
government could rely on ISO 1400 l to interpret both statutory and non statutory
duties of environmental care.

State Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) China
In order to analyse how China "manages" its hazardous waste problems and to gain
an insight into what might pass as a model that Chinese companies might use,
several discussions and interviews with various Chinese SEPA officials were
conducted. One person in particular had a very good understanding on the use of
ISO 14001 in China and how it might effect corporations in their management
plans. The discussion below is a result of interviews and statements made by Dr
Ye Ruqiu, a senior environmental policy manager of SEPA, as well as attendance at
178

See conference paper, Mr Cao Fengzhong Policy Research centre of Environment and Economy,

"ISO 14000 and the Green Trade Barrier.", International Conference on ISO 14000 Environmental
Management and Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
179 See conference paper,Tom Conway International institute for Sustainable development, canada,
"ISO 14000 Standards and China: The Trade and Sustainable Development."., International
Conference on ISO J4000 Environmental Management and Sustainable Development, Beijing,
China, 1996.
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the ISO 14001 conference in Beijing in 1996.'
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With social and economic development, living standards in China have been
improving steadily. However, the improper mode of development and the
irrational use of resources have resulted in numerous environmental problems. 181
Depletion of natural resources and the continuing deterioration of the environment
worsen the living conditions. "The ISO standards for environmental management
(ISO 14000 Series) are the summary of the efforts of the International Organisation
for Standardisation for the improvement of environmental management of different
kinds of organisations and will play an important role in solving global
environmental problems".

China is a developing country faced with the dual task of economic development
and environmental protection. Environmental protection is considered an important
strategy for attaining sustainable development of the country. The integration of
EMS with sustainable management is a far sighted policy given the current state of
environmental protection practices in China. When asked the question, "Did Mr
Ye think that China could or should have a management plan based on integration,
given the difficulty of educating China's enterprises?", he replied that he felt that
the concept was valid in the international context but that the idea of integration
would be very hard to achieve in China and this is where they have problems
providing a plan that is simple to comply with. He also confirmed that he was
unaware of any models or tactical plans that were in use within China's industry.

To carry out the policy of putting prevention first, the principle of simultaneous
planning, implementation, and development of economic construction, urban and
rural construction, and environmental protection was worked out. In recent years,
unremitting efforts were made by the Chinese government in the field of
environmental protection. At the same time, China participates actively in
international co-operation to deal with global environmental problems and in
100 Dr Ye Ruqiu is the Deputy Administrator of SEPA and Co-Chair of Trade and Environment
Working Group of the China Council for International Cooperation on Environment and
Development.
181 For a discussion on the impact of growth on the environment in China see conference paper,
Chen and Zhang, New Environmental Management Standard to meet Economic Development,
Chinese Research Academy of Environmental Sciences, International Conference on ISO 14000
Environmental Management and Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
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negotiation of multilateral environmental agreements". 182

a.

In 1991, China hosted the ministerial Meeting of Developing Countries
on Environment and Development as a contribution to the preparation
for the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development.

b.

In June 1992, the Chinese Premier Li Peng put forward five points on
international environmental co-operation at the UN Conference on
Environment and Development.

c.

After the UN Conference on Environment and Development, the
Chinese government approved the Ten Policy Measures for
Environment and Development and China's Agenda 21.

d.

China has taken an active part in negotiations on international
environmental agreements. So far, China has ratified the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Biodiversity
Convention, the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary
Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal, the Montreal
Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer, and a number
of other international environmental agreements.

e.

In 1966, the 4th National Conference on Environmental Protection was
held, which set the goals for environmental protection for the next five
years and the year up to 2010. The decision on some issues of
environmental protection was issued by the State Council, which
stipulates that all industrial enterprises should meet the discharge
standards set by the central and provincial governments by the year
2000. The Ninth Five Year Plan and Long Term Programme for 2010
for Environmental Protection was approved later, also by the State
Council with two important attachments; the Plan for the Control of

See conference paper, Dr Liu Shuqin, Law Department peking University, China, "Impacts of
Environmental Legislation and Environmental Management System on Industries Environmental
Protection Behaviours··.. International Conference on ISO I 4000 Environmental Management and
Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
182
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Total Amount of Pollutants Discharge and the Transcentury Green
Engineering Project Plan.

According to Mr Ye, "The effective solution of the global problems of environment
and development, international co-operation is needed. The promulgation of the
ISO 14000 Series is helpful in this respect through the standardisation of
environmental management". Mr Ye was asked to explain why China needed
international help to apply ISO 1400 l when it was a simple EMS structure that
could easily be applied by anyone. He replied by indicating that unless
international organisations helped China to gain credibility the application of ISO
14001 would never occur within China. "The basic elements of the ISO standards
are in line with China's sustainable development strategy and environmental policy
of putting prevention first and combining prevention with control of pollution".
This statement by Mr Ye at least provides an understanding that he does not see
that ISO 14001 is a complete management plan in itself. He admitted however,
during an interview, that many organisations in China and sections of Government
believe that the standard can stand by itself without any further system additions.

Mr Ye confirmed that only the structure of ISO 1400 l would be promoted as a
global EMS within China and it would be up to industry to establish how the ISO
14001 EMS model would be applied. He knew of no applications systems that
would be available. He stated that as each industry sector was different from all
others that it would not be possible to establish a model structure that could be
termed global in its application.

China takes an active attitude to the implementation of the ISO 14000 standard
series and ISOI4001, IS014004, ISOI4010, IS01401 l, and IS014012 standards of
the series have been translated into Chinese. Moreover, the training materials for
certifiers of environmental management systems approved by the British
Registration Committee for Environmental Certifiers and the training materials for
environmental management auditing edited by UNEP, ICC, and the International
Consultation Engineers' Association have been also translated. Pilot activities in
the implementation of ISO 14000 series have been carried out in Beijing, Shanghai,
Tianjin, Nanjing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Liaoning province, and the General
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Logistic Department of PLA, including 5 training courses for environmental
certifiers and 4 training courses for environmental auditors from enterprises. These
activities have caused great interest among governmental departments and
enterprises in the country. For the effective implementation oflS014000 series,
the relevant laws, rules and measures for environmental management of the country,
as well as the economic, technical and management conditions of the enterprises
should be taken into account. In general, the solution to environmental problems of
a country requires a clear fit with the specific conditions of that country. 183

The ISO 14000 series of environmental management standards aims to standardise
the environmental performance of enterprises and to reduce the environmental
impacts caused by their production and service activities. 184 It also sets targets for
saving resources, improving environmental quality, and promoting coordinated
development of economy and environmental protection. When challenged on this
point, Mr Ye admitted that the ISO standard could not be used in this fashion by
itself. Industries need to use the ISO as a tool to produce specific EMS
programmes and as such a standardised methodology does not apply. The
implementation of the ISO 14000 series will help enterprises to improve their
environmental performance and to integrate environmental protection into all
management activities.

Mr Ye confirmed a previous comment that he had no idea how it would be possible
for Chinese industry to integrate environmental performance into their strategic
planning. He said that it should, and indeed, must happen but was not aware of
how it could happen. He said "It will stimulate enterprises to change the mode of
economic growth from extensive to intensive one. In the end, the ISO 14000 series
will play an important role in improving the environmental quality and promoting
sustainable development of the country". Mr Ye indicated that the real challenge
for China is, the implementation of ISO 14001. The effect that is desired is an easy
policy to establish, the actual application is much more difficult to apply if the ISO
14001 standard is to be used as a model.
Conference opening remarks by Mr Yin Gai Director General of Science, Technology and
Standard Development, National Environmental Protection Agency, Intem~~ional C_onference on
ISO 14000 Environmental Management and Sustainable Development, Be1Jmg, Chma, 1996.
' 84 See ISO 1400 I Standard, Section 4.
' 03
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The ISO I 4000 series is a set of management standards, which are different from
ordinary technical standards. There is no absolute target, but there is requirement
of applying the best management experiences to the environmental management of
the enterprises to realise the goal of pollution prevention and environmental
protection in most effective ways. The ISO 14000 series complements the
environmental management system of China and might promote more effective
environmental management in China. 185

Here Mr Ye is much more realistic, and has begun to understand the difficulties
involved. The words, "might promote", give warning of the real pitfalls in using
this standard as an all embracing EMS standard across diverse industry. Mr Ye
states further, "The implementation of the ISO 14000 series might help China to
enhance the scientific level of its environmental management and make it more
effective and operational and will certainly promote further the progress of the
cleaner production in China. It may also be helpful in standardisation of the
environmental management and make the management practices more
internationally compatible". Again the model is getting bad press. Mr Ye is using
words that indicate that he cannot see how the model will be applied and that its
effects may be Jess that useful.

Mr Ye maintained that through the 23 years since 1973, a relatively comprehensive
environmental administrative system has been set up including a series of laws,
regulations, rules and standards and stated:

a.

Up to now, five environmental protection laws and eight resource
related laws have been promulgated, including the Environmental
Protection Law, the Air Pollution Prevention and Control Law, the
Water Pollution Prevention and Control Law, the Marine Environment
Protection Law, and the Law on the Prevention and Control of Solid
Waste Pollution. In addition, there are more than thirty administrative
rules and regulations, including the Provisional Regulations on

See conference paper, Zheng Yanan, "An Assessment of ISO 14000 's Impact on China's
Enterprises and Response of China's Industries., International Conference on ISO I 4000
Environmental Management and Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, I 996.
185
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Prevention and Control of Water Pollution in the lluaihe River Basin

'
the Rules on Prevention and Control of Noise Pollution, the Rules on

the Management of Nature Reserves and others.

b.

Over three hundred national environmental standards concerning
environmental quality and discharge of pollutants have been
promulgated. Moreover, there is a large number of local environmental
laws and regulations issued by provincial and municipal authorities.

c.

A system of environmental management measures has been worked out
comprising mainly eight measures, which are environmental impact
assessment, simultaneous design, construction, and putting into
operation of pollution control facilities with the main construction
project, collection fees for pollutant discharge, setting deadline for
pollution control, environmental target and responsibility, quantitative
examination of comprehensive urban environmental performance,
licence for pollutant discharge, centralised treatment of pollutant
discharges.

In May 1994, the Certification Committee for Environmental Labelling Products
was established in China. So far, technical criteria for eleven eco-labelled products
have been worked out, including, for example, refrigerating products, which are
CFC-free or use substitutes for CFC, phosphorus-free detergent products, waterbased paints, and others. Some sixty products manufactured by thirty enterprises
have been awarded the Environmental Label. Cleaner production projects
supported by the World Bank, UNIDO and IE/UNEP have been conducted.
Cleaner production auditing was carried out in a number of enterprises with results
of significant energy and resource saving and reduction of waste and pollutants
generation. Over fifty enterprises in three provinces and three cities took part in
the cleaner production project in the pilot phase. 186

The ISO 9000 series has been widely practised in China. About I OOO enterprises
See conference paper, Raymond Ermen, "From Environmental Management to Sustainable
Development"., International Conference on ISO 14000 Environmental Management and
Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
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have passed or applied for the certification of I SO 9000 series of standards. These

enterprises have developed certain knowledge about the ISO standards certification
procedure. It can be seen from the above mentioned, that necessary conditions for
the implementation of ISO 14000 series of standards have been created in China} 87

China has been following the development of ISO TC207. In 1995, the National
Technical Committee for Standardisation of Environmental Management was
established, which consists of fifty members from governmental departments. The
goal of the committee is to coordinate the efforts in setting up and standardising
environmental management systems of enterprises and to improve their
environmental performance. The committee will keep contact with ISO TC207,
follow the development of the ISO 14000 series of standards and transform the
standard series into Chinese national standards taking into account of the country's
specific conditions.

To guide the enforcement of the ISO 14000 series of standards, the Chinese
government will set up the National Steering Committee for Certification of
Environmental Management System. 188 The procedures for the certification of
environmental management systems of enterprises and for the qualification of
certifiers and certifying institutions for environmental management systems will be
conducted in accordance with international practices. This will ensure the fairness
and effectiveness of the certification of the environmental management systems of
the enterprises.

For the technical support of the implementation of the ISO 14000 series, the State
Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) established the Centre for Environmental
Management Auditing. The Centre has a group of experts and scholars who have
engaged in environmental management for a long time. There are also a number of
experts at the Centre who have experiences in conducting certification. It takes
part in important meetings organised by ISOTC207 and has set up working
See conference paper, Mr Xia You Fu & Mr Di Chang Xing "/SO I 4000, Cleaner Production,
and the Development of China's International trade". , International Conference on ISO 14000
Environmental Management and Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
188 See conference paper, Mr Husayn Anwar, ERM Environomics, "Implementation of China's
Environmental Management Polices: Objectives, realities and an Opportunity for Coorperative
capability Development. "., International Conference on ISO 14000 Environmental Management and
Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
187
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contacts with a number of international organisations including UNEP IMO BSI
'
'
'
IISD, EARA. A series of publication, training, and consultation activities related to
ISO 14000 series have been also done by the Centre.

Pilot work on the certification of environmental management system is going on
now in China. 189 The work involves over twenty enterprises of different types and
sizes in different cities. It is expected that through pilot work, the methods and
procedures for conducting certification of environmental management systems of
enterprises can be worked out. Mr Ye States; "At present, many enterprises in
China are operating with low level technologies, poor management and weak
environmental awareness. This situation will not only have negative effects on the
economic efficiency of the enterprises, but also hinder the implementation of the
ISO 14000 standard series". Efforts in changing the mode of production and
measures taken for strengthening environmental management will help to improve
this situation. Again, Mr Ye understood the problems of application using a
universal model, but does not allude to the solutions.

Differences exist between the current environmental management in China and the
ISO environmental management system standards. The life cycle analysis of the
ISO 14000 series finds some reflection in the cleaner production practices and
environmental labelling scheme in China's environmental management measures. 190
The requirements of control of concentration of pollutants discharged should be
combined with total amount control which is more in line with ISO 14000 series
requirements. It is important to harmonise the current environmental management
system with the ISO 14000 environmental management system standards in a
systematic way. The implementation of ISO 14000 standard series is an inevitable
development trend in the world and will promote the environmental management in
China. There is still a long way to go for the successful implementation of the ISO
14000 standard series.
189 See conference paper, Mr Zhu Xing Xiang , "The relationship between ISO 14000 and China's
current Environmental Management System. "., International Conference on ISO 14000
Environmental Management and Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
190 See conference paper, Mr Xia You Fu and Mr Di Chang Xing, China Institute of Environmental
and Trade, University of International Business and Economics., "/SO 14000, Cleaner
Production, and the Development of China's International Trade. " International Conference on
ISO 14000 Environmental Management and Sustainable Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
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Summary

Some thirty models, ideas and concepts were investigated during this phase of this
thesis. Of these, only two models are considered to be of value, in respect to the
emerging global environmentally sound management model as proposed by the
three major conventions. The so called soft models of non industrial organisations
did not provide integration of management systems with organisational strategies
and did not offer integration with quality systems. Most models in use around the
world for the management of hazardous waste are based on a series of instructions,
without any attempt to integrate these instructions with quality systems or the
higher level instruments.

Clearly, the existing instruments are not codified for the various management
cultures that exist within Asian companies. The emerging concept of
Environmentally Sound Management as defined by the Basel Convention (or indeed
the Rio declaration) has no credibility from the perspective of most Asian
companies. In order to develop a model that provides "integration", as suggested
by Weston International and IISD, the thesis examines the complexities and
uncertainties of management culture within Asia.
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4
Organisational Characteristics

In order to develop an integrated environmentally sound management model that
can be effectively applied, it is necessary to research the local management culture
and its implications for model adoption. 191 Several substantial toxic waste projects
in China and Taiwan were researched and analysed to gain an insight into the
mechanisms of local management behaviour so that the model development would
be cognisant of these influences, thus facilitating their ultimate adoption. The
projects and contracts researched cover a five year period from 1997 to 2001. The
field research was informed by analysis of organisational literature and practical
experience. This led to the development of four surveys which are signalled in this
chapter as a response to the issues raised in the literature.

Introduction

To gain an insight into the effects of managerial culture on the model adoption
mechanism, ten major projects and contracts were surveyed in China and Taiwan.
In addition, documentation from many other smaller projects in Asia (including
substantial periods of negotiations, pre contract and post contract), were reviewed.
Many of these projects involved technology transfer and managerial model transfer.
Much of the research performed in this chapter included projects, or contracts
concerning the management, or disposal of intractable and hazardous wastes. In
addition to these contracts, many interviews were conducted with colleagues, and
other people who had extensive contractual dealings in China or Taiwan. Much of
the hazardous waste work in these two countries is performed by a French
Government-owned corporation, and the research work was performed in
association with this company on many of its major contracts, thus gaining a
significant insight into the workings of management systems within the relevant

'"' Kelly.S, Allison.M.A (1998). p. 41. See argument for self organisation and development ofthe
complexity advantage. The authors argue that clearly, it is impossible to apply a process model
effectively without understanding how and why individuals and groups performing the process act
as they do.
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culture setting. 19 '

Negotiating in China or Taiwan is generally not easy. When entering into
discussions, or contractual negotiations, the Chinese tend to maintain a rigid
adherence to their plan or agenda, and indulge in blunt tactics to prevent the other
party from achieving its goals. For example, for the China-Green' 93 negotiations,
which I was involved with as technical advisor, the Chinese side consisted of
twenty-five people and the foreign company side only four. The Chinese team
wrote comprehensive notes, and would hold nightly meeting among themselves in
order to derive the next day's agenda. New "attacks" would be designed to prevent
the foreign side from gaining the upper hand. The discussions and negotiations are
usually characterised by fierce adversarial instructional sessions about the way
things are done in China, and in complete contrast to the projected approach of
harmony. In 1996, I attended an ISO 14000 conference 194 in Beijing, China. I was
taken completely by surprise by the intense adversarial approach taken by the
Chinese "negotiators" concerning the adoption process ofISO 14000.

In order to properly construct a research methodology into the adaptation criteria
and associated behaviour of the Chinese negotiators, and hence derive some sort of
"algorithm" of how to craft the model, so that the local management culture would
be more likely to adopt rather than reject, there must be an in depth understanding
of the Chinese negotiating style, and subsequently Chinese organisational culture. '95
For an understanding of Chinese organisational culture, it is necessary to
understand the complexities and uncertainties, 196 and technology adaptation
processes that underlie the organisational characteristics, and how that might effect
the adoption process. 197

in The company was Tredi SA of France. This company is a large multinational Government
owned waste company with incineration facilities for intractable waste.
l9J China Green was a Joint venture arrangement between the Government of France and the State
Environment Protection Agency set up in 1997 to manage large scale hazardous waste projects.
194 International Conference on ISO 14000 Environmental Management and Sustainable
Development, Beijing, China, 1996.
19 ·' See keynote address by Tsoukas. H ( 1997) at Conference held in Hasselt, Belgian, Limburg
University, November.
196 See complexity research argument by Lissack ( 1996).
197 See Lefebure.E, Letiche. H ( 1999), for a discussion of standard management mantra as "lets
make things better; lets make things simple" As the authors indicate things are not so simple, and
simplicity is a fonn of denial, that is, trying to avoid the dynamics of indetenninacy.
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Adaptation Issues

For managers of corporations or organisations the prevailing models and structures
arise from a few fundamental assumptions. The assumptions, according to
McMaster,i98 are that the world's processes, like a machine, are both predictable
and understandable. As the era of sustainability leads us to look at the idea of a
second industrial revolution it must also lead us to look away from the mechanistic
and reductionist paradigm to one that is directly dealing with issues of complexity.
McMaster claims that this new visualisation of complexity resolution being at the
heart of the matter, means that the concept of adaptation promoted by LeonardBarton199 may have to be considered as being too simplistic. Adjustments to such
reorganisation may be on the way, but the conversion of such strategic, all
pervading changes into tactical command and control is far from realised. While
there have been countless transformations of ideas, the way of doing work within
the institutional organisation has not altered greatly. Conceptual changes to
existing industrial paradigms is accelerated as technology transfers increase, but
there is little that has altered in the way an organisation does its work. 200

In the new millennium there will continue to be an explosion in "our ability to
access, move, create and process information". 201 As Leonard-Barton 202 states,
adaptation of such process changes can only be effective if the adaptive process is
multidimensional, and involves the organisational adaptation itself to technology as
well as the adaptation of the technology to the organisation. Leonard-Barton calls
this "mutual adaptation", and is shown graphically in Figure 4.1. McMaster
insists that it is the former of these two activities that cannot be actioned by the
existing management paradigm. As the depth of the "on line" development gets
progressively more complex the current management theory cannot respond to the
changes needed. 203

McMaster ( 1996), p. xvi. Here McMaster talks about "the emergence ofa new era" and goes on
to "Convergence of thinking into complexity" theory and discusses the application of complexity
science.
1
•• Leonard-Barton ( 1995). passim
2011 See McMaster (1996), p. 4. See the argument developed regarding learning and intelligence.
201 ibid.
2112 Leonard-Barton ( 1995), p. J 04. See the concept of mutual adaptation and the development of
the idea of codevelopment of both the technology and the environment.
203 Demming ( 1986). passim
198
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While Leonard-Barton

204

portrays an organisation as being capable of self

adaptation to the application of technology, McMaster argues that this cannot
happen unless the organisation has a significant level of organisational intelligence
and learning, thus making it possible to "transform the way in which we organise
for work and organise for work itself'. 205 The plethora of systems engineering and
regulations that has been applied to hazardous waste management over recent
years has not resulted in the creation of an all embracing systems approach, nor has
it resulted in the creation of an organic intelligence organisation. 206

While there is plenty of evidence to suggest that organisations react, and accept
new ideas and technology, there is a universal reluctance to "create" an integrated
intelligence and learning centre within organisations that constantly challenge the
method of work. Companies and organisational entities continuously reject the
issues of complexity that revolve around the "knowledge age", and tend to continue
to apply the same management paradigm that prevailed prior to the second
industrial revolution. 201

Adaptation of the
new technology to
he needs of the
~ organisation

New EMS
~echnology and
!Systems

~

ntegration and cok:tependency mutual
~daptation to achieve
\;;aximum benefit to the
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----...
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-

Figure 4.1 Mutual Adaptation Model as Adapted from Leonard-Barton.

m Leonard-Barton ( 1995), p. I 04.

McMaster (1996), p. 9.
Peterson (2000), passim.
201 Deiser ( J994 ), p. 172. Deiser maintains that " The traditional technocratic planning approach,
with its relatively static mechanistic view of the world, must be given up, at lea~t to a certain_
extent, in favour of a paradigm better able to deal with the phenomena of dynamics and ongomg
change".
20 ~

211 •
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Emergence of natural organisational intelligence must accompany the phenomenal
changes within society, so that the accumulation of intelligence occurs through an
integrated learning system. To generate a change in the adaptation of technology
and systems into intelligence collection companies, a structural change is required.
Where Leonard-Barton talks about the adaptation of an organisation to the
technology she assumes that the organisation has to have the experiential wherewith-all to alter its structural fabric for making changes. This is precisely the point
at which many such ventures fail. The traditional planning approach (planning is
not to be confused with strategy), with its mechanistic view should be replaced by
systems theory complete with an interactionistic approach. 208

For the adaptive, or interactionistic approach to work from an organisational point
of view, there has to be structural change within the organisation, or within its
training systems. Therefore, while Leonard-Barton is right, she has not
emphasised the fundamental structural changes needed but by using the model of
"mutual adaptation" she, along with McMaster and Deiser, have given us a clue
that the issue of successful adaptation is multidimensional, and involves a structure
that resolves the issues of complexity that are raised. Systems engineering have
been doing that for years, by utilising Demming's "Operational Definitions". 209
The integration of adaptation, in a multidimensional sense, with the resolution of
"issues of complexity and uncertainty", thus creating the learning structure
required to successfully adapt technology, is the focus of this work.

Adaptation of the Organisation to the Technology
Uncertainty
External uncertainty arises due to the inability to control events external to the
company.21°

Levels of uncertainty within a firm will vary according to the

circumstances and the environment in which the business finds itself. Degrees of
uncertainty are important to the development of the model, as the degree of
uncertainty will surely effect the adoption process.

In early classical organisational theory, uncertainty was seen as mostly internal and
Deiser ( 1994), p. 173.
Demming ( 1986 ), passim
210 See extemality argument described by Burnes ( 1996), p. 60 et seq.
208
209
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management science ignored human complexity in preference to a closed order. 211
By restricting uncertainty to internal systems, rational principles could be
formulated that allowed for efficiency and order within the organisation. Over time
internalised uncertainty was devolved by mechanist theory that favoured non
rational dimensions to organisational behaviour. 212 As the old order of internalised
uncertainty became less prevalent there was a new wave of organisational theory in
the mid to late fifties, which saw the beginning of the realisation that organisations
should be viewed as a system. 213 Presenting organisations as systems clearly
moved the organisational theory to that of open systems. 214 In this "movement" it
was seen that communication was the key to how the organisation related to
external uncertainties. The open system philosophy held that instead of insulating
against uncertainty (e.g. by sealing off the organisation's core competencies) it
embraced uncertainty. As this model developed, much controversy raged as to the
veracity of application and lack of empirical evidence. In order to establish
sufficient evidence to suggest that adoption processes used by organisations
towards uncertainty was a reality, multidimensional models were researched and
utilised. 215

Duncan used statistics in his modelling of organisational environments, and
perceived uncertainty to measure the internalised characteristics of the perceived
organisation environment. From his research he created a multidimensional matrix.
One axis was "simple-complex" and the other "static-dynamic". By surveying
twenty-two decision groups in six firms he was able to model the characteristics of
perceived organisational environment and subsequent response. Figure 4.2 shows
Duncan's matrix as adapted by Daft. 216

Duncan found that the stable-unstable dimension of the environment is a more
important contributor to uncertainty than that of the simple-complex dimension.
Fayol (1949), p. 52-6S. See his 14 principles of management for a closed order system and
argument for a simplistic subordinate structure.
212 Simon (1946), p. S3-67. An advocate of the Contingency theory of management which also laid
the groundwork for the mechanist theory. His argument was opposed to Fayol's principles on the
basis of oversimplification.
.
21 ) Scott (1961 ), p. 7-26. cf. the distinctions between Contingency theory and the closed classical
systems as proposed by Fayol again arguing that organisations are not closed syste?1s.
.
214 Katz and Khan (1978). The organisational subsystems include; boundary spannmg, production,
maintenance, adaptation and management.
211 Duncan (1972), p. 89.
216 Daft (1998), passim.
211
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Duncan also found that uncertainty, and the degree of complexity and dynamics of
the environment "should not be considered as constant factors in an organisation".

Duncan's theory says much about the nature of the external environment. What
was not so obvious from his research were the implications regarding the
characteristics of an organisation when confronted with dynamic uncertainty.

Stable

Simple + Stable =
Low Uncertainly

Complex + Stable =
Low-Moderate Uncertainty

Small number of external
elements, and elements are
similar

Large number of external elements
and elements are dissimilar

Elements remain the same
or chanae slowlv

Elements remain the same or
change slowly

ENVIRONMENT AL
CHANGE
Simple + Unstable =
Hioh-Moderate Uncertainty

Unstable

Complex + Unstable =
High Uncertainty

Small number of external
elements, and elements are
similar

Large number of external elements
and elements are dissimilar

Elements change frequently
and unoredictablv

Elements change frequently
and unpredictably

Simple

Complex
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLEXITY

Figure 4.2 "Characteristics of Perceived Environments and Perceived Environmental
Uncertainty" by Robert B. Duncan and adapted by Richard L. Daft

Duncan's work also concluded that "uncertainty" was influenced more by the
static-dynamic dimension than the simple-complex dimension. In other words, he
considered that the characteristic of the organisations environmental change had a
higher influence within the organisation than the degree of complexity the
organisation found itself in. Duncan's theory "emphasised that environmental
uncertainty, and the dimensions of the environment are defined in terms of
perceptions of the organisation's members". 211 These perceptions have manifested
themselves in a series of factors, both internal and external, and the organisation's
members ( in Duncan's field survey) scaled these factors in degrees of influence and
importance.
217

Duncan ( 1972), p. 313.
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Duncan maintained that up to around 1972, organisational theorists , had not clearly
defined the organisational environment or its elements. 218 In his study, Duncan
proposed a set of internal and external factors (See Figure 4.3) that he considered
were the totality of physical and social factors that need to be taken directly into
consideration in the decision making of individuals in the organisation. The
internal environment consisted of those relevant "physical and social factors within
the boundaries of the organisation that are taken directly into consideration in the
decision making behaviours of that system." The external environment consists of
those relevant "physical and social factors outside the boundaries of the
organisation that are taken directly into consideration." The distinction between
internal and external environments includes the interpersonal relationships of
members, and their interactions with each other, and the external environment
group including other individuals, groups and institutions.
Duncan cites several organisational theorists 219 when attempting to establish the

Internal Environment Components

External Environment Components

( 1 ) Organisational personnel
(2) Organisational functional and staff units

( 4) Customer
( 5) Suppliers

(3) Organisational level

( 6) Competitor
(7) Socio-political
( 8) Technological

Figure 4. 3
Duncan's table of components comprising the organisation's
internal and external environment

environmental dimensions of uncertainty and merely infers that there are two
environmental dimensions. Daft220 further cements the notion that there are two
dimensions in his adaptation of Duncan's model. Duncan breaks down the simple
notion of two basic environmental dimensions by "conceptualising" the simplecomplex dimension and the static-dynamic dimension in the following way. "The
simple part of the simple-complex dimension deals with the degree to which the
21 • As cited by Duncan (1972), Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), studied how organisations segment
their environment into related sectors but have not clearly conceptualised the environment or its
makeup.
219 See Emery and Trist ( 1965), Thompson (1967) and Terreberry (I 968).
220 op cit.
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factors in the decision unit's environment are few in number and are similar to one

another in that they are located in a few components. The complex phase indicates
that the factors in the decision unit's environment are large in number". 221

Duncan's two dimensional model depends heavily on Dill's222 work on boundary
spanning as cited and extended by Terreberry. Duncan expressed his reduction of
Terreberry's work into two simple dimensions, comprising a continuum of
components (C) and factors (F). He contended that "an example of a decision unit,
with a simple environment, is one with few factors and few components, like a
lower level production unit that only interfaced with, say, a materials department,
and a marketing department, all within one single component that of organisation
function and staff unit". 223

An example of a decision unit with a complex environment would be one located in,
say, a programming and programme department. These decision unit members,
when making a decision, may consider a wide variety of factors in both the internal
and external environments. This decision unit example approaches the complex end
of the simple-complex dimension as there are larger numbers of factors (F=6) that
are dissimilar. This is due to the fact that they are located in several components
(C=4). Duncan, thus, creates a simple-complex environmental index by
multiplying F by

c2.

Squaring the number of components is an indicator of

similarity-dissimilarity in that the more components the factors are in the more
dissimilar they are. 224

Duncan's second dimension "indicates the degree to which factors of the decision
units internal and external environment remain basically the same over time, or are
in a continuous process of change". 225 This dimension which he calls "the staticDynamic dimension has two sub dimensions. The first of these sub dimensions
Duncan (1972), p 313.
Dill (1958), p. 409., as cited by Terreberry (1968). Dill postulated that: organisation had "task"
environment that is both homogeneous-heterogeneous and stable-dynamic. Terreberry postulated
that the organisations boundary spanning to be functionally differentiated to correspond to
segments of the task environment and each to operate on a decentralised basis to monitor and plan
responses to fluctuations in its sector of the task environment.
m See Duncan ( 1972), p. 316.
22 • See Duncan's rationale for adopting C2 where he discuses (p. 316.) the amount of variance
between components is greater than the amount of variance between factors, and thus, should be
weighted in the development of the index.
m See Duncan,( 1972), p. 3 I 6.
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"focuses on the degree to which the factors (F) identified by decision units
members in the units internal and/or external environments are stable, that is
remaining the same over time. 226 The second of the sub dimensions "focuses on the
frequency with which the decision unit members take into consideration new and

'

different internal and/or external factors in the decision making process". 227

In obtaining information from his subjects, Duncan was able to frame three
components of uncertainty as follows;

lack of information regarding the environmental factors
associated with a given decision making situation;
2

not knowing the outcome of a specific decision in terms of how
much the organisation would lose if the decision was incorrect;
and

3

inability to assign probabilities with any degree of confidence
with regard to how environmental factors are going to affect the
success or failure of the decision unit in performing its function.

The uncertainty dimensions l and 2 are measured with a simple Likert scale.
Individuals receive an average score on each of the questions on the scores of the
first and second dimensions by means of the formula;

Total score on a given question (Sum of answers for each factor)
number of factors taken into consideration
The third dimension of perceived environmental uncertainty deals with the
respondent's ability to assign probabilities to the effect of a given factor on the
success or failure of a decision unit in performing its function, and is expressed as a
percentage function. The respondent's total score for this question is then
averaged for the number of factors taken into consideration in decision making.

Sum of degree of ability to assign probability for all factors identified
Number of factors identified
226
227

ibid., p. 317.
ibid.
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The scores are then added for a total uncertainty score.

Subsequent to Duncan's work, Millikenm developed a proposal of three types of
organisational uncertainty. Milliken maintained that Duncan, and other
organisational theorists 229 had focussed on the perceived environmental
uncertainty as being a single entity and that there was confusion regarding
inconsistent empirical data. Milliken cites several sources that indicated "problems
range from findings of poor reliability and validity evidence for measurement
instruments to a failure to find clear evidence of a relationship between "objective"
characteristics of the organisational environment and perceptions of environmental
uncertainty". 230 While Milliken confirmed that uncertainty was the fundamental
element with which top level administrators must cope,231 he was uncomfortable
that the two simple dimensions, as proposed by Duncan and others, were
sufficient, and in his paper sets about re-examining the terminology "Environmental
Uncertainty". In unravelling the idea that environmental uncertainty was a multi
packed construct, he established three types of uncertainty.

State uncertainty occurs when the organisation's managers perceive the
organisational environment as unpredictable. When the environment deviates from
perceived norms or expectations, the decision makers within the organisation will
try to engage in knowledge acquisition to reduce their uncertainty.

Effect uncertainty involves the inability to predict the nature and impact of the
future environment on the organisation. This suggests that organisations feeling
effect uncertainty will try to alter their present behaviour when they perceive that
a future possibility is most likely.

Response uncertainty is associated with attempts to understand what response
options are available to the organisation and/or ability to predict the consequences
of a response action.
Milliken (1987), p. 133
See Bums and Stalker ( 1961 ), Galbraith ( 1977), Lawrence & Lorsch ( 1967) and Thompson
(1967).
no Milliken ( 1987). loc cit.
211 Thompson ( 1967) as cited by Milliken ( 1987).
228

229
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Researching these three types of uncertainty in terms of internal organisational
management may lead us to an understanding the integrative nature of the firms
response to external uncertainty. Survey A attempts to measure the degree that
contracting organisations are affected by uncertainty, and to yield an understanding
of the organisation's reactions to the external environment. By using the
dimensions of uncertainty developed by Duncan, and elaborated by Daft and
Milliken as a major construct within Survey A, we hope to see elements of state
and effect uncertainty, leading to response uncertainty that may lead us onto
establishing a definitive relationship between organisational characteristics and
model adoption. In other words, the degree of the dimension of uncertainty, as
seen through the eyes of the contracting organisations, may led us to how
adoption mechanisms work and thus, how it can be influenced. By understanding
the pressures and effects of external uncertainty on the firms responses to dynamic
changes it should be possible to predict how uncertainty effects an internalising of
an external model and its adoption process. The difference between Duncan's
work is that his surveys were focussed on the corporation's perceived external
environment, whereas this thesis surveys the external environmental elements
about its perception of the corporate organisation.

Duncan's work defined for us the states of uncertainty, and how those dimensions
interacted within an organisation, and its attempts to ratify the external
environment, but we want to see if the same dimensional analysis (ie the
uncertainty score) can be used to define the structures and elements of the adoption
process of external management models. This was never shown by Duncan's work
nor does it appear in his multidimensional matrix. When Daft integrated Duncan's
work he also did not attempt to justify an adoption mechanism, which is quite
surprising given the need for adaptation for "open system" organisations. Survey
A on the other hand, by itself, will not address integration as defined by Duncan.
This will be the result of combining surveys A and B. Survey B will be designed to
examine the dimension of complexity. Survey A will attempt to look at the same
components and factors proposed by Duncan but in a manner that is focussed on
the externalities to the firm, and, in particular, the adoption and internalisation of
external ideas, but not from the Chinese corporate point of view, rather from the
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external elements point of view. Duncan's work was focussed on the internal
elements perception of uncertainty, and in that case, did not include adoption
mechanisms.

Complexity

Model adoption often faces the conflict of internal complexities. Such complexities
arise from many elements or issues, and the manner in which they interact within
the internal framework of the organisation. For any firm, one expects such
complexities, but when combined with the problems of adoption of foreign models
such complexities become acute, and can provide blocks to change involving
adaptation or adoption. 232 Internal complexities as they impinge on management's
ability to adopt new processes the receiving organisation must be able to come to
grips with the problem of complexity, or the adoption process is likely to fail.

The complexity of the political, regulatory, and technological changes confronting
Asian companies today causes an urgency to adapt. 233 The increasing
interconnectedness of people across the globe is helping to accelerate change, as
diverse new customer demands are communicated faster and innovative
organisational responses are enabled by collaboration through information
technology. This is particularly acute given the fast moving Asian economies.

The business environment is becoming more complex and self structured or selforganising even in China. 234 Complexity theory views organisations as "complex
adaptive systems" that coevolve with the environment through the "self-organising
behaviour of agents navigating fitness landscapes" 235 of market opportunities and
competitive dynamics. Changing external and internal "attractors" influence the
process of adaptation by agents. 236 A definition for self organisation is useful at
this stage and the definition of Cilliers ( 1998) is particularly useful.

m Barabba ( 1995)., p. 76.
m Greenwood and Hinings (1996). As cited by Coleman (1999).
B• Miles et al. ( 1995). As cited by Coleman (1999). The suggestion by Coleman is that "self
organisational behaviour will naturally occur without addressing what causes it". Miles asserts that the
market attractors are a pul I structure that provides internal innovation.
m Kauffman ( 1995). As cited by Coleman ( 1999). Cf the argument "that in today's business world, the
variety of new opportunities is created by the emergence of new knowledge structures in scientific
discoveries.
m Kauffman ( 1995) ; Morgan ( 1997) ; Stacey ( 1996).
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The capacity for self-organisation is a property of complex systems which enables
them to develop, or change internal structure spontaneously, and adaptively in
order to cope with, or manipulate, their environment. 237

Complexity theory suggests that self-organising behaviour will naturally occur
without addressing what causes the processes that generate such behaviour. 238
Behaviour is self-organising when people are free to network with others and
pursue their objectives, even if this involves crossing organisational boundaries
created by formal structures. Complexity theory suggests that self-organisation is
the natural "default" behaviour, while organisation studies recognise barriers to
such freedom in bureaucratic structure. In terms of an economy that is used to
central planning, this behaviour is hard to visualise, and a structured analysis is
required to understand the processes that generate self organisation and behaviour
especially as it relates to Asian business.

The increasing interconnectedness of people within Asian economies enables ideas
to be translated into innovative offerings in response to rapidly communicated
customer demands. A factor is the degree of connectivity between the people in a
system: the variety in behaviour and predictability of response to the model
adoption depends on the strength· and number of internalised systemic connections,
with few and strong interconnections producing stable behaviour too little variety
for effective learning and many and weak interconnections producing unstable
behaviour too much variety for effective learning. 239

The organisation design/structure can facilitate adaptive changes like model
adoption by being flexible. The concept is to design the organisation for the
purpose of evolution with the changing environment and, to design for emergence
by avoiding the rigidities of bureaucratic hierarchy. This means creating
organisational arrangements that do not inhibit evolutionary change and that accept
discontinuous change in the environment as entrepreneurial opportunity. The idea
is to design the formal organisation such that structures, systems, and processes
m See Cilliers ( 1998), p. 90. Key aspects of self organising systems include; As a result of interaction

between the system and its environment system structure can adapt dynamically to changes in the
environment, Involves higher order non linear processes, emergent property of a system, involve an
increase in complexity.
m cf. Stacey ( 1996). passim
m Stacey ( 1995 )., p. 177.
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"fit" the goals, rewards, and structures of the informal organisation. 240 Of course,
this is where the main problems lies with Asian organisations, especially in China.
Either the model has to have elements that encourage evolutionary change or the
model has to have structures that force the organisation to change, and thus
generate the self organisation required.

To extend this idea a little further, change is facilitated by a formal design structure
within the model that exists only to validate informal behaviour. Alignment of
members with the model's purpose is reinforced by both identity creating information about how each segment (and dimension) is contributing to the enterprise
goals and extrinsic incentives of member ownership that support this identity. The
intrinsic incentives are the challenge of the task, personal recognition, and freedom
of activity in pursuit of entrepreneurial innovation. 241 So that the model is adopted
and the organisation successfully adapts the complex process an understanding of
the extrinsic and intrinsic incentives is essential, and the research of the companies
will need to cover this issue.

The accelerating pace of change is often attributed to the advance of technology.
What effects rapid change is what people do with the systems they have.
Computers and telecommunications have dramatically increased the
interconnectedness of people and the speed of sharing knowledge and information.
This has fuelled an explosion of innovation, but it would not have been the case if
people had not been motivated to use technology for new products and services.

Ultimately, the quality of self-organising behaviour and thus the success of the
model adoption and adaptation depends on the organisation having people who
respond to empowerment practices. Empowerment is defined as enabling feelings
of meaning in work, autonomy, choice, and having an impact on outcomes. 242
Empowerment means releasing the self motivation of employees to take
responsibility and initiative by trusting them to accept deep-seated psychological
ownership of results and encouraging them to think, experiment, and improve. 243
Nadler ( 1998). passim
Quinn ( 1996).
242 Thomas and Velthouse ( 1990); Spreitzer ( 1995).
243
Coleman ( 1999).
240
241
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Empowerment will not work if employees do not have some intrinsic motivation to
make a contribution. It would seem therefore that the model's algorithm must be
flexible enough to establish empowerment where there is none or exploit it where it
exists.

Complexity theory and organisation studies find some common ground in the
concept of adaptation to new management processes. Increasing
interconnectedness between people enables self-organising behaviour in response to
new external management systems in contrast to the mechanistic models of
bureaucracy, where "discontinuous change requires a complete overhaul of the
organisation if it is to survive". 244

Adaptive change by organisations rarely needs

to be radical, even when there is "discontinuous change in the environment, because
the interface between the organisation and its environment is on the edge of
chaos". 245 If the adaptive changes were to be radical, it would result in severe chaos
internally at another level within the organisation. Given these small changes can
cause large effects the mechanism for the adaptive model may well be subtle.

By understanding industries as complex systems, model design can be arranged so
to improve their chances of adoption by decision makers. Complexity theory is a
promising framework that accounts for the dynamic evolution of industries and the
complex interactions among industry actors. By conceptualising industries as
complex systems, a number of managerial implications can be developed.
Complexity theory also points to the importance of developing guidelines and
decision rules to cope with complexity, and of searching for non obvious and
indirect means to achieving goals. 246 The degree of complexity and the internal
interdependence within Asian companies is the focus of Survey B. Survey B was
crafted so as to gain an insight into the complexities and interdependence within the
firm so as to enable a further focussing of the adoption mechanism.
To ascertain the organisational characteristics, and thus obtain an insight into the
internalised perceptions, we need to look at the very fabric of how Asian
companies negotiate major contracts. By surveying the characteristics of Chinese
240

Nadler ( 1998). As cited in Coleman ( 1996 ).

w Coleman ( 1999). passim
246

As Levy ( 1994) phrased it: Cited by Lissack. ( 1999).
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negotiators we can see how the degree of external uncertainty and internal
complexity will affect the organisation and determine the kind of responses that are
generated. The behaviour of the negotiators at the contract negotiations table
provided a direct view of the effect that uncertainty can have on an organisation's
capacity to adapt external models.

Methodology and mannerisms

Prevailing environment

Cross cultural complications

negotiating norms
motivations and attitudes
expectations and assumptions
stage of economic development
power and influence centers
levels of bureaucracy
government policy
interpreting behaviour
language
cultural expectations

Figure 4.4 Blackman's Chinese Negotiating Norms

According to Blackman 247 there are three components of negotiating norms. These
three features then characterise the Chinese negotiating style, and are displayed in
Figure 4.4.

B Jackman' s three sets of norms can be further expanded using Duncan's matrix
dimensions. Figure 4.5 is an adaptation of the table in Figure 4.4 and shows the
integration with Duncan's matrix. When it comes to the Chinese accepting a
management model, the adoption process can sometimes be influenced by strong
counter argument. For example during a hazardous waste incineration project, the
quality assurance system that the foreign company wanted to use was fiercely
opposed by the Chinese negotiators on the basis that there was no legal
requirement for it. A strong argument was made by the foreign team, that due to
the lack of a legal requirement for a QA system, it could also be construed that
there was no legal requirement not to have a QA system and the Chinese side
eventually accepted the model standard. 248 Similarly during large project
Blackman ( 1997). passim
China-Green negotiations Hazardous Waste Incineration, Beijing ( 1997), Project Notes
McDowall

247

i.s

10 I
negotiation in China, as well as a similar project in Taiwan, I observed that the
negotiators were quite happy, and did not consider it unethical to call upon any
regulation or practice, real or imagined, or distort any element of the negotiation in
order to bring the other side around to that way of thinking.

Blackman believes

that this characteristic to be a carry over from the period where there was a lack of
strong administrative and legal controls. 249
~lackman's Norms

Duncan's Components

Prevailing environment
Stage of economic development
Power and influence centers
Levels of bureaucracy
Government policy

Customer
Supplier
Competitor
Socio-Political
Technological

~lackman/Duncan factors
Central Planning
Open/ closed system
Core Competencies
Organisational Flexibility
Rigid Viewpoint
Entreprenureship
External elements
Unpredictablility

Methodology and mannerisms
Adversarial Atmosphere
repetitive Questioning

Negotiating norms
Motivations and attitudes
Expectations and assumptions
Cross cultural complications

Organisational personnel
Organisational functional

Left field demands
Pushing for bottom line

and staff units
Organisational level

Fixed positions
Lack of coordination
Renegotiating the contract

Interpreting behaviour
Language

Deadlock

Cultural expectations

Figure 4 5

Blackman's Norms integrated with Duncan's Components

The adoption or negotiation process is further complicated by the fact that the
process is multilevel. Initially, broad acceptance will be achieved on the adoption
of a management process, but further negotiation will be required on subsequent
detail, and indeed decisions at this level can compromise the initial broad
acceptance. Due to the lack of well established administration and managerial
norms, and indeed legal structures, corruption of the process is a standard part of
the process of adoption. Personal influence is a significant factor in the adoption of
new management methodologies. The Chinese side will bring in powerful
individuals to support their case. 250 In the Taiwan TPC, 251 project, when the
contract negotiations commenced the work on the management and control
249

ibid.

m Blackman ( 1997), p. 9.
is,

Taiwan Power Company (TPC) Project ( 1997) Project Notes, McDowall
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methodology of the hazardous waste, the Taiwan side introduced even more people
to protect their stand. When part of their requirements were demonstrated to be
out of compliance with International Law they were able to assemble four eminent
law practitioners who emphatically stated that in their opinion it did not matter. 252

Adherence to specifications is something that Chinese negotiators hold to even
when those specifications can be clearly shown to be inappropriate or out of date.
Management models based on themes of practice are no exception. If there is an
existing "Code of Management practice", even simply at a basic regional or local
level, then the local Chinese bureaucrat will not accept a new foreign methodology
that might be at variance to the existing standard. This can also manifest itself in
the adoption process of standards. In discussions associated with the ISO 14000
conference in China 1996,253 many of the delegates thought that the adoption of
ISO 14000 was a complete methodology in itself that could be applied across all
sectors. Their attitude was that if China adopts ISO 14000 standard then there is
no need of additional methodologies of management as all would be provided for in
the standard. That this is not so, was lost on the Chinese negotiators.

Using B1ackman's254 schedule (modified) of characteristics as the research criteria
the surveys were constructed as the project and contract research material was
obtained. By placing the observations across the matrix it would seem feasible that
the response to the negotiating style, much modified, can result in an understanding
of the forces of uncertainty, complexity and the effects on the contractor's
organisation, and will provide a guidance solution that needs to be inherent in the
development of the management model.

Integration of Uncertainty and Complexity
At this point it is useful to further examine Daft's 255 work of integration. Daft
integrated Duncan's work and the work of others 256 into a unified and integrated
theory as depicted in Figure 4.6.
mop cit.
m ISO Conference, Nov 1996, Beijing, China.
is,

Blackman ( 1997), p. 12.

m Daft ( 1998), p. 94. See discussion on "Integration is the quality of collaboration among

departments." When the environment is highly uncertain, frequent changes require many
information processes to achieve co-ordination so integration becomes a necessary addition to the
organisational structure.
2>• Bums and Stalker ( 1961 ). passim
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Stable

Volatility

Low Uncertainty

Low-Moderate Uncertainty

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Mechanist structure:
formal, centralised
Many departments, some
boundary spanning
Few integrating roles
Some imitation
Some planning

High-Moderate Uncertainty

High Uncertainty

•

•

•

Unstable

Mechanistic structure; formal
centralised
Few departments
No integrating Roles
Little imitation
Current operations orientation

•
•
•

Organic stucture, teamwork:
partcipative, decentralised
Few departments, much
boundary spanning
Few integrating Roles
Quick to imitate
Planning orientation

Simple

•

•
•

Organic structure, teamwork
participative, decentralised
Many departments
differentiated, extensive
boundary spanning
Extensive imitation
Extensive planning
forecasting

Complex
Complexity

Figure 4.6

Dafts Integrated Matrix.

This integrated model has some simple explanations about the observations of the
organisation's characteristics. The low uncertainty sector in which the external
characteristics are simple and stable, the organisation acts in a mechanistic fashion.
What is true today will be true tomorrow. In the low-moderate sector, where the
external characteristics are complex but stable, what is true today has a chance of
being true tomorrow. While the pace of change is the same, the increase in
departments in order to keep track of the increased uncertainty makes
predictability less certain. In the moderate-high uncertainty sector, where the
external characteristics are simple and unstable, predictability and certainty about
the future is now subject to a higher level of difficulty. In the High uncertainty
sector, where the external characteristics are unstable and complex, predictability
has no significant confidence level.

A simplified version of Daft's matrix can be described along similar lines to that
used by Barbara

257

Here is clearly seen the relationship between uncertainty and

m Barabba ( 1995), p. 78. The model described here is similar to that of Duncan but is focussed on

the effect of complexity on market segment but the theory is the same.
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complexity on a simple two dimensional matrix as shown in Figure 4.7.

External
Uncertainty

Maximum Complexity
& Uncertainty

External
Uncertainty
Minimum Complexity
& Uncertainty

Internal
Complexity

Internal Complexity
Figure 4.7 The Complexity/Uncertainty Matrix

Adaptation of the Technology to the Organisation
Know-Why
The transfer of technology to Asian countries, particularly from western countries,
is an area where many companies have failed in recent years. 258 The management
structures that have been applied have typically been driven by a multitude of
motivations. However, the inability for some corporations to understand and
manage complexity has often led to transfer failures. 259 In the context of
management models for the Asian market, for the application of hazardous waste
procedures, the transfer of capabilities to the Asian scene by Leonard-Barton, 260
presents a unique viewpoint that may have a significant application all the way to
the work place. Leonard-Barton contends that companies have followed their
markets, expanding into geographies relatively uncrowded by competitors.
Leonard-Barton signals that often technology transfer occurs for the wrong reasons,
and that there are other superior reasons involved. 261

It is this premise that makes

her work all the more relevant, for the adaptation model development in that
adaptation of models involving technology have other dimensions that have
mxu Jianngping ( 1997), p. 82. See historical problems of technology transfer and its assimilation
into the Chinese economy.
m Tang Shiguo ( 1997). passim
260 Leonard-Barton ( 1995).
261
ibid. p. 216.
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characteristics that add to the issue of complexification. Drazin and Sandelands
make a distinction between a complex system's observable structure, elemental
structure, and deep structure. 262 This distinction is perhaps some indication that
complexity models suffer from application veracity because of simplification. 263
By treating the elements of technology transfer as an elemental structure, as
depicted by Drazin and Sandelands, it may be possible to incorporate a degree of
credibility into the model.

When bringing new technologies to China, especially those related to management
systems or systems engineering, the Chinese will often ask what is the point of
using them as China does not need such systems. In general, in bringing such
technologies to China, much time must be spent in providing the rationale behind
the systems, and stating why it will be beneficial. This aspect can be very
frustrating for foreigners negotiating in China. This aspect of "know why" proved
to be a critical element in the development of the adaptation model, and thus an
important part of the integrated adaptation process described by Leonard-Barton. 264
When questions about "know why" were introduced during the research period
into the companies mentioned previously, the response was significant. Thus,
Survey C concentrates on this part of technology adaptation. This part of the
research started the thinking that technology transfer had many different
dimensions that were in themselves complex, and that solving the riddle about
adaptation during model transfer was linked to these additional attributes.

This realisation led to the formation of additional criteria that were introduced to
the research and survey process. Whereas surveys A and B concentrated on
uncertainty and complexity characteristics, and thus the integrated matrix as the

202 As cited by Garud, Kamoe and Garcia in Managing Complexity in Organisations, edited by
Lissack and Gunz,(1999). p 3 71. The argument by Drazin and Sand elands states that "observable
structure represents perceived macrolevel, supraindividual patterns or structures generated by the
interactions of the systems constituent agents, often manifesting emergent properties not evidenced
at the individual level. Elemental structure consists of microlevel, individual social behaviours and
interactions manifested in time and space. Deep structure consists of the generative grammar, rules,
or logics that produce the social behaviours and interactions in the first place."
26
' Petzinger,(1999), p. 29.
20 • Leonard-Barton,( 1995), p. 215. See her description of "Mutual Adaptation".
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obvious model to go with the idea of "know why" was divergent, 265 and not
something that simply grew out of the organisations ability to self organise
coherently as a result of reacting to external uncertainty within the confines of the
inherent complexity of its environment. 266

While there are various stages within the technology transfer system that are
usually referred to, and they tend to be technology or product related, it is useful to
examine the stages of the transfer process to infer how the same process might
effect the management model being developed here. Austin's 267 four level
technological capability ladder is useful in this respect. He states that there are
four levels of technology transfer that can lead to the creation of the reverse
dynamic: 268

assembly or turnkey operations;
2

adaptation and localisation of components;

3

product redesign; and

4

independent design of products.

The four levels tend to represent not only levels of transfer but also contrasting
methodologies about entering an Asian nation. Managers in firms setting up
factories in developing nations such as China, only to take advantage of an
inexpensive labour source, "seem to assume that the knowledge will, at least for
the foreseeable future, flow in one direction". 269 Technology transfer has often

265 Deiser ( 1994), p.173. See the argument developed regarding "The Interacting Organisation".
Deiser maintains that "In order to adapt the firm as closely as possible to different technologies,
markets of functions, organisational design must provide an optimal differential of subsystems".
He goes much further than Leonard-Barton and states " Interdisciplinary and interorganisational
cooperation, carefully nurtured by top management, leads to integration of the fragmented
perspectives of individuals and groups. It leads to a multicultural organisation, one that can act in
a differentiated and in a coherent way at the same time".
266 Given the simplicity of the Uncertainty/ Complexity model such integration is not feasible.
267 Austin ( 1990).
2
•" Also as cited by Leonard-Barton ( 1995).
269 Leonard-Barton ( 1995), p. 218. See discussion regarding the flow of technological capabilities
across international boundaries and "the assumption that the technology transfer in fact desires to
establish knowledge creating activities in a foreign location".
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been referred to as "technology diffusion". 270

Some companies ostensibly plan for a level I or 2 transfer. There are other
companies that will assume from the outset that their divisions in Asia will become
equal partners in the design and production of new technology, and therefore
structure their agreements with an eye to eventually achieving levels 3 and 4. Some
technology transfer agreements have achieved all four levels of transfer, the Asian
companies exerted pressure to achieve innovation capabilities, or the source
companies learned that the progression toward level 4 was predictable, if not
totally inevitable. Leonard-Barton suggests that such progression is inevitable;
however, within the hazardous waste business this does not appear to happen.
The transfer process tends to end at level I or 2. On the other hand, current models
show the opposite effect in that the diffusion of technology into Asia is neither
automatic or instantaneous. 211 Surveys C and D were designed to uncover the
dynamics of how companies blocked the progression pathways. For management
processes, Austin's four levels are applicable and simply replace the idea of a
physical product with a managerial product. Exploring the levels of technology
diffusion or "technology absorbing capacity"272 may well yield deeper dynamics
that define how self organising adaptive characteristics can be applied to the
recipient company.

The second level requires the technology exporting company to provide more time,
money, and energy to ensure that the recipient can not only utilise the technology
transferred but also fine-tune both it, and the local operations system into which it
fits. "Not only must the recipient work force know how to operate, maintain, and
repair the systems, but local professionals must also understand the principles on
which the technology is based". 273 The most significant alteration in a technological
product transfers is usually focussed on switching the sourcing of componentry to
local firms. For management processes, this usually means a defaulting of the
David ( 1997), p. 13. See discussion about technology transfer "usually being identified with
one or another aspect of the process of technology diffusion, that being the subject area broadly
concerned with the dissemination of knowledge about technological practices and consequent
changes in the distribution of the population of potential users across the set of feasible
techniques".
271 See Grossman and Helpman ( 1991 ), p. 86-91 as cited by David ( 1997).
272 David ( 1997), p. 24.
11 ·' op cit.
270
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imported strategy to a local methodology that may, or may not equal or better the
imported standard.

The concept of "know why" 214 is introduced into the third level of adaptation of
the technology. "The third level, product redesign, moves the recipient
organisation closer to an independent ability to innovate". 275 Rather than adapting
components, the recipient now redesigns the whole product as a system.
Recipients, however, are still dependent on the technology source for basic knowhow and know why -i.e., for the scientific knowledge underlying the original
product design. In my experience, working in Asia, the "know why" comes very
late in the equation for management processes. Because there is no element of
physical construction there is usually no analysis of management process flow, and
therefore the desire to "know why" is not considered. Certainly it is not
considered in a positive developmental way, rather it is dismissed as unimportant
especially by the originator of the transfer.

Even if the two parties codevelop a product, major segments of the design activities
are usually carried out by the technology source. The receiver may not yet be
ready to conduct all the innovative activities itself. However, the receiver may still
create products competitive with those of the source by layering its own expertise
on top of licensed technology. In management processes this can involve the
deliberate dismissal of the sender's concepts to be replaced by some local variant,
often using standards that are unacceptable to the sender.

"In the fourth level, independent design of products, advanced technological
knowledge possessed by both the original source and the original recipient flows
bidirectional. The source has become a recipient, and the recipient has become a
source. In these cases, the two are equivalent in technological capability; new
product development may occur at either site". 276 This part of the model is the
hardest to formulate. For the Asian economy to develop a managerial process in
this manner is a difficult concept to visualise. The recipient seems to want
Garud ( 1997). passim.
Leonard-Barton ( 1998), p. 222.
276 ibid.
rn

m
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managerial process change and redesigns because of an unwillingness to apply the
discipline of the process, rather than to promote a new and higher level of
capability of the process.

When transferring management models, complete with auditing features, the idea
that both sides must understand the concept of pre-agreement diagnosis is a very
difficult concept to get over. For many Asian business people this concept will
have significant problems of application. 277 The four levels of capabilities transfer
interact with the dimensions of a capability; each level is characterised by particular
challenges in each of the four dimensions {physical systems, skills, managerial
systems, and values), and therefore, much of the commentary on each transfer level
is organised according to the dimensions. Critical success factors are suggested for
achieving each of the four levels (assembly, localisation, product redesign, and
product design). 278 As information from China would indicate, 279 the primary
concern for Asian countries when indulging in technology transfer is the
requirement for modernity. The lack of managerial experience can make the transfer
happen for the wrong reasons. 280 The transfer of a management model follows a
similar path to that of physical systems. Generally the model is simply "plonked
down" and used. 281 Because of this, the local management culture will not accept
the model, and will attempt to change its emphasis. Its acceptable use will only
come about if the support systems are in place, and the models' interpretation is
completed within the confines of the local culture. One of the most important
factors when translating skills to the local management culture is the need for
transfer of the "know-why". Asian management are quick to grasp the "knowhow", but are insistent on obtaining the "know-why". Only then do they accept
and apply the transfer.

In summary, a level I transfer of technology does not involve any "real conveyance
David ( 1997), p. 32. See argument that "the adjustments and adaptations of existing cultural
attitudes, social norms, organisational forms and institutional rules and procedures is neither
necessarily automatic nor smooth. lack of plasticity in such social structures may retard and even
block an otherwise technologically progressive economy's passage to the full exploitation of a
particular emergent technology".
278 Austin ( 1990).
m Xu Jianngping ( 1997), p. 82. See historical problems of technology transfer and its
assimilation into the Chinese economy
200 See David and Forey ( 1995). passim
281 Jingping ( 1997). passim
277
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of capability. If all the knowledge transferred is embodied in some physical forrn

but is invisible to the users, those users develop little new capability because these
essentially reactive activities create very little new knowledge". 282 Level t transfer
for management models involves the transfer of capabilities as well as "knowhow". Matching the local managerial infrastructure is much harder to apply, and
there is some argument that one should not default the models strategy because of
the perceived pervading culture. One should adapt the culture to the model in a
creative way.

"Success at level 2 is defined as the ability to adapt product and to produce it using
mostly local content. Both the technology source and the technology recipient
stand to gain from product adaptation and localisation. The source gains in cost
economies and the recipient in knowledge. Only if some knowledge of underlying
engineering and scientific principles is transferred can local engineers alter the
process or product to accommodate local needs and select local components.
Therefore, achieving a level 2 transfer does involve more learning more transfer of
actual development capability, than level l ". 283

Developmental capability transfer

with a management model will come as a result of the transfer of the "know why".
When the local management culture is presented with the "know why" then they
can, and will develop alternative strategies within the model. In China, the
government and the recipients of technology, have tried to force greater knowledge
transfer by setting ambitious local content schedules. 284

Training within model transfers is profoundly difficult. Combining the training
with the transfer of "know-why", some training then becomes easier. However, to
transfer quality transfer programmes on top of the model required a significant
structure and control. Transferring an adaptive capability implies a commitment
to releasing proprietary information or altering standard corporate tools, all
requiring some degree of understanding of the underlying technology. The two
values that continuously crop up in any discussion of localisation are discipline and
quality - which are, of course, related. Generally in China, ISO 9000 certification
and ISO 14001 certification is pursued for trading reasons rather that for quality
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reasons. Once implemented, however, the spin off is an increase in quality.
Quality programmes inherent in management models are somewhat harder to have
incorporated within the recipient.

Inverse Transfer

"Success at level 3 is defined as the ability to redesign an entire product rather than
just components. The intended result is not merely a product that can be locally
produced but a superior product. The recipients of the equipment tools and
operating procedures must not only thoroughly understand the equipment itself
but also comprehend the underlying technology so that they can modify the entire
product or process for local production, and/or for the local market. Therefore, at
level 3, the knowledge transferred moves beyond "know-how" to "know why". 285
The concept of the recipient eventually being able to redefine the model and return
it to the sender better than received is a process, that for management models, will
be very difficult to include as part of the strategy of the transfer. It is desirable,
but to actually include, within the model structure, a system of reverse transfer
learning is a big ask. However, if it was included, then the idea would be very
beneficial in that the local management would be less inclined to corrupt the model,
rather they would have a mechanism to improve and modify the model, and the
return it to the sender.

"People in China, who have held positions of responsibility, do not necessarily
understand even the rudiments of management since they had little independent
decision making power under the previous communist system, and almost no
incentive to work hard at management". 286 However, they can readily dismiss or
corrupt the management links of any transferred model due to their lack of training
in managerial systems; therefore, companies engaged in technology transfer into
China often need to build understanding of management practices, including basic
problem solving skills, and the kind of appreciation for quality that has reawakened
in the West over the last decade. This is a dilemma for adaptation models. Does
one transfer the solving techniques as part of the "reverse transfer", and risk early
modification, or is it left out for application at a later date depending on the success
of application?
m
286
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The idea of a "reverse transfer dynamic" is cemented by stating that success at
level 4 is the independent design and production of a viable new product and the
existence of potential for reverse transfer. "At level 4, the receiver has become the
source - and the source can become the receiver". 287 When both parties have a real
development capability, the challenge is to make the relationship synergistic. This
part of the adaptation model (reverse transfer) is where the multidimensional
aspect of the overall model could be delivered. The idea that the recipient will
eventually become the sender for a management model transfer, is of great
importance, and should be included in the overall adaptation model structure.

Training systems are often lacking in the sophistication required to transfer "knowwhy". Transferring technological capabilities requires an extremely important
managerial skill not always associated with technically skilled people - the ability
to coach. Good coaching requires an appreciation for how knowledge is conveyed:
that knowledge is often tacit, held in the head, and cannot be transferred through
blueprints or documentation; that lectures are not effective communication devices;
that a lack of understanding, apparently due to inadequate skills, may in fact be
caused by language differences and vice versa; that apparent language difficulties
may actually signal more serious gaps in comprehension. The management model
(in this work) transfer will require to impart the skill of coaching. As part of the
"know why" transfer the model must have the capacity to transfer knowledge in a
coaching sense.

Few manufacturing companies today can afford to be totally regional. The market
is becoming truly global. Therefore, managers are increasingly confronted with the
issues not of whether to transfer technological capabilities but of when, where, and
to whom - a partner or a wholly owned subsidiary? Developing nations such as
China influence the last decision by setting up disincentives to total ownership.
China has greatly softened its initial position, which insisted that joint ventures be
50 % controlled by the local company. However, regulations still in place
discourage I 00 percent foreign ownership; in 1994, only 30 percent of a wholly
2" 1
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owned subsidiary's output could be sold inside China, for instance. For their part,
technology sources try to retain control over operations through majority
ownership the more uneven in their favour, the better. Having a majority
ownership in a joint venture does not guarantee control over management and the
transfer of technological knowledge. 288

Leonard-Barton looks at four different levels of capability or technology transfer,
using the capability to create new products independently (level 4) to calibrate the
position of recipient companies. Each of the four levels of capability transfer
involves different proportions of the four dimensions of a technological capability.
Leonard-Barton argues that a recipient company that reaches level 4 essentially
duplicates the technological capabilities of the original technology source. Whereas
technology flows mainly from source to receiver at the first three levels, at level 4
the flow is bidirectional. The relationship changes from parent-child to adult-adult.
Not all companies will choose to transfer their technological capabilities to this
extent. Those that do will need to be aware of the necessity for a long-term
commitment and the development of some new management skills. Transferring
capabilities requires an awareness of inherent design biases in equipment and
products, the selection of personnel who are capable of coaching, and a sensitivity
to multiple types of cultural influences on the interactions between personnel at
the home technology source and at the receiver.

The idea that model transfers involve four levels and the concept ofreverse transfer
is of great importance to the multidimensional model development strategy. The
idea that one should transfer not only the model but the "know-why", and the
ability to problem solve, is an important concept that should be used in order to
prevent local management culture corrupting the model's intentions. Most of the
projects surveyed however, had a characteristic that was not immediately apparent
until pointed out by several of the Chinese negotiators at a later date, post contract.
This characteristic involved the very nature of the project in that they were all a
linear one way technology transfer that expected a finite end point and no inherent
developmental activity on the part of the receiving partner. The developmental
capacity of the receiving partner is known as inverse or reverse technology transfer.
m Xiaojuan ( 1997). passim
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It is something that does occur between developed economies but appears absent in

undeveloped economies or economies in transition.

Within developed countries a new imperative may drive at least some innovative
companies, and that is the quest to harness the skills of the target country. This is
an inverse transfer idea. The idea is that when technology transfer occurs, the
target country will eventually provide a return in the form of intellectual capital.
This return while not overtly realised by the Chinese side observations indicate
that such a concept is preferred. "New information technologies make this
increasingly possible. Increasingly, managers transfer capabilities to developing
nations not just to off-load capacity or to lower costs but to invest early in future
sources of intellectual capital. Such investments, however, are neither cheap nor
swift to mature". 289 The idea that the ultimate technology transfer is a challenge to
the technology originator is something that I have found absent in Asia at the entry
level of managerial systems. However, it must be said that the reopening of China
to the outside world represents the latest entry-level opportunity for the transfer
of technological capabilities.

Upon going back to the companies and Chinese and Taiwanese government
departments that were involved in the projects surveyed, I found almost all
indicated a preference for reverse transfer. Of the ten project partners, eight
indicated that such a concept would have a significant impact not only on the
acceptance of the requirements of foreign corporations in terms of managerial
standards and quality control, aspects that often cause negotiation breakdown, but
that if they had thought of it prior to contract negotiations the concept would have
been included. Indeed, even with companies that have little technical expertise,
and overtly require foreign partners for their technology and managerial systems
expertise, they are enormously amenable to the idea of reverse transfer. Their
capacity to understand the concept is somewhat surprising, and appears generic.
Since realising that the idea has a substantial degree of support within China, I have
used it with many contract negotiations since, and the resulting intense interest has
been the basis on which subsequent negotiations have been easier to manage and
less adversarial.
m Leonard-Barton ( 1995), p. 222.
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Asia today presents an inclusive portrait of different levels of development. 290 The
fifty-year history of the rise of Japan from the ashes of World War II to become
partner with and competitor to the rest of the developed world demonstrates the
ultimate potential for investment in transferring capabilities. The emergence of the
"little tigers" (Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Korea) over the past twentyfive years offers more recent testimony to developing nations' ability to absorb,
build upon, and ultimately challenge foreign knowledge." This concept of the
challenge to the "foreign knowledge" is intensely interesting, yet often ignored.
Certainly, the prevailing attitude within corporate management in Europe and the
US would be to provide technology and systems transfer that does not lead to the
ultimate challenge to the foreign knowledge as that would be perceived to be a
negative outcome. Perhaps the western world has been patronising in this regard.
Certainly, Leonard-Barton seems to think so with her description of the emerging
China:

In fact, the decline of communism in China in the 1980s opened a whole
new territory and set off a dash for markets reminiscent of the contest for
land on the U.S. frontier. When communism gave way to capitalism in
Eastern Europe and China, the view of all that unexploited and uncrowded
market space jolted company executives into similar frenzied activity. They
envisioned 1.2 billion customers in China alone, waiting with savings in
hand, to buy. The vast country lacked power, transportation, and
information infrastructure. Even a tiny portion of the market implied rivers
of cash. If the opportunities in China seem more compelling than in other
regions of the world, however, the realities of operating there are not unique.
Operating in China is not that much different from some of the other
developing countries I've been in," observed Landuyt of Shanghai Squibb. 291

It is the managerial challenges of technology transfer that addresses the managerial
issues of technology transfer in the Asian context by using the idea of inverse
technology challenge as its foundation structure. The variations of the application
of the issues inherent in technology transfer form the basis of the challenge.
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From the relatively unsophisticated and chaotic deals in China to the much
more knowledge-laden relationships in Singapore to the equal partnerships
ultimately achieved in Japan, examples of companies operating in the Asian
region richly illustrate the transfer of technological capabilities. These
[notes] therefore, concentrate on descriptions of company activities in this
geographic region to illustrate the managerial challenges of transferring
technological knowledge. 292

The initial development of the adoption model in this thesis adhered to the
"standard" concept of technology transfer, in that the process is fundamentally one
way. Leonard-Barton insists that for generations, cross-border flows of knowledge
were characterised as technological, transfers. "The tenn connoted a one-time, oneway expenditure of knowledge and hence denoted an uncomplicated transaction". 293
In the initial study in this area there is the linear one way approach. However as
the research progressed it became clear that the issues of complexity involved
caused the demise of management systems models were not solved by this process,
and that the adoption process was not linear at all and involved a multidimensional
approach to transfer acceptance and utilisation. "Although practitioners have
grown increasingly sophisticated in understanding the enonnous differences in
commitment and behaviour implied within the range of activities encompassed by
"technology transfer," misunderstandings continue". 294

By concentrating on the transfer as being a transfer of capability rather than
technology a fundamental shift in managerial thinking can be achieved. According
to Leonard-Barton,"[ c ]onceiving of technology movement from one company to
another and across international boundaries as the flow of technological capabilities
rather than technology transfer helps to highlight the inadequacies of the old
managerial mindset and to suggest the kinds of activities essential to success.
However, implicit in this newer tenn is the assumption that the technology transfer
in fact desires to establish knowledge creating activities in a foreign location". 295
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countries around China this does not always hold. Knowledge gathering activities
is often not on the minds of either party. 296 In China, however, there is a driving
force in many of the corporate activities to harness just this benefit of knowledge
gathering during technological capabilities transfers. 297

One can debate the merits of individual ventures, and it is true that companies often
create their own future competition by transferring capabilities overseas. However,
many companies will choose to selectively transplant some portion of their
knowledge needed to new markets or needed resources, and managers will have to
manage that challenge without giving away critical core capabilities. 298 Their initial
assumptions about what, and how much to transfer, obviously affect the entire
transfer process. For management processes, this is somewhat harder to achieve as
the technology being transferred needs to have the complete managerial picture
transferred.

The issue of strategic partnerships has severe implications for the transfer of
managerial processes in that in order to transfer a managerial concept and idea you
must bare all for it to work, and in order to do that you must have an implicit trust
in the strategic partner. Some managers consider even wholly owned subsidiaries
as foreign entities, to be treated with caution, whereas others regard their joint
venture partners as an extended arm of the corporation, to be fully informed.
Obviously, the legal relationship reflects the motives and objectives of the two
parties involved and sets some boundaries on the opportunities for transfer, but a
wide range of transfer options can be embedded in any type of partnership. The
chemical industry recently has indulged in a concept called chain management in
order to avoid the problems of transfer of capabilities, and thus creating internal
competition. The chain management idea is a management linking between all
sectors of the chain from raw material supply to the product users. This linking is
completely transparent with each of the sector elements having computer access to
a11 parts of the other sectors whether wholly owned or not.
Kao ( 1995), p. 31.
Xu ( 1997), p. 92. See discussion future strategies for China's import of technology. Despite
recent advances there is no doubt that China's technology is at a relatively low level. "By making
great efforts during the past ten years, China has fulfilled its basic technological acquisition targets
in the quantitative sense. What we have to do now is to produce a qualitative improvement."
298 Jingping ( 1997), p. I 02. See discussion on foreign investment and industrial transfonnation for
China.
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The idea that the one sees that technology transfer reverses to become a new flow
of knowledge back to the originator is a concept that is hard to imagine for
managerial processes in China. 299 A theoretical "continuum of transfer" situations
stretches from the simple sale of equipment by source to receiver to, at the other
extreme, the final absorbtion of so much knowledge that the receiver becomes
product design source, capable of reversing the flow of knowledge. Leonard-Barton
states that underlying this continuum is a conceptual learning model, with the
relationship moving from that of teacher pupil to cocreators. 300 This is why this
work is so useful in formulating a model for the adaptation of management
processes in Asia - the idea that the model has a reverse dynamic dimension. It is
this concept of a reverse dynamic that, while largely unrealised in Asia, for
managerial models is a concept that has a strong application for the management of
intractable wastes. From early work on waste sites it is apparent that the idea of
the reverse dynamic could form the backbone of the third dimension of the
management model. The question regarding the "continuum transverse" is, what
would the effect on the management processes quality be? How does one keep to
the original concept strategy when the transverse occurs?

For the "standard" technology transfer schemes the progression from dependence
to the reversing dynamic is not necessarily ubiquitous or inevitable. Not all
agreements between the original technology source and the originally designated
receiver are set up with any intention to transverse this continuum, and even if
they are, many agreements fade before the recipient has achieved a full product
development capability. For the adoption process to be coherent when applying
foreign management models in China or Taiwan, there must be institutionalised
structures inherent in the recipient corporation that ensure collection, processing
and utilisation of all relevant data and information. This is often overlooked when
planning technology transfer given the idea that it is a one way process. By
changing the idea to include a reverse dynamic will ensure that the transfer
corporation demand that the recipient company have the capacity to deliver the
institutionalised mechanisms to achieve this. In addition, the recipient corporation
must be flexible in order to capitalise on external opportunities that the donor
m Kao ( 1995), p. 21. See discussion on the shaping power of Confucian tradition.
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country may not be aware of. The "how to" of this complexity must be placed
within the adoption process itself in order for it to succeed and survive the local
management culture. With the idea that technology transfer of managerial models
involves much more that simply understanding the behaviour of the parties at
negotiations, and the realisation that the process is bidirectional the survey
schedules required some additional elements to investigate and survey the project
parties capacity to assimilate such models. Survey D was designed to gain an
insight into the idea of reverse transfer and the current level of adoption.

Given the idea that "inverse transfer" or the "reverse dynamic" is an integral part of
the technology component of the adaptation model, the question becomes "was
the "know-why or inverse transfer response emergent?". If so, what would the
effect be, and how then could the "know why" dimension be integrated with the
Duncan's uncertainty/complexity matrix, and thus lead onto a model that
replicated the organisations' complete response as an adaptation model.
Throughout the research world an intense search is now under way for
characteristics and Jaws associated with emergent phenomena observed across
different types of complex systems. 101 Emergence refers to emergence of new and
coherent structures and elements that occur during organisational changes,
particularly related to self-organisation of complex systems. Emergent phenomena
defined as occurring on the macro level, in contrast to the micro-level components
and processes out of which they arise. There are some generally accepted
definitions that define the features of emergence: 102

•

radical novelty: emergence have features that are not previously
observed in the complex system under observation.

•

coherence or correlation: emergence appear as integrated wholes that
tend to maintain some sense of identity over time. This coherence
spans and correlates the separate lower-level components into a
higher-level unity.

)o, Goldstein ( 1999), p. 49. See discussion on definition of commonality of properties of
emergence between systems.
' 02 ibid.
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•

global or macro level: since coherence represents a correlation that
spans separate components, the locus of emergent phenomena
occurs at a global or macro level, in contrast to the micro-level locus
of their components. Observation of emergence, therefore, is of their
behaviour on this macro level.

•

dynamical: emergent phenomena are not pre-given wholes but arise
as a complex system evolves over time. As a dynamical construct,
emergence is associated with the arising of new attractors in
dynamical systems (i.e., bifurcation).

•

ostensive: emergence are recognised by showing themselves, i.e.,
they are ostensibly recognised.

Emergence, as an explanation, is often applied when the internal mechanisms of a
system appear more logical by recognising an "across system organisation" rather
than on the individual elements alone. Emergence can therefore be applied to the
functioning of the parts of a system. "In fact, it is often the very interplay
between the parts and the whole that has been emphasised in studies of complex,
self-organising systems". 303 Lissack states that "complexity theory challenges the
traditional management assumptions by noting that human activity allows for the
possibility of emergent behaviour". 304 In this chapter, complexity and uncertainty
understanding has been discussed, for stability and for survival, organisations must
find ways to assimilate external events, so as to make their organisational strategies
more predictable and preferred.

Organisation science is focussed on understanding how people, both inside and
outside of the organisation, construct meaning and reality, and determine how that
perceived reality provides a context for action. "In the process of sense making
and reality construction, people in an organisation attempt to give meaning to the
events and actions of the organisation. by definitive actions by constructing,
See Lewin (1992).
Lissack ( 1999), p. 11 O. Lissack provides an argument that emergent behaviours is allowed for
by organisational science and complexity theory therefore it may exist and it may have a reality.
·10 ·1
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rearranging removing, integrating, leaving out unrandomising thus creating their own
orderliness, and literally create their own constraints". 305

This process occurs

across the organisation at two levels the 'intraindividual' and the
'intraorganisation'. Organisations often experience change as an "emergent"
process. Emergence, as change, is defined as an overall system behaviour that
comes out of the interaction of many participants behaviour that cannot be
predicted or "even envisioned" from a knowledge of what each component of a
system does in isolation. 306

The idea that integrating the micro emergent features

so that they produce a macro emergent whole that exhibits an across the
organisation behaviours or characteristic is not prevalent in the literature. The
emergent nature of change, as experienced by other members of the organisation, is
often overlooked. Change, instead, is treated as continuous, step like, or even
chaotic, but with a definable scope and focus. 307 The experienced sense of change
that the whole is bigger than the sum of the parts, and that the patterns observed
and felt are unexpected is not captured. Survey D will be focussed on the reverse
dynamic but in doing that it will look at micro emergent behaviours, and see if it can
show us divergence that provides some structure for the adaptation model. In
addition to an examination of embedded characteristics within the firms surveyed
the survey questions will be structured in a way that allows insights of "knowledge
management" (KM) and "organisational learning" (OL). The purpose of this is to
find out if there are further integration's within these two management communities
with complexity and uncertainty theory.

The Hypothesis
Duncan and subsequently Daft, have shown that both the simple-complex and
static-dynamic dimensions are important in determining the state of the decisions
unit's environment. By considering the interaction between these two dimensions,
different states of the decision unit's environment can be identified. Once these are
identified, predictions can then be made as to the degree of perceived environmental
uncertainty expected to exist in these different types of environments.

The hypothesis here is that Duncan's matrix model, as adapted by Daft, can be
'"·' Weick (1995). As cited by Lissack (1999).
' 0 ° Casti ( 1997). As cited by Lissack ( 1999).
' 01 Stacey (1996).
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reverse applied to the external environmental elements and components (as
opposed to the internal decision making units), combined with the mutual
adaptation model (ie technology/organisational mutual adaptation), therefore
establishing an integrated multidimensional model of adaptation.

Summary
The analysis in this chapter looks at four organisational characteristics that of
uncertainty and complexity along with know-why and reverse dynamic. These four
characteristics form the basis for the field surveys that were conducted in China
and Taiwan over five years ( 1997 to 200 I). Results of these surveys are shown in
Chapter five. The four surveys are:

Survey A

Uncertainty Characteristics (Organisational adaptation)

Survey B

Complexity Characteristics (Organisational adaptation)

Survey C

Know-Why (Technology adaptation)

Survey D

Reverse Dynamic (Technology adaptation)

The fours surveys and their relationship with the overall model are shown in Figure
4.8.
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5

The Field Surveys
Introduction
The organisation characteristics discussed in Chapter 4 led to the formation of four
field surveys. These surveys were applied at different times over a five year
period, covering ten projects in China and Taiwan, and involved interviews with a
total of 100 executives, who were asked 96 questions, resulting in 9600 responses.
This chapter contains the details, and the results of the surveys. The field surveys
conducted were as follows:

Survey A
Survey B
Survey C

Uncertainty Characteristics (Organisational adaptation);
Complexity Characteristics (Organisational adaptation);
Know-Why (Technology adaptation); and

Survey D

Reverse Dynamic (Technology adaptation).

Projects and Contracts Observed and Surveyed
Ten projects or contracts were surveyed (by the author) using the surveys (and
observed) over five years, and each of the projects was multidisciplinary involving
more than 30 staff as follows;

PI- Taiwan Power Company (TPC) - Taiwan.
This project involved the Government of Taiwan, through its Power
Company, entering into a contract with a French company to remove
and destroy the government's stock of intractable and hazardous
chemicals. Project duration was three years.

P2 - Cleanaway Joint Venture TPC Contract -Taiwan.
This project involved the provision of large amounts of labour and
services in the hazardous waste collection and packaging of the TPC
project. The subcontract involved a contract between the Joint
venture Taiwan/French consortium and Cleanaway Taiwan Ltd. This
contract lasted five Years.
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P3 - Project Shu Lin, Nan Tou, Taichung and Kaiochung warehouses extraction and
removal - Taiwan
This project involved the removal of I 0,000 tonnes of contaminated
materials from hazardous waste storage warehouse in several urban
centres throughout Taiwan. Project duration was one year.

P4 - Autoclaving Project in Kaiochung - Taiwan
This project involves the establishment of an Autoclave plant to
dispose of I 0,000 tonnes of PCB per year. It is a complex project
with many establishment and operational problems. Some 50,000
tonnes of PCB contaminated materials were treated at this project over
four years.

P5 - Shin Lin Electric Corporation, - Taiwan
This project involved the removal of 2000 tonnes of intractable
chemicals over extended periods (three years). The project was
characterised by very difficult site conditions and many non
compliance with regulations and contract frustration.

P6 - Multi treatment of hazardous wastes plant - China
This project involved the establishment of multi platforms for
hazardous waste disposal in China, and incorporates autoclaving,
incineration and chemical reduction across ten provinces in China. The
project negotiations lasted two years.

P7 - Hazardous waste storage and exchange facility - China
This project was initiated by SEP A of China and involved the
establishment of a very large warehouse, storage and exchange facility
for hazardous wastes for the city of Beijing. The project duration was
two years.

P8 - Class one landfill for PCB and other intractables - China
This project involved the establishment of a Class One landfill
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operation near Beijing. The facility is now established after three
years of construction and is one of the largest such landfills in the
world.

P9 - Removal of large scale contaminated power structures - Taiwan.
This project involved the removal and disassembly of very large
power units, and the subsequent transportation of contaminated
components to Europe for incineration and autoclaving. The project
duration was six months.

P 10 - Mercury sulphide land contamination - Cambodia
A total of 5000 tonnes of contaminated soils and fixed incinerator ash
was dumped in open grassland in Cambodia. The project involved
three countries and a substantial extraction plan that took more than
two years to complete. The project involved many departments of
the Cambodian, Taiwanese, Chinese, USA and French governments.

Research Design and Methodology
The data used in this thesis to formulate management models came from an
extended series of interviews and questionnaires (surveys A,B,C,D) relating to a
diverse set of projects, contracts and companies during a five year period. Each of
the projects focused on the adoption of technology and management systems for
the management of toxic waste recovery. Specifically, the research was aimed at
the adaptation processes adopted by organisations when introducing technology,
and the adaptation of the technology to the organisation during such processes. An
attempt was made in the four surveys to adhere to the comparison principles of
Leonard-Barton, 308 as cited by Tyre and Orlikowski in their study of technology
adaptation. 309 Tyre and Orlikowski framed their study so that they could examine
"adaptation of new technologies at both group and individual levels". They
deliberately sought "variety in the setting studied, the technologies introduced, and
Leonard-Barton ( 1990). p. 248-266. The principles referred to by Tee and Orlikowski are I. The
technologies studied has passed the test of technical and organisational feasibility. 2. The
technologies studied altered the work in obvious but not radical ways. 3. The technologies were
open ended in the sense that uses had the capacity to make changes. 4. The focus of the research was
consistent.
rn• Tyre and Orlikowski ( 1994 ). passim.
108
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the type of users involved so as to enrich the range of insights and to enhance
generalizability". 310 The four surveys here were conducted with ten very different
companies and projects in three different countries and provided the diversity that
was evident in the Tyre and Orlikowski study.

Overall, the questions within the surveys were framed from the point of view of
observation from the client and non-client contracting parties. All four surveys
involved in-depth field research so that the characteristics identified were well
grounded in the experiences, terminology and outcomes of the users. The first two
surveys were conducted close together in time with the third and fourth later in the
process and could be considered retrospective.

All data were obtained using two

approaches, the first involved semistructured interviews with multi participant
discussions and the second with one on one using questionnaires. All four surveys
were conducted by the author with an interpreter. The first part was a qualitative
approach but did not involve data collection. The second part involved the surveys
(questionnaires) and was quantitative and the data collected and used in this thesis.
The respondents included project, managers, engineers, technicians, company
accountants, marketing managers and site leaders etc. In general, the contract value
in each of the projects surveyed exceeded US$1 million. A total often projects
were formally surveyed (although some 25 projects were observed in total) over
five years. During the five year period the surveys were conducted there were only
four executive personnel changes.

Survey A comprised a set of questions based on "uncertainty" and Survey B
comprised a set of questions based on "complexities". Survey A was applied
immediately after the completion of contract negotiations, and Survey B was
applied approximately six months into each project. During all interviews an
interpreter was present and the answers obtained were confirmed as to their
accuracy and veracity. Results from the information gained in the first two field
surveys was used to frame the next two surveys. Survey C was constructed to
gain an understanding of the Know-how vs Know-why complexity, and Survey D
was conducted to ascertain the inverse characteristic. All surveys were conducted
personally by the author and involved over thirty visits to the two main countries.
310
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All questions are asked of individuals within the companies that were in
negotiations or contracted with a Chinese or Taiwanese party. These companies
are French, Taiwanese or Chinese contracting companies, either trying to get
projects or are involved with current projects.

The surveys were a set of questions that required a ranked answer (standard simple
Likert scale). Because of the problems of interpretation (French, Chinese and
Mandarin), the ranking structure was kept simple and provided with large divisions
in order to avoid confusion and vagueness in the answers. In some cases it was
necessary to extract an overall impression and then assign a ranking that would fit.

The scale applied to all four surveys was as follows:

Scale 1-5:
very low extent
2

low extent

3

neutral

4

great extent

5

very great extent

Survey analysis

The survey analysis involved two stages and is presented in Chapter Six. The first
involved a within-survey analysis and the second involved a cross-survey analysis.
The first two surveys on uncertainty and complexity were searches for
characteristics as patterns of the organisation and its reactions and responses to the
external environment and the last two surveys involved the search for whether the
characteristics discovered in the first two were resolved or embedded in the
organisation's work environment with respect to the adoption of technology during
the transfer stage. Both sets of surveys were designed to discover the
characteristics of the work place environment, the degree and depth of the
adaptation of the organisation to the technology transfer, and the adaptation of the
technology transfer to the organisation.

Throughout the four surveys, particular

interest was placed on issues of knowledge management and organisational learning
and its relationship with uncertainty and complexity theory.
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Survey A
Uncertainty Characteristics
Survey A was designed to determine the elements of uncertainties that prevail
within the project negotiation phase particularly those elements related to the
adoption of new processes. The questionnaire that was formulated is shown in
Table 5.1.

Question Development
The questions for Survey A were developed specifically to obtain insights into the
issues of environmental uncertainty that affect Chinese organisations. In the main,
the questions that were developed are formed against the uncertainty characteristics
and cultural background as developed by Blackman. 311

The questions were placed

in broad groupings specifically designed to examine knowledge management (KM)
and organisational learning (OL) characteristics in then belief that some correlation
may exist between complexity theories and other organisational models ..

Questions A 1-A3:
Group(OL)

State Uncertainty Environment

Sub Group(C)

Central Planning

Elements(F)

Historically risk averse
Production demands centrally pronounced
Decisions remote to organisations.

Survey Questions A-1 to A-3 were designed to determine the contribution of
Blackman's characteristic "Central Planning" to uncertainty. Blackman indicates
that "Central Planning" is a significant characteristic of the Chinese negotiating
style. The questions in the survey are designed to get a measure of how much this
characteristic features in organisational environment, and thus, to what extent it
contributes to uncertainty. Despite liberalisation of the China labour market, there
remains severe controls on the people in terms of the jobs they may take on. In
general, most people cannot change jobs at will. The government decides what jobs
they will perform, and where. Individuals are controlled in this way by the use of
personnel files, which are held by the government, and contain political history of
Hi

See Blackman (1997). p. xv.
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the employee and immediate family members, work evaluations criticisms

'

'

punishments, ideology, professional career assessments etc. One cannot move
from one job to another unless the local personnel department releases the file to
the next. Historically, China was a collective state management under a planned
economic system. With this background as a cultural characteristic the dimension
of uncertainly is easily influenced by the remnants of central planning, and its
remaining intensity and extent will provide a driving factor into self organisation.

Question Al - To what extent did the negotiators refer to another outside agenda?
Explanation: Before 1978 the economy in China was essentially a "planned"
economy. This changed from 1981 as central planning devolved into
deregulation. 312 Irrespective of the movement to independence of enterprises, there
still remain centrally planned regulations that affect many organisations, and this
question is designed to measure the degree to which the Chinese negotiators
deferred to "outside agencies or agendas", whether or not they were real. The
current trend permits organisational independence but has resulted in severe
problems of "personal gain at the expense of state or the organisation". 313 The
degree of uncertainty is measured as the higher the score, the greater the degree of
uncertainty. Thus, the effect of a score of 5 would indicate that the negotiators
were highly influenced by some outside agency that in fact could determine the
organisation's future, and the organisation was affected by environmental
uncertainty. A score of I, on the other hand, would indicate an organisation that
was truly independent and did not have any difficulty determining its own destiny,
and therefore, the degree of environmental uncertainty was not contributed to by
this characteristic.

Question A2 - To what extent is there an impression of outsider ethics?
Explanation: Outsider ethics are sometimes introduced into negotiations by the
Chinese. "This is what the tax authorities want", or "This is how other westerners
do it" etc. 314 The degree to which the Chinese negotiators appeal to "Outsider
Ethics" is a measure of the uncertainty environment. The "ethics" Chinese
See Brahm ( 1996 ). p. I 10. Brahm provides a description of the transition from a centrally
planned economy to one that has more independence for enterprises.
)IJ ibid.
m

"

4

See explanation by Blackman (1997). p. 12.
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negotiator's depend "mainly on whether you are in the in group or the out
group". 315 The higher the score on this scale the more intense the uncertainty
characteristic. This question is designed to provide an indication of how the
organisation uses outsider ethics to manage uncertainty and thus, the perception
and role of "Central Planning".

Question A3 - To what extent did the negotiators remove themselves from direct
responsibility?
Explanation: This question completes the "Central Planning" picture part of the
uncertainty dimension. The more that negotiators removed themselves from direct
responsibility for the decisions within the negotiation, the more the organisation
cedes to central planning, and the more the organisations environmental is one of
uncertainty. This question also provides an insight into the capacity of the
organisation to adopt external models. The higher the score here, the higher the
degree of uncertainty.

Questions A4-A6:
Group(OL)

State Uncertainty Environment

Sub Group(C)

Open/Closed System

Elements(F)

Mechanistic Structures
Large Bureaucracy

The questions in this subgroup are designed to determine if Blackman's suggested
organisational systems structure is influenced by uncertainty. Thus, the questions
are designed to evaluate the degree to which the organisations are mechanistic and
driven by open or closed systems. Elements of bureaucracy involve several rules
regarding structure and effect. 116 The three questions are therefore designed to
uncover the effect of uncertainty on the structural norms that shape the
organisation. The questions were asked of the outside agency that was in
ibid.,p. 77.
Analysis as cited by Bond (1991 ). p. 73. The rules or constraints referred to include; (I) A well
defined hierarchy of authority, (2) a division of labour based upon functional specialisation, (3) a
system of rules covering the rights and duties of positional incumbents, (4) a system of procedures
for dealing with work situations, (5) impersonality of interpersonal relationships, and (6) selection
for employment and promotion based on technical competence.
)I~

m
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negotiations with the Chinese party.

Question A4 - To what extent did the negotiation process follow an inflexible step
by step procedure that appeared to be preordained and fixed?
Explanation: This question examines, from the outside negotiating party point of
view, their level of perception that the Chinese organisation was a closed or open
managerial system. The higher the score, the greater the level of the effect of closed
systems on the level of uncertainty, and the higher the likelihood of mechanistic
structures.

Question AS - To what extent was there an impression that there was a large
complex corporation involved with many sections and departments?
Explanation: The question looks at the degree to which the Chinese party is an
open or closed organisation given the number of internal parties that are perceived
by the outside contracting organisation. The higher the score, the higher the degree
of mechanistic and closed systems.

Question A6 - To what extent did the departments have many different agendas?
Explanation: This question was designed to unmask the complexities within the
organisation from a mechanistic and bureaucracy point of view. Multiple agendas
increase uncertainty and the perception of a closed mechanistic system, and the
degree to which the organisation is a large bureaucracy.

Questions A 7-A9:
Group(OL)

Effect Uncertainty Environment

Sub Group(C)

Core competencies

Elements(F)

Hidden Structures
Protected agencies
Protected agendas
Team Strategy

The questions in this subgroup are to do with Blackman's core competencies
affecting Chinese negotiations and the questions are designed to determine to what
extent the organisation defends its core competencies and thus, gains an idea of the
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degree to which uncertainty effects the organisational core competency. Many
Chinese organisations are characterised by a relative lack of internal departments. 317
By examining the defending of core strategic competence a measure can be gained as
to how deep the effect of uncertainty with respect to core competencies has on the
organisation.

Question A 7 - To what extent did the Chinese company exhibit protected core
competency?
Explanation: The question looks at the degree to which the Chinese company
adopts a team strategy approach in protecting its core competencies. Companies

with strong core competencies are more likely to suffer less from external
uncertainty and more susceptible to adoption of external plans and models.
Innovation, and entrepreneurship is also a characteristic. The higher the score in
this question, the less the effect on uncertainty. Therefore the score results have
been inverted in the results.

Question A8 - To what extent did the core group defend its patch against
difference?
Explanation: This question builds on the previous question, and firmly establishes
the degree of competency within the Chinese firm. Again, the survey result is
inverted.

Question A9 - To what extent did the characteristic of the core group display
internalised and insular thinking in a protective manner?
Explanation: This question examines the inverse of the other two questions in this
group in that it looks at the propensity of the firm to look inwardly and reject
external ideas. Score result indicates degree of uncertainty from the perspective of
rejection of external ideas.

See Redding ( 1990) for an argument for the characteristics of the Chinese organisational
structure. Redding concludes that: (I) A low level of specialisation, with fewer and/or less breaking
up of the organisation into specialised departments, and with more people responsible for the spread
of activities across a number of fields, (3) Less standardisation of activities and thus fewer routine
procedures. (4) A relative lack of ancillary departments such as research and development, labour
relations, public relations, market research, and a tendency instead for all employees to deal with the
main product or service of the company.
111
·
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Questions A 10-12:
Group(OL)

Effect Uncertainty Environment

Sub Group(C)

Organisational Flexibility

Elements(F)

Historically Risk averse
Rigid structures
Protective internal Groups

The questions in this subgroup are designed to gain an insight into the effect of
uncertainty on the structure of the chinese organisation. Redding has it that the
consequence of traditional hierarchal allegiances and controls is the formation of
cliques. 318 "Loyalties, being narrow, are rather more difficult to meld into an
organisation-wide affiliation". 319

Question A 10 - To what extent did the company display a rigid approach to
negotiations?
Explanation: This question examines the degree to which the Chinese party
displayed a tendency to stick to its own agenda and not allow the flexibility of an
outsider agency the capacity to change the order of the proceedings. The point of
this question is to get an insight into the degree of organisational flexibility
displayed by the company and thus, the degree to which flexibility contributes to
uncertainty.

Question A 11 - To what extent did the company display a protective stance
against change to its internal systems?
Explanation: Similar question to the one above in that the degree to which the
companies flexibility contributes to the effect the degree of uncertainty has on the
firm.

Question A 12 - To what extent did the company display an unwillingness to
compromise?
m See Redding as cited by Bond (1991 ). Redding states that the strength of identity with group

introduces the risk of apathy about or even hostility towards other groups, and the question of the
organisations internal effectiveness may well rest on whether the group to which a person belongs
has aims which are in line with those of the organisation.
119
See Bond (1991). p. 84.
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Explanation: A final question in the subgroup that emphasises the firm's degree of
flexibility and thus, the degree to which uncertainty effects the firm.

Questions A 13-A 15:
Group(KM)

Response Uncertainty Environment

Sub Group(C)

Rigid Viewpoint

Elements(F)

Fixed Positions
Outsider Influence
Mechanistic defence

The questions in this subgroup are designed to obtain an understanding of the
rigidity of the organisation to outside influence and, therefore, derive an
understanding of the 'degree' to which the organisation is influenced by internal
rigidities. Organisational flexibility is also an indication of an organisation's
response to uncertainty. The more rigid the response, the more the organisation is
influenced by uncertainty. Bums and Stalker320 refer to two types of organisations,
"mechanistic and organic" and the questions here are also looking at the
differentiation that the two types of organisations display.

Question A 13 - To what extent did the company display a fixed immovable
position during the negotiation phase?
Explanation: This question examines the degree, to which the company negotiates
from a fixed and immobile viewpoint. Internal rigidities are an indication of
response to state uncertainty.

Question Al4 - To what extent did the company indicate outsider influence in
decisions?
Explanation: This question follows on from the previous in that an attempt is
made to find out if the company is influenced in its rigidity by an outside influence.

Question A 15 - To what extent did the company maintain its position even after it
was shown to be illogical?
m

Burns and Stalker ( 1961 ).
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Explanation: The final question in the subgroup tests the degree to which rigidity
is founded. Remaining fixed on a negotiation position is a clear internal response to
external environmental uncertainty, and the degree to which this is the case effects
the organisation's overall capacity to adopt.

Questions A 16-A 18:
Group(KM)

Response Uncertainty Environment

Sub Group(C)

Entrepreneurship

Elements(F)

Lack of individual initiative
Historically risk averse
Lack of personal responsibility

The questions in this subgroup are designed to "measure" the degree to which the
organisation is "open" and responsive to uncertainty by the application of
entrepreneurship and innovation. Again, the constructs of organisation response
from a mechanistic or organic response are canvassed here. State uncertainty is
examined here as opposed to Duncan's two dimensions.

Question A 16 - To what extent did the company display a capacity to innovate?
Explanation: The company's capacity to innovate is clearly an indication of the
organisational systems as to it being open or closed. The result here is inverted.

Question A 17 - To what extent did the company display a capacity to accept new
ideas and processes?
Explanation: Again, this is an indication of the firm's capacity to accept new
ideas, and is a direct indication of how uncertainty effects the adoption process,
and an indication of the state response. The result here is inverted.

Question A 18 - To what extent did the company officers indicate personal
responsibility?
Explanation: This question looks at the degree to which centralisation effects
innovation and thus, is a check on the degree to which the organisation indulges in
innovation as a result of management of uncertainty.
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Questions A 19-A21:
Group(KM)

Response Uncertainty Environment

Sub Group(C)

External elements

Elements(F)

Large numbers of external parties
Slow change
Internally protective to change

The questions in this subgroup are designed to cover the external environmental
issues that affect the internal structure of the organisation. The degree to which the
organisation responds to external elements is a measure of uncertainty that affects
the organisation. The numbers of elements that are allowed to affect the
organisation will be some "measure" of the flexibility of the organisation to cope
with uncertainty. If the organisation is characterised by slow change, yet is
affected by large numbers of external elements, then the uncertainty response is
rigid and inflexible. These questions are also designed to look at Milliken 's state
uncertainty.

Question Al 9 - To what extent did the company indicate that they are impacted
by large numbers of outside elements?
Explanation: The numbers of outside elements that are allowed to effect the
organisation, are an indication of the degree to which uncertainty affects the
management.

Question A20 - To what extent did the company indicate that they are affected by
slow change?
Explanation: The speed to which organisations respond to environmental change is
an indication of the state response to uncertainty, and an indication of adoption
capacity.

Question A 21 How large in number were the external elements that affected the
company?
Explanation: This question follows the two above in that it provides an indication
of the numbers of outside elements and thus, the degree to which the firm is
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affected by uncertainty.

Questions A22-A24:
Group(KM)

Response Uncertainty Environment

Sub Group(C)

Unpredictability

Elements(F)

Slow predictable changes
Risk averse

The questions in this subgroup are designed to define the level to which the
organisation suffers from unpredictability and thus, the degree of uncertainty. This
set of questions flows on from the previous set in that it is a check against the
organisation's flexibility to cope with uncertainty. If, in fact, the organisation
shows flexibility from the previous set of questions, then this set should show a
configuration that supports that flexibility by the use of boundary spanning.
Question A22 - To what extent did the company display integration and boundary
spanning?
Explanation: This question provides an indication of how the company organises
itself internally and the degree to which self organisation is a reality.

Question A23 - To what extent did the company display external predictable
changes?
Explanation: Again, this question provides an indication of organisational
flexibility and thus, the degree to which uncertainty effects the company.

Question A24 - To what extent was there an indication that changes were
infrequent?
Explanation: This question directly provides an indication that the company
indulges in a slow predictable way to uncertainty.
The questions of Survey A are tabulated in Table 5. I.
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Uncrr1ain1y

Cullural

Survry

A

Charactrris1ic1

Background

Qurstion

(Seale 1-S)

Central Planning

Historical Risk averse

A-I To what exten1 did the negotialors

Production demands

refer 10 ano1her outside agenda?

centrally planned

A-2 To whal ex1en1 was 1here an

Decisions remole to 1he
organisation

impression of ou1sider ethics'?
A-3 To what extent did the negolialors
remove themselves from direct
responsibility?

Open/Closed System

Mechanislic struclure

A-4 To whal ex1en1 did 1he process

Large bureaucralic

follow a slep by step procedure thal
was preordained by oulsiders?
A-S To whal exlent was 1here an
impression that there was a large
complex corporation involved wi1h many
sections and departments
A-6 To what extent did the departmenls

Core competencies

Hidden s1ruc1ure

have different agendas?
A-7 To whal extenl did the company

Prolected agencies

exhibit protected core competency?

wilhin lhe company

A-8 To what extent did the core group

Tcam stra1egy

defend their patch againsl difference?

Protective agenda

A-9 To what exlenl did lhe
characteristic of 1he core group display
inlernalized and insular thinking in a
prolective manner?

Organisalional

Hislorical risk a\'erse

A-10 To wha1 extenl did the company

Flexibili1y

Rigid Structures

display a rigid approach to negotiations?

Protective internal

Al I To whal extent did the company

groups

display a prolectivc stance against
change to its internal systems?
A-12 To what ex1en1 did lhe company

Rigid Viewpoinl

Fixed Position

an unwillingness to compromise?
A-13 To wha1 exlenl did lhe company

Outsider influence

display a fixed immovable position?

Mechanistic defence

A-14 To what extenl did lhe company

against ou1side change

indicate outsider influence in decisions?
A-15 To whal exlent did lhc company
maintain its position even after it
was shown to be illogical?

En1repreneurship

Lack of individual

A-16 To what exlenl did lhe company

iniliative

a capacity lo innovate?

His1orical risk averse

A-17 To whal extent did the company

Lack of personal

display a capacily of accepling new

responsibility taking

ideas and processes?
A-18 To wha1 ex1en1 did 1hc company
officers indicate personal responsibility?

External Elements

Large numbers of

A· 19 To what extent did the companies

external con1acts

indicate that lhey are impacted by large

Change is slow

oulside elemen1s?
A-20 To whal exlent did lhe companies
indicale 1hat 1h< 1hey are effecled by
slow change?
A-21 How large were the external

Unpredic1abili1y

Slow prediclable

elements thal afTec1ed the company?
A-22 To whal exlenl did lhe company

changes

display inlegration and boundary

Risk averse

spanning?
A-23 To whal exlenl did lhe company
display external predictable changes'!
A-24 To whal extenl was there an
indicalion that changes were infrequent?
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Table 5.3 Survey A Questions A7-12 Results. Frequencies and Means.
Note: R - Respondents, P - Project Number
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Table 5.4 Survey A Questions Al3-18 Results. Frequencies and Means.
Note: R- Respondents, P - Project Number
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Survey B
Complexity Characteristics

Survey B involved asking questions to provide an insight into the complexities
associated with the various projects and their negotiating parties. Emphasis was
placed on understanding the internal complexities of the contracting organisations
from the perspective of the external elements and how these affected or shaped the
characteristics of the finn. During the research phase, much effort was expended
trying to understand the internal structure levels of management and responsibility,
internal control systems, operations management and the like. This process was
very difficult, but by using the simple survey (Survey B) it was possible to
visualise, from the external point of view, the various levels of complexity, and
resolve how this affected the organisational characteristics, and indeed the level or
existence of complexity management. 321

Question Development
The questions for Survey B were developed specifically to obtain insights into the
issues of environmental complexity that affect Chinese organisations. In the main,
the questions that were developed are formed against the complexity characteristics
and cultural background as developed by Blackman. All questions are asked of the
same companies and individuals as for Survey A, although conducted some six
months after contract award.

Questions BI-B3:
Group(OL)

External Complexity Environment

Sub Group(C)

Central Control

Elements(F)

Traditional preference for generalities,
Haggling tradition
Distrust of foreign attitudes

De Keijzer. A ( 1992). p. 212. "The Western mind is generally trained to think in cause and
effect. If something is wrong, find the cause and fix it. The Chinese tend to think in terms of
webs of thoughts and relationships. They try to unravel the pattern, wondering if it's too complex
to be resolved"
321

145
Survey Questions B-1 to B-3 were designed to determine the contribution of
Blackman's characteristic "Control of the Environment" to the external elements
perceptions of complexity. 322 Blackman indicates that "Central Control" is a
significant characteristic of the Chinese negotiating style. The questions in the
survey are designed to get a measure of how much this characteristic features in
organisational environment323 and thus, to what extent it contributes to complexity,
and, therefore, how are the issues of adaptation affected. 324 The idea that there is a
relationship between the external environment and organisational structure (as
depicted by Bums and Stalker 25 ) provides us with a pathway for looking at how
the same external environment influences the degree to which complexity is
inherent in the firm, and effects the adaptation phase. They identified five different
types of environments, based on the levels of uncertainty that was present, and
they identified two basic or ideal forms of structure; mechanistic and organic. Their
data showed that mechanistic structures were more effective in stable
environments, while organic ones were better suited to less stable, less predictable
environments. 326

In the new millennium, there will continue to be an explosion in "our ability to
access, move, create and process information". 327 As Leonard-Barton 328 tells us,
adaptation of such process changes can only be effective if the adaptive process is
multidimensional, and involves the organisational adaptation to technology itself,
as well as the adaptation of the technology to the organisation. McMasters insists
that it is the former of these two activities that cannot be actioned by the existing
management paradigm. As the depth of the "on line" development gets
progressively more complex, the current management theory cannot respond to the
) 22 Leonard-Barton ( 1995). p. 31. In discussing the "pathology" of core rigidities Leonard-Barton
speaks of "Insularity" as the "dark side" of core capabilities and states " these days it may seem
impossible that many managers could be so inwardly focused as to believe that their company is
insulated from change or that the skills and markets relevant to today's success will be identically
relevant tomorrow".
m See Bums and Stalker ( 1961 ). p. I04-110 et seq
m See Lewin and Grabbe ( 1962). p. 272. The argument sponsored here is the need to "unfreeze" the
organisational routine in order to envelope adaptation.
m Burns and Stalker, loc. cit.
) 26 See discussion in Burnes (1996). p. 61.
m Leonard-Barton ( 1995).
328 ibid.

changes needed.

329
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The questions enumerated in Survey Bare designed to get an

idea of the client company dynamics, as it responds to external complexity, in the
expectation that such insight will lead to an understanding of the blocks to the
adoption processes.

Historically, China was a collective state management under a planned economic
system. With this background as a cultural characteristic, central control forms an
important feature of the Chinese management mantra. The questions here are
designed to look at how the perception of complexity by the external elements
affect the adoption or adaptation phase of technology. In particular, they are
focused on the negotiation phase post contract award, using Blackman's
characteristics.

Question BI - To what extent did the negotiators set the principles for negotiations
without consultation?
Explanation: The extent to which the negotiators for the client company attempted
to set the environment for the negotiations has its roots set in traditional Chinese
managerial culture, as previously discussed in Survey A. The idea that the degree
of environmental control is an indication of the complexity effect within the firm is
suggested by Kelly and Allison:)) 0 "the patterns amplified by closed behaviour
loops generate the configuration relationship that in tum determine the essential
characteristic of the firm".

Question 82 - To what extent did the negotiators indulge in haggling and tradeoffs?
Explanation: This question follows on from question BI in that it examines closed
loop behaviours, especially as it relates to tradeoffs. 331

Question 83 - To what extent did the negotiators create an adversarial atmosphere?
Explanation: To some, the atmosphere generated at the negotiations may simply be
a normal response to a tense negotiating situation, but in many cases it is part of
the environment control, and its degree depends on the level of complexity effect
Demming ( 1982).
no Kelly and Allison ( 1998). p. 61-64. See argument on vicious cycles and the command and
control syndrome.
1
"
Blackman ( 1997). p. 194.
m
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within the finn. The negotiators on the Chinese side include more than the group

evident in the negotiating place. There are other groups outside that influence the
process and this characteristic can reinforce their propensity to be tough and
unmoving. The larger the "inside and outside" team the greater the chances of an
adversarial atmosphere.m

Questions B4-B6:
Group(OL)

External Complexity Environment

Sub Group(C)

Internal team Strategy

Elements(F)

Meticulous note taking
Risk Averse
Pressured persuasion
Hidden agenda
Paternalistic stance

Survey Questions B-4 to B-6 look at the activity of the negotiating team on the
client side, and how that activity is affected by the external complexity
environment. Activity such as comprehensive note taking, can be an indication of
how the level of external complexity impacts on the internal organisation of the
client company. The idea of team tactics, coupled with hidden agendas, is an
indication of the impact the external environment has on the decision making
process, and hence, the adoption process. 333 This group of questions takes a close
look at the overt actions of the negotiating team and attempts to relate that to the
effect the complexity in the external environment has on the internal processes.

Question B4 - To what extent did the negotiators exhibit excessive note taking and
team tactics?
Explanation: The degree of complexity within the firm can be seen by the amount
of file note taking during the negotiations and the subsequent nightly team
meetings. The more the number of people in the team meetings, and the greater the
Blackman (1997). p. 56.
Kelly and Allison ( 1998). p. 21. See argument developed regarding the formation and
establishment of Competitive Fitness. Firstly " looking within the entity, by its ability top selforganise internally quickly and effectively in the face of change." and secondly by" looking
externally, by the adaptation an entity exhibits within its changing context".
"

m

2
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amount of file note taking, the higher the perceived complexity by the external
elements. 334

Question B5 - To what extent did the negotiators indulge in false authority?
Explanation: During negotiations the Chinese have a tendency to appeal to
supposed local regulations to push the foreign party to give them what they
want. 335

When the Chinese involve foreigners in arguments with the bureaucracy

as a result of such claims, they are unconcerned whether their behaviour is illegal or
corrupt. The degree to which this behaviour is indulged in is a measure of the
perceived complexity by the external elements. 336

Question B6 - To what extent did the negotiators over emphasise the Chinese
position?
Explanation: This China-Centredness, insisting that every thing be done the
Chinese way and making the other side seem unreasonable if they object, shows
through all stages of negotiations, and it is clearly the reason for many of the
influence strategies that the Chinese use. 337 Their China-Centredness is reinforced
by the fear that foreigners will cheat them. This fear prevents foreign technology
adaptation or, at the very least, hinders it. The question here tests the degree to
which China-Centeredness affects the negotiating process, and thus, is a measure of
the degree to which complexity affects the adoption process. 338

Questions B7-B9:
Group(OL)

External Complexity Environment

Sub Group(C)

Outsider Ethics

Elements(F)

Strong adherence to group goals
Outsider ethics
Team planning
Muddy the water

Blackman ( 1997). p. 77.
Blackman, loc.cit. p. 76.
)) 6 See argument and discussion presented by Kreisberg (1994 ). The extent to which this type of
negotiating behaviour is indulged in is quite surprising.
·'·" Blackman, loc.cit, p. 76.
m See Zhang (1993) as cited by Blackman (1997). p. 68.
))<

m
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Need to meet higher authorities

While it can be seen that outside influences effect internal decision making
processes, it is much harder to place a degree on this characteristic and the affect it
may have. The set of questions here is somewhat more oblique that the previous in
that they infer the effect of outside agencies rather than by direct association. For
instance, it can be argued that in the main the client negotiators were neutral about
the contractors position but outsider ethics demand that they show no
consideration of this. Thus, the question tries to look at the perception of the
clients view of the contractor's position, and infer the degree to which there would
some external influence not apparent in the client activity.

Question 87 - To what extent did the negotiators not care about the contractor's
position and had hidden agendas?
Explanation: This question is designed to look at how outsider ethics impact the
negotiations from the contractors point of view. In other words to what extent or
degree the company protected itself from outsider influence. 339

Question 88 - To what extent did the negotiators produce left field and irrelevant
demands?
Explanation: This question tests the extent to which the company is influenced by
outside effects, and is an extension of the previous question. Often left field
demands are the result of protection against the requirements of the contractor. 340

Question 89 - To what extent did the negotiators push the need for a design based
on perceived time pressure on the client side?
Explanation: Time pressure is also a symptom of the problems of accepting outside
demands, especially that related to adaptation of technology or methodology. The
question here tests the degree to which the outside environmental demand is

Biqiang. L ( 1998). See argument developed regarding the resolution of internal conflict.
Blackman ( 1997). p. 78. 'They will bring up a small matter or make an unexpected or ridiculous
demand, and spend a lot of time arguing about it. This draws the opposite negotiator off the main
path, puzzles him, and forces him to spend time and energy trying to deal with the issue."
m

300
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changed according to internal needs for protection. 341

Questions BI 0-B 12:

Group(OL)

External Complexity Environment

Sub Group(C)

Exerted Pressure

Elements(F)

Haggling tradition
Focus on price
Fear of exploitation
Distrust of foreigners

In the main, the questions in this subgroup are to do with "standard" negotiation
activity. We are looking for the affect that these notional activities or
characteristics have on the degree to which the impact on perceived complexity and
thus, on the organisations internal adoption processes.m

Question BIO - To what extent did the negotiators use other bids to pressure the
contractor's bid?
Explanation: This characteristic is not restricted to that of Asian companies but is a
world-wide negotiating phenomena. The test here is to see to what degree the
external environment effects the adoption processes.

Question BI I - To what extent did the negotiators display distrust and hold
agreement to the end?
Explanation: Again, this question tests the degree to which the external
environment affects the internal decision processes. 343

Question B 12 - To what extent did the negotiators go back and open closed and
De Keijzer. A (1992). p. 213. The concept of time is presented here as "an elastic sense of time.
because China has been around for so long there is no need to hurry." Seep. 223 as to the use of
time pressure against the foreign company during negotiations.
Hi Kelly and Allison ( 1998). p 22. The authors have developed a Complexity model based on
Identifying and assessing the organisations "Co-evolutionary fitness". This model evaluates both
the internal self organisation capability and the external selection status.
"J Blackman ( 1997). p. 194.
Hi
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completed issues?
Explanation: This question flows on from the previous, and tests the capacity for
the company negotiating team to reopen previously closed issues. This tests the
degree to which external complexity affects internal decision making. 344

Questions B 13-B 15:

Group(KM)

External Complexity Environment

Sub Group(C)

Fixed positions

Elements(F)

Hidden agendas
Strategy of higher authorities
Distrust of foreign attitudes
Money more important than time
Risk averse
Face

Complexification is often introduced into the negotiation phase by many different
modes that can seem quite nonnal. The rest of the questions in the B survey are
designed to look at the level of introduced complexification, and perhaps gain an
insight into the challenge to the dominant management discourse that self
organisation and adaptation is driven by systems and not by external stimulus. 345
The elements that make up this set of questions include the propensity for hidden
agendas, which are often driven by higher authorities and a distrust of foreign
attitudes.

Question B 13 - To what extent did the negotiators become uncooperative during
negotiations?
Explanation : During negotiations in China, an observable characteristic was that of
uncooperative behaviour. There were, generally, underlying reasons for this that
were often hard to ascertain. The disruption would add layers of complexity that
were hard to separate into simple nodes. The level of disruption is surveyed,
See Blackman ( 1997). p. 78. To some extent this characteristic is similar to that of left field
demand and it sometimes occurs after signing of contracts.
34 ~ Stacey et al ( 1999). p. 8. See development of the challenge to the "dominant management
discourse" and the shift away from thinking about an organisation as a system and advocating a way
of thinking about an organisation as a process.
·' 44
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giving some indication to introduced complexity.

Question B 14 - To what extent did the negotiators slow the process down
deliberately?
Explanation: This is a variation on the theme of the previous question in that the
delaying tactic was introduced to the negotiations and added complexity to the
proceedings.

Question B 15 - To what extent did the negotiators remain locked in a position that
was dictated by a higher authority?
Explanation: This situation occurred without any logic being applied. The higher
authority could be completely illogical, but still the locked position would be
maintained. It introduces another layer of complexity and also challenges the idea
that self organisation is the outcome or existence of coherent systems
management. 146

Questions B 16-B 18:
Group{KM)

External Complexity Environment

Sub Group(C)

Number of internal elements

Elements(F)

T earn strategy
Risk averse
Strategy of higher authority
Weak management

This set of questions builds on the previous section providing a view of how
complexification effects the company's attitude and actions.

Question B 16 - How many Chinese negotiators were there over the contracting
party?
Explanation: This question continues the theme of complexification and its relation
to systems management and the adaptation processes.

Question B 17 - To what extent did the negotiators bring in new negotiators in order
J• 6

Stacey et al (2000). p. 8.
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to bring on new pressures?
Explanation: Similar to the previous question but gives a view of rising
complexification.

Question B 18 - To what extent did the negotiators display a complete lack of
coordination and weak management during the negotiations?
Explanation: This question was designed to provide an in-depth view of the
systems management processes actually delivered during the negotiation phase. A
high number here indicates a lack of coherent systems management. 347

Questions B l 9-B2 l:
Group(KM)

External Complexity Environment

Sub Group(C)

Fixed positions

Elements(F)

Narrow specialism
Different bureaux involved
Unrealisable expectations
Tradition of ongoing contract negotiations
Tradition of lack of legal enforcement
Limited authority
Lack of knowledge

This set of questions tests the degree to which complexity permeates the
organisation. By looking at "unrealisable expectations" and the tendency for
contract negotiation to go past the contract signing phase gives us a view of the
depth of complexity.

Question B 19 - To what extent did the negotiators have to bring in new people as
specialist needs required?
Explanation : Even when the situation did not require it, many specialist people
are brought into the negotiations and added new levels of complexity. 348

Question B20 - To what extent did the negotiators reopen discussions on closed
w Stacey et al (2000). p. 8.
348

Blackman,( 1997). p. 88.
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contract issues?
Explanation: Of all the negotiation activities that are indulged in by the Chinese,
this is the one that adds levels of complexity that are often unresolvable. 349

Question B2 l - To what extent did the negotiators display a lack of knowledge.
Explanation: This state often arises, and is an indication of complexity affecting
the internal organisation.

Questions B22-B24:
Group(KM)

External Complexity Environment

Sub Group(C)

Deadlock

Elements(F)

Memories on recent poverty
National goal to gain currency
Short term focus
Lack of business experience
Misunderstandings
China Centredness.

This set of questions, as for the previous set, is deigned to investigate the depth
and nature of complexity within the organisation and how that effects adaptation.

Question B22 - To what extent did the negotiators fix on price at the exclusion of
other attributes?
Explanation: This action is generally the result of the company trying to reduce the
level of complexity, and thus, by keeping it simple, prevents complexification
interfering with the adaptation processes. 350

Question B23 - To what extent did the negotiators move to a deadlocked position?
Explanation: Sometimes called the end game, where the company negotiators are
basically rejecting the contractor's offer. This offers an insight into the company's
predisposition towards resolution of the contract and is often a holding position
during the process.
149

Ho

ibid.
White, M. ( 1999). p. 284.
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Question 824 - To what extent did the negotiators ignore external advice?
Explanation: This adds significant levels of complexification to the decision making
process, and hence, the adaptation or structural coupling process. It is a technique
used so that the company does not have to deal with the issues of complexity that
arise. 351 The idea that structural coupling exists within organisations was also
suggested by Terreberry when she hypothesised that organisational change is
increasingly externally induced, and that organisational adaptability is a function of
ability to learn and perform according to changes in the environment. 352
The questions of Survey B are tabulated in Table 5.6.

McElroy, M. ( J999). p. 275. See the concept of autopoiesis (self making) and its relation to
"structural coupling" citing Maturana and Varela.
m Terreberry, S ( 1968).

m
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Complexity

Cultural

Sun-ey

B

Ch•racterislics

Background

Qun1ion

(Sc•le 1·5)

Set Guiding principles

Traditional Preference

B-1 To what exten1 did the negotiator-s

without consulta1ion

for ieneralities before

set the principles for negotiation without

specifics

consultation?

Begin with ambit

Haggling tradition

B-2 To what exten1 did the negoliators

claim S1ep by s1ep

Fear of chea1ing

indulge- in haggling and tradeoffs?

tradeoffs

Preserva1ion of l'acc-

B-3 To "'hat ex1en1 did the negotiators

Adversarial

Anti Foreign auitudes

create an adversarial atmosphere?

Atmosphere

Colonial and Communist legacy

Repetitive

Tradilion of meticulous

B-4 To what extent did the negotiators

questioning

note taking

exhibit extensive note taking and team
tactics?

Risk averse bureaucu11ic culture. Team strategy
Using False authority

Tradition of pressured

B-5 To what extent did the negotiators

persuasion

indulge in false aulhority?

Outsider ethics
Hidden agenda
Psychological

Pa1ernalistic stance

8-6 To what extent did the negotiators

Pressure

eJllaggerating Chinese

over emphasis the Chinese position?

concession
Lack of sympa1hy

strong adherence to

B- 7 To what e,oen1 did the negotiators

group goals

not care aboul the contractors

Outsider ethics

position and had hidden agendas?

Hidden agenda
Left field. illogical

Concern with face

or ridiculous demands

Team planning

produce lefl field and irrelevant

Muddy the water

demands?

Time pressure

B-8 To what extenl did the negotiators

Know westerners have

B-9 To what extent did the negotiators

decision making power

push the need for a design based on

Need to meel restraints

perceived time pressure on the

of higher authorilies

contractors side?

Use of competitor

Haggling 1radition

B-10 To what extent did 1he nego1ia1ors

offer to pressure

Focus on price

use other bids 10 pressure the

for concessions

Gain 1echnicol knm.1. hoY.

con1rac1ors bid?

Fear of exploitation
Pushing 10 lind

Haggling tradition

B-11 To what extem did the negotiators

bonom line

Distrust of foreigners

display distrust and hold

Tradition of agreemenl. onl) at end

agreemenl to 1he end?

Reopening previously

Team strate!!-)

B-12 To whot extent did 1he negotiators

closed issues

Hidden agenda

go back and open closed and completed

Perception of wealthy westerners

issues?

Uncooperative in

Hidden agendas

B-13 To what extent did the negotiators

giving information

contract nego1ia1ions

become uncooperative during

Suspicion of foreigners

negotiations?

Stalling. Slowness

Problematic information gathering

B-14 To wha1 extent did the negotiators

lack of progress

Money more important than 1ime

slow the process down deliberately?

Fixed position

Strategy devised b)

B-15 To what extent did the negotiators

higher au1horities

remain locked in a posilion that

Risk averse. Face

Limited authority. Lack of kno""ledge

was dictated by higher authority?

Number of

Team Strategy

B-16 How many Chinese negotiators

Chinese Negotiators

Risk Averse

were there over 1he contracting

Bureaucratic culture

party?

Change of negotiators

Lack of coordination

Group Strategy

B-17 To what extent did the negotiators

Responsible to higher

bring in new negotialors in order to

authorities
Multiple parties v.ith

bring on new pressures?
B-18 To what extent did the negotiators

internal 1ensions

display a complete lack of coordination

Insider-outsider

and weak management during the

orientation. Weak management control

nego1iations?

Changing le..,els

Tradition of narrow

B-19 To what extent did the negotiators

Specialist

specialism

have to bring in new people as

Different bureaus involved

specialist needs required?

Renegotia1ing the

Unrealizable

B-20 To whal extent did the negotiators

contrac1

expectations

reopen discussions on closed contract

Tradition of ongoing contract negotiation

issues?

Outsider ethics, expectation of short relationship
Strategy devised by

8-2 I To what ex1ent did the negotiators

higher authorities, Limited authority

display a lack of knowledge?

Concentration on

Strong memories of

8-22 To what extent did the negotia1ors

price

recenl pover1y

fix on price at the exclusion of other

National goal lo gain

attributes?

Fixed position

foreign currency. Shortfocus on benefit 10 group

Deadlock

Haggling. tradition

B-23 To whal extent did the negotiators

Lack of business experience

,no"e 10 a deadlocked position?

Incompatible goals

B-24 To what ellllent did the negotiators

Misunders1andimrs. China centredness

i1more external advice?
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Table 5.8 Survey B Questions B7-12 Results, Frequencies and Means.
Note: R- Respondents, P- Project Number
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Table 5.9 Survey B Questions B13-18 Results. Frequencies and Means.
Note: R- Respondents, P - Project Number
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Table 5.10 Survey B Questions B19-23 Results. Frequencies and Means.
Note: R- Respondents, P- Project Number
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Survey C
Know-Why Characteristics

Survey C was conducted during post contract reviews when contracting parties
were asked "what element from the project could be improved?". Those
companies involved in technology transfer had some serious concerns about the
veracity of the transfer process and indicated, during the survey interviews,the
tendency for the foreign partner to hold onto important data and methodology. It
was felt that while there existed an integrated model developed from the
uncertainty and the complexity surveys, the integrated model would not be
complete unless this extra dimension was investigated. Therefore, Survey C was
constructed in order to establish what additional environmental forces could affect
the organisation and its reaction to the adoption of innovation and technology
transfer. Survey C uses the same format that was applied for Survey A and B.

Question Development

The purpose of this survey (C) was to obtain an insight into the technology
adaptation process and thus, characteristics by analysis of the adaptation of
"know-how" and "know-why". The same projects that were surveyed for Surveys
A and B were approached again and surveyed after contract award. The "knowhow" and "know-why" concepts are as defined by Garud, 353

and elaborated by

Leonard-Barton. 354 These definitions form the backbone of this survey.

Questions Cl-C3:
Group(OL)

Know-why environment

Sub Group(C)

Central Planning &
degree of know-how importation

Elements(F)

Historical risk averse
Production demands centrally planned
Decisions remote to the organisation

As for survey A and B, this group of questions is based on central planning but
)SJ

J.s,

Garud ( 1997). p. 83.
Leonard-Barton (1997).
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with the degree of imported know-how included. The set of three questions is
designed to obtain an initial insight into just how the company (being surveyed)
views itself with respect to technology transfer.

Question C I - To what extent does the company import new know-how?
Explanation: In the past, technology transfer was relatively scarce in China but
since major reforms in the 80's and 90's the pace of such transfers has increased
markedly. 355 This question is phrased so as to obtain the degree to which the
company sees itself with respect to importation of know how.

Question C2 - To what extent does the company encourage imported technology?
Explanation: This follows question C I and also tracks the suggestion proposed by
Howe356 and tests to what degree the company encourages imported technology.

Question C3 - To what extent does the company develop imported technology?
Explanation: This question is designed to see how far down the Austin 357 levels the
company is. It is one thing to import know how but does the company look
further to developing the imported technology from the point of importation to a
higher state and, therefore, look at the importation of know why.

Questions C4-C6:
Group(OL)

Know-why environment

Sub Group(C)

Open/Closed systems &
degree of adoption of new know-how

Elements(F)

Mechanistic structure
large Bureaucratic

Having looked at the external environment of whether or not the company imports
technology (questions C I -C3 ), or in fact say they do, we now test the managerial
capacity of adoption of new know how. In particular, we look at the internal
Xiaojuan ( 1997). passim.
Howe ( 1997). p. 55. See discussion "Some lessons for China 3". " .. part of the answer must lie
with a continuing government role in searching and in the preliminary development and
dissemination of new technology as well as in the provision of the basic skills necessary to enable
codified knowledge to penetrate to the less modernised strata of the economy".
m Austin ( 1990).
315
15 •

capacity to plan and manage technology. 358
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Question C4 - To what extent does the company plan and manage the introduction
of new technology?
Explanation: This is a direct question aimed at obtaining an insight into the degree
of management and planning the company indulges in during the introduction
phase.

Question C5 - At what level does the company prefer to adopt new technology?
Explanation: This question looks at the Austin 359 levels and attempt to get a firm
fix on the level of adoption as an inference on "know-why". 360

Question C6 - To what extent does the company negotiate with outsiders about
adoption of new technology?
Explanation: In order to define the characteristics of the view of adoption, a look at
their external interface provides some idea of structure. By negotiating with
outside agencies shows that the organisation is not rigid nor internally focussed
and, therefore, susceptible to adaptation.

Questions C7-C9:
Group(OL)

Know-why environment

Sub Group(C)

Core competencies &
degree of management of new know-how

Elements(F)

Hidden structure
Protective agencies within
Team strategy

Management competency is very important to adaptation of new know-how. It is
not enough for the company to simply indicate that they prefer to adopt new
technologies at a certain level and that they communicate with outsiders. We must
test their internal competency and ability to cope with the adaptation of
Leonard-Barton ( J997). p. 223. "success in transferring technology capabilities depend on, at a
minimum, agreement between source and recipient about the level of development transfer to be
achieved and also on both sides understanding of that goals managerial implications - i.e., the effort
and resources necessary".
1_19 op.cit.

113
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Garud ( 1997). passim.
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technology. 361

Question C7 - To what extent does the company develop its internal capacity with
respect to innovation adoption?
Explanation: Know-how of technology transfer can only be assimilated if the
company has internal capacity to manage and develop the technology. If the
company has a capacity to develop adopted technologies the know-how and knowwhy becomes an important issue. This question detennines that know-why can be
adopted. 362

Question C8 - To what extent does the company arrange its operations around new
technology?
Explanation: This question extends question C7, in that it further clarifies the
degree to which the company internal capacity is oriented to the new technology,
and clearly tests the level of organisational reaction to the adoption of the
technology. 363

Question C9 - To what extent does the company develop plans and systems to
cope with new technology adoption?
Explanation: It is one thing to arrange operations around the new technology but
does the company have substantial plans and systems in place. The questions test
the degree to which the company defines adaptation of the transferred
technology. 364

Questions C I 0-C 12:
Group(OL)

Know-why environment

Sub Group(C)

Organisational flexibility &
degree to which company develops know how

Elements(F)

Historical risk averse

Jingping ( 1997). p. 97. See discussion on imported technology to China and organisational
responses.
162 Garud ( 1997). p. 83. See discussion on "Components of Knowledge". Garud argues that there
are three components. Know-how, know-why and know-what and that often all are assumed to be
know-how when clearly they are not. The relationship between these three elements is also an
important dynamic.
16 ) Leonard-Barton ( 1997). p. I 04. cf model of mutual adaptation.
164 Kreiner ( 1996). See discussion of creation of organisational management of intellectual capital.
) 61

Rigid Structures
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Protective internal groups
Having looked at the degree of internal capacity the company has towards
competent adoption of technology this group of questions further concentrates on
the degree of development of the know how itself.

Question C 10 - To what extent does the company develop capacity along the
Austin levels?
Explanation: This question extends question C5 from adoption to development of
know how and know why and aligns it to the Austin levels. By looking at the level
of the development along the Austin levels we can see the degree, and characterise
the company's capacity, to adopt and develop.

Question C 11 - To what extent does the company go beyond the simple notion of
adoption of new technology?
Explanation: This is a check question against question C 10 and permits us to gain
an understanding of the degree of commitment. If the result for question C 10 is
high but C 11 is low the there is a conflict and the characteristic is exposed. 365

Question C 12 - To what extent does the company change its organisation to adopt?
Explanation: In the end if a company cannot change to the requirements of the
technology then the idea of mutual adaptation fails and this question tests the
degree to which the company self organises to the process.

Questions C 13-C 15:
Group(KM)

Know-why environment

Sub Group(C)

Rigid viewpoint &
degree to which the company avoids new know how

Elements(F)

Fixed position
Outsider influence

Jo., Garud ( 1997). p. 93. See discussion about "knowledge is an important factor of the emerging era
of intellectual capitalism understanding how to create knowledge, maintain it, and put it to
strategies use is an issue that concerns both practitioners and academics". This really is an issue of
trappings vs substance. Leonard-Barton's model of mutual adaptation must fail if the company
cannot adapt to the technology. For the model to apply there must be organisational adaptation to
the requirements of the technology.
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Mechanistic defence against outside change

Typically, and historically, Chinese industry has held rigid viewpoints and avoided
new technology adoption. 366 This group of questions is focussed on determining if
companies are in avoidance mode. Results are inverted in the result schedules.

Question C 13 - To what extent does the company avoid new concepts?
Explanation: If the previous groups questions are in conflict with these questions
then the characteristics will be confused but will reinforce the negative. 367

Question C 14 - To what extent does the new company plan against outside
change?
Explanation: This is an inverted question to that of CS, and tests the company's
preference for adaptation of new technology. If a company resists outside change,
adaptation of the organisation to the requirements of new technology will be
difficult. 368

Question C 15 - To what extent does the company focus on adopting Know How?
Explanation: This question provides the survey characteristic with a ranking of
how important adopting know-how is. The company may be focussed on other
matters and a low score here will reinforce C 14 and show that the organisation does
not adjust to the requirements of the technology. 369

Questions C 16-C 18:
Group(KM)

Know-why environment

Sub Group( C)

Entrepreneurship & degree
to which company is dependent on new Now How

Elements(F)

Lack of individual initiative

Jingping (1997). p. 97. See discussion on "achievements and practices using imported
technology in China".
367 Daft ( 1998). p. 286. See discussion on "Innovate or perish: The strategic role of change.
Powerful forces associated with advancing technology, integrated economic integration, the
maturing of domestic markets, and the shift to capitalism in formally communist regions".
368 ibid. p. 288. See discussion "Incremental vs Radical change"
369
Leonard-Barton ( 1997). p. I04. Mutual adaptation model.
366
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Historical risk averse
lack of personal responsibility taking

This subgroup is oriented around extending the adaptation principles into
dependency. The organisational characteristics in tenns of changing to the needs of
the technology will be signalled by the degree of entrepreneurship and know how
dependency.

Question C 16 - To what extent does the company avoid internal development and
R&D?
Explanation: This is an inverted question to test the degree to which internal
development is inherent in the organisational culture. 370

Question C 17 - To what extent does the company decide matters and design by
group?
Explanation: Again an inverted question showing the degree of entrepreneurship by
looking at the opposite.

Question C 18 - To what extent does the company show entrepreneurship?
Explanation: This question tests both C 16 and C 17 and looks directly at
entrepreneurship as a measure of organisational adaptation of technology. 311

Questions Cl 9-C2 l :
Group(KM)

Know-why environment

Sub Group(C)

External elements &
degree to which company enters know why

Elements(F)

large numbers of external contacts
Change is slow

no Daft ( 1998). p. 291. See discussion on Organisational change vs organisational innovation.
Organisational innovation is the adoption of an idea or behaviour that is new to the company's
industry, market or general environment.
171 ibid.,p. 376. See discussion on the "adaptability/Entrepreneurial Culture". "The management
culture is characterised by the capacity of the organisation to detect, interpret, and translate signals
from the environment into new behaviours responses. This type of company , however doesn't just
react quickly to environmental changes-it actively creates change".
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This subgroup transcends the know-how to the know-why. The elements of this
subgroup are fixed on the numbers of contacts and the speed of change. Know
why is indulged under an environment of fast change. These questions are designed
to examine that dynamic. 372

Question C 19 - To what extent does the company deal with large numbers of
contacts?
Explanation: This question is framed against the answers to previous questions
and adaptation of the organisation to the requirements of the technology. If there
are high degrees of adaptation and large numbers of contacts then the organisational
adaptation index will be high.

Question C20 - To what extent does the company exhibit boundary spanning?
Explanation: This is also a measure of entrepreneurship and know-why
characteristic. 373

Question C21 - To what extent does the company react to change?
Explanation: High reaction to change will determine a positive characteristic of
adaptation of the organisation to the requirement of the know-why technology.

Questions C22-C24:

Group(KM)

Know-why environment

Sub Group(C)

Unpredictability &
degree of acceptance of know why

Elements(F)

Historical risk averse
Slow predictable changes

The degree of acceptance of know-why is a measure of the firms flexibility and
capacity to adapt to fast changing environments. This subgroup of questions looks
directly at the company's capacity to accept a high level of know-why
Garud ( 1997). passim.
Leonard-Barton ( 1997). p.158. See discussion "the role technological gatekeepers play in a
company's absorptive capacity is augmented by that of boundary spanners-people who understand
the world of source and the world of receiver and translate as well as disseminate knowledge".

.112

m
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adaptation.

374

Question C22 - To what extent does the company display a risk averse policy
relating to external unpredictability?
Explanation: This is an inverted question in that if the company has a high risk
averse indication then it is unlikely to indulge in know-why. 375

Question C23 - How fast are new ideas and technology adapted?
Explanation: An indication here of the speed of know-why adaptation is a direct
indicator of the organisation's capacity to adapt new technology.

Question C24 - To what extent is know-why an issue?
Explanation: This question reinforces the answers from C22 and C23 and hardens
the characteristic as found.
Survey C questions are tabulated in Table 5.11.

n. Garud ( 1997). passim

Daft (1998). p. 373. See discussion Exhibit 10.4 "In unadaptive corporate structures, managers
care mainly about themselves, their immediate work group or technology associated with that work
group. They value the orderly and risk reducing management process much more high;ly than
leadership initiatives".
m
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Know-Why

Cultural

Suncy

C

Ch1nctrristics

Background

Question

(Scale 1-5)

Cenlral Planning

Historical Risk a\"erse

C I To what extent does the cornpany

Degree of Know-how
importation

Production demands

import new know-how?

centrally planned

C2 To what extent does the company

Decisions remole 10 the

encourage imported technology?

organisation

CJ To what extenl does the company

Mechanistic struclure

C4 To what extent does the company

develop imported technology?

Open/Closed Syslem

Large bureaucratic

plan and manage the introduction of new

Degree of adoption of

technology?

new know-how

CS Al what level does the company
prefer to adopt new technology?
(refer Austin's levels)

C6 To what extent does the company
negotiate with outsiders aboul adoption
of new technology?
Core competencies

Hidden struclUre

C7 To what extent does the company

Protech:d agencies

develop its internal capacity with

within the company

respect lo innovalion adoption?

Degree of management

Team stra1egy

C8 To what extent does the company

of new know-how

Protective agenda

arrange its operations around new
technology?
C9 To whal extent does 1he company
develop plans and systems 10 cope with new technology adoption?
C IO To what extent does !he company

Organisational

Historical risk averse

Flexibili1y

Rigid Structures

dnelop capacity along the Austin levels?

Protective internal

CII To v.hat extent does the company

Degree to which the

groups

go beyond the simple nolion of adoption

company develops

of new technology?

know-how

Cl2 To what extent does the company
change its organisation to adopt?

Rigid Viewpoint

Fixed Position

CIJ To what extent does the company

Outsider influence

avoid new concepts?

Degree lo which the

Mechanistic defence

Cl4 To what extent does the company

company avoids new

ag.ainsl outside change

know-how
Entrepreneurship

plan againsl outside change?
C 15 To what extent does the company focus on adopting know how??

Lack of individual

C 16 To wha1 extent does the company

initiative

avoid internal development and R&D?

Degroe 10 which lhe

Historical risk averse

Cl 7 To what extend does the company

company is depcndenl

Lack of personal

decide matters and design by group?

on new know how

responsibility taking

C 18 To what extenl does lhe company show entrepreneurship?

Eic.temal Elements

Large numbers of

CJ9 To what extenl does the company

external contacts

deal with large numbers of contact?

Change is slow

C20 To whal exlent does the company

Degree to which the

exhibil boundary spanning?

company adopts

C2 I To what cx1en1 does rhe company reacl to change?
C'22 To v.h:u cx1en1 docs the company
display a risk averse policy relating to external unpredictability?

Unpredictability
Dcg~e of acceplance

of know-why

Slow predictable

C23 How fast are new ideas and

changes

technology adapted?

Risk averse

C24 To whal exlenl is Know why an
issue?
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Survey D
Inverse Transfer Characteristic
Survey D was conducted up to two years after a particular contract was issued.
Technology transfer was looked at in Survey C in order to see how it affected the
structure of the uncertainty complexity matrix. It was during the application of
Survey C that a new emergent idea was apparent. This involved the reverse
transfer or inversion idea, and survey D was constructed to examine the dynamics
of this. Survey D, like Survey C, is oriented to examining the characteristics of the
organisation's response to the requirements of the technology during adaptation of
the technology transfer and thus, is part of the mutual adaptation model. 376

Question Development
The purpose of this survey (D) was to obtain further insights into the
organisational adaptation process, and thus, characteristics by analysis of the
adaptation of "the reverse dynamic". The reverse dynamic is located in level four
of the Austin levels. 377 It is the managerial challenges that addresses the issues of
technology transfer by using the idea of inverse technology as its foundation
structure. It is the variations of the application of the issues, management
resolution and complexity management that is inherent in technology transfer. 378
The questions in this survey are constructed from the idea that the reverse dynamic
is emergent3 79 as far as adaptation models are concerned. The real challenge here is
how the emergent characteristic is defined and thus, the definition of the attractor
that will address it in any management model. The questions while in themselves
are relatively simple they form a whole that provides an integrated picture of

Leonard-Barton (1997). p. I04.
m Austin ( 1990). p. 237. passim
m See Chapter Four.
379 Stacy, Griffin and Shaw,(2000). p. 108. See discussion on complex adaptation theory. The
authors make the case that in complex adaptive systems the interaction rules are deterministic, a
little like the if-then-else approach which are not fixed by evolve. Here they suggest "selforganisation and emergence lead to structural development and is spontaneous." This has to be
viewed against the idea that complex adaptive systems are an assembly of agents each behaving
constrained by its own rules of interaction and no individual thus then determines the behaviour of
the whole organisation. This is often called micro diversity and is often a result of emergent
behaviour. "In other words, the internal dynamic causes the emergent global pattern and
simultaneously the emergent change in the mode of interaction, that is, the internal dynamic".
)

76

·
emergence. 380 Th e questions
overall attempt to focus on the properties of
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emergence as defined in Chapter 4. 381

Questions DJ-03:
Group(OL)

Reverse dynamic environment

Sub Group(C)

Central Planning &
degree of inversion planning

Elements(F)

Historical risk averse,
Production demands centrally planned
Decisions remote to the organisation

This first group of questions attempts to look at the attitude of the company about
reverse transfer and tries to determine if there is a conscious strategy in place
before negotiations 382 involving technology transfer begin. It was conceivable that
due to historical central planning that it was unlikely that such strategies were in
place, and that these first questions were set up to determine that status.

Question D 1 - To what extent does the company look at reverse transfer before
contracts?
Explanation: This question was framed on the need to know immediately if the
company had a preconceived idea of the reverse dynamic and that negotiations
would be coloured by it.

Question D2 - To what extent does the company adopt transfer with a view of
inverse?
Explanation: This question looks at whether or not the adoption strategy had an
end game of reverse dynamic.

Question D3 - To what extent does the company develop imported technology for
Goldstein ( 1999), p. 49. See discussion on definition of commonality of properties of
emergence between systems.
311 Lissack (1999), p. I IO. Lissack provides an argument that emergent behaviours is allowed for
by organisational science and complexity theory therefore it may exist and it may have a reality.
m Leonard-Barton ( 1997), p. 247. See discussion on long term commitment and the reference to
the ned for technology managers to manage the process in a more sophisticated way. The inference
here is that without the preconceived notion that reverse transfer will occur then it is unlikely that
the company can assimilate such an idea.
310

the purpose of inverse transfer?
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Explanation: This question looks at the Austin levels for evi·dence of a conscious
·
development plan leading to the reverse dynamic. 383

Questions D4-D6:
Group(OL)

Reverse dynamic environment

Sub Group(C)

Open/Closed Systems &
degree of inversion management

Elements(F)

Mechanistic structure
large bureaucratic

Having looked at the external environment of whether or not the company
strategises reverse dynamic, and at what level it does (questions C I-C3), or in fact
say they do, we now test the managerial capacity of development of the
technology based on acquiring the reverse dynamic. In particular, we look at the
internal capacity 384 to plan and manage the reverse dynamic. From an emergent3 85
point of view, the capacity to develop technology (with the idea of reverse
transfer) means that such capacity is an inherent part of the micro climate within
the organisation.

Question D4 - To what extent does the company plan and manage the introduction
of new technology from inverse point?
Explanation: This question looks directly at the imposition management applies
regarding the reverse dynamic. This tests the degree to which the management team
is willing and able to plan from the end game back to the introduction phase.
Without this level of preplanning then it is unlikely that reverse transfer is really
emergent.

Lei and Slocum ( 1992). p. 81. See discussion on assimilation problems with adoption of
technology. "Many firms do not understand the inherent complexities involved in formulating and
implementing a strategic alliance and simply seek to cut costs and thereby reduce their commitment
to investing in new product development and manufacturing technologies". The authors go on to
discuss the difficulties in China of transfer adoption and internal company commitment.
Js, Leonard-Barton ( 1997). p. 216 et seq. See discussion on the perils and promise of transferring
capabilities and the demands on internal capability.
m See White ( 1999). p. 286. cf discussion on corporations as classifier systems. "Corporates are
complex systems with many features that interact non linearly to produce emergent outcomes".
m

Question D5 - At what level does the company prefer to adopt new technology If:~
the purpose of inverse transfer?
Explanation: Again, following on from question 05, this tests the degree to which
the company prefers to plan from the reverse dynamic point of view. The level of
adoption is critical to the management of the reverse dynamic.

Question D6 - To what extent does the company negotiate with outsiders about
adoption of new technology to transfer?
Explanation: This question is intended to look at the issue of mechanistic
structures and the effect that has on the decision process of adaptation.

Questions D7-D9:
Group(OL)

Reverse dynamic environment

Sub Group(C)

Core competencies & degree
of capacity building for inversion

Elements(F)

Hidden structure
Protective agencies within
Team strategy

Management competency is very important to adaptation of the reverse dynamic.

It is not enough for the company to simply indicate that they prefer to adopt new
technologies at a certain level and that they communicate with outsiders. It is
important to test their internal competency and ability to cope with the adaptation
of technology from the reverse dynamic perspective. James Utterback notes: "The
idea of competency is critical to the survival of all firms as they encounter
incremental and discontinuous technological change". 386 These questions required a
high level of answer analysis in that it is easy to respond with positive responses
but did they really mean it. Where there was doubt, additional people in the
organisations involved were asked the same question.

Question D7 - To what extent does the company develop its internal capacity with
respect to inverse adoption?
Explanation: Inverse technology transfer can only be assimilated if the company

'K• Utterback ( 1995). p.

130. As cited by White ( 1999).
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has internal capacity to manage and develop the inverse technology. If the
company has a capacity to develop adopted technologies and subsequently
develop the inverse technology then this is an important characteristic. Mark
White 387 notes: "[the] command and control legacy means existing corporate
designs have a very difficult time generating the sequence of technological
breakthroughs that sustainable adaptation in a supercritical economy requires".

Question D8 - To what extent does the company arrange its operations around
inverse technology?
Explanation: This question extends question D7 in that it further clarifies the degree
to which the company internal capacity is oriented to the inverse technology and
clearly tests the level of organisational reaction to the adoption of the inverse
technology.

Question D9 - To what extent does the company develop plans and systems to
cope with looking at inverting from contract sign?
Explanation: It is one thing to arrange operations around the inverse technology,
but does the company have substantial plans and systems in place? The questions
tests the degree to which the company defines adaptation of the transferred
technology from an inverse perspective.

Questions D 10-D 12:
Group(OL)

Reverse dynamic environment

Sub Group(C)

Organisational flexibility &
degree of strategic adoption for inversion

Elements(F)

Historical risk averse
Rigid Structures
Protective internal groups

Having looked at the degree of internal capacity the company has towards
competent adoption of technology for the purposes of inversion, this group of
questions further concentrates on the degree of development of the inversion
technology itself. In other words, does the company actually indulge in the
387

White (1999). p 283.
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reverse technology development itself and to what depth is this characteristic
perfonned?

Question O 10 - To what extent does the company develop strategy along the
Austin levels?
Explanation: This question extends question 05 from adoption to development of
inversion technology and aligns it to the Austin levels. By looking at the level of
the development along the Austin levels we can see the degree, and characterise the
company's capacity to adopt and develop at the inversion level. 388

Question 011 - To what extent does the company go beyond the simple adoption
of new technology and into reverse dynamic?
Explanation: This is a check question against question DI 0, and permits us to gain
an understanding of the degree of commitment. If the result for question DI O is
high but O 11 is low, then there is a conflict and the characteristic is exposed.

Question 012 - To what extent does the company change its organisation to adopt
the reverse dynamic (inversion)?
Explanation: In the end, if a company cannot change to the requirements of the
technology then the idea of mutual adaptation fails, and this question tests the
degree to which the company self organises to the process.

Questions 013-015:
Group(KM)

Reverse dynamic environment

Sub Group(C)

Rigid viewpoint & degree of inversion avoidance

Elements(F)

Fixed position
Outsider influence
Mechanistic defence against outside change

Typically, and historically, Chinese industry has held rigid viewpoints and avoided
inversion technology adoption. This group of questions is focussed on
See Rogers ( 1983). An argument is developed regarding the timing of adaptation and problems
associated with rushing the introduction of innovation and a failure to correct subsequent problems.
Thus development of the reverse technology by gradual and continuous adaptive efforts are
hampered.
88
~
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detennining if companies are in inversion avoidance mode. Results are inverted in
the result schedules.

Question D 13 - To what extent does the company avoid new concepts involving
inversion?
Explanation: If the previous groups questions are in conflict with these questions,
then the characteristics will be confused, but will reinforce the negative.

Question D14 - To what extent does the company plan against outside change?
Explanation: This is an inverted question to that of 05, and test the company's
preference for adaptation of new technology. If a company resists outside change,
adaptation of the organisation to the requirements of new technology will be
difficult.

Question D 15 - To what extent does the company focus on adopting inversion?
Explanation: This question provides the survey characteristic with a ranking of
how important adopting know-how is. The company may be focussed on other
matters and a low score here will reinforce D 14, and that the organisation does not
adjust to the requirements of the technology.

Questions D 16-D 18:
Group(KM)

Reverse dynamic environment

Sub Group(C)

Entrepreneurship & degree of preference for
mvers1on

Elements(F)

Lack of individual initiative
Historical risk averse
lack of personal responsibility taking

This subgroup is oriented around extending the adaptation principles into
dependency. The organisational characteristics, in terms of changing to the needs
of the technology, will be signalled by the degree of entrepreneurship and know-
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how d epen d ency.-

Question D 16 - To what extent does the company avoid internal development for
inversion?
Explanation; This is an inverted question to test the degree to which internal
development is inherent in the organisational culture.

Question D 17 - To what extent does the company decide inversion matters by
group?
Explanation: Again an inverted question showing the degree of entrepreneurship by
looking at the opposite effect.

Question D 18 - To what extent does the company show inversion preference?
Explanation: This question tests both D 16 and D 17 and looks directly at
entrepreneurship as a measure of organisational adaptation of technology.

Questions D 19-021:
Group(KM)

Reverse dynamic environment

Sub Group(C)

External elements and degree of inversion integration

Elements(F)

large numbers of external contacts
Change is slow

This subgroup transcends the know-how to the know-why. The elements of this
subgroup are fixed on the numbers of contacts and the speed of change. Knowwhy is indulged under an environment of fast change. These questions are designed
to examine that dynamic. 390

Question DI 9 - To what extent does the company deal with large numbers of
Daft ( 1998). p. 376. See discussion on adaptability/entrepreneurship culture. This cultural
characteristic supports the notion that "the strategic focus is on external environment through
flexibility and change. The culture encourages norms and beliefs that support the capacity of the
organisation to detect, interpret, and translate signals from the environment into new behaviour
responses. This type of company, however, doesn't just react quickly to environmental changes - it
actively creates change".
wo Garud ( 1997). p. 84. Distinctions are emphasised between know-how and know-why. While
both are "important components of knowledge, it is only recently that attempts to make a
distinction between them".
389
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contact?
Explanation: This question is framed against the answers to previous questions and
adaptation of the organisation to the requirements of the technology. If there are
high degrees of adaptation and large numbers of contacts then the organisational
adaptation index will be high.

Question 020 - To what extent does the company exhibit boundary spanning

during inversion?
Explanation: This is also a measure of entrepreneurship and know-why
characteristic

Question 021 - To what extent does the company react to change involving
inversion?
Explanation: High reaction to change will determine a positive characteristic of
adaptation of the organisation to the requirement of the inversion technology.

Questions 022-024:
Group(KM)

Reverse dynamic environment

Sub Group(C)

Unpredictability and degree of adaptation of
mvers1on

Elements(F)

Historical risk averse
Slow predictable changes

The degree of acceptance of know-why is a measure of the firms flexibility and
capacity to adapt to fast changing environments. This subgroup of questions looks
directly at the company's capacity to accept a high level of know-why
adaptation. 391

Question 022 - To what extent does the company display a risk averse policy
relating to inversion adoption?
Explanation: This is an inverted question in that if the company has a high risk
averse indication then it is unlikely to indulge in know-why.
191

Dutton and Thomas (1985). See discussion on the different learning style for know why, called
"learning by studying". Also as cited by Garud ( 1997).
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Q_uestion D23 - How fast are new ideas and inversion adapted?
Explanation: An indication here of the speed of know why adaptation is a direct
indicator of the organisation's capacity to adapt new technology

Question D24 - To what extent is inversion an issue?
Explanation: This question reinforces the answers from C22 and C23 and seeks to
confirm the characteristic.
Survey D questions are tabulated in Table 5.16.
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Table 5.19 Survey D Questions D13-18 Results. Frequencies and Means.
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Table 5.20 Survey D Questions D19-24 Results. Frequencies and Means.
Note: R- Respondents, P- Project Number
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summary

The data used in this thesis to formulate management models came from the
questionnaires (surveys A,B,C,D) relating to a diverse set of projects, contracts
and companies during a five year period. Each of the projects focused on the
adoption of technology and management systems for the management of toxic
waste recovery. The surveys were aimed at the adaptation processes adopted by
organisations when introducing technology, and the adaptation of the technology to
the organisation during such processes. The data collected from the surveys will be
used in Chapter Six to establish the embedded characteristics of the organisations
surveys in order to validate the multidimensional nature of the adaptation models.

191

6

Survey Analysis and Multidimensional Models
Introduction

Survey analysis involved two stages. The first involved a within-survey analysis
and the second involved a cross-survey analysis. The first two surveys on
uncertainty and complexity were searches for characteristics as patterns of the
organisation and its reactions and responses to the external environment. The last
two surveys involved the search for whether the characteristics discovered in the
first two were resolved or embedded in the organisations work environment with
respect to the adoption of technology during the transfer stage. From the survey
analysis information the multidimensional models were formulated.

Within Survey Analysis - Survey A Total Uncertainty Scores

From the survey result tables (Tables 5.2,5.3,5.4,5.5) a summary table showing the
means and a total "uncertainty score" is compiled. See Table 6.1.

The range of

the total "uncertainty scores for each project clearly show a varying effect within
the organisations with respect to their responses to external uncertainty. The
scores provide comparison between projects.
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Table 6.1 Survey A - Summary of Means and Total Uncertainty Scores

Within Survey Analysis Survey 8 Total Complexity Scores
The total uncertainty scores from Table 6.1 and the total complexity scores from
Table 6.2 are combined into Table 6.3 and graphed together in Figure 6.1. The
graphing of the two sets of results allows us to see how the projects are grouped on
the Duncan two dimensional matrix. 392

m

Duncan ( 1962). passim.
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urvey B - Complexity
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Table 6.2 Survey B - Summary of Means and TotarComplexity Scores

Projects and Contracts
Pl P2 P3 P4
IT otal Complexity Scores
!Total Uncertainty Scores
Table 6.3
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Uncertainty and Complexity Rankings by Project

The two sets of scores from Table 6.3 are graphed on Duncan's two dimensional
matrix as follows (Figure 6.1 );
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Figure 6.1 Uncertainty/Complexity Matrix, based on Surveys A & B Results

Project Groupings Surveys A & B
From Figure 6.1 it can be clearly seen that from a multidimensional viewpoint the
projects are broadly grouped into the four segments shown in Table 6.4.
Quadrant

I
2
3
4

Characteristic
Uncertainty
High
Low
Low
High

Project
Complexity
High
High
Low
Low

P1,P4,P5
P2,P3
P6,P7,P9
P8,PIO

Table 6.4 Project groupings in Uncertainty/Complexity matrix segments
Using the groupings shown in Table 6.4 we look at the individual characteristics of
each of the two first surveys. Within survey A the projects are grouped as shown
in Table 6.4 and the question groups subgroup C. This is a similar comparison to
that performed by Duncan in his study. 393 Table 6.5 below assembles the project
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Duncan ( 1962). passim.
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groups and the question subgroups and delivers a scale for each of the surveyed
characteristics on a comparative basis using the Difference of Means test. Using an
arbitrary scale as shown in Figure 6.2 we can load a degree to each of the
characteristics and compile Figure 6.3 which displays the compared characteristics
on the Uncertainty/Complexity matrix. Table 6.6 shows the Survey 8 groupings
and Figure 6.4 the element comparisons.

low

v.low

-20

-10

mod

I

0

I

10

Figure 6.2 Arbitrary Scale for Matrix Element Comparison
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Uncertainty
(PIO,P8)

Max Complexity &
Uncertainty
(Pl,P4,P5)

v.high level of central planning

high· v.high level of central planning

high level of closed type system
high level of hidden competencies

v.high level of closed type system
v.high level of hidden competencies

high - v.high level of organisation innexibility
v.high level of rigid viewpoint

high-v.high level of organisation innexibility
high level of rigid viewpoint

mod-high level of innovation

mod level of innovation

high level of external innuence
mod level of unpredictability

h-v.high level of external innuence
h-v.high level of unpredictability

....,>,

Minimum Complexity &

C
"cij

Uncertainty

t'.
Q)
u

(P6,P7,P9)

Complexity
(P2,P3)

C

::>

low level of central planning
low level of closed type system

v.low level of central planning
v.low level of closed type system

low level of hidden competencies

v.low level of hidden competencies

v.low level of organisation innexibility
low level of rigid viewpoint

low level of organisation innexibility
v .low level of rigid viewpoint

mod level of innovation
low level of external innuence

low level of innovalion
v.low level of external innuence

low level of unpredictability

mod-low level of unpredictability

Complexity

Figure 6.3 Complexity/Uncertainty Matrix with Survey A Elements
Element comparisons shown in Figure 6.3 are shown against the project groupings
and using the Difference of Means test in a non standard way. The use of
Difference of Means test has been used in a manner to achieve the same result that
Duncan achieved by squaring the C component. The elements shown here clearly
indicate organisational characteristics that are external environmental reactions and
are formed sets of patterns. The elements of uncertainty in Figure 6.3 clearly
demonstrate degrees of uncertainty associated with each of the quadrants of the
matrix. Various patterns are easily discovered, for example, we can see patterns
between the central planning elements and organisational flexibility and levels of
innovation .. Table 6.6 below assembles the project groups and question subgroups
and delivers a scale for each of the surveyed characteristics of Survey B on a
comparative basis using the Difference of Means test. Using the arbitrary scale
(Figure 6.2) we can load a degree to each of the characteristics and compile Figure
6.4 which displays the comparison characteristics on the Complexity/Uncertainty
matrix.
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Uncertainty

Max Complexity &
Uncertainty

(PIO,P8)

(Pl,P4,P5)
v .low adversarial atmosphere

• high-v.high adversarial atmosphere

low-v .low level of risk averse

high level of risk averse

low level of hidden agendas

high level of hidden agendas

v.low level of distrust

high-v .high level of distrust

• v-low level of cooperation
v.low team size

.....>.
C:

ro

t:'.
Q)
u
C:
::>

v.high level of cooperation
high team size

v.low level of renegotiations

high-v .high level of renegotiations

low level of deadlock

high level of deadlock

Minimum Complexity &
Uncertainty

Complexity
(P2,P3)

(P6,P7,P9)
low-v.low adversarial atmosphere

high-v.high adversarial atmosphere

low-v.low level of risk averse
low level of hidden agendas

high level of risk averse
mod-high level of hidden agendas

v.low level of distrust

high-v.high level of distrust

v.low level of cooperation

high level of cooperation

• v. low team size
• low-v .low level of renegotiations
low level of deadlock

v.high team size
• high level of renegotiations
mod-high level of deadlock

Complexity
Figure 6.4 Complexity/uncertainty Matrix with Survey B Elements

Figure 6.4 is a similar output characteristics as for Survey A (Figure 6.3) Figure 6.4
are the elements assembled for complexity and clearly demonstrate degrees of
association with each of the quadrants of the complexity/uncertainty matrix.
Various patterns can be discovered from Figure 6.4 in a similar manner to that of
Figure 6.3. For example we can see that "Team Size" is important to the
organisation's location in the matrix and the combination with say "Deadlock" has a
strong correlation with matrix position.

Other elements show a correlation

between levels of distrust and the risk averse elementand between adversarial
atmosphere and levels of contract renegotiating.
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Project Groupings Surveys C & D
Using the groupings shown in Table 6.4 we look at the individual characteristics of
each of last two surveys (Survey C and Survey D). Within survey C the projects
are grouped as shown in Table 6.4 and the question groups subgroup C. Table 6.7
is the Survey C Summary of Means and Table 6.8 presents Survey D Summary of
Means. Table 6.9 below assembles the project groups and the question subgroups
and delivers a scale for each of the surveyed characteristics (Survey C) on a
comparative basis using the Difference of Means test. Using an arbitrary scale as
shown in Figure 6.2 we can load a degree to each of the characteristics and compile
Figure 6.5 which displays the compared characteristics on the
Uncertainty/Complexity matrix. Table 6.10 shows the Survey B groupings and
Figure 6.6 the element comparisons.
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Uncertainty

Max Complexity &

(PB.PIO)

Uncertainty

(Pl,P4,P5)

v.low level of importation of know-how

high-v.high level of importation of know-how

v.low level of adoption of know-how

high level of adoption ofknow-how

low-v.low level of management of know-how

high level of management ofknow-how

v.low level of development of know-how

high level of development of know-how

• low-v.low level of encouragement of know-how

..,>.

high-v.high level of encouragement of know-how

v.low level of dependence on know-how

high level of dependence on know-how

v. low level of adoption of know-why

high level of adoption of know-why

mod-low level of acceptance ofknow-why

mod-high level of acceptance of know-why

C
'iij

Minimum Complexity &

Complexity

t'.
Q)
u
C
:::>

Uncertainty

(P2,P3)

(P6,P7,P9)
low level of importation of know-how

high-v.high level of importation of know-how

low level of adoption of know-how

mod-high level of adoption of know-how

mod level of management of know-how

mod-low level of management of know-how

low level of development of know-how

v.high level of development of know-how

mod-low level of encouragement of know-how

high-v.high level of encouragement of know-how

mod level of dependence on know-how

mod-low level of dependence on know-how

mod level of adoption of know-why

mod-high level of adoption of know-why

low level of acceptance of know-why

high level of acceptance of know-why

Complexity
Figure 6.5 Complexity/Uncertainty Matrix with Survey C Elements

Figure 6-5 are the elements assembled for technology adaptation (Know-why) and
clearly demonstrate degrees of association with each of the quadrants of the
complexity/uncertainty matrix. Various patterns can be discovered from Figure 6.5
in a similar manner to that of Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. For example we can see
that "Adoption of know-how" is important to the organisations location in the
matrix and the combination with say "dependence on know-how" has a strong
correlation with matrix position. Other elements show a correlation within
quadrants between acceptance of know-why and management of know-how and the
differences between quadrants with respect to adoption of know-why.
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D-19

4.0

4.1

2.1

I.)

2.7

1.4

1.6

1.9

3.9

0-20

2.6

3.7

1.8

I.I

1.0

4.9

2.3

1.2

4.6

3.4

0-21

3.1

1.8

3.2

1.4

2.1

1.8

I.I

1.5

4.0

4.7

2.37

1.27

1.93

2.70

I 67

1.53

4.17

4.27

Overall Mean

3.23

3.20

Projec1 Group Mean

2.63

2.93

1.60

1.97

4.22

(x-mn)SQD

0.4822

0.2222

0.8156

0.0050

S02

0.0732

0.060 1)

0.0952

0.0091

SOI

1.0118

1.01.18

1.0138

1.0IJ8

5.08

-17.50

- I 1.23

Z(Diffor Mns Tes1)

4.7

27.05

1.8

JO

2.8

1.9

1.3

1.2

J.5

1.9

3.6

3.5

2.2

I.I

1.8

1.9

2.2

2.7

4.0

2.J

36

38

D-24

2.5

3.6

2.4

I.I

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.3

3.5

3.8

Overall M~an

2.17

2.57

2.3)

I 63

1.67

1.80

2.83

1.83

3.57

3.70

Project Group Mean

2.41

2.36

1.65

2 16

.1.6.1

(x-mn)SQD

0.0807

0.0006

0.6896

0.0089

SD2

0.0300

0.0030

0.0875

0.0122

SDI

0.7163

0 716.1

0.7163

0.7163

-1 . .11

-18.38

-6.00

29.56

Z(DifforMns Test)

Table 6.10 Project & Question Groups and Differences of Means
Survey D
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Uncerlainty

Max Complexity &

(P8,PIO)

Uncertainty
(Pl,P4,P5)

v.low level of inversion planning

V.high level of inversion planning

low-v,low level of inversion rnanagernenl

mod level of inversion management

low level of inversion capacily building

mod level of inversion capacity building

v.low level of inversion strategy adoplion
low level of inversion encouragernenl

.....

mod-high level of inversion strategy adoption
• high-v.high level of inversion encouragement

v.low level of inversion preference

mod level of inversion preference

v.low level of inversion inregration

mod-high level of inversion integration

v.low level of inversion adaptation

mod-low level of inversion adaptation

£

ro
.....

'Cl)

u

C:

::J

Minimum Complexity &

Complexity

Uncertainty

(P2,P3)

(P6,P7,P9)
low level of inversion planning

mod-high level of inversion planning

low level of inversion management

mod level of inversion management

low level of inversion capacity building

v.high level of inversion capacity building

low level of inversion slrategy adoplion

v.high level of inversion strategy adoption

v.low level of inversion encouragemenl

high level of inversion encouragement

low level of inversion preference

v.high level of inversion preference

low level of inversion integral ion

v.high level of inversion inlegration

mod-low level of inversion adaptation

v.high level of inversion adaptalion

Complexity
Figure 6.6

Complexity/Uncertainty Matrix with Survey D Elements

Figure 6.6 are the elements assembled for technology adaptation (inversion or
reverse dynamic) and clearly demonstrate degrees of association with each of the
quadrants of the complexity/uncertainty matrix. Various patterns can be discovered
from Figure 6.6 in a similar manner to that of Figure 6.3 , Figure 6.4, and Figure 6.5
For example we can see that "inversion adaptation" is important to the
organisations location in the matrix and the combination with say "inversion
management" has a strong correlation with matrix position and other elements show
a correlation between inversion integration and capacity building and the difference
within quadrants with respect to inversion strategy adoption.
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Within Survey Summary

The four surveys have been summarised as to their respective characteristics and
patterns and are shown in Table 6.11. The results of the 'within survey' analysis
(Figure 6.11) show that there are significant 'between survey' relationships and for
a complete picture of the characteristics it is necessary to look at all the elements
across the four surveys. The four sets of elements have been arranged together on
the complexity/uncertainty matrix as shown in Figure 6.7. The purpose of this part
of the analysis is to discover the degree to which the characteristics are embedded in
the organisation's internal fabric and to the extent that the two sets of surveys can
show the technology/organisational coupling.

Survey

Minimum Complexily

Characteris1ic
Uncertainty

& Uncertainly

A

B

Complcxily

Uncertainty

Decenualised. open organic

Centrally planned. closed

Unpredictable. cen1rally planned

Decenlralised. wilh open

llexiblc systems but low

mechanis1ic innexible

mechanistic with organisalional

ne1works. prediclablc'

innovation

systems

rigidilies

environmenl

Small learns, trusting.

Small 1eam. 1rusling.

Large adversarial teams.

large learns. adversarial

straight forward negotiation

not risk averse

non lrusling, aggressiYe
negotiation style

SI) le

C

Max Complexity &

Low managerial capacily

Low internal capacily

Dependence on know how,

Very high dependence

for know how adoption

for innovalion or

high internal capacily for

on know how dcvelopmenl

know how adoplion

know how development

Modcrale adoption of
know why.

D

Low ma11agemt>nl inversion

Low management inversion

High level of inversion

Hil,lh levels of inversion

capacity building or planning

devclopmenl capacity

capacity building and

encouragemenl and adoption

building

inversion s1ra1egy
adoption

Table 6.11 Within Survey Analysis Surveys A.B,C,D

Between Survey Summary

When the four survey results are placed together on a single matrix (Figure 6.7) it
can be easily seen that the two right hand quadrants deliver both mutual adaptation
model constructs that of the adoption of technology and organisational adaptation
to that technology. The other two quadrants are usually lacking either one of the
major mutual adaptation model constructs, whereas the right hand quadrants
always have both sets. Organisations that occupy the two right hand quadrants
exhibit the model characteristics and quite clearly have these characteristics
embedded in their organisations. Reverse transfer only resides in the two right hand
quadrants, the others not having managerial capacity building in order to generate
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reverse transfer subsequent to technology adoption. This is somewhat surprising
given that the top right hand quadrant is maximum complexity and maximum
uncertainty but it scored very high on adaptation of know how and know why and
managerial adaptation of the required processes. The various relationships in the
two right hand quadrants will be used when looking at a model of "singularity".
The characteristics of "organisational learning" and "knowledge management" will
be further examined to see if a convergence is apparent with complexity theory. It
is from this 'convergence' that a unit model of 'singularity' may be formed.

Formulation of Multidimensional Models
From the research dealing with existing management plans394 and the impact of
management culture it is very apparent that a management plan needs to have a
structure that is self checking, and has a dual output that can encourage the idea of
quality assurance as being an integrated part of the plan rather than just a section of
it. Leonard-Barton 395 emphasises the idea of integration as a way of getting the
required activity level to conform to the job site needs. From the field surveys,396
insights into the embedded characteristics of companies involved in the hazardous
waste business show levels of interdependence within these characteristics that
indicate mutual adaptation will be a major construct in achieving integration. These
ideas provide the basis of a multi dimensional management system that could be
effective in the delivery of true integration for intractable chemical recovery
projects in Asia. The question is, can the interdependence shown in the embedded
characteristics be the framework of a model of singularity.

Throughout the previous chapters reference has been constantly made to
complexity theory and the belief that this holds much promise for emerging
management models. Since the formulation of the studies, and resulting surveys,
the science of organisational management has seen some movement in the
"acceptance" that indeed complexity theory may well have a significant impact on
organisational practice. 397 There is an apparent emergence of an idea that there are
three "communities of management" namely; knowledge management,
See Chapter Four
See Leonard-Barton (1995)
w 6 See Chapter Five
m See Karlenzig ( 1999).
394
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Uncertainty
(Pl O,P8)
v.low level of central planning

v.low level of importation of know-how

hia:h - v.high level ofcen1ral planning

high-v.high level ofimponation of know-how

v.low level of cloi;cd type system

v. low level of adoption of know-how

v.high level of closed lype sys1em

high level of adoption of know-how

v.low level of hidden competencies

low-v.low level of management of know-how

v.high level of hidden compe1cncies

high level of management of know-how

low level of organisation innc,!.ibiliry

v. low level of development of know-how

high-v.high level of organisation inflc,dbility

high level of development of know-how

hiaih level of rigid viewpoint

high-v.high level of encouragemenl of know-how

v.low level of rigid viewpoint

c::
·;;;;
t::'.
a.>
u
c::
::::>

low-v.Jow level of encouragement of know-how

low level of innovation

v. low level of dependence on know-how

mod level of innova1ion

high level of dependence on know-how

v.low level ofe:iucmal influence

v. low level of adoption of know-why

h-v.high level ofe)(temal influence

high level of adoption of know-why

mod-low level of unprcdictabiliry

mod-low level of acceptance of know-why

h-v.high level of unpredictabilily

mod-high level of acceptance of know-why

v.low adversarial atmosphere

v.low level of inversion planning

high-v.high adversarial a1mospherc

v.high level of inversion planning

low-v.Jow level of risk averse

low-v.low level of inversion management

high level of risk averse

mod level of inversion management

low level nf hidden agendas

low level of inversion capacity building

high level of hidden agendas

mod level of inversion capacity building

v.low level of distrust

v.low level of inversion strategy adoption

high-v.high level ofdis1n.isr

mod-high level of inversion strategy adoption

low level of inversion encouragement

v.high level of cooperation

v.low team size

v. low level of inversion preference

high 1eam size

mod level of inversion preference

v.low level of renegotiations

v.low level of inversion integration

high-v.high level of rcnego1ia1ions

mod-high level of inversion integration

low level of deadlock

v.low level of inversion ada_e_tation

high level of deadlock

mod-low level of inversion ada_e_tation

v-low level of cooperation

...,

Max Complexity &
Uncertainty
(Pl ,P4,PS)

Minimum Complexity &
Uncertainty

Complexity
(P6,P7,P9)

(P2,P3)

low level of ccnttal planning

low level of imponation of know-how

Y.hiBh level of cenlral planning

low level of closed type sys1em

low level of adoption of know-how

high level of closed type i;ystem

mod-high level of adopcion of know-how

low level of hidden compelencies

mod level of managemenl of know-how

high level of hidden competencici;

mod-low level of managemenl of know-how

v.low level ofo,.ganisa1ion infle,.,ibility

low level of development of know-how

high - v.high level oforganiution inflellibiliry

v .high level of develop men I of know-how

low level of rigid viewpoinl

mod-low level of encouragement of know-how

\I.high level off'igid viewpoint

high-v.high level of encouragement of know-how

mod level of innova1ion

mod level of dependence on know-how

mod-high level of innova1ion

mod-low level of dependence on know-how

low level ofe,.,lemal influence

mod level of adoption of know-why

high level of e•temal influence

mod-high level of adoption of know-why

low-v.low adversaJ'ial atmospher-e

low level of acceptance of know-why

mod level ofunpredic1abili1y

high level of acceptance of know-why

low-v.low level of risk averse

low level of inversion planning

high-v.high advenadal a1mosphcrc

mod-high level of inversion planning

low level of hidden aacndas

low level of inversion management

high leYel of f'iSk aveJ'SC

mod level of inversion management

v.low level ofdis1n.is1

low level of inversion capacity building

mod-high level of hidden agendas

v.high level of inversion capacity building

v.low level of coopeJ'alion

low level of inversion strategy adoption

high•v.hi&h level ofdis,,.us1

v.high level of inversion strategy adoption

v.low 1eam size

v.low level of inversion encouragement

high level of cooperation

high level of inversion encouragement

low-v.low level of renego1iations

low level of inversion preference

v.hiah ream size

v.high level of inversion preference

low level of deadlock

low level of inversion integration

high level of rcnc101ia1ions

v.high level of inversion integration

mod-low level of inversion adaptalion

mod-high level of deadlock

v.high level of inversion adaptation

Complexity

figure 6 Z

high-v.high level of inversion encouragement

Complexjty/Uncertajnty Matrix with Survey A & B and

c

& P Elements

high-v.high level of importation of know-how

~
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organisational learning and complexity theory that are converging to a single
concept. 398 The idea that there might be a connection between these "communities"
has been recently discussed. 399 Various aspects of the field studies were constructed
in order to see if these relationships exist, as well as their interrelationships.
McElroy argues that the OL issues Senge speaks of "are precisely those that
scholars and researchers of complexity theory have been dealing with for the past

J5 years". He goes on to state, "[ c ]omplex systems are by any other definition,
learning organisations. Complexity theory is, therefore, on the verge of making a
huge contribution to both KM and OL. But what in particular makes the
impending merger of these three communities so compelling? What would account
for the apparent synergy between them? The answer to both questions is that each
of the three groups has something that the other two desperately need. There is an
idea at stake here that is bigger than any one of them can defend alone, or even two
of them together. It takes all three to make it work. KM and OL each lack a theory
of how cognition happens in human social systems - complexity theory offers this
missing piece". 400 This chapter will examine if such synergy exists in the field
studies and in particular if there is an indication of the integration Senge speaks of
and whether this provides us with the framework for a single integrated model or
'singularity' .401

Senge describes a learning organisation as an "[ o ]rganisation with an ingrained
philosophy for anticipating, reacting and responding to change, complexity and
uncertainty of the organisational environment". 402 The surveys in Chapter Five
were designed with this definition in mind, in particular the surveys looked for
embedded characteristics, or what Senge calls ingrained. The "between survey"
have shown groupings between complexity and uncertainty and the organisational
learning and knowledge management characteristics.

Embedded Characteristics
Looking at the questions and results that are based on organisational or
m McElroy (2000), actually states this as " [i]n what is shaping up to be an unusual and fascinating
case of strange bedfellows, three otherwise separate communities of management practice are about
to converge".
m See McElroy (2000).
400 ibid.
• 0 • ibid.
402 Senge ( 1990).
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organisational learning characteristics, we can see that while the organisations in
quadrant one of Figure 6.8, display characteristics of a high level of central
planning, and inflexible and internal hidden agendas, the same organisations display
a capacity for a high level of know-how adoption and implementation. In the
second group, those based on knowledge management questions, we see the same
pattern (albeit to a different degree). In this group, even though the organisational
characteristics includes unpredictability, highly influenced by external forces and
internal rigidity, the dependence on know-how and know-why adoption is high to
very high, but inversion preference is lower. While the organisations in quadrant
two of Figure 6. 9, display characteristics of a very high level of central planning,
inflexibility, internal hidden agendas, high levels of distrust etc., the same

Max Complexity &
(Ql)
Uncertainty

. high· v.high level of cenlral planning
v.high level of closed type system
v.high level of hidden competencies
high-v.high level of organisation innexibility
high-v.high adversarial atmosphere
high level of risk averse
high level of hidden agendas
high-v.high level of distrust

high level of rigid viewpoint
mod level of innovation
h-v.high level of external innuence

. h-v.high level of unpredictability

.

v.high level of cooperation

. high learn size
high-v.high level of renegotiations

. high level of deadlock

I

.

high-v .high level of importation of know-how

.

high level of management of know-how

OL

. high level of adoption of know-how

. high level of development of know-how

. v.high level of inversion planning
. mod level of inversion management
. mod level of inversion capacity building

. mod-high level of inversion strategy adoption
I
. high-v.high level of encouragement of know-how
. high level of dependence on know-how
.

KM

high level of adoption of know-why

. mod-high level of acceptance of know-why
• high-v .high level of inversion encouragement
. mod level of inversion preference
. mod-high level of inversion integration
. mod-low level of inversion adaptation

Figure 6.8 Quadrant I of Figure 6. 7 Rearranged for OL and KM
organisations display a capacity for a high level of know-how adoption and
implementation. In the second group, those based on knowledge management
questions, we see the same pattern. In this group, even though the organisational
characteristics are large teams and a high degree of internal co-operation, influenced
by external forces and some internal rigidity, the dependence on know-how and
know-why adoption is also extremely high, especially with inversion preference.
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Complexity
(Q2)

. v.high level of ccnlral planning
. high level of closed type system
high level of hidden competencies

.

high - v .high level of organisation inflexibility
high-v.high adversarial atmosphere

.

high level of risk averse

. mod-high level of hidden agendas
high-v.high level of distrust

. v.high level of rigid viewpoint
. mod-high level of innovation
high level of external inOuence
mod level of unpredictability

high level of cooperation
v .high team size
high level of renegotiations
mod-high level of deadlock

I

OL

high-v.high level of importation of know-how

. mod-high level of adoption of know-how
.

mod-low level of management of know-how

.

v .high level of inversion strategy adoption

. v.high level of development of know-how
. mod-high level of inversion planning
. mod level of inversion management
. v.high level of inversion capacity building
I

. high-v.high level of encouragement of know-how
. mod-low level of dependence on know-how
. mod-high level of adoption of know-why
. high level of acceptance of know-why
. high level of inversion encouragement
. v.high level of inversion preference
.
.

KM

v .high level of inversion integration
v .high level of inversion adaptation

Figure 6.9 Quadrant 2 of Figure 6.7 Rearranged for OL and KM
The organisations in quadrant three of Figure 6.10, display characteristics of a low
level of central planning, inflexibility, internal hidden agendas, low levels of distrust
etc. The same organisations display a capacity for only a moderate level of knowhow adoption and implementation. In the second group, those based on knowledge
management questions, we see the same pattern_ In this group, even though the
organisational characteristics are low team size and low degree of internal cooperation, low internal rigidity, the dependence on know-how and know-why
adoption is very low. Inversion preference within quadrant three is also low.

The organisations in quadrant four of Figure 6.11. display characteristics of a very
low level of central planning, inflexibility, internal hidden agendas, low levels of
distrust etc., the same organisations display a very low capacity for know-how
adoption and implementation. In the second group, those based on knowledge
management questions, we see the same pattern. In this group, even though the
organisational characteristics are low team size and low degree of internal cooperation, influenced by external forces and suffers some internal rigidity, the
dependence on know-how and know-why adoption is extremely low. Inversion
preference within quadrant four is very low.
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Minimum Complexity &
Uncertainty
Q3

.

.
.

.
.
.
.

low level of cenlral planning
low level of closed type system
low level of hidden competencies

v.low level of organisation intlexihili1y

.
.

low-v.low adversarial atmospher~
low-v.low level of risk averse

OL

low level of adoption of know-how
mod level of management of know-how
low level of development of know-how
low level of inversion planning
low level of inversion management

v.low level of distrusl

.
.

low level of rigid viewpoint

.

mod-low level of encouragement of know-how

.

mod level of adoption of know-why

.

low level of inversion preference

low level of hidden agendas

low level of inversion capacity building
low level of inversion strategy adoption

I

KM

. mod level of dependence on know-how

. mod level of innovation
low level of external influence

. low level of acceptance of know-why
. v.low level of inversion encouragement

mod level of unpredic1abili1y

.

I
low level of importation of know-how

v.low level of cooperation

v .low team size

. low level of inversion integration
. mod-low level of inversion adaptation

. low-v.low level of renegotiations
low level of deadlock

Figure 6.10 Quadrant 3 of Figure 6. 7 Rearranged for OL and KM
Uncertainty

Q4
v.low level of central planning
v.low level of closed type system

v.low level of distrust

v .low level of rigid viewpoinl

. low-v.low level of encouragement of know-how

low level of organisation inOexibilily

v .low adversarial atmosphere
low-v.low level of risk averse
low level of hidden agendas

.

low-v.low level of management of know-how
v.low level of development of know-how
v.low level of inversion planning
low-v ,low level of inversion management
low level of inversion capacity building
v.low level of inversion strategy adoption

I

low level of innovation
v .low level of external influence
mod-low level ofunpredictabilily

. v-low level of cooperation
v.low learn size
v.low level of renegoliations
low level of deadlock

OL

. v.low level of adoption of know-how
.
.
.
.
.
.

v.low levd of hidden competencies

.

I
v.low level of importation of know-how

.
.
.
.
.
.

KM

v.low level of dependence on know-how
v.low level of adoption of know-why
mod-low level of acceptance of know-why
low level of inversion encouragement
v .low level of inversion preference
v .low level of inversion integration

. v.low level of inversion adaptation

Figure 6.1 1 Quadrant 4 of Figure 6. 7 Rearranged for OL and KM
From Figure 6.12, we can see the correlations between the three communities that
McElroy 403 alludes to. Where complexity is high, then so is organisational learning
and internal knowledge management as it relates to adoption of technology and the
preference of inversion. The table demonstrates a synergy between complexity and
00

'

See McElroy (2000).
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OL and KM. Where complexity is low, even if uncertainty is high, the adoption
and the mutual adoption model is completely absent as in quadrant 3 and 4. What
is of great interest is the degree of separation between the various elements across
the quadrants. There appears to be no blurring between the four quadrants when it
comes to the degree of OL or KM adaptation. It is either high to very high or low
to very low across all questions as they are grouped in the four quadrants. One is
able to say that the higher the degree of complexity and thus the higher the degree
of application of complexity theory within the organisation, the more the company
is likely to adopt new technology, and inversion along with the organisational
learning aspects of that adoption, and the implementation of knowledge
management that is required to successfully adopt the new processes (at least as far
as the companies surveyed are concerned). While we can agree that there is some
synergy to be seen in the convergence of complexity, organisational learning and
knowledge management, what does it all mean? Can we use this synergy in a
meaningful way and establish a model that is focussed on this synergy for
management application purposes. The embedded characteristics of companies in
quadrant two included clusters as depicted in Figure 6.13. In addition to the
clusters and the synergy between organisational learning and knowledge
Q

Complexity

Uncertainty

OL

KM

1

Max

Max

V-high

Mod

2

High

Low

V-high

V-high

3

Low

Low

Low

Mod

4

Low

High

Low

Low

Figure 6.1 2 Matrix of Quadrants and OL and KM Comparisons

management, there can be seen a progression of innovation when the quadrants are
viewed in their entirety. In looking back at Barton's innovation development levels,
and the complexity uncertainty matrix, we can envisage a situation as shown in
Figure 6.14. In this figure, it is possible to see the progression of innovation
through each of the matrix quadrants and how each level relates to the Austin 404
levels.
• 0•

op cit
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ORGANISATIONAL

TEAMS

ADAPTATION

- centrally planned
- closed systems
- hidden competencies
- inflexibility

- rigid viewpoint
- innovative
- predictable
- cooperative
- large team size

- importation of know how
- adoption of know how
- management of know how
INVERSION

PERSONAL
- planning
- capacity
- strategy adoption
- inversion encouragement
- inversion preference
- inversion intregration
- inversion adoption
- Know-why

- adversarial
- risk averse
- hidden agendas
- distrust

EXTRAORDINARY MANAGEMENT

ORDINARY MANAGEMENT

COMPLEXITY MANAGEMENT

Figure 6.13 Quadrant Two Clusters
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Mutual Adaptation Model

Quadrant two contains only companies that were successful in adopting innovation
and adapting the organisation to that innovation, or new technology, to the extent
that they were able to develop the technology to a new level and re-export the
innovation back to the originators. Such companies were characterised by a high
degree of complexity and a low degree of uncertainty. Within Figure 6.13 it will be
noted that the clusters are grouped according to Stacey's idea of a company having
ordinary management that co-exists with extraordinary management in order to
generate complexity management. During the conducting of surveys it was clear
that it was the "teams" that did the "complexity management" function rather than
the run of the mill company management. Such departments appeared to have no
set agendas or structured requirements or goals. Within themselves (the teams)
they had rigid viewpoints but were internally very cooperative and innovative.

The companies that were successful in adopting innovation and new technology all
exhibited the characteristics of independent large internal teams that were focused
on adoption of new innovation and integration of the new technology in to the firm.
All of this was achieved in an environment of very high complexity but low
uncertainty. It could be postulated that the low uncertainty was a result of the
teams' behaviour in controlling its own environment through complexity
management, but that would be conjecture to be tested in later study. It is possible
that the team's performed as they did as some form of defence against the rigid,
centrally planned structure of the "ordinary management function", but it actually
appeared 405 to be a deliberate process that may have evolved over time with
success. It became possible during the survey interviews to predict if the
interviewee was a team member outside of the mechanistic organisational structure
or a functionary within it. The entire company on the other hand operated within
an intensely complex environment but managed it producing startling results of
innovation adaptation. The extent of the adaptation was in itself a revelation. The
level of the adoption of the technology, and then its development and re-exporting
back to the originators, was at a high level with these companies.

The output of the simple mutual adaptation model (Figure 6.15) represents a
'

0

·'

Personal observations by the author during the contract periods
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fundamental integration block but on its own it cannot influence the organisation's
internal intelligence systems and will may be useful for solving the issues of
complexity that lie within. It is at this point that systems engineering can prove
somewhat useful. Where the systems engineering approach may fail is the
adoption and integration of the firm's strategic intention and other links back to the
strategic management planning outputs of the organisation. Therefore the proposal
here is to further integrate the models of co-dependency and systems thus creating
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a multidimensional model that is capable of delivering strategic management
integration across the border into operations management by using the systems
engineering model as the vehicle. Unless this co dependency is addressed and
systemised then the management model that is applied will always be at risk from
failure during the application process. Thus Figure 6.15 is a block representation of
the mutual adaptation model approach (incorporating the Barton model from
Chapter Four) that results from the conclusions above and shows where the
systems and adoption phases interact and integrate.

Integrated Two Dimensional Model
As a result of several years of observation of large-scale intractable chemical
extraction and recovery projects in several Asian countries (during the field research
phase of this work) in which the management systems were in the main singular or
sequential the potential for a multi dimensional approach to management became
clear. The problem then remained as to how a strategic intention that was
multidimensional could be applied in the tactical sense. The quadrant two
companies accept technology transfer but have random stand alone teams that
investigate know-how and know-why and develop fully the reverse dynamic
transfer and achieve market domination. These teams have no direct affiliation with
the normal ordinary management process, they operate without agendas or
structural hierarchy, nor are they affected by external pressures or control. For the
Asian companies that were surveyed, given the history of central planning and
control this is very significant. It is almost as if an underground design team has
been working all along on reverse transfer and unknowingly using the characteristics
and elements of complexity management. Companies in the west, in general, do not
practise this kind of non agenda, no mission statement approach and could be blind
sided if the approach by Asian companies is a general philosophy.

The integrated model evolves from the model in Figure 6.16 and using the
information from the matrix in Figure 6.14 a two dimensional management model is
established. The first dimension is described as the Vertical Integration Strategy
and the second dimension is described as the Horizontal Integration Strategy as
shown in Figure 6.16. Note that this model includes the feedback loop as
developed in the Figure 6.14 matrix .
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Model of Singularity
The output of the model (Figure 6.17) is described as a model of singularity and
this is shown in Figure 6.18. The characteristics are singular, fully integrated and
can be placed directly into a corporate strategy.

It is this zone that has the "X

factor". This is the zone where complexity management is practised by the
successful Asian companies that were surveyed. The "Model of Singularity" while
generated from the assembly of the integrated matrices can also be generated by the
"plotting" of the matrices onto Daft's matrix quadrant two. Here we see the
"broad plotting" on the uncertainty/complexity scale of the characteristics surveyed
within quadrant two (zero to medium uncertainty vs medium to high complexity)
that the matrices will intersect in a zone which is called the singularity zone. This
is a zone where there is no further derivation or the 'bottom point' where there are
no further matrices.

Uncertainty
Management
Characteristics
Q2 Scale (Zero to Med)

Complexity Management Characteristics

QZ Scale Med to High

Figure 6.18 Model of Singularity from Daft's Matrix with Matrices A,B.C.D.E.F from Figure 6.17
on the Quadrant Two Scale
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Summary
The thesis of this work states as a hypothesis "that Duncan's matrix model, as
adapted by Daft, can be reverse applied to the external environmental elements and
components (as opposed to the internal decision making units), combined with the
mutual adaptation model (i.e.: technology/organisational mutual adaptation),
therefore establishing an integrated multidimensional model of adaptation". 406 In this
Chapter the data collected from the four field surveys was analysed for embedded
characteristics. The data collected from ten Asian companies in hazardous waste
management validated the hypothesis and established that complexity management
was an element of those companies that successfully adopted external technology
and systems and in fact were also engaged in reversing the technology back to the
originators. The data also indicated that for those companies not engaging
complexity management were not reversing technology adoption. From this
analysis a multidimensional integrated adaptation model was generated and
ultimately a model of singularity proposed.

'

11

•

See last section Chapter Four
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Conclusion
Introduction
This chapter first examines the various conflicts within complexity theory and its
application to management theory and the associated pitfalls of attempting to
conclude such linkages. Then given the results of the surveys in this thesis and the
resulting mutual adaptation model presented in Chapter Six, an argument is
established for such an association being more than "adduction". Implications for
management within Asian companies of the application of the model are presented
along with some ideas for future research.

Additional Aspects of Complexity Theory Which Inform the Conclusion
As noted in Chapter Four there is a growing field of management literature407 that
draws on complexity theory and adapts it to "management concerns and
practices". 408 Rosenhead 409 cautions us to tread carefully when using so called
scientific work in complexity, and reinterpreting that work for management
application. His argument is based on the quality of the scientific studies and the
applicability those results in management application. Rosenhead 410 cites
Checkland411 when he argues for an "objectivist stance that sees problems
essentially as independent of individual participants' views and beliefs," and a
"subjectivist stance that recognises the importance of participants' perceptions in
defining or ever constituting a problem in the first place". 412 Using Schon's swamp
See Stacey (1997)., McMaster (1996)., Wheatly ( 1992)., Merry (1995)., as cited by Rosenhead
(1989).
008
Rosenhead ( 1989)
409 ibid.
410 Rosenhead (200 I).
411 Checkland (1985)
412 Checkland ( 1978) argues (as cited by Rosenhead (200 I)), that "the world consists of systems that
can be objectively modelled; that there are well specified and agreed objectives or goals; and that
its[management] main task is to determine the most effective or efficient means to realise those
goals." So called hard systems thinking. By contrast "soft systems thinking (Checkland ( 1985)),
accepts that the rich complexity of the world cannot be assumed to consist of systems which can be
modelled, let alone optimised. rather systems concepts can be helpful in structuring our thinking and
learning about problematic situations and we should aim for debate and accommodation about the
nature of the problem, rather than its solution".
407
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analogy 413 Rosenhead argues, "that in the more demanding, and more important
conditions of the swamp, some kind of appropriate, yet systematic approach is
still more crucial. What is needed is a re-specification of rigour". Rosenhead
further challenges the adoption of complexity theory by a series of questions;

•

"What failings in current management theory or practice are claimed
to be corrected?"

•

"How novel are the management prescriptions which are derived
from complexity theory?"

•

"Does complexity theory provide scientific authority for these
prescriptions?"414

Rosenhead examines the work of Stacey and others415 as he pursues the questions
above. He states that, "it is not enough for managers to adjust their behaviour in
response to feedback on the success of their actions relative to pre-established
targets; they also need to reflect on the appropriateness, in the light of unfolding
events, of the assumptions used to set up those actions and targets". What
Rosenhead is saying here is that the traditional internal 'common culture' of the
'group think' in which "the possible effects of divergence on promotion or even
survival within the organisation are potent pressures for conformity"416 prevents
the organisation from producing strategies for dealing with the notion that the
"future in principle is unknowable for systems of any complexity". Rosenhead
provides us with a compact summary of the impact of complexity theory on
management as follows:

"Given that the key finding claimed for complexity theory is the
See Schon (1987), as cited Rosenhead (200 I), p 5. "In the swampy lowland, messy, confusing
problems defy technical solution. The irony of this situation is that the problems of the high
ground tend to be relatively unimportant to individuals or society at large, however great their
technical interest may be, while in the swamp lie the problems of greatest human concern. The
practitioner must choose. Shall he remain on the high ground where he can solve relatively
unimportant problems according to prevailing standards of rigour, or shall he descend to the swamp
of important problems and non-rigorous inquiry?".
414
Rosenhead (1998).
41
~ See Stacey (1995), Wheatley (1992).
416
Rosenhead ( 1998). p 5. Rosenhead goes on to argue "This is not an atmosphere in which
searching re-examination of cherished assumptions can thrive - rather the reverse. Yet agility of
thought bases on the fostering of diversity is a prerequisite for the organisation's longer term
success".
m
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effective unknowability of the future, the common assumption among
managers that part of their job is to decide where the organisation is
going, and to take decisions designed to get it there is seen as a
dangerous delusion. Management afflicted by increasing complexity
and information overload, can react by becoming quite intolerant of
ambiguity. Factors, targets, organisational structures all need to be
nailed down. Uncertainty is ignored or denied. The management task
is seen to be the enunciation of mission, the determination of strategy,
and the elimination of deviation. Stability is sought as the ultimate
bulwark against anxiety, which might otherwise become overwhelming.
All of these managerial reflexes, many of them unassailably
commonsensical, are quite counterproductive when viewed from a
complexity theory perspective". 417

Stacey (1995) tells us, via Rosenhead's analysis, that "overrationalist thinking" has
dominated management theory for too long and that the "organisation, like the
universe, is conceptualised as a giant piece of clockwork machinery. [This was
thought] to be, in principle, entirely predictable; and good management should be
able to get similarly reliable performance from the universe. Discoveries by the
theorists of complexity and chaos show that even the natural world does not
operate this way - and this revelation of the role of creative disorder in the universe
needs to be taken to heart by managers. The consequences, according to Stacey, are
to turn management orthodoxy on its head". 418

Rosenhead, while accepting the premise of orthodoxy requiring, being 'ripe for',
reassessment maintains that such theory is rooted in generalities and non
specificity, "their sense of being unchallengable within the offered framework of
ideas. If you accept the relevance of complexity theory to the managerial condition,
then you must also accept the package of systemic categorical imperatives which
are embedded in it". 419 Stacey's concept of 'extraordinary' management as opposed
Rosenhead (1998). p 4.
"'" Stacey (1995). The consequences include; (I) Analysis loses its primacy, (2) Contingency (cause
and effect) loses its meaning, (3) long term planning becomes impossible, (4) visions become
illusions, (5) consensus and strong cultures become dangerous, (6) statistical relationships become
dubious. etc. As cited by Rosenhead ( 1998).
419
Rosenhead ( 1998). p 6. Rosenhead refers to this adoption of complexity theory as 'motherhood'
statements in their sense of non specific adaptation.

"'

1
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to 'ordinary' management 420 is expressed by Rosenhead as innovatory, encourages
the formation of "informal structures involving for example specific workshops
around issues or processes with multidimensional membership from many
functional areas of the business". 421 Stacey argues that in order that workshop
teams can work, top management should not "espouse a unique vision or Jong term
plan, but should rather promote the conditions for the emergence of an evolving
agenda of strategic issues, and aspirations. In effect, management needs to combine
permissive style with abrasive challenge. [Rosenhead's emphasis]. As Rosenhead
points out, the role of analysis is "extraordinarily limited" in Stacey's
"extraordinary management". While its long term purpose of obviously Jong term
survival, 'there is no long-term plan and precious little Jong-term planning." The
strategic role of senior management is largely to facilitate processes of dialogue
which can lead to innovation, rather than to preside over an elaborate analytic
process". 422 Stacey, according to Rosenhead, relegates even those "tools which
might be considered consistent with 'extraordinary management' (eg simulation,
scenario analysis) to a marginal role, if any". 423

In a similar way, but for different reasons, Stacey maintains credibility for
complexity theory citing convergence by other management researchers to the same

Stacey ( 1993 ). Complexity theory by defining two levels of management, ordinary and
extraordinary, cited by Rosenhead. "Ordinary management is required in order to carry out day to day
problem solving to achieve the organisation's established objectives. It employs a logical analytical
process involving data analysis, goal setting, evaluating options against goals, rational choice,
implementation through the hierarchy and monitoring. This is planning and management based on
a shared ideological consensus, with control at its centre. Competent management is necessary if
the organisation is to deliver cost effective performance. Extraordinary management, by contrast is
what is required if the organisation is to be able to transform itself in situations of open ended
change. Here rationalistic forms of decision making are largely inoperative, since these require as
their starting point precisely those givens which must now be disputed."
421
Rosenhead (1998). p 6. "Formation of these groups should be essentially spontaneous, provoked
by paradoxes, anomalies and conflicts thrown up in the process of normal management. They need
to be self organising, capable of redefining or extending their remit rather than being bound by fixed
terms of reference. Under these conditions group learning can occur, and its results inputed as
arguments to the broader management procession the necessary absence of hard evidence, arguments
in favour of new assumptions and directions will be analogical and intuitive, and the process of
decision making will be political as champions attempt to persuade others to their point of view."
Stacy argues that both management systems are needed.
422
ibid. p 8
m ibid. p 7. Rosenhead argues that the "downplaying of analysis is asserted rather than argued.
Never the less it clearly stems from the very firm distinction which Stacey draws between rationality
and creativity. For him rationality is fine, and necessary, for handling routine business, but is not
up the job of sense making in poorly structured situations."
• 20
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conclusionS. 424 While McElroy 425 predicts a convergence of 'strange bedfellows'
towards a single union of organisational learning, knowledge management and
complexity theory as a joining of models that each have a missing link, Stacey sees
the convergence as a confirmation that complexity theory must be cogent. The
convergence Stacey talks about and cited by Rosenhead includes:

•

[T]hat organisations do not only adapt to their environments, but
help create them.

•

[T]hat organisational success can come from contradiction as well
as consistency

•

[T]hat success may stem from being part of a self-reinforcing cycle,
rather than explicit vision.

•

[T]hat revolutionary as well as incremental changes may lie on the
route to organisational success.

Rosenhead criticises this attempt at justification of a theory by association. In
arriving at the point of convergence, Stacey has burned the bridges of construction
and logic in the sense that the complexity theory can give no place for the
management structures that helped create it in the first place, with the notable
exception of system dynamics. Thus, systems engineering or systems thinking
contributions are "irredeemably trapped", as Rosenhead puts it, in the precomplexity history. 426

Rosenhead argues that Stacey and others rely on the authority of science given that
they have relegated pre-complexity theory to history. 427 This is a confusing
conclusion in that the 'science' of extraordinary management explicitly does not
rely on science or analysis and yet the authority of science is required (by
Rosenhead) to authorise complexity theory. Rosenhead further maintains that,
Stacey (200 I). p 193 et seq. A convergent argument is presented regarding systems thinking.
See McElroy (2000).
426 Rosenhead ( 1998) p 8.
427 ibid. p 8. Rosenhead actually is quite clear on this point, he states that Stacey and others "rest
explicitly on the authority of science".
424

m
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"there is no fonnally validated evidence demonstrating that complexity theorybased prescriptions for management style, structure and process do produce the
results claimed for them. These results are generally to do with long-tenn survival,
a phenomenon not susceptible to study using short term experimental methods.
Such evidence as is adduced is almost exclusively anecdotal in nature."

Theoretical Results and Implications
What the surveys in this thesis did not uncover is whether the process management
or indeed systems engineering of adaptation and inversion was handed back to
"Ordinary Management". It appeared to be the case, but this was outside the
scope of the investigation. There did not appear to be any evidence that the
"Complexity Management Teams" actually managed the production processes once
the innovation had been adopted and integrated. Team size was an important factor
in the adoption process and thus, complexity management. Importantly, what the
survey data is telling us is that the "Austin" pathway is only through quadrant
two. Thus the teams' contribution to redevelopment of technology must be via
complexity management in the sense Stacey defines it. High understanding of
'know-why' only occurs in quadrant two. Convergence is absent in the other
quadrants but clearly visible in quadrant two as the driver of redevelopment of
I

technology and reverse dynamic.

Notwithstanding Rosenhead's challenge to complexity theorists and Stacey's
extraordinary management concept (as the delivery vehicle for complexity theory)
we have the situation where, at least for the Asian companies surveyed, there is a
strong link between the implementation of complexity theory and adaptation of
innovation, product development and inversion or reverse dynamic. While
Rosenhead maintains a credibility divide between complexity theory and Stacey's
lack of scientific backing, for the Asian companies surveyed there is a convergence
of complexity theory, knowledge management and organisational learning and an
association between companies that have successfully engaged offshore innovations
and complexity management theory. Indeed, the reverse is also true in that the
companies that were not successful in engaging adaptation of new innovation did
not indulge in complexity management. Rosenhead would prefer to say that this
association of complexity management theory is adducted (to offer as a reason of
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proof) rather than scientific. In the light of the evidence in quadrant two of the
survey analysis, it must be said that the scientific nature of the result is somewhat
more than adduction.

The interesting outcome of the multidimensional model is

seen by backcasting. Back casting is looking at the output phase of the adoption
process, that which results in innovation and redevelopment of technology, and
then looking back to the process the generated it. One can then see that complexity
management had a role to play.

Deiser428 warns of the problems of matching external needs of technology
adaptation with differentiation and integration. An overemphasis on integration
leads to reduced capacity of differential adaptability. Balance of differentiation
adaptation strategies along with the relevant integration will ensure a robust
management model. Traditional algorithms of the strategy management process
involve steps of analysis, formulation and implementation. Inserting this divided
approach into a management process is dynamic and constantly subject to external
shock changes causing the conceptual strategic intention to be lost. In order to
assimilate the management model into a rapidly changing environment strategic
competence and corporate intelligence need to be integrated. Deiser also states that
"corporate competence is defined as an organisation's ability to interact, at any
given time and under changing circumstances, with and within the relevant
environmental context, in an efficient and effective way, leaving all players in a winwin situation". 429

Inherent in this definition is the construct of corporate intelligence and the
development of strategic interactive skills. For a firm to collect and process
information and data in a collective intelligence system a systemized and formal
structure is required. For firms engaged in hazardous waste management this is
where the systems engineering approach is useful. The barriers that exist in a
traditional management paradigm are overlapped by the application of systems
engineering methodology. Using a systems engineering approach the management
function can produce interdisciplinary co-operation that can lead to integration of
the corporate strategic intention with competence and organisational intelligence
and thus deliver a cogent operational management model. Within engineering
428

029

Deiser ( 1994 ).
Deiser (1994).
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"system engineering" has not reached the status of a discipline but it is the
structural architecture by which large scale projects of complexity can be
controlled. Integration forms a large part of the systems engineering profile where
smaller units are combined together into large sub units and are managed in a
combined manner.

Hart suggests that such a strategic intention should motivate organisational change
by setting high broad aspirations. 430 He further suggests that when setting such
objectives the firm is establishing a "strategic reference point" (SRP) and that the
model is multidimensional.

The surveys do show, however, an overall weakness in the complexity management
concept in that top management have no pathway in which to develop integrated
leadership. Nor do the "issues of complexity" find a comfortable home in the 2 0
model. The challenge of applying the 20 model to the workplace environment has
been in matching demands of external requirements to that of internal capabilities.
Organisational performance has always been based on reference points that
determine strategic choice. 431 The strategic reference point theory gives us an
opportunity to see if adding the third dimension will improve the usefulness of the
20 model and lead onto establishing a higher level of singularity. 432

Strategic management has traditionally been based on the matching of external
demands with internal capability and being able to move to meet new challenges
when the externalities change. New capabilities have to be built when changes
occur and a constant gap appears that is required to be bridged in order for the
organisation to be successfuJ. 433

Benchmarking or reference points appear to be a

central theme and this is no different for Asian organisations. The threedimensional model proposed by Fiegenbaum, Hart, Schiendel is based around three
axes of externalities, internalities, and time base. 434

•Jo

Hart (1997).

•J• Porter (1980).
412

m
4 4
'

Fiegenbaum, Hart, Schendel ( 1994).
Prahalad and Hamel ( 1990).
Fiegenbaum, Hart, Schiendel ( 1994 ).
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Practical Implications for Hazardous Waste Management in Asia

Notwithstanding Rosenhead's challenge to complexity theorists and Stacey's
extraordinary management concept (as the delivery vehicle for complexity theory)
we have the situation where, at least for the Asian companies surveyed, there is a
strong link between the implementation of complexity theory and adaptation of
innovation, product development and inversion or reverse dynamic. While
Rosenhead maintains a credibility divide between complexity theory and Stacey's
lack of scientific backing, for the Asian companies surveyed there is a convergence
of complexity theory, knowledge management and organisational learning and an
association between companies that have successfully engaged offshore innovations
and complexity management theory. Indeed, the reverse is also true in that the
companies that were not successful in engaging adaptation of new innovation did
not indulge in complexity management. Rosenhead say that this association of
complexity management theory is adducted (to offer as a reason of proof) rather
than by a scientific proof.

In the light of the evidence in quadrant two of the survey analysis, it must be said
that the scientific nature of the result is somewhat more than adduction. The
practical implications for management in the Asian companies involved in
hazardous waste management is that complexity management is essential for the
technology and systems adoption that is required. The quadrant two (and thus
successful) companies accept technology transfer as a normal function but have
random stand alone teams that investigate know-how and know-why and develop
full the reverse dynamic transfer and achieve market domination. These teams have
no direct affiliation with the normal ordinary management process, they operate
without agendas or structural hierarchy, nor are they affected by external pressures
or control. For the Asian companies that were surveyed, given the history of
central planning and control this is very significant. This means that corporate
strategy for such organizations could benefit by being structured on the following
integrated two-dimensional strategy:

•

Vertical strategy comprising:
- Adaptation of the organisation to the technology;
- Organisational Intelligence and core capacity; and
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- Know-why dynamic.
•

Horizontal strategy comprising:
- Adaptation of the technology to the organisation;
- Knowledge management; and
- Reverse dynamic.

Further Research
The three dimensional model (Fiegenbaum, Hart, Schiendel) attempts to examine
the role of the leaders and why some companies have a leadership system that is
clearly focused on the elephants in the living room and integrates its style
accordingly and those that do not. 435

The three dimensions (internal, external and

time )436 are the reference points for the operational isation of the strategic intention
as it is defined in the mission and vision statements. Operationalisation of strategic
intentions is often the missing link when attempting to deliver a methodology that
involves a difficult subject matter such as hazardous waste management systems.
The three dimensional approach where the time base is added is an attempt to
overcome this problem.

As discussed previously some scholars have traditionally seen the end game for
strategic management as a match up between external demands and internal
capacity. The problem with many strategic management models, especially those
associated with severe changes in risk assessment during the operational phase, are
that the swings in the external demands are not compensated for within the body of
the model. In the main the traditional strategic management model is static and
cannot provide the basis for a cogent system that dynamically tracks the real world
situation.

To provide a basis for dynamic change437 Hart proposes adding a time base, thus
turning the two dimensional model into a three-dimensional model. The model is
then presented as a "Strategic Reference Point Matrix". In this manner the issues of
strategic intention are treated with time in an integrated way. While the matrix can
be seen to embrace the corporate strategic intention, that adaptation to a time base
m

Frankel ( 1998).

n•

Hart ( 1997)
Hart (1994)

rn
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(past, present, future) does not provide a structure to deal with the issues of
complexity that arise during a complex engineering based project.

To replace the time base in the Strategic Point Reference Matrix model thus
converting it from two dimensions to three, one has to look at the very dynamics
that effect the purpose of the management plan the organisation wants to use. If
the model has to cope with balancing opposing and contradictory elements both
external and internal to the organisation and this is to be done in the third dimension
then we must analyse the multiple impacts and influences have on the overall
performance of the project. This of course will be specific to the actual
organisational activity involved.

If the activity is simply one of effective competition and delivery of products then
the third dimension will look at the impacts of the company's strategy on the
external environment over time. For a hazardous waste management project it is
much more complex and the SRP Matrix model needs a third element that can cope
with the issues of complexity involved.

As a major hazardous waste project develops over time, the risk assessment of the
project changes and has a direct impact on the strategic intention of the organisation
handling the project. The two-dimensional model developed so far has adapted the
technology of the project to the organisation and the organisation to the technology
and managed the strategic intention by means of systems engineering. This
approach provides a robust management model by the integration of strategic
management and systems engineering but it does not automatically protect the
project from risk.

The third dimension of the model must therefore take into account the changing
circumstances beyond the organisation. To simply base this on time (Past, Present,
Future) is inadequate for projects of this kind. In order to regulate the management
desired strategic intention for the project it is necessary to step outside the confines
of the project execution and view it from a new strategic reference point. What has
been observed in the more successful companies surveyed during the research
phase of this thesis is the 'use' of backcasting. Generally this was expressed as an
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"aim or objective". In reality 'aims and objectives' are not part of the complexity
teams' agenda. Certainly the success when achieved did not necessarily relate back
to a specific and agreed objective. What was apparent was not objective setting but
a desired 'end game'.

There are two ramifications of this. Firstly an acknowledgement by team members
that reverse dynamic and exported technology could not be achieved by incremental
improvements, and secondly that in fact 'path breaking' design was required and
that design of such technologies at the 'Austin 4' level was achieved by
"backcasting". 438 Not only did complexity management separate out the successful
Asian corporates but there was another dimension of activity going on that at first
was somewhat invisible. As time went on what was seen as a highly sophisticated
management regime was shown to be something different, The practice was
complexity teams who operated without agenda, and applied the activity in a rigid
manner. This autonomy manifests itself as a practical breakdown into systems and
project management. To accept that 'path breaking' and 'backcasting' is a legitimate
systems approach it must be accepted that multiple variables in the global context
can act as individual but integratable systems. This will involve making inferences
about the likely interfaces by the use of general principles. 439

It is therefore proposed that the third dimension to the model of singularity is that
of backcasting. It is left to others to examine how backcasting works in the
strategic sense and if it can only be applied in a firm that practices complexity
management and integrated adaptation. Of further interest is the question if
western managerial practices also include complexity management at the level the
Asian companies surveyed in this thesis were achieving.

Field Application Manuals (FAM)
This thesis establishes the theory that innovation adaptation, redevelopment and
dynamic reversal is derived from organisations that use "complexity management

•J• See Robinson ( 1998). p 325-338. See argument for why modelling and forecasting techniques
fail when applied to issues of sustainable resource management. Proposal is that alternative
methodology involves backcasting and design. Backcasting involves working backwards from a
particular desired future to the present. The idea is to allow technical and social feasibility
assessments of alternative place-based designs for a time that is at least twenty-five to fifty years in
the future.
m Clayton & Radcliffe ( 1996).
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teams" within nonnal organisational structures and can be represented by a
multidimensional matrix or a singularity. The multidimensional matrix (mutual
adaptation model) can be applied at several levels within an organisation. It can
form the basis of structural policy that drives strategy; particularly innovation
adaptation and it can also be applied at the operations management level. The
model has been adopted by the UNEP Basel Convention and presented as Field
Application Manual (FAM). The FAM appears as a UNEP document:
McDowall, R.L "Destruction and Decontamination of PCBs and POPs as Waste"
Geneva, UNEP, 2002, ISBN 92/l/158611/9 Volume A&B. Ed I. There are
currently over l 00 countries using the FAM for their intractable management and
there is anecdotal evidence that many companies within these countries are also
using the FAM as a strategic document. The FAM is complete with a computer
based 'Expert" system that allows users to apply the matrix and generate the
operational plans and Work Procedure Instructions. (WPI's) Consultants are also
using it to generate contract documents and specifications. In many parts of the
UN structure the FAM is a standard document for the management of intractable
wastes. The author has prepared some 50 site, country or company specific
FAMs for POPs management using the complete multidimensional matrix as
presented in this thesis. There is evidence that the elements of the matrix work in
all countries not just Asian countries.

-000000-
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APPENDIX 1 United Nations Environment Pror:ramme Basel
Convention

BASEL CONVENTION ON THE CONTROL OF
TRANSBOUNDARY MOVEMENTS OF HAZARDOUS WASTES
AND THEIR DISPOSAL ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE
OF THE PLENIPOTENTIARIES ON 22 MARCH 1989

ENTRY INTO FORCE
SMAY 1992
130PARTIES
AS OF JULY 1999

PREAMBLE
The Parties to this Convention,
Aware of the risk of damage to human health and the environment caused by
hazardous wastes and other wastes and the transboundary movement thereof,
Mindful of the growing threat to human health and the environment posed by the
increased generation and complexity, and transboundary movement of hazardous
wastes and other wastes,
Mindful also that the most effective way of protecting human health and the
environment from the dangers posed by such wastes is the reduction of their
generation to a minimum in terms of quantity and/or hazard potential,
Convinced that States should take necessary measures to ensure that the
management of hazardous wastes and other wastes including their transboundary
movement and disposal is consistent with the protection of human health and the
environment whatever the place of disposal,
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Noting that States should ensure that the generator should carry out duties with
regards to the transport and disposal of hazardous wastes and other wastes in a
manner that is consistent with the protection of the environment, whatever the
place of disposal.
fully recognizing that any State has the sovereign right to ban the entry or disposal
of foreign hazardous wastes and other wastes in its territory,
Recognizing also the increasing desire for the prohibition of transboundary
movements of hazardous wastes and their disposal in other States, especially
developing countries,
Convinced that hazardous wastes and other wastes should, as far as is compatible
with environmentally sound and efficient management, be disposed of in the State
where they were generated,
Aware also that transboundary movements of such wastes from the State of their
generation to any other State should be permitted only when conducted under
conditions which do not endanger human health and the environment, and under
conditions in conformity with the provisions of this Convention,
Considering that enhanced control of transboundary movement of hazardous
wastes and other wastes will act as an incentive for their environmentally sound
management and for the reduction of the volume of such transboundary movement,
Convinced that States should take measures for the proper exchange of information
on and control of the transboundary movement of hazardous wastes and other
wastes from and to those States,
Noting that a number of international and regional agreements have addressed the
issue of protection and preservation of the environment with regard to the transit
of dangerous goods,
Taking into account the Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment (Stockholm, 1972), the Cairo Guidelines and Principles for
the Environmentally Sound Management of Hazardous Wastes adopted by the
Governing Council of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) by
decision 14/30 of 17 June 1987, the Recommendations of the United Nations
Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods (formulated in 1957
and updated biennially), relevant recommendations, declarations, instruments and
regulations adopted within the United Nations system and the work and studies
done within other international and regional organizations,
Mindful of the spirit, principles, aims and functions of the World Charter for
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Nature adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations at its thirtyseventh session ( 1982) as the rule of ethics in respect of the protection of the
human environment and the conservation of natural resources,
Affirming that States are responsible for the fulfilment of their international
obligations concerning the protection of human health and protection and
preservation of the environment, and are liable in accordance with international law,
Recognizing that in the case of a material breach of the provisions of this
Convention or any protocol thereto the relevant international law of treaties shall
apply,
Aware of the need to continue the development and implementation of
environmentally sound low-waste technologies, recycling options, good housekeeping and management systems with a view to reducing to a minimum the
generation of hazardous wastes and other wastes,
Aware also of the growing international concern about the need for stringent control
of transboundary movement of hazardous wastes and other wastes, and of the need
as far as possible to reduce such movement to a minimum,
Concerned about the problem of illegal transboundary traffic in hazardous wastes
and other wastes,
Taking into account also the limited capabilities of the developing countries to
manage hazardous wastes and other wastes,
Recognizing the need to promote the transfer of technology for the sound
management of hazardous wastes and other wastes produced locally, particularly
to the developing countries in accordance with the spirit of the Cairo Guidelines
and decision 14/16 of the Governing Council ofUNEP on Promotion of the transfer
of environmental protection technology,
Recognizing also that hazardous wastes and other wastes should be transported in
accordance with relevant international conventions and recommendations,
Convinced also that the transboundary movement of hazardous wastes and other
wastes should be permitted only when the transport and the ultimate disposal of
such wastes is environmentally sound, and
Determined to protect, by strict control, human health and the environment against
the adverse effects which may result from the generation and management of
hazardous wastes and other wastes,
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HA VE AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

Article 1
Scope of the Convention
J. The following wastes that are subject to transboundary movement shall be
"hazardous wastes" for the purposes of this Convention:

(a) Wastes that belong to any category contained in Annex I, unless they do not
possess any of the characteristics contained in Annex III; and
(b) Wastes that are not covered under paragraph (a) but are defined as, or are
considered to be, hazardous wastes by the domestic legislation of the Party of
export, import or transit.
2. Wastes that belong to any category contained in Annex II that are subject to
transboundary movement shall be "other wastes" for the purposes of this
Convention.
3. Wastes which, as a result of being radioactive, are subject to other international
control systems, including international instruments, applying specifically to
radioactive materials, are excluded from the scope of this Convention.
4. Wastes which derive from the normal operations of a ship, the discharge of
which is covered by another international instrument, are excluded from the scope
of this Convention.

Article 2
Definitions
For the purposes of this Convention:
I. "Wastes" are substances or objects which are disposed of or are intended to be
disposed of or are required to be disposed of by the provisions of national law;
2. "Management" means the collection, transport and disposal of hazardous wastes
or other wastes, including after-care of disposal sites;
3. "Transboundary movement" means any movement of hazardous wastes or other
wastes from an area under the national jurisdiction of one State to or through an
area under the national jurisdiction of another State or to or through an area not
under the national jurisdiction of any State, provided at least two States are
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involved in the movement;
4. "Disposal" means any operation specified in Annex IV to this Convention;
5. "Approved site or facility" means a site or facility for the disposal of hazardous
wastes or other wastes which is authorized or permitted to operate for this
purpose by a relevant authority of the State where the site or facility is located;
6. "Competent authority" means one governmental authority designated by a Party
to be responsible, within such geographical areas as the Party may think fit, for
receiving the notification of a transboundary movement of hazardous wastes or
other wastes, and any information related to it, and for responding to such a
notification, as provided in Article 6;
7. "Focal point" means the entity of a Party referred to in Article 5 responsible for
receiving and submitting information as provided for in Articles 13 and 16;
8. "Environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes or other wastes"
means taking all practicable steps to ensure that hazardous wastes or other wastes
are managed in a manner which will protect human health and the environment
against the adverse effects which may result from such wastes;
9. "Area under the national jurisdiction of a State" means any land, marine area or
air space within which a State exercises administrative and regulatory responsibility
in accordance with international Jaw in regard to the protection of human health or
the environment;
10. "State of export" means a Party from which a transboundary movement of
hazardous wastes or other wastes is planned to be initiated or is initiated;
11. "State of import" means a Party to which a transboundary movement of
hazardous wastes or other wastes is planned or takes place for the purpose of
disposal therein or for the purpose of loading prior to disposal in an area not under
the national jurisdiction of any State;
12. "State of transit" means any State, other than the State of export or import,
through which a movement of hazardous wastes or other wastes is planned or takes
place;
13. "States concerned" means Parties which are States of export or import, or
transit States, whether or not Parties;
14. "Person" means any natural or legal person;
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15. "Exporter" means any person under the jurisdiction of the State of export who
arranges for hazardous wastes or other wastes to be exported;

16. "Importer" means any person under the jurisdiction of the State of import who
arranges for hazardous wastes or other wastes to be imported;
17. "Carrier" means any person who carries out the transport of hazardous wastes
or other wastes;
18. "Generator" means any person whose activity produces hazardous wastes or
other wastes or, if that person is not known, the person who is in possession
and/or control of those wastes;
19. "Disposer" means any person to whom hazardous wastes or other wastes are
shipped and who carries out the disposal of such wastes;
20. "Political and/or economic integration organization" means an organization
constituted by sovereign States to which its member States have transferred
competence in respect of matters governed by this Convention and which has been
duly authorized, in accordance with its internal procedures, to sign, ratify, accept,
approve, formally confirm or accede to it;
21. "Illegal traffic" means any transboundary movement of hazardous wastes or
other wastes as specified in Article 9.

Article 3
National Definitions of Hazardous Wastes

I. Each Party shall, within six months of becoming a Party to this Convention,
inform the Secretariat of the Convention of the wastes, other than those listed in
Annexes I and II, considered or defined as hazardous under its national legislation
and of any requirements concerning transboundary movement procedures
applicable to such wastes.
2. Each Party shall subsequently inform the Secretariat of any significant changes
to the information it has provided pursuant to paragraph I.
3. The Secretariat shall forthwith inform all Parties of the information it has
received pursuant to paragraphs I and 2.
4. Parties shall be responsible for making the information transmitted to them by
the Secretariat under paragraph 3 available to their exporters.
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Article 4
General Obligations
J. ( a) Parties exercising their right to prohibit the import of hazardous wastes or
other wastes for disposal shall inform the other Parties of their decision pursuant
to Article 13.

(b) Parties shall prohibit or shall not permit the export of hazardous wastes and
other wastes to the Parties which have prohibited the import of such wastes, when
notified pursuant to subparagraph (a) above.
(c) Parties shall prohibit or shall not permit the export of hazardous wastes and
other wastes if the State of import does not consent in writing to the specific
import, in the case where that State of import has not prohibited the import of
such wastes.
2. Each Party shall take the appropriate measures to:
(a) Ensure that the generation of hazardous wastes and other wastes within it is
reduced to a minimum, taking into account social, technological and economic
aspects;
(b) Ensure the availability of adequate disposal facilities, for the environmentally
sound management of hazardous wastes and other wastes, that shall be located, to
the extent possible, within it, whatever the place of their disposal;
(c) Ensure that persons involved in the management of hazardous wastes or other
wastes within it take such steps as are necessary to prevent pollution due to
hazardous wastes and other wastes arising from such management and, if such
pollution occurs, to minimize the consequences thereof for human health and the
environment;
(d) Ensure that the transboundary movement of hazardous wastes and other wastes
is reduced to the minimum consistent with the environmentally sound and efficient
management of such wastes, and is conducted in a manner which will protect
human health and the environment against the adverse effects which may result
from such movement;
{e) Not allow the export of hazardous wastes or other wastes to a State or group of
States belonging to an economic and/or political integration organization that are
Parties, particularly developing countries, which have prohibited by their
legislation all imports, or if it has reason to believe that the wastes in question will
not be managed in an environmentally sound manner, according to criteria to be
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decided on by the Parties at their first meeting.
(f) Require that information about a proposed transboundary movement of
hazardous wastes and other wastes be provided to the States concerned, according
to Annex V A, to state clearly the effects of the proposed movement on human
health and the environment;

(g) Prevent the import of hazardous wastes and other wastes if it has reason to
believe that the wastes in question will not be managed in an environmentally
sound manner;
(h) Co-operate in activities with other Parties and interested organizations, directly
and through the Secretariat, including the dissemination of information on the
transboundary movement of hazardous wastes and other wastes, in order to
improve the environmentally sound management of such wastes and to achieve the
prevention of illegal traffic.
3. The Parties consider that illegal traffic in hazardous wastes or other wastes is
criminal.
4. Each Party shall take appropriate legal, administrative and other measures to
implement and enforce the provisions of this Convention, including measures to
prevent and punish conduct in contravention of the Convention.
5. A Party shall not permit hazardous wastes or other wastes to be exported to a
non-Party or to be imported from a non-Party.
6. The Parties agree not to allow the export of hazardous wastes or other wastes
for disposal within the area south of 60° South latitude, whether or not such
wastes are subject to transboundary movement.
7. Furthermore, each Party shall:
(a) Prohibit all persons under its national jurisdiction from transporting or
disposing of hazardous wastes or other wastes unless such persons are authorized
or allowed to perform such types of operations;
(b) Require that hazardous wastes and other wastes that are to be the subject of a
transboundary movement be packaged, labelled, and transported in conformity
with generally accepted and recognized international rules and standards in the field
of packaging, labelling, and transport, and that due account is taken of relevant
internationally recognized practices;
(c) Require that hazardous wastes and other wastes be accompanied by a
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movement document from the point at which a transboundary movement
commences to the point of disposal.
8. Each Party shall require that hazardous wastes or other wastes, to be exported,
are managed in an environmentally sound manner in the State of import or
elsewhere. Technical guidelines for the environmentally sound management of
wastes subject to this Convention shall be decided by the Parties at their first
meeting.
9. Parties shall take the appropriate measures to ensure that the transboundary
movement of hazardous wastes and other wastes only be allowed if:
(a) The State of export does not have the technical capacity and the necessary
facilities, capacity or suitable disposal sites in order to dispose of the wastes in
question in an environmentally sound and efficient manner; or
(b) The wastes in question are required as a raw material for recycling or recovery
industries in the State of import; or
(c) The transboundary movement in question is in accordance with other criteria to
be decided by the Parties, provided those criteria do not differ from the objectives
of this Convention.
10. The obligation under this Convention of States in which hazardous wastes and
other wastes are generated to require that those wastes are managed in an
environmentally sound manner may not under any circumstances be transferred to
the States of import or transit.
11. Nothing in this Convention shall prevent a Party from imposing additional
requirements that are consistent with the provisions of this Convention, and are in
accordance with the rules of international law, in order better to protect human
health and the environment.
12. Nothing in this Convention shall affect in any way the sovereignty of States
over their territorial sea established in accordance with international law, and the
sovereign rights and the jurisdiction which States have in their exclusive economic
zones and their continental shelves in accordance with international law, and the
exercise by ships and aircraft of all States of navigational rights and freedoms as
provided for in international law and as reflected in relevant international
instruments.
13. Parties shall undertake to review periodically the possibilities for the reduction
of the amount and/or the pollution potential of hazardous wastes and other wastes
which are exported to other States, in particular to developing countries.
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Article 5
Designation of Competent Authorities and Focal Point
To facilitate the implementation of this Convention, the Parties shall:
I. Designate or establish one or more competent authorities and one focal point.
One competent authority shall be designated to receive the notification in case of a
State of transit.
2. Inform the Secretariat, within three months of the date of the entry into force of
this Convention for them, which agencies they have designated as their focal point
and their competent authorities.
3. Inform the Secretariat, within one month of the date of decision, of any changes
regarding the designation made by them under paragraph 2 above.
Article 6
Transboundary Movement between Parties
I. The State of export shall notify, or shall require the generator or exporter to
notify, in writing, through the channel of the competent authority of the State of
export, the competent authority of the States concerned of any proposed
transboundary movement of hazardous wastes or other wastes. Such notification
shall contain the declarations and information specified in Annex V A, written in a
language acceptable to the State of import. Only one notification needs to be sent
to each State concerned.
2. The State of import shall respond to the notifier in writing, consenting to the
movement with or without conditions, denying permission for the movement, or
requesting additional information. A copy of the final response of the State of
import shall be sent to the competent authorities of the States concerned which are
Parties.
3. The State of export shall not allow the generator or exporter to commence the
transboundary movement until it has received written confirmation that:
(a) The notifier has received the written consent of the State of import; and
(b) The notifier has received from the State of import confirmation of the existence
of a contract between the exporter and the disposer specifying environmentally
sound management of the wastes in question.
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4. Each State of transit which is a Party shall promptly acknowledge to the notifier
receipt of the notification. It may subsequently respond to the notifier in writing,
within 60 days, consenting to the movement with or without conditions, denying
pennission for the movement, or requesting additional information. The State of
export shall not allow the transboundary movement to commence until it has
received the written consent of the State of transit. However, if at any time a Party
decides not to require prior written consent, either generally or under specific
conditions, for transit transboundary movements of hazardous wastes or other
wastes, or modifies its requirements in this respect, it shall forthwith inform the
other Parties of its decision pursuant to Article 13. In this latter case, if no
response is received by the State of export within 60 days of the receipt of a given
notification by the State of transit, the State of export may allow the export to
proceed through the State of transit.
5. In the case of a transboundary movement of wastes where the wastes are legally
defined as or considered to be hazardous wastes only:
(a) By the State of export, the requirements of paragraph 9 of this Article that
apply to the importer or disposer and the State of import shall apply mutatis
mutandis to the exporter and State of export, respectively;
(b) By the State of import, or by the States of import and transit which are Parties,
the requirements of paragraphs I, 3, 4 and 6 of this Article that apply to the
exporter and State of export shall apply mutatis mutandis to the importer or
disposer and State of import, respectively; or
(c) By any State of transit which is a Party, the provisions of paragraph 4 shall
apply to such State.
6. The State of export may, subject to the written consent of the States concerned,
allow the generator or the exporter to use a general notification where hazardous
wastes or other wastes having the same physical and chemical characteristics are
shipped regularly to the same disposer via the same customs office of exit of the
State of export via the same customs office of entry of the State of import, and, in
the case of transit, via the same customs office of entry and exit of the State or
States of transit.
7. The States concerned may make their written consent to the use of the general
notification referred to in paragraph 6 subject to the supply of certain information,
such as the exact quantities or periodical lists of hazardous wastes or other wastes
to be shipped.
8. The general notification and written consent referred to in paragraphs 6 and 7
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may cover multiple shipments of hazardous wastes or other wastes during a
maximum period of 12 months.
9. The Parties shall require that each person who takes charge of a transboundary
movement of hazardous wastes or other wastes sign the movement document either
upon delivery or receipt of the wastes in question. They shall also require that the
disposer inform both the exporter and the competent authority of the State of
export of receipt by the disposer of the wastes in question and, in due course, of
the completion of disposal as specified in the notification. If no such information is
received within the State of export, the competent authority of the State of export
or the exporter shall so notify the State of import.
10. The notification and response required by this Article shall be transmitted to
the competent authority of the Parties concerned or to such governmental authority
as may be appropriate in the case of non-Parties.
11. Any transboundary movement of hazardous wastes or other wastes shall be
covered by insurance, bond or other guarantee as may be required by the State of
import or any State of transit which is a Party.

Article 7
Transboundary Movement from a Party through
States which are not Parties
Paragraph 1 of Article 6 of the Convention shall apply mutatis mutandis to
transboundary movement of hazardous wastes or other wastes from a Party
through a State or States which are not Parties.

Article 8
Duty to Re-import
When a transboundary movement of hazardous wastes or other wastes to which
the consent of the States concerned has been given, subject to the provisions of this
Convention, cannot be completed in accordance with the terms of the contract, the
State of export shall ensure that the wastes in question are taken back into the State
of export, by the exporter, if alternative arrangements cannot be made for their
disposal in an environmentally sound manner, within 90 days from the time that
the importing State informed the State of export and the Secretariat, or such other
period of time as the States concerned agree. To this end, the State of export and
any Party of transit shall not oppose, hinder or prevent the return of those wastes
to the State of export.
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Article 9
Illegal Traffic

t. For the purpose of this Convention, any transboundary movement of hazardous
wastes or other wastes:
(a) without notification pursuant to the provisions of this Convention to all States
concerned; or
(b) without the consent pursuant to the provisions of this Convention of a State
concerned; or
(c) with consent obtained from States concerned through falsification,
misrepresentation or fraud; or
(d) that does not conform in a material way with the documents; or
(e) that results in deliberate disposal (e.g. dumping) of hazardous wastes or other
wastes in contravention of this Convention and of general principles of
international law,
shall be deemed to be illegal traffic.
2. In case of a transboundary movement of hazardous wastes or other wastes
deemed to be illegal traffic as the result of conduct on the part of the exporter or
generator, the State of export shall ensure that the wastes in question are:
(a) taken back by the exporter or the generator or, if necessary, by itself into the
State of export, or, if impracticable,
(b) are otherwise disposed of in accordance with the provisions of this Convention,
within 30 days from the time the State of export has been informed about the illegal
traffic or such other period of time as States concerned may agree. To this end the
Parties concerned shall not oppose, hinder or prevent the return of those wastes to
the State of export.
3. In the case of a transboundary movement of hazardous wastes or other wastes
deemed to be illegal traffic as the result of conduct on the part of the importer or
disposer, the State of import shall ensure that the wastes in question are disposed
of in an environmentally sound manner by the importer or disposer or, if
necessary, by itself within 30 days from the time the illegal traffic has come to the
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attention of the State of import or such other period of time as the States concerned
may agree. To this end, the Parties concerned shall co-operate, as necessary, in the
disposal of the wastes in an environmentally sound manner.
4. In cases where the responsibility for the illegal traffic cannot be assigned either
to the exporter or generator or to the importer or disposer, the Parties concerned or
other Parties, as appropriate, shall ensure, through co-operation, that the wastes in
question are disposed of as soon as possible in an environmentally sound manner
either in the State of export or the State of import or elsewhere as appropriate.
5. Each Party shall introduce appropriate national/domestic legislation to prevent
and punish illegal traffic. The Parties shall co-operate with a view to achieving the
objects of this Article.
Article 10
International Co-operation
1. The Parties shall co-operate with each other in order to improve and achieve
environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes and other wastes.

2. To this end, the Parties shall:
(a) Upon request, make available information, whether on a bilateral or multilateral
basis, with a view to promoting the environmentally sound management of
hazardous wastes and other wastes, including harmonization of technical standards
and practices for the adequate management of hazardous wastes and other wastes;
(b) Co-operate in monitoring the effects of the management of hazardous wastes on
human health and the environment;
(c) Co-operate, subject to their national laws, regulations and policies, in the
development and implementation of new environmentally sound low-waste
technologies and the improvement of existing technologies with a view to
eliminating, as far as practicable, the generation of hazardous wastes and other
wastes and achieving more effective and efficient methods of ensuring their
management in an environmentally sound manner, including the study of the
economic, social and environmental effects of the adoption of such new or
improved technologies;
(d) Co-operate actively, subject to their national laws, regulations and policies, in
the transfer of technology and management systems related to the environmentally
sound management of hazardous wastes and other wastes. They shall also cooperate in developing the technical capacity among Parties, especially those which
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may need and request technical assistance in this field;
(e) Co-operate in developing appropriate technical guidelines and/or codes of
practice.
3. The Parties shall employ appropriate means to co-operate in order to assist
developing countries in the implementation of subparagraphs a, b, c and d of
paragraph 2 of Article 4.
4. Taking into account the needs of developing countries, co-operation between
Parties and the competent international organizations is encouraged to promote,
inter alia, public awareness, the development of sound management of hazardous
wastes and other wastes and the adoption of new low-waste technologies.
Article 11
Bilateral, Multilateral and Regional Agreements

I. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 4 paragraph 5, Parties may enter into
bilateral, multilateral, or regional agreements or arrangements regarding
transboundary movement of hazardous wastes or other wastes with Parties or nonParties provided that such agreements or arrangements do not derogate from the
environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes and other wastes as
required by this Convention. These agreements or arrangements shall stipulate
provisions which are not less environmentally sound than those provided for by
this Convention in particular taking into account the interests of developing
countries.
2. Parties shall notify the Secretariat of any bilateral, multilateral or regional
agreements or arrangements referred to in paragraph I and those which they have
entered into prior to the entry into force of this Convention for them, for the
purpose of controlling transboundary movements of hazardous wastes and other
wastes which take place entirely among the Parties to such agreements. The
provisions of this Convention shall not affect transboundary movements which
take place pursuant to such agreements provided that such agreements are
compatible with the environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes and
other wastes as required by this Convention.
Article 12
Consultations on Liability

The Parties shall co-operate with a view to adopting, as soon as practicable, a
protocol setting out appropriate rules and procedures in the field of liability and
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compensation for damage resulting from the transboundary movement and disposal
of hazardous wastes and other wastes.

Article 13
Transmission of Information
1. The Parties shall, whenever it comes to their knowledge, ensure that, in the case
of an accident occurring during the transboundary movement of hazardous wastes
or other wastes or their disposal, which are likely to present risks to human health
and the environment in other States, those states are immediately informed.
2. The Parties shall inform each other, through the Secretariat, of:
(a) Changes regarding the designation of competent authorities and/or focal points,
pursuant to Article 5;
(b) Changes in their national definition of hazardous wastes, pursuant to Article 3;
and, as soon as possible,
(c) Decisions made by them not to consent totally or partially to the import of
hazardous wastes or other wastes for disposal within the area under their national
jurisdiction;
(d) Decisions taken by them to limit or ban the export of hazardous wastes or other
wastes;
(e) Any other information required pursuant to paragraph 4 of this Article.
3. The Parties, consistent with national laws and regulations, shall transmit,
through the Secretariat, to the Conference of the Parties established under Article
15, before the end of each calendar year, a report on the previous calendar year,
containing the following information:
(a) Competent authorities and focal points that have been designated by them
pursuant to Article 5;
(b) Information regarding transboundary movements of hazardous wastes or other
wastes in which they have been involved, including:
(i) The amount of hazardous wastes and other wastes exported, their category,
characteristics, destination, any transit country and disposal method as stated on
the response to notification;
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(ii) The amount of hazardous wastes and other wastes imported, their category,
characteristics, origin, and disposal methods;
(iii) Disposals which did not proceed as intended;
(iv) Efforts to achieve a reduction of the amount of hazardous wastes or other
wastes subject to transboundary movement;
(c) Information on the measures adopted by them in implementation of this
Convention;
(d) Information on available qualified statistics which have been compiled by them
on the effects on human health and the environment of the generation,
transportation and disposal of hazardous wastes or other wastes;
(e) Information concerning bilateral, multilateral and regional agreements and
arrangements entered into pursuant to Article 11 of this Convention;

(t) Information on accidents occurring during the transboundary movement and
disposal of hazardous wastes and other wastes and on the measures undertaken to
deal with them;
(g) Information on disposal options operated within the area of their national
jurisdiction;
(h) Information on measures undertaken for development of technologies for the
reduction and/or elimination of production of hazardous wastes and other wastes;
and
(i) Such other matters as the Conference of the Parties shall deem relevant.
4. The Parties, consistent with national laws and regulations, shall ensure that
copies of each notification concerning any given transboundary movement of
hazardous wastes or other wastes, and the response to it, are sent to the Secretariat
when a Party considers that its environment may be affected by that
transboundary movement has requested that this should be done.
Article 14
Financial Aspects

I. The Parties agree that, according to the specific needs of different regions and
subregions, regional or sub-regional centres for training and technology transfers
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regarding the management of hazardous wastes and other wast~s and the
minimization of their generation should be established. The Parties shall decide on
the establishment of appropriate funding mechanisms of a voluntary nature.
2. The Parties shall consider the establishment of a revolving fund to assist on an
interim basis in case of emergency situations to minimize damage from accidents
arising from transboundary movements of hazardous wastes and other wastes or
during the disposal of those wastes.

Article 15
Conference of the Parties

I. A Conference of the Parties is hereby established. The first meeting of the
Conference of the Parties shall be convened by the Executive Director of UNEP not
later than one year after the entry into force of this Convention. Thereafter,
ordinary meetings of the Conference of the Parties shall be held at regular intervals
to be determined by the Conference at its first meeting.
2. Extraordinary meetings of the Conference of the Parties shall be held at such
other times as may be deemed necessary by the Conference, or at the written
request of any Party, provided that, within six months of the request being
communicated to them by the Secretariat, it is supported by at least one third of
the Parties.
3. The Conference of the Parties shall by consensus agree upon and adopt rules of
procedure for itself and for any subsidiary body it may establish, as well as
financial rules to determine in particular the financial participation of the Parties
under this Convention.
4. The Parties at their first meeting shall consider any additional measures needed
to assist them in fulfilling their responsibilities with respect to the protection and
the preservation of the marine environment in the context of this Convention.
5. The Conference of the Parties shall keep under continuous review and evaluation
the effective implementation of this Convention, and, in addition, shall:
(a) Promote the harmonization of appropriate policies, strategies and measures for
minimizing harm to human health and the environment by hazardous wastes and
other wastes;
(b) Consider and adopt, as required, amendments to this Convention and its
annexes, taking into consideration, inter alia, available scientific, technical, economic
and environmental information;
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(c) Consider and undertake any additional action that may be required for the
achievement of the purposes of this Convention in the light of experience gained in
its operation and in the operation of the agreements and arrangements envisaged in
Article 11;

(d) Consider and adopt protocols as required; and
(e) Establish such subsidiary bodies as are deemed necessary for the
implementation of this Convention.
6. The United Nations, its specialized agencies, as well as any State not Party to
this Convention, may be represented as observers at meetings of the Conference of
the Parties. Any other body or agency, whether national or international,
governmental or non-governmental, qualified in fields relating to hazardous wastes
or other wastes which has informed the Secretariat of its wish to be represented as
an observer at a meeting of the Conference of Parties, may be admitted unless at
least one third of the Parties present object. The admission and participation of
observers shall be subject to the rules of procedure adopted by the Conference of
the Parties.
7. The Conference of the Parties shall undertake three years after the entry into
force of this Convention, and at least every six years thereafter, an evaluation of its
effectiveness and, if deemed necessary, to consider the adoption of a complete or
partial ban of transboundary movements of hazardous wastes and other wastes in
light of the latest scientific, environmental, technical and economic information.

Article 16
Secretariat

I. The functions of the Secretariat shall be:
(a) To arrange for and service meetings provided for in Articles I 5 and I 7;
(b) To prepare and transmit reports based upon information received in accordance
with Articles 3, 4, 6, 11 and 13 as well as upon information derived from meetings
of subsidiary bodies established under Article 15 as well as upon, as appropriate,
information provided by relevant intergovernmental and non-governmental entities;
(c) To prepare reports on its activities carried out in implementation of its
functions under this Convention and present them to the Conference of the Parties;
(d) To ensure the necessary coordination with relevant international bodies, and in
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particular to enter into such administrative and contractual arrangements as may be
required for the effective discharge of its function;
(e) To communicate with Focal Points and Competent Authorities established by
the Parties in accordance with Article 5 of this Convention;

(f) To compile information concerning authorized national sites and facilities of
Parties available for the disposal of their hazardous wastes and other wastes and to
circulate this information among Parties;
(g) To receive and convey information from and to Parties on:
- sources of technical assistance and training;
- available technical and scientific know-how;
- sources of advice and expertise; and
- availability ofresources
with a view to assisting them, upon request, in such areas as:
- the handling of the notification system of this Convention;
- the management of hazardous wastes and other wastes;
- environmentally sound technologies relating to hazardous wastes and other
wastes; such as low- and non-waste technology;
- the assessment of disposal capabilities and sites;
- the monitoring of hazardous wastes and other wastes; and
- emergency responses;
(h) To provide Parties, upon request, with information on consultants or consulting
firms having the necessary technical competence in the field, which can assist them
to examine a notification for a transboundary movement, the concurrence of a
shipment of hazardous wastes or other wastes with the relevant notification, and/or
the fact that the proposed disposal facilities for hazardous wastes or other wastes
are environmentally sound, when they have reason to believe that the wastes in
question will not be managed in an environmentally sound manner. Any such
examination would not be at the expense of the Secretariat;
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(i) To assist Parties upon request in their identification of cases of illegal traffic and
to circulate immediately to the Parties concerned any information it has received
regarding illegal traffic;
(j) To co-operate with Parties and with relevant and competent international
organizations and agencies in the provision of experts and equipment for the
purpose of rapid assistance to States in the event of an emergency situation; and

(k) To perform such other functions relevant to the purposes of this Convention as
may be determined by the Conference of the Parties.
2. The Secretariat functions will be carried out on an interim basis by UNEP until
the completion of the first meeting of the Conference of the Parties held pursuant
to Article 15.
3. At its first meeting, the Conference of the Parties shall designate the Secretariat
from among those existing competent intergovernmental organizations which have
signified their willingness to carry out the Secretariat functions under this
Convention. At this meeting, the Conference of the Parties shall also evaluate the
implementation by the interim Secretariat of the functions assigned to it, in
particular under paragraph I above, and decide upon the structures appropriate for
those functions.

Article 17
Amendment of the Convention
l. Any Party may propose amendments to this Convention and any Party to a
protocol may propose amendments to that protocol. Such amendments shall take
due account, inter alia, of relevant scientific and technical considerations.
2. Amendments to this Convention shall be adopted at a meeting of the Conference
of the Parties. Amendments to any protocol shall be adopted at a meeting of the
Parties to the protocol in question. The text of any proposed amendment to this
Convention or to any protocol, except as may otherwise be provided in such
protocol, shall be communicated to the Parties by the Secretariat at least six months
before the meeting at which it is proposed for adoption. The Secretariat shall also
communicate proposed amendments to the Signatories to this Convention for
information.
3. The Parties shall make every effort to reach agreement on any proposed
amendment to this Convention by consensus. If all efforts at consensus have been
exhausted, and no agreement reached, the amendment shall as a last resort be
adopted by a three-fourths majority of the Parties present and voting at the
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meeting, and shall be submitted by the Depositary to all Parties for ratification,
approval, formal confirmation or acceptance.
4. The procedure mentioned in paragraph 3 above shall apply to amendments to
any protocol, except that a two-thirds majority of the Parties to that protocol
present and voting at the meeting shall suffice for their adoption.
5. Instruments of ratification, approval, formal confirmation or acceptance of
amendments shall be deposited with the Depositary. Amendments adopted in
accordance with paragraphs 3 or 4 above shall enter into force between Parties
having accepted them on the ninetieth day after the receipt by the Depositary of
their instrument of ratification, approval, formal confirmation or acceptance by at
least three-fourths of the Parties who accepted them or by at least two thirds of the
Parties to the protocol concerned who accepted them, except as may otherwise be
provided in such protocol. The amendments shall enter into force for any other
Party on the ninetieth day after that Party deposits its instrument of ratification,
approval, formal confirmation or acceptance of the amendments.
6. For the purpose of this Article, "Parties present and voting" means Parties
present and casting an affirmative or negative vote.
Article 18
Adoption and Amendment of Annexes
I. The annexes to this Convention or to any protocol shall form an integral part of
this Convention or of such protocol, as the case may be and, unless expressly
provided otherwise, a reference to this Convention or its protocols constitutes at
the same time a reference to any annexes thereto. Such annexes shall be restricted to
scientific, technical and administrative matters.
2. Except as may be otherwise provided in any protocol with respect to its
annexes, the following procedure shall apply to the proposal, adoption and entry
into force of additional annexes to this Convention or of annexes to a protocol:
(a) Annexes to this Convention and its protocols shall be proposed and adopted
according to the procedure laid down in Article 17, paragraphs 2, 3 and 4;
(b) Any Party that is unable to accept an additional annex to this Convention or an
annex to any protocol to which it is party shall so notify the Depositary, in
writing, within six months from the date of the communication of the adoption by
the Depositary. The Depositary shall without delay notify all Parties of any such
notification received. A Party may at any time substitute an acceptance for a
previous declaration of objection and the annexes shall thereupon enter into force
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for that Party;
(c) On the expiry of six months from the date of the circulation of the
communication by the Depositary, the annex shall become effective for all Parties
to this Convention or to any protocol concerned, which have not submitted a
notification in accordance with the provision of subparagraph (b) above.
3. The proposal, adoption and entry into force of amendments to annexes to this
Convention or to any protocol shall be subject to the same procedure as for the
proposal, adoption and entry into force of annexes to the Convention or annexes to
a protocol. Annexes and amendments thereto shall take due account, inter alia, of
relevant scientific and technical considerations.
4. If an additional annex or an amendment to an annex involves an amendment to
this Convention or to any protocol, the additional annex or amended annex shall not
enter into force until such time the amendment to this Convention or to the
protocol enters into force.

Article 19
Verification
Any Party which has reason to believe that another Party is acting or has acted in
breach of its obligations under this Convention may inform the Secretariat thereof,
and in such an event, shall simultaneously and immediately inform, directly or
through the Secretariat, the Party against whom the allegations are made. All
relevant information should be submitted by the Secretariat to the Parties.

Article 20
Settlement of Disputes
I. In case of a dispute between Parties as to the interpretation or application of, or
compliance with, this Convention or any protocol thereto, they shall seek a
settlement of the dispute through negotiation or any other peaceful means of their
own choice.
2. If the Parties concerned cannot settle their dispute through the means mentioned
in the preceding paragraph, the dispute, if the Parties to the dispute agree, shall be
submitted to the International Court of Justice or to arbitration under the
conditions set out in Annex VI on Arbitration. However, failure to reach common
agreement on submission of the dispute to the International Court of Justice or to
arbitration shall not absolve the Parties from the responsibility of continuing to
seek to resolve it by the means referred to in paragraph I.
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3. When ratifying, accepting, approving, formally confirming or acceding to this
Convention, or at any time thereafter, a State or political and/or economic
integration organization may declare that it recognizes as compulsory ipso facto
and without special agreement, in relation to any Party accepting the same
obligation:
(a) submission of the dispute to the International Court of Justice; and/or
(b) arbitration in accordance with the procedures set out in Annex VI.
Such declaration shall be notified in writing to the Secretariat which shall
communicate it to the Parties.
Article 21
Signature

This Convention shall be open for signature by States, by Namibia, represented by
the United Nations Council for Namibia, and by political and/or economic
integration organizations, in Basel on 22 March 1989, at the Federal Department of
Foreign Affairs of Switzerland in Berne from 23 March 1989 to 30 June 1989 and
at United Nations Headquarters in New York from l July 1989 to 22 March 1990.
Article 22
Ratification, Acceptance, Formal Confirmation or Approval

1. This Convention shall be subject to ratification, acceptance or approval by
States and by Namibia, represented by the United Nations Council for Namibia,
and to formal confirmation or approval by political and/or economic integration
organizations. Instruments of ratification, acceptance, formal confirmation, or
approval shall be deposited with the Depositary.
2. Any organization referred to in paragraph l above which becomes a Party to this
Convention without any of its members States being a Party shall be bound by all
the obligations under the Convention. In the case of such organizations, one or
more of whose member States is a Party to the Convention, the organization and its
member States shall decide on their respective responsibilities for the performance
of their obligations under the Convention. In such cases, the organization and the
member States shall not be entitled to exercise rights under the Convention
concurrently.
3. In their instruments of formal confirmation or approval, the organizations
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referred to in paragraph I above shall declare the extent of their competence with
respect to the matters governed by the Convention. These organizations shall also
inform the Depositary, who will inform the Parties of any substantial modification
in the extent of their competence.

Article 23
Accession

I. This Convention shall be open for accession by States, by Namibia, represented
by the United Nations Council for Namibia, and by political and/or economic
integration organizations from the day after the date on which the Convention is
closed for signature. The instruments of accession shall be deposited with the
Depositary.
2. In their instruments of accession, the organizations referred to in paragraph 1
above shall declare the extent of their competence with respect to the matters
governed by the Convention. These organizations shall also inform the Depositary
of any substantial modification in the extent of their competence.
3. The provisions of Article 22, paragraph 2, shall apply to political and/or
economic integration organizations which accede to this Convention.

Article 24
Right to Vote

I. Except as provided for in paragraph 2 below, each Contracting Party to this
Convention shall have one vote.
2. Political and/or economic integration organizations, in matters within their
competence, in accordance with Article 22, paragraph 3, and Article 23, paragraph
2, shall exercise their right to vote with a number of votes equal to the number of
their member States which are Parties to the Convention or the relevant protocol.
Such organizations shall not exercise their right to vote if their member States
exercise theirs, and vice versa.

Article 25
Entry into Force
I. This Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after the day of
deposit of the twentieth instrument of ratification, acceptance, formal confirmation,
approval or accession.
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2. For each State or political and/or economic integration organization which
ratifies, accepts, approves or formally confirms this Convention or accedes thereto
after the date of the deposit of the twentieth instrument of ratification, acceptance,
approval, formal confirmation or accession, it shall enter into force on the ninetieth
day after the date of deposit by such State or political and/or economic integration
organization of its instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval, formal
confirmation or accession.
3. For the purpose of paragraphs I and 2 above, any instrument deposited by a
political and/or economic integration organization shall not be counted as additional
to those deposited by member States of such organization.

Article 26
Reservations and Declarations
I. No reservation or exception may be made to this Convention.
2. Paragraph I of this Article does not preclude a State or political and/or economic
integration organization, when signing, ratifying, accepting, approving, formally
confirming or acceding to this Convention, from making declarations or statements,
however phrased or named, with a view, inter alia, to the harmonization of its laws
and regulations with the provisions of this Convention, provided that such
declarations or statements do not purport to exclude or to modify the legal effects
of the provisions of the Convention in their application to that State.

Article 27
Withdrawal
I. At any time after three years from the date on which this Convention has
entered into force for a Party, that Party may withdraw from the Convention by
giving written notification to the Depositary.
2. Withdrawal shall be effective one year from receipt of notification by the
Depositary, or on such later date as may be specified in the notification.

Article 28
Depository
The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall be the Depository of this
Convention and of any protocol thereto.
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Article 29
Authentic texts
The original Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts of this
Convention are equally authentic.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized to that effect,
have signed this Convention.
Done at. .................................. on the .............. day of. ................................... 1989

Footnotes
I. Characterization of wastes: ....
2. Corresponds to the hazard classification system included in the United Nations
Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods (ST/SG/AC.10/IRev.5,
United Nations, New York, 1988)
3. Decision III/I (AMENDMENT TO THE BASEL CONVENTION)
The Conference,
Decides to adopt the following amendment to the Convention:
"Insert new preambular paragraph 7 bis:
Recognizing that transboundary movements of hazardous wastes, especially to
developing countries, have a high risk of not constituting an environmentally sound
management of hazardous wastes as required by this Convention;
Insert new Article 4A:
1. Each Party listed in Annex VII shall prohibit all transboundary movements of
hazardous wastes which are destined for operations according to Annex IV A, to
States not listed in Annex VII.
2. Each Party listed in Annex VII shall phase out by 31 December 1997, and
prohibit as of that date, all transboundary movements of hazardous wastes under
Article l(I)(a) of the Convention which are destined for operations according to
Annex IV B to States not listed in Annex VII. Such transboundary movement shall
not be prohibited unless the wastes in question are characterised as hazardous
under the Convention.
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APPENDIX 1._ Convention on the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

PARIS 14th December 1960
THE GOVERNMENTS of the Republic of Austria, the Kingdom of
Belgium, Canada, the Kingdom of Denmark, the French Republic,
the Federal Republic of Germany, the Kingdom of Greece, the
Republic of Iceland, Ireland, the Italian Republic, the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the Kingdom of
Norway, the Portuguese Republic, Spain, the Kingdom of Sweden,
the Swiss Confederation, the Turkish Republic, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United
States of America;
CONSIDERING that economic strength and prosperity are essentiel for
the attainment of the purposes of the United Nations, the
preservation of individuel liberty and the increase of general wellbeing;
BELIEVING that they can further these aims most effectively by
strengthening the tradition of co-operation which has evolved
among them;
RECOGNISING that the economic recovery and progress of Europe to
which their participation in the Organisation for European
Economic Co-operation has made a major contribution, have opened
new perspectives for strengthening that tradition and applying it to
new tasks and broader objectives;
CONVINCED that broader co-operation will make a vital contribution to
peaceful and harmonious relations among the peoples of the world;
RECOGNISING the increasing interdependence of their economies;
DETERl\flNED by consultation and co-operation to use more effectively
their capacities and potentialities so as to promote the highest
sustainable growth of their economies and improve the economic
and social well-being of their peoples;
BELIEVING that the economically more advanced nations should co-
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operate in assisting to the best of their ability the countries m
process of economic development;
RECOGNISING that the further expansion of world trade is one of the
most important factors favouring the economic development of
countries and the improvement of international economic relations;
and
DETERMINED to pursue these purposes in a manner consistent with
their obligations in other international organisations or institutions
in which they participate or under agreements to which they are a
party;

HAVE 11-IEREFORE AGREED on the following prov1s1ons for the
reconstitution of the Organisation for European Economic Cooperation as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development:
Article 1

The aims of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (hereinafter called the "Organisation") shall be to
promote policies designed:
(a)

to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and
employment and a rising standard of living in Member countries,
while maintaining financial stability, and thus to contribute to the
development of the world economy;

(b)

to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as
non-member countries in the process of economic development; and

(c)

to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, nondiscriminatory basis in accordance with international obligations.

Article 2

In the pursuit of these aims, the Members agree that they will, both
individually and jointly:
(a)

promote the efficient use of their economic resources;

(b)

in the scientific and technological field, promote the development of
their resources, encourage research and promote vocational training;
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(c)

pursue policies designed to achieve economic growth and internal
and external financial stability and to avoid developments which
might endanger their economies or those of other countries;

(d)

pursue their efforts to reduce or abolish obstacles to the exchange of
goods and services and current payments and maintain and extend
the liberalisation of capital movements; and

(e)

contribute to the economic development of both Member and nonmember countries in the process of economic development by
appropriate means and, in particular, by the flow of capital to those
countries, having regard to the importance to their economies of
rece1vmg technical assistance and of securing expanding export
markets.

Article 3
With a view to achieving the aims set out in Article l and to
fulfilling the undertakings contained in Article 2, the Members agree
that they will:
(a)

keep each other informed and furnish the Organisation with the
information necessary for the accomplishment of its tasks;

(b)

consult together on a continuing basis, carry out studies and
participate in agreed projects; and

(c)

co-operate closely and where appropriate take co-ordinated action.

Article 4
The Contracting Parties to this Convention shall be Members of the
Organisation.

Article 5
In order to achieve its aims, the Organisation may:
(a)

take decisions which, except as otherwise provided, shall be binding
on all the Members;

(b)

make recommendations to Members; and
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(c)

enter into agreements with Members, non-member States and
international organisations.

Article 6
I.

Unless the Organisation otherwise agrees unanimously for special
cases, decisions shall be taken and recommendations shall be made
by mutual agreement of all the Members.

2.

Each Member shall have one vote. If a Member abstains from
voting on a decision or recommendation, such abstention shall not
invalidate the decision or recommendation, which shall be applicable
to the other Members but not to the abstaining Member.

3.

No decision shall be binding on any Member until it has complied
with the requirements of its own constitutional procedures. The
other Members may agree that such a decision shall apply
provisionally to them.

Article 7
A Council composed of all the Members shall be the body from
which all acts of the Organisation derive. The Council may meet in
sessions of Ministers or of Permanent Representatives.
Article 8
The Council shall designate each year a Chairman, who shall preside
at its ministerial sessions, and two Vice-Chairmen. The Chairman
may be designated to serve one additional consecutive term.
Article 9
The Council may establish an Executive Committee and such
subsidiary bodies as may be required for the achievement of the
aims of the Organisation.
Article JO
I.

A Secretary-General responsible to the Council shall be appointed
by the Council for a term of five years. He shall be assisted by one
or more Deputy Secretaries-General or Assistant SecretariesGeneral appointed by the Council on the recommendation of the
Secretary-General.
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2.

The Secretary-General shall serve as Chairman of the Council
meeting at sessions of Permanent Representatives. He shall assist
the Council in all appropriate ways and may submit proposals to
the Council or to any other body of the Organisation.

Article 11
1.

The Secretary-General shall appoint such staff as the Organisation
may require in accordance with plans of organisation approved by
the Council. Staff regulations shall be subject to approval by the
Council.

2.

Having regard to the international character of the Organisation, the
Secretary-General, the Deputy or Assistant Secretaries-General and
the staff shall neither seek nor receive instructions from any of the
Members or from any Government or authority external to the
Organisation.

Article 12
Upon such terms and conditions as the Council may determine, the
Organisation may:
(a)

address communications to non-member States or organisations;

(b)

establish and maintain relations with non-member States or
organisations; and

(c)

invite non-member Governments or organisations to participate in
activities of the Organisation.

Article 13
Representation in the Organisation of the European Communities
established by the Treaties of Paris and Rome of 18th April, 1951,
and 25th March, 1957, shall be as defined in Supplementary
Protocol No. I to this Convention.

Article 14
I.

This Convention shall be ratified or accepted by the Signatories in
accordance with their respective constitutional requirements.
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2.

Instruments of ratification or acceptance shall be deposited with the
Government of the French Republic, hereby designated as
depositary Government.

3.

This Convention shall come into force:

a)

before 30th September, 1961, upon the deposit of instruments of
ratification or acceptance by all the Signatories; or

(b)

on 30th September, 1961, if by that date fifteen Signatories or more
have deposited such instruments as regards those Signatories; and
thereafter as regards any other Signatory upon the deposit of its
instrument of ratification or acceptance;

(c)

after 30th September, 1961, but not later than two years from the
signature of this Convention, upon the deposit of such instruments
by fifteen Signatories, as regards those Signatories; and thereafter as
regards any other Signatory upon the deposit of its instrument of
ratification or acceptance.

4.

Any Signatory which has not deposited its instrument of
ratification or acceptance when the Convention comes into force
may take part in the activities of the Organisation upon conditions
to be determined by agreement between the Organisation and such
Signatory.

Article 15
When this Convention comes into force the reconstitution of the
Organisation for European Economic Co-operation shall take effect,
and its aims, organs, powers and name shall thereupon be as
provided herein. The legal personality possessed by the
Organisation for European Economic Co-operation shall continue in
the Organisation, but decisions, recommendations and resolutions of
the Organisation for European Economic Co-operation shall require
approval of the Council to be effective after the coming into force of
this Convention.

Article 16
The Council may decide to invite any Government prepared to
assume the obligations of membership to accede to this Convention.
Such decisions shall be unanimous, provided that for any particular
case the Council may unanimously decide to permit abstention, in
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which case, notwithstanding the prov1s10ns of Article 6, the
decision shall be applicable to all the Members. Accession shall take
effect upon the deposit of an instrument of accession with the
depositary Government.

Article 17
Any Contracting Party may terminate the application of this Convention
to itself by giving twelve months' notice to that effect to the
depositary Government.

Article 18
The Headquarters of the Organisation shall be in Paris, unless the
Council agrees otherwise.

Article 19
The legal capacity of the Organisation and the privileges,
exemptions, and immunities of the Organisation, its officials and
representatives to it of the Members shall be as provided in
Supplementary Protocol No. 2 to this Convention.

Article 20
I.

Each year, in accordance with Financial Regulations adopted by the
Council, the Secretary-General shall present to the Council for
approval an annual budget, accounts, and such subsidiary budgets
as the Council shall request.

2.

General expenses of the Organisation, as agreed by the Council,
shall be apportioned in accordance with a scale to be decided upon
by the Council. Other expenditure shall be financed on such basis as
the Council may decide.

Article 21
Upon the receipt of any instrument of ratification, acceptance or
accession, or of any notice of termination, the depositary
Government shall give notice thereof to all the Contracting Parties
and to the Secretary-General of the Organisation.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries, duly
empowered, have appended their signatures to this Convention.
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DONE in Paris, this fourteenth day of December, Nineteen Hundred and
Sixty, in the English and French languages, both texts being equally
authentic, in a single copy which shall be deposited with the
depositary Government, by whom certified copies will be
communicated to all the Signatories.

Decision of the Council concerning the Document for Transfrontier
Movements of Wastes
ENVIRONMENT
28 July 1994 - C(94)154/FINAL

THE COUNCIL,
Having regard to Article 5 a) of the Convention on the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development of 14 December
1960;
Having regard to the Decision-Recommendation of the Council of l
February 1984 on Transfrontier Movements of Hazardous Waste
[C(83) I 80(Final)] which requires Member countries to control
transfrontier movements of hazardous waste;
Having regard to the Basel Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their
Disposal, adopted on 22 March 1989, and noting that most
Member countries and the European Community have become
parties of this Convention;
Having regard to the Decision of the Council of 30 March 1992
concerning the Control of Transfrontier Movements of Wastes
destined for Recovery Operations [C(92)39/FINAL] as amended on
23 July 1993 [C(93)74/FINAL] and on 28 and 29 July 1994
[C(94) 153/FINAL];
Having regard to the European Community Regulation on the
Supervision and Control of Shipments of Waste within, into and
out of the European Community;
Considering that the implementation of the control system
established by Council Decision C(92)39/FINAL calls for the
development of a uniform document to provide the information
required for notification and tracking of transfrontier movements of
wastes destined for recovery operations within the OECD area;
Considering that member countries have expressed the wish that the
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I.

document for transfrontier movement of wastes called for by
Council Decision C(92)39/FINAL be developed in such a way that
it could be used not only for movements to be controlled by this
Decision but also for those to be controlled by the Basel
Convention and the EC Regulation and that, therefore, its use
should not be made mandatory as orginally envisaged by Council
Decision C(92)39/FINAL;
Noting that the Commission of the European Communities is
proposing to use the document developed by the OECD for
transfrontier movements to be controlled by the EC Regulation;
On the proposal of the Environment Policy Committee;
DECIDES that paragraph C of Appendix 2 of Annex I to Council
Decision C(92)391FINAL be amended as follows:
"C. It is recommended that Member countries use the Document
hereunder for Transfrontier Movement of Wastes, comprising a
Notification Form and a Movement/tracking Form, to provide the
information required to control transfrontier movements of wastes
destined for recovery operations within the OECD area."

II.

REQUESTS the Secretary-General to pursue discussions with the
Secretariat of the Basel Convention to assess whether the
Document for Transfrontier Movement of Wastes could also be
used for transfrontier movements to be controlled by the Basel
Convention.
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APPENDIX 3 UNCED Rio Declaration

20.1.
Effective control of the generation, storage, treatment,
recycling and reuse, transport, recovery and disposal of hazardous
wastes is of paramount importance for proper health,
environmental protection and natural resource management, and
sustainable development. This will require the active cooperation
and participation of the international community, Governments and
industry. Industry, as referred to in this paper, shall include large
industrial enterprises, including trans national corporations and
domestic industry.
20.2. Prevention of the generation of hazardous wastes and the
rehabilitation of contaminated sites are the key elements, and both
require knowledge, experienced people, facilities, financial resources
and technical and scientific capacities.
20.3. The activities outlined in the present chapter are very closely
related to, and have implications for, many of the programme areas
described in other chapters, so that an overall integrated approach
to hazardous waste management is necessary.
20.4. There is international concern that part of the international
movement of hazardous wastes is being carried out in contravention
of existing national legislation and international instruments to the
detriment of the environment and public health of all countries,
particularly developing countries.
20.5. In section I of resolution 44/226 of 22 December 1989, the
General Assembly requested each regional commission, within
existing resources, to contribute to the prevention of the illegal
traffic in toxic and dangerous products and wastes by monitoring
and making regional assessments of that illegal traffic and its
environmental and health implications.
The Assembly also
requested the regional commissions to interact among themselves
and cooperate with the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP), with a view to maintaining efficient and coordinated
monitoring and assessment of the illegal traffic in toxic and
dangerous products and wastes.
Overall objective
20.6. Within the framework of integrated life-cycle management,
the overall objective is to prevent to the extent possible, and
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minimise, the generation of hazardous wastes, as well as to manage
those wastes in such a way that they do not cause harm to health
and the environment.
Overall targets
20.7. The overall targets are:
(a) Preventing or minimising the generation of hazardous wastes as
part of an overall integrated cleaner production approach;
eliminating or reducing to a minimum trans boundary movements of
hazardous wastes, consistent with the environmentally sound and
efficient management of those wastes; and ensuring that
environmentally sound hazardous waste management options are
pursued to the maximum extent possible within the country of
origin (the self-sufficiency principle).
The trans boundary
movements that take place should be on environmental and
economic grounds and based upon agreements between the States
concerned;
(b) Ratification of the Basel Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their
Disposal and the expeditious elaboration of related protocols, such
as the protocol on liability and compensation, mechanisms and
guidelines to facilitate the implementation of the Basel Convention;
(c) Ratification and full implementation by the countries concerned
of the Bamako Convention on the Ban on the Import into Africa
and the Control ofTransboundary Movement of Hazardous Wastes
within Africa and the expeditious elaboration of a protocol on
liability and compensation;
(d) Elimination of the export of hazardous wastes to countries that,
individually or through international agreements, prohibits the
import of such wastes, such as, the contracting parties to the
Bamako Convention, the fourth Lorn<; Convention or other relevant
conventions, where such prohibition is provided for.
20.8. The following programme areas are included in this chapter:
(a) Promoting the prevention and minimisation of hazardous waste;
(b)
Promoting and strengthening institutional capacities in
hazardous
waste management;
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(c) Promoting and strengthening international cooperation in the
management of trans boundary movements of hazardous wastes;
(d) Preventing illegal international traffic in hazardous wastes.

PROGRAMME AREAS
A. Promoting the prevention and minimisation of
hazardous waste
Basis for action
20.9. Human health and environmental quality are undergoing
continuous degradation by the increasing amount of hazardous
wastes being produced. There are increasing direct and indirect
costs to society and to individual citizens in connection with the
generation, handling and disposal of such wastes. It is therefore
crucial to enhance knowledge and information on the economics of
prevention and management of hazardous wastes, including the
impact in relation to the employment and environmental benefits, in
order to ensure that the necessary capital investment is made
available in development programmes through economic incentives.
One of the first priorities in hazardous waste management is
minimisation, as part of a broader approach to changing industrial
processes and consumer patterns through pollution prevention and
cleaner production strategies.
20.10. Among the most important factors in these strategies is the
recovery of hazardous wastes and their transformation into useful
material. Technology application, modification and development of
new low-waste technologies are therefore currently a central focus
of hazardous waste minimisation.
Objectives
20.11. The objectives of this programme area are:
(a) To reduce the generation of hazardous wastes, to the extent
feasible, as part of an integrated cleaner production approach;
(b) To optimise the use of materials by utilising, where practicable
and environmentally sound, the residues from production
processes;
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(c) To enhance knowledge and information on the economics of
prevention and management of hazardous wastes.
20.12. To achieve those objectives, and thereby reduce the impact
and cost of industrial development, countries that can afford to
adopt the requisite technologies without detriment to their
deVielopment should establish policies that include:
(a) Integration of cleaner production approaches and hazardous
waste
minimisation in all planning, and the adoption of specific goals;
(b) Promotion of the use of regulatory and market mechanisms;
(c) Establishment of an intermediate goal for the stabilisation of the
quantity of hazardous waste generated;
(d) Establishment of long-term programmes and policies including
targets where appropriate for reducing the amount of hazardous
waste produced per unit of manufacture;
(e) Achievement of a qualitative improvement of waste streams,
mainly
through activities aimed at reducing their hazardous characteristics;
(f) Facilitation of the establishment of cost-effective policies and
approaches to hazardous waste prevention and management, taking
into consideration the state of development of each country.

Activities
(a) Management-related activities
20.13. The following activities should be undertaken:
(a)
Governments should establish or modify standards or
purchasing
specifications to avoid discrimination against recycled materials,
provided that those materials are environmentally sound;
(b) Governments, according to their possibilities and with the help
of multilateral cooperation, should provide economic or regulatory
incentives, where appropriate, to stimulate industrial innovation
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towards cleaner production methods, to encourage industry to
invest in preventive and/or recycling technologies so as to ensure
environmentally sound management of all hazardous wastes,
including recyclable wastes, and to encourage waste minimisation
investments;
(c) Governments should intensify research and development
activities on cost-effective alternatives for prqcesses and substances
that currently result in the generation of hazardous wastes that pose
particular problems for environmentally sound disposal or
treatment, the possibility of ultimate phase-out of those substances
that present an unreasonable or otherwise unmanageable risk and are
toxic, persistent and bio-accumulative to be considered as soon as
practicable. Emphasis should be given to alternatives that could be
economically accessible to developing countries;
(d) Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of the United Nations and other
relevant organisations and industries, as appropriate, should
support the establishment of domestic facilities to handle hazardous
wastes of domestic origin;

(e) Governments of developed countries should promote the
transfer of environmentally sound technologies and know-how on
clean technologies and low-waste production to developing
countries in conformity with chapter 34, which will bring about
changes to sustain innovation. Governments should cooperate with
industry to develop guidelines and codes of conduct, where
appropriate, leading to cleaner production through sector trade
industry associations;
(f) Governments should encourage industry to treat, recycle, reuse
and dispose of wastes at the source of generation, or as close as
possible thereto, whenever hazardous waste generation is
unavoidable and when it is both economically and environmentally
efficient for industry to do so;

(g) Governments should encourage technology assessments, for
example through the use of technology assessment centres;
(h) Governments should promote cleaner production through the
establishment of centres providing training and information on
environmentally sound technologies;
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(i) Industry should establish environmental management systems,
including environmental auditing of its production or distribution
sites, in order to identify where the installation of cleaner
production methods is needed;

U) A relevant and competent United Nations organisation should
take the lead, in cooperation with other organisations, to develop
guidelines for estimating the costs and benefits of various
approaches to the adoption of cleaner production and waste
minimisation and environmentally sound management of hazardous
wastes, including rehabilitation of contaminated sites, taking into
account, where appropriate, the report of the 1991 Nairobi meeting
of government-designated experts on an international strategy and
an action programme, including technical guidelines for the
environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes; in
particular in the context of the work of the Basel Convention, being
developed under the UNEP secretariat;
(k) Governments should establish regulations that lay down the
ultimate responsibility of industries for environmentally sound
disposal of the hazardous wastes their activities generate.
(b) Data and information
20.14. The following activities should be undertaken:
(a) Governments, assisted by international organisations, should
establish mechanisms for assessing the value of existing information
systems;
(b)
Governments should establish nationwide and regional
information collection and dissemination clearing-houses and
networks that are easy for Government institutions and industry
and other non-governmental organisations to access and use;
(c)
International organisations, through the UNEP Cleaner
Production programme and ICPIC, should extend and strengthen
existing systems for collection of cleaner production information;
(d) All United Nations organs and organisations should promote
the use and dissemination of information collected through the
Cleaner Production network;
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(e)
OECD should, in cooperation with other organisations,
undertake a comprehensive survey of, and disseminate information
on, experiences of member countries in adopting economic
regulatory schemes and incentive mechanisms for hazardous waste
management and for the use of clean technologies that prevent such
waste from being generated;

(f) Governments should encourage industries to be transparent in
their operations and provide relevant information to the
communities that might be affected by the generation, management
and disposal of hazardous wastes.
(c) International and regional cooperation and coordination
20.15. International/regional cooperation should encourage the
ratification by States of the Basel and Bamako Conventions and
promote the implementation of those Conventions.
Regional
cooperation will be necessary for the development of similar
conventions in regions other than Africa, if so required. In addition
there is a need for effective coordination of international regional
and national policies and instruments. Another activity proposed is
cooperating in monitoring· the effects of the management of
hazardous wastes.
Means of implementation
(a) Financing and cost evaluation
20.16. The Conference secretariat has estimated the average total
annual cost ( 1993-2000) of implementing the activities of this
programme to be about $750 mil1ion from the international
community on grant or concessional terms. These are indicative and
order-of-magnitude estimates only and have not been reviewed by
Governments. Actual costs and financial terms, including any that
are non-concessional, will depend upon, inter alia, the specific
strategies and programmes Governments decide upon for
implementation.
(b) Scientific and technological means
20.17. The following activities related to technology development
and
research should be undertaken:
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(a) Governments, according to their capac1t1es and available
resources and with the cooperation of the United Nations and other
relevant organisations, and industries, as appropriate, should
significantly increase financial support for cleaner technology
research and development programmes, including the use of
biotechnologies;
(b) States, with the cooperation of international organisations
where appropriate, should encourage industry to promote and
undertake research into the phase-out of the processes that pose the
greatest environmental risk based on hazardous wastes generated;
(c) States should encourage industry to develop schemes to
integrate the cleaner production approach into design of products
and management practices;
( d) States should encourage industry to exercise environmentally
responsible care through hazardous waste reduction and by ensuring
the
environmentally sound reuse, recycling and recovery of hazardous
wastes, as well as their final disposal.
(c) Human resource development
20.18. The following activities should be undertaken:
(a) Governments, international organisations and industry should
encourage industrial training programmes, incorporating hazardous
waste prevention and minimisation techniques and launching
demonstration projects at the local level to develop "success
stories" in cleaner production;
(b) Industry should integrate cleaner production principles and case
examples into training programmes and establish demonstration
projects/networks by sector/country;
(c) All sectors of society should develop cleaner production
awareness campaigns and promote dialogue and partnership with
industry and other actors.
(d)

Capacity-building

20.19. The following activities should be undertaken:
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(a) Governments of developing countries, in cooperation with
industry and with the cooperation of appropriate international
organisations, should develop inventories of hazardous waste
production, in order to identify their needs with respect to
technology transfer and implementation of measures for the sound
management of hazardous wastes and their disposal;
(b) Governments should include in national planning and legislation
an integrated approach to environmental protection, driven by
prevention and source reduction criteria, taking into account the
"polluter pays" principle, and adopt programmes for hazardous
waste reduction, including targets and adequate environmental
control;

(c) Governments should work with industry on sector-by-sector
cleaner
production and hazardous waste minimisation campaigns, as well as
on the reduction of such wastes and other emissions;
( d)
Governments should take the lead in establishing and
strengthening,
as appropriate, national procedures for environmental impact
assessment, taking into account the cradle-to-grave approach to the
management of hazardous wastes, in order to identify options for
minimising the generation of hazardous wastes, through safer
handling, storage, disposal and destruction;

(e) Governments, in collaboration with industry and appropriate
international organisations, should develop procedures for
monitoring the application of the cradle to grave approach, including
environmental audits;

(f) Bilateral and multilateral development assistance agencies
should substantially increase funding for cleaner technology transfer
to developing countries, including small- and medium-sized
enterprises.

B. Promoting and strengthening institutional capacities in
hazardous waste management
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Basis for action
20.20. Many countries lack the national capacity to handle and
manage hazardous wastes. This is primarily due to inadequate
infrastructure, deficiencies in regulatory frameworks, insufficient
education and training programmes and lack of coordination
between the different ministries and institutions involved in various
aspects of waste management. In addition, there is a lack of
knowledge about environmental contamination and pollution and
the associated health risk from the exposure of populations,
especially women and children, and ecosystems to hazardous
wastes; assessment of risks; and the characteristics of wastes.
Steps need to be taken immediately to identify populations at high
risk and to take remedial measures, where necessary.
One of the main priorities in ensuring environmentally sound
management of hazardous wastes is to provide awareness,
education and training programmes covering all levels of society.
There is also a need to undertake research programmes to
understand the nature of hazardous wastes, to identify their
potential environmental effects and to develop technologies to
safely handle those wastes. Finally, there is a need to strengthen
the capacities of institutions that are responsible for the
management of hazardous wastes.

Objectives
20.21. The objectives in this programme area are:
(a) To adopt appropriate coordinating, legislative and regulatory
measures at the national level for the environmentally sound
management of hazardous wastes, including the implementation of
international and regional conventions;
(b) To establish public awareness and information programmes
on
hazardous waste issues and to ensure that basic education and
training
programmes are provided for industry and government workers in
all countries;
(c)

To establish comprehensive research programmes on
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hazardous wastes in countries;
(d) To strengthen service industries to enable them to handle
hazardous wastes, and to build up international networking;
(e) To develop endogenous capacities in all developing countries
to
educate and train staff at all levels in environmentally sound
hazardous waste handling and monitoring and in environmentally
sound management;
(t) To promote human exposure assessment with respect to
hazardous waste sites and identify the remedial measures required;

(g) To facilitate the assessment of impacts and risks of
hazardous
wastes on human health and the environment by establishing
appropriate
procedures, methodologies, criteria and/or effluent-related guidelines
and standards;
(h) To improve knowledge regarding the effects of hazardous
wastes on human health and the environment;
(i) To make information available to Governments and to the
general
public on the effects of hazardous wastes, including infectious
wastes, on human health and the environment.
Activities
(a) Management-related activities
20.22. The following activities should be undertaken:
(a) Governments should establish and maintain inventories,
including computerised inventories, of hazardous wastes and their
treatment/disposal sites, as well as of contaminated sites that
require rehabilitation, and assess exposure and risk to human health
and the environment; they should also identify the measures
required to clean up the disposal sites. Industry should make the
necessary information available;
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(b) Governments, industry and international organisations should
collaborate in developing guidelines and easy-to-implement methods
for the characterisation and classification of hazardous wastes·

'

(c)
Governments should carry out exposure and health
assessments of
populations residing near uncontrolled hazardous waste sites and
initiate
remedial measures;
(d) International organisations should develop improved healthbased
criteria, taking into account national decision-making processes, and
assist in the preparation of practical technical guidelines for the
prevention, minimisation and safe handling and disposal of
hazardous wastes;

(e)
Governments of developing countries should encourage
interdisciplinary and intersectoral groups, in cooperation with
international organisations and agencies, to implement training and
research activities related to evaluation, prevention and control of
hazardous waste health risks. Such groups should serve as models
to develop similar regional programmes;
( f)
Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources
and with the cooperation of the United Nations and other relevant
organisations as appropriate, should encourage as far as possible the
establishment of combined treatment/disposal facilities for
hazardous wastes in small- and medium-sized industries;

(g) Governments should promote identification and clean-up of
sites of
hazardous wastes in collaboration with industry and international
organisations. Technologies, expertise and financing should be
available for this purpose, as far as possible and when appropriate
with the application of the "polluter pays" principle;
(h) Governments should ascertain that their military establishments
conform to their nationally applicable environmental norms in the
treatment and disposal of hazardous wastes.
(b) Data and information
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20.23. The following activities should be undertaken:
(a) Governments, international and regional organisations and
industry should facilitate and expand the dissemination of technical
and scientific nformation dealing with the various health aspects of
hazardous wastes, and promote its application;
(b)
Governments should establish notification systems and
registries of exposed populations and of adverse health effects and
databases on risk assessments of hazardous wastes;
(c) Governments should endeavour to collect information on those
who enerate or dispose/recycle hazardous wastes and provide such
information to the individuals and institutions concerned.
(c) International and regional cooperation and coordination
20.24. Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of the United Nations and other
relevant organisations, as appropriate, should:
(a) Promote and support the integration and operation, at the
regional and local levels as appropriate, of institutional and
interdisciplinary groups that collaborate, according to their
capabilities, in activities oriented towards strengthening risk
assessment, risk management and risk reduction with respect to
hazardous wastes;

(b) Support capacity-building and technological development and
research in developing countries in connection with human resource
development, with particular support to be given to consolidating
networks;
(c) Encourage self-sufficiency in hazardous waste disposal in the
country of origin to the extent environmentally sound and feasible.
The trans boundary movements that take place should be on
environmental and economic grounds and based upon agreements
between all States concerned.
Means of implementation
(a) Financing and cost evaluation
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20.25. The Conference secretariat has estimated the average total
annual cost ( 1993-2000) of implementing the activities of this
programme to be about $18.5 billion on a global basis with about
$3 .5 billion related to developing countries, including about $500
million from the international community on grant or concessional
terms. These are indicative and order-of-magnitude estimates only
and have not been reviewed by Governments. Actual costs and
financial terms, including any that are non-concessional, will depend
upon, inter alia, the specific strategies and programmes
Governments decide upon for implementation.
(b) Scientific and technological means
20.26. The following activities should be undertaken:
(a) Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of the United Nations and other
relevant organisations and industry as appropriate, should increase
support for hazardous waste research management in developing
countries;
(b) Governments, in collaboration with international organisations,
should conduct research on the health effects of hazardous wastes
in developing countries, including the long-term effects on children
and women;
(c) Governments should conduct research aimed at the needs of
small and medium-sized industries;
(d) Governments and international organisations in cooperation
with industry should expand technological research on
environmentally sound hazardous waste handling, storage,
transport, treatment and disposal and on hazardous waste
assessment, management and remediation;
[But again the Asian countries ask how and who, refer above to the
lack of infrastructure and also to Report One "Conference Report
Basel etc"[36]
(e)
International organisations should identify relevant and
improved technologies for handling, storage, treatment and disposal
of hazardous wastes.
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(c) Human resource development
20.27. Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of the United Nations and other
relevant organisations and industry as appropriate, should:
(a) Increase public awareness and information on hazardous waste
issues and promote the development and dissemination of
hazardous wastes information that the general public can
understand;
(b)
Increase participation m hazardous waste management
programmes by the general public, particularly women, including
participation at grass-roots levels;
(c) Develop training and education programmes for men and
women in industry and Government aimed at specific real-life
problems, for example, planning and implementing hazardous waste
minimisation programmes, conducting hazardous materials audits
and establishing appropriate regulatory programmes;
(d) Promote the training of labour, industrial management and
government regulatory staff in developing countries on technologies
to minimise and manage hazardous wastes in an environmentally
sound manner.
20.28. The following activities should also be undertaken:
(a) Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of the United Nations, other
organisations and non-governmental organisations, should
collaborate in developing and disseminating educational materials
concerning hazardous wastes and their effects on environment and
human health, for use in schools, by women's groups and by the
general public;
(b) Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of the United Nations and other
organisations, should establish or strengthen programmes for the
environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes in
accordance with, as appropriate, health and environmental
standards, and extend surveillance systems for the purpose of
identifying adverse effects on populations and the environment of
exposure to hazardous wastes;
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(c) International organisations should provide assistance to member
States in assessing the health and environmental risks resulting from
exposure to hazardous wastes, and in identifying their priorities for
controlling the various categories or classes of wastes;
(d) Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of the United Nations and other
relevant organisations, should promote centres of excellence for
training in hazardous waste management, building on appropriate
national institutions and encouraging international cooperation, inter
alia, through institutional links between developed and developing
countries.
(d) Capacity-building
20.29. Wherever they operate, trans national corporations and
other large-scale enterprises should be encouraged to introduce
policies and make commitments to adopt standards of operation
with reference to hazardous waste generation and disposal that are
equivalent to or no less stringent than standards in the country of
origin, and Governments are invited to make efforts to establish
regulations requiring environmentally sound management of
hazardous wastes.
20.30. International organisations should provide assistance to
member States in assessing the health and environmental risks
resulting from exposure to hazardous wastes and in identifying their
priorities for controlling the various categories or classes of wastes.
20.31. Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of the United Nations and other
relevant organisations and industries, should:
(a) Support national institutions in dealing with hazardous wastes
from the regulatory monitoring and enforcement perspectives, with
such support including enabling of those institutions to implement
international conventions;
(b) Develop industry-based institutions for dealing with hazardous
wastes and service industries for handling hazardous wastes;
(c) Adopt technical guidelines for the environmentally sound
management of hazardous wastes and support the implementation
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of regional and international conventions;
(d)
Develop and expand international networking among
professionals working in the area of hazardous wastes and maintain
an information flow among countries;
(e) Assess the feasibility of establishing and operating national,
subregional and regional hazardous wastes treatment centres. Such
centres could be used for education and training, as well as for
facilitation and promotion of the transfer of technologies for the
environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes;
(f) Identify and strengthen relevant academic/research institutions
or centres for excellence to enable them to carry out education and
training activities in the environmentally sound management of
hazardous wastes;

(g) Develop a programme for the establishment of national
capacities and capabilities to educate and train staff at various levels
in hazardous wastes management;
(h) Conduct environmental audits of existing industries to improve
in-plant regimes for the management of hazardous wastes.

C. Promoting and strengthening international cooperation
m the management of trans boundary movements of hazardous
wastes

Basis for action
20.32. In order to promote and strengthen international cooperation
in the management, including control and monitoring, of trans
boundary movements of hazardous wastes, a precautionary
approach should be applied. There is a need to harmonise the
procedures and criteria used in various international and legal
instruments. There is also a need to develop or harmonise existing
criteria for identifying wastes dangerous to the environment and to
build monitoring capacities.
Objectives
20.33. The objectives of this programme area are:
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(a) To facilitate and strengthen international cooperation in the
environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes, including
control and monitoring of trans boundary movements of such
wastes, including wastes for recovery, by using internationally
adopted criteria to identify and classify hazardous wastes and to
harmonise relevant international legal instruments;
(b) To adopt a ban on or prohibit, as appropriate, the export of
hazardous wastes to countries that do not have the capacity to deal
with those wastes in an environmentally sound way or that have
banned the import of such wastes;
(c) To promote the development of control procedures for the
trans boundary movement of hazardous wastes destined for
recovery operations under the Basel Convention that encourage
environmentally and economically sound recycling options.
Activities
(a) Management-related activities
Strengthening and harmonising criteria and regulations
20.34. Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of United Nations and other
relevant organisations, as appropriate, should:
(a) Incorporate the notification procedure called for in the Basel
Convention and relevant regional conventions, as well as in their
annexes, into national legislation;
(b) Formulate, where appropriate, regional agreements such as the
Bamako Convention regulating the trans boundary movement of
hazardous wastes;
(c) Help promote the compatibility and complementarity of such
regional agreements with international conventions and protocols;
(d) Strengthen national and regional capacities and capabilities to
monitor and control the trans boundary movement of hazardous
wastes;
(e) Promote the development of clear criteria and guidelines, within
the framework of the Basel Convention and regional conventions, as
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appropriate, for environmentally and economically sound operation
in resource recovery, recycling reclamation, direct use or alternative
uses and for determination of acceptable recovery practices,
including recovery levels where feasible and appropriate, with a
view to preventing abuses and false presentation in the above
operations;
(f)
Consider setting up, at national and regional levels, as
appropriate, systems for monitoring and surveillance of the trans
boundary movements of hazardous wastes;
(g) Develop guidelines for the assessment of environmentally
sound
treatment of hazardous wastes;
(h) Develop guidelines for the identification of hazardous wastes at
the national level, taking into account existing internationally - and,
where appropriate, regionally - agreed criteria and prepare a list of
hazard profiles for the hazardous wastes listed in national
legislation;
(i) Develop and use appropriate methods for testing, characterising
and classifying hazardous wastes and adopt or adapt safety
standards and principles for managing hazardous wastes in an
environmentally sound way.
Implementing existing agreements
20.35. Governments are urged to ratify the Basel Convention and
the Bamako Convention, as applicable, and to pursue the
expeditious elaboration of related protocols, such as protocols on
liability and compensation, and of mechanisms and guidelines to
facilitate the implementation of the Conventions.
Means of implementation
(a) Financing and cost evaluation
20.36. Because this programme area covers a relatively new field of
operation and because of the lack so far of adequate studies on
costing of activities under this programme, no cost estimate is
available at present. However, the costs for some of the activities
related to capacity-building that are presented under this
programme could be considered to have been covered under the
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costing of programme area B above.
20.37. The interim secretariat for the Basel Convention should
undertake studies in order to arrive at a reasonable cost estimate for
activities to be undertaken initially until the year 2000.
(b) Capacity-building
20.38. Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of United Nations and other
relevant organisations, as appropriate, should:
(a) Elaborate or adopt policies for the environmentally sound
management of hazardous wastes, taking into account existing
international instruments;
(b) Make recommendations to the appropriate forums or establish
or adapt norms, including the equitable implementation of the
polluter pays principle, and regulatory measures to comply with
obligations and principles of the Basel Convention, the Bamako
Convention and other relevant existing or future agreements,
including protocols, as appropriate, for setting appropriate rules
and procedures in the field of liability and compensation for damage
resulting from the trans boundary movement and disposal of
hazardous wastes;
(c) Implement policies for the implementation of a ban or
prohibition, as appropriate, of exports of hazardous wastes to
countries that do not have the capacity to deal with those wastes in
an environmentally sound way or that have banned the import of
such wastes;
(d) Study, in the context of the Basel Convention and relevant
regional conventions, the feasibility of providing temporary
financial assistance in the case of an emergency situation, in order to
minimise damage from accidents arising from trans boundary
movements of hazardous wastes or during the disposal of those
wastes.

D. Preventing illegal international traffic in
hazardous wastes
Basis for action
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20.39. The prevention of illegal traffic in hazardous wastes will
benefit the environment and public health in all countries,
particularly developing countries. It will also help to make the
Basel Convention and regional international instruments, such as the
Bamako Convention and the fourth Lorn( Convention, more
effective by promoting compliance with the controls established in
those agreements. Article IX of the Basel Convention specifically
addresses the issue of illegal shipments of hazardous wastes. Illegal
traffic of hazardous wastes may cause serious threats to human
health and the environment and impose a special and abnormal
burden on the countries that receive such shipments.
20.40.
Effective prevention requires action through effective
monitoring and the enforcement and imposition of appropriate
penalties.

Objectives
20.41. The objectives of this programme area are:
(a) To reinforce national capacities to detect and halt any illegal
attempt to introduce hazardous wastes into the territory of any
State in contravention of national legislation and relevant
international legal instruments;
(b) To assist all countries, particularly developing countries, m
obtaining all appropriate information concerning illegal traffic m
hazardous wastes;
(c) To cooperate, within the framework of the Basel Convention, in
assisting countries that suffer the consequences of illegal traffic.
Activities
(a) Management-related activities
20.42. Governments, according to their capacities and available
resources and with the cooperation of the United Nations and other
relevant organisations, as appropriate, should:
(a) Adopt, where necessary, and implement legislation to prevent
the illegal import and export of hazardous wastes;
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(b) Develop appropriate national enforcement programmes to
monitor compliance with such legislation, detect and deter
violations through appropriate penalties and give special attention
to those who are known to have conducted illegal traffic in
hazardous wastes and to hazardous wastes that are particularly
susceptible to illegal traffic.
(b) Data and information
20.43. Governments should develop as appropriate, an information
network and alert system to assist in detecting illegal traffic in
hazardous wastes. Local communities and others could be involved
in the operation of such a network and system.
20.44.
Governments should cooperate in the exchange of
information on illegal trans boundary movements of hazardous
wastes and should make such information available to appropriate
United Nations bodies such as UNEP and the regional commissions.
(c) International and regional cooperation
20.45. The regional commissions, in cooperation with and relying
upon expert support and advice from UNEP and other relevant
bodies of the United Nations system, taking full account of the
Basel Convention, shall continue to monitor and assess the illegal
traffic in hazardous wastes, including its environmental, economic
and health implications, on a continuing basis, drawing upon the
results and experience gained in the joint UNEP/ESCAP preliminary
assessment of illegal traffic.
20.46. Countries and international organisations, as appropriate,
should cooperate to strengthen the institutional and regulatory
capacities, in particular of developing countries, in order to prevent
the illegal import and export of hazardous wastes.
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APPENDIX 4 BASEL Declaration on Environmentally Sound
management
We, the Ministers and other heads of delegation from .... States,
Having met in Basel, Switzerland, from 6 to I O December 1999,
on the occasion of the fifth meeting of the Conference of the Parties
to the Basel Convention and the tenth anniversary of the adoption
of the Basel Convention,
Concerned about the continuing risk of damage to the environment
and of harmful effects on human health caused by the
environmentally unsound management of hazardous wastes,
Recognizing that, notwithstanding the concerted efforts made
during the first decade of the Basel Convention, hazardous waste
generation has continued to grow at the global level and
transboundary movements of hazardous wastes are still a matter for
concern,
Further recognizing the importance of partnership with the private
sector and non-governmental organizations,
Building on the achievements of the first decade of the Convention,
I.

Assert a vision that the environmentally sound management of
hazardous and other wastes is accessible to all Parties, emphasizing
the minimization of such wastes and the strengthening of capacitybuilding;

2.

Conclude that, having reviewed progress in the implementation and
further development of the Basel Convention during its first decade,
significant achievements have been made, such as the development
and adoption of the control system for transboundary movements;
the waste lists and model legislation; the adoption of the ban
amendment; and the establishment of regional and subregional
centres for training and technology transfer and also note with
satisfaction
that the number of Parties has greatly
increased since the entry into force of the Convention;

3.

Reaffirm the fundamental aims of the Basel Convention, namely,
the reduction of transboundary movements of hazardous and other
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wastes subject to the Basel Convention, the prevention and
mm1m1zation
of
their
generation,
the
environmentally
sound management of such wastes and the active promotion of the
transfer and use of cleaner technologies;
4.

Reiterate our commitmen to sustainable development and full
support for the implementation of the Rio Declaration, Agenda 21
and the programme for its further implementation adopted by the
United Nations General Assembly at its nineteenth special session
in 1997;

5.

Undertake to make all possible efforts to ensure the universality of
the Convention by promoting the ratification of or accession to the
Convention and its amendments and by ensuring effective
implementation of and compliance with its obligations;

6.

Recognize the need to focus our activities within the next decade on
specific actions to promote the implementation of the Convention
and its amendments worldwide, at all levels, and, to this end, agree
to enhance and strengthen our efforts and cooperation to achieve
environmentally sound management in the following fields:

(a)

Prevention, minimization, recycling, recovery and disposal of
hazardous and other wastes subject to the Basel Convention, taking
into account social, technological and economic concerns;

(b)

Active promotion and use of cleaner technologies and production,
with the aim of the prevention and minimization of hazardous and
other wastes subject to the Basel Convention;

(c)

Further reduction of transboundary movements of hazardous and
other wastes subject to the Basel Convention, taking into account
the need for efficient management, the principles of self-sufficiency
and proximity and the priority requirement of recovery and
recycling;

(d)

Prevention and monitoring of illegal traffic;

(e)

Improvement and promotion of institutional and technical capacitybuilding, as well as the development and transfer of environmentally
sound technologies, especially for developing countries and
countries with economies in transition;

( f)

Further development of regional and subregional centres for training
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and technology transfer;
(g)

Enhancement of information exchange, education and awarenessraising in all sectors of society;

(h)

Cooperation and partnership at all levels between countries, public
authorities, international organizations, the industry sector, nongovernmental organizations and academic institutions;

(i)

Development of mechanisms for compliance with and for the
monitoring and effective implementation of the Convention and its
amendments;

7.

Support the development of pilot projects on state-of-the-art or
best available technologies to demonstrate the environmentally
sound management of hazardous wastes and their minimization,
including those financed by public or private partnership, in
selected countries or regions, taking into account the needs of small
and medium-sized enterprises, and agree that these pilot projects
will take into consideration issues related to the environmentally
sound disposal of stockpiles of hazardous wastes;

8.

Recognize the need for a sound financial basis for the effective
implementation of these activities and for increased efforts to gain
access to all sources of funding, including international financial
institutions, and recognize, in addition, the need to develop
strategies that will harness market forces to promote waste
minimization and environmentally sound management and to
provide opportunities for investment in this field;

9.

Agree that decision V/33 of the Conference of the Parties
constitutes our agenda for the next decade on environmentally
sound management.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND MANAGEMENT
Welcoming the Basel Declaration on
The Conference,
and
reaffirming
Environmentally
Sound
Management
the objectives set out therein,
I.

Decides that, for the next decade of the Basel Convention, the
following activities should be undertaken to achieve the objectives
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(a)

of environmentally sound management in the following fields:
Prevention, minimization, recycling, recovery and disposal of
hazardous and other wastes subject to the Basel Convention, taking
into account social, technological and economic concerns :
Elaboration of a concept and a programme for the environmentally
sound management of hazardous and other wastes, with an
emphasis on waste prevention and minimization, taking into
account the different regional and sectoral capabilities or
specificities; promotion of initiatives in all States and at all levels to
encourage environmentally sound waste management, in partnership
with government authorities at all levels and with stakeholders,
including capacity-building, awareness-raising and education;
Promotion of financial and other economic instruments or concepts,
with a view to identifying sustainable and self-sufficient solutions
for the minimization and environmentally sound and efficient
management of hazardous and other wastes subject to the Basel
Convention, bearing in mind that such instruments should be
affordable and socially acceptable, as well as economically viable;
and the exchange of information on such instruments and their
application;

(b)

Active promotion and use of cleaner technologies with the
aim of the prevention and minimization of hazardous and other
wastes subject to the Basel Convention :
Cooperation of the regional and subregional centres for training and
technology transfer with cleaner production centres and similar
institutions having experience and expertise in areas related to the
minimization and management of hazardous and other wastes
subject to the Basel Convention, for the purpose of sharing
information and knowledge and streamlining activities;

(c)

Further reduction of the transboundary movements of hazardous
and other wastes subject to the Basel Convention, taking into
account the need for efficient management, the principles of selfsufficiency and proximity and the priority requirements for
recovery and recycling:
Consistent with the technological needs of the Parties, promotion of
initiatives aimed at reducing transboundary movements to the
minimum, taking into account the environmentally sound
management of the wastes, the protection of human health, the
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principles of proximity and self-sufficiency and the priority
requirement of recovery and recycling;
(d)

Prevention

and monitoring of illegal traffic :

Continued cooperation with the International Criminal Police
Organization and the World Customs Organization, in particular, in
the training of customs and enforcement officers in order to
identify, monitor and prevent illegal traffic in hazardous and other
wastes subject to the Basel Convention;
Adoption of procedures to address alleged cases of illegal traffic and
to assist Parties in preventing, identifying, monitoring and resolving
illegal traffic;
Institutional strengthening of the regional and subregional centres
for training and technology transfer, to enable Parties to prevent
and monitor illegal traffic;
(e)

Improvement and promotion of institutional and technical capacitybuilding, and development,and of the transfer of environmentally
sound technologies, especially for developing countries and
countries with economies in transition :
With regard to capacity-building and assistance in legal and
institutional matters, the development and effective implementation
of legal instruments, building and strengthening of institutional
infrastructures for the environmentally sound management of
hazardous and other wastes subject to the Basel Convention and
their minimization and the control of their transboundary
movements;
With regard to capacity-building and assistance in technical matters,
assisting in building and improving installations for the treatment
of hazardous and other wastes subject to the Basel Convention and
the transfer of know-how and technology; and the advancement and
improvement of strategies for the practical implementation of the
minimization and environmentally sound management of both
domestically generated wastes and wastes subject to transboundary
movements that would include appropriatetools, measures and
incentives especially for use by developing countries and countries
with economies in transition, taking into account the needs of small
and medium-sized enterprises;
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(f)

Further development of regional and subregional centres for
training and technology transfer :
Establishment or strengthening of the achvthes of regional and
subregional centres for training and technology transfer, to ensure
their important role in the implementation of the Basel Convention
and of minimization methods and the environmentally sound
management of hazardous and other wastes subject to the Basel
Convention, aiming at financial self-sufficiency, bearing in mind that
the role and activities of different regional centres in information
exchange are to be consolidated and made available to all
stakeholders and that regional centres should progressively become
involved in activities related to training, public awareness and the
exchange of information on waste minimization and environmentally
sound technology and expertise;
Collection and dissemination of information on existing examples, in
particular in developing countries and countries with economies in
transition, of best practices in waste management;
Facilitation of different partnerships where so required, including
partnerships with industry, for the development of minimization
methods and environmentally sound waste-management solutions;

(g)

Enhancement of information exchange, education and awarenessraising in all sectors of society :
Enhancement of the existing information system developed by the
secretariat, including improved access, in order to disseminate the
knowledge and experience gained in the implementation of the
Basel Convention;
Development and operation of a worldwide information system to
provide information on available expertise and solutions for wasterelated problems and to strengthen the role of the regional centres in
these efforts;
Training of the staff of competent authorities, enforcement officers
and other key actors (e.g., generators, transporters, disposers,
recyclers), where needed, bearing in mind that such training is
required to implement the environmentally sound management of
hazardous wastes, in particular, controls for transboundary
movements, and the monitoring and prevention of illegal traffic in
hazardous and other wastes and that it could include, inter alia , in-
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house training in partnership between government authorities and
industry, as well as practice-oriented seminars and workshops, and
that the capacities and experience of the regional centres for training
and technology transfer should be fully utilized and enhanced;
Promotion of public education and awareness on waste-related
issues, in particular at the regional, subregional and local levels,
involving all stakeholders, as well as educational institutions,
bearing in mind that such efforts may include information
campaigns related to waste minimization and the environmentally
sound management of hazardous and other wastes subject to the
Basel Convention;
(h)

Cooperation and partnership at all levels between countries, public
authorities, international organizations, the industry sector, nongovernmental organizations and academic institutions :
Enhancement of partnership with all stakeholders, to include the
various experiences, needs and interests of different regions and
sectors for the implementation of the Basel Convention;
encouragement of and provision of incentives to the private and
public sectors to cooperate with other stakeholders and to
contribute experience and expertise in the management of hazardous
and other wastes subject to the Basel Convention, including the
application of cleaner technologies;
Enhancement of cooperation between the secretariat and
international organizations active in areas relevant to the
implementation of the Basel Convention and its amendments,
bearing in mind that this is to include cooperation with United
Nations bodies active in the field of sustainable development, to
encourage the incorporation of policies on the environmentally
sound management of hazardous wastes in Parties' national
environmental management and sustainable development plans and
cooperation with the relevant programmes on cleaner production,
such as with the joint programme on cleaner production of the
United Nations Environment Programme and the United
Nations Industrial Development Organization; launching of joint
activities and projects in cooperation with organizations such as
the United Nations Environment Programme and the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations in areas of common
interest, in particular, on persistent organic pollutants, waste
pesticides and other chemical wastes;
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(i)

Development of mechanisms for compliance with and the
monitoring and effective implementation of the Convention and its
amendments : Promotion of the effective implementation of and
compliance with the obligations of the Convention and its
amendments and the provision of assistance to the Parties as
required;
Completion of work on mechanisms designed to facilitate and
monitor compliance and implementation of the Convention, bearing
in mind that this is to include a mechanism for compliance
monitoring, procedures for dispute settlement and guidelines to
assist States to prevent, identify and resolve cases of illegal traffic,
for consideration by the Conference of the Parties at its sixth
meeting;

2.

Requests the Technical Working Group to work on the selection of
waste streams in countries or regions, for the purpose of developing
pilot projects on the state of the art in the field of cleaner
production and the environmentally sound management of
hazardous and other wastes, including the development of
contingency emergency plans;

3.

Further decides that, in order to implement these activities, access
to financial resources and mechanisms is essential and that,
accordingly, the following activities should be undertaken:

(a)

Development of projects in cooperation with the United Nations
Environment Programme for funding by international entities such
as the Global Environment Facility and the facilitation of access to
other international financial mechanisms;

(b)

Encouragement of the development of financial strategies that
will harness market forces to promote environmentally sound
management and waste minimization and provide opportunities for
investment in this field;

(c)

Development of a financial strategy for the operations and activities
of the Convention, including innovative methods of fund-raising;

4.

Requests the subsidiary bodies of the Conference of the
Parties, under the guidance of the Expanded Bureau, further to
elaborate and to prioritize the activities for the years 2000-2002
listed in the annex to the present decision and to start working
towards implementing the above objectives as soon as feasible,
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5.

pending the elaboration and adoption of the work programme;
Also requests the subsidiary bodies to prepare a strategic plan,
including an indicative work programme, for the period to the year
2010, to address the objectives set forth in the present decision, and
to develop a work programme by areas of work based on the
present decision for the years 2003-2004, for consideration and
adoption by the Conference of the Parties at its sixth meeting;

6.

Requests
the
subsidiary bodies
to
provide
periodic
information to the Conference of the Parties on the progress of
implementation of the agenda for the next decade on
environmentally sound management;

7.

Requests the secretariat to collect and disseminate the information
needed for the tasks set out above and to coordinate the contacts
with the partners involved.
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APPENDIX 5 UNEP Guide
Destruction and Decontamination of PCBs and POPs as waste.
Volume A and B
This guide was produced for UNEP by the writer and includes the
two dimensional matrix in Part IV of the document. The matrix
shown is for a simple site situation but is the same one that is used
at the company strategic level.

DESTRUCTION AND DECONTAMINATION
TECHNOLOGIES FOR PCBs AND OTHER POPs WASTES
UNDER THE BASEL CONVENTION
A Training Manual for Hazardous Waste Project Managers
Volume A

Secretariat of the Basel Convention
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Foreword

Comprising

This Training Manual has been prepared by the University of
Auckland, New Zealand in the context of the convening of the
First Continental Conference for Africa on the Environmentally
Sound Management of Unwanted Stocks of Hazardous Wastes
and their Prevention, Rabat, Morocco, 8-12 January 2001.
It

has

been

designed

to

assist

those

governments

or

organisations, not only in Africa, charged with the task of
managing the destruction or decontamination of POPs (Persistent
Organic Pollutants) with procedures that assist with the planning
and selection of appropriate technologies that suit the particular
circumstances whilst complying with the need for environmentally
sound management principles and the principles of sustainability.
In that context special consideration should be given to the local

or

Containing

PCB's,

PCTs,

and

PBB's

{Y10),

Technical Guidelines for Incineration on land,(010), Technical

Guidelines for Specially Engineered Landfill (05), and Technical
Guidelines on Wastes collected from Households (Y 46).

The

document should be considered in conjunction with other important
guidelines such as the FAO Pesticide series.

The writer refers in particular to the Draft Technical Guidelines
on the environmentally sound management of POPs wastes
which, at the time of printing of this document, are being
negotiated under the Basel Convention. Furthermore, this
Training Manual aimed at providing practical training for waste
managers should not be interpreted as preempting any of the
principles, guidance and recommendations that will form part
of the Technical Guidelines on the ESM of POPs wastes
mentioned hereabove.

national frameworks and the responsibilities of the relevant
competent authority.

Ron McDowall
International Centre for Sustainability Engineering and Research

New ideas and technologies are emerging rapidly and good

practices are still evolving.

The Training Manual however will

remain useful in providing a selection process allowing new

Faculty of Engineering
University of Auckland
New Zealand

technologies to be evaluated under the provisions of the Training
Manual and enabling organisations to continue to adopt new
technologies as they become available. There are four parts to
this Training Manual.

Part Four is a detailed Field Application

Training Manual to the handling and environmentally sound
management of POPs as wastes covering obsolete pesticides
and PCB's in particular.
The Training Manual should be considered in conjunction with
to

the

basel

International Environment House
11-13 chemin des anemones
Building D
1219 Chatelaine (Geneva)
Switzerland

other technical guidelines adopted by the Conference of the
Parties

Secretariat of the Basel Convention (SBC)

Convention

and

governing

the

environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes. in
particular the Technical Guidelines on Wastes.

Tel.: (+41 22) 917 8281
Fax.: (+41 22)°797 3454
E-mail: sbc@unep.ch
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How to use this Guide
This guide is designed as a desk top manual for planners, project managers and government
department staff. Its style aims to provide for ease of reference and absorption of complex ideas
and areas of uncertainty. The guide has been designed as a complete technical guide for the
management of POPs as waste in an Environmentally Sound Manner. This guide not only covers
the basic principles of hazardous waste such as POPs but seeks to provide a step by step guide as
to how such wastes are to be managed, packages, stored, transported, decontaminated and
disposed of. The step by step strategy culminates in a set of Work Procedure Instructions that will
allow and party to establish and manage a POPs waste project. At the end of Part IV there is a
sample set of Tender and Contract documents that a party can use to create a contract for the
management and handling of a POPs project. This technical guide is based on the integrated matrix
system of waste management and no part of the project can be initiated without the preceding parts
being carried out. The reader must understand that all

parts of this guide are integrated as a

management programme.
The guide is designed to be used in several complementary ways:
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In creating a project strategy for disposal or decontamination

•

In establishing the appropriate technology to use
In establishing a set of rules and methods to actually perform a destruction of
decontamination project.
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In providing the principles for site establishment and the basis for an operational
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manual.
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The guide is organised into four basic parts

BASIC PRINCIPLES AND BACKGROUND

:ii~

This section covers the background to the POP's problem and the actions of
international organisations to deal with the toxic waste problems.

II

~~•1m1ti~

POPs PROJECT STRATEGIES

The formulation of strategies for destruction and decontamination depends on the
inventory analysis. When the information Is available then the strategy selection

~\;iL

•

process commences.

Ill

TECHNOLOGY SELECTION PROCESS
When the destruction and Decontamination strategy is in place then the specific
technology decisions can be made and the appropriate technology selected. several
destruction and decontamination technologies are presented in this section

IV

IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

)i~1•1~1.tlili

Tendering and project management documentation and plans. This section provides
design guidance for site appraisals, packaging of hazardous wastes, storage,
transportation as well as guidance for the destruction and decontamination
processes.
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PART I: BASIC PRINCIPLES AND BACKGROUND
Background

•

•

Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) are chemical substances which are extremely stable,
and are known to accumulate in biological tissue thereby posing a risk of adverse effects to
human health and the environment. With the evidence of long-range transport of these
substances to regions where they have never been used or produced and the consequent
threats they pose to the global environment, the international community has on several
occasions called for urgent global actions to reduce and eliminate releases of these
chemicals.
POPs, wastes fall under the scope of the Basel Convention which calls for the
environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes and the control of their
transboundary movements.
The environmentally Sound management
conceptual
framework as agreed and defined by the 5th meeting of the parties (Basel Convention,
December 1999) is as follows; ''Within the framework of integrated life-cycle management,
prevention to the extent possible and minimise the generation of hazardous wastes, treat
and dispose in such a way as they do not cause harm to health and the environment, and
eliminate or reduce transboundary movements of hazardous wastes".

In its decision 19/13C of February 7, 1997 the Governing Council (GC) requested that the
Executive Director of the United Nations Programme (UNEP), together with relevant
international organisations, convene an intergovernmental negotiating committee (INC).

. , ., ,. :,•·~~0i•1-.ij~li,'Ai~r1ij,:.:'•,: •,.
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.: ;:·, ~:: :~rdicf~ovkc>nmental,protection
,. 'NAFTAINACEC Resolution

• UNEP Global Programme of Action
• Stockholm Convention (2001)

The INC was asked to prepare an internationally legally binding instrument for action on
twelve specified POPs. The GC also requested that UNEP develop and share information
on the following topics: alternatives to POPs, inventories of PCBs and available destruction
capacity, and sources of and management strategies for PCDD/PCDF. The negotiations
under the INC led to the adoption of the Stockholm Convention in 2001.
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The twelve specified POPs covered by the Stockholm Convention are :

Pesticides: aldrinchlordane, dieldrin,DDT, endrin,heptachlor,hexachlorobenzene,
mirex, toxaphene.
Industrial Chemicals: PCB,

By-Products: Dioxins and Furans
Pesticides and PCB are covered by this Technical Guide.
•

This guide will attempt to provide the practical application of these sentiments while
maintaining a realistic approach to destruction and decontamination. There are real issues
involved with the treatment, decontamination and disposal of hazardous wastes particularly
POPs and PCBs. This guide will concentrate on POPs as waste and in particular PCBs and
unwanted pesticides and will provide practical guidance to solving the issues of complexity
that surround the Basel Convention statement on Environmentally sound management of
POPs and PCBs. In parts of this guide POPs are treated separately from PCBs as their
situations and dispositions are different and require different approaches.
;·,·'· :::·..

.

:_:.-::,

.····.;.;,·:,-··:::

'

:: .. --'.

UNl:Piaasil ConyEtfltion, :1989, Technical Guidelines
forth•fEnvitc@nemally sound management of PCB's

Unwanted and Obsolete Pesticides

FAOiPestic:k;I~ OiSJ)0$81 series

UNl:P Chemicals Tootkit for.Dioxins and Furans, 2000

UNEP Stockholm Convention, 2001

·

Obsolete pesticides are stored and unused pesticides that can no longer be used for their
original intended use and there require disposal. There are many reasons for the existence
of stocks of unwanted pesticides. These can range from the pesticide being banned and
therefore unsold stocks have remained in storage, deterioration of the pesticides due to the
length of time in storage or improper storage, the products suitable is unsatisfactory and
can no longer be used for the original intended use, or other reasons such as chemical
changes that render the product unusable. It is difficult to ascertain whether or not the
pesticides product has become unusable. Generally it is not so difficult to ascertain if the
product is unwanted. It may be however that the product while unwanted in one situation is
capable of being used in another.
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•

Unwanted pesticides are a major problem in many countries.

For decades obsolete and

unwanted pesticide stockpiles have been building and accumulating in developing countries
so that now it is estimated that there are more then 200,000 tonnes of such material located
at thousands of sites all around the planet. Many of these chemicals (POPs) have long
been banned or are unusable for other reasons. Today there are often found in dangerous
storage conditions, leaking from rusted containers, contaminating ground water and soils
and poisoning the health and environment of people everywhere.
POPs (PCBs)
•

Polychlorinated Biphenyls are a class of chlorinated hydrocarbons that have been used
extensively since 1930 for a variety of industrial uses. They consist of two benzene rings
joined by a carbon-carbon
remaining carbon atoms.

bond with chlorine atoms substituted on any or all of the

PCBs include mobile oily liquids and hard transparent resins,

depending on the degree of substitution. PCBs are generally found either as stored liquid
with contaminated equipment or still operating in the field. This technical guide also covers

Declaration: New'Zealand Government 1988
"Disposal of PCB wastes••

The Government's policy is that ALL PCBs shaU be
withdrawn. from service in five years time. All oWners
Of PCBs therefore need to prepare to replace exl$tlng
equipment and to ,remove it to storag~ and ultin,ate
ct;sposal. Disposal of PCB
and contamil;iated
equipment shall. be by high tertlpt:iratur~ incrn,httiQO;pr

on

by other approved method. owners of PCB<s11:i,Lpay
for all costs involved with the disposal of PCBs

PCB in either case.
The value of PCBs derive from their chemical inertness, resistance to heart, non
flammability, low vapour pressure and high dielectric constant.

As electricity came into

widespread use during the first half of the 20th century, equipment suppliers became major
users of PCBs. The major application involved PCB being used as a coolant and dielectric
fluid in power transformers and capacitors.

The uses of PCBs can be classified as either closed or open. In closed applications it was
the intention to prevent any loss of PCB by containment within the sealed unit.
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Contamination of the environment was then consequent of a equipment leak. In open
applications the PCB's were exposed to the environment, and some loss to the environment
was inevitable. The major closed applications were as coolants in transformers and
dielectrics in capacitors.
Between 1929 and 1989, total world production of PCBs was 1.5 million tonnes. After the
US banned the manufacture or sale of PCB except in Closed systems in 1976 production
continued at a rate of 16000 tonnes per year from 1980 to 1984 and some 10,000 tonnes
per year from 1984 to 1989.
•

Many of the characteristics that make PCBs ideal for industrial applications create problems
when they are released into the environment. The effects on humans and the environment
primarily follow chronic exposure. Like many other chlorinated hydrocarbons, PCBs
associate with the organic components of soils, sediments, and biological tissues, or with
dissolved organic carbon in aquatic systems. PCB's volatize from water surfaces in spite
of their low vapour pressure, partly because of their hydrophobicity. The chemical
properties of PCBs vapours their long range transport, and PCBs have been detected in
Arctic air, water and organisms.

•

Despite the cessation of production in many countries from the mid 70s, PCBs continue to
be a pollutant of major concern on an international scale. There is still a substantial amount
of PCB still in use.

This results from the long lifetimes of power equipment such as

transformers, and the exemption given in many countries for contained use for the lifetime.
There are relatively high quantities in storage awaiting disposal.
Part of the world production has been destroyed, part remains in use or awaits destruction,
whilst a substantial proportion has been released to the environment. Depending on the
type and concentration levels there are several destruction and disposal options

available.
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Sustainability
Sustainable engineering and technology focusses on pollution and the adaptation of cleaner
production. Pollution prevention minimises effluents and waste streams from products and
eliminates the need for treatment and control. Sustainable technologies are those that reduce
pollution through significant technical advances. For communities to be sustainable they must be
free from pollution in all its forms. This guide attempts to integrate the elements of recovery and
management of PCBs and POPs and dispose of them in a manner that is Sustainable. The guide
has detailed descriptions of example operating manuals for such activity and has descriptions of
various destruction and decontamination technologies, including High Temperature Incineration. It
is the authors opinion that the plans and methodologies contained in this guide provide for
sustainable destruction and decontamination technologies for POPs and PCBs.
As the export of POPs as waste is not banned completely the concept of environmentally sound
management of POPs whatever the place of disposal is valid. The principle of environmentally
sound management of POPs provides that the wastes must be managed in such a way as not to
endanger human health and then environment. Whereas it is embodied in most relevant
international legal instruments in a fairly vague and unspecified form it is given concrete content by
reference to standards established by non binding technical guidelines or codes of conduct in the
field. This document is written as a field application manual and provides a means by which
environmentally sound management of POPs as waste is delivered.
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POPS. ·To,dp;ty, (A9rochemical)
Chemicals including pesticides are widely distributed in the environment.
Therefore there are many possible sources of exposure to these chemicals for
humans. Substances which are in ambient or indoor air may be inhaled while
those in water or food may be ingested or inhaled. Direct contact with the
chemical is the most prevalent way environmental chemicals can penetrate the
skin, but exposure through the skin may also occur as a result of contact with
chemical contaminants in air and water.
A single agrochemical can enter the body through all three routes of exposure,
inhalation, ingestion and skin penetration (dermal exposure). A pesticide can
involve more than one route of exposure if precautions are not taken. A pesticide
can be inhaled during use or repacking, penetrate the skin during handling and be
ingested through food if not washed off hands etc.
Once a agrochemical enters the body, it is often absorbed into the bloodstream
and can move throughout the body. The amount of absorbed and the rate of
absorption depends on the chemical involved and the route of exposure. This
movement of the agrochemical through the bloodstream is called distribution.
Through distribution a chemical can come into contact with all parts of the body,
not only the original site of entry. In some cases, such contact distant from the
point of entry can lead to adverse health effects. For example the ingestion of the
pesticide parathion into the stomach can lead to substantial damage to the lungs.
Once a agrochemical is absorbed into the bloodstream, it can have several
different fates. In many cases, it is rapidly removed from the body. In other
situations it may be stored in various parts of the body, such as fat or bone and
remain in the individual for many years. A compound may also lead to a toxic
effect through interaction with certain organs or tissues in the individual or with
other compounds in the body.
Often a agrochemical which is absorbed into the body interacts with particular
body chemicals and is changed into one or more other chemicals. This process is
called metabolism.
The particular properties of the absorbed chemical are quite critical to its fate in
the body. Certain Agrochemical are very resistant to metabolism and readily
dissolve into fat and are then stored. Dieldrin is a good example of this type of
compound. Other chemicals are more rapidly metabolised and excreted before
they can cause adverse effects. The organophosphate pesticides tend to behave
this way at low doses.
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In the case of a single event exposure it is the total amount of agrochemical to

which are person is exposed that detennines the severity of the toxic effect if any.
The greater the amount of exposure the greater the potential for adverse health
effects. In some cases this is due to the inherent toxicity of the agrochemical and

in others to the inability for the body to defend itself. In the latter case the body
may not be able to metabolise the chemical rapidly enough to prevent an increase
in concentration to toxic levels. In such a situation there is a clear threshold above
which toxic signs and symptoms appear.
In the case of repeated multiple exposures to an agrochemical it is not only the
total amount of exposure but also the rate or timing of exposure that is quite
important. All processes in the body normally proceed at specific rates so that
metabolism excretion and storage occur during a particular period of time after a
chemical is absorbed. For one occurrence exposure the time needed for the
various processes that breakdown the compound to be completed will determine
the length of time that a toxic response if any persists.
However if there are repeated exposures to the same chemical the situation is
more complicated. If there is enough time between so that all of the chemical
from the initial exposure is excreted and no effects persist then each exposure is
essentially independent of the previous one and can be treated as a single
exposure. However if the time between exposures is so short that some of the
chemical remains from the first exposure then a build-up can occur. Over time this
build up can lead to levels that are toxic.
The total amount of exposure can have different results depending on whether the
exposure occurred all at once or repeatedly over time. A high dose given once
may have the same toxic effect while the same total given in small doses over time
will not.
The possible toxic effects of exposure to a particular agrochemical depends on
many factors. These include characterisation of the chemical and the individual
exposed, the route of exposure, the total dose and the time course exposure.
Unfortunately scientists have not been able to determine exactly how each of
these factors will affect any specific individual so that present understanding of
agrochemical exposures only provides general guidance.
The procedures specified in this manual are designed to minimise exposure and
this minimise the potential for adverse health effects.
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,,dd,pJi\#Jbes''To~lly
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) are a mixture of chemicals and may be clear to
yellow oily liquids or solids, vapour is invisible, and PCBs are heavier than water.

PCBs are a group of Chlorinated Hydrocarbons. Up to 209 different compounds
exist in the PCB group. PCBs have the chemical composition C12 H10-nC1n.
Specific chemical properties vary with the amount of chlorine.
PCBs are generally stable chemically and resistant to heat. They are fireresistant, have a strong odour, are insoluble in water, and can be mixed with oils
used in transformers and capacitors as insulating fluids ("Dielectrics'} other uses
included heat transfer fluids, hydraulic fluids, in brake linings, paints, sealants,
varnishes, carbonless copy paper, cosmetics, etc.

Research results do not confirm or conc\usive\v
show a causal relationship for the following

effects:
1.

PCBs may be teratogens (can cause
fetal malformation in the first three
months of pregnancy)

2.

They
may
damage
reproductive system.

an

adult's

The symptoms of high PCB levels in the
body, as listed above, are often ( and
possibly erroneously) directly related to
the concentration of PCBs in the blood.

PCBs do not break down readily. They persist in the environment and are
absorbed by animals, being stored in fatty tissues. Once in the food chain they
increase in concentration the further up the chain one goes ("Bioaccumulate").
As well as the risk from PCBs themselves, there is a risk from fires involving
equipment containing PCBs. Such fires can produce toxic by-products including
dioxin (Polychlorinated Dibenzoparadioxins, Poly Chlorinated Dibenzofurans and
Hydrogen Chloride).
PCBs are thought to be hazardous to human health. The path of PCBs entering
to the human body is by breathing, ingesting and passing through the skins.
No matter what, PCBs must be handled with extreme caution. Most commonly,
inhalation of PCBs may lead to nausea and eye, nose and throat irritation. PCBs
may also damage the liver.
High exposure of PCBs may damage the nervous system, causing numbness,
weakness and tingling (pins and needles) in the arms and legs. Also high
exposure to the skin may cause itching, sweating and burning sensations. Longterm high skin exposure may result in ridges in finger and toe-nails, acne and skin
pigmentation.
High exposure through inhalation may irritate lungs and cause gastro-intestinal
problems such as a reduced bowel capacity. Also the nervous system and skin
problems mentioned above may be caused through inhalation in high exposure
sites.
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Destruction and Decontamination
Technologies for PCBs and POPs
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PARTII

PROJECT STRATEGIES
.....

The process to developing an Environmentally Sound Management Project strategy for destruction
and decontamination is essentially the same for all POPs, PCBs and unwanted and obsolete

,S.ti;,J>$. :f9(the·:~~"'rpnrrt~rit~_l!Y'1$QuJ1!'.,t ':Man~g~_rnent ·bt
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pesticides. There are seven steps involved and these steps are the same for all. The guide deals
with each separately but follows the same seven steps.
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STEP 1
Declaration

•

The decision to dispose is where the whole process starts. When a country or organisation decides
that a POP or PCBs will be collected and disposed of and this is declared the entire process

STEP 2

commences at the point of declaration. The important key issues at the point of declaration are also

Inventory Data Collection

to state the boundaries of the disposal. Will it be only government agencies that have stock of PCBs
or POPs or will it also cover private or public companies. Will stocks without owners be included
and who will pay for the disposal. At the point of declaration the rules about end of service life for
equipment contaminated with PCBs will need to be stated. The declaration of disposal needs to be
short, clear and concise as to the boundaries of the project. Without a clear declaration it will be
difficult to determine which stocks are to be disposed of and which are not. Once the declaration
has been published then the project follows specific steps.
" · ' ·1·•'"'"'.· .

• :~ .. ••• '<. ·:·:· -~. ~
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STEP 3
Inventory Data Analysis

•

STEP 4
Strategy Selection

+
STEPS
Rationalisation

The process involved with determining and selecting an appropriate destruction or decontamination

•
•

technique begins with the inventory stage. It is important to understand that the whole process of

STEP 6

selecting the destruction or decontamination stage is entirely dependent on the quality and quantity

Technology Selection

of the information obtained during the inventory phase. It is not possible to correctly select an
appropriate technology unless the inventory stage is rigourous and detailed. The range of
concentration and disposition of PCB for instance is so vast that is is unacceptable to determine the
destruction or decontamination technology without the inventory analysis being in place.

STEP 7

Implementation

\Mien the inventory analysis is complete and the stock's size, concentration and disposition is
known then and only then can the process begin in order to establish the appropriate technology or
combination of technologies that will deal with the waste in a sustainable manner.
Depending on the inventory analysis there are many options available and this guide will provide a
method for working out the best technology and management plan as well as provide details of the
available technologies.
The inventory data collection must be detailed enough to provide the following information. When
collecting data for PCB inventory there are four fundamental questions to be asked .
\Nhat is it?
\Nhere is it?
How much is there?
Wlo owns it?
These questions are answered by the provision of the following data against the following segments:
In service transformers
Out of service transformers
lnservice capacitors
out of service capacitors
Bulk storage tanks, drums and containers
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V\lhich Inventory system to use

For each of the segments there are several data required as follows.

In service transformers
KVA rating
Fluid qty
number (EPA)
Year of manufacture
weight

Brand name
location
PCB concentration
Scheduled year of replacement
status/owner

Self reporting management

Out of service transformers
KVA rating
Fluid qty
number (EPA)
Year of manufacture
status/owner

Brand name
location
PCB Concentration
weight

Self reporting Notification/Education

In service capacitors
KVArRating
Weight
location

Brand name
number (EPA)
status/owner

Out of service capacitors
KVAr rating
weight
location

Transmission of PCB survey information
Brand by name
number (EPA)
status/owner

Bulk storage, drums, tanks etc.
Handling of Responses
Type
weight
PCB Concentration

location
fluid qty
status/owner

The data entry for status can includes codes for leaking, stable, packed etc.
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Sampling and analysis

Selecting the equipment to be inventoried
• must do
transformers
capacitors
•ought to do
hydraulic fluids
oil filled cables
•get information on
PCB containing wastes
Soil contamination
Detennining if the equipment contains PCB.
•look for manufacturers label
•locate other records or information about the equipment
apply assumption rules
Assumption rules

1:;~~~~~:w~~·np)i~to,rm~A~1111;rnt::;,;::imi;::.:'.
• 'J;;~';~·;,;~:,;',';~;·,:.::;;·;;,!' :,;;;~;.;;,

'.

v;:'..':~-:~:;·;~·~;.;.~";:.~~;~::~;:
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I
I

Assume

Assume PCB

PCB contaminated

Assume PCB contaminated.

J

I
I

Inspect service records
•determine if the equipment has been retrofilled
• if retrofilled obtain records ppm levels
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Class segregation rules

{a::~rm=w~r~f.·~~r=t:~~ll:,r.t1~;.
segregated.

In many respects the inventory data collection for POPs other than PCBs including; unwanted and
obsolete pesticides is very similar to that of PCBs. The four questions are the same;

(b)Hert>icides 1 All. herbicides should be·stQred in a
segregatecfarea oft~e store; and

on their own, to

pre\fE!nt ·~~~ cont,01ination,
VVhat is it?
VVhere is it?
How much is there?
VVho owns it?
VVhereas the testing and sampling of PCB is a relatively straight forward exercise, in the field for
pesticides and POPs as waste in general it is a different matter. In many cases of long term storage
of POPs and unwanted and obsolete pesticides the question "VVhat is it?" becomes very difficult
However it is very important that during the inventory process the ''what is it?" question is answered
fully. There are many experts available that can readily identify the class of pesticides and agri-

: ..
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.:···
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.·

(c)Sodi1.1mC~loratea>otassiqm Cf:ilprate. 111ese are
:schedµle(t <;iass; .· oxidising ~gents anc:t ·m®t be
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.·· .. ·

(d)PooJ cherhieals.·. Calcium .hypochlolite $hall not

:.=t•t:J' .:::Sri°t: ~t"YJ!
01
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chemicals in general and at the very least the class must be identified. This is because unlike PCB
the segregation of the various unwanted agri-chemicals classes is very important when the material
is to be transported.

(e)Soil Fumigants. Methyl bromide, chloropicrin,

During the process of repackaging of POPs, waste streams must be kept separate and hence the

dichloropropane,dichloropropene and other soil
fumigants shall be segregated in storage so that

inventory data collection process must identify the streams. A waste steam can be made up of
separate types of waste so long as they are compatible with each other. The first step is to keep

spontaneous explosion.

they cannot come into contact with any other
chemical at any time.

liquids and solids separated from the very beginning. The.inventory data collection must therefore
contain information that permits the construction of a segregation strategy which will eventually
impact on the transportation strategies.

(f)Lubricants, Brake fluids Under no circumstances
shall these be stored with any agri-chemicals.

Pesticides are categorised into groups of pesticides, such as organic chlorine pesticides, organic

(g) Potassium, calcium and ammonia nitrate
fertilisers. Under no circumstances shall these

phosphorus pesticides and pyrethroide pesticides. Pyrethroide pesticides have a low toxicity level,
chlorinated pesticides are toxic, but not acute, phosphorus pesticides are acute toxic.

fertilisers be stored with agri-chemioals;
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Inventory data for unwanted and obsolete pesticides should include:
location
classes and type of material
weight and volumes of each material
Owner information
storage situation
leakage and contamination information
product information - active ingredient, formulation, concentration
product age and condition
As for PCBs the inventory data collection for other POPs is the starting point for the formulation of a
project plan to deal with the unwanted and obsolete pesticides. An additional factor for a pesticides
project is site stabilisation. During the inventory data collection information is collected that provides
details of the site situation and disposition of the chemicals o that during the project activity a
stabilisation of the site can be applied. Wthin the project plans outlined in this guide this is covered
in the site clearance and site preparation plans.
FAO STANDARD INVENTORY FORMS FOR RECORDING OBSOLETE PESTICIDES

Pesticides Management
,, Flow chart

;1Inventory

data collection
and evaluation

Site Stabilisation and
Temporary Storage

Disposal

Product Fonn
A product sheet needs to be completed for each product (if one product is kept in different
types of containers, one sheet should be completed for each type of container)
SHEET NUMBER:
O\NNER OF PRODUCT:
LABELS ON CONTAINERS:
TRADE NAME: ................... ..............................
ACTIVE INGREDIENT(S):
FORMULATION TYPE: ...................................... CONCENTRATION: ................ g/litre or g/kg
MANUFACTURER:...........................................
BATCH NUMBER: ......................................
MANUFACTURE DATE:..................................... ARRIVAL DATE:
CONTAINER TYPE: .........................................
UNIT SIZE:
NUMBER OF CONTAINERS: ............................. QUANTITY:
ORIGIN: purchased by Government I received as donation (name donor):
imported by private company (name company): ..................... .
CONDITION OF PESTICIDE: usable / unknown / deteriorated
CONDITION OF CONTAINERS: good/ minor damage/ serious damage
transportable / not transportable
description of damage: ............. .
HAVE CONTAINERS BEEN OPENED? yes/ some/ no/ not certain
REASON FOR NOT USING THE PRODUCT:
expired / deteriorated I banned / wrong formulation
no need / stock too large / no longer recommended
Other: ...... ..
REMARKS:

Prevention of accumulation
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lnventorv Analysis process for POPs (.PCBs)

1

The information contained in the inventory analysis allows us to commence the planning required to
derive a destruction and decontamination strategy. There are several steps to this phase.

Inventory Analysis Step 2 - Data Breakdown
VVith the data collected during the inventory phase a breakdown of the information is required. This
breakdown is designed to discover the size and nature of the waste material so that groupings can
be assigned so that the appropriate technology selection process can be applied. Ultimately there
are two overall categories. The first is material that is to be decontaminated and the second is
material for destruction. It is very important to get the waste PCB properly assigned so that the
appropriate technology can be selected.

While the inventory data may refer to simply PCB

transformer it is necessary to know the amounts and the concentrations of PCB as this will have a
material effect on the technology selected to either decontaminate the transformer or to export it for
destruction.

Inventory Analysis Step 3 - Establish groupings
For PCB contaminated equipment it is necessary to establish groupings for the waste to be

Sum ma rise Data into
Groups

categorized into. The groupings below are a suggestion for likely groupings that are based on
appropriate technology for the decontamination of destruction of the PCB. The groupings should be
laid out on a matrix so that amounts can be entered into and then the summarising can be done.

STEP 6
Sum ma rise Data for
decontamination

Likely PCB groupings
Gp1

In service transformers (all sizes) with less than 50ppm PCB

Gp2

In service transformers (less than 500KVA) with 50-5,000 ppm

Gp3

In service transformers (less than 500KVA) with 5,000-50,000 ppm

Gp 4

In service transformers (More than 500KVA) with 50-5,000 ppm

Gp 5

In service transformers (more than 500KVA) with 5,000-50,000ppm

Gp 6

In service transformers (more than 500KVA with 50,000-900,000ppm

STEP 7
Summarise Data for
Destruction
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Gp 7

Out of Service transfonners (all sizes) with less than 50ppm

Gp 8

Out of service transformers (less than 500KVA) with 50-5,000ppm

Gp 9

Out of service transfonners (less than 500KVA) with 5,000-50,000ppm

Gp 1O Out of service transfonners (less than 500KVA) with 50,000-900,000ppm
Gp 11

Out of service transfonners (more than 500KVA) with less than 50ppm

Gp 12 Out of service transfonners (more than 500KVA) with 50-5,000ppm
Gp 13 Out of service transfonners (more than 500KVA) with 5,000-50,000ppm
Gp 14 Out of service transformers (more than SOOKVA) with 50,000-900,000ppm

Photo : Type 7 storage

GP 15 Empty out of service transformers
Gp 16 In service Capacitors
Gp 17 Out of Service capacitors
Gp 18 Storage tanks with oil less than 50ppm
Gp 19 Storage tanks with oil greater than 50ppm
This grouping breakdown is placed on a matrix with the quantities from the inventory analysis and

Step 2 Data Bri~kdow~iJn\fPl~s the!:~ro~ni~Jng.<>ftM

then the matrix is passed to the next step in the process which is the strategy selection.

inventory data types arid qua~(ities

iht6'th~jjrouping.

PCB Inventory Analysis - Step 2 Data Breakdown
PCB
Tvoe
T/F
T/F
Caos

Tvoe Service Owner
No.
No.
ABB
TM
134 TPC
Tvree 08
145 TPC
TYY
T&J
1485 POC
Manu

KVA/r Total
Oil Wt Oil Otv PCB
Weiaht Ka Kq
Litres oom

250
5000
125

450
185
12500 2500
60
25

Go

1
250 <50
4000 >50000 6
35
5000 16
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PCB Inventory Analysis - Step 4 Estimate quanitites
Oil Wt Oil Otv PCB
Kc
Litres oom

185
2500
25

Gr,

1
250 <50
4000 >50000 6
5000 16
35

Otv Decon
Oil Ka

Otv Oecon
Mat Ka

Otv Destr
PCB Kc

185
2500
25

265
10000
55

0
2500
SS

Photo : Type 10 Storage

PCB Inventory Analysis - Step 5 Summarise data

Step 4 Inventory analysis involves estimating the

quantities of PCB oil and PCB contaminated materials
Gr,

1
2
3
4
5
6

Otv Decon
Oil Ka

Otv Decon
Mat Kc

Otv Destr
PCB Kc

2560
3540
2687
15000
29500
16500

9562
10000
55
28000
48900
29500

0
3540
55
15000
29500
16500

~tep 5 Inventory analysis involves reordering the data

irlto the group total quantities and summarised across
decontamination and destruction.
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PCB Inventory Analysis - Step 6 Decontamination
C'..n

1
2
3
4
5
6

Otv Decon
Oil Ka

Otv Decon
Mat Ka

Total
Decxon Ka

2560
0
2687
0
0
0

9562
10000
55
28000
48900
29500

12122
10000
2742
28000
48900
29500
131 264

TOTAL

Photo : T ype 6 Storage

Ste~·l·:a·•.·.lriyintq~:·• 1~n~!Y~!~J!. •~~v6l~~··!·~~ffl~,nzing···the

total arnountto be :ijeoont~rriinated••'•

Step 7 Inventory Analysis .involves
PCB Inventory Analysis - Step 7 Destruction
Go

1
2
3
4
5
6

Otv Decon

Oil Ka

Otv Dest
Mat Ka

Total
Destr Ka

0
3540
0
15000
29500
16500

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
3540
0
15000
29500
16500
64.540

TOTAL

.surntl'larising' the

amount to be destroyed
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The analysis for unwanted pesticides and POPs is somewhat simpler than for PCBs. Generally the
waste falls into the broad classes of segregation and in the main these products must be exported
for destruction rather than local decontamination. Decontamination procedures may be required for
soil and water clean up and this in the main involves extraction of the contaminated soil rather than
treatment of it. There are some technologies however that can be used in situ for soil contaminated
with pesticides and involve bioremediation or phytoremediation.

The analysis must provide detailed summaries of the quantities of stored waste and the location and
disposition of it.

Wlereas the inventory analysis for PCBs generally falls into two categories,

Obsolete products requiring disposal
• products that are banned
• Products that are deteriorated beyond usability

decontamination or destruction, the analysis of inventory for pesticides should be broadly placed into
the four categories as follows;

• Products that testing has show to beyond
usability
• Contaminated products rendering them
unusable

Obsolete products requiring disposal
Products requiring further identification
Products requiring further identification and testing

• Unidentified products
• Older products passed useby dates
Usable products

Usable products
• Use is still permitted and not unusable
Usable after refonnulation

Usable after refonnulation
• Products in good condition but need
reformulating so they can be reused .
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(tn service Transformer

I

RetrofiH &
Solvent wash,~

The quality of the inventory analysis becomes important at this stage. So that the correct technology

I

is selected that data contained in the matrix from stages 1,2 and 3 must be accurate.

j

!Yes

j

1

The actual grouping make up will also have a bearing on the combination of technology selection. If
there is much more of one grouping over another then a single technology may be chosen to cover
all the stock.
The possible technology selections for PCBs that can be made against each of the groupings above
are as follows:
Gp1

In service transformers (less than 500KVA) with 50-5,000 ppm

For transformers in service with less than 5000ppm retrofilling is cost effective and valid with in situ
treatment not cost effective for transformers of this size.
Gp 3

In service transformers (less than 500KVA) with 5,000-50,000 ppm

Retrofilling with in situ treatment of solvent washing or bio reaction and circulating polishing with
Perchloroethylene. Also replacement option is valid
~

More than
SOppm but
less than
SOOOppm

More than
_ SOOOppm
• but less than
50,000ppm

,,

~

Replace
transformer
Oil tor destruction
Transformer for
decontamination

In service transformers (all sizes) with less than 50ppm PCB

In general in service transformers with less than 50ppm may be left in service and not touched.
Retrofilling is possible but this creates stocks of lightly contaminated oil. In the main most countries
prefer to treat below 50ppm as not PCB. From an environmentally sound management point of
view with retrofilling producing stocks of contaminated oil the best option is to leave the less than
50ppm as it is.
~

S!

.

Local
recycling
Industry

Hlocal
Autoclaving

L,_
Drained Oil

Offshore
Destruction
for the oil
only

I

,~

,_

,~

-

Note : Only Oil, Internal Transformer cardboard,
wood and ceramics etc is ever destroyed. All other
transformer components, steel, copper, aluminium
are recovered and recycled.

In service transformers (More than 500KVA} with 50-5,000 ppm

Retrofilling with in situ treatment uis required due to the size of the transformers and the capacity for
long term leaching. Removed oil which may be up two two times the transformer capacity will
require to be destroyed. Replacement option not valid due to high capital cost and destruction
costs.
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~

In service transtonners (more than SOOKYA> with s.ooo-so.oooopm

Retrofilling with in situ treatment for residual leaching. Recovered contaminated oil must go for
destruction.
Gp 6

In seryjce transfonners <more than 500KVA) with 50,000-900,000ppm

Oil for destruction and transformer for decontamination and recycling after autoclaving .

.GIL1.

out of Service transformers Call sizes> wtth less than 50ppm

Oil for destruction, transfonner may be reused or recycled
~

Photo:Type 1 Storage

Out of seryice transfonners lless than SOOKVA) with 50-5,000ppm

Oil for destruction, transfonner for solvent washing and reused or recycled
Gp 9

Out of service transformers cress than sooKVA) with 5,ooo-5o,oooopm

Drain Oil for destruction, transfonner to autoclaving, solvent washing and recycling

YR.1Q Out of seryice transformers (less than SOOKVA) with so.000.900.oooopm
Drain Oil for destruction, transformer for autoclaving, solvent washing and recycling
~

Out of service transformers <more than 500KVA) with less than 50ppm

Drain oil for destruction, transfonner for autoclaving, solvent washing and recycling
Gp 12 Out of service transformers (more than SOO KVA} with 50-5 ,OOOppm
Drain oil for destruction, transfonner for autoclaving, solvent washing and recycling
~

Out of service transformers (more than SOOKVA} with 5,000-50,000ppm

Drain oil for destruction, transformer to solvent washing, autoclaving and recycling
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~

out of service transformers <more than 500KVA} with so,000.900,oooppm

Drain oil for destruction, transformer for autoclaving and recycling
GP 15 Empty out of service transfonners
Autoclaving and/or solvent washing and recycling
~

In service Capacitors

Remove and send for shredding and destruction or autoclaving

Photo : Temporary bunding for transformer
decanting

.GQ..11. Out of service capacitors
Shredding and autoclaving or destruction
~

Storage tanks with oil less than 50ppm

No action
~

Storage tanks with oit greater than SOppm

Drain oil for destruction, solvent wash tank.
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Compared to management of PCBs unwanted and obsolete pesticides have another step that must
be applied before the disposal strategy is selected. This involves site stabilisation . Generally is is
helpful if this process is done with the inventory and data collection phase but in reality it is done at a
later date.

Stabilisation of sites in necessary to reduce further loss to the environment and

increasing risks to the local population and site workers. Site stabilisation involves repackaging of
the unwanted chemicals that are leaking from unstable and deteriorated containers.
Site
stabilisation also involved segregation of classes and separation of dangerous combinations. It is
during this phase along with the information from the inventory analysis that the strategy selection
for destruction and decontamination can commence.
In the main for unwanted and obsolete pesticides and POPs in general decontamination is not an
option apart for contaminated soils. Destruction is required for those products that cannot be reused
as they are, or reused after refonnulation. The disposal or destruction method chosen will depend
on the type and quality of product involved and local circumstances. While a destruction technology
may be suitable for one situation it may be unsuitable for another. This means that the process of
formulating a strategy will have to consider the combination of the technology and the chemicals
involved at the particular site.
The five main alternatives for strategy selection are :
high temperature incineration
landfill
chemical treatment
long term storage
ball milling

These alternatives are discussed in PART Ill of the guide.
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Extracts from the Base\ Con...,ent\on

Given the amount of PCB oil to be disposed of, should the country import the technology to
incinerate the oil using a mobile incinerator or due to the low quantities should it be exported to
another country that is set up with incineration facilities. Would it be feasible to import Plasma Arc
technology and dispose within the country. VVhat are the issues of dioxins and furans that impinge
on this decision and are they managed by the chosen technology. Is storage long term a feasible
option so that when a cheaper more friendly option is available then disposal can occur. Should the
country import dechlorination, solvent washing, autoclaving technology or biotech technologies to
decontaminate the PCB equipment? Can the recycling business cope with the materials from the
autoclaving process. All of these decisions depend on the quantity of the material, the concentration
(PCBs) of the material, the infrastructure available within the country and the logistical framework
necessary to handle the project. The steps in volved in the rationalisation activity are as follows:

•

After the basic strategy selection has been performed the matrix is updated to show the
reality of the chosen strategies and thus the quantities of materials that will be available to

meeting., ;

;

.

. . ;:; ;

each part of the chosen strategies.

(1)

·Require

that

informatt~n

::~bout

; , :: :· ,,

~~!po~~d

It is then appropriate to rationalise the process by examining the matrix to see where the

Transboundary movement Of '1alZ8rdOus; wastes

bulk of the material lies and determine where a particular group may be combined with

and other wastes be provided

another group as far as treatment is concerned.

concerned according to annexV.A

Major decisions are made at this point based on the reality of the country situation and the

the effects of the proposed movement on human
health and environment:

disposition and size of the waste to be disposed.

to the ;State$
to' Stateictearly

It is during this stage that the
.
..

.

.

. ..

...

requirements of environmentally sound management are delivered. Decisions in this step

(g)

include;

other wastes if it has reason io believe that the

.Prevent the ·irnport of hazardous wastes and

wastes
export all or part of the PCBs

in question will not be managed in an

environmentally sound manner;
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Step 6 - Rationalisation - PCBs (Cont,

•

Construct or import PCBs destruction or decontamination technology

•

remove PCB contaminated equipment from service or leave in situ and treat

Rationalisation decisions

All of these questions and decisions must be framed within the concept of environmentally sound
management, minimisation of transboundary movements, sustainability and sound management
practice as well as economic considerations. A balance must be achieved here that provides a
solution that is best for all the elements described. It will not be possible to satisfy all of the
requirements. It may be that the best environmentally sound management solution involves total
export because the rationalisation analysis has indicated that it is not technically feasible nor
economically feasible to develop an indigenous technology or import a technology to dispose of
small amounts of highly contaminated PCB oil. On the other hand it may be feasible to import
autoclaving systems to take care of decontamination of empty transformers with the concentrated
PCB oil being exported for destruction. These are the decision that can only be made after the
rationalisation procedure is complete and that procedure is dependent on an accurate inventory
analysis.

Import
technology
Export all and
replacement
In situ Treatment

-Incineration
-Autoclave
-Bio
-Vitrification
-dechlorination
-Plasma Arc

Replacement and
storage
Combination local and
export treatment
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In a similar manner to that of rationalisation for PCBs, POPs and unwanted or obsolete pesticides
must go through rationalisation. Because unwanted or obsolete pesticides are generally sent for
destruction the rationalisation involves the feasibility of the various options open to the country
involved. If high temperature incineration is chosen should it be a mobile machine imported to the
country or should the waste travel overseas to a developed country that provides a service of
destruction using a HTI. It is usually not an option for a developing country to consider constructing
its own high temperature incinerator as a fixed plant. The cost for this is prohibitive and there are
issues related to operational safety and training etc.

It is feasible to import a mobile High

temperature incinerator that can be transported from site to site should there be sufficient material
available to make it economic. Quantities at each site would need to be in the order of7000 tonnes
for this option to be successful.
Cement kilns can provide a useful alternative for purpose built HTI but it needs to be a rotary kiln
with appropriate gas treatment systems such as an electrostatic precipitator. Often the owner of the
cement kiln will not allow its use for pesticide destruction. The time taken to evaluate and determine
such kilns can be used usually exceeds that required for other options.
Export to a HTI incinerator in a developed country is a valid option for all quantities from one tonne
to 10,000 tonnes and more.

These days the cost of HTI incineration for pesticides is very

competitive and is the preferred technology at this time.
In situ chemical treatment is an option but there are many problems associated with performing
treatment within developing countries. Generally it is often not cost effective when compared to

Ball milling is .an emerging technology that has huge

incineration and difficult to ensure environmental protection during treatment. Chemical treatment is

promise for on site treatment and destruction

generally viewed as simply preparing the product for further treatment such as landfilling or

obSolete pesticides - details in Part Ill

incineration rather than an end in itself.
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Rationalization Project Strategy Management

For hazardous waste projects of some size there needs to be a project
management strategy for the implementation of the strategies chosen. V\itlile PART
IV has a full set of implementation plans there needs to be an understanding of
basic project management and that is defined here, There are five distinct areas
that are required to be "managed" so that the waste project

is successfully

completed. These five areas of the waste project areas that must be managed by
the project team and they are described as management functions.

Managing Scope
Managing Project Organisation
Managing Quality
Managing Cost
Managing Time
Each of these elements is delivered within the Implementation plans in PART IV.
Wthin each of these five elements is the element of risk management and this is
discussed separately.

Before these elements are considered the project definition must be formulated.
The project definition initiates the project and therefore relates the work to projects
objectives.
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Managing the Scope

Scope management is often the most overlooked aspect of project management. It

Dey,1op j]~~

is within this element that the project objectives are set and generally where the

obJ~(#rV19~ ,,··

biggest failure component occurs.

,.
:.
>,concept

. '.
. .......... ··_ .. -·..

.
1

:'

through

. ·.

:-:

:.

the. projects

It is within the definition of scope and its

subsequent management that the true direction of the boards intentions can be lost.
The purpose of scope management can be summarised as follows:

2)

De6ni, ;ttie(scope

through the worlcbreakdown

strueturij"i :······
The management of the project scope shall be defined so that the activity engaged
ensures that enough, but only enough, work is undertaken to deliver the project's

3) '~utH~~; anci·iexeoute the work, and monitor and
. . "")(\:d.'.t:: \'.Jit::-::JJ:·:_: :.:::.:.: :::::-:):: _. :... ' .

purpose.

.·~~t~li~~tf.t~f ••.
Within this definition are three key elements (J Turner) :

an adequate, or sufficient, amount of work is done
unnecessary work is not done

4)

qonimis~ion the facility.to produce the system. and

obtain the benefits.

the work that is done delivers the stated business purpose

There are four steps to make this definition a reality for this project and they are:
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There are three fundamental

\eve\s of wo~

Integrated
... .. .
(;

strategic
The main emphasis is at the start of this process, as the mistakes made here are rarely
corrected.

Item 3 above is the purpose behind the "Ownership• of the project.

.Detail

The

development of the Project Concept (1) is a critical issue and this must be properly completed
after the project leader has had the opportunity to evaluate the site situation .

Work Breakdown structure (2) is a process by which during the first stage of formulating the
management of the project the work of the project is divided and subdivided for management
and control purposes.

In preference to breaking the project into a low level of detailed in a

single step the idea is to devolve through increasing levels of detail.

Therefore the work

breakdown structure is developed by breaking the project into intermediate and sub project
steps and the work required to execute that sub group is identified.
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For this project due to its nature of involving the entire Business the Work breakdown must start at

In order to create the work breakdown the process of

the first Breakdown level and progress down. As it devolves downwards then the detail level breaks

defining the project must be carried out :

down into project phase, task, activity etc and there will be probably about seven levels that are
finally listed. This process as mentioned devolves as the project unfolds and the detail of the

Defining Projects

project becomes clearer as a result of the business purpose clarification.
The advantages of the Work Breakdown concept are:

The project definition always has the role of initiating

It provides better control of work definitions

the project and therefore as

It allows work to be delegated in coherent packages

relates the work of the project to

It allows work to be defined at an appropriate level for estimating and control of the

requirements.

current stage

should be defined:

previously mentioned
management's

The following three requirements

It allows risk to be contained within the work breakdown structure
the purpose
The use of work breakdown structures will satisfy the principles of good management:

the scope
the objectives

1

Manage through a structured breakdown of the project

2

Focus on results: what to achieve and how to achieve it

3

Balance results through the work breakdown, between areas of technology, people,
systems and organisation

4

Organise a contract

between all the parties involved, by defining their role,

responsibilities and working relationships
5

Adopt a clear and simple reporting structure
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Rationallz~tion Project Strategy Management (Cont)

Step6

The purpose statement should be clear and concise and once the project is underway it will become
the mission of all those involved in the project, both as team members and as resource providers.

The ~ is an initial high level description of the way in which the purpose will be commissioned.
The Statement of Scope should include two elements:

The work that falls within the remit of the project and is required to achieve the
benefits
the work that falls outside of the remit of the project

The objectjves should be quantitative and qualitative measures by which the completion of the
project will be judged. In effect they define the outcome that will be produced. The objectives
should address:

address all the work within the scope of the project
not address work outside of the scope of the project
begin to set the parameters for managing quality, cost and time.
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At the strategic level the Milestones

plan:
Summary of Managing Scope

shows how the deliverables build
towards the final objectives
The purpose of scope of management methodology is to ensure that :

sets a stable framework
controls the unfolding and devolution

adequate work is done
unnecessary work is not done

of the management of the scope
A good milestone plan

the project's purpose is achieved
is clear, simple and concise
focusses on necessary sections
There are four steps of scope management:

develop the concept through the projects objectives
define the scope through the work breakdown structure
authorise and execute the work, and monitor and control progress
commission the project and produce the benefit

gives an overview of the project
There are seven steps in milestone planning
agree the final milestone
brainstorm milestones
review the list
experiment with result paths
draw the logical dependencies

Work breakdown is a process by which the work is subdivided for management.control

make the final plan

purposes and logical arrangement purposes.
Plans at the lower level include:
The project is defined at the strategic level through;

subsidiary milestones plans
work package scope statements
activity plans developed on a rolling

the purpose

wave basis.

the Scope inclusions and exclusions
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Managing Project Organisation

The next major project management objective is that related to managing the project
Organisation.

Through this process the project Manager defines the type and level of

resources inputs, and how they are to be managed in order to achieve the purpose of the
project that has been stated in the management of scope.

When the Scope and the Organisation have been fully defined they represent the Project
Contract that then exists between the project team and the Corporate Management.

Negotiating Contracts

The Project must establish an organisational
structure and the project manager must establish
a contract between all parties involved at all
levels as follows:

betw,eri:. •.. M~nagement ·and ·'the. ,Project ..

Man~g~r:[~Je1 .
between• the,parties·
.. :···

: .·

.·

m~~~p•:u~;tH~::P9d; •.:.
..

The purposes, principles and processes of project organisation are defined as below;

at the strategic Level

Project Organisation Purpose is defined for this project as follows:

between the members of the :Project team/

to assemble sufficient resources (human, material and financial) of the appropriate type and

i

• ••

' ••

••

••• •

at the tactical level

quality to undertake the work of the project and to deliver the strategic intention of the project.
The project manager is responsible for
Three of the principles of good project management are discharged by the management of the

negotiating the "Contracts" by building a clear

project organisation:

vision of the project and devolving that mission or
vision down to objectives at each level of the

negotiate a contract between all parties

organisational structure.

assign roles and responsibilities at all levels of work breakdown
adopt a clear and simple reporting structure
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The ucontract" is defined by the process of defining roles and responsibilities of the parties
involved for the work elements at each level of the breakdown. This can take the following
format:;

.:::a"ir~::::~u::::.::.
as

colurriol: l~;trlbols' placed in the ~cty of thiro~trix .

sh9w

For work

Who is to undertake the task

For management

Who is to make decisions

a}~sin,ibilly··ch~~ii~::ndi:wq~pr.ei~ 'i~/.

nn1~gij~~ot!~fthe pt<,jectfype
,fttat\.,~t;,:
is ,.,
..:"_·: :.· :.
. ·. ·...,·.:: ·.
:;_;; ,. ·.·::..;.:

Defining Roles and responsibilities

t~~<:1ever of :,involvement

of a particular

nat'.~ijit• Cbmmunications assi$1ed,;by,the
ij.rttm;uoh: !firs a~; shown on ttl~ sarppte
·· ff -~~phed:,~~t:l t~e r~port: ,

Who is to manage progress
Who guides new resources

For Communication

Who must provide information and opinions
Who may provide information and knowledge
Who must be informed of outcomes

The responsibility chart should be kept simple and clear. It should be a single page defining
resources and inputs. It defines the ucontracts" at all levels of breakdown and is the document
against which the ucontracts" are negotiated and agreed.

The responsibility chart is the

document that is used to foster cooperation and ensure that the project operation is brought on
quickly and effectively.
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Use of the Responsibility chart

Jacti~I L~~I

!\~~ ~~,qQ~
1

~n~iblt~f ihart idefines,. the

This chart can be used at all levels within the Work Breakdown Structure. Specifically it can be used
in three fundamental levels.

Project level : Procedural Responsibility Chart

d!ll~ri:~n~

••)~1~:ad~:!tij1 , .

:iij@cause:
~~qHrj~i~Hfflese
~I~~:

i1:tu>

l~~ij~t!~$;:,~re·:J~:•• be

:·!~1~~11~\ iijnH[iUU
This level is used for defining procedures to be employed on the project and include:

procedures for monitoring and control
change control procedures

•stages ·• by igroup .•negQtiatio~:. and .. agreement

quality control procedures

•. TI'le sarl]:i prihoipt1fapplies to the responsibility

Strategic Level : Milestone responsibility chart

•'ctlart.·.·.·ey using ~.~ groHp•prtncipl~ all inputs

from ,all members
This level is used for defining roles and responsibilities for achieving milestones. Sometimes
both milestones and procedures can be used on the same page and the two levels are then
merged into one management level.

~nt,e' integrated

into the

r~ponslbility chart res91t. and .. then . the end
.. : .. ··::···

-_·_··.

Pf~ijuct 1$boughtby
is built

au. The responsibility chart

up atter the Milestones chart which is

after the Work Breakdow.n structure.
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Summary of Managing project Organisation

The purpose of project organisation is:
assemble adequate resources
to execute the work of the project
the ensure successful outcome

The principle elements of Organisational management are;

the contract between the parties involved
organisational breakdown structure which matches the work breakdown
responsibility charts

There are two critical elements when choosing an organisational structure:

type of organisational structure
location of resources

The Contract requires recording estimates of work content, so that resource
providers can commit themselves to the release of their people.

Drawings, materials, plant and equipment are managed using registers and lists
against the activities in which they are required.
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good quality vs High quality
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Ra.tionafization Project Strategy Management (Cont)

conforming to the project

requirement
Managing Quality

Good Quality Vs High quality
Quality is the first project constraint. The scope and organisation sections mentioned above
are the primary project objectives and the methodology required to achieve them. The next
three sections refer to the constraints on the project and the methodology required to manage
them. The first constraint on the project is that related to quality.

Good quality does not imply High quality.

It

means supplying a product or service to a
standard or a specification and thus supplying
what the end user wants, with a predictable

There are two aspects of quality that must be managed. The first is that quality aspect that
involves the work, materials, drawings, equipment etc of the project. The second aspect is

degree of reliability an uniformity at a price that
is acceptable.

that related to the management of the project itself. The quality management of the project
management structure, the quality maintenance of the responsibility chart and the work
Breakdown structures etc. The second aspect of quality involves all aspects of the internal

Fitness of Purpose

documentation, communications and reporting systems and the on line tracking of the project
against the corporate strategy etc.

The concept is often adopted as a measure of good
quality and it can be applied equally well whether the

Project Quality

Project quality has traditionally been a difficult concept to define within the concepts of the

facility produced is an organisational change, an
information system or an engineering product. The

project itself. Obviously a definition of project quality is required for this project if it is to have

project that is the subject of this methodology is an

any use at all. J Turner defines quality as a concept that has three essential elements:

integrated example of all of these.
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managed by qua\if"1ed £esou£ces. "Tt\\s can oe

own experience or standard pract\ce.

Conforming to the project requirement

typ~'.:~fiiph)j;pt;.;

Saying something is fit for the purpose begs the question of who makes the judgement. The

In this

answer to this of course is management and this implies that quality means meeting

app~····the::•

management's requirement or specification.

This is the definition of quality that is now

normally applied. In order to set the measure of quality is is therefore necessary to set out
management's requirement in advance in a fonnal document or specification. This usually
takes the form of a Statement of User requirement and is part of the project definition report.

In order to assure the quality of the project it is essential to have the following:

•iWO~ be beot1iQialJ~:

1s~·•:•:~bt)~·:. ·~:rt(jaroi . ·.for· .. :qua,wy:::
assurance ~h:th~ :J~~n~gemenf prricessef: Ttlls'
rne~n <:a~d~tlbatly ·many of the pr<>Ject
quality •ijsues }w1u:: .~ covered by th.e : ISO

will

::r,:,~:it::r::
.
•
UJ:asp~:.•
~oc:ti::i~a~~~!·•,s.

·i~~lldij 1

9u?l1ty. •controi :;~ver••·

dtijWings·~nd ~e;lgn•de~$toijs ~tc
a clear specification
use of defined standards
historical experience
qualified resources
impartial design reviews
change control

Assuring the quality of the management processes

This is similar to that applied to the project output itself and it means having a set of defined
procedures for managing projects.

Procedures clearly specify how projects are to be
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Summary of management of Quality

Controlling the quality of the project must be:

There are five quality elements to total quality management on projects

planned
tested

quality of the design

recorded

quality of the management processes

analysed

quality assurance

independent

quality control
the right attitude

Assuring
processes

Assuring the quality of the project requires

the

quality

requires

of the

defined

management

procedures

for

managing projects, which are fully implemented.
These procedures can then be used to conduct

a clear specification

audits to control the quality of the management

use of defined standards

processes.

historical experience
qualified resources

The Standard to be used for this project should

impartial design reviews

be ISO 9001 Quality Management Systems.

change control
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,nis prot\\e is what ,s

normally referred to in water as the predicted cash

flow of the project.
Managing Cost

To actually control the costs some measure of the
This is the fourth project objective managing cost by which the project manager

actual work done must be determined so that

ensure that the project cost is financially viable, worthwhile and within the project

accurate comparisons can be made.

budget constraints.

Breakdown Structure provides the means to do this.

The Work

As an element of work is complete, you can compare
Normally this process would start at the estimating of the project costs but this has

how much it actually cost against what it was

already been performed for the approval stage. Wlile a budget approval has been

estimated to cost. VVithin the Counter Cost method

received it is the project managers responsibility to control all aspects of the total

this is usually referred to as the earned value.

budget so that costs do not run out of control.
The earned value for a work package or the whole
The activity that is performed during the setting of the Work Breakdown Structure

project is the sum of the estimate of the completed

leans itself to applying the cost estimates so that the monitoring system can be

activities which constitute it. Cost is controlled by

applied. In addition to this the business unit runs its own counter cost system and

comparing

this will be run in parallel to the managing cost regime.

expenditure, and calculating a cost variance.

the

earned

value

to

the

actual

Controlling Costs : Obtaining Value for Money

The common mistake that many project managers make and a mistake that often gets
management support is to control cost by using as the measure the rate of monthly expenditure
and compare this with the monthly estimate rate. The cost estimate is to be prepared against the
Work breakdown structure. This is then scheduled in time by scheduling the work elements to
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Summary of Managing Costs

steps

Rationalization Project Strategy Management (Cont)

A cost estimate is prepared:

A bias is introduced if the work in progress is ignored. To allow for this a subjective

as a basis for control

estimate of the percentage for activities started but not yet finished. J Turner suggests

to estimate durations

that it best to simply use an average (50%) which becomes self discharging as time goes

to prepare tenders

along. We therefore have
generally the cost estimates structure is:
for activities

Proposal estimate

% completion = 0%, 50% or 100%

budget estimate
sanction estimate

for the project and work packages

% completion = earned value/Original estimate

the control estimate
For this project the proposal and budget estimates
have already been

prepared

and the

approval

The next problem that comes up for cost control is when to actually make the

reached. The sanction estimate will be left out but the

Comparisons. Many systems do the analysis only based on monies paid. This is

control estimate will be prepared as part of the

still a valid approach but when the sums are done it is too late to change anything.

implementation process and so that cost control can

Usually the way to overcome this is to use the committed funds approach where the

be conducted on the basis of a sanction estimate.

entry is made to the cost control system when the money is committed but not

The control estimate is prepared as a function of the

necessarily paid. This way the costs can be controlled as the variances can be

Work Breakdown Structure where the allocation of

calculated well before the project cost overruns have occurred and something can

costs is coordinated with the WBS.

then be done about it.

Cost is controlled by comparing the earned value, a
measure of the amount of work performed to date, to
the actual expenditure to date.
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to enable lhe ava\\abi\\l-y o\ \he resou,ces

when actually required

Managing Time

to allow the assignment of resources and
priorities

This is the last of the project objective strategies. This is an objective of the project
manager which ensures that the project is delivered on time to achieve the project

to meet the end date

objectives.
The fits element mentioned above is the main reason
The Time schedule

for generating the time schedule. Overall the benefits
of the projects must be understood and the time frame

The time schedule is set against the work breakdown structure. This schedule is

that is required to achieve those benefits should be

constructed with forecast record of the time expected or when the work will occur

recognised and formally entered into the schedule.

and when the work actually does occur.
The second element is the mechanism for the project
Purpose of the schedule.

activity and sets the tasks in motion. The last item is
of course what sets the team on the target and

The purpose of recording these dates and times within the work breakdown

focusses all the activity. On a basic level, the schedule

structure is as follow;

which is based on the work breakdown structure sets
the planned and actual start date, finish date and the

to ensure that the project benefits are obtained on a time scale that justifies the
project costs

duration of each work element. Flexibility or float can
also be recorded so that any adjustments that are
made can be readily accommodated without the end

to coordinate the resource effort

date compromise.
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normally pl'esented on gnantt charts.

·steps.

Rationalization Project Strategy Management (Cont)

Early start

Late Start

Duration
Roat

Ea1ly finish

Late Finish

Baseline start Baseline float

complete its work schedule. For this Integrated project there will be many work

Baseline
finish
Schedule
Schedule Start Remaining Roat
finish
Actual Start Remaining duration Actual
Finish

activities that are dependent on outside resources and operational constraints.

If

Some of these elements may be outside of the control of the project team. For the

constructed in the first place it is possible for the time

purpose of the time schedule however they should be treated as fixed

As part for

schedule to place itself manually over the top of it and

the time schedule therefore the project team must estimate the relevant durations

little use required of a computerised project scheduling

for each and every activity and logically understand how they all fit together with

system. Only when gnantt charts were required would

prioritisation etc.

a computer be used. This approach is preferred so

Durations

This is the amount of time allocated for each work activity or task procedure to

the

work

breakdown

structure

is

carefully

that the time schedule does not become a large
After the commencement of a work activity we can estimate the time remaining or

unwieldy system that takes many hours of effort simply

the remaining duration. This may be equal to the planned duration less the time

to keep up to date.

since the activity started, or we may have to estimate the remaining duration based

schedule in its basic form involves generally two

on knowledge of the work performed to date. Once the work activity is completed

simple structures. Firstly activity schedules which are

we can record the actual duration and compare that with the overall critical path to

the product of the Work Breakdown structure. These

ensure that the end date is not compromised.

lists produce the activities with the relevant durations,

To communicate the time

start date end dates and so on, and are produced as a
For this project we should use early dates, late dates, float, planned, baseline and

simple schedule. See format samples. The second

scheduled dates which are all standard time management concepts and can easily

presentation is that of gnantt charts.

be introduced to the work breakdown structure without a large network system.

There are the following tome schedule components that the system will require and these are
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updated one.

Identifying the critical path

Progress

This is a series of non float activities with the longest durations. It is important to determine the

By noting in the schedule the actual start and the

critical path and not lose sight of it. An overall milestone chart showing the critical path is most

actual end dates of each breakdown activity then

useful and is best hand drawn (using CAD) rather than a computer project package.

progress can be properly measured.
For this project is will be appropriate to only
measure actual start and end dates rather than

Controlling time

attempt to estimate percentage complete.

So

The schedule is used to control the projects duration, which is the main reason for using the

long as the frequency of reporting is enough then

schedule. There are four steps in this process

control will be adequate. A frequency of about
two

set a measure

weeks

progress

is

measured

against

activities of two weeks duration.

record progress
calculate the variance
take remedial action

Set the measure

The most common mistake is to measure the project time against the most recent update of
the time schedule.

If this happens the project manager will lose sight of where the time

schedule is against the original time scale and will lose control of the project delivery. It is
essential that the project time always be measured against the baseline so that updates are
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lost time
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Step6

Rationalization Project Strategy Mana~ent (Cont)

interterence
communication

Summary

lead times

The purpose of scheduling time on a project is to

sequencing

to obtain timely benefits that justify the expenditure

The early and late dates can be

to coordinate resource management

calculated from the durations and

to schedule resource availability

logical sequence of the activities

to assign priorities

using a critical path network. There

to meet end dates

are two types of network that can be

The schedule specifies the duration, start and finish dates and float of the activities in the project.

used;

each activity has the following dates recorded.
precedence network
early date

activity on arrow

late date and float
baseline date

Progress can be monitored on the

actual date and remaining duration

schedule by

The schedule can be communicated and used as;
an activity listing

recording progress on the critical
path

gnantt chart
The duration is calculated by comparing work content to the number of resources available and
comparing and allowing for;
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Technology Types

After the rationalisation strategy (Step 5)

is complete and the basic areas of destruction and

decontamination are known then the technology selection can commence. VVhen the amount and
nature of the contaminated material to be decontaminated on shore is known then the work can
begin to look at what technologies are available and then select the appropriate technology from an
environmental and economic point of view. There are many decontamination technologies to
choose from either, on shore or off shore. The decision to go offshore is of course dependent on the
rationalisation strategy (Step 5) and this decision is based on the best environmentally sound
management approach which best meets the amount and nature of the POPs involved.
For destruction of POPs there are also many options and the selection must be made on similar
grounds to the decontamination requirements.
Following the rationalisation process the technology selection is applied.
The summary section of the rationalisation part will determine which of the various technologies are
appropriate and will be most efficient to use.

There are decisions to be made regarding

appropriateness of the technology, environmentally sound management principles, economics and
ability of the technology to be applied.
Several technologies are described here and there are many more that are not. We have attempted
to provide descriptions of the most commonly used technologies but also include emerging
technologies.

Description of process

Hazardous waste incinerators have a main chamber (also called the primary chamber) for burning
PCBs and POPs such as unwanted and obsolete pesticides and a secondary chamber. The
secondary chamber is used for extending the residence time for maximum destruction of the
material and its thermal oxidation into gases and unbumable solids. Well managed incineration can
destroy POPs with a destruction and removal efficiency greater than 99.99 per cent. Removal
efficiencies at this level (and higher levels of 99.99995 percent) require carefully controlled
conditional and management of the incinerator to achieve these efficiencies. The effectiveness
depends on the type of waste, turbulence, temperature and the residence time being maintained.
Downstream of the secondary chamber is the gas treatment system. This often comprises a quench
system (to reduce dioxin formation) packed tower absorbers, precipitators and other reactive
absorbers. The chemistry of incineration is the controlled high temperature oxidation of primarily
organic compounds to produce carbon dioxide and water. Inorganic substances such as salts, acids
and metallic compounds may also be produced from these wastes. Incineration processes for
management of hazardous wastes are highly complex and require control of the kinetics of chemical
reactions under non steady state conditions.
Sustainability factors

Inappropriate use of incinerators and poor management procedures can cause incineration to
produce hazardous by-products that pose severe threats to the environment and to human and
animal health. Sometimes the by-product can be more toxic than the original incinerated product.
Of major concern are the formation during the incineration process of polychlorinated dibenzodioxins
and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (dioxins and furans). Dioxins and furans are
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e xtre rne ly ecotoxic a nd p ersist In th e e nvi r onmen t fo r long p eriods or time .

Dioxins a nd fu ran s a re

fonned during the cooling of the gasses after the secondary chamber. It is a formation reaction that

Is effected by the gas temperature, the occurrence of chlorine or other halogenated compounds and

the presence of a catalyst. Modem HTI are now built with rapid quenching systems that quickly cool
the gas to safe temperatures at which reformation does not occur and the use of wet scrubbers. In
addition incinerators are now being fitted with dioxin removal facilities such as catalytic reduction .
From a sustainability point of view there are many who say that high temperature incineration is
unsustainable in that the pollution to the air is unacceptable due to the emissions of dioxins and
furans as well as greenhouse gases such as C02. In the past this view was correct. However
modem incinerators that are designed for high temperature and are equipped with reformation
prevention and dedicated dioxin removal facility have removed the problem of dangerous emissions.
Dioxins and furans is one of the most controversial issues surrounding HTI. Dioxins are a family of
organic chemical compounds known as polychlorinated dibenzodioxins (PCDDs) with 75 different
forms that are characterised by the placement of 1-8 chlorine atoms and their aromatic rings.
Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) is the most widely known and is found as an unwanted
contaminant in pesticides. Furans (polychlorinated dibenzofurans or PCDFs) are a family of 135
organic compounds. Of the 21 O compounds, seventeen are considered to be harmful to the
environment. Dioxin is a natural by product of most combustion processes and is created by forest
fires, woodstoves, automobiles, power plantsand smelters. Although incineration has been often
been cited as the major cause of dioxins, recent USEPA data suggests that hazardous waste
incinerators produce less than 0.2% of the dioxin that is produced by wood stoves and indeed are
not a major cause of dioxin in the environment.
Cost effectiveness factors

It is not possible to simply consider the cost of the incineration process in isolation when comparing
with other technologies. Given that it is likely that an incineration process will be unavailable in a
developed country the costs of packaging, containerisation and shipping of the waste must also be
considered. The cost of the incineration (which is anywhere between US$200 to US$5000 per
tonne) is often the lower component of the costs compared to the recovery, stabilisation.
repackaging, separation and transport of the waste. As rule of thumb for the on shore activity and
the transboundary movement of the waste, this cost will be up to five times the cost of incineration.
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PCBs and POPs HTI in Europe

Country

Facility Operator

Contact

Denmark

Kommunekeimi a/s

Fax 45 65 30 27 63

Finland

Ekochem Oy Ab

Fax35 819 715 300

France
Germany

Tredi
Entsorggungsbetrieb (GSB)

Fax 00 33 4 74 61 52 44

Germany

Bayer

Fax 49 2133 515893

Netherlands

AVR-Chemie

Fax 31 181 242 502

Netherlands

Akzo Nobel Chemicals

Fax 31 10 4389295

Norway

NorcemAS

Fax47 35 571400

Sweden

SAKAB

Fax46 19 577027

Switzerland

ETI

Tel 41 81 253 54 54

Switzerland

EMS-Dottikon AG

Fax 41 56 616 8120

Switzerland

Novartis Services AG

Fax 41 61 468 3348

UK
UK

Cleanaway Ltd

Fax44 1513573313

Reychem International

Fax 44 1495 759 019

Fax 49 8453 91-151

Not all of these operators will import PCB or POPs
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Description of process

cas~s thejjcycling revenµe e~ecls'the

autqc~\llng. cost$. If done onshore' ~~st cost
Autoclaving is a technology that has been around for many years now and is well proven. In general
for PCBs, only the oil and transformer components such as ceramics, cardboard and wood are

reduction to di~posal costs for PCBs. low
emissions ..

incinerated. The rest of the transformer is autoclaved and after decontamination the various metals
such as copper , steel and aluminium are sent to the metals recycling industry. Autoclaving is a

•Disadvantages

solvent decontamination process that extracts PCBs from contaminated material. The process can
only be used for PCBs not for any of the other POPs. It is most often used in projects in conjunction
with HTI.

For capacitors the process involves shredding and placing all the material into the

:~uinng exp~~se ·to run in
.onolnCQ~,1'>1·:·:N~~d:1:a,~~:~~~~fnts·Q,'~~ste:.to
Com~le*:))lant

sent for HTI incineration. Transformers on the other hand are drained, completely disassembled

justifyJocation ln< orlglrn<X>u(\try (irr,e~ce~~ of.
2000 tonnes).. l•rge Eliltpunts,,~f S()l~~ilt/used
initially although solvent 1s· recovered during the

including the core and windings and the casing and all components are placed in the autoclave

process.

autoclaving chamber and by vacuum extraction with solvent remove the PCB.

The resulting

decontaminated capacitor materials can then be landfilled with the extracted oil and PCBs being

1

chamber and decontaminated.
Key Points
Autoclaves may either be fixed or mobile. If sufficient quantities exist in the country then a mobile
autoclave can be considered. Obviously the unit can be moved about according to location of PCB

•

stock. It is also possible to build a fixed autoclave plant in the origin country. When looking at
Autoclaving as a fixed plant in origin country consideration must be given to utility supplies such as

•

Need large·quantities for origin country
Installation

•

expertise of operato~

•
•

mobility of plant
utilities availability

energy, Compressed air, water, trade waste etc.
Sustainability factors

Transformers and capacitors
decontaminated

Autoclaving is a very good option when quantities of transformers and capacitors are large. Only the
oil is sent overseas for destruction thus reducing the amount of material, weight, space and
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danger in the shipment. The copper, steel and aluminium is recycled in origin country. For PCBs
and PCB contaminated equipment decontamination of the equipment is to be preferred over
complete incineration. It is unsustainable to incinerate transfonner coils, windings and tanks.

Dioxin Removal Facility

Cost effectiveness factors

Autoclaving is very cost effective given the correct circumstances. For large onshore origin country
stocks of contaminated equipment then mobile or fixed autoclave plant can offer excellent
opportunities for cost reduction compared to sending all the material offshore. The costs are
comparable with incineration but has none of the attendant cost of packaging and transportation .
Indeed the recycling of the materials will often produce a positive cost result.
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Plasma systems technology use a plasma arc device (often called a plasma torch) to create
extremely high temperatures up 10,000 degrees centigrade for destruction of highly toxic wastes
such as PCBs and POPs. Plasma arc destruction has only recently moved from the pilot stage to
full scale production stage for hazardous wastes but shows promise for liquid PCB and POPs.
Emissions are gaseous and slag and are treated in a gas treatment system similar to that of HTI but
on a much reduced scale. The most common form of plasma arc generation is via an electrical
discharge via a gas. In passing through the gas, electrical energy is converted to thermal energy
and is absort>ed by gas molecules which are activated into ionised states. Plasma Arc is a pyrolysis
process. It does not need energy to heat excess air like conventional incinerators. Because of this
the downstream gas treatment systems are very small as there is no excess air. Plasma Arc
systems use electrical energy as their energy source and as such is expensive. Plasma arc
installations are easily set up in origin countries and occupy a small footprint.
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Sustainability factor

For significant quantities of liquids in country of origin Plasma Arc technology represents a good
option from a sustainability point of view. There is no shipping offshore for PCB oil or pesticide
liquids. This means that coupled with autoclaving this technology can be very effective providing the
quantities are are adequate.
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Cost Effectiveness factor

This type of technology is best used in the country of origin and should involve significant amounts
of liquid PCBs or POPs. Cost is about $US1200 per tonne with set up costs of up to $US 1 million.
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Description of process

For,:~cas'·:and:.:cordaminated transtormer·ons'•the
BCD itreatrn~nti pr~cess,Wm typicilUy r~uce the

Chemical Dechlorination is based on reactions with either an organically bound alkali metal or an

1

alkali metal oxide or hydroxide.

contarriinatioOto below detection.
Dechlorination processes are well developed for the treatment of liquid PCBs and PCB
contaminated oil. The chlorine content is converted to inorganic salts, which can be removed from
the organic fraction by filtration. Reactions take place under inert atmosphere and can be used on
an operating transformer in the field.
The Base Catalysed Dechlorination process (BCD) is a batch process operated in a series of stages
and can treat wastes up to 1O % PCB. The key to the BCD process is the hydrogen donor with

Directtreatrnentofoapaoitors bythe BCD process is
n~t\pc>$sibte ~~d $olvent extraction is required

~l!t~.!t!E~::1
prodes~. <

' ·

anoxidation potential low enough to produce nucleophilic hydrogen in the presence of base NAOH at
low temperatures. Capacitors cannot be treated with this process and solvent washing is required
for the transformer components.

The Base Catalysed Dechlorination (BCD)

process, was

developed to treat halogenated organic compounds. The process was developed from work by the
USEPA on earlier forms of dechlorination (in particular the "KPEG" process). This work was
undertaken at the Cincinnati Risk Reduction Research Laboratory. The proponents claim BCD is
suitable for treatment of wastes which contain up to 100000 mg/kg of halogenated aliphatic or
aromatic organic compounds such as PCBs. In practice, the formation of salt within the treated

Benef"rt$
•f>CB and POPs destroyed in,one step, ·
·~Simple process with very smaH emissions
~f>tQven technology
.• ·$man facility
foClt print.
. .
. \/·:_;('
_:_:{_:::-,...
.-:.:·
:.

:.:.....

..

Qis~dvttritages .

mixture can limit the concentration of halogenated material able to be treated. Reduction of
chlorinated organics to less than 2 mg/kg is achievable.

.Must use solvent extraction with transformers•.and
capacitors or other pre~treatment

The BCD process can involve direct dehalogenation or decomposition of the waste material, or can
be linked with a pre-treatment step such as thermal desorption which yields a relatively small
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Cost Effectiveness

quantity of a condensed volatile phase for separate treatment by the BCD process. The BCD
process involves the addition of an alkali or alkaline earth metal carbonate, bicarbonate or hydroxide
to the contaminated medium containing one or more halogenated or non-halogenated organic

Up to USD1000 per tonne PCB contaminated oils
and up to USO 250 Jqr contarninflt~ ~oils
.· . ·· ,

contaminant compounds. Alkali is added to the contaminated medium in proportions ranging from 1
to about 20 percent by weight. The amount of alkali required is dependent on the concentration of
the halogenated or non-halogenated organic contaminant contained in the medium.

Safety and Environmental Considerations
.

--. :···

contaminated material. The hydrogen donor compound may comprise the high boiling point solvent

F'Ottmti~l i9 .foijn diOxitl~ and Jµrans is very srnall
and If'. form~ therl the BCD process Vlill
Dechlorinate.·•··· f:mi$Sions low. Low operating

in which the alkali or alkaline earth metal compound is added, or it may include fatty acids, aliphatic

tempe~tµres ("'·

A hydrogen donor compound is added to the mixture to provide hydrogen ions for reaction with the
halogenated and non-halogenated contaminants, if these ions are not already present in the

.....................

alcohols or hydrocarbons, amines or other similar compounds. In order to activate these compounds
to produce hydrogen ions a source of carbon must be added, either in solution or in suspension. An
inexpensive carbon source which is water soluble and suitable for use, is a carbohydrate such as
sucrose.
The mixture is heated at a temperature and for a time sufficient to totally dehydrate the medium.
This may be performed at atmospheric or at reduced or elevated pressure. The water which is
included in the aqueous solution allows homogeneous distribution of the alkali throughout the
mixture and acts as a wetting agent and penetrant. \Nhen the water is removed from the medium
during the dehydration step, the alkali is concentrated to a reactive state.
After dehydration, the medium is further heated at a temperature between 200oC and 400oC for a
time sufficient to effect reductive decomposition of the halogenated and non-halogenated organic
contaminant compounds, typically 0.5 to 2 hours. At this temperature the carbon source (eg the
carbohydrate) acts as a catalyst for the formation of a reactive hydrogen ion from the hydrogen
donor compound. Finally, the mixture is neutralised by the addition of an acid, preferably to a pH of 7
to 9. Depending on the nature of the feed material, the reagent additions and the site use, it may be
possible for the treated material to be returned to the site if desired, although this may not be
possible if the treated material is oily or has a high salt content.
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Eco Logic Process

A gas reduction process

uses high temperature hydrogen as a reducing agent to destroy

chlorinated organic compounds. Eco Logic International Inc. (Eco Logic), Canada has developed a
hydrogenation process known as Gas-Phase Chemical reduction (GPCR). The process is based on

01~R1;11
thus

gas-phase thermo-chemical reaction of hydrogen with organic compounds. At esooc or higher,

will

add

hydrogen
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hydrogen combines with organic compounds in a reaction known as reduction to form smaller,

process •Will Oe~lorioatlon molecules

lighter hydrocarbons, primarily methane. For chlorinated organic compounds, such as PCBs, the

down chlorine rings and will therefore ~reat PCP,

reduction products include methane and hydrogen chloride. This reaction is enhanced by the

PCP and other POPs and dioxins Ina similar

presence of water, which acts as a reducing agent end a hydrogen source.

manner and achieve very high destruction rates.

Organics such as PCBs, PAHs, chlorophenols, dioxins, chlorobenzenes, pesticides, herbicides and
insecticides are quantitatively converted to methane. Approximately 40% of the methane produced
can be subsequently converted to hydrogen via the water shift reaction and the remaining methane

and··break

Benefits ,,,
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converted to hydrogen in the catalytic steam reformer. Thus, the process can operate without an

•complete 'destruction

external supply of hydrogen.

•converts chlorinated' compounds int~' fuel':'<.:'

The mixture of gases and vaporised liquids are heated as they pass electric heating elements

Disadvantages

'·

·.

situated around the central ceramic-coated steel tube of the reactor. Gases and any entrained fine

..

'' ' ::.·:::'

>

particulates proceed up the central tube providing in excess of 2 seconds retention time at 9oooc.

•lar:ge fixed plant <M~bile .,~~·· :~rtijb1~[.1::µnlts·.

The reactions come to completion before the gases reach the scrubber where the water, heat, acid

available)

and carbon dioxide are removed. A caustic scrubbing agent is added, if required, to maintain the

•use of hydrogen

scrubber water pH at between 6 and 9. The temperature of the exit gas is maintained near 350c by
cooling the scrubber water using dual plate heat exchangers and cold water from an evaporative
cooler.
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Contaminated equipment processed in the pretreatment desorber unit (TRBP) constitutes a

·\\;~-.:~·~~;Pcn,c~ss .--.c,nna~

relatively small organic load to the reactor and high strength organic wastes such as Askarel fluids

¥\Alli', ~~ntratlons 'within tt~nsformer

can be processed simultaneously. The TRBP is also suitable for processing high-strength organic

50~000 ,ppm the PCB gone. process is quite

wastes such as obsolete pesticides which are sufficiently volatile to evaporate directly from drums.

::~~~ive: ~~d will:t~uce:1he PCB concentration to

The advantages of this approach are that handling is reduced, drums are cleaned in place and
inorganic solids remain behind in the drums. Fugitive emissions are minimised due to the reduced

1
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handling requirements and the elimination of transfer operations.

below

Cost Effectiveness Eco Logic

Up and operate.

Benefits

Up to US02500 per tonne PCB and US05000 for capacitors. Contaminated soils etc. US03000 per
tonne (If treated using TRBP). Relatively expensive option. If contaminated soils are treated using
the TORBED system then costs reduce to US$200-700 per tonne depending on soil characteristics,
volumes etc.
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··'·':~treats in'service transformers
PCB Gone
In service treatment of transformers is possible using dechlorination processes.
developed by

s

A process

D Myers called PCB Gone involves circulating the transformer fluid through a

filtration system until the PCB concentrations are below the reclassification level. The PCB Gone
process is very specific in the scheduled wastes it is able to treat, as it is designed to treat PCB
contaminated transformer oils without the need to remove the transformer or take the transformer

Disadvantages
-gaining approval for portable systems
~hot appropriate for pure PCB transformers

. . ~not applicable for capacitors
•cpllected PCB must still be destroyed.

out of service. The fluid is recirculated through the treatment system until the residual PCB
concentrations are below those required (< 2 ppm in the USA). The continued recirculation of the
fluid through the transformer largely flushes the PCBs from the transformer windings and other
internal components. The treated oil is then suitable for continued use.
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In addition to removing PCBs, the PCB Gone treatment system also regenerates the used fluid by

filtration through Fullers Earth as with other conventional transfonner fluid reclamation systems. This

treatment removes acids, sludges and other oxidation by-products by a mechanical filtration
process, that in effect reclaims the contaminated transformer fluid. As the treated oil is reused and
the transformer decontaminated without the need to remove it from service, significant cost savings
could be expected from this treatment approach. The process uses a proprietary Dechlorination
reagent that provides for safe operation and is non-destructive to the transformer oil's dielectric
properties.

PPM Process

The process operates at ambient temperature and does not use flammable solvents, The process
uses a complex organo-sodium reagent. The reagent is air and water sensitive and during reduction
the process must be blanketed with nitrogen. \1\/hen introduced to the reaction tank, the reagent
reacts immediately with the PCBs and chlorinated hydrocarbons to form sodium chloride and a
polyphenylene polymer. The reagent reacts with inhibiters, acids, thiols, and chlorides to form the
appropriate sodium salts, which are then present in the oil as a insoluble sludge.

After

decontamination small quantities of water are added to destroy and excess reagent.

The process consists of three parts. Pre-treatment, decontamination and Clarification. In the pretreatment part water is reduced to acceptable levels by draining the water and other impurities off
the bottom of the reception tank holding the contaminated transformer oil.

After pre-treatment the oil is decontaminated The sodium reagent is added directly to the oil after
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the application of a nitrogen blanket.

The amount of reagent added is determined

before the

c/eanup to detennine the PCB, chlorinated hydrocarbon, sulphur and other impurity levels. As the
PCBs react to the sodium they are monitored on site with a gas chromatograph.

After decontamination the oil is cleaned of salts and solids through filtration. During this stage,
small;I amounts of water are introduced to destroy excess amounts of reagent. The solids, salts and
small amounts of water solution of sodium hydroxide

are removes at this stage.

All wastes

removed at this stage is small and non PCB.The process consists of three parts. Pre-treatment,
decontamination and Clarification. In the pre-treatment part water is reduced to acceptable levels by
draining the water and other impurities off the bottom of the reception tank holding the contaminated
transformer oil.
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Description of process
Thermal desorbers are used to vaporise hazardous organic contaminants so that they can be
separated from the solid materials to which they adhere or are adsorbed. Other systems are then
required to treat the desorbed organics. Elements of a desorber unit are waste handling and feed
systems, thermal Desorption chamber, off gas condensation and separation and treatment systems
for the separated organic compounds. Thermal desorption separates contaminants from soil. Soil is
heated in a chamber where water, organic contaminants and certain metals are vaporised. A gas or
vacuum system transports vaporised water and contaminants to an off-gas (i.e., air emission)
treatment system. The design of a system aims to volatize contaminants, while attempting not to
oxidise them. Based on the operating temperature of the desorber, thermal desorption processes
can be categorised into two groups: high temperature thermal desorption (HTTD) and low
temperature thermal desorption (LTTD). It is important to note that thermal desorption does not to
destroy organics.
High Temperature Thermal Desorption (HTTD). In HTTD, wastes are heated to 320 to 560 •C (600
to 1,000 •F). HTTD is frequently used in combination with incineration, solidification/stabilisation, or
dechlorination, depending upon site-specific conditions.

Low Temperature Thermal Desorption

(LTTD). In LTTD, wastes are heated to between 90 and 320 •C (200 to 600 •F). LTTD is most
often used for remediating fuels in soil.
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Unless being heated to the higher end of the L TTD temperature range, organic components in the

soil are not damaged, which enables treated soil to retain the ability to support future biological
activity.

Treatment of the off-gas must remove particulates and contaminants. Particulates are removed by
conventional particulate removal equipment, such as fabric filters. Contaminants are removed
through condensation followed by carbon adsorption, or they are destroyed in a secondary
combustion chamber or a catalytic oxidiser.
Treatment and control of air emissions from thermal desorption operations is an extremely important
consideration. It is important that there are no emissions problems concerning metals, certain PAHs
and dioxins/furans. Mercury emissions are very difficult to control, and using an afterburner is
unacceptable.
Thermal desorption systems are somewhat effective in removing VOCs, SVOCs, fuels, pesticides
and some metals from soil. High temperature units are more effective removing volatile metals and
SVOCs.

Cost Effectiveness
Cost vary across different facility operators but generally for contaminated soils about US0250 per
tonne.
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In Situ vitrification involves the electric melting of
earthen materials at high temperature for purposes of
destroying organic contaminants and permanently
immobilising non-volatile inorganic contaminants in a
glassy, rock-like vitrified product, thereby rendering the
In situ Vitrification (ISV) is a commercially available technology used for
contaminated site remediation and waste treatment.

It is a mobile, thermal

treatment process that uses electricity to heat and melt contaminated soils,

treated product non hazardous. The process employs
joule heating and typically operates in the range of
1,600 to 2,000 degrees C for most earthen materials.

sludges and other earthen materials. The treatment results in the permanent
destruction of organic contaminants and the permanent immobilisation of
inorganic contaminants within the high integrity vitreous product.

In Situ Vitrification (ISV) is a commercially available
mobile, thermal treatment process that involves the
electric melting of contaminated soils, sludges, or

ISV has been demonstrated to be effective in the treatment of all classes of
contaminants including organics, heavy metals, radioactive material, and
explosive compounds. The ISV process has been successfully used at full scale
to treat a wide range of soils and wastes including contaminants such as
pesticides, herbicides, dioxin, PCB's, arsenic, mercury, lead etc.

other earthen materials, wastes and debris for the
purposes of permanently destroying, removing, and/or
immobilising hazardous and radioactive contaminants.
The process is widely applicable to all soil types and
all classes of contaminants including organics, heavy
metals and radionuclides.

The ISV process is distinguished by its ability to accommodate a wide range of
wastes and debris.

This eliminates the need for handling, sorting and size

reduction activities. Virtually all types of debris can be accommodated by the
process including drums, scrap metal, concrete, boulders wood and plastic.
Using the process a destruction efficiency of 99.9999% can be achieved.

The ISV process is a batch process that involves
forming a pool of molten soil at the surface of a
treatment zone between an array of four electrodes.
The molten soil serves as the heating element of the
process wherein electrical energy is converted to heat
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via joule heating as It passes through the molten so/I. ISV melt temperatures typically range between

range of contam\nant types~ pro'l\si.on o1 a bad<. up

1,500-2,000°C. Continued application of energy results in the melt pool growing deeper and wider

system in case of pnmaf'/ system fai\ure covers

until the desired volume has been treated. \l\lhen electrical power is shut off, the molten mass

the contingency of breakdown and discharge of

solidifies into a vitreous monolith with unequalled physical, chemical, and weathering properties

untreated waste gases.

compared to alternative solidification/stabilisation technologies.

• for the in situ mode of treatment, the process does

Extrapolating established US costs results in a cost of $500 to $750 per tonne for contaminated soil,

not

PROS

contaminated soils so the risk to workers, the

• The process is widely applicable to all soil types and all classes of contaminants including
organics, heavy metals and radionuclides.
• The process is operated on an around the clock basis and can achieve treatment rates of up to
150 tonnes per day.
• High concentrations of organic contaminants, 10-20 wt%, can be treated by the process with
existing equipment. Organic concentrations in excess of 20 wt% can be treated with modified
equipment.
• The ISV process equipment is all trailer mounted except for the off-gas hood, which is
transported to the site and then assembled. Only two personnel are required to operate the
equipment.
• ISV is relatively safe and represents a low risk to the environment as demonstrated by
successful commercial operations in the US and in Japan.
• a very high percentage of organic contaminants are destroyed in the ground (typically >99.9%);
• most heavy metals and all radionuclides are largely retained in the melt so the emissions of
these species from the melt to the off-gas treatment system are minimal;
• the treatment process is relatively slow; the melt grows at a rate of only a few cm per hour
resulting in only a small fraction of the waste material being treated at any one time;
• the off-gas treatment system is robust and has been demonstrated to be effective on a wide

require

excavation

and

handling

of

public, and the environment are minimised;
• since the process treats wastes on-site, there is no
requirement for, or risk from, the off-site transport
of wastes;
• no organic contaminants remain in the vitrified
product;
• the vitrified product is extremely effective at
immobilising heavy metals and radionuclides and
the product far surpasses TCLP requirements;
• the process equipment includes back-up safety
systems and an alternate power supply in case of
equipment or power failure.
• Liquids and non-soil wastes would be mixed with
soil. Treatment costs for liquid and non-soil wastes
would depend on the soil mixture ratios.
CONS
• Off-gas treatment required to treat volatile
organics.
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• Other major components include the process control station, a back-up off-gas treatment system

and a diesel powered generator.

• 11 kV three phase electrical power which can be supplied either from the utility grid or
from diesel powered generators.

Organic constituents are \henna\\V desolbed and \hen

destroyed by thermal decomposition (pyro\ys\s) w\\h\n

the oxygen-depleted media being treated.

Non-

volatile inorganics are typically incorporated into the

• The thermal oxidiser, if used, typically requires 3 Mbtu/hr of fuel.

melt and the resulting

• A source of potable water is also required to support process operations.

incorporation occurs within the framework of the

• For the in situ mode of treatment, sites must be characterised to ensure that there are no high

glassy

product

itself,

vitrified

as

product.

opposed

to

Such

simple

integrity sealed containers, such as drums, and that there are no other structures present where

encapsulation (being surrounded) by the glass.

liquids can accumulate and become trapped. Sealed containers and other trapped liquids

large volume reduction (25-50% for soils) occurs due

become pressurised upon heating and can result in sudden gas releases through the melt.

to elimination of void

• Establishment costs are expected to be significant for the ISV process and therefore it is likely to

A

volume and vaporisable

materials during processing.

be relatively expensive for smaller projects.
• ISV requires either soil or some other earthen material to serve as the treatment media (melt).
The process works by melting soil in place using electricity applied between pairs of graphite
electrodes. A highly conductive starter path is placed between the electrodes to allow initiation of
melting. As electricity flows through the starter path, the path heats up and causes the surrounding
media to melt. Once the media is molten, it too becomes electrically conductive. Continued
application of electricity results in joule heating within the molten media between the electrodes.
After the melt is fully established, the melt zone grows steadily downward and outward through the
contaminated volume.

The media being treated must be capable of forming a melt with adequate electrical conductivity.
Most natural soils and other earthen materials meet this criterion and can be processed without
modification. If necessary, additives can be used to allow treatment of otherwise unacceptable
media.
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SOIL WASHING
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PCB and POPs and other particles that are adsorbed
into the surface of particles can be leached from soil
by caustic agents such as sodium hydroxide .
SUPERCRITICAL WATER OXIDATION

BIOREMEDIA TION

Bioremediation refers to the use of micro-organisms to break down organic chemical compounds
that contaminate soil. The key to the process is the identification of an appropriate organism to
perform the bioremediation process. The effects of moisture content, temperature, oxygen levels,
food sources are required to be understood so that successful application can be achieved. In situ
bioremediation treats the soil in place and eliminates the need to transfer the soil elsewhere for
treatment. In situ remediation usually uses the indigenous bacteria and supplements with nutrient
water to increase microbial rates. Ex situ technologies treat excavated soils under controlled
conditions where temperature and moisture is managed. For sites without owners that have low
levels of contamination this process can be very cost effective and after time very effective in
cleaning contaminated sites. Generally unsuitable for heavily contaminated pesticide sites but will
work on low levels of POPs and PCBs.
SOLIDIFICATION AND STABILISATION

These technologies rely on limiting the solubility or mobility of the toxic component in hazardous
waste generally by physical containment. Five containment methods are used. Solidification by
pozzolan reactions, possolan-portland cement reactions, thermoplastic micro encapsulation, and
macro encapsulation. The sorption process requires additional solid materials to take up free
liquids.

This technology is a high temperature and pressure
system that uses the properties of supercritical
water in the destruction of organic compounds. The
process is applicable to the treatment of a range of
contaminants including acrolonitrile wastewater,
pesticide waste water, PCBs, halogenated aliphatics
and aromatics. The process is established with a
totally enclosed ina reactor. The oxidant is injected
as required on a heat based transfer, thermal and
kinetic considerations. The process results in the
formation of disposable ash and releasable gases.
GASIFICATION

This process uses a low pressure steam at high
temperatures and a thermochemical reaction to
vaporise and separate waste into their elemental
components. A reduction process takes place in a
reaction vessel which is directly heated. A reductive
process rather than combustion takes place. There
is no reactor stack gas.
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PROS

CHEMICAL OXIDATION

• Relatively mild conditions Qow temp and press)
• Only gas evolved is C02.

Hydrogen peroxide, potassium permanganate, Oxone (DuPont chemical), peroxydisulfate, ultraviolet
activated hydrogen peroxide and ozone oxidation are all viable oxidants for the treatment of
nonstockpile neutralents. Under appropriate operating conditions and with sufficient reagent, the
organic compounds present in the neutralents can be expected to be mineralized with any of these
oxidants.
For chemical oxidation not activated by UV light, conventional process equipment and procedures
are used. The reactions are carried out at 80-100C at Atmospheric pressure in aqueous solutions.

• Inorganic

salts

precipitate

when

water

is

evaporated and are sent to landfill.
• Dioxins and furans are not formed
• Low cost
• Robust
• Good pollution prevention
• No large gas streams

When an organic phase is present, vigorous agitation is necessary to suspend and disperse the
organic materials in the aqueous phase.

CONS
• Reagent cost high.
• May not fully mineralize the compounds in the
neutralents, or reaction may be prohibitively slow.
• Technology not yet mature.
• Capital and operating costs are expected to be
moderate.
• Large equipment
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ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION

CONS

At low temperature and atmospheric pressure, electrochemically-generated oxidants react with

• off gases

passed through

a scrubber and

organochlorines to form carbon dioxide, water and inorganic ions. High destruction efficiencies. All

potentially through an activated carbon filter before

emissions and residues can be captured for assay and reprocessing, if needed. An electrochemical

being

cell is used to generate oxidizing species at the anode in an acid solution, typically nitric acid. These

discharged to the atmosphere

oxidizers and the acid then attack any organic compounds, converting most of them to carbon

• By-products of the process include salts (referred

dioxide, water and inorganic ions at low temperature(< 80 °C) and atmospheric pressure.

to on Figure 2.1.1 as miscellaneous inert solids),

PROS

nitric acid, spent scrubbing solutions, and off

• The organic content of the feed, which can be soluble or insoluble organic liquids or solids, can
vary between 5 and 100 percent without affecting the process unduly.
• Likewise, the water content of the waste can vary over a wide range.
• overall costs are estimated to be some 30 percent of the current estimate of demilitarization
through incineration
• Materials can be fed by gravity or by pumping, and can be solid (such as PCB-laced wooden
pallets) or liquid.
• The SILVER II TM process operates at relatively low temperature and pressure (up to 90 o C
and nominally atmospheric pressure).
• AEA reports that there are low volumes of by-product streams (gaseous, liquid, and solid), and
that dioxins and dibenzofurans are not produced by the process.

gases.
• AEA indicated that a key factor affecting cost is
electrochemical efficiency
• reactions are strongly surface area dependent,
solids and some liquids require significant size
reduction and/or mixing for adequate oxidation to
occur, whereas soluble organics are more easily
oxidized
• Because

the

reactions

take

place

at

low

temperature and in a liquid state, the times
required for the reactions are much longer than for

• when organics react with SILVER II TM , they are completely mineralized

thermal systems, and typically, more secondary

• Positive characteristics include low temperature, low off-gas, and an apparent ability to treat

waste is generated by the oxidizing agents.

diverse waste streams.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDA TlON - CERIUM

PROS

The CerOx process is similar to the Ag(II) process except that it uses 0.8M Ce(IV) solution in 3M
nitric acid at 100C to oxidize and destroy organic compounds. Unlike Ag(II), Ce(IV) is stable. The Ce
is produced and regenerated by the electrolysis of Ce (Ill) in a bipolar electrochemical cell (T-cell).

• Cerium is much cheaper than Ag and much less
toxic
• Low temperature and low pressure.

Carbon is converted to C02; chlorine compounds are converted to elemental chlorine, which is
scrubbed and converted to hypochlorite. CerOx uses few reactants, principally nitrate (recycled),
nitric acid, and sodium hydroxide to treat off-gases. Biggest cost is for electricity to operate the
electrolysis T-cells.

CONS

• High chlorine content in feed would result in lots of
chlorine gas which would have to be treated.
• Uses large quantities of nitric acid
• Inorganic salt concentration builds up in anolyte
solution

and

solution

must

be

replaced

periodically.
• Less developed than Ag(II) technology
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landfill In the US.

STEAM REFORMING

• Most promising techno\ogy according to DOE

(DOE/SEAB)

The Steam Detoxification process involves very high temperature steam reforming (ie. 1100 to

1SOOOC) to destroy hazardous wastes. Vent gases are carbon dioxide and water. Steam
Detoxification consists of a two step process, and is carried out in a Pyrolysis Detoxifier. The

CONS
• The process requires potentially elaborate gas

hydrocarbon component of the waste is first evaporated in a first-stage waste feed evaporator unit

treatment systems, and the overall system can be

end the vaporised gases are then mixed with superheated steam and fed into a "pyrolysis reactor''

expected to be of similar complexity to the Eco

where they are further electrically heated under a slight vacuum. A carbon monoxide converter

Logic system

oxidises the detoxified gases and an activated carbon adsorber removes the last of the trace
organics and metals.
PROS

• As the reactor is heated electrically the gases are free of the fuel combustion particulates
common to incinerator systems.
• is small enough to readily fit into existing buildings;
provide acceptable installation costs;
destroy liquid solvents and their contaminants;
destroy organic contaminants adsorbed onto activated carbon;
destroy organics in the vapour phase;
process continuous liquid feed streams;

• Some pretreatment required for solid wastes
(shredding, grinding, desorption).
• Some of the solid residues left over after the
evaporation stage may require solidification and
fixation before landfill disposal.
• The high temperatures used in the process require
specialised equipment and reactor materials. The
process

requires

containment

of

potentially

hazardous gases at high temperatures and
therefore will require careful design and operation.
• Mainly suitable to liquid and aqueous wastes.

process drummed wastes without removal of drums;
operate with a high temperature waste feed evaporator for solid organics;
serve as part of a process to purify ground water; and reactivate vapour and liquid phase
activated carbon canisters.
• Costs are estimated by the proponent at approximately half the average cost of incineration or
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WET AIR OXIDA TlON

PROS

• Mature technology, Zimpro has installed more
The WAO process oxidizes and hydrolyzes organic contaminants in water at temperatures of 150-

than 300 units worldwide

31 SC and pressures of 150 to 3150psi, below the critical temperature of water and pressure (374C

• Requires only the addition of air/oxygen and water

and 3,204psia). If pure oxygen is used instead of air as the oxidizing agent, the gas volumes that

• No dioxins formed, proponent claims they are

must be managed are greatly reduced.

destroyed.

Organic compounds containing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen are converted to C02, H20 and short

• Titanium liner prevents corrosion

chain biodegradable compounds such as acetic acid and formaldehyde. Depending on reaction

• Costs lower than for incineration.

conditions, further biotreatment of residues may be necessary. Toxic heavy metals in the neutralent
would have to be precipitated and filtered out prior to biotreatment. Sulphur containing organics are
mineralized to sulfate ions in solution, Phosphorous to phosphate ions, chlorine to chloride ions,
nitrogen to ammonium and nitrate ions and nitrogen and nitrous oxide gas, cyanides are converted
to C02 and ammonium ions.

CONS

• Most effective on dilute aqueous solutions
• May not be effective against PCBs and HCB.
• Effluent needs to be treated biologically.
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• 1he process \arge\'J uses we\\ -\a~wbed

BALL MILLJNO

~~,

processing equipment and pnncip\es~

The Ball Milling process is a mechanolchemical process, relying on the energy released at the point

• the process by its nature will result in a high

to activate a reaction between the waste and Cao (lime),

degree of mixing of wastes and would tend to

of collision between balls in a ball mill

breaking down the organochlorine compounds. By-products of the destruction of organochlorine

break up agglomerated material;

compounds using Cao are generally of low toxicity and may include graphite, calcium chloride and

• no gaseous emissions are produced;

calcium hydroxide. The process may be applied to concentrated forms of halogenated hydrocarbons

• the process is likely to readily treat wastes

such as PCBs and DDT. In the case of contaminated electrical components, the possibility exists to

containing a range of organic contaminants, or

destroy the encapsulating container in the same process.

mixtures of organic contaminants in one step,

Disperse wastes (eg contaminated soil) would preferably be concentrated by solvent extraction or a

reducing waste handling and the associated risk.

similar process prior to destruction within the ball mill treatment system.

CONS
• Disperse wastes (eg contaminated soil) would

PROS
• treated materials are expected to be suitable for disposal to landfill in the case of solid wastes,
or other normal disposal methods in the case of liquid wastes

preferably be concentrated by solvent extraction or
a similar process prior to destruction within the ball
mill treatment system.

• In the case of contaminated electrical components, the possibility exists to destroy the
encapsulating container in the same process.
• the low energy potential of the system in relation to the surrounding environment means that the
potential for release of contaminants is reduced. Also, the process can be readily shutdown in a
short period of time, further reducing the potential for release in case of an emergency or power
failure;
• the process operates at low temperatures increasing safety, reducing energy consumption and
reducing the potential for formation of dioxins;
• items of electrical equipment, contaminated with PCB or damaged or corroded waste containers
may be fed directly into the ball mill system for destruction;
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This Training·. Manual _tias -been prepared
the l,lnlversity. of, ·
Auckland, New Z~aland
the co.ntext of the convening of the .
First Continental Conference for Africa on· the Environmentally

in

"

-

Sound Management of Unwanted Stocks of Hazardous Wastes
and their Prevention, Rabat, Morocco, 8-12 January 2001.

Containing

PCB's,

PC,s.

and

PBB's

l.,'<'\O),

Guidelines for Specially Engineered Landfil\ (05), and T echn\ca\

Guidelines on Wastes collected from Households (Y46). The
document should be considered in conjunction with other important
guidelines such as the FAO Pesticide series.
The writer refers in particular to the Draft Technical Guidelines
on the environmentally sound management of POPs wastes
which, at the time of printing of this document, are being
negotiated under the Basel Convention: Furthermore, this
Training Manual aimed at providing practical training for waste
managers should not be interpreted as preempting any of the
.
I
principles, guidance and recommendations that will form part

It has been designed to assist those governments or
organisations, not only in Africa, charged - with the task of
managing the destruction or decontamination of POPs (Persistent
Organic Pollutants) with procedures that assist with the planning
and selection of appropriate technologies that suit the particular
circumstances whilst complying with the need for environmentally
sound management principles and the principles of sustainability.
'
In that context special consideration should be given to the local
. national frameworks and the r~sponsibillties of the relevant
competent authority.

or

TecJ'nlcal Guidelines tor Incineration on ~nd,~O'\O), 'Tecnn\ca\

-

New ideas and technologies are emerging rapidly and good
practices are still evolving. The Training Manual however will
remain useful in providing a selection process allowing new
technologies to be evaluated under the provisions of the Training
Manual and enabling organisations to continue to adopt new
technologies as they become available. There are four parts to
this Training Manual. Part Four is a detailed Field Application
Training Manual to the handling and environmentally sound
management of POPs as wastes covering obsolete pesticides
and PCB's in particular.
The Training Manual should be considered in conjunction with
other technical guidelines adopted by the Conference of the _
Parties to the basel Convention and _governing the
environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes, in
particular the Technical Guidelines on Wastes.

of the Technical Guidefines on the ESM of POPs wastes
mentioned hereabove.
Ron McDowall
International Centre for Sustainability Engineering and Research
Faculty of Engineering
University of Auckland
New Zealand
Secretariat of the Basel Convention (SBC)
International Environment House
11-13 chemin des anemones
Building D
1219 Chatelaine (Geneva)

Switzerland
Tel.: (+41 22)'917 8281
Fax.: (+41 22) 797 3454
E-mail: sbc@unep.ch
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tender document.
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Introduction

After the technology selection (Part Ill) is complete then the process of implementation commences.
This involves writing specifications and tenders for the various parts of the project There should be
separate tenders for the various parts of the project especially if there are off shore and on shore
components and separate destruction and decontamination parts.

This means that the \n\erna\lona\

companies that will tender against the document wi\\

be able to refer to the Operating manual and indeed
the manual can be included in the tender document so
that the tender when received is compliant with the
main operating manual. The operating manual will
have several parts depending on what component of
the waste is to be treated locally, which component will
be sent offshore etc. It may be that there will be two or
three tender documents that the operating manual is
used in conjunction with and it may be that only some

A project team will need to be established and when the tenders are sent out on the world market

parts of the operating manual are used with any one

the project can commence. The Implementation plans and tender documentation are shown in

tender document.

detail in PART IV.
The field manual detailed here in this Part is designed
Implementation of a Hazardous waste project appears to be complicated but in reality there are a
few rules to follow and the process becomes quite manageable.

to discharge the hazardous waste work in an
environmentally sound manner in accordance with the
principles detailed in part I of this guide.

The important key to implementation and in order to ensure that all the other steps of the project
are completed first and in the correct order. Also each of the preceding steps are to be complete
with no parts missing. When this is done the process of implementation becomes very straight
forward.
Implementation Part IV comprises three main sections
Section One - Operating Document
Section Two - Tender document
Section Three - Contract Document
Because the dimensions and nature of the project are known (from the previous parts of this guide)
as well as the selected technology it is appropriate to write the project operational manual before the
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Potential Environmental Impact of the Project.

The purpose of this manual is to provide legislators, consultants, contractors and other interested
bodies with sufficient practical and technical information for the safe and effective handling,
packaging, transportation and disposal of POPs as waste in an accepted Environmentally Sound
Management manner.
The

Primary Ajm of this manual is to provide the regulatory Authorities, within which the Toxic

waste resides, with the highest level of confidence that the project of clearance and disposal will be
performed to a high technical level that recognises all environmental safeguards inherent in the
resident Country's Waste Laws, in an operationally efficient manner.
The

Primary Goal of this manual is to ensure that the Clearance and Disposal of POPs Waste is

performed without endangering the public or environment of any country or persons. This goal of
ensuring there are no accidents or spillage, leaks or escapes to the environment of any kind is to
be achieved by rigid enforcement of the plans and programmes described.
The Structure of this manual to achieve the aim and the goal is a Management Plan based on the
following parts.
Part 1

Project Plan

Part 2

Safety and Environmental Plan

Part 3

Quality Assurance Plan

Part 4

Work Procedure Instructions

Each part is made up of nine sections as depicted by the POPs Manual Structural Diagram shown
on page 5.
The overriding Philosophy behind the Management Plan is "Plan the work and work the plan"
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The procedures and strategies that are adopted in this manual are designed to :
1.

Minimise the chances of spills or leaks of POPs waste occurring.

2.

Contain and control any leaks or spills that may occur to prevent their escape into the wider
environment or their coming into contact with the public.

3.

Divide the wastes into individual lots of a size that reduces the volume of a spill or leak to a
manageable quantity.

4.

Provide a shipping strategy that centres on the movement of relatively small consignments
of wastes in any one shipments.

5.

Provide Management and audit trail procedures that ensures full
traceability of all waste handled.

6.

Ensure all personnel involved in the implementation of the proposal are fully aware of the
nature of the materials to be handled and are fully trained in appropriate emergency
response procedures.

7.

Provide the waste owner with a high level of confidence that the waste clearance and
disposal will be conducted at the highest safety level possible.

Operating manual Design

accountability and
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POPs Handling Manual Structure
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The Project Plan is constructed from the following sub sections:
1.0

Strategy Statement
The methodology of the Project Plan is to design a set of Plans and
Programmes that are specifically directed at achieving the aims
and Goals as mentioned in Part 1. These plans are then
enumerated within a set of of work procedure instructions (WPl's)
and are managed, controlled and audited by the management
team. The detail included in this section forms the overall Project
Plan that is implemented by the management team.
Each of the elements in this manual is presented through each part
so that in Part four they are finally integrated into the Work
Procedure Instructions. Therefore Parts 1-3 can be viewed as the
detail of the hazard and the procedural elements required and Part
four presents the working documents that are used on site for the
actual project. VVithin \NPI 4.1 O are all the working check sheets
and QA audit check lists. WPI 4.1 O presents all the documentation
for the all the recording that is necessary.

1.1

Management Team
In order that a coherent Project Plan is written and then
implemented a management structure is required. At the outset of
a Hazardous Waste project that involves POPs there must be an
overall Project Manager. This person must be charged with the
entire responsibility for the Goals and Objectives being entirely
met. He must be a dedicated and determined manager who while
able and willing to delegate the work effort but not to default the
responsibilities to the end client and the environment. The first
action the Project Manager is to assemble his team set the Project
Plan priorities and construct the elements of the Plan. There is a
tendency for such teams to immediately make a start on the project
without the necessary planning being put in place.
It is essential that the Plan be developed and enumerated and put
in place before any site works are undertaken.

In some cases it will be necessary to modify these plans to suit the end client
who may have specific requirements for contractual reasons. However these
plans should not be ignored in deference to Contractual requirements, at the
very least they should form part of the Contract as to the methodology of the
Project.
The Management Plan is represented by the compilation of all the Plans from
Part 1 of this manual. As the specific site conditions and the material to be
removed become known the management plan reflects these elements and
the management plan then becomes specific.

2.0

Strategy Statement
Before the Project Plan can be fully developed a Site Inspection
must be undertaken. In many instances this may already have
been performed for Contractual reasons prior to the operational
aspects of the Project being put into place. However it is
necessary to perform the exercise again due to the fact that the
Project manager needs to be doing the site examination from a
different viewpoint to that of the personnel that may have been
involved in putting together a Tender or Contractual Document.
The Project Manager needs to have a fresh look at the Sites in
order that they can begin to plan the project from the point of view
of the Goals and objectives stated in the introduction part of this
manual.

2.1

Elements of the Site Inspection Plan
Reasons for Site Inspection
Site name
Storage Type
Type & Quantity
Goals & Objectives
Fire Protection
Residents
Access

2.2

Reasons for Site Inspection

A clearance Plan cannot be developed if there is no knowledge of the POP
sites. POPs sites can come in various forms eg.

*

warehouses with POP material and fluids Properly
contained

*

warehouse with POP
improperly contained

*

POP material Dumped on open ground without
environmental protection

*

POP Still located in original positions (PCBs) within
industry but not working

*

POP (PCB) still located in original positions within
industry and still in working operation.

material

and

Fluids

Until the sites that come under the control of the Project
Plan are surveyed by the Project manager and his team
the subsequent plans cannot be developed.
The Sections that follow comprise the Site Inspection Plan
and is presented as a step by step procedure for analysing
the various sites and the implications to subsequent plans
and environmental protections and the fulfilment of the
goals and objectives of the project plan.
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The Site Inspection Plan is presented in the Work Procedure
Instructions. Its function is to provide a structured schedule that
pennits the Project Manager to quickly assess the site conditions
and presents the necessary data into the other plans. A Site
Inspection Sheet should be filled out for each and every site and
each and every version of stored material.

The storage type factor that is assigned to the material is
intended to indicate a risk factor associated with that type
of storage. If the pops material is safely stored in an
approved warehouse sitting in a plastic bag inside a bin
then the risk factor assigned to this option would be 1. This
factor would be loaded into the clearance plan in terms of
site prioritisation. If the material is located on open ground
and is not contained then the assignment factor could be
as high as 8 and therefore the Clearance plan would be
receive a higher priority than the previous example. In
other words the material stored outside on ground would
be cleared before the material stored inside a secure
warehouse.

Photo : Hard Surface storage (PCBs) without environmental
protection
The site inspection plan lays down the foundation of the Project
and the sections of the plan are discussed below.
2.3

Site Inspection Data Gathering

Site name
The name and location of the site are recorded

Storage Type
This item is where the site observation of the stored material
is noted.

Photo : Pesticides storage in tank with some environmental
protection but leaking.
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Residents
Type and auanuty
This item is where the type of material is recorded.
It will be
necessary to perform sample testing to determine the level of
POPs contamination as this has a significant effect on the
techniques adopted to clear the site.

This item covers the possibility of nearby residents or
housing and several items of information are also to be
collected and the implications placed in the Clearance
Plan.

Access
This item covers the access to the storage area and notes
such things as road condition, accessibility for emergency
services and evacuation routes etc.

Goals/Objectives
After looking at the storage and material type the Project Manager
must revisit the Goals and Objectives and provide and assessment
as to the probability of achieving the set goals with the site
situation.
If a low assessment factor is allocated then the
computerised version will generate a secondary report indicating
that a Clearance Plan cannot be written. In this situation the
Project Plan goes into an emergency plan with subsequent plan of
action.

The resultant output of the application of all the relevant
parts of Section 2 within in Parts 1,2,3, are the Work
Instructions WPI 4.2. If these instructions are applied as
shown in WPI 4.2 then the balance of this manuals Project
Plans are then oriented correctly to the nature of the
operation. If the provisions of VVPI 4.2 are ignored or
incomplete then the entire set of plans is rendered
ineffective.

Power/UghUng &
Eire Protection

The provisions of Section 2 as detailed in VVPI 4.2 is to do
with planning the work whereas VVPI 4.3 tci WPI 4.9 are to
do with working the plan.

Again the information gained provide options and schedules for
filling out with the calculations and decisions slotted into the correct
parts of the clearance plans.

utts & Hoists
Details of lifts and hoists is applicable are added to the file and the
results are sent to the appropriate Parts of the Site Preparation
Plans.
~
This item is critical to the Clearance plan and several details are
requested within the WPl's. When all the details are completed the
relevant items are transmitted to the Site Preparation Plan and the
Clearance Plan.

Section Summary
Site Inspection Plan
Site Inspection Plan designed to obtain critical site
information
Storage type information requirements
POPs Type and Quantities information requirements
Site drawing requirements
Residential access information requirements
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liquids dumped on open gfound wi\n

no spi\l protect.ion and minor \ea~ing.

3.0

Strategy Statement
The Clearance Plan is an output of the Site Inspection Plan. When
all the observations and calculations and risk factors are known the
Clearance Plan can be prepared. The Clearance Plan sets down
the prioritised clearance schedule based on the risk factors. The
Clearance Plan also, by virtue of the prioritised schedule, sets up
the relevant parts of the Site Preparation Plan. This activity then
allows the allocation and location of the Projects' resources to be
applied in a manner that addresses the identified risk factors.

3.1

Elements of the Clearance Plan
Warehouse or storage clearance priority schedule
Type and Quantity clearance priority schedule
Area defence lines
Resource Positioning
Impact on Packaging Plan
Warehouse or site decontamination

3.2

Warehouse or storage facility Clearance Priority.

Type 4 Storage:

POPs materials, Solids and free liquids
located in original equipment location
but not working but with no spill
protection and leaking.

Type 5 Storage :

Warehouse with POPs materials,
Solids and free liquids that are
incorrectly stored or contained and are
leaking within warehouse structure and
onto ground surface.

Type 6 Storage :

POPs materials, Solids and free liquids
located in original equipment location
but not working
but with spill
protection and not leaking.

Type 7 Storage :

Warehouse with POPs materials,
Solids and free liquids that are
incorrectly stored or contained and are
leaking within warehouse structure but
not onto ground surface.

Type 8 Storage :

POPs materials, Solids and free liquids
dumped on open ground with spill
protection and no leaking.

Type 9 Storage :

Warehouse with POPs materials,
Solids and free liquids that are
incorrectly stored or contained and
would be threat to the environment if
leaking were to occur.

Type 1O Storage :

Warehouse with POPs materials,
Solids and free liquids that are
correctly stored in containment, tagged
and registered and provided with full
spill containment within warehouse
structure and public access is
prohibited.

In order to discharge responsibilities as described under the
introduction section of the manual the priority of clearance is to be
scheduled according to risk factor obtained during the Site
Inspection plan. Therefore the order of Storage clearance shall be:
Type 1 Storage :

POPs materials, Solids and free liquids
dumped on open ground with no spill
protection and major leaking.

Type 2 Storage :

POPs materials, Solids and free liquids located
in original equipment location still working but
with no spill protection and leaking.

Type 3 Storage :

POPs

materials, Solids

and

free
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900 ,000 ppm A.s~era\

Type 7 Type:

PCB Sealed capacitors with 50-500 ,OOO ppm

Askeral

3.4

Photo : Warehouse Storage Type 10
3.3

Clearance Priority Schedule PCB's only

Type 1 Type:

PCB free liquids with 500,000 to 900,000 ppm
Askeral

Type 2 Type:

PCB free liquids with 100,000 to 500,000 ppm
Askeral

Type 3 Type:

PCB free liquids with 50,000 to 100,000 ppm
Askeral

Type 4 Type:

PCB free liquids with 50 to 50,000 ppm
Askeral

Type 5 Type:

PCB free liquids with less than 50 ppm
Askeral

Type 6 Type:

PCB

Type 8 Type:

PCB Sealed capacitors with O to 50
ppm Askeral

Type 9 Type:

PCB Transformers with 500,000 to
900,000 ppm Askeral

Type 1OType :

PCB Transformers with 50 to 500,000
ppm Askeral

PCB Quantity Priority Schedule
Type 1 Quantity :

Sealed capacitors
Tonnes

Exceeding

500

Type 2 Quantity :

Sealed capacitors 100-500 Tonnes

Type 3 Quantity :

Sealed capacitors 50-100 Tonnes

Type 4 Quantity :

Sealed capacitors 25-50 Tonnes

Type 5 Quantity :

Sealed capacitors 0-25 Tonnes

Type 6 Quantity :

Transformers exceeding 500 tonnes

Type 7 Quantity :

Transformers 100-500 tonnes

Type 8 Quantity :

Transformers 50-100 tonnes

Type 9 Quantity :

Transformers 25-50 tonnes

Type 1o Quantity : Transformers 0-25 tonnes

Sealed capacitors with 500,000 to
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This facility which is supplied by \he Clearance compan't

under the management of the Proiect. Manager is norma\\-y

constructed within a shipping container and is purpose bui\t. 'The

design should allow easy loading and unloading so that it can be
efficiently moved from site to site. This facility should be located in
such a manner that it impedes the progress from the site entry to
the site works. This facility should be sited so that any personnel
entering the warehouse or storage area must enter the unit and
any personnel leaving the work area must exit from the facility. It
should not be positioned to one side of the entry to the work site, it
must be in line. Facilities required within this structure are fully
described within Section 4.

Photo: PCB Capacitors with more than 500,000ppm

3.5

Depending on the information gathered during the site inspection
the next area to be decided is the location of the defended area
containing the amenities, clean up materials and emergency
vehicle etc.
Other spatial considerations are packing and
containerisation areas etc. Depending on the output of the Site
Inspection plan the Clearance plan will have variations of the
following spatial considerations.
Location of Decontamination Facility
Location of Staff amenities
Location of emergency Vehicle
Location of Decanting/Packaging Area
Location of dispatch area
Overall Defence Zone.
3.6

Photo : Decontamination facility mounted on its
transport

Position Allocations

Location of Decontamination Facility

3.7

Location of Staff amenities
The staff amenities which is also normally a purpose built
shipping container or similar must be located outside of the
work area and beyond the decontamination unit so that in
order for the workers to attend the amenities they must
pass through the decontamination facility. There must be
no positioning of the amenities that would facilitate the
avoidance of the decontamination unit.

3.8

Location of the Emergency vehicle
This should be located outside of the work area and be
accessible without passing through the decontamination
facility.
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3.11

3.9

After the site drawing has been completed during the Site
· Inspection Plan a defence line must be drawn. This line
represents the work area defended area and is to be a
physical barrier. For some sites it may be sufficient to have
a plastic tape declaring the defended area. For other larger
more at risk sites it may be necessary to put up a
temporary security fence.

Location of Decanting/Packaging area
This area should be located as close to the work area as possible.
If the project involves transformers they should be decanted in situ.
In the case of PCB only under extreme conditions should full
transformers be moved. The only justification for moving full
transformers before decanting may be for reasons of accessibility
and even then all possibilities must be exhausted before the
decision is made to move the transformer. See section 4 for further
details.

3.12

3 .1 O

Location of Dispatch Area
This area is to be decided after careful consideration of the
location. There must be separation from the decanting and bulk
fluid handling area and general packaging and dispatch. The two
areas must have their own bunded zones as different risks are
attached to each activity.

Impact on Packaging Plan
The Clearance plan has an impact on the packaging plan in
the sense that details of the product to be cleared will effect
the packaging plan. If the site to be cleared consists of
small capacitors then the packaging requirements will be
quite simple. If on the other hand the site consists of a
multitude of transformers, drums of PCB, capacitors and
other miscellaneous materials then the packaging
requirements are complicated. Therefore one of the
outputs of the Clearance Plan is the Packaging plan and
this is so indicated within the Work Procedure Plans in Part
four of this manual.

3.13

Photo : Decanting Power Transformer with temporary bund

Overall Defence Zone

Warehouse Decontamination
Once all capacitors, pallets, racking, etc. have been
removed from the warehouse the waUs must be washed
down. It is recommended to use an aqueous non ionic
detergent blended with some sodium polyphosphate. A
combination brush/washer will be used.
Water will be
picked up with a wet vacuum cleaner or absorbed with solid
absorbent.
The stair ways and the hoist in the building will also be
washed down. When the floor is dry, rubber covering
should be packed up into smaller pieces and stacked into
transport boxes. Areas of potentially high contamination
will be identified prior to surface stripping. These will be
targeted as ''worst case" for confirmation of the efficiency
of the cleaning process.
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Section summary
Clearance Plan
warehouse or storage clearance is prioritised by Risk
factor
Resources are located according to defence requirements
Clearance plan effects Packaging Plan
Warehouse to be decontaminated at the end of clearance
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The site drawing as generated b-y the Site \nspect\on P\an

now needs to be properly drawn up with the various areas
indicated. This drawing must show the following work
areas.

4.0

Strategy Statement
To achieve the objectives as stated in Part 1, an important part of
the project plan is the site preparation plan. Section 4 is concerned
with the detail of site preparation. It should be noted that the sites
will be worked on in a prioritised manner that recognises the
comparative risks associated with each site. The sequence of
events planned for each site as the "Site Preparation Proposal" is a
direct result of the risk factor assessment and is a product of the
strategy of Minimisation of Risk Policy that is inherent in the Aims
and Goals of this manual. In order that the Clearance plan is
correctly applied a Site preparation plan must be put in place.

4.1

Elements of the Site Preparation plan
Site Preparation
Containment barriers and spill protection
Location of Decontamination and Amenities Units
Working Areas
Working Area equipment requirements
Defence Areas
Emergency Access
Fire Protection
Intruder Alarms
Telephone and other communications
Records
Emergency vehicle

4.2

Primary Zone decanting/pumping area
Primary Zone Unloading/Breakdown area
Primary Zone Packaging Area
Primary Zone Transit Bin loading area
Secondary Zone Transit bin storage area
Secondary Zone Transit bin consolidation

Site Preparation
Each warehouse or storage site will have been prioritised as a
result of the Clearance Plan. In addition the Clearance Plan would
have provided details of the location of the decontamination and
amenities units. The Site Preparation Plan deals with the specific
organisational aspects that are required for the various sites.

area
Tertiary Zone Containerisation area
The location of facilities and services must also be shown
on this drawing, namely;
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location

of defence zone
of Decontamination unit
of Amenities unit
of emergency vehicle
of public zone
of all emergency materials
of all First Aid equipment
of Fire fighting equipment
of VVPI Notice Board

When all the facilities and services are defined and
annotated on the site drawing then the Project Manager
can proceed to construct the barriers etc. The required
barriers and containment systems are discussed below.
During the project it is anticipated that there will be many
visitors to view the work. These visitors must be controlled.
The work area, which may be potentially contaminated
must be clearly defined, eg. with a barrier of flags, plastic
tape, etc. and entry restricted to only those who are
correctly attired. Those inspecting the work must wear
disposable overalls, disposable boot covers, half face
respirators fitted with OV/AG/Particulated filters and safety
glasses or goggles.
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Justify the construction of a

b\ock wa\\ around \he \n\ended

operational area of sufficient depth to ho\d a\\ the fluid resident in

the largest transfonner.

After inspecting the works visitors must pass through the
decontamination unit to remove the overalls and boot covers. A
system will need to be established to ensure visitor respirators and
glasses are kept clean and the filters changed weekly.

Photo :

Temporary bunding for transformer

decanting
The following containment barrier structural requirements are
designed to be applied against the total Risk factor that the site
inspection derives from the addition of the three factors for site,
type, quantity.

Type 1 : containment - Risk factor =
Photo : Floor Sealing in Containment area
4 .3

Containment barriers and spill protection (Warehouse type Storage
facility)

All areas of operation during the Clearance of the POPs from the
site require environmental protection . That is to say all areas
must have some form of physical protection to prevent POPs
entering the environment. This normally takes the form of
bunding (temporary or permanent) or surface preparation
prevent egress. The type and level of the bunding protection
relies on the operations expected within the secure area and the
level of risk involved. If the operation involves the packing of
sealed PCB capacitors into containers and the maximum single
capacitor fluid quantity is relatively small then a temporary bund
using polythene sheets on top of a sawdust bund is sufficient. On
the other hand decanting large power transformers (PCBS) would

This involves large quantities of high concentration POPs which
is poorly stored and leaking with little or no environmental
protection .
Three bunded areas will be required as follows:
Primary Zone
This area will require a block wall bunding and sealed floors. All
surface defects and cracks in the nominated primary area shall be
cleaned and sealed and the entire floor is to be sealed with a two
pot epoxy paint designed to prevent POPs escape. The bund
shall be sized to allow the handling of the largest container and it
must cope with the greatest amount of fluid loss from any one
incident. All access into this bund area shall be over the top of the
bund . Primary bund areas must not have removable sections.
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Tertiary Zone

Secondary Zone
The purpose of this zone is for the storage of filled transit bins. The
bund size should be designed to cope with storage of sufficient bins
to fill at least one 20 foot shipping container. If it is anticipated that
shipping out of the POP will be irregular then more storage space
will be required. In the event that the POPs is to be trucked to
another warehouse for further consolidation then the Secondary
zone will only require an area sufficient to handle a single truck
load. The height of the bund wall is a calculation based on the
complete loss of a single transit bin filled with free POPs.
Tertiary Zone
The purpose of this zone is the containerisation of the transit bins.
The area must be bunded but due to the area involved by the use
of containers a single block height or hump bund will be sufficient.
The surface must also be sealed and all drains provided with pump
out interceptor or blocking.

Type 2 : containment - Risk factor=
This involves large quantities of high concentration POPs in
containers which are correctly stored and not leaking.
Two bunded areas will be required as follows:
Secondary Zone
The purpose of this zone is for the packaging and storage of transit bins.
The bund size should be designed to cope with storage of sufficient bins
to fill at least one 20 foot shipping container. If it is anticipated that
shipping out of the POPs will be irregular then more storage space will be
required. In the event that the POPs is to be trucked to another
warehouse for further consolidation then the Secondary zone will only
require an area sufficient to handle a single truck load. The height of the
bund wall is a calculation based on the complete loss of a single transit bin

The purpose of this zone is the containerisation of the transit bins.
The area must be bunded but due to the area involved by the use
of containers a single block height or hump bund will be sufficient.
The surface must also be sealed and all drains provided with
pump out interceptor or blocking.

Type 3 : contajnment - Risk factor =
This involves large quantities of high concentration POPs in
containers which are incorrectly stored and are leaking.
Three bunded areas will be required as follows:
Primary Zone
This area will require a block wall bunding and sealed floors. All
surface defects and cracks in the nominated primary area shall be
cleaned and sealed and the entire floor is to be sealed with a two
pot epoxy paint designed to prevent POPs escape. The bund
shall be sized to allow the handling of the largest unit capacity
and it must cope with the greatest amount of fluid loss from any
one incident. All access into this bund area shall be over the top
of the bund. Primary bund areas must not have removable
sections.
Secondary Zone
The purpose of this zone is for the storage of filled transit bins.
The bund size should be designed to cope with storage of
sufficient bins to fill at least one 20 foot shipping container. If it is
anticipated that shipping out of the POPs will be irregular then
more storage space will be required. In the event that the POP is
to be trucked to another warehouse for further consolidation then
the Secondary zone will only require an area sufficient to handle a
single truck load. The height of the bund wall is a calculation
based on the complete loss of a single transit bin filled with tree
POPs. In the case of solid Pesticides superbags may be used
within this zone.
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Tertiary Zone
The purpose of this zone is the containerisation of the transit bins.
The area must be bunded but due to the area involved by the use
of containers a single block height or hump bund will be sufficient.
The surface must also be sealed and all drains provided with pump
out interceptor or blocking.

Type 4 : Containment - Risk factor=
This involves low quantities of low concentration PCB or POPs in
containers which are correctly stored and not leaking.
One bunded area will be required as follows:
Tertiary Zone
The purpose of this zone is the packing of transit bins and
containerisation of the transit bins. The area must be bunded but
due to the area involved by the use of containers a single block
height or hump bund will be sufficient. The surface must also be
sealed and all drains provided with pump out interceptor or
blocking.

Type s : Containment - Risk factor=
This involves low quantities of low concentration PCB or POPs in
containers which are incorrectly stored and leaking.
One bunded area will be required as follows:
Tertiary Zone
The purpose of this zone is the packing of transit bins and
containerisation of the transit bins. The area must be bunded but

blocking .

4.4

Containment barriers and spill protection (In service equipment)
PCB
PCB contaminated equipment in service equipment generally falls
into two groups.
Power Transformers
Power factor Correction capacitors
Power Transformers
The containment procedures required for in service equipment is
very dependent on the individual locations. Power transformers
used for local power distribution is usually quite easy to defend
with containment barriers. On the other hand power transformers
"buried" inside an old Pulp & Paper mill may involve a significant
effort to protect the environment during decanting and extraction.
In all cases involving power transformers they must be decanted
in situ. There is no justification for moving PCB contaminated
Transformers before they have been decanted. This means that
careful planning will be required to protect the environment during
the decanting procedure. A temporary bund must be erected
around the transformer to be decanted, and this must be sized to
cope with the entire amount of fluid held by the transformer. All
the decanting equipment, piping, pumps and drums must be
located within the bunded area. All pumping equipment must be
positioned on separate drip trays and all equipment to handled as
PCB contaminated equipment.
Any floor cracks and splits must be cleaned and sealed within the
bund area and all drains blocked off so that any spill of any size is
fully contained. If there are overhead sprinklers (Fire protection)
these must be isolated and drained before decanting commences.
Large extract fans must also be positioned so as to draft away
accumulated fumes from the decanting area. The entire work
place is then provided with plastic barrier tape signage placed and
the area defended.
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receptacle provided.

Enter the "dirty" side of 1he decontamination unit.
Remove clothing and temporarily store (during the
work shift) or discard into receptacle provided (at
end of shift or if obvious contamination has
occurred).
Power factor capacitors
Shower with
soap
decontamination.

These units are much easier to handle and can be moved while still
containing the PCB. If only a small number of capacitors are to be
removed then a very small protected area can be created around
the transit bin immediately beside the site and hand loading can be
affected. If a large capacitor bank is involved with more than 20
individual capacitors then a complete area bund will be required
with floor protection drains interceptors etc. Bunding in these
circumstances can involve the use of sawdust humps with heavy
gauge polythene sheets with welded joints. Note that after the
extraction the polythene should be regarded as contaminated and
sent for disposal.
4.6

Onto the "clean" side of the decontamination unit.
Change into work clothes and put on protective clothing
and
equipment.
Exit from the "dirty" side of the unit.
At the end of each period of work, personnel will go through
the following procedure :

ensure

complete

Enter the "Clean" side of the decontamination unit.
Towel down and change into clean clothing.
In the normal course of events, the protective clothing and
equipment should ensure that the personnel do not
become contaminated. Therefore, the waste water from the
shower should not be contaminated and disposal to the
sewerage or septic system would be allowable. However,
if obvious contamination has occurred, the waste water will
be collected, drummed and disposed of along with the
other waste.

Location of the Decontamination and amenities units.
Transportable decontamination and amenities units supplied by the
subcontractor will be used in the conduct of the Clearance activity.
The location of these units is as described previously in this
section.
The decontamination unit must be designed with "dirty" and
"clean" sections separated by the shower facilities. Clean clothes
and towels are located in the "clean end" of the unit, and at the
start of each period of work, personnel will go through the following
procedure:

to

The amenities unit is considered to be a "clean" area and
will therefore be located on the "clean" side of the
decontamination unit. The amenities unit consists of lunch
room facilities and will be used by personnel during breaks
only after going through the decontamination procedures
discussed above.

4.7

Working Areas
Within the Primary, Secondary and Tertiary zones various
work activities is to take place. As a normal rule of thumb
the various work activities that are assigned to each zone
should not be undertaken within another zone. It is
possible to elevate a work activity up the scale of zone
primacy but not downwards. In other words while it is
acceptable to perform storage in the Primary zone it is not
acceptable to perform Decanting functions in the tertiary
zone. In detail the work activities per zone is assigned as
follows:
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Primary Zone
Placement of loose capacitors, transformer carcasses,
miscellaneous contaminated materials into bunded area by forklift
onto a receiving platform above the bund height. Lifting onto the
work surface within the primary zone bund area by overhead
monorail and placed ready for packing into transit bins or UN rated
drums. Transit bins and drums lifted into this bund and arranged
for the packing of drums, miscellaneous materials etc. Placing into
transit bins along with packing materials. Lifting out of primary
bund with monorail and placing into the Secondary Bund area.
Within this zone other activity such as transformer disassembly and
solvent washing can also be performed.
Pumping activity
associated with PCB drum consolidation into transit bulk containers
is performed in this area.

Photo : Tertiary Zone - Note barriers at floor level

4.8

In general equipment is assigned per working zone and
this equipment should not travel between zones. Pumping
equipment for the transfer of POPs from partially filled
drums to consolidation drums of transit containers should
not be moved out of the Primary zone. This equipment
should stay there for the duration of the project. Pumps,
hoses, spanners and all tools should have a specified
place of occupation within the bund and when not in use
are to be located in that place.
Emergency spill
containment materials are to be located outside the primary
zone but within easy reach. The emergency shower, tire
fighting equipment and first aid equipment is also to be
installed immediately adjacent to the primary zone.

Secondary Zone
This area is simply for the storage of the transit bins awaiting arrival
of a 20 foot shipping container or shipment by truck to a central
warehouse for cargo consolidation. No work activity of any kind is
allowed in this area other then the loading and unloading and
storage of full transit bins.
Tertiary Zone
This area is reserved for the loading of transit bins onto trucks or
into containers. It is possible to use this area for storage of transit
bins but it is not recommended practice due to the amount of
loading activity in the area. All the timber packing equipment
required for the containerisation will be stored in this area ready for
the final in container bracing .

Working Area equipment requirements

4.9

Defence Areas
A defence line should be drawn around both the primary
and secondary Zones. Generally the tertiary zone does
allow access to authorised personnel such as container
truck drivers who are not required to dress in the personnel
protection equipment. Such people are not permitted to
enter the secondary or primary zones.
For major
operations the defence line should be a security type
fence, for temporary operations then plastic warning tape
may be used.
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4.10

Emergency Access
The defence system shall be so designed that in the event of a full
scale emergency the emergency services can have full access to
the working platforms without having to go through the defence
lines. In other words the defence line must be able to be readily
removable by emergency services. During such emergencies that
are attended by the fire service a position for a Command vehicle
both upwind and down wind must be provided.
If a worker is injured within the primary zone and cannot be readily
moved for fear of severe personal injury then members of the
emergency services must go through the decontamination facility
and place the correct attire before attending the victim. If the
injured person is likely to lose his life before emergency personnel
can be correctly attired then the emergency personnel must be
immediately informed of this possibility, informed as to the danger
of the primary zone and then asked to enter the zone without PPE.
As soon as the victim is stabilised then the emergency personnel
must exit the zone and proceed to full decontamination within the
decontamination facility including full body showers and removal
and disposal of all clothing. If significant amounts of free POPs are
on the working platform during the emergency the personnel
entering the zone must be provided with BA sets and after the
event blood tests must be organised for those exposed.

4 .11

The storage site and workplace areas must be provided
with a comprehensive fire fighting capacity so that a
substantial fire can be controlled for at least 30 minutes
before Fire service help could be expected. For any fires
of any size within the storage facility or workplace zones
the Fire service must be called immediately for a full scale
turn out. Even a small fire in a storage facility can get out
of hand within minutes and the threat to humans and the
environment is enormous and it is better to have a full
scale support team on its way before it gets out of hand.

Fire Protection

4.12

Intruder Alarms
The warehouse should be frtted with an intruder alarm.
This can be a stand alone unit but should be connected to
the telephone system and monitored by a security
company and should also include 24 hour fire alarms.

4.13

Telephone and other communications
Secure telephone and fax is required. If these services are
not readily avaHable within the country of activity then a
stand alone satellite unit should be purchased.

4 .14

Records
A complete record system is required for the project and
the format of this will depend on the client or POPs owner
requirement. The system should be computer based with
off site disc holdings and sequence back up copies.

The worst case PCB or POPs scenario involves a fire in
the facility. If the fire is collateral then it can be fought
using conventional techniques.
If the fire however
involves the PCB or POPs materials itself then it can only
be fought using full body chemical suits with integral
breathing apparatus. The fire must be fought with dry
agent and must be fought aggressively with short rosters
arranged for those at the front. Full body showers and full
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4.15

Emergency Response Vehicle
For all POPs projects of a size exceeding 20 tonnes of POPs a
comprehensively equipped Emergency Vehicle must be maintained
for the duration of the project. This vehicle attends all spills and
doubles as the escort vehicle during transhipment of shipping
containers or transit bins within the country of the project. The
vehicle also attends the final transfer to the ship loading company.

Section Summary
Site Preparation Plan

All POPs extraction require a Site Preparation plan no matter how
small
All POPs extraction requires containment protection
Warehouse storage sites require decontamination and amenity
units
Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Protection Zones are required
Working platforms and areas to be defended
Full emergency access required
Fire fighting capacity for 30 minutes required
Emergency vehicle requirements
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drums on pallets or UN rated b\g bags or \rans\\ B\ns or

IBCs or other special containers.

All non UN approved drums containing solid waste
material, as well as other solid waste, will be placed into
(oversized) drums or UN-approved Big Bags.
5.0

The packaging plan described in this section and the relevant parts
of the VVPI in part four has been developed using the standards
and techniques built up over time and many projects in different
countries. In order that the project aims and gaols are fully
discharged the packaging plan must reflect physically the
environmental implications of POPs spillage. The techniques
discussed here have been proven over many years to provide the
safest methodology of packaging that ensures the POPs arrives in
the disposal country or organisation in the same manner in which it
was discharged from the country of origin. In all aspects the
strategy of packaging is designed to ensure that the transportation
of POPs is fully defended against any possibility of leakage,
spillage or contamination of any kind. These instructions as
enumerated within the VVPl's must be carefully adhered to and
involves that such packaging be Quality Assured by an
independent assessor. The QA requirements are included in Part
3 and also appear in Part 4 VVPl's.
5.1

5.2.1

Waste Packing
All waste from the job site including drummed liquids,
drummed containers, solid and liquid pesticides
contaminated solid residue from floor treatment or other
materials (signs, shelving, fire extinguishers, timber,
plastic pallets, plastic tubs, rubber floor coverings,
disposable overalls, clothing, boot covers, used respirators

Solid Pesticides and related material
The drums containing solids will be repacked in 2001. PE
open head drums, 280 ltr. (oversized) drums or Big Bags.
Solids packed in bales, jute sacks or bags and other solid
material (like wood) can be loaded manually into UNapproved Big Bags, with inner lining, each up to a
maximum weight of 1000 kg. each. However, the average
weight per Big Bag will be approximately 750 - 800 kgs.
The empty Big Bag will be placed on a sound pallet, prior
to be loaded with solid material, to facilitate handling of the
loaded Big Bag.

Elements of the Packaging Plan
Waste Packing
Container Packing
Weighing
Labelling
Container Marine Survey

5.2

Non UN-approved drums containing liquid will be pumped
into either ISO-tank containers (18.0001.), UN-approved PE
liquid drums or 1.0001. IBC's. The repacked drums will be
UN/Y-s approved and will be transported in a dedicated
20ft box container or ISO tank containers, by road and by
sea. Transportation will be according to IMDG / ADR
regulations.

Strategy Statement

Empty bottles, boxes and aerosols will be first packed in an
airtight sealed plastic bag, to prevent any leakage and then
placed manually into an open head UN-approved drum
(1A2).
5.2.2

T-drums
Drums that have been repacked in non UN-tested T-drums
will have to be over packed into UN-approved oversized
(2801tr.) drums. The content of all T-drums will be visually
inspected by opening the lid manually. In the case the Tdrum will contain liquids, these liquids will be pumped out
of the drum as far as possible (see procedure for Liquid
Pesticides). When the liquids have been taken out of the
drum in manner the drum will be crushed.
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T-drums containing drums with solids will be repacked into
oversized drums. As at most POPs sites these drums packed in Tdrums are most likely to be in very poor condition and therefore the
following procedure will be applied:
The PE T-drum containing the old 200 ltr. drum will be turned
upside-down into a special designed drip tray, capable of
containing 125% of the original content of the drum. The drum will
be released by turning the T-drum off the lid and take it off. Directly
after this handling, an steel UN-approved oversized (280 ltr.) will be
placed over the old drum and the oversized drum will be then
turned back, with the opening upwards. Finally the drum will be
closed and directly properly labelled. The drum will be sealed to
assure that the drum will not contain any other material than the
label indicates.
5.2.3

Liquid Pesticides
Drums that contains liquids will be pumped over into ISO tank
containers, UN-approved drums or 1.OOO ltr. IBC's (Intermediate
Bulk Container). The liquids will be pumped out of the old drums by
using an air driven pump equipped with Viton membranes or an
explosion proof pump, or use will be made of a vacuum-truck, and
pumped directly into an UN-approved packaging (either ISO tank
container, 200 ltr. closed head drum (type 1A 1) or 1OOO ltr. IBC.
Liquid products in bottles and cans can be emptied manually, using
a big funnel into UN-approved 1A1 drums

5.2.4

Crushing of old drums
Drums that are mostly empty, heavily corroded and
containing remaining residues of pesticides will be
crushed by means of a drum crusher. First the emptied
drums will be filled with absorbent, prior to the crushing.
The drum crusher t should be equipped with a drip tray to
avoid leaking of remaining liquid and small solid

or open head drums, with a PE-liner (sack) of 200 micron.

Drum Crusher requires a specification such that the
maximum pressure is 32 tonnes with a cyclustime of 40
sec. The maximum drum size that can be crushed is
2001tr., the minimum drum size is 50 ltr. The crusher will be
placed on a plastic foil of sufficient quality to avoid
contamination of the soil during crushing. The crushed
drums will be packed in UN-approved Big Bags with inner
lining of 200 micron. Some 10 crushed drums will be
packed per Big Bag, placed on a pallet and banded with
steel bandage.
Each open and closed head drum and Big Bag with
repacked material and the drums with the disposed safety
clothing, filters, PE-lining, etc. will be labelled in
accordance to the relevant IMDG transport legislation as
well as with a waste stream number , together with
description of the content, the name of the storage place of
origin and with the reference from the Inventory List.
Liquids will be drummed in 205 litre steel drums
and handled as discussed above.
Contaminated soil and residue from floor
treatments will be placed in 205 litre steel drums.
All other soft material(disposable overalls, clothing,
boot covers, used respirator filters, used wipes
etc.) will be double wrapped in polythene and
packed into 205 litre steel drums or big bags
handled as discussed above.
Other hard materials (signs, shelving, fire
extinguishers, plastic pallets, remaining tubs,
rubber floor coverings etc.) will either be placed
directly into big bags or packed into 205 litre steel
drums and handled as discussed below.
All drums of liquids are to be placed within a steel
transit bin as discussed below.
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Transit Bins
Standard bins will be approximately 1100 mm wide, 131 O mm
long, and 1000mm high.
The steel transit bins will have all joints welded and will be leak
tested by filling with water. The lids will be bolted and/or strapped
in position.

Photo : Welded Joints of Transit bins

The standard bin will be able to accept the majority of the Waste as
follows:

Smaller containers will be placed in the bins in two
layers separated with a sheet of plywood placed on
the terminals of the first layer.

The bins will be lined with a layer of polythene sheet for its
full height to further prevent against leakage and to assist
in removal of the absorbent material during unpacking.

Small Containers identified as being in a leaking
condition , will be wrapped in a further two layers of
polythene sheets before being loaded into the bins.

A 15mm deep layer of absorbent material will be placed
inside each box prior to packing to allow absorption of any
fluid which may leak during transport.

PCB Transformers will be drained of liquid and the
liquid handled as discussed below.
The
transformer carcasses will be placed in bins inside
plastic tubs where available and lateral movement
will be prevented by chocking with timber chocks.

POPs containers or drums of liquids will be placed in the
boxes inside plastic tubs where available in an upright
position.

Liquids will be drummed in 205 litre steel drums
and handled as discussed below.
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Items which will not be accommodated in \he

standard transport boxes are as follows:

Capacitors and transfonners of a size too large for
the standard boxes will require special transport
boxes to be built. These special boxes will be
purpose designed at the time required, but the
design will be similar to that of the standard size
box.
Liquids which are already drummed in 205 litre
steel drums will require re-drumming. See above
for procedure. This will be done by lifting the
existing drums and placing each one into an
oversized (256 litre) drum. The oversized drums
will be placed, in a manner similar to that discussed
above, into special transport bins which will be
purpose designed and built at the time required.
The design will be similar to that of the standard
transport box.
Photo : Transit Bins in storage before use, note forklift
stackability
Contaminated soil and residue from floor treatments will be
placed in 205 litre steel drums and these will again be
placed three to a bin with lateral movement prevented by
using timber chocks.
All other soft material(disposable overalls, clothing, boot
covers, used respirator filters, used wipes etc) will be
double wrapped in polythene and packed into 205 litre
steel drums handled as discussed below.
Other hard materials (signs, shelving, fire extinguishers,
plastic pallets, remaining tubs, rubber floor coverings etc)
will either be placed directly into the boxes or packed into
205 litre steel drums and handled as discussed below.
All steel drums of waste will be placed three to a
transit bin. The boxes will be fitted with a floor of
4mm plywood. Lateral movements of the drums

5.3

Container Packing
The standard transport units (transit Bins) discussed in the
previous section are designed to fit into a shipping
container.
Care is to be taken to ensure that the
containers are not overloaded or unbalanced. A standard
shipping container (20ft) will take 16 Transit bins stacked.
The drums with the liquid waste, solid waste and disposed
safety clothing, filters, PE-lining, etc. will be placed per 4 in
a single transit bin. The Big Bags will also be placed on
pallets. (one Big Bag per pallet). Then the pallets will be
placed in the 20ft. box container, using a 1,5 tonnes forklift
and a ramp, and properly stuffed.
Big Bags on pallets will be loaded in one layer into the
container. (12 Big Bags per container is max. 12 tonnes
net weight. Drums with dry material only will be loaded on
pallets in two layers, separated with plywood, with a
maximum of 72 drums per container (up to 25 tonnes net
weight.).
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shipped . In addition , \he o\her requiremen\s o1 \he

Port of Entry for the packing of PCB wastes wi\\ be

complied with if wastes are packed as indicated
within this Plan and the shipping containers are
packed as discussed above.

The material inside the container will be lashed, secured and
properly labelled in accordance with the IMDG-code. The
containers will also be labelled on each of the 4 sides of the
container and transported at soonest to the harbour, according to a
transport scheme to be communicated and subject to approval for
the export given by the competent authorities.
The contents of each shipping container will be recorded.
Liquids and solids are to be placed in separate containers.
Photo: Container bracing , interior view

Photo : Transport Unit Loading into shipping containers
Timber dunnage will be used to restrict movement of the
transport units during transport and where transport boxes
are stacked two high, a sheet of plywood will be placed
between the bins.
The requirements of the Port of Entry are that
drummed POPs (PCBs) liquid and transformer
carcasses cannot be added in the same shipping
containers. To comply with these requirements,
drummed liquids will be transported in individual

Photo : Transport unit bracing
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The name of the Holder.

The full name and address of the Clearance
Organisation.
The full name and address of the Consignee
A short description of the waste.
5.4

Weighing
Most contracts require that the POPs waste without the packaging
waste be weighed for payment purposes. It is essential that this
process be carefully constructed so that the client is completely
satisfied that his requirements will be met. The weighing process
must be efficient and accurate with all parties happy with the
system.

Photo : Labelling of Transport units
The transport unit number.
The weight of the transport unit.
The date the unit was packed .

5.6

Photo : Drum Loading in Transit bin
Transport Units

The shipping container load number.

Each transport unit will have a self adhesive label attached which
Will include the following :
The IMDG (International Maritime Dangerous Goods)
placard of a size whereby dimension "D" is 100 mm.
The IMDG marine pollutant mark
dimension "D" is 100 mm.
The

words

"POLYCHLORINATED

of a size whereby
BIPHENYLS"

Shipping Containers
Each shipping container will be labelled as follows :
The IMDG placard of a size whereby
dimension "D" is 250 mm.
The IMDG marine polluted mark of a size
whereby dimension "D" is 250 mm.

or
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showing the following;

Clearance Company's full name and address

Clearance Company's telephone number
This sign will be removed from the vehicle when the
container is handed into the control of the Port Authorities.
5.8

Container Marine Survey
The services of a marine surveyor must be employed to
survey the packing and final disposition of the cargo within
the container. The Marine surveyor must be registered and
produce a certified report of the packing accompanied with
photos showing the various stages of container loading and
bracing details etc.

section Summary
Photo: Container Labelling
When travelling on freeways in the country of origin, the
label will be attached to both sides of the container. In
addition, a sign with a white background and red lettering
showing the following will be placed in a conspicuous
position;
category
name of the substance
quaniity
properties
important points in relation to
handling
emergency contact;
name
telephone number
other details.
5.7

Packaging Plan

All POPs waste material must be packed in a standard
manner using transit bins and drums for full transit
protection .
All POPs Transit bins must be properly packed into 20 foot
Shipping containers that have been certified for shipment
of POPs and all transit bins to be properly braced within the
container to prevent any movement.
All POPs Materials are to be correctly weighed
All containers are to be Marine surveyed before transport
to Port
All containers to be correctly labelled

Transport Vehicles
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6 .1

6.0

Elements of the Transport Plan
Marine Survey
EPD Approvals
Movement Timing
Driver Briefing
Escort Vehicle
Communications

Strategy Statement
The detailing and control strategy for Transportation of the packed
POPs to storage or ports requires the same level of attention as the
other elements of the Clearance project. The Transportation must
be carefully planned so that there are no possibilities of surprises
during road transportation and that such details such as road works,
hours of travel, routes, driver training etc. are fully taken care of in
the Transport plan and applied by these VVPl's. As for the other
sections of this plan all the necessary details are contained within
the WPl's including the required Safety and Environmental
considerations along with 0A implications.
During the transport from the warehouse to the docks the escort
vehicle will accompany the containers on every journey.
Permission may need to be sought to move more than one
container at a time. The crew in the escort vehicle are to be fully
trained in all emergency procedures and will be in radio/phone
contact with the Clearance Company and the shipping container
truck/s. As part of the Management plan there are agreed routes
that are traversed and regular 'check ins' to the Clearance
Company. Local police, emergency authorities, etc. will be notified
of the routes, procedure and precautions as required by local
regulations. Consideration will be given to off-peak time for
movement in order to minimise the risk of accidents. Because of
the attentiveness required of driver and crew a log will be kept of
the hours worked and suitable rest periods inserted in the
schedule.

6.2

Marine Survey
Before any containers can leave site they must have been
prechecked before loading, marine surveyed before final
transit bin bracing and final inspection after bracing. When
the Marine Survey has been released then the container
can be made available for road transport to the port.

6.3

EPD approvals
Application for approval to transport the POPs waste on all
roads must be made to the local Environmental Protection
Department (EPD) for the locality of the waste. This
application must include a statement of Quantity, Type,
Route, Date and time of day. Approval to transport on
ordinary roads will be in the form of a letter. Without this
letter of approval the Waste cannot be moved. This is a
general requirement for most countries, however where the
requirement does not exist for EPD notification them route
approval and timing should be made to the District Fire
service.
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6.6

6.4

The transport driver is to be selected on the basis of driving
experience and record and must have basis Hazardous
Substances transport experience and knowledge of
emergency procedures. All transports to the port will be
accompanied by the Escort vehicle with trained personnel
attending who will deal with any emergencies but the driver
must be able to handle the situation should the emergency
vehicle be separated. The driver is to be fully briefed on
the route, timing and emergency procedures and
documentation. A kit bag of Driver Personal Protection
equipment is to be placed in the cab of the transport
vehicle before it leaves the site and the driver is to be fully
briefed on its contents and how to use the equipment.

Route Planning
The quality of the delivery of the shipping container is very
dependent on the route chosen and the time of day. The various
route options should be surveyed and the following items should be
examined and thus the routes should be shortlisted to provide the
most efficient an safest route selection.
*

*
*
*

*
*
6.5

Examine the route options and detail restrictions (One
way roads, Traffic densities etc)
Research likely road works and traffic disruption
possibilities
Research population densities in selected routes
Examine the access routes for the emergency services
likely to take in the event of call out and ensure that the
route will always allow for them to get to the site of the
emergency as soon as possible without delay.
Examine the various wateiways on the routes and
ensure that minimum numberwateiways are traversed.
Avoid routes that have long traffic delays

Movement Timing
The transport of the POps waste must be done in daylight hours
and during such business hours that will ensure that the Delivery
will be complete well before the end of the day shift of the local
emergency services. The timing however should be planned to
avoid rush hour traffic.
The route shall be travelled by the escort vehicle as a dummy run at
the timing planned to ensure that the conditions at that hour of the
day will not unduly impede the transport.

Driver Briefing

A complete set of transportation documentation as well as
the emergency procedures and notifications is also to be
placed in the cab. Under most circumstances these
emergency procedures would not be used as emergencies
will be handled by the escort vehicle and its personnel. But
in the event that the Escort vehicle is disabled or involved
in an accident the transport driver needs to be able to
contain any situation until the back up crews arrive.
6.7

Escort Vehicle
The project emergency escort vehicle is to accompany all
transport of POPs waste to storage or site. Under no
circumstances is a delivery of POPs waste to be performed
without the escort vehicle. The escort vehicle is also not
allowed to perform the escort duties if its inventory is
incomplete or that personnel are missing. details of the
escort vehicle design and equipment it carries are shown in
Section nine.
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6.8

Communication
Complete communications systems are to be maintained between
the transport vehicle, emergency response escort vehicle and the
project control room. This communication is to be a combination
radio/cell phone system. A regular check system is to be employed
to keep the control room abreast with the delivery progress and any
incidents along the route. The control room is to monitor and log
the progress and warn of any new information occurring that could
impede the progress.

section Summary
Transport Plan
Marine Survey completed
Route, Timing and official approvals received
Driver Briefing completed
Escort vehicle and communications checked
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PESTICIDES, LIQUID, TOX\C, N.O.S.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
LIQUID, N.O.S.

HAZARDOUS

SUBSTANCE,

Solid waste material;
PESTICIDES, SOLID, TOXIC.
ENVIRONMENTALLY
HAZARDOUS
SOLID, N.O.S.
7.0

Strategy

7.3
Shipping POPs waste to an offshore disposal facility must be
conducted by a recognised shipping company and full cognizance
made of all international laws (in particular the Basel convention)
regulating the trans shipment of toxic waste.

7.1

Elements of the Shipping and Disposal Plan
Labelling
Lloyds Survey
Port Acceptance
Trans Frontier Documentation
Basel Convention

7.2

SUBSTANCE,

No container can be accepted for shipping unless the
marine Survey is available and included as part of the
shipping documentation.

7.4

(a)

Transformers (PCBs) shall be drained and placed in leak
proof trays (steel, all joints welded and leak tested). Trays
are to be sized to contain all PCB's assuming the
transformer was full. All container contents ate to be
effectively secured within fright containers.

(b)

205 ltr approved steel drums (of new condition) UN Rated
containing waste POPs are to be placed in leak proof
transit bins of such size to contain all the POPs plus one
third. A maximum of four by drums must be stood on
plywood (4 mm) within the bin. All container contents are
to be effectively secured within freight containers. If a
second level of stow is required then it must be separated
by 15 mm thick plywood.

(c)

POPs contaminated wipes, clothing etc are to be retained
in double wrapped polythene bags and placed in steel bins
with closed lids.

Four labels Marked Class 9 "Marine Pollutant"
Correct technical name
IMDG Classification
United Nations Number
In the case of pesticides waste the proper shipping name shall be
mentioned on all shipping instructions, according to the IMDGregulations for the several UN-numbers indicated in the Inventory
Report.
The remaining 'unknown' pesticides after further analyses of the
inventory report, during the progress will be labelled as follows :
Liquid

waste material:

Port of Entry Acceptance
Port acceptance at country of destination may have the
following conditions.

Labelling
Before the shipping company can accept the container for loading
at the port the following labels must be affixed and in order.

Lloyds Survey

It is permissible for items defined in (a) and (c), and (b) and
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•BIiis of lading

•IMO labels, UN labels, Marine Po\\utant \abe\s, Waste \O

for each drum.
•Complete script for each load and all shipment related
activities.

labels
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(c), to be shipped in the same container. However, under no
circumstances is it acceptable for containers holding items
defined in (a) and (b) together.
(d)
The Port safety Officer must be notified prior to shipment of the
following before approval for entry is given:

7 .6

Basel Convention
All shipment of POps waste shall be conducted under the
auspices of the Basel Convention. In particular Article 6,
7,8and10.

section Summary
Shipping & Disposal Plan

-Source of the waste
-Packing certificate showing compliance with (a)-(c) above and
details of the items packed
-Trans frontier shipment documents
-Estimated time of arrival and arrival berth
(e)

Upon discharge, the ships agent must notify the Port Safety Officer
in writing the date, time and destination of the transport of the
waste. The ships agent will need to have prearranged customs
clearance and transportation.

(g)

The Port safety Officer also requires notification of the importers
ability to supply a competent emergency response team to deal
with any spillages, and needs a 24 hour contact number for the
emergency response team and for the importers local agent.

7 .5

Trans frontier Documentation

Labelling completed and correct
Lloyds Survey completed and sighted
Port Acceptance standards complied with and
attested
Trans Frontier Documentation valid and in place
Basel Convention fully complied with

Correct and valid for the importation period trans frontier
documentation (TFS) is required to be in place before the
shipment leaves the country of origin. This documentation is to be
obtained .by the importers shipping agent and includes all
certificates and documents as detailed below:
•All transport documents for road and sea transport (IMDG/ADR)
•Dangerous goods declaration
•Container packing certificates
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8.3

8.0

8.1

8.4

Actions by clearance company to hold harmless.
Insurance policies of this nature require that the policy
holder take all reasonable steps to ensure that:
There is compliance with regulations concerning
transportation, storing and packaging of POP's.

Elements of the Insurance Plan
Types of insurance
Who and what should be covered
Actions by the clearance company to hold
harmless

8.2

Main policy should cover for " Protect the main contractor,
his
subcontractors, the client, his engineers and agents against
their third party bodily injury property damage including any
pollution clean up expense arising from the contract for the
packaging, removal and transportation to the contractor for
disposal of Persistent Organic Pollutants. (POPs). The
amount of cover of the policy should be substantial and be
at least US$1 o Million.

Strategy
The project should be fully covered for all risks. The policy should
obviously protect all those involved including the client but it must
also be seen to be a provision that protects the environment from
harm. A large accident involving a large spill will be very costly to
clean up and a comprehensive insurance policy should be in place
to cater for this type of event. When obtaining offers of insurance
the Project manager should obtain the policy that while protecting
himself and his client full protection is offered for environmental
protection that will ensure that the funds are available to clean up a
substantial problem.

Who and What should be covered

Types of insurance
Depending on the extent of the POPs clearance operations, type
and quantity of the POP the insurance packages required are as
follows:
Complete "Pollution" Insurance cover for all accidents and incidents
involving the removal, packaging and transportation of POP's. In
addition complete protection of all contractors, agents, clients,
engineers etc is required as well as cover for workers, employers
liability insurance where required, machinery insurance, public
liability insurance, motor vehicle insurance and professional
liability.

The cargo is to be shipped in containers and loaded under
professional supervision, and
The master of the carrying vessel is to be fully aware of the
substance to be shipped.

section Summary
Insurance Plan

- Types of
environment

insurance

appropriate

to

protect

the

- Actions required by the clearance company to hold
harmless
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communication. (EG rad\o and mob\\e \e\ephone).

"TI\e

ERU must be capable of maintaining commun\caUons wi\h
the "Control Room" and the POPs Container truck.
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9.0

9.1

The equipment to be carried by the ERU is extensive and a
continuous inventory list must be maintained for the unit.
VVhenever the ERU is required for escort duties the
inventory list must be checked for any shortages and the
delivery of POPs containers to the Export Port must not
proceed if the ERU is lacking equipment within its
inventory. The schedule of equipment required for the ERU
is as shown later in this section of the VVPI. Within the
check sheets WPI 4.90 is a check indication by the site
supervisor that the ERU is proper1y equipped and its
inventory is complete.

Strategy Statement
The Emergency Plan is concerned with the detail of the equipment,
services and methodology during and emergency situation. The
system and equipment shown in this WPI is designed to allow a full
emergency response to be available during all POPs operations
and transport. The emergency plan is to be available at all times in
the form of an Emergency Response Unit (ERU). This facility is
always to be available during all stages of packaging as well as
transportation. During transportation of the POPs waste to the
export port the ERU is to act as the escort vehicle. The Emergency
plan is discharged by means of Flip charts and these are to be
activated during the emergency.

9.4

Elements of the Emergency Response Plan

ERU Vehicle
Due to the substantial amount of equipment to be carried
by the ERU and the recovered waste it may also be called
upon to transport this vehicle must be substantial. It is
recommended that the ERU be housed in modular
containers that is easily loaded onto the back of a flat bed
truck with a capacity of about 1 O Tonnes and the ERU
truck should be fitted with a crane with half tonne lifting
capacity.
The ERU vehicle must be fitted with a
communication system with at least two methods of

Escort Duties
The ERU is to operate as the primary escort vehicle and is
to attend all transport deliveries ·of POPs waste to the
Export Port. During such escort duties the vehicle is to
travel behind the waste transport vehicle and its personnel
to assume complete control during any kind of on the road
incident. The escort vehicle personnel are to regulate the
rest and safety stops and authorise the changing of any
planned routes. During such escort duties if there are any
possibilities of spillage or damage to the POPs cargo then
the ERU and its personnel are to begin the notifications
procedures and commence the Emergency Response
procedures.

ERU Vehicle
ERU Equipment Inventory
Escort Duties
Emergency Response during escort
Emergency Response for other
Emergency Response for fire
Emergency Response for protest

9.2

ERU Equipment Inventory

9.5

Emergency Response During Escort
In the case of accident, spill or leak during transport,
emergency response measures as follows are to be taken
immediately.
All such incidents require that "An
emergency be declared". The words "Emergency" must be
used in communications regarding the incident.
* Immediately following the incident the POPs waste
container driver is to notify the ERU escort vehicle.
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Immediately anct the F\\p shee\ sys\em app\\ec1 ,mmec1,a'\.e\y.

9.8

Residential Protest

If local residents set up a protect at the storage facility this
must be treated as an emergency and operations shut
down immediately and all actions taken to protect the
stored POPs.

*

The ERU crew will respond immediately to the initial
notification from the Container truck driver and follow the
Flip sheets system as outlined in WPI 4.9.
* If the waste discharge is a major spill (ie the spill
exceeds 4
litres) then the formal notifications procedure must commence as
per the Notification procedure in WPI 4.9

9.6

Emergency Response for other

section summary
Emergency Plan

ERU Vehicle to be fully stocked and available
Escort Duties to be fully understood by personnel
as well as the flip sheets system
Emergency Response to follow preset procedure
as laid down in flip sheets system

In the case of accident, spill or leak at the storage facility or
packaging area, emergency response measures as follows are to
be taken immediately.
All such incidents require that "An
emergency be declared". The words "Emergency" must be used in
communications regarding the incident.
* Immediately following the incident the site supervisor is to inform
the ERU and then to immediately follow the flip sheet system
shown in WPI 4.9.
* The ERU crew will respond immediately to the initial notification
from the Supervisor and be available at the site if required.
* If the waste discharge is a major spill (ie the spill exceeds 4 litres)
then the formal notifications procedure must commence as per the
Notification procedure in WPI 4.9.

9.7

Emergency Response to fire
Fire in the storage facility is extremely serious and all fires must be
treated with utmost caution and an emergency declared
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PART TWO
Safety and Environmental Plan

Photo: Old DDT store showing free form storage and
leaking into environment

Photo : Pesticides store
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Introduction
Part 2
presents the Management Plan implications of the
Environmental Impact Report and the support structure for the
methodology of the Project Plan as shown in Part 1.
As indicated within the introduction of this manual the sections of
the Safety and Environmental Plan are to be read in parallel with
the Sections of Part 1 of the Project Plan.
The meaning of Safety, as used within this Part of the manual,
means personnel safety as well as Environmental safeguards.
Throughout the application of the Work Procedure Instructions
(WPl's) a common theme of safety is prescribed. At no stage is
this aspect to be left out or over1ooked. The design of this
documentation ensures that all aspects of personnel and
environmental safety are an integral part of the operating
procedures. This is why the sections of Part 2 of the Project plan
are written to coincide directly with the operational plans as
enumerated in Part 1.
The application of the safety and
Environmental Protection plans are regulated, monitored and
audited by the QA plan in Part 3.

Section 1

Management S & E Plan

Section 2

Site Inspection S & E Plan

Section 3

Clearance S & E Plan

Section 4

Site Preparation S & E Plan

Section 5

Packaging S & E Plan

Section 6

Transportation

Section 7

Shipping & Disposal S & E Plan

Section 8

Insurances & E Plan

Section 9

S &E Check List

s & E Plan

The plans as finally set down in Part 4 of this manual as Work
Procedure Instructions cannot be applied if all aspects of Part 2
regarding safety and Environmental are not complied with. If the
Part 2 plans are in part or in full are not adhered to then the QA
reporting structures will indicate that the Project is being conducted
out of compliance.
The Safety and Environmental Plans as discussed in this Part of
the POPs manual have been constructed using a mass of
information derived from many years of POPs extraction operations
in many countries over a period of 20 years. The rules of safety
that are derived here generally cover those regulations that exist in
many countries and in fact enhance the laws and regulations in that
they are more specific and accurately deal with the practical reality
of POPs recovery operations. The sections of part 2 are as follows:
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1.2

Hazardous evaluation

1.2.1

Safety procedures
During the activities on site, whenever this is required by
the opinion of the project manager, suitable protective
clothes will be used and other protective gear in order to
prevent direct exposure with hazardous substances.

1.0

Strategy statement

If a confined space must be entered, an oxygen test will be
taken before entering and subject to the opinion of the
Project Manager, either a full face mask or a full breathing
air protection mask will be worn.

The management team that administers the Project via the WPl's
must understand that the principles of operation that are inherent in
the WPl's emanate from work safety principles and environmental
safeguards. Within the work procedures there will be detailed
instructions relating to safety and emergency instructions.
To discharge the Project managers responsibilities for the
application of the Safety and Environmental Plan a training
programme must be undertaken that reflects the operational
standards annotated in the WPl's.
1.1

Special care will be applied in case of potential hazards
following from poor or dangerous conditions of drums (e.g.
over pressure in drums) and other type of packaging.
1.2.2

Elements of the Management Safety and Environmental plan
Management Focus
Training Programmes
WPl's audit function

1.2

Management Focus
The management plan and team focus throughout the project has
to be conducted from a strong Safety and environmental protection
platform. The QA part of the management plan has a series of
questions relating to the provision of the management plan and it's
capacity to cope with the safety and Environmental protection
required.
The emphasis and focus of the entire project plan and all of it's
sections must come from the management plan and be based
squarely on safety and Environmental Protection. There must be
no compromises during operational procedures that will circumvent
the requirements of safety and Environmental Protection.

The main hazard facing the workers at the site is exposure
to various types of toxic elements. The concentrations of
the toxic elements in the waste materials will be
determined. Based on the information from the available
MSDS, the S&E manager advises all potential hazards
related to the formulated products. From the unidentified
products the S&E manager will not know which (agro-)
chemicals or POPs they contain but protection of personnel
against exposure will be based on working procedures for
the most toxic elements.
Pesticides are categorised into groups of pesticides, such
as organic chlorine pesticides, organic phosphorus
pesticides and pyrethroide pesticides. Pyrethroide
pesticides have a low toxicity level, chlorinated pesticides
are toxic, but not acute, phosphorus pesticides are acute
toxic.

1.2.3

A second hazard is related to the occurrence of 'normal '
work accidents leading to injury. Where several manual
jobs are carried out simultaneously a close supervision will
be maintained in order to ensure adherence to safe
working practices.
A third hazard is the outbreak of fire. Even when remote,
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experienced in the hand\ing ot POPs \hen on\-y \he sate\-y

Issues relating to the particu\ar site need be re'l\ewed. \t

should be noted, however, that the WP\'s contain an audit

feature that tests by the use of personnel questionnaire the
current status of knowledge and reviews the individual
training.
this danger is fully taken into consideration as part of the
Emergency Plan (Section 9).

1.2.4

A fourth hazard is the influence of climatic conditions (heat in
combination with high humidity) on the team member, wearing
personnel protective equipment. Fatigue resulting from heavy
physical labour under poor climatic conditions is a factor to be
aware of.
Due to the potential hazards, different types of protective gear are
required. \1\/here necessary, extra PPE has to be used.
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)

Face masks with P3 filter.
Disposable coveralls and anti-static, fire-proof overalls.
PVC gloves.
Boots.
Helmets.

The spent personal protective equipment will be disposed of.

1.2.5

Employee sign off
The project members will be medical checked before the start of
the project and after returning from the project. The health checkup will at least consist of a liver function test, a longest, and an
overall health check (blood pressure etc.). Further a blood sample
will be taken in which the amount of possible toxic elements will be
measured.

If an individual fails the questionnaire tests as applied by
the QA Audit then he/She must be cycled through
additional training. Training as applied by this manual is an
ongoing audited feature of the operational aspects of this
manual.
The training must be performed by a recognised and
experienced POPs recovery operator.
If such an
organisation or person does not exist within the project
team then outside resources have to be selected, and if
necessary someone from outside the country may need to
be contracted to perform the training required.
1.4

WPl's Audit Function

The management plan focus is to be discharged via the
Quality Assurance of the Site Preparation Plan (Section 4
of Part 3). The QA audit questions that are raised in this
section appear in point format within the VVPI and provide
the means by which the management team ensure that all
the plans adhere to the principles that are inherent in the
management focus. If there is non compliance in this
section then the focussing principles have been
compromised and the Primary aims and goals of this
project manual have been circumvented.

section summary
Management Safety and Environmental Plan

1.3

Training Programmes

Management Plan is Safety and Environmental Focussed

The work instructions are in addition to and part of the
training sessions. The training activity is part of the Site
Preparation requirement and are to be implemented well
before the site works actually start. If the team to be
employed on the site is already well trained and

To achieve
implemented

this

focus

Training

programmes

are

To monitor the effectiveness a QA audit procedure is used
in the VVPl's
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with a level of personal protection that wi\\ a\\ow 'YOU ano

other members of your team to attend the site under most

contaminant conditions. For the protection of others and

the protection of the environment

2.0

Strategy statement
The quality of the Project Plan is very dependent of how well the
Site Inspection Plan is executed. In order to determine the correct
information is obtained, the Site Inspection Plan is crafted from the
safety and Environmental protection aspect.
The very first site attendance must be done using full personal
safety precautions. The number of people attending the site
inspection must be kept to a minim and be issued with a minimum
personnel Protection equipment (PPE) standard.
The Site inspection Plan documentation shown in the VVPl's must
be adhered to in the order shown so that the correct documentation
is gathered.

2.1

Elements of the Site Inspection Safety and Environmental plan
Personal safety
Environmental Safety
Storage Type
Type and Quantity
Fire Protection

2.2

you must severely limit the numbers of extra people during
the visit. All other members of the site inspection team
must be supplied with the minimum protection equipment
level.
If other people are required at the site but not on the
contaminated area then these people are to be restrained
back at a nominated barrier point.

2.3

Environmental safety
When attending site for the initial project assessment the
Project Manager must be in a position to act immediately if
there are conditions that violate environmental waste laws
or best practice regulations. Often site have been left to
degenerate and the storage situation becomes outside of
the Waste Laws of the origin country. The client may not
be aware of the nature of the problem and have accepted it
for years. This does not absolve the Project Manager from
the responsibilities that are inherent in this manual.
If there is a problem on site then it must be dealt with. If
the situation constitutes an emergency then the
construction of the site inspection must be suspended and
the WPl4.9 emergency instructions are to be acted on
immediately. It is insufficient to merely advise the client
you must act.

Personal safety
VVhen planning to visit site for the first time it is necessary to obtain
site information from the client regarding the likely conditions on
site. The information provided, however, should only be regarded
as a guide. In many circumstances client representatives may wish
to "play down· the nature of site conditions and the situation may
easily be misrepresented.

In taking responsibility for this project you take
responsibility for the protection of the environment. If you
arrive on site and find that are large quantities of POPs
leaking to ground surface you must call out a full scale
emergency and go through the notification procedure as
laid down in VVPI 4.9. The Project Manager is then
required to control and manage the Situation until relieved
by the authorities or the emergency is over.

For your own personal safety you must plan to visit the site
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overall Risk factof"

Type 3 Storage :

'\-,

POPs materials, Solids and free liquids
dumped on open ground with no spill
protection and minor leaking.

Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor

Type 4 Storage :
2.4

Storage Type
The primary aim of the Site Inspection Plan is to ascertain the risk
factors associated with the type of storage encountered at the site.
The various types of storage discovered at the site are assigned a
Risk Factor for safety and another for environmental protection.
The overall risk factor is then loaded into the Clearance Plan to
provide the clearance priorities. Risk factors are numbered 1-1 O
where RF=1 indicates storage in full compliance with containment
requirements, safety and full environmental protection is afforded.
RF=1 O is where there is no environmental protection and the POPs
is in free form and leaking into the ground. The risk factors that are
associated to the various methods of storage are discussed as
follows:

Type 1 Storage :

POPs materials, Solids and free liquids
dumped on open ground with no spill
protection and major leaking.

Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor

Type 2 Storage :

10
10
20

POPs materials, Solids and free liquids located
in original equipment location still working but
with no spill protection and leaking.
Risk factor Safety
8
Risk factor Environment
9

Overall Risk factor

6
8
14

Warehouse with PCB materials, Solids
and free liquids that are incorrectly
stored or contained and are leaking
within warehouse structure and onto
ground surface.

Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor

Type 6 Storage :

16

POPs materials, Solids and free liquids
located in original equipment location
not working but with no spill protection
and leaking.

Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment

Type 5 Storage :

8
8

2
9
11

PCB materials, Solids and free liquids
located in original equipment location
but not working
but with spill
protection and not leaking.

Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor

2
4
6
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Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment

Overall Risk factor
.
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If the storage method is not described within these ten
options then the project manager is to assume the nearest
equivalent risk factors.
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Type 7 Storage :

Warehouse with PCB materials, Solids and
free liquids that are incorrectly stored or
contained and are leaking within warehouse
structure but not onto ground surface.

Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor
Type 8 Storage :

2
6
8

PCB materials, Solids and free liquids dumped
on open ground with spill protection and no
leaking.

Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor

2

.
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4
4
8

Type 9 Storage :

Warehouse with PCB materials, Solids and
free liquids that are incorrectly stored or
contained and would be threat to the
environment if leaking were to occur.
Risk factor Safety
2
4
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor
6
Type 10 Storage : Warehouse with PCB materials, Solids and
free liquids that are correctly stored in
containment, tagged and registered and
provided with full spill containment within
warehouse structure and public access is
prohibited.

Type and Quantity
As for the Storage type, the POP type and its quantities
involve a safety and Environmental risk factor. The various
POP types and quantities are graded with a risk factor
which are also entered into the Clearance plan as a
prioritising factor.

Material Type
Type 1 Type:

POPs free liquids with 500,000 to
900,000 ppm Concentrations

Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor
Type 2 Type:

20

POP
free liquids with 100,000 to
500,000 ppm Concentrations

Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor
Type 3 Type:

10
10

8
8
16

POP
free liquids with 50,000 to
100,000 ppm Concentrations

Risk factor Safety
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor

6
6

12
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Type 5 Quantity : Solids POPs 5-1 O Tonnes
Risk factor Safety
2
Risk factor Environment
2
Overall Risk factor
4
Type 4 Type:

POP free liquids with 50 to 50,000 ppm
Concentrations
Risk factor Safety
4
4
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor
8

Type 5 Type :

POP free liquids with less than 50 ppm
Concentration
2
Risk factor Safety
2
Risk factor Environment
Overall Risk factor
4

auanttty Type
Type 1 Quantity : Solids POPs more than 100 tonnes
Risk factor Safety
8
Risk factor Environment
8
16
Overall Risk factor

Photo : Type 1 Storage

Type 2 Quantity : Solids POps 50-100 Tonnes
Risk factor Safety
6
Risk factor Environment
6
Overall Risk factor
12
Type 3 Quantity : Solids POPs 25-50 Tonnes
Risk factor Safety
4
Risk factor Environment
4
8
Overall Risk factor
Type 4 Quantity : Solids POPs 10-25 Tonnes
Risk factor Safety
2
Risk factor Environment
2

Photo : Type 6 Storage
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Photo : Type 1O Storage
If the storage method is not described within these ten
options then the project manager is to assume the nearest
equivalent risk factors.

2.6

Photo : Type 2 Storage

Fire Protection
In keeping with international practice, water cannot be used
for fire fighting when stored PCB or POPs is involved.
Therefore the fire fighting capacity at the site becomes
very important.
Dry agent extinguishers must be available and the quantity
of these must be sufficient to control a large fire until the
arrival of the fire service.
The type and quantity of fire fighting equipment is
dependent on the storage type and the type and quantity of
the POPs stored. The higher the risk factor the greater the
amount of fire fighting equipment required.

Photo : Type 7 storage

Fire in a POPs storage facility is a very serious dangerous
event and a full scale emergency call out to all emergency
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At the outbreak of fire the Site supeN\sor is to ae\iva\e \NP\

4.9 emergency procedures and follow the notification
procedures to the letter.

As part of the Site Preparation plan a site evacuation plan
is to be designed and Command sites for the emergency
services are to be determined.

services is warranted during a facility fire. The danger from a fire
involving POPs involved the formation of dioxin and furans during
combustion of POPs products. These fire byproducts of POPs are
extremely hazardous to human health.

Section Summary
Site Inspection Safety and Environmental Plan

Number of site inspection personnel kept to minimum.
Full personnel protective equipment required.
Site inspection plan to be suspended if emergency
situation is present.
Project Manager must
Protection responsibility.

assume

full

Environmental

Storage types must be fully analysed so that Risk factors
can be assigned.
Photo: Fire Fighting Equipment
A collateral fire adjacent to the stored POPs can be fought with
hand held extinguishers with minimum peraonnel protection
equipment. However if the fire has involved POPs materials then it
can only be fought with full BA sets and then only by professional
fire fighters. If the fire is out of control then the immediate area is
to be evacuated and all nearby residents evacuated. The only
member of the site team to remain after evacuation is the site
supervisor who must be wearing a full BA set so that he can assist
the Fire service with the location of stored POPs and any other
information they may require. All other members of the team
should be evacuated.
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3.3

Waste Packing Prioritisation

In general, wastes will be packed in the following order
(where the items exist)
POPs
•
•
3.0

In order to discharge the Safety requirements and provide full
environmental protection the clearance plan must be prioritised.
This means that the type of storage or warehouse must be cleared
by degree of danger. The higher the danger the higher up the
priority list the clearance and the earlier the clearance.

3.1

Elements of the Clearance Safety and Environmental plan
Storage and Type prioritisation
Waste Packaging prioritisation

3.2

•
•
•
•

Strategy Statement

Storage and Type Prioritisation
In order to clear the site in a safe and orderly manner plus maintain
the management focus of safety and environmental protection the
clearance plan must be prioritised according to the risk factor.
The clearance priority is determined by the site inspection plan and
the clearance safety and environment plan simply follows this
schedule.

leaking containers
non leaking non UN containers
drummed liquids non UN containers
bulked liquids non UN containers
non leaking brand pesticide containers
contaminated soil
other movable items
residue from floor treatment

In addition, soft materials (overalls, clothes, wipes, etc.) will

be packaged as used.
Items which are unable to fit into standard transport units
will packed last so that sufficient time is available to design
and manufacture the special transport units.

PCBs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

drummed liquids
leaking capacitors (when encountered)
non-leaking capacitors
transformers (and drained oil)
contaminated soil
other movable items
rubber floor covering
residue from floor treatment

In addition, soft materials (overalls, clothes, wipes, etc.) will
be packaged as used.
Items which are unable to fit into standard transport bins
will packed last so that sufficient time is available to design
and manufacture the special transport bins.
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section Summaey
Clearance Safety and Environmental Plan
Clearance is performed to management focus on safety
Clearance is prioritised according to risk factor
Waste Packaging is prioritised
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The ways to reduce exposure &l"e :

4.0

Elements of the Site Preparation Safety and Environmental plan
Personnel safety Procedures
Medical Testing Procedures
Personnel Protection Equipment (PPE)
Emergency Response vehicle
Training
International Labour safety laws
Environmental protection and work practices

4.2

Have a controlled area where POPs may be handled. Sign and
restrict access.

2.

Wear full body protective work clothing.

Strategy Statement
When setting up the site, particular attention must be made to
safety and Environment issues. During the design of the various
structures required consideration must take into account the reality
of each site and the ramifications of the work procedures and
POPs types involved. Site preparation in addition to the work
platform structures must include training of staff, personal
occupational hygiene and safe working practices. Therefore as
apart of the site preparation plan a safety and environmental plan is
required to be produced which can be QA audited by the safety
and Environmental QA plan.

4.1

1.

Personnel Safety Procedures

occuoatiQoal Hygiene Pciocioles
POPs enter the body by inhalation of vapours or dust containing
POPs, by absorption through the skin or by ingestion through
eating or smoking with contaminated hands and transferring to the
mouth.

Photo : Full Body Protective Work Clothing

3.

Wash thoroughly immediately after exposure to POPs
exiting from the work area.

and on

4.

Training all workers in the hazards, correct use
correct work practices.

5.

Make every effort to keep the POPs contained and enclosed .

6.

Use good work practices at all times.

of PPE and

Good work practices would be described as follows :

•

Workers whose clothing has been contaminated by POPs should
change into clean clothing promptly.

•

Do not take contaminated work clothes home. Family members
could be exposed.

•

If there is the possibility of skin exposure, emergency shower
facilities should be provided.

•

On skin contact with Polychlorinated Biphenyls, immediately wash
(using soap) or shower to remove the chemical. At the end of the
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Blood Pressure

workshift, wash any areas of the body that may have contacted
POPs , whether or not known skin contact has occurred.
*

*

Do not eat, smoke, or drink where POPs are handled,
processed, or stored, since
the chemicals can be
swallowed, Wash hands carefully
before eating or
smoking.
If Solid, when vacuuming, a high efficiency particulate
absolute (HEPA) filter should be used, not a standard
domestic or commercial vacuum.

*

U rine Sugar and protein
White blood cell count

*
*

Haemoglobin count
Blood ALT or SGPT and creatinine
Further tests appropriate to planned tasks associated with PCB's
are:

*
*
*
*

Liver function tests
Serium triglycerides level
skin examination
Lung function test
The cardiac/pulmonary tests are considered necessary because
of the potential heat stress from working in TYVEK suits in the
subtropical & tropical environment. The physical examination
should also determine if the workers are able to cope with the
physical demands of lifting or moving the capacitors. Complete
records of all personnel involved with the Project are to be kept
and if the project lasts beyond twelve months then the testing
regime is to be repeated.

Personal Protective Eguipment
In addition to good work practices it is necessary for workers to
use personal protective equipment. As mentioned above the
major routes of exposure are by inhalation and skin absorption.

Gloves
The gloves should be impermeable to POP's and unaffected by
contact. The most suitable types are :
Photo : Personal Protection Equipment

Medical Jesting Procedure
Medical testing for any personnel involved with the on site work
prior to employment is considered desirable to ensure that work
will not aggravate any preexisting condition . The requirements of
international law are :
*

•

Physical examination
Chest X-Ray

*
*
*

Butyl rubber
Neoprene rubber
Nitrile rubber

The final selection criteria should be on fit, dexterity, snag
resistance and price. From our experience the Edmont Solvex
gloves (nitrile) have reasonably good dexterity and good snag
resistance. The gloves should be worn outside the overall
sleeves. If there is a tendency for the gloves and sleeves to
separate and
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mounted organic vapoul", acid gas, HE.PA 1\\\el" cartrtdges.

These

units are fitted with flow and batte~ sensor.. and

training needs to cover these aspects. Fi\\ers shou\d be

there is risk of skin contact, then they can be held together with
masking tape.

changed every two days. Face pieces require cleaning at
the end of each day's work. This should be done using
sterile wipes and/or soap and water washing.
The
SURVIVAIR units have the disadvantage of a close fitting
face piece which can prove uncomfortable, particularly, if
spectacles are worn. It is recommended to obtain RACAL
PAPR's fitted with similar OV, AG/HEPAfilters to offer as
an alternative. It must be stressed that the RACAL and
SURVIVAIR filters are not interchangeable and stocks and
training must take this into account.

Gloves should be removed carefully to avoid contamination of the
unprotected hand. If there is excessive sweating in the glove than
a cotton underglove can be used. Gloves (both inner and outer)
should be disposed of each day or if they are damaged.

Training in the use of the respirators must include
cleaning, fit testing, changing filters, checking battery
condition, charging instructions, and general care and
inspection.

overalls

The self contained breathing equipment (air line and
bottled air) are used on the emergency vehicle. These units
have finite time limits and additional supplies of bottled air
must be known.

.,
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TYVEK overalls are the primary means of skin protection. The
overalls to be used when packing capacitors into boxes and other
activities associated with handling capacitors is Type 55427.
These overalls have reasonable snag and tear resistance, however
if they become torn when lifting capacitors then a cheap protective
apron should be worn. It is not expected that this will be a problem
during the planned work.
The overalls should be disposed of if they become damaged or
contaminated and at the end of the each day.

Undergarments
It is recommended that undergarments are worn by workers,
primarily for comfort. These should be inexpensive light weight
loose fitting shorts, shirts and socks.

Respirators
The task being undertaken and the likely hazard
determine the type of respiratory equipment to be used.
Workers engaged in packing capacitors into shipping
boxes will use SURVIVAIR PAPR units fitted with belt

The emergency vehicle equipment is supplemented by full
face SURVIVAIR filter respirators.

foot covering
Since there is a combined risk of physical injury and
chemical contamination it is necessary to use steel cap
safety boots and chemical protection. The latter being
TYVEK 417. If the type 417 prove to have insufficient
durability due to scuffing then type 77017
should be used. Boot covers should be disposed of when
damaged or alternatively daily.

Eye Protection
The workers engaged in removing the capacitors will have
eye protection integrated into their respiratory protection.
Visitors to the work must have eye protection in the form of
wrap around safety glasses (UVEX) or goggles.
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4.4

Decontamination Unit

A decontamination unit has been built in a converted shipping
container. This is well fitted out with a gas hot water system, two
showers, storage lockers for protective equipment, clean clothes,
dirty clothes and is designed for isolation between the "Clean "
and "dirty" sections.

4.5

The correct training of all personnel involved in the POPs removal
process in one of the key factors.

consumables
The anticipated consumables for the project are estimated for both
workers and visitors :
Workers:

Tyvek Overalls
2-3 /person/day
(allow for tears)
Tyvek boot covers
2/person/day
Respiratory cartridges change/2 days (2 or 3 cartridges/blower
depending on
brand)
Racal respirator
1/day
facelets
Gloves
1 1/2 pair/person/day
Underclothes
complete change/person/day
Respiratory
1 pack/person/week
decontamination wipes
Visitors:
Tyvek overalls
Tyveh boot covers
Visitor respirators
Eye protection
4.3

Training

1 pair/visitor
1 pair/visitor
1 set filters/week
reusable - maintain approx. 20 in stock

Emergency Response Vehicle
An emergency response vehicle has been prepared which will
escort each road movement. This vehicle is fitted out with a crane
and a covered shipping container for storing the comprehensive
range of equipment which may be needed in the event of an
incident.

The training "packages"required will include :
Toxic Hazard : - This should cover the human toxic effects
balanced by indications of dose required. should emphasis the
relative importance of inhalation and skin absorption.
Personal Hygiene : - This should cover the necessity to wash
before eating, drinking or smoking, the care needed when
removing dirty clothing so as not introduce additional skin
contamination, not removing any equipment or clothing from the
site, showering (using soap) before going home.
Respiratory Protection : - How to check the equipment is
assembled and operating correctly, checking for low battery or low
flow, correct fitting using frt test equipment, eg. saccharin or
banana oil, changing filters, charging battery packs.
Personal Protective Equipment : - How to use the overalls boot
covers gloves, etc., how to remove contaminated equipment,
importance of PPE.
Heat Stress : - What is heat stress and how to recognise the
symptoms, the importance of maintaining fluid intake, importance
of ''working smart" to use mechanical aids, not rushing,
interspersing heavy work with light work, doing heavy work in the
cooler part of the day, the role of acclimatisation.
Emergency Procedures : - Site emergency procedures if there is
a liquid spillage, clean up procedures, personal decontamination
if splashed (use of eye wash), isolation of areas and containment,
transport emergency, eg. vehicle accident, vehicle fire,
deployment
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Whenever operations are being conducted with POPs a supeMSOt
must be appointed. The supervisor must:

*

Ensure that workers are not contaminated by the POPs

*

Direct the operations of the workers.

*

Examine the exhaust facilities once per month. Records of such
inspections must be kept for at least three years.

*

Ensure that workers wear necessary protective clothing.
The employer must prohibit the workers from smoking or eating in
the POPs work area, and mark the area accordingly.

of containment booms, cleanup procedure, selection of suitable
protective equipment, emergency communication procedures,
notification of authorities, crowd control.

All items which have come into contact with POPs must be marked
accordingly.
When POP's are being transferred between containers the outlets
of the two containers must be such as to create a seal when
transferring.

Safe Work Practices: - Not to take personal risks when working, working
within personal capabilities, not reaching too far, ensuring footing is
secure before lifting/reaching, etc.
4.6

The condition of the storage vessels must be examined every day
prior to commencing operations with POP's and other surrounding
areas examined for leakage. If any leaks are found, the storage
vessel must be repaired and leaked POPs cleared.

International Labour Safety and Health Law in Relation to POPs
The floor and walls of POPs working areas must be constructed
from impervious materials washable with water.

The employer must examine the density of all materials in the air
of the work place every six months, record the results of such
examination and keep the results for at least three years.

A rest room must be provided outside of the POPs working area.
The working area must have facilities for bathing, flushing of the
eyes and mouth and changing and washing clothes.
The working area must be marked with the words "Non Operating
Staff Prohibited" both in English and Country of POP origin.
All storage containers used in storage and transport of POP's must
be clearly marked with the contents and items to be noted in
handling.
Contaminated rags and scrap paper must be placed in an
impervious container and sealed.
When not in use, storage containers must be kept in a specified
area.

4.7

Environmental Protection and Work Practice
All construction activity must be designed with one purpose in
mind and that is environmental protection. At all times during the
design phase of the site preparation the question is to be asked
about the veracity of the design to protect the environment. The
question should be in the format "what happens if the worst case
scenario occurs, will the environment be protected?
The design of the working platforms should be crafted so that it
facilitates the use of good working practices that will ensure that
accidents are kept to a minimum and this will adhere to the
minimisation of risk policy.
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Section Summary
Site Preparation Safety and Environmental Plan
Rigid personnel safety procedures required
Medical testing of all workers mandatory
Personal Protective Equipment required to be worn at all times by
all personnel during work activities
All workers to undergo regular and updated training
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5.2

Emergency response

As described, all personnel involved with the proposal wi\\ be
properly trained and fully informed of the nature of the materials
being handled and the appropriate emergency response
procedures.
All trucks will be accompanied by an escort vehicle, which will
function as an emergency response vehicle to provide an
effective response in the unlikely event of a leak or spillage during
the transport phase.

5.0

In the case of an accident, spill or leak during transport,
emergency response measures will be taken immediately.

Strategy Statement
The PCB wastes to be handled during the implementation of this
proposal are potentially hazardous, creating the need to plan for
and put in place, workable emergency response procedures at all
phases of the project. These procedures need to cover responses
to emergencies involving threats to the environment and the
public, as well as those that may threaten the health and safety of
personnel involved in the operations.

1

The spill area will be isolated and barricaded. Personnel not
involved with the cleanup will be excluded from the secured area.

2

Underthe EPA Regulations a crew will respond immediately upon
notification that a waste spill has occurred.

3

All cleanup personnel will wear personal protective clothing and
equipment.

4

Every reasonable effort will be made to stop or retard the flow of
wastes and contain that which has been discharged.

5

If the waste spill does reach flowing water, storm sewers or any
inaccessible area, timely notification procedures will be initiated
immediately the escort crew is aware of a spill. Measures will also
be initiated to prevent any additional spill material from reaching
water or wetlands.

However, it is inappropriate to rely solely on set procedures to
achieve a high level of safety. There remains the need to be able to
respond
in a positive and rapid manner to unforeseen
circumstances.

6

Contaminated absorptive material and soils will be placed in steel
containers.

7

All surfaces exposed to the spilled fluid will be decontaminated.

Elements of the Site Inspection Safety and Environmental plan

8

At spills in densely populated areas, the spill area will be
continuously supervised until the spilled waste and all cleanup
materials have been removed from the site, secured in drums, or
otherwise neutralised.

The handling and storage procedures to be followed in this
proposal (as outlined in previous sections of this document) have
been developed over time and through considerable experience
with actual operations. The procedures therefore are designed
specifically to minimise the risks of emergencies arising.
The packaging of wastes to international standards prior to
transport is designed to provide at least double containment of the
materials. This will substantially limit the volume of wastes likely to
be split or to leak in any one incident.

5.1

Emergency Response
Emergency Response Procedures
The following description outlines relevant emergency procedures.
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The following items of protective equipment wi\\ be avai\ab\e and

used as appropriate:

The periods of highest risk of a spill or leak developing is during
loading and unloading of wastes.
To minimise potential
environmental impact, loading area will have adequate spill
response materials and spill prevention measures. When loading
or unloading waste equipment at the ship or in the field, spill
prevention measures will be taken and spill control and cleanup
materials will be readily available.
5.3

i.

One piece chemical resistant suit with internal zip, external buttons
and a hood;

ii

goggles (unless the respirator provides eye protection);

iii

chemical resistant (ie Viton) gauntlet type gloves (note : natural
rubber, neoprene or polyethylene are not suitable);

iv

chemical resistant disposable protective overshoes, and

V.

respiratory protection.
A properly fitted full facepiece canister respirator will provide
adequate respiratory protection for dealing with waste spillage or
releases which are at ambient temperatures. For dealing with
such fluids at elevated liquid temperatures, or in general, for work
in any confined space, self-contained or compressed air line
breathing apparatus will be worn.

Emergency Response Procedures
Staff Training and Supervision

ii

iii

iv

The occupational health and safety precautions will include the
following:

Medical assessment and certification of fitness for each
employee before work commencement. This would
establish baseline health status of each staff member for
comparison with subsequent examinations.

i.

All personnel should avoid all body contact with wastes.

ii.

Continued medical assessment on a monthly basis and on
exit of employment within 72 hours of cessation of work.

Personnel must always wear company approved protective
clothing (as described previously).

iii.

At request of employer, employee or authorised medical
personnel where excessive absorption of wastes is
suspected.

Any normal clothing which accidentally comes into contact with
wastes must be removed for disposal with other contaminated
materials.

iv.

Periodic random checks at the discretion of authorised
medical personnel.

Any cuts or small abrasions must be protected with waterproof
dressings beneath the protective clothing.

vii.

On completion of work involving the wastes each person must
wash hands and face before eating, drinking or using any toilet
facilities.

In addition to medical surveillance, the repackaging and site
facilities will be provided with a first aid post, including an ablutions
block specifically designed to provide for decontamination and
disposal of clothing, towels and other materials as required.
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clothing

and

equipment

to

prevent

con\arn'ma\ion

clothing or skin, as detailed in Sec\\on E'\ above.
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5.

Every reasonable effort should be made to stop or retard the flow
of wastes spill and contain that which has been discharged, using
personnel.equipment and materials on-site and immediately
available.

6.

If the waste spill does reach flowing water, storm sewers or any
inaccessible area, the first employee to the spill area will
immediately initiate notification procedures and also initiate
measures to prevent any additional spill material from reaching
water or lands.

7.

In most cases, an oil absorptive material is a useful cleanup tool.
If used, it should be spread on the contaminated area and should
be left in place for at least one hour, or as long as necessary to
ensure that all available fluids have been absorbed.

8.

After spilled fluids have been absorbed, the absorptive material,
along with any contaminated soils, are to be placed in the steel
containers provided for that specific disposal purpose. If
conditions are such that waste penetration cannot be determined,
then at least 15cm of soil depth should be removed.

9.

All surfaces exposed to the spilled fluid should be decontaminated
with swabs containing an efficient solvent, such as trichloroethane.

10.

Any contaminated steel structures, wood racks or cable trays (all
types) should also be washed down with solvent. All equipment
on these structures that may be contaminated by a waste spill, but
will not be removed, must also be similarly cleaned. Use caution
with the solvent to prevent further contamination of equipment and
vehicles in the spill area.

11.

All types of structures, buildings, private vehicles that may be
contaminated are to be washed down with solvents. (Use caution
with solvent on privately owned vehicles to prevent damage to
vehicle finish). On each private vehicle involved, fill out a written
record. Again, take all necessary measures to prevent solvent
and wastes from entering into any sewer or drainage system and
treat as other contaminated wastes.
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First aid procedures are :
i.

Eyes immediately irrigate with water for at least
fifteen minutes and obtain medical attention.

ii.

Skin - immediately remove any contaminated clothing and
wash affected skin with soap and water, or an industrial
cleanser.

iii.

If swallowed - wash out mouth several times with clean
water, give water to drink and obtain medical attention.

iv.

If inhaled
attention.

remove to fresh air and obtain medical

Small Spillage
1.

The area should be isolated and untrained personnel not
involved with the cleanup excluded from the secured area.

2.

Barricades should be placed as required around the
contaminated areas to prevent pedestrians and vehicles
from entering until the spill material is cleaned up and
removed.

3.

A crew will respond immediately upon notification that a
waste spill has occurred. Trained officers will remain onsite until the emergency has passed.

4.

All cleanup personnel handling wastes and/or engaged in
the actual cleanup are to wear personal protective
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o1

then t>e sent to \he central receiva\ point 1or appropria\e ~\sposa\.

(ii)

Residual contaminated water will be soaked up in d~ sand,
ash, sawdust or commercial absorbents.
The saturated

material will be placed in "open Head" 205 litre drums and
sealed. The sediment and sludge from the bottom of the
puddle should then be removed to a depth of at least 7.5-15.0
cm, depending on the percolation, and placed in drums.
section
12.

(i)

All contaminated items, including tools, clothing, boots and
any other equipment, must either be thoroughly cleaned
with solvent where practical, or disposed of in the steel
containers provided specifically for disposal purposes.

13.

All drums should be clearly identified, loaded on a vehicle
and carefully secured to minimise the chance of another
spill.

14.

The vehicle canying the drum(s) must also be labelled in
accordance with Dangerous Good (Road Transport)
Regulations.

15.

The containers are to be taken directly to the central
receival point for subsequent shipment for disposal.

16.

At spills in densely populated areas, the spill areas will be
continuously manned until the spilled waste and all cleanup
materials have been removed from the site, secured in
drums, or otherwise neutralised.

17.

If skin contact with wastes does occur, remove with
waterless hand cleaner, wipe with towels and dispose of
these towels in the containers provided for that purpose. If
eye contact occurs, flush eye thoroughly with water for at
least 15 minutes.

18.

Spills water require special treatment, as follows :

Summary
Packaging Safety & Environmental Plan

Emergency repose during packaging failures
standard clean up systems

The water will be bailed and pumped into secure 205 litre drums and
sealed. The sediments and sludge from the bottom of the puddle
should then be cleaned up to a depth of at least 7.5 - 15.0 cm,
depending on the percolation, and placed in drums. All containers will
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Check driver has loaded PPE Kl\ Bag and knows hO'W \o

use it.

•
•
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Check driver is aware of his duties if escort vehicle delayed
Check emergency procedures and notification schedule is in
drivers cab
Check driver is aware of how to cope initially with emergency
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6.3

Route and adherence

''

6.0

'

~

... , ..
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The planned route shall be shown on a road map and placed in
the cab after driver briefing. The points of radio progress reports
are to be indicated on the map. Should it become necessary to
change the route during the course of the delivery the driver shall
advise the escort vehicle and pull over when safe to do so and
await authorisation to alter the route.

Strategy Statement
In order to discharge the Safety requirements and provide full
environmental protection and to maintain the policy of risk
minimisation the Transport Plan must be not only carefully adhered
to but must be continuously monitored for any non compliance.

6.1

Elements of the Transport Safety & Environmental Plan

6.4

The safety of the POPs delivery is dependent on good
communication. No delivery of POPs shall commence until a full
communication check with the escort vehicle at the control room
has been effected. No containers shall be delivered until the
communication check has been carried out and proved effective.
The control room is to be located at the Clearance Contractors
main offices and it to be manned continuously during container
delivery. The person in charge of the control room shall be fully
conversant with the route and all its particulars. He shall be
capable of accepting full control responsibility during any
incidents.

Driver Briefing
Route adherence
Communication
Vehicle Inspection
Load Security
Emergency Procedure
6.2

Driver Briefing and PPE
The driver is to be fully briefed as to his duties of care during the
transportation of the POPs to site. This briefing should be over and
above the specific driver training and should be delivered on the
day of dispatch of each and every container. This briefing shall
include the following point by point schedule.
*
*
*
*
*
*

Is the driver of good health and sobriety
Is the driver fully aware of the route
Brief the driver of any changes to route, timing,
destination, road hazards.
Brief the driver as to communication check times to escort
and control
Brief the driver as to rest stops (one per hour)
Brief the driver to load check stops (one per hour)

Communication

6.5

Vehicle
Inspect the vehicle for tyre or suspension damage and look for
obvious mechanical reasons for the vehicle to be unfit for duty.
Also inspect the COF.
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6.6

Load Security

The supervisor and the driver must together inspect the load and
detennine that the load is correctly fastened onto the container
truck by its locking turrets. No container is to be dispatched
unless thecontainer is locked in position and that the locking has
been witnessed by the supervisor and the driver. The load
security is to be checked at least once per hour or 1OOKm.
6.7

Emergency Procedure and Escort vehicle
All transshipment of containers of POPs Waste to the port shall be
escorted the entire route up to receipt and acceptance by the Port
Authority. The escort vehicle personnel are to be fully trained in all
aspects of spill control and are to assume full responsibility for the
cargo during all aspects of the delivery. Any route changes must be
authorised by the Escort vehicle personnel only after clearance
from control room.

Section Summary

Driver briefing and Route planning
Emergency procedures
Communication
Vehicle stops
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accidents. The Lloyds Survey is \he meUlod by which f\Oa\

environmental protection is achieved. It is most \mportan\
that the Lloyds Survey is proper\y done and certified. 'The

method of packing will ensure that only the most severe of
accident will cause a leakage. The Lloyds survey is the
final QA for this procedure.
7 .3

7.0

Strategy Statement
All the previous plans and strategies of this manual if applied
property will ensure that the shipping of the containers of waste is
safe. The adherence to the IMDG code ensures that the cargo is
placed on the correct area of the ship away from foodstuffs etc.
Provided that all of the packaging codes and plans and QA have
been followed then the complete safety of the public and the
environment during shipment to the country of disposal will be
achieved.

7.1

Elements of the Shipping and Disposal Safety and Environmental
plan
Labelling
Lloyds Survey
Basel Convention

7.2

Labelling
Part of the safety to the environment is the proper placement of the
hazardous goods labels on the containers. It is most important for
environmental protection that the correct action is taken during an
incident involving the POPs waste container and if the labelling is
incorrect then inadvertent damage to the environment will occur if
the incident is mishandled.

7.2

Basel Convention
The Basel convention governs the packing, and movement
of POPS Waste from export country to country of disposal.
This manual supports all the articles of the Basel
convention and all its provisions regarding notifications and
compliance. The entire shipping and disposal of the POPs
must follow the declarations of the Basel convention. This
will apply even if the country of waste origin is not a
signatory to the convention.

Section summary
Shipping and Disposal Safety and Environmental Plan

Correct Labelling ensures safety and environmental
protection during incidents
Lloyds Survey ensures that environmental protection for
almost all incidents
Basel Convention
protection

compliance

ensures environmental

Lloyds Survey
The standard of the container packing will determine the
amount of damage the waste will incur during incidents or
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Section summary
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strategy statement

Insurance safety and Environmental Plan

The environmental protection in the end relies on an
appropriate insurance policy in place.

While the need for insurance cover is obvious in order to protect
the participants of the POPs clearance operation, the main purpose
of the insurance policy is to provide a high degree of environmental
protection. By having a comprehensive package in place that is
the ultimate pollution policy means that clean is assured in the
unlikely event that a POPs escape occurs. This is not t say that the
packaging and transportation can therefore be of a lessor standard
because at the end of the day the policy will do the clean up. The
policy is only to be the absolute back stop environmental protection
should all the other plans and strategies fail.
There fore the primary aim of the insurance policy is to provide
funds for environmental protection should all the other procedures
fail in the event of a catastrophic loss.
8.1

Elements of Insurance Safety and Environmental Plan
Appropriate Insurance policy

8.2

Appropriate Insurance Policy
In the event of a catastrophic event where uncontrolled POPs
enters the environment the only final capacity to protect the
environment lies in the strength of the insurance policy to provide
the finds for the cleanup. This means that the insurance policy
chosen for the project must be designed with the protection of the
environment firmly in mind.
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sect;on Summary
Emergency safety and Environmental Plan
9.0

Strategy Statement
During an emergency where POPs has spilled or is threatening the
environment or the safety of personnel the only strategy that can
exist for the emergency procedures is the the procedural process
of the emergency be strictly followed as shown by the Flip sheets in
the WPl's. If the procedures are carefully adhered to then the
damage to the environment will be minimised.

9.1

A fully equipped ERU is required to effectively provide an
emergency service
The emergency procedures is discharged via flip sheets

Elements of the Emergency safety and Environmental Plan
ERU
Flip Sheets

9.2

ERU
Discharge of environmental protection and safety of public and
personnel can only be achieved with the use of a fully equipped
ERU and the provision of trained staff and procedures.

9.3

Flip Sheets
The entire emergency procedures are to be discharged via the flip
sheets as indicated in WPI 4.9.
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PART THREE

QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN
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high technical level that

safeguards

inherent

in

fully

the

recognises

countcy's

a\\ env\tonmen\a\

Waste

\aws,

in

an

operationally efficient manner. This aim is achieved by the
presentation of the plans and programmes within this manual.
The primary Goal of this Technical Proposal is to ensure that the
Clearance and Disposal of the POPs Waste is performed without
endangering the public or environment of any other country or
persons. This goal of ensuring there are no accidents or spillage,
leaks or escapes to the environment of any kind is to be achieved
by rigid enforcement of the plans and programmes by utilising a
Quality Assurance programme.
1.0

Strategy Statement
Thus the aim and goal of this POPs manual can be expressed as
follows:

This section sets out the Management Plan Quality Control and
assurance for the project. The QA policies and objectives are a
direct result of the Environmental Impact Report and the Aims and
Objectives as shown in Part 1. It is proposed within this manual
that a full QA schedule be applied to this project to ensure that the
aims and objectives as shown in Part 1 are fully met and complied
with and conforms with ISO 14000.

It is the aim to put in place efficient, audited plans and
programmes that ensure the discharge of all obligations under law
and in so doing, achieve the goal of no endangerment to the
environment or people.
The majority of the community, accept wholeheartedly that the
long-term quality of life we enjoy depends on the quality of our
environment. We firmly believe we have a responsibility to
operate in a manner that conserves resources, minimises waste
and pollution and safeguards the environment tor future
generations.

The basis of the ISO system is the application of a detailed Quality
Manual. This Quality Manual is a broad description of the elements
of the Quality system, setting out Policy, Organisation, Standards
and Objectives and describing what is to be achieved. Part 3 of this
manual forms the Quality manual for the Project.

1.2

Elements of QA Management Polices

1.4

Policy
Standards
Objectives

1.3

Quality Assurance in the management of intractable wastes is
often a requirement of tenders or contracts. It is also a necessary
segment of the Management Plan for any project involving the
Clearance and Disposal of Intractable Waste such as POPs in
order that the stated Aims and Goals can be achieved.

Policy
The Quality Manual must have as its basis a policy statement the
carefully states the Contractors Quality Policy. This policy by its
very definition must be aligned to the aims and goals that have
been set for the project work to be undertaken. Therefore the
policy for the QA manual is an expanded version of the aims and
goals as shown under Part 1.

The primary Aim of this POPs Manual is to provide the Client
with a level of confidence that the project will be performed to a

Objectives

Analysis of the task of managing intractable wastes leads to
identification of the following areas as critical to the assuring the
quality of the process:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Selection & Training of Personnel
Use & Maintenance of Personal Protective Equipment
Identification and Labelling of Consignment
Packaging of Consignment
Transport of Consignment by Road
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Selection,

Use

&

Maintenance

ot Persona\ Pto\ec\.\"e

Equipment (PPE)

Principal objectives are to ;

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Transport of Consignment by Ship
Emergency Management
Assessment and Decontamination of Warehouse
Quality Control
Document Control
Internal Audits & Corrective Action
In each of these areas there will be numerous Procedures and
Work Instructions required to fully describe and manage the
system. These basic components of any Quality system are
identified below in point form and are fully described in the Work
procedure instructions in part four of this operations manual.

•

Select correct PPE for the task with full understanding of all
Occupational Hygiene and Safety aspects of the particular
task.

•

Train all personnel in the correct use of the PPE

•

Maintain all PPE in optimum operating condition

Identification & labelling of Consignment
Principal objectives are to ;

•

Identify each item of a consignment uniquely

•

identify the location and its status of each item
disposed of,

•

Label all containers, both primary and external with all
necessary local, national and
international required
shipping codes, dangerous goods labels, identity and
contact for consignor and emergency information.

to be

Selection & Training of Personnel
Packaging of Consignment
Principal objectives are to ;

•

Principal objectives are to;
Have adequately educated and trained personnel to
conduct the task.

•

Have sufficient personnel selected and trained to avoid any
interruption to the project due to staff shortage.

•

Give complete training in the specifics of the task and
routinely reinforce this training.

•

Know the complete health background of all employees
ensuring avoidance of health issues arising from the
particular disposal programme.

•

Package the consignment such that minimum risk is posed
to operators, transporters, the public and environment in
ongoing handling, transport of the consignment.

•

Meet all local, national and international
regulatory
requirements and maritime agreements/conventions on the
transport of dangerous or environmentally hazardous
material.

•

Contain the packing area ensuring avoidance of any
contamination of the local environment.
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Avoid or minimise lisk posed to the pub\ic and
environment by emergencies involving the

consignment
*

Respond to defined levels and types
emergencies with appropriate levels of action

of

*

Ensure adequately trained and drilled personnel
are available whenever and wherever required for
the handling of any emergency involving the
consignment

•

Supply and
specific to
consignment.
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Transport of Consignment by Road

manage emergency equipment
likely incidents involving the

Principal objectives are to ;

•
•
•

Assessment and Decontamination of Warehouse
Transport the consignment with the full knowledge of risks
posed by the transport route and method, and to minimise
those risks.
Fully comply with all regulatory requirements concerning
transport of dangerous or environmentally hazardous
materials

Principal objectives are to;

•

Accurately and thoroughly assess the level of
contamination of storage areas and surrounding
land in a scientifically valid and repeatable manner

•

Decontaminate storage areas and surrounding land
to levels of contamination agreed to by contract.

•

Conduct the assessment and decontamination at
minimum risk to the personnel involved and the
public at large

Avoid or minimise disruption to normal traffic

Transport of Consignment by Ship
Principal objectives are to ;

•
•

Transport the consignment with the full knowledge of risks
posed by the transport route and method, and to minimise
those risks.
Fully comply with all local. national and international
regulatory requirements and maritime
agreements/conventions concerning transport of
dangerous and environmentally hazardous waste.

Emergency Management

Quality Control
Principal objectives are to ;

•

Ensure the quality of critical steps of the process is
controlled in a defined manner and records are
kept of that control

*

Meet all Quality Control requirements defined by
contract.

Principal objectives are to ;
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Ensure

a

corrective

action

system

accurate\-y

records all non-conformance and manages
implementation of root cause elimination.

*

Ensure line management is
correction of non-confonnance.

responsible

section summary
QA Management Polices

Document Control

ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards apply

Principal objectives are to ;
*

Ensure all required documents/records are fully defined,
available, completed and accurate

*

Ensure all documents ( Contracts, reports,
instructions etc.) to be uniquely identified

*

Ensure responsibility for generation,
transmittance,
security, confidentiality and archiving of documents is
defined.

*

Ensure alteration of any issued document can only be
performed by authorised personnel, leaving a record of the
alteration.

procedures,

Internal Audits & Corrective Action
Principal objectives are to ;

*

Audit all aspects of the process at least once
months.

every 6

*

Ensure the audit system is maintained by defined Manager

*

Ensure that audits are conducted by suitably trained and
experienced auditors.
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for

2.2

Site name

QA-Audit

auestjon: ~ 1M. D..a.IruL fi2L t.tm.. D. cleady stated arul
includes sufficient infoanation to_ accurately identify k
&J1l1

~''"'~: : ':~:;~i;':i :'.j':'.i ~~ii~~i~~~,,t, , ,k,' '
2.0

Compliance: No Action

Strategy Statement

Noncompliance: Action
This section provides the Quality Assurance detail for the Site
Inspection plan. This section should be read in conjunction with
Part 1 Section 2. The QA of the site inspection plan follows the
sections as shown in Part 1. The Work Procedure Instructions in
Part 4 include in point format the QA issues raised in this section.
As the Site specific details are filled in VVPI 4.2 the QA part of the
Instruction covers those aspects as discussed below. The QAAudit comprises a series of questions against each part of the Site
Inspection Plan and are complete with instructions for compliance
and noncompliance. Most of the noncompliance responses will
initiate a noncompliance report. This Report then becomes part of
the management reporting to the client who is then required to
provide an ongoing direction to the conclusions of the
noncompliance reports.

Establish name and include sufficient detail to clearly
identify site. It is not enough to simply call the site "Number
Five". The site name must include an area name that is
instantly recognised by all associated with the project as
well as the emergency services. During the establishment
of the site name a check with the local Fire service should
be made in order to see if the site name that is intended to
be used is adequate for their purposes.

auestjon- Is the name in keeping with the Client register ot
sites and is the name readily recognised by the local EPA,?
Compliance: No Action
Noncompliance : Action

2.1

Elements of the QA Site Inspection Plan
Site Name
Storage Type
Type and Quantity
Goals & Objectives
Power/Lighting & Fire Protection
Lifts & Hoists
Space
Residents
Access

After checking with the emergency services and the client a
final check should be done with the local EPA to ensure
that the site name agrees with their Hazardous waste
register and that no confusion will be caused by the use of
the chosen name.

2.3

Storage Type
QA-Audit

Question: ArfL .aJL .ttJ.e... D. storage
schedule?

~

.Lifile.d... in... 1M..
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Noncompllanc:e : Action

Make immediate arrangements to have the stacked storage items

restacked so that the stacked structure is no longer unstable. This
can be achieved by the use of VVPI 4.3.

auestion : Are any of the Items of storage that are leaking?
Compliance: No Action
Noncompliance : Action
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance: Action
Audit check the site until the total schedule is completed and that
all individual items are clearly identified and accounted for on the
schedule. The total number of items should be counted as a total
and this total should be made up of subtotals of individual storage
types.

auestjon: Am...ttwe...a.ox..nwm...m.. storage 1ba1.me...an. immediate
threat to the enyjronment,?

The same action as for "Threat to the environment" is required.

auesuon : Is there any tree Uguid pops on storage surface.?
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action
The same action as for "Threat to the environment" is required.

auesuon : Are there any items that are an earthquake rtsk?

Compliance : No Action
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance: Action
Noncompliance : Action
If during the site inspection some or all of the POPs stored are an
immediate threat to the environment, then the site inspection
process is to be immediately suspended and the emergency plan
put into operation. This means that V\f>I 4.9 Emergency instruction
is drawn up the emergency vehicle is called out and the cleanup
operation is put in motion. During the formulation of the WPI 4.9
the entire site is checked for other items that are an immediate
threat to the environment.

Isolate those items at risk from the surrounding equipment and
stabilise against earthquake. This activity should receive urgent
priority in the clearance plan.

auestion : Is the storage area protected from the elements?
Compliance : No Action

auestjon .:. . Am. :tbfil.e_ .any_~ .Qil.. storage 1!la1. .am. structurally
unstable?

Noncompliance : Action

Compliance: No Action

Urgent action is required to provide protection even if this has to
be a temporary cover. This activity should receive urgent priority in
the clearance plan.
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auestlon · 1s the
with k:lootifiers?

pee 10 storage

correctly raq\stBreo and \aggad

Compliance: No Action
Noncompliance :Action

!;:::::~n~-i:::~'::::: , , ,, . ,.

Review the methodology that was used to store the material in the
first place and see if a suitable system is available that can be
extended to this project. If this is not feasible and the client is
unable to advise the system used then the Clearance plan will
need to establish a tagging system and method of recording as
depicted in the clearance plans.

auestjon : Are there any items of building configurauons that are a
fire ask?

auestjon .:... Am. tb..e.re.. ~ itemL in. storage
stored with pops,?

Compliance : No Action

that.. should not. .be..

Compliance: No Action

Noncompliance : Action

Noncompliance :Action

Either the PCB material must be urgently removed to a safe
location or the building configuration changed. This is an urgent
activity in the clearance plan

Make immediate arrangements to remove these items. If there is
any machinery or vehicles or other equipment that is not
contaminated then they must be removed immediately.

auestjon : Is there a public access risk to the storage?
auestjon .:... J.s.. ~ .any_ aspect 21. IM. storage that should
iromedjately notified to local EPA ?

Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance :Action

.be..

Compliance: No Action

Urgent steps are to be taken to prevent further public access. This
may mean the immediate installation of a security fence or security
guard until more permanent arrangements can be made.

Noncompliance :Action

Issue a report and immediately notify the EPA citing the
noncompliance. This must not be neglected.

auesuon : Is the storage area lockable?
Compliance : No Action

2.4

Type and Quantity

Noncompliance :Action

QA -Audit

Immediate arrangements to made to secure storage area.

Question : Are an the pops types listed and quantities noted?
Compliance : No Action
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are there any aspects Qf the site storage, type and quan\\\\es that

am.. run. in.. mi.11.. accordance with.. achieving truL

~

a.ru1...

objectives,?
Compliance: No Action
,_

,,,

.
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Noncompliance :Action

d:::1111~:~111~:i=i

Issue Report "Primary Aim Noncompliance" as per WPI 4.2
2.6

Noncompliance :Action

Proceed to compete the entire register of POPs types and
quantities. The clearance plan cannot be completed without the
completion of this register. If a client generated register has been
supplied then its contents must be site audited for accuracy.
auestion : Are au risk assessments noted in the schedule,?

Provide all risk assessment information so that the risk assessment
factors can be noted.
auestjon : Are there any items that cannot be handled safely with
the standard eoes handling technigues that will require a specialist
approach?

Question .:.. Am.. the.. .s.ne.. electrical services ~ .a.o.d.. .of. a.. .Q.O.Od..
standard .amt. .a.re..~ overhead ~ conductors interfering
with operations?
Compliance: No Action

Issue Specification for additional work as per WPI 4.2

Noncompliance :Action

QA Audit

Compliance: No Action

Noncompliance :Action

Compliance: No Action

Goals/Objectives

auestjon .:...Js..tb.e...s.ne..proyjded wi1h..sufficient Power .a.ruLlighting
tor the efficient project execution,?

Issue Specification for additional Power and lighting resources as
per VVPI 4.2

Noncompliance :Action

2.5

QA-Audit

Noncompliance :Action

Compliance: No Action

Issue Report "Special
instructions WPI 4.3

Power/Lighting and Fire Protection

Handling

Requirement"

as

per the

auestion .:.. Js.. tn.ere_ sufficient .fim. protection foL the.. fighting
substantial fires for 30 minutes before the fire service arrives?
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance :Action
Issue Report "Fire Fighting Resources" as per WPI 4.2
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.o1.

Question · la tb•ro sutlk;lent appropnata space tor the location o1

Decontamination and amenities Jacmty?
Compliance : Action

Produce preliminary sketch of the layout area to assist the Site
Preparation Plan
Noncompliance :Action

Issue Report " Spatial Requirements Noncompliance· as per WPI

4.2

2.7

m

auestjon .:... Js.. Uw:e.. sufficient
to_ J.Qcate.. ~ Eim. seryjce
command vehicle .arul 21bi.t. emergency seryjces dunng .an..
emergency?

Lifts & Hoists

QA-Audit
auestjon : Does the site have sufficient
order if the storage is multilevel?

lifts a.rulhojsts in working

Compliance : Action

Compliance : No Action

Produce preliminary sketch of the layout area to assist the Site
Preparation Plan

Noncompliance :Action

Noncompliance :Action

Issue report "Lifts & Hoists· as per WPI 4.2

Issue Report • Spatial Requirements Noncompliance• as per VVPI

4.2
2.8

Space

auestion : can the working areas be completely defended against
the intrusion of public and unauthodsed access?

QA-Audit
Compliance : Action

auestjon : Is there sufficient space within the storage area to layout
the packaging system?

Produce sketch showing defended boundaries

Compliance : Action

Noncompliance : Action

Produce preliminary sketch of the layout area to assist the Site
Preparation Plan

4.2

Noncompliance :Action

Issue Report ·unauthorised Access noncompliance· as per VVPI
Question .:. .J~.an..1.lliLworkjng ~ b e defended against burglars
and arsonists or environmental activists?

Issue Report " Spatial Requirements Noncompliance· as per WPI

4.2

Compliance: Action
Produce sketch showing defended boundaries
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Compliance : No Action

Noncompliance : Action

Issue Report "Primary Aims and Goals noncompliance" as per
WPl4.2
auestjon .;_ A[§.... tb.e.. nearby resjdents appraised Qf. evacuation
criteria if fire breaks out in storage area?
Compliance: No Action

2.9

Noncompliance : Action

Noncompliance : Action

Issue Report "Unauthorised Access noncompliance" as per VVPI
4.2

Provide to Client for distribution to the residents the Fire
evacu·ation instructions.

Residents

2.10

QA-Audit

Access

QA-Audit
auesuon .;_ A[§.... lb§_~ arut. streets W2.. 1Q.... 1b.e.. storage
adeguate tor the planned activity,?

auestjon : Are there nearby residential accommodations?

.area..

Compliance : No Action
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Produce sketch showing proximity of residential dwellings for
clearance plan
auestjon .;_~~accommodations .at .d.s.ls.. Qf. .fire..

m.. storage

.ite..lm1

Issue Report "Access Roads" as per VVPI 4.2
auestjon .;....WiJLtMce..~~access 1Q....1M.storage
emergency vehicles?

.a.rea.fQL.aIL

Compliance: No Action

Compliance: No Action

Noncompliance : Action

Noncompliance: Action

Issue report "Storage Area Access for Emergency vehicles" and in
addition visit with the emergency authorities to ascertain options.

Issue Report "Fire Risks" as per WPI 4.2

auestjon : .wi.tb.Jh.e. . proximity Qf. resjdenua1 accommodauons
the Aims and goals of the project compromised ?

Noncompliance : Action

.am..

Question : Are tb.e..~arut.streets adequate fQLa.fitlL~
evacuation should it be required.?
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Compliance : No Action

Noncompliance : Action

Complete the schedule as required under the WPI 4.3 filling out
the entire details as to Storage types.
3.3

Type and Quantity clearance priority schedule

auestjon : Are an the pops types and quantities entered into ~
schedules?
3.0

3.1

Strategy Statement

Compliance : No Action

This section provides the Quality Assurance detail for the
Clearance plan. This section should be read in conjunction with
Part 1 & 2 Section 3. The QA of the Clearance plan follows the
sections as shown in Part 1. The Work Procedure Instructions in
Part 4 include in point format the QA issues raised in this section.
As the Site specific details are filled in WPI 4.3 the QA part of the
Instruction covers those aspects as discussed below. The QAAudit comprises a series of questions against each part of the
Clearance Plan and are complete with instructions for compliance
and noncompliance. Most of the noncompliance responses will
initiate a noncompliance report. This Report then becomes part of
the management reporting to the client who is then required to
provide an ongoing direction to the conclusions of the
noncompliance reports.

Noncompliance: Action

3.4

Compliance: No Action
Noncompliance : Action
Complete the drawing of the site showing the location of the
decontamination and amenities units and indicating the flow of
personnel.

3.5

~ Qf.

storage correctly indicated

Location of Emergency vehicle

auestjon : Is the locatjon of The emergency Vehicle indicated on
the site drawing?
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance: Action

Warehouse or Storage facility Clearance Priority

auesuon _;_ Are.- .a1L tM...
Schedule?

Position Allocations

auestjon : Are the locations of the Decontamination and amenities
units drawn on the site plan?

Elements of the QA Clearance Plan
Ware house or storage facility Clearance priority
Type and Quantity clearance priority schedule
Position Allocations
Location of Emergency vehicle
Location of the Decanting/Packaging area
Location of the Dispatch area
Location of the Overall Defence Zone

3.2

Complete the schedule as required under the VVPI 4.3 filling out
the entire details as to POPs types and quantities.

Qil..

tM..

Complete the drawing of the site showing the location of the
emergency Vehicle.
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Con1pllance : No Acl\on

Noncompliance : Action

Complete the drawing of the site showing the location of
the defence area.

3.6

Location of the Decanting/Packaging area

auestjon .;_ Am. 1b.e.. locations .of. 1b.e.. decantina/packagjng
indicated on the site drawing?

~

_

Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Complete the drawing of the site showing the location of the
decanting and packaging areas.
3.7

Location of the Dispatch area

auesuon : Is the location of the Dispatch area indicated on the site
drawing?
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Complete the drawing of the site showing the location of the
dispatch area.
3.8

Location of the Overall Defence Zone

auesuon : .l.s...111e...location .of.tb.e..Detence ZQM_ __jndicated Q!l.tb.e..
site drawing?
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4.2

Site Preparation

auest;on : Are the Prtmary. secondary and Tertiary Zones shown
on the s;te drawing?

:'.~i'til m:1:t~J~i!ii~::!~~i~l,.,:,
4.0

4.1

Strategy Statement

Compliance: No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Design the Primary, secondary and tertiary zones and show their
outlines on the site drawings.

auesuon : Is the Public Zone indicated on the s;te drawings?

This section provides the Quality Assurance detail for the Site
Preparation plan. This section should be read in conjunction with
Part 1 & 2 Section 4. The QA of the Site Preparation plan follows
the sections as shown in Part 1. The Work Procedure Instructions
in Part 4 include in point format the QA issues raised in this
section. As the Site specific details are filled in VVPI 4.4 the QA
part of the Instruction covers those aspects as discussed below.
The QA-Audit comprises a series of questions against each part of
the Site Preparation Plan and are complete with instructions for
compliance and noncompliance. Most of the noncompliance
responses will initiate a noncompliance report. This Report then
becomes part of the management reporting to the client who is
then required to provide an ongoing direction to the conclusions of
the noncompliance reports.

Compliance : No Action

Elements of the QA Sire Preparation Plan

Noncompliance : Action

Site Preparation
Containment barriers and spill
protection(Warehouse)
Location of Decontamination and Amenities Units
Working Areas
Working Area equipment requirements
Defence Areas
Emergency Access
Fire Protection
Intruder Alarms
Telephone and other communications
Records
Emergency vehicle

Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Design the Public Zone area that should be accessible for
members of the public that will not require PPE. This area should
include the main office for the project.

auesuon .:...Am..th.e.. Emergency .a.rul.Eiat.Aid.. material locations _
indicated on the s;te drawings?

Draw the locations of the emergency spill containment materials
and the first aid stations on the site drawing.

auestion .:....l~..tb.e...Eice...Eighting eguipment _indicated 20...ttliL.$.lle..
drawings?
Compliance: No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Calculate the fire fighting systems require and indicate on the site
drawing.
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pgQcy Pf Q)lQlfflYPl risk PAliGY

Compliance· No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Reassess the calculated Total Risk factor and elevate to the next
level if it appears that the minimum Risk Policy is not complied
with.

auestioo ,;_ J:iave.. 1b.L :.J.n.. seryjce· EQes_ (PCBs)
guaotities been entered into the schedule

auestion : Is the Work Procedure Instruction Notice Board indicated on the
site drawing?

Noncompliance : Action

Noncompliance : Action

Correctly assess the types and quantities of the "In service•
equipment and piece results onto the schedule.

Position the VVPI notice board and indicate on the site drawing.
Containment barriers and spill protection(Warehouse)

4.4

Compliance : No Action

Compliance : No Action

Noncompliance : Action

Noncompliance : Action

Design each bunding requirements in accordance with the local
waste laws and the requirements of this manual.

Assess the site for the location of the Decontamination and
amenities units and clearly show these on the site plan along with
the ingress and egress paths, indicating how the routes are
defended.

auestjon ; Has the schedule been correctly tilled out with the total
dsk factor ca1cu1atjons?

Noncompliance : Action

From the Site Inspection Plan and the Clearance Plan calculate the Total
Risk Factors and detennine the minimum methods of containment.

Location of Decontamination and Amenities Units

auestjon : Haye both the decontam;nat;on unit and the amenities
WlitS..mum...clearty shown .o.n...tb.L.5.ite...man....a.ruL.all.access ~
clearty shown and defended.

auestjon ; Haye the correct bundjng reguirements been applied to
each operating zone?

Compliance : No Action

.a.rut

Compliance: No Action

Compliance : No Action

4.3

~

4.5

Working Areas

auestjon ,;_ Am. 1b.L working .imW.. cleady indicated showing
exactly which part ofthe operations are to be pertonned within the
designated zones including storage of tools and egujpment etc.
Compliance : No Action

auestjon ,;_Qo.Jb~ca1culated IotaJ....ci.sJs.Jactors conform with ttle..
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Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

.e~RtJ .
_..

,
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Sectio11. 4 -AA S.ite. f>repar,atic;,1f

Assess the access under emergency conditions and ensure that
all emergency services can access the site without undue
restriction.
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4.9

Fire Protection

auestjon : ts there adeguate fire fighting eguipment to handle a
fire for at least 30 minutes,

on the site plan to show how the work activity is to be executed and
how each area is autonomous in that work activity does not spill out
into the other areas.

Compliance : No Action

4.6

Working Area equipment requirements
Noncompliance : Action

auestjon : Has the egujpment regujred for each work activitY been
assessed and list generated,
Compliance : No Action

Provide a minimum equipment level to allow the fire fighting
capacity on site to be at least 30 minutes.
4.1 O

Noncompliance : Action

Intruder Alarms

auestjon : Does the sjte have sufficient monitored intruder atarms
system

Assess the work activity requirements and create a listing of area
tool and equipment requirements.

Compliance : No Action

4.7

Defence Areas
Noncompliance : Action

auestjon .:.. ~ .all .are.n. adeguatety defended against incorrect
WQit.activity _arui..am...~.are.n.propedy fenced 1Uld...defended
against unauthorised access,

Install a 24 hr. monitored fire and intruder alarm system
4.11

Telephone and other communications

Compliance : No Action

4.8

Noncompliance : Action

auesuoo .:.. ~ the... .s.ne... provided w.ill:L adeguate tetephone .a.ru1..
communications systems

Design the defence areas and methods to prevent the intrusion of
the areas by unauthorised personnel and inappropriate work
activities.

Compliance : No Action

Emergency Access

auestjon : can the emergency services gain unrestricted access
during an emergency of any kind.

Noncompliance : Action
Provide a secure telephone line for phone (toll free) and fax. Also
provide Cell phone where possible, Pager and radio telephone
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4.12

Records

auestjon _;_~tbe.....s.ite...pcovided witb..an..adeguate record keeping
faci1i.b'.
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Purchase a computer based record keeping facility complete with
printing capability and organise off site storage of data.

4.13

Emergency vehicle

auestjon .:.. ~ thfile.. ~ comprehensively eguipped Emergency
vehicle available on can.
Compliance: No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Provide a fully equipped vehicle for emergency call out and escort
duties.
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Ofganise the construction or purchase or ob\a\n 1rom \he O\sposa\
company purpose built transit bins in sufficient quan\i~ to ~eep up

with the proposed clearance rate.
~

:: > .. :·-·.

:>-

:

•·~·.··~.•~ pacf<ilSJin9 Pla~(Co11t)

Question .:. . AN..1b.e.... dimensions . o f . ~ ~ .bins... aporoxjmately
11 oo x 131 o x 1ooomm
Compliance : No Action

5.0

5.1

Strategy Statement

Noncompliance : Action

This section provides the Quality Assurance detail for the
Packaging plan. This section should be read in conjunction with
Part 1 & 2 Section 5. The QA of the Packaging plan follows the
sections as shown in Part 1. The Work Procedure Instructions in
Part 4 include in point format the QA issues raised in this section.
As the Site specific details are filled in VVPI 4.5 the QA part of the
Instruction covers those aspects as discussed below. The QAAudit comprises a series of questions against each part of the
Packaging Plan and are complete with instructions for compliance
and noncompliance. Most of the noncompliance responses will
initiate a noncompliance report. This Report then becomes part of
the management reporting to the client who is then required to
provide an ongoing direction to the conclusions of the
noncompliance reports.

Bins of other sizes are unlikely to fir correctly into the shipping
container and therefore should be reordered.

Elements of the QA Packaging
Waste Packaging
Container Packing
Weighing
Labelling
Container Marine Survey

Question : Have the transit bins been leak tested and certified
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance: Action
Organise leak testing before use.

auestioo : Are an the joints tuny welded
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action
Organise additional welding to ensure liquid tightness.

Question : During the packaging process is each stage of packing
provided with. tb.e... fuJ.L orotectioo elements as.. demanded .ta the..
packaging Piao Part 1 section s
Compliance : No Action

5.2

Waste Packaging

Noncompliance : Action

Question : Have purpose built transit bins been provided
Compliance : No Action

Repack in accordance with the Packaging Plan. No transit bins are
to be exported without all the integral packaging protection
elements.

Noncompliance : Action
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Cotnpllanc.e : No Act.\on

Noncompliance · Action

Provide accurate and efficient weighing process for the weighing of
the POPs.
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5.5

Labelling

auestjon : Has an the correct labelling been applied to the transit
bins usjng self adhesive labels
5.3

Container Packing
Compliance : No Action

auesuon .:...Ar.e..tb.e...Jransit .b.i.D.S...packed iD..tb.e...~foQlshiPPing _
container two wide and two high

Noncompliance : Action

No transit bin or transport unit is to leave the site without the
correct labelling. Provide a complete stock of labels as required by
the packaging plan.

Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Repack so that a total of 16 bins can be packed into the standard
20 foot container.

auesuon .:...During the loading .Qf.the..shippjng container w.em.tQ.tal
weights recorded and checked against the total loading capacity of
the container.

5.6

Container Marine Survey

Question : Have the shipping containers been marine surveyed by
a registered marine surveyor.
Compliance : No Action ·

Compliance : No Action

Noncompliance : Action

Noncompliance : Action

Arrange for Marine surveyor to survey the shipping containers and
their packing.

Arrange for weighing of transit bins during loading and record
compliance with weight restrictions.
5.4

Weighing

auesuon .:... During truL packing process ~ the... EQEs_ ~
packing material been weighed for payment purposes.
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auestion · Have au conta;ners been precheck@d and maJioe

suryeyed and has the MS report been sighted?

Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

6.0

No containers are permitted to travel to the export port if they
have not been Marine Surveyed. If they have not been surveyed
and a certificate not sighted then the supervisor is to make
arrangements form the containers to be surveyed. If this does
not happen then a NCR report is to be urgently generated for the
attention of the project manager.

Strategy Statement
This section provides the Quality Assurance detail for the
Transportation plan. This section should be read in conjunction
with Part 1 & 2 Section 6. The QA of the Transportation plan
follows the sections as shown in Part 1. The Work Procedure
Instructions in Part 4 include in point format the QA issues raised in
this section. As the Site specific details are filled in WPI 4.6 the QA
part of the Instruction covers those aspects as discussed below.
The QA-Audit comprises a series of questions against each part of
the Transportation Plan and are complete with instructions for
compliance and noncompliance. Most of the noncompliance
responses will initiate a noncompliance report. This Report then
becomes part of the management reporting to the client who is
then required to provide an ongoing direction to the conclusions of
the noncompliance reports.
This QA schedule is based on a single shipment and this QA
schedule should used as a general document with compliance
noted on the individual check sheets for each container.

6.1

Elements of the QA Transportation Plan
Marine Survey
EPD Approval
Route Planning
Escort vehicle
Driver Briefing
Load Security

6.2

Marine Survey

6.3

EPD Approval

auestjon : Has the application for EPP approval been filed .aruL
the approval letter received?
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action
Unless the letter of approval is received then the containers must
not leave for the port. Most countries have a requirement by the
local EPD that requires a permit for the road delivery of
hazardous waste. Without it there is no permission to leave. If
the approval is not obtained an urgent NCR is to be generated for
the project managers attention.

6.4

Route Planning

auestioo .:...Has the mYm..b§m..carefuUy planned, inspected .aruL
travelled to ensure that the cargo wrn be safe at au times?
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action
Unless the route has been carefully checked, travelled and all
obstructions, overhead wires etc have been investigated the
dispatch cannot go ahead. No delivery to port is allowed to be

QA-Audit
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Con1pllance : No Action

Noncompliance · Action

No delivery to port or anywhere else may take place unless the
escort vehicle is fully stocked and fully manned and its
communications channels are functioning. If a delivery is effected
without the escort vehicle then an urgent NCR is to be faxed to
the Project manager.

6.6

Communications

auestioo .:....H..a.s...lll..e.ntice.. communjcauoo system ~ checked
.QYlbetween 1b§..contaioer tru.ck....~vehicle .a.rut.ttl§..._.co.otro.l
.ro.om1

effected unless a full route investigation has been carried and
properly documented.

auestioo : Has the route been surveyed for traffic delays?
Compliance : No Action
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action
Noncompliance : Action

Unless there is substantial and well connected communication
links between the container truck, the escort vehicle and the
control room then no deliveries are allowed to be effected. If a
delivery is effected and the communications are defective then an
urgent NCR is to be faxed to the Project Manager.

During the route investigation careful note should be made of the
traffic densities and possible delays and the route planned to go
around these.

auesuon .:. . .l:ifille..1b§.. routes tiIMs... .b.efilL carefully worked QYt tQ..
avoid rush hour traffic conditions?
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

The route must avoid rush hour times. It is unacceptable to have
the container truck stranded for long periods of time in stalled
traffic.

6.5

Escort Vehicle

auestjon : Is tb..e...Escort vehicle fully stocked and available for ~
escorting Qf.the... container 1[uck._1Q_the...erut...amt...1b..e...~~
checked off?

6.7

Driver Briefing

auestion .:..Haye an the driver bdefing statements been complied
Wi1h1
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Unless ALL the driver briefing statements have been made and
checked off the Transport check list then no delivery of containers
can be effected. POPs cargo must not be transported by drivers
that have no training or comprehension of the transport of
hazardous waste. If the driver arrives at the site and is unsuitable
he must be rejected.
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6.8

Load Security

auesuon .:....tlas..tM.superyjsor .a.o.d...tM.~pectormed lM.toM..
security check?
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Unless both the driver and the supervisor personally check the load
security the delivery must not be effected. If either the driver or the
supervisor have not checked the load security then a NCR must be
filed.

auestioo : Has the Container truck a current COE ?
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

No truck is to be used if it does not have a current Certificate if
Fitness. There are no exceptions. If a delivery is effected using a
truck without a current COF then an urgent NCR is to be faxed to
the project manager.
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Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action

The Lloyds certificate must be sighted. No container is to be
presented for shipping unless this document is included with the
shipping documents.

au esuon .:...i:ias..a.Jltb~ packaging .b.e.e.n...W2J1.e..in. accordance with_
tb.e... l2QI1. .Q.f.tb.e... accept anee country .arul .a... certificate attesu ng 1Q..
1bis1
7.0

Strategy Statement

Compliance : No Action

This section provides the Quality Assurance detail for the Shipping

Noncompliance : Action

& disposal plan. This section should be read in conjunction with
Part 1 & 2 Section 7. The QA of the Shipping & Disposal plan

7.1

If this certificate is not presented with the shipping document
attesting to packaging standards then the container is not to be
presented to the export port.

follows the sections as shown in Part 1. The Work Procedure
Instructions in Part 4 include in point format the QA issues raised in
this section. As the Site specific details are filled in VVPI 4.7 the QA
part of the Instruction covers those aspects as discussed below.
The QA-Audit comprises a series of questions against each part of
the Shipping & Disposal Plan and are complete with instructions for
compliance and noncompliance. Most of the noncompliance
responses will initiate a noncompliance report. This Report then
becomes part of the management reporting to the client who is
then required to provide an ongoing direction to the conclusions of
the noncompliance reports.

Question .:. . .Ls.. the.. shipping documentation complete with.. the..
inclusion of the completed and valid Trans Frontier document?

Elements of the QA Shipping & Disposal Plan Audit Questions

Without the Trans frontier documentation the container cannot be
presented to the export port.

auestjon : Have au the labelling been correctly applied and affixed
to the container?

Question : Are an aspects of the Basel convention been checked
and complied with?

Compliance : No Action

Compliance : No Action

Noncompliance : Action

Noncompliance : Action

Ensure that the correct labelling of the container is placed as failure
will result in non acceptance by the Port.

If the Basel conventions cannot be complied with then the
container cannot be presented to the export port.

Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance : Action
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8.0

Strategy Statement
This section provides the Quality Assurance detail for the
Insurance plan. This section should be read in conjunction with
Part 1 & 2 Section 8. The QA of the Insurance plan follows the
sections as shown in Part 1. The Work Procedure Instructions in
Part 4 Include in point fonnat the QA issues raised in this section.
As the Site specific details are filled in V\if>I 4.8 the QA part of the
Instruction covers those aspects as discussed below. The QAAudit comprises a series of questions against each part of the
Insurance Plan and are complete with instructions for compliance
and noncompllance. Most of the noncompliance responses will
initiate a noncompliance report. This Report then becomes part of
the management reporting to the client who is then required to
provide an ongoing direction to the conclusions of the
noncompliance reports.

8.1

Elements of the QA Insurance Plan

ayest;on .:. . ~ 1b..e... proposed iosuraoce ~ provide in.
necessary furu1s..1Q.. protect 1b..e... enyjronment mr.~ conceivable
accident?
Compliance: No Action
Noncompliance : Action

Unless the policy covers all incidents to protect the environment
then it should be renegotiated.
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Compliance : No Action

Noncompliance : Action
Ensure that after all incidents a report is generated.

9.0

Strategy Statement
The QA procedure of the emergency plan is embedded in the flip
sheets. Unless the flip sheets system is followed there is no QA. If
the flip sheet system is correctly applied during the emergency then
the QA aspect of the emergency plan is correctly applied.

9.1

Elements of Quality Assurance
Flip Sheets
Incident reports

9.2

Flip Sheets

auest;on: Are an the emergency procedures correctly applied as
per the flip sheets?
Compliance : No Action
Noncompliance: Action
Provide the complete Flip Sheets system as outlined in the WPI
4.9. Ensure that all personnel are familiar with the Flip system
Incidents Reports

auesuon: Have the appropriate iocidents reports been produced
after incident.?
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PART FOUR
WORK PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS
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WORK PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS

WPI 4.1 Management instructions
Operational Instructions
Safety and Environmental Instructions
Reports
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f'asl• 1

WPI 4.1.1

•-rualon

WPI 4.1.5

IGoalo & Objecll-

ha Primary Goll d 111888 prooaclmli lnatructlona la to ensure thal the a . .anoa and Dlapoall d Iha
Pslltdde Waste la performed wlhout endangering the public or environment d any country or peraona.
IT hit goal cl ensuring there•• no accidenta ot l!)illaga, leal<a or aecapeo to the environment d
any kind ia to be achieved by rigid anfotoamanl d the piano and progr#nl daacribed In th888
Wcrl Prooaclura lnal!lldlons.
WPI 4. 1.e

WPI 4.1.8

ISIAK:ontrect Project marager
This poslflon Is fllled by an e,cpe~enced manager from the Cleara,ce Cornpa,y a,d reports dlrecly
to the Project Manager. Re1!pOllslblllUes lndude lhe supervision of the WPl'e. training a,d emergency
ma,agement. All site deara,ce. packaging and local trenspon are lnctuded In this office.
Directly responsible ror lhe dlscnarge Of an Safety and environmental requirements a,d the completloo
al all QA requirements.

ha methodology d the Project Plan ia to daalgn a oat d plans and proi,ammes that are spedflcally
directed • achieving the aims and goals indlcaled abcole. Th888 plane•• them enum•aled within a
eel d Work ProoadUre lnstrudlona (WPl's) and •e managed, controlled and audited by the
management tesn.
WPI 4.1.9

Management Plan
Site Inspection Plan

Sadlon 3

aesance Plan

loA

lnepectore

Thll position reporting D1rect1y to both the Protect manager and the Client Is to be an Independent
Engineering AUdltor e,cpe~enced wth Hazarda.os ,...ste ma,agement.

IThe Projed Plan la construded lrom the following sub sections·
Sadlon 1

IProject Director [

!Project Manager [
J
All aay to aay management Cl the enure project from Site Inspections to shipping aid disposal
are responslblllty OI this omcer. He has direct In line management responSlblllly to ensure the total
dl9Charge al all obligations under contract and to ensure that lhe operation le ~gldly performed
according to the sarety and Environmental Instructions and the that all work Is supervised using the
Work Procedure Instructions. All protect canmunlcaUons and Instructions are to be Issued by lhls
office. All QA audlflng a,d Reporting to be the responslblllty Of this Office .

IPrajlCI Pl.,

Section 2

!Management Team Structure

WPI 4.1.7

aw••

WPI 4.1.3

P-2

overall Protect Director \Mth top level access to Client, GOl/8mmmt Disposal servtces etc.
Maintains a constant monitoring al lhe discharge Of the contractual responelblllDas as well as
ensu~ng safety 111d environmental protection. All decisions regarding salety. environmental,
economic etc are referred to this omce.

IProcecl"" Md Sntagl•
he prooacluro1 and atraleglN thal farm the principles d cperllion indude the fdlowlng:
- Mnimln the chancet d epills d contaminated waste occurring .
• Contain and Control any laal<s ot epillt that may occur to prevent their escape Into the wider
enviraimant or their camlng into ccntad wlh the pu~lc.
• Divide the wasteo Into lndl\lidull lCllo d a size 1h11 reduOII the vclume d a spll or leak to a manageable
quantity.
• Provide a transport llrategy 1h11 cantara on the mcM111W1t cl rellllvely omlll conalg,ments cl
waatas In any one convey.
• Provide Management and sudi trail prooaduras that ensure, full acccuntll>illly and traoaabllly
cl all waste h-'1dled.
• Ensure that 1111 personnel ln\lOlwid In tha lfll'lemonlallon d the prcpoaal •e lully
cl the nllUre
d the mater1811 to be handled and •e fully trained In approprilll emergency ,-aponee prooadurea.

•-ruction [Name] Pro1ect

The management team Is to be sel up ara.ond the Main Contractor subcontractor concept t>esed on
the Client contract Document. The matn contractor Is XVZ International wno are enUrely reaponslble
to the Client and the Environment !or the sale a,d efficient discharge al tne obllgallons under contract.
The SUbcOntractor ls the nominated Clearance compa,y on Sita.
At all Umes the Main Contractor Is responsible !or the canplete contract al dearmce a,d the
Management Tean S1ructure Is to be structured In recognition Ol lhls rasponSlblllty.
Members al the tesn are to be appointed as 10110....:

ha Primary Arn d the88 Proca<lmll Instruction is to provide the authatlea with Iha
lhlgheol level cl confldenoa thal the project d da•anoa and dllpoaal wll be perlcrmed to a high
:iachnlcal level thal rocogni- all en\liron,-,1111 oaleguarda In an c,perallonllly efficient maMar.

WPI 4.1.2

IPl'OQed..-al

Number

Sadlon 4

Site Preperallon Plan

Sadlon 5

Packaging Plan

WPI 4.1.1 o jClearance and Packaging Marager
Reporis to Subcontract Protect Manager a,d Is responsible for tne aay to day Site management Of
the Clearance Pien and the discharge Of all the obllgaUons Ol lhe Clearance Pia,. All matters al safety
ana environmental protection re1a11ve to lhe d-ance plan are the direct responsibility al this ornce.
All emergency Sltuauons are lnlUally under the management or this orncer unUI relieved by the
SubCOntrect maiager. This orncer Is responslble for the vereclty al the Check Sheets by the
application of his signatui-e daily.

Sadlon 6

Transpottallon Plan

WPI 4.1.11

Section 7

Shipping & Disposal Plan

Sadlon 8

Insurance Plan

Section 9

Emergency Plan

I00cumer111111on & RegLlatlona manager
This position hendles the day to aay documentaoon betWeen the client a,d regulatory authorlOes.
The po91tion aces not handle the contractual cornmunlcallon but It handles the aavlce communication
regarding Shipments. weighing, pennlts etc.

WPI 4.1.12

IWPI Sttuc:ture
Each set of Work Procedure Instructions is set up as a 6 x 4 mosaic of 24 sheets.

WPl4.1.4

Each of these eedions a.dminates in a eel of Work Procedure Instructions.
M.,119.,,ent Pion
IThe Management Plan is baaed around the conoapt d the QA auditing the wotk procedure lnatrudlons
(WPl's). Al the neoassary project contrdllng detail are enumerlled within th888 WPl'a and the OA eedlon
pro\li-the eudi fundion. Should a eedlon d the works be out cl oompllanca then the apprcpriata repott would be
generated. To sat up a,d monrtor this set cl p1a,s the Project Director m.,at first create a Management Tesn.

Sheets
Sheets
Sheets
Sheets

1-6

Operational Instructions

7-12
1 3-18

Safety and Environmental Instructions
QA Audit Check Lists and registers

1 9-24

Reports
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WPI 4.1.12

,._,

-on

1 - -on[naneJPrci-t

....4

Num-

IM.,agemontStructwe
runding Org

Government

Ministry for

WPI Concept

Environment

Client
Examine Operating
r------1lnstructions and apply

Sheets 1-6

Disposal
Facility
Manager
Examine Safety &
Environmental and apply

Shipping

Sheets 7-12

company

Examine an'QA audit
questions
Site Project

Manager

Produce Non Compliance
Reports

Sheets 13-18

Fill Out data requests and schedules
QA Audit Check Lists and Registers

Transportation
Manager

Clearance &
Packaging Manager

Complete Final WPI Report
Job Site
Supervisors

Sheets 1 9-24
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WPI
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Number
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Pr-..• lne1r\letlon tN-•J • Project
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1St,.togy

1

QA4.1.1

2

QA 4.1.2

The Management Team must understand 1hat 1he plindples ol operation 1het «e inh«ent In 1he
WPl's em1111ata Iran wal< aalety prindplea a,d environmental salagu«ds. Throug,out 1h- WPl's
th«e will be dstalled instructions relating to safety and em«gency inatructlona The management
lte«n ta charged wl1h 1he reaponatbillty lor 1he application ot !he Salety and Env~onmental Plan 1111d
p«sonnal !raining progrenvnea must be undertaken to reltect 1heee at1111d«ds end enaJ1e 1hat the
WPl's •e ccrreclly enforced.

S&E 4.1.2

---

It Is the aim this Plan to put In place efftdent, audted plans and progammes lhat en...• the
dsch•ge of all obligations undef International law and In so doing, achieve the goal of no endangerment to the
envtrcnnent or people of any other country.

ob Deacrlptlone

Before 1he eppointmenta ol 1he Menag""*'t Team are ccnftrmed 1he Job Deoaiptiono must be
'COl1'4'1-. Wl1hln eech ol 1he Job Deoa1p1ons a reotatement ol the Salay and Environmental
Alma and Objectlvee thua indcating 1he m1111agerial princtplea. Each ol 1he Job Detcrlptions must
have a lUII deaa1ption

QASlanThe Quality A...rance standard to which thla projed wilt be con<iJded will be ISO 14001.
All 1he piano and OA documentation lhat accompantee thta plan are daaig,ed with thl• standard In mind.

as lollowa:

The Management plan mull th«efore ba daaig,ed 1o meat Iha followlng:

• Primary Alms end Goata
• Mllllagertal Plan Strategy
• Safety 1111d Environmental reaponatbillties
• QA Auditing Function

3

QA 4.1.3

_,ry

Estabfleh the responlibllity, authority and the interrelation of all personnel who manage. perform
and
work affecting quality end Iha dsch•ge of contradual raaponaibilitiee.
Verification resources ehall be resourcad and conductad and a management oystam eatabllahed
to Implement and maintain the quality oyatam .

ITheea lunclions are to be embodied in 1he lollowing structures:
• Mllllagement FOClla
• Training Prcgrernmea
• WPI Audtlunctlon

- ~. ., ANponolbHlty

4

OA4.1.4

Qualltvsv-

5

QA4.1.5

Contract Rev!-

Estabfieh and maintain a documented Quality System.

S&E 4.1.3

1Envlronmen1111 tmpac,t
Fa any managerial plM that lnvolvea handing a hazardous chemical 1he plan must be cognizance ot
the rial< to 1he environment. In adsr 1hat the plane•• entirely ccna1-.1 wt1h 1he rial< an
Environmental tmpaCI Report must be ga,«ated that outitnea the environmental riaks end 1he re.. tta
ol 1hia study •e Imprinted on the management plan.
The environmental Imped Report fa 1his speciflc projed appe,n In the report section of WPI 4.1.

Estabfleh and maintain procedures for contraCI review to ensure all requirement& are adequately

and dear1y defined m,d that resources are available to meet those raquiranents.

6

QA41.6

Document Control
Estabiieh and maintain procedures which ensure CUTent teaues ot all document& crlticai to quality
are avallabie where and when n - . and that obeolate documents are pranptiy

removed.

7

QA4.17

Purchaetng
EnBUre purchased product, and -vices confam to specified r8"'1rements.,

8

QA4.1.8

Purch•- Supplted Product.
Establieh and maintain procedures for verification, storage and maintenance of purchaser BUpplled
produCI provided lor Incorporation in suppltee necesaary tor dsli-y of Iha -\/Ice.

9

QU4.t.9

Proctuct Identification .,d T r - t l t y
Estabiiah and maintain procedures for Identifying and tracing ind\/ldual producta and services
throug, all stages of the projed

10

OA4.1.10

tnepectlon .,d T-ng
Implement a plan and "-'aiity proce<i.Jres ensuring that all materials and equipment used in
delivering the dearance IIBf'vic& confOfTTI to the requirements, and that aJI services and goods
provided confonn to the dient needs
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QA4.1.11

. . . . . .1
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Non
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Ropor1

1

QA4.1-A

QuesUon: Have the Jell desalpUons Deen prepared for eaCh o1 the management tsam using
the lnformaucn conlalned In WPI 4.1.5?

Establish and rnatntan document procech.ras which investigate the cause of nonc:onfanning
asvtce '"1d lrltlatss corrective adlon needed to prevent recurrence. analyee all proceseea '"1d
av-r,s to eliminate potenUal ceuees of non conforming aar,ices a,d implement and record
changes in p(Procedures raautlng from corrective ac11on.

12

QA4.1.12

cornDllance Slcnature:
2

QA 4.1-8

3

QA 4.1-C

See Hm4.1-B

Question : Do all manager, understand the structure of the protect plan and now that fits Into
achieving the goals and objectives.?
COmDllance Slcnature:

13

QA 4.1.13

Rot 4.1-A

QuesUon: Do the managers understand the Goals and Obj8CUves and are capable of
<lscharglng their responslbllmes
COmc,lance Slcnature:

lntomal Gluollty Auclta
Mllntain '"1d cary cut a oomprehenaiva ay-,, of planned a,d doarnenla<I intemal "'ality audlll
to vsily w - Ill adiviUH complied wlfi procerurH and to determine effectlvanesa al the
quality aysem.

See

see"=4.1.C

Training
4
Eatablillh and maintain procedureo for idenUtylng the training needs and provide for the training of all
lnclvt<klale affecting quality.
Ellablillh the reaponalbilily. authority '"1d the lnt,.-relatlcn of all peraonnel who manage, pa1orm
and verify w0<1< llfl9Cling quality a,d the <lachorge of com-actual reopcnelbiliUee.
Voriflcaticn reaourcea llhall be raaourcal and conducted and a ma,agement system establist,ed
to Implement and maintain the quality system.

QA 4.1-D

Question: Do au managers underStand the 1evet al acuvtty that they are responslble f0< and
the lines al e0<nmun1cauon.?
COmDllance SIQnature:

5

QA 4.1-E

cornc,lance Slcnature:

6

QA 4.1-F

See Rot 4.2-D

Question: Are all managers aware of the Aow Chart requlremenl9 10< each area 01 acUvtty and
nave studied the relevant aecUons or the protect plan?
See RPI 4.1-E

Question: Are all managers experienced With nazaracus waste management and nave
received r--.t training and briefing on tnls protect?
corno11ance Slcnature:

See Rot 4.1 •F
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.........

li'IIINclan

lPr-ot 1.-U-(Nom•J · Proj-

Peg•21D

Envfronmental lmpacc Repon

reject

Apl4.1·B
In ader thal the mm,agement plans can be etfac:tive a de• understaidtng of the Envlronment8'
Impact d the haza-d<>Ue sub•ance1 involwd la 111qUired. Wasle Pestiddea Is a well under•ood weste type
regsde to its impact on the envi°CX'lment and a 1891 underalocxt dlemical with reg•de to ll• i"1)ad: on
hufflll'l heatth. It 11 necessay however to anume that the effects on the human heath•• likely to be
Hrloua and therefore thia altitude la tal<en by thia Impact report.

Date:

SUp.,...-,
with

&ffeName:
EmptopN..,&ffe

Conlractl

Fw,c:llon

Nano:

To,dcology
Chemical• inducing peatiddaa • • widely dll:r1buted in the envtrommet. Therefore there are many poaalble source,
of exposure to theH charricalo fer humans. su•anoee which we anblont in indoor lir may be inhlied while
thooe lo wser er food may be lngelled"' Inhaled. Direct contad with the charrical io the moet prevliont way
onvronmentli chemlcala can penetrate tho lll<ln, but expoaure throug, the lll<ln may 1110 occur aa • roouff
of contact with chomlcaf contaminants in air and wser.
A lingle agrochomlCII can enter the body throug, all three routes d exposure. lnhalallon, Ingestion and
lll<ln penetrdion. A peetidde can Involve mOfO thann one routed expoeure Wpreceutlona are not tlll<on.
A peattcide can be Inhaled dumg uae "'repac:l<aging, pentrae the lll<in during handing and be ingffted In food
Wnot wathed di hande etc.

-an,llatart11Sh

...

Verlatlon, Der wortco, n.., conlarm1n- l1C

Once a agrochemlcal enters !ho body, It is dten ebeorbed Into the bloodstream and can move about the body.
The amount d eblcrbed chomlCII 111d the rate cl absortlon depends on the charrical lnVdVed.
'The poaaibte toxic effecle d oxpoaure to a paflcul• agrocharrical dependa on many fadO<S. Theee lndude
charaderiaation d the charric:11 and the individual exposed, the route of exposure, the total do• 111d tho time

Pl.,nedWortc

coum expo1t.1re.

P-• Envtronmonlal

lmpacta lar Ihle

Prat-

Dumg the couree of the operational aapecto of !hit project the potantial la environmental Impact
therefore relales to the spillage er leal<age cl Iha waste.
A opill a leal< In Itself does net repraeert a hlg, risk to nony human populatklna. because dired
contad by ingestion, throug, the el<in or by breathing airbcrne malerial for a long period la required
bolero the heath haz•d is ikely. As the waate does net give di hig, lawls cl vapour a norma
temperatures expoeure to airbane vapours la oubalantialty restrided to the site of the apill. In the
cue of direct akin contact. the 111qUired lreetment consists cl only a lhaough waahlng and diapoeal cl

cx:ntaminated water.

Conduaon

- I I rem..,..•: detalle of meetln

The impact on the environment of spilled pellicidee chomlcats is to be conaidered a high risk and rill< to
human health cl opills to be moderate risk
The Projed plan mu• be conetruded to aosume the responsibtlity to protect Iha anvironment lrorn the
high risk of contamination.

Bub Con1rae1ore on - :

--.ic:

1ulpment on Site:

1t11Ure

Dse
Dale
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WORK PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS

WPI 4.2 Site Inspection instructions
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S&E 4.1.1

Strategy
1

QA 4.1.1

h Is the am this Aa, to put in pleos elficienl, a,dlted pl11r11 a,d proi,IWl1fflll lhal ensure the
cilcllarge d Ill oblgations under lntemallonll law a,d in so doing, adlleve lhe goal d no endangerment to the
enwonment or peq,le cl Mozarmlque or d .,Y Clher oountry.

2

QA 4.1.2

QA Stendard1

The Mlrlagement Ten...,. undenla,d lhal the prtncples ol ~erallon lhal are inherent In the
WPl's emanale from wat Sllety prtnaples a,d en\'ironmentel Nfeguards. Throu~out these WPl"s
there wNI be detailed inllNc:llons relaling lo ssfety and ernergenq, inSCNc:llon1. The 11111r1egement
team 11 cnarged wlh the rnponsibiliy lor the l!Jlllic:aliOn a the Selety a,d Envlronm111tel F'la, a,d
peraannel training progrsrrnn mull be undertaken to rellec:t lheee Sla,darda a,d enture that the
WPl'1 are oorrec:tly enloroed.
2

S&E 4.1.2

Pae• ,a

Job D.-tptlone
Before the appointments ol the MS1egement Ten are oonNrmed the Job Desa1plion1 mull be
oornpl81ed. Within udl d the Job Deeoripllons a restalement d the Salety and EnVlronmenlal
Alme end Objtc:llve8 lhu1 inclc:adng the menegeriel prtndples. Eac:11 d the Job Desortpllons 111181
have e ruu dela1pllon as follows;

The Quality ANJranoe Sla,dard to whic:11 lhls prqec:1 wil be oonduded wUI be 160 14001.
Al the pl11r11 aid QA doalmentatlon that 8CIXJn1>llrlies 1h19 pla, are designed with thla llandard in nind.
The Mlrlagement plan 1111st therefore be designed to meet lhe fcllowing:

• R'mry ...... end Gor!fa
. MIIIIQlltll F'len Strategy
• Sllety end Enwonmant.i r19ponllibllles
• QA Aiding FYnc:llon

3

QA 4.1.3

llenag«nent A•ponllblllty

Elllblllh the responll>lity, a,tt,ortty and the lnlarretation d Ill personnel who manage, petform
11r1d verify wat llleding CJially ar,d the cllcllwge a oontrldull reaponstbllllea.
Ver1ftcatlon reaouross be resouroed 11r1d ooncti<ted end a management system estlblllhed
to Implement ar,d melnt.in the CJillly system.

Th- fundions are to be embodied in the foltowing 81rudures:

· Management For:us
• Tr9*'g Fnl!,enmes
• WPI Auelt IUndion

4

QA 4.1.4

Qualtty Syetem

5

QA 4.1.5

Contract AeVlew

Ellabfllh and mllntlin a dooumented Qually SV"em.
3

S&E 4.1.3

EnVlronmentef lmpect
For a,y managerlel pla, that lnvotvee hS1dllng a hazardou1 dlemical the plen 1111• be ooi,,;zar,oe d
the r1sk to the envfrorlment. Ii onler that the plans are enarely oonllistent wflh the risk an
Environmental Imped Report mu• be generated that outlnes the envlronmenla ri8k1 and the resuhs
ol lhls •udy are Imprinted on the management p1a,.
The environmental Imped Repon for 11111 apeano projed eppen in the report aec:llon

a WPI 4. 1.

e.ellfllfl llrld maintain procedures for c:on1rad review to 111sure all requl,_, are lldeCJlllety
and dearly defined 11r1d that resources are avellable to meet lhoee requirement,
6

QA4.1.6

Dowment Control

Estellfllfl and malnllin prooedures whi<ll ensure amen! Issues d Ill doaJmenta aiicel to CJially
ere avatalife where and When needed. Sid that obsolete doalments are prornplly
removed.

7

QA 4.1.7

PurcllHfng

8

QA4.1.8

Purclla- Supplied Product

Ensure purcllaed procllds 11r1d services conform to spedlled requirements ..

Eltalifllh and melntan prooodures for verllcllllon. •orage Sid mainlena,oe cl purc:11- supplied
proclll2 provided for incap«ellon In eupplles neoe888fY for delivery d the senllOe.
9

au 4.1.9

Product fdendftcatlon and Tr1ceabfflty
Ellabfllh and melntan prooedures lor identilylng end traciig individual prO<lJds 11r1d llr\'ioes
through all •eges ol lhe pr~ed.

10

QA 4.1.10

tnepecclon and Teatlng
Implement a plen Sid CJially procedures ensuring !hat al materlals Sid equipment used In
delvering the clearance eervtoe oontorm to the requirements, llrld thal Ill services a,d goods
pr<Wided oonform to the dient needs
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lnetruellon - • • •

Envlronmental lmp1ct Report

1

Dally Site Diary-Mozambique Project

Rpt 4.1-B

In order that lhl management plans can be elleclhle a dear underslan<lng of lhe Enlllronmental
'""4>lct of lhe hazardoUs substances involved Is ~red. Wiste Pestiddel Is a well ..,derslood waste type wlh

DIii:
Supervtoor:
Contr1ct I

Site Name:
Emplo~ on Site
Function

regardS lo Is in1)aCI on Iha envtonment and a i.. underllood chenical With regards to Its 1"1)8CI on
human healll. I II nece911111Y how_ lo ...,me that Iha ellects on the human health are lkety to be
Nrtous and lherelae this alUtuda Is taken by this nl)8CI report.

...~.,

Toxlcoloav
Cherncals inclu<lng pestiddel are widely <lstl1buted in the envlronrmet. Therelore there are many posst,le soun:ea
of expo11Jre 10111. . chenieal9 lor humans. 6ustances whlcll are armienl In Indoor u may be inhaled whle
lhoee In w•er or lood may be lngetled or inhaled. !lreci contact with lhl cheniell is Ille most preval. . way
environmental chernlc:als can penelrale the lkln, but elCpOIUre lhroui,, the skin may also occur as a resutt
of oonlacl wtlh chenica contarrinaru In u end warer.
A ain~ •ocherncaJ can enter lhe body lhrou!tl al three routes of exposure. lnhalallon, Ingestion and
ll<ln penetration. A ~ can Involve more lhann one routa of expooure r pr8C8lllions are nOl laken.
A pesticide can be Inhaled dUrlng uee or repackaging, penlrata lhe skin darlng han<ling and be Ingested In food
WnOI washed off hands ere

D••v•

111d Loet dme ea. A -

Vartltlon,

DI

-Ill•

ICCld.,ta. 1beentlllom Matertll Sllortea•.

work1. non contormancee etc

Once a •ochemcel entffl lhe body, ~ is often absorbed Into the bloodstream and can rno-.<e about the body.
The amount of absorbed chemceJ end the rate of absortlon depends on the chelTical Involved.
The posaible loldc elleclJ of axpooure lo I pa,Uculer ~ernlc:al dependl on many factors. These lncllde
characl«1981lon of lhe chemical and Ille in<lvldUal exposed, Iha route of exposure. the tOlal dose and lhe time
course expooure.

Pl.,ned Wort

ComDteted work/Proareee: Wort done locatlon 1hudAlelltnd IChedula.

2

Apt 4.1.2

Potentlal Environmental Impact• tor 11111 Project
Ourlng lhe course of the operational aspects of this project lhe potenbal lor envlronmenlal I ~
lherelore relales to the spilage or leakage of the waste.
A spilt or leak In ltsetl does not repreeent I hlgl rlsll lo neamy human populations, because dra:I
contacl by Ingestion, lhroui,, Iha skin or by brealhing ai'borne material for a long period is req.,red
before lhe heallh hazard is likely. M lhe waste doel nol give off hlgl levels of vapour at normal
ten"4>«atures exposure to airbome vapoufl ls subllllntidy resbieled 10 lhe site of the spil. In Ille
case of <Ira:! skin contacl, lhe ~red lreatmenl conasts of only a lhoroui,, washing and disposal of

General rem1rt1 : clet1ll1 of meetlna1. c«r-ondenoe etc:

Sub Controctore on llte:

contar,w1ated · - ·
Eaulament on Site:
3

Apt 4.1.3

Concluelon
The 1"1)8CI on Iha environment of spiled pestlcldel chemcals la to be conoidered a hl!tl risk and risk to
human healh of spits to be moderate risk
The Project plan must be constructed 10 assume lhe responslbll~y to protect lhe en\/ll'onmenl from the
hfgll rlsk of contarmation.

Supervtoore olgneture
Contract Maneaere S1an1tur1

Date
:Date
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lnetructlon IProc:edUral lnelructloft Mozambique · Protect
Number

Paae 1
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WPI 4.21

(Strategy Stltement

Nciw.lhUn<fing any pre~c:us Site lnspec:tloo prla to the formation cf the Clearance c«itrad tne
Projed Mtnager must perform a tuu !;il:e lnspedk:ln and evaluatloo and Pftsent the 11ndlr1gs In
detaRe<I Sle Inspection Repolt. Fer tnts projed tn M:>zant>tque 111, tnltat ste tn91)edlon was pe,fcrmed
by representauves rrcm AVA ~ternauooal and Tredl NZ. The sa:, report appears al the a,d d this eec::non
Ttle98 Werk Procedure lnatrudlona detall the actlYltlea that are required to canplete tne re(Jllrtd
lnf«mallon gathertng and Include a reporting structure to asst Iha output repats.
The epecfflc 1n•ruct1ona ta r1Sk aasessment fadae are emtalned 'Mthln the sarety & E11,..roomenta1
Stc:tlCl't pages s-e.

Element• ot the Site lnepectton Plan
Site Name
Record the name and IOQltloo cJ the Site m the report sedloo cJ the Site

Storage Type
Investigate and record aY !he varlou1 types d atorage. This Item ta wnere the site Ob98rWtkr1S d the
stcnd material Is nottd. The storage t~e racta lhat la aBgned to t!'\e malerlal ia Intended lo Indicate
a r1ak racta aaodated Wflh that typed ata'age. This 1nramati00 ts required so aiat the dearance plan
can be ptiCflllzed. (Sea asalgnlng '8dort In pagea 5-8)
Type 111d Ouanatv

The waste type and quantly are reciulred lo be lnveS:lgated and recorded

D1men1lon1
Details of the site dimensions as well as any storage facilities or 1X1its used are to be noted
Waste weight estimates and 51)eeial re(J..lirements are to be noted.
WPI 4.22

illghang and Power
Investigate all power and llghUng eysteme lor selety et wlr1ng and fire UghDng levels S'IOOld be
mu.sured toas:ertaln IT they are adequate for the '4'a'k areBs from an operabooal and a safety palnl
a view. Power suppHes !lloold be checked to enSJre that suffldent c:apadty Is avallable ror the
loads that WIii be Imposed <l.lrtng the dearance Detsns rrcm tnls euminaaa, should be lnduded
In the Flnal Site Inspection Report.

WPI 4.23

ICranN 1nd oth« Machinery
A\18.n&btllty and capadty d available aanage and 11Jppcrt mactlinery to be lnvesbgated and n<nd

WPI 4.24

ISP•••
A prenm1nary examlnatlffl d the spaoa &'tllileOfe around the stcnoe area., required to enwre Dlat It
Wilt be possible to tSIB.bll_, lhe necassary tadlllea to handle the works
It tnere Is lnsuffldent space then lhe Fk'lal repcrt atlaild Indicate aJtemanves

l______._______._ __
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WPI 4.2.B

Poge 2

,_.
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lte111

lnatruC11on !Procedural ln81rUC11on Mo-blque - P,otf!l!.m!>'!!'

........................................................

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~!it=l<l•~:P.itit:R«~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

IRHldent1

Project Manager

The location and density of nean,y acoomnodation should be examr,ed and rel)()lted. There
should be no attefl1]t to contact residents at ttis stage, mere!Y ascertain the proximity and
density by casual obs<rvation.
7

WPI 4.2.7

IAccell
Full slrle)I of the existing road or street access to the site is requred with the report
highlighting any areas that wil cause problems for emergency services and container
tnlCl<s etc. Information requred indudes building access, accessibility for emergency
services, evacuation routes, road condition. The detais of this examination should be
induded within the Fi1al Site Inspection Report.

QA Audit

Data Gatherirg
Reports

Oltof
Compliance
Reports

Flnal Site Inspection Report
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Item / '"•tr_•_ction /Procedural lnetrvc:fion Mozambique · ProJ«t

Page I

Procedural ln•truc"tlon Uozamblqu• - Protect

Type 3 Storage
Pesl1c1des Contammaled ~lecials. Sollds dumped on open grwnd with no protechon and no
loss capaaty
R1sll. fader Sllety
Risk fador MVlrcnmf.Wll
(Ne, 6'/ RJS fad<:x

statement

For the PrQJect Pian to proceed smoothly the corred set of inlamabon must be colated and reco,ded
by the Sile Inspection plan and this adi1J1ly mu• be r&gJlsted from the Safety & Environment
viewpoint

I
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6

8
16

T~• 4 Slor•o•
Warehouse wrth Pesticides Ccritaninated Materials, Solids and Uq..1ids that are Incorrectly alcred or

When pl.,ring to \Jisit !ite IQ' the lirstlime attar centred awiwd it 11 necessary to obaf'I site lntormatlai
from the dient II to the likely condtlcr,9 on lite. FOf YOU" own peramet safety the persoonel attendng
the••• •n_,edlon must plan to 'l!St with a level of pffsooal praect1011 thel win allow the JJ'o!ect

cortamad and are leaklng wil:hin wirudure and onto ground

Rilill fada 51/ety

For the pr~edlon al ethers and the p-Oledion et the environment lhe protect manager must severely
llmlt Iha number, ol extra people ci.Jrrlg lhe lite inspedion !Jlda All othe1' mEr11ba"I c1 the stte
i n ~ team mull be prOYlded with a minimum level of PP.

16

Tn,• 5 Slor•a•
Warehouse with Pesticides Contaminated MS:eriafs. S,otids and lq.uds thS are l"la>rreafy •cred or
contained and are leaklng wilhin atructure bl.C not onto groond

Risk lacta

AU other peope re(J.lired ii l:he 1ite but not ,n lhe contamn•ed area 1111e to be restraned at a
nominated bamer poi,t

'M'len 1aendng elta lor the rutial prq8d assessment the Projed: Manage, mu• be 1n a position to
act IT'lmed•ely ii thae are caidtlons thS \ltollle environnental waste law, or best practice

S,tery

Risk f•dor envlratment

8
6

CNeraJI Rillk f•dor

16

Tw,,• 8 S1or1g•
Warehouse with Pest:1cldes Ca,taminaled Ma:eriai9, Solids and Mq.,ids thS are W'la>rredly •ored or
contained and would be a trteat to the environmnel ll leakmg ocrurred
Risk lacta 5,tely

reg&.iaHons

If there Is a problem er, the site then II mull be deal with. If the situation coo•ltutes an emergency

7
7
14

Risk factor envlrcnment

then the construction of the Sita lnspectton plan must be wspended and the emergency lnetrud1ons
are to be ad:ed on immediately.

o.,., a11 Risi< 1,aa
Type 7 stor•a•
Warehouse with Pesticides Cootamlnated Materlals. ~ds and liqutds that are caredly stored or
cortained. lagged and registered and provided with ruN spll containmEllt

S&E Element, of th• Site ln1pection Plan

S&E 4.2 2

8
6

Risk fador envtrcnmefll
(Ne,al/ Risi< factor

manager and othctr members or the team to attend stte under mo91 contaminated cooditiona

ISite name

Risi( fada Sa/sty

Risk tador environment
CNwaJI Rislc fadOI

Eatablsh the ate name and localiCl'l dearly and wthwt confusiai. Check with Fire savw;e and ether
emagencv services that Iha name is 1nstanUy recognizable. The 11ame must be fully described in Iha
Report and all ~ans and mstrudlons mu,r adiere lo that site name

Tn,e • Ouonllty
S&E 4.2 3

IStorage Type
The p;mary aim r:l the Site Inspection Plan 1s to ascertain the risk ladors associated with the

A for a,e ato,age type information is to be co.ieded regarctngthe type and CJJ&nl1ty The various
waste types Bfld quantibes mu!l be graded as to risk ladCI' This lnformatioo is also used in Iha

type or

clearance plan

ltOfage encount8fed et the srte
The various t ~ ol storage discovered at the s~e are to
lada for environmental protedion

te assigned a R11k fader lor safety and a risk
TVP• 1nd Quantity of Waete material
The type. nature. composition and the estimated quanlty
the Final !lle 111spedion report

The cwaall risk factors are then loaded mto the Site lnspedim R&JX)rts to be integraled Into the site

ae.-ance plan.

cA the waste information is required for

The risk fadcre that are associated with Iha Ser age types are as loKows

Type 1 storage
Pettlcldee Contaminated Mataials. Saide c1Jmped on open ground wilh no i:roted1on and maJa

loss cap,aaty
Risi(

fado, $Mery

Risi fador env,ronmem
CN811J/ Risk fadOf
Typo 2 Storage
Peslicides Cmtamineted Materials. Solids dumped oo open gound with no proted100 and minor

loe& cap,aaty
Risk facto, Satery

Risk fadar en~ronmenl
()(e, Id/ Risi!. fa.:10f

10
10
20

J
9

17
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lnetructlon P r - . . i lnlllnlClllon Mozmnblque • Project
Number

Non
Cot11pll1nce
Re•ort
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cioala/Oblecllvea

811e nameJStoreae
18

Queslla\: Is the nane '"' the !lte deatly Slated and includes !Ulficient nlonnation to ac:a.,rately

t

2

QA 4.2-A

CA 4.2-S

ldenffy 1he Ille?
c-Nlance sr-•tu'e :
Question: Are all the !ite storage types listed In 1he 9Chedule ?

See Rot 4.2-A

C""'""ance Slaneue:
Question : Are 1here any ttems In

See Rnt 4.2·B

QA 4.2-C

4

QA 4.2-0

5

CA 42-E

6

QA 42-F

.

.. .

... .

. .

.

.

. .

.

.

Non

c-pllance
Renort

Question : In reviewing the Goals and objectives ol the project ll'e there any
aspects of the !lte, storage, type, and quantities that •e not n strict accadaice with aclievtng the
Goels and a,jec:llves?

See Rot 4.2·9

Canollance Sianature
Po-,Jl.lghllng and Fire Protection

QA 42-B

3

Paga 14

"'"'age that «e an lmmedale 11Yeet to the envronmenl.?

Canotlance Slaneue :
Question : Are 1here any items on storage that are SIIUCIU'alty unslable.?
Cannliance Slanetu'e :
Question : Iva any of lhe items of storage that are lealdng?
Cannli«lce """'ature:
- Queston : 19 there any free waste on storage surface?

c-.. . im,ce ---ature:

19

CA4.2-T

20

CA4.2-U

21

CA 4.2·V

SeeAnt 4.2-C
See Rnt 4. 2-D

Question: lathe !lte provided with suffldent power and lighting f()( efficient project execution?
Canollanoe 9i111ature :
CUEion : Are the !Ila alactr1cal services flllle and of a good standard?

See ADI 4.2· T

CanDHance 9ianeue:
Question : ls there lllffldent ftre protactlon equipment '"' the fl!11ting or ustantial fires for 30
minutes bef()(e the fire Sll'Vice .rives?

see Rot 4.2-U

Canollanoe 9i111ature :

See ADI 4.2-V

See Rnt 4.2-E
Crlll1N and Machtnery

See Ant 4.2-F

Quesfion: Are th«e any items that are an e«thqUake risk?
7

8

9

10

11

22

QA4.2-0
C'""""ance ""'""Ille :
Quesfion Is t,e Slcl'age •ea protected from 1he elements?

See Rnt 4. 2-0

CanDliance Slanetu'e :
Question : lve there any items of b<ilding contlguratlons that are a ftre risk?

See Rot 4.2-H

Cannllance Slnnatu'e :
Question : Is there public access to the st()(age?

See Ant 4.2-J

Canollance Slanature :
Question : Is the Sl()(age •ea lockable?

see Ant 4.2-K

Canotlance Slanetu'e
Question : Is the Waste n st"'age ""'rec:lly registered and tagged with Identifiers?

See -Finl 4.2-l

Cannllance Slanatu'e:
Question · Are there any items in Sl()(age that !tlauld not be 91ored with waste?

See Rnl 4.2-M

OA4.2-W

CA 4.2-J

CA 4.2-K

Space
23

QA4.2·X

Question : Is th«e suffldent room within the storage area to layau1 the packaging system?

CA4.2-Y

~lance Sianatu'a :
Question : Is there IIUflldent appropriate space f"' the location of the dacontamnation and
amenities laclities?

see Rot 4.2-X

24

CA 4.2-Z

Cannllanoe Slanature :
Question : Is there suffldent space to locate the Are service canmand venda and othll'
emergency services dlltng an emergency.

see Rat 4.2-Y

25

QA 4.2·.V.

Canollanoe Si111ature :
Question: Can 1he wDl1<1ng areas be COf1'4)1etely defended against the intrusion
or plbllc and unaitho!1sed acoess?

See Rot 4.2-Z

26

See Rot 4.2-.V.

QA 4.2·AB

Canollanoe 9iona\Jre :
Question : can the wDl1<1ng «eas be defended against t:uglars and 11'9D11ists "' envronmental
adMsts?
Canllllance S1111ature :

See Rot 4.2-AB

CA 4.2-L

CA4.2-M

13

QA 4.2-N

14

CA 42-0

See Ant 4.2-N
Cannliance Slanatu'e
Question : Is there any aspect of the storage that ltlould be lrrrnediately notified to theMozemblque Gov1?
Canollance Slanature:

see Ant 4.2-0

27

Type & Quantity

16

17

see Ant 4.2-W

~lanoe e;~- re :

CA 4.2+i

12

15

Question : Does the !lte have suffldent aanes and hoists in working "'der

CA 4.2-P

RHldente

Queslion : Iva all the Wallle Types lillled and quantities noted?
c,.,,..,ance sranatu'e :
Quastlon : Are all risk 89SeS!ITlent noted In the sdledlAe:

See Ant 42-P

CanDliance Slmature :
Question : Are there any items that cannot be handled safely with the Slandll'd wallle handing
tectni- that will require a specielist approach?

See Ant 4.2-0

Canoliance Slmature

See Ant 4.2-A

28

QA 42-AC

29

CA4.2-AD

30

CA 4.2-AE

CA 42-0

CA 4.2-R

Question: Are there nearby residential accommodations?
Canollanoe 9i111ature :
Question : Ara these acconrnodations at risk of flre n storage Items?

See ADI 4.2·AC

Canollanoe 9iana\Jre :
Question : With the proxrnlty of readenual eccanmodations are the Aims and goels of the project
canpranlsed?

see ADI 4.2-AD

CanDllance Sianature:

See Ant 4.2-AE
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I
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31

QA 4.2-AF

111

Non
Compliance
R1nort

Question :Are the nearby residents appraised ol evacua1ion atterla if fire breaks
out in tie storage a-ea?

CcmDllance Sianature :

See RDI 4.2-AF

Acce11
32

OA4.2-Al3

33

OA4.2-AH

34

OA4.2-AI

35

OA 4.2-AJ

\:\:}\:\:~{:\:\:\:\:~~\:(:\:\:\:\:\:~:\:\:~:~:\:=:=:~:):~:):~:):~:):~:):\:\:\:\:::::\{:\:\:\::.:\\\-:\:~:'A,\:
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Item I tnllructlan
Number
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srti

N1me:

l~Y]

1StMl81 TVP•
Tp 1 8tlnga
Tp28tlnga
Tp38tlnga

(

I&

J I

11
11

11
11
11

mar l2q
11iaPrqe12
flsFmar 117] = TNIPrqeQ
AIIIFmar 117] = 11i11Prqe12

x
x

I

Question : Are 1he roads mid Slreels up to 1he storage area adequate for the planned ac11vt1y?
CcmDllmice Sianature :
Question : W1111here be easy access to 1he staage area for all emergency vehldes?

See RDI 4.2-AC

Ccmollance SianalU'e:
Question : Are tie roads end • - adeq.,ate for a flAI scale evaQJlllon shOUd ~ be req!Jred?

See RDI 42·A~

Ccmllllance Sianature :
Question : Is the report ached!Je for Ille waste completed
ccmpleled?

See Rot 4.2-AI

c-1ance Siana!U'e

See Rot 4.2-AJ

I

r·~-

l

I

I..

I

TrpellocimlC

Tp1Tl,III

x AsFacltl I I

II

ThlllPrcieQ

II

I

Hazard•

36

QA 4.2-AK

Question: Are there any CM!lhead lranarnisson Ines or power cables aboVe the staage lite lhal will
impede loading operatiDn!I?
CcmDllance SianalU'e:

See Rot 4.2-AK

Qlj/ ... i.
du1ntltytout1

Tp 1 a,anay

11000]

1

As Facta I I

I
Tiu Prcjed I I

Storage Total (SumSublollll) Risk factcr =
Type Total (Sum Sulllolall) Rilk lactcr =
Qun!IV Total (6um SUIIICJIIIBl ,500 =

WIiie Qu111t1t1•

~:'-~~m~:::::::::::::f::~:f:::_
---------------- --------------------~----~------~--~------------------St!lt!fll_
bru•

____________ _
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Neport

,,.._,., lnlllrVdlon .._...._ •

.-...,eel

Poge n

Number

~."·.~.-

. :·)ll!lii:t •.:/: ""-•::' :·
Item

::;:;:::::::::::;:;::::::::::!!(!6::~;~=~!~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::
1

Rpt 4.2-A

2

ffPl4.2-B

3

Rpt 4.2-C

4

Rpt4.2·1.l

5
6
7

111114.2-E
Riil 4.2.f'
HIJl4.2-G

8

Rpl4.2-H

9

Rpt 4.2.J

10

Rpt 4.2·K

11
12

R1114.2-L
Rpl4.2·M

13

Apt 4.2-N

14

Rpt 4.2-0

15

HIX 4.2·P

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

4.2.Q
4.2-A
4.2-6
4.2-T
4.2-U
4.2-V
42-W
4.2·X
4.2-Y
4.2.Z
4.2-AA
4.2-AB
4.2-AC
4.2-AO
4.2-AE
4.2-AF
42-AG
Apl4.2·AH

34
35

Apt 4.2-AJ

36

Apt 4.2-AK

AD142·AI

EMablsh name and include sufficient detai to clearly id«!llly sle. K Is not enouC,, to lllfrl)ly cd the
site "NIIT"b<r Aw" The Ille name IT"UII Include an area n...., that ls lnstnty rl!C09iaed by all
associated wtth the projec:1 as well II the emergency NNtcas. Dlllng the eatabllllhmerc ol the site
name a check wlh the local nre savtoe llhoud be 1111de In orda" to 188 I the lite name that is
Intended to be used is •"""''"'e lor Ills N . . . . . . . . . .
Audi check the lite "'111 the total sc:hecllle I& COf11)111ed and lhll III lnclvkllal itens are dearly
ldentllied and accounted lor on the sch«ille. The total nun1>er ol lems llhould be counted II a
total and this total llhould be made uo ol subtotals ol lnclvldUal stor- ........
I cuing the lltte lnapedlon some or 811 d the waate stored ere an irrneclale threal lo the
environment, then the Ila lnapeclion prOCMS is to be lrnmeclately suapended and the emergency
plan put nto operation. This means that WPI 4.9 Emergency lnstrudlon 11 drawn up, Iha
emergency vehicle caled out and the clean.(lp operlllon pia In motion. Dlrilg the lorrnilallon ol
WPI 4.9 the entire life 11 ched<ed lor other ltells 11111 ar, an lrnmedate ttvell ID the enwonment.
Make lrnnedlate arrangemer'11 to h - the atad<ed storaga llems r8IIICl!ed ao thll lhe 9lacked
lllUdure 11 no lonaer unMable. This can be ad1ieved bv the uee ol WPI 4.3.
Same edlon a lor Ast 4.2.C
Same edlon • ror RIii 4.2-C
laollte thoN lema st 11111 lrorn the surrounclng ~lpmert and stabllee againM earthCJJPe. This
1......... lhould rec:elw """'"" In the aearance Plan.
Urgert adlon Is required to provide prolldlon even ff 1h11 hae to be 1""1)0fery ca,,ar. Tlis adi"1ty
should rec:elw ur"""' nrw11v In the clearance n1an.
Elher the weate ~ a l must be urgenay removed to • ule loc:lllon or the bullclng conlig1.-.tion
c11111<W1 This 11111 u - ' edllllv In Iha a•anc:e 111111.
Urgert !llf)l are to be liken to prevent Mlhar publle 1CC818. Thie may mea, lhe lnmediate
lnMallallon ot a eecurtv rence or~-. ~••d ,.,., _e
aramade.
lrnmeclate arr..- . to be made to NCll'e IIOI'•- 1111.
Review lhe mm1odd"llf that wu used to store the materlll In the In! pla and 188 ff a sultlllle
syatem ii avallallle that can be extended to Itri& prOjed. this ls not leulble and the clent la unable
to IIMee the ayMarn uled then lhe clearance pen wtl need to eetallllllh I tagghg aystarn and
method d recorclna 11....,..ed In the a•n:e Plana.
make mnecllle 1rr..gemen191o remo¥e these lama. I there ii any machinery Cl' vehicles or other
that la not contan1nated then thev must be removed lrrmeclllelv.
l98ue a report and lmmeclately nclily the EPA c:Hi1g the non aJl11lllnC8. 1 his must not be
nealected.
Proceed to COfl1)il!le the entire register at waste types ..d CJJanllles. The clearance pan cannot
be completed wlhout the c:cmpletion d this register. Wa clent genarlled register has been
auDDlied then tts contents 111191 be life suclted lor acan..,,,.
Provide d ~lk 11S888811111111 lnlormalion ao that the rilk • -lldors can be noted.
l88U8r__... • ~•al Hencllna ~1remanr • ner the lnMrudions WPI 4.3
Issue A - "Pnmer• ·- Non ~1ance 11 - Anal - · .
IS9Ue~ --on lor adcltlonll Lia11Una and Power.
Issue~ --on ror adcltlonll wcrk
laaueA~ 'Fire Fi<lllna Aeaources" as Del' Filll " ~
Issue• .,.,,. "Ufls & Hdaa" 11 ner F11a1 A_,.,
lasue•
~emerts Non ·~1ance• 11 oar Final r ~..., -·~emenll Non ~ance· aa oer Anal
Issue•
.,..,..., -·~emenll Non .~ance· 11 oer Anal
INUe
"Unauthorized~ non~~1ance as r>er Hllll A
Issue A
:"\Jneuthorlzea Ao:ess non~~1anc:e• aa ,,.. Frnll M
IIIUeA
ProdUce Sketch llhowlna aroxiritv ol realdentlal acccmmodatlons lcr a.ance Plan.
lasue A - -re Ailka" as oar Anel A Issue A - • Pli~ Alms and Goel• non~lance"
Pro.Ide to dlent for dillrtbutton to realdents the Are evacullion inllrUdlons.
lsaue ~ "la»as - ~ 11 oer Final A~•
l89ue Report "Storage !Vea !VrMl lor Emergency VehldeS" and In adcltion visit with Ille
amer- authorities to ascertain DDliona
Issue .....,.. "Evacullion OIIIOJl!ies' as ner Anal - .
Examile the storage and count the waste capactors and transformers. Wthe Morage Is 9llci1 that tt
Is - b l e to count the material then calcUlate lhe nearest estJqtes.
Delail the hazard and repcrt on method to all<Jid the problem. Wserious then detail approech to
adalll the n-•1na orocess another wav.

r

,...-21

, - U n i IHlnlcllOII ~ o [ e o t

91~ lntplillkin ftllal

Report

'Use the format hete to prawce Ille Fila/ Site ln,pectton Repott'"
ANAL REPORT FORMAT
Introduction
This report lor [
J storage Is the resur ol the appliclllon ol the ate lnspecllon
Plan and C0\11119 aspeds ol storaga type. WIiie type and CJJanliy. Information provldsd by the Fnal
Sia lnspadlon report ii to be used within the Sle aearance and preperlllons pans.

Sit• lnapec:tlon Data
Site Name
The confirmed site nane that has been v«lled by the -gency SeMCel,
lheclier1andls[
).
Storaga TVPN
The 1)'1)88 ol Morage 11111 are present at the named lltte are as per the loll owing list.

wa.ie Typea
The waMe type is consta,t throuC,,out the lle (JlanUty;

W•1141 Quantity
The CJJ11111Ues ol Stored waste that are present at the named site are Included In the lollowilg list.

-·-1

-~
~

--

Light, Power and Are Aghling Equlpmarit

Th81e are ninmum power avallable and no llghlilg. There are no nre ftgl"ling ladltles available onsile

UIIII and Hollllll

Space

~

Relidenta

AccNa

wa.ie Matertar

507
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I

WORK PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS

WPI 4.3 Clearance instructions

ANAL REPORT FORMAT Continued.

Hex, COfflplionce Report•
Special H1ndllno Rlqul..-t (Apt 4.2-A)

PrillllrY Alm ond Golla Non Compllonce (Apt U·S,AE)

Fire Flgh~ . _ , _ (llpt 4.2-V)

Utl1 end Hola1 (Apt U·W)

Spllllal Requirement, (Apt 4.2-X, Y,Z)

Una,lhor1zed Acc.. Non Compliance (Apt 4.2-AA,AB)

Fire Ailk1 (Apt 4.2-AD)
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LocMlon of Sanrica Md ananit•

a.....,.. Plan lnc:lJdla 11na1 da1811 rA lhe loclllona rA Iha - I NNC891nd1mlritlea.
carolul planning lo r8CJired to corradly-- - a n d led- .,that lhe work11 •l«y
and llila prdadlon ii !Jllranlead. /\a part ol the Sia ~ plan I Illa «awing lndcalng Iha
Vllba boundary r - and lrnftation11o to be pr°'*"*l Thie «awing a l under Iha Clearance
Plan be amotatad wtl1 1he alOClllona rA Iha potilionl rA Iha Wlrioul ...icaa end l1clll•.
The type and depoallal ol lh- ..,.... and llcilliel lo dnaibed bolow and lhai" cnaradailllcs
are to be lakan lnlo1ccou,1..., - g - • lo pace them on Iha 11118 «aM>g.
Tha

Thi d.,.nce Plan lo an c,uqu rA lhe aila lnlpedion plan. When al the obavattona and caJQJlotion1
and~• lac:laa 1re 1amU11«1 Within the Flnll - lnlpedion Rapart Iha, lho a.ranee Plan can be
-an. The a.ranee Plan - _ , th• prtorllzad - n e e adlacU• baad on ria lador1. The
C.renca plan lllo.111' wtue rA t h e ~ adlacUa, -141 the ralawen1 plr19 rA lhe Site
Prop111lcr1 Plan. Thlo adlvly than lllowl 1M allocalm and IOClllon rA lhe Project rllOU'- to be
•l'!lledlna .....,. llllactt-lhel-ed ~ r.-1.
E l - - of Illa Cl..,.nce PIM

lh•-

Wlllln lhe llnll Ila lnlpdon repartthae lo a canpl-adlacUe rA
llaragearaatwieo. ThNelaledlypeaaren..,,_1-10. Undorlheuladpollc:ydmlnmladonrA
twieolhot l-.va lhe hlc,,aar ~• lacknare lo be d•red~II. nttwe an owlda
that raqulr• 1 dllaant ordar to that or~• mirimlalon than a non can.,ilonce roport lo to
becan~.

• --•111

·-·
Tha

lhorllge r A - • p,IOlttJ achedllle

The ordar ol d<aranca 11 thaaloreto be bead on lhe ro1-.g ordar a n d - araaga ' - 1h11
11111*• In lhe 91e In....-, Plan arato-r In lhe ada lhoWn In the C.oance Plan Flnll ropall.
Prtortlled cwCllr of - - c1-ce
Wllhln •di aror1911Jpa lh•• ara lurlw ria conlldarallon9. 1hNa . . . - 1 - lndJdl Tpand "'81111111, In orda lhol Iha pdic:y o1 • - - lo luly c:arriad cu lhe Clearance
plan mual ln-lhe carrect-priorc.lor -Tpand _.ily. Tha Ille lnlpdon
Flral report r-'9 on Iha ..,...1yp81 and quantHIN. The
lor II-. typeaand
(Jll-loHlolawa:

prtorty-•

'""°"' location,

and poallone lhal

NCJI•• pooilional dld81ons Within Iha Clearance Plan are a,

L.ocallon ol DecorCamlnalon Fadily
LIICllllon o l - amslli•
LIIClllion rA
vahlda
L.ocallon rA l'llcuglng Ar11
Lacallon rA Dltplld1 area

Em•-

OWlrall llll9nca - ·

Lacallon rA DecorCamlnalon Fadlly
Tha loclllon dtlialldly lllhln lhe Ila cwalllng ""'" laka lrtll con-alon Iha...,.. tolhearaao.
polliliaring rA 1111 lldly mull lmpedl nonnll
lhlt II worknandllla
vlllor1 •• NCJ1nd loplll lhl'CIIVI lhltlacllty. Cm-lCll 1181 aloo b e ~ to an. . . 1111 I
the site ii requted to be attended by emergency 9elVices tlat Iller access is not in.,.cled
by the lllcontlmination tacllty.
Thlo !lolly la lo be llled ao 1h11 any pll'IOfflll antering Iha - - - or - g a ••• mull anla'
the 1111 and any 1**111111111,tng Iha work araa fflllll elll lrorn the lacllly. nmull not be pollilioned
toona -dlhe 9*yto lhe work llte, I mull be n h. There muot bea mathod- lho1
allolll Iha unll tobe ily1lonad In lhe-lhal repld a,try lo rlCJlr«I by.,.._ NNC89.

al•-.,

n.

LIIClllonrA-am"111•
Thil uni mull be IOClled ...-o1111e wor11 area be,and 11• -mlnadon ladlty. The
pollioring ol tli1 uni muar nrA mpeda lo Iha work Ille and I mull be halalled at a
r - -..ea away lrorn Iha work Ille. There mull be no pailloring rA lhaarnenllal uril
1h11 woud lad- Iha • - e a d lhe dlcarllaminadon unit
LIIClllion rA Erner- vahlda
The anaganc:y vatida 1181 be located pulling lhr"""1 Iha decontamination lldlly.
Whan the delala ol lhe Sia lnopedlon Plan are kn-, 1hen the prioritized dMrance schedule can
be canpleted wlhln the Cl•ranca Final report.

rA l"8 waklnga,ea and lhal be e . . - a without

L.ocallon rA the Pacu~ng or•.
Tliaarea lhaudbelocalldu doatotha workarm upcalbla.

Time ltlble
Dlllllo rA the _.:led daeranca rA l"8 ale are r"'llired. Nate In Iha report the
and dlle lor d•rence rA all waara lor Ilia [llila name].

~

<11118 and the

lh•

The packaging arm le lo bi d•dy .,_, on
Ila doaM>Q. The localon lhould cllltly lrdca18
the pollilion ol al lhe ~ a n t lod1and-ga lane H wall aa lorldlt movamant plan and
atippng conlalnar pollitiono. The .....111 bundlng proteclon llmd 11.. bi .,_, H I lntmlodt•
with Iha movamant plan.

L.ocallon al Dltplld1 Area
Tliaaraalolobe.......,..bymamb819dlhepia,tic. (Truck~wnendlhell<a). Thllar•mullbe
conplalaly apa,118 toni lhe pad<ilg •••· The locallon rA Iha conlalna dapatcl1
and '-tha aaparalion ia to be achieved la to be .,_,_

°"91111 dollnl8 """e
nIha • - or -aga llilll ia nm alr•di provided with , la,cad boJndaly than lhe 11, «awing
muot . -tha lile lanca 1841i'ameru and the Final Clearance report Inductee a l8Cllon to be
completed ragrudng the Iii, ranang.
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Instruction
Number

Number

'

~

'

11S&E431

I

I

Element• al the CINrance Safety and Environmental Pion

QAAt.dit

Storage and lype prioritization

.Quantities

In order to dear the ~te in a sale and orderty manner plus maintain management locus ol salety and
environmental p,olection the clearance plan musl be p,loritized according to the rlsi< !actor
The clearance priority Is determined by the sile 11spectlan plan Md the clearance salety and
environment plan S<fTl)ly !allows the sclledule

:Bame s~e Clra1Mng

i

Prioritize SChedule of
clearance
By Staage
By Type
B}' Quantity

Formulate Integrated
Prioritized schedule

Strategy Statement

In order to disdlarge lhe Safely requ1remen1s and provide lull envm:,nmenlal preied100 and to
mamtaln the policy ol risk mk1111llZ1flon the aearance plan must be prtoritized. ThlS means that the
Clearance Plan must constructed so that the warehoose or storage areas must be deared by degree
ol danger. The higher the danger the higher up the pnority list the clearance and the earlier the
clearance. The lnte9"ation ol the clearance schedule as contained within the Final repon ol the
clearance plan is designed to adhere to this policy.

Site lnapectian Plan
Final Report

Final Report Scllodules
· Storage Typeo
: Waste Type

Page 7
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Procedural Instruction Mozambique - Pro\ect

Waeto packing Prioritization
In general. wastes will be pad<ed in the !allowing order (Where items exist)

O\tof
Compliance
Reports

Waste material exposed to environment where there Is no preiedlon
Wast.e m.ater1al exposed lo environment but with protection
Wast.e drummed bul exposed 10 the open
waste material contained prolected Md nol m the open.
In addition. sdt materials (overall. dolhes. wipes etc) will be pact<aged as used

f----

Site Drawing
Locations

Decontamination
Location

I-+

Amenities
Location
Packaging area
Location

Defence area
Location

I

Flnal Clearance Report
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Non
Compliance
Reoort

Warehouse w Stonae factlltv Cl•r•ca Prtorltv

Question: tve all the types

1

lnetructfon Proc-al ln...,,CII.,

Numb•

Number

Mo-.,• . Proi-

Page 20
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1

ADI 4.3-A

Ccmplale the achedule as '""'ired under the WPI 4.2 hling Ot1 the ertire details aa 10 atorage typn

2

ADI 4.3-B

Ccmplete lhe SChedue 19 re<µred under WI 4.21iling oul the ertire dalalo as to Waste types and
quantities.

3

Apt 4.3-C

Co,-nplete the 11110 <towing aa re<JJired by \WI 4.2

4

ADI 4.3-0

Co,-nptete the <tawing ol the lite and daptay as a separate etawing lhowing the location of the
decontamtnallon and snerlU• untts and Ind eating the flow a peroonnel.

5

ADI 4 3-E

Ccmplale lhe alte <tawlng ahowlng the locaHon ol the ame<gency vehlda.

8

ADI 4.3-F

Ccmplale the c1ra,.;ng ol lhe &Ito ahowing the location ol the decantin~ckaglng •eaa.

7

Apt 4.3-G

Ccmplete the 1111e chwing ahowing the location ol lhe dapatch area with mO\lemert lrdcatlone.

8

ADI 4.3-H

Ccmplete the etta <towing showing the location a the defence area.

9

Apt 4.3-1

Ccmplale the ~ l e a atart and end dates

a sto,-age careclly indialled on the schedules from WPI 4.2?

OA 4.3-A
Co,-naliance Stan..,,e

See ADI 4.3-A

Tvne and OUanatv clawanca mlorttv Kllecfule

Question : tve all the Waste types and quentltles entered Into the schedules lro,-n WP1 4.2 7
2

3

4

5

OA 4.3-B
Co,-noliance Slan..,re
P1>11Uon anocauon,
Question: Within the Final Repat to,- the Site lnspedion plan Is there a site drawing?

See RD1 4.3-B

Co,-nDiiance Stona1ure
Question: Are the ioCallons a the Oeccnlarntnal!On and amenities uni ta erawn up on the site plan?

See RDI 4.3-C

Co,-nDliance S1an81Ure
Question: Is the localion

See Alli 4.3-0

QA 4.3-C

OA 4.3-0

a the Bnergency vahlde lndicalad on the site drawing?

QA 4.3-E
Co,-nDlianoe Stan..,re
Question: tve the tocalions

6

7

8

9

See RDt 4.3-E

or the Packaging eraas indicaled on the site crawing?

QA 4.3-F
Co,-nDlianoe Slon..,re
Question: Is the localion a the dlspaldl eraa shown on the sle crawlng?

See RDI 4.3-F

Co,-n1111anoe Slan..,re
Question: Is the tocalion

See RDt4.:3-G

QA4.3-G

a the dalenoe zona lndi<*ed on the site drawing?

OA 4.3-H
Co,-nDlisnoe Slana,ure
Question : Iva the delails a clseranoe Slat dale and end dale no:ed?

See Alli 4.:3-H

Co,-nDliance !lianalure

See RDt 4.3-1

QA4.3-I
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FINAL REPORT FORMAT

ANAL REPORT FORMAT Continued.
lneufl- De1II from Site ln-1ion PI-, (Rpt 4.~A-G)

lntroduotion
Tli• report lor (
JWlllla llOraga factly 11 lhe r-.t ol the ai,picdon d !he Cle•anc• Plan
and a,var1 _.is d - · Claarancot prlortlmg by •aege type. W••• t)'P8 and
<JJanlly. lrloonalion pro.ldad lor Wlhin tt11 report 111d th• ca,dullon1 are lo be uoed tor !he Sila Pteparalion plan.

c1 ....... Data
P~nwy Alffll -,d Goal• Non Compllan..
91orall" Type priority
The 1J1P81 ol •oraga lh• a,dll II the [SIi• n. .al 1re lllld tn order d priorly in de-,dng danger.

Unacceptable Location, (Rpt D-H)

WNI• Tvpe Priority
The 1J1P81 d wMle that 1,d• • the (Sit• nan,aj •• l•ed In c,der ol priority In de-,dng danger

w-

Qu-,111Y priority
The quanlltiN d W- thal aldll • tht (111 nan,aj ara l•ed in order ol priorly in deocending danger

Concl11alon1

N. the (Ille nsnaj there are the lolowlng llaaga typel, wa. . typea Ind CJJarlltln lh• have
ldleclUltd u , _ , In accordance wlh the r9C1,1lrld ~ Ind anwonmental 11t11dorda
Thie ect,edue lndcalee the exact method ol clNrancs 111• i1 to be undertaken
to minimize the r1lk and molrnlm !ho prcleclion.

Integrated Cl-•n•• priority

In ...-g the abovo lndv!OJal priorly lloealion lo Iha three catagorlee above !he final
raoornmendlllon aa lo prioritized dearance 11 aa per the lolowing let In order ol dearance.
The locatiom of the decontarrination and amenities as well as the decantr,g/packaging area
and defence zones is shown on the attached site drawings and these ndicate tl"at the wort<s
can proceed.
Tlm• table

Non Compliance Raporta •• ...,,msiied a loltowa:

Clearance dates required include:
Start date·······················-································

The owrall a,ndullon d the a-ance report ii lh• the wakll may proceed wlh the loltowlng crlaia:

Cll!nnce or waste t,y date ....•·-·······················

Full zone protection raqJlred.

Decontamination or site date ..............•.............
lnlomlltlon tor 111• BI• Prepara1on Plena
Site finished date ..............................•.........•....
"inclJde the QA died< ICheduleo, aearance Oata Reports, Non CO<npiance reports Ind any mlft. . 111• wll ~re aaention from within the Sita Pr-atlon plan."

AppendlCH
• Appanclceo to

Iha final report ahould indudo the loll owing"

Cl-once Data reporto, Site ctawlnga

512
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WORK PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS

WPI 4.4 Site Preparation Instructions
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Strategy Statement

Containment earn..-. and 1pill protec;tion

The Site Preparalia, PI.an 1s concerned wth the detail of site preparaion The seq.ience et aver1s
planned ICM' eadl sile is a drect reSJl et the nak factOf aSSl:l99ma,I and is a P'od.Jd of the Strategy"

>JI arees of operation dt.fing the dearance a peS11dde waste frcrn the Site r~ire en\11ronmental p-otectton
Thet is to say al areas must haw eane lorm of physical prctec:tiOfl to prevert the wale from 9n:Eflng
lhe envirom,ent This nonnally takes tf"\8 form d OOndng ('tempcrary or permanent) or air1ace
preparation The type and level ot the bunding protection rellN on lhe operellons e~ded within

Mrll'nis.ill:ion cl Risk pdicy that ie inh~ait n the Aims and Goals of lhie plan. The ~e i:reparaticri
Pl.-. is lhe means by which the Clearance S:Un it Implemented

the secure area and the level of risk invot,ed.
Element• of d'le SiN Prep1ration Plan

The folowing containment b81'Ti• structural requirements 8/e designed 10 be apphed agauist the
total r19k lada thal the SCe inspedion plan and rhe clearance plan deri\les from Iha a<t1it100 cJ the

Site Preparation

lhroo lactoro ol Storaga, lype and quar,bty

Each 11:orage area wOI have been priorllisad at a re&Ut et the Clearance PIM. In ad<l:ioo the
Oe,nnce Plan woi.Jd have provided cisa•a of the loeation of the Decoot.-nlnttion and .-nenNles
unite. The Site preparation f)fl'I deals With the apadhc organtzational elema,ts thet are required la

Tw,o 1 Containment · Riek factor = (5~10)

the vlfiCl.18 slea

The 9ite ctaww,gs and slo.etchea now need to be i:ropierly drawn up with the various areas indicated
Tt'ia ctaWing muat show the fdlowlng WCKk areas

Thr" protec-ted . . ., will be required •• foll owe:
Primary Zone

• Primary Zooe unloadrlg/Qeakdown area
• Pri'nary ZCKle packaging area
• Second•Y Zme TrM1sit Slaage area
• Seooodary Zone Tranall: conaolidatlcn area
• Tertiary Zone container1umon area
Ead\ site wiN re~lre 90me or all or these areas The aaual r8CJ.!lrement witl depend on the Clearence
plan ccr,clusiona

Full PPE rs reQuired in this zone

The ioc,tions or services and ladlitles mual ala::, be Slown en these ctawings, namely,

Secondary Zone

• Location of DeCence Zone
• Location a Oec:cntammahon Unit
• Location of Am enit,es unit
• Lcxat1cn a em wgencv vehicle
• Location of Public Zone
. Locatlcn a au amergEr!CV matErials
• Location a 811 First A.Id 8QU1p-nent
• Location of au fire t1gltmg eq..npmerit
• Lcxetion a WPI naice board

Tertiary

Zone

This zone ha5 the amenities and decontamination units as per the layout drawmg .
No PPE is required apa"t from the in the dirty area of the decontamnat1on unit.

Equipment

required

Whai al these tac~it1e, and services are fullv annctsled and detined wilh1n Iha wori(ing site draw~1gs

then ccr,structJon ot the barriers can r,oc.eed

Vleitor1
During the daarance a lhe Waste matenal lhae Vrnll be may be 90n,e visitors wanting lo inspect the

woo:.

opeuittOl1 Vlstors mu91 be controlled The
area. whid'I may be potentlally
ccr,tamlnated. must be clea,ty defined e g. With a barrier ol flags, plastic tape. etc. and entry restnded
lo only those who are oorredly attired Those inspecting the work mus wear dsposable overalls.
ctapoaable boot COVElf8. hall face respi.talors filed ~h OV/AG/Particulatsd llltws end ulety "as:ses
THERE ARE TO BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THESE PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS
REGARDING VISITORS

Emergency showa

Fire fig"ting eqU1pment (5

11:

&Kg)

F irat aid equipment
decontaminalion container

Amenil1es unit

Alter mspect1ng the wotk9 ll'IS1tors must pass lhrough the decootam111a11on unit to remove the overalls
and txKf covers. The ,«e sup•llisor is to enaure that visitor respirators and glasses 81"8 kept dean

Office l#lil

and the !tilers changed weekl~

AJr·condil1crnng plant

No V1sitcn are permitted onto the site unless they are authOfised by lhe dient project engineer and
the protect manager
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lnlllnlctlon _ _,.. .. Nu .... -

. . - - - l'roje«

P-1

,~f :::
Item

!('P..~.~:~_:,-""'~''1\8

,n..,.ctlon Proc-ral ., _

WPI 4.4.6

Delance A-•

Localon of lle DeconwnlnMlon .,d ArnenhlN uni•

T h e - l l l o n d fflUII be dalignld with 'Oily' and 'Oelrl' - · -atld by 11,.,,..
••-·
a..,-and-••• 1 - l n . , . 'CIMn' End ol t,aunl. a,dlll.,. llall d each

A daleno1 lne lhould be cl'awn atOJnd Iha prtm.,,, and 18C011clary ..._ Galwll!v lle lorllary
zone- nal lllow ICOlll lo aJlhorlNd pa,IDnnol auch u conlllnlf wc:tc drt,...
nol
req,Jred lo cl'_ In Iha per10MII protection ""'lpnanl. SUch
nOI pennlllad to ent• lh•
18CC111dary or primary- Fer mljer -lllon•lha dallllOI Ina ...,.Id be uea,rty tvPa lance. lor
tempcrary -••on1 lhen a plalllc womlng ' - can be ul8d.

In

people••

7

WPI 4.4.7

period d - · par11111not wl go hough lle prOOICllre • -

on 8'1 now-.
lle nonnal COUIN d - . lle prol- ololhlng 111d e<µpment ll!oud IIIIIUll lhal pll'IOMal
do n o 1 - . corumlnalld. Tha'ller1 WIIIII • - WII b e . - . ctunmed 111d cllp<>l8d d

e

WPI 4.4.8

be......,. -•WIiy

_ . , . _ _ haw_, - • • n - r y 1 o p a n aldclaWiopllawcr""11acliwrln

In_.,._

Are protection
The - • OU111C1narlo invd- 1 li'e In the laclllll. I lhe nra II colll•ll llon Kcan be IOJltll ualng
conv-11 tacMI- I lhe Ira -1nvo1-111e • - HNI than I con only be loui,,t uo1ng
lulboct/ chemiOII IUII With 111ei,ll lnalhlng . _....._ The 1i'1 1111111 be IOJi,,t wlh dry . , i and
mUII
will lhorl rOala:a -,angec1 lor lhoN al 11a lront. Ful boct/ . , _ . . and
lul chemlOll -arnlnalon kils wl be
I the looll li'a ...ios doa nal havalhlo ICJJipmn
lhon • mUII be Jl"""dld bi' 11e Project m.,_.

..eh .....

'"'°"' -

Em1r11-r 000811

-gond•

Worll A.._

Wllin 111 Pnnary, ~aldlldlary m n • - - - •11olllle,,._. M1ncrmll
rule al thumb ...
ldlvllal 1h11 . . llltignld ID each ..,.,.11,c,uld no1 be undlrlakan In
ll1CJIIW ...,._ I i1...,..,.. lo olavllle • - ICllvly ~ Iha oclle al mna prmacy tu no1-ardl.

who••

Tha dalanOI avcom lholl be .. dnlgnadlhal In Iha ewinl d I lul oclla em11111ncy the a m - . . - """hav1 M ...,..1o lhe wcrldng platlcrm1 wlh"" ha"1ng lo go through 118-0l llnal.
In allw -de Iha -.0. llne mUII be-lo be readly remOVlble by o m • - - · During
ouch
lhlll •• - 1 , v l l e fire ...ios a flOlillon lor I cornma,d vlhlde bdh upwind
and down Wind mUII be provided.

along With ... allw · - ·
ThaamdH uni l 1 - e d 1 · - · ........ il.._llerelobe I - o n . , . •c:1..,• tide al
.,. - l n l l o n uni. Uldll no drcum..,_ i111111 uni lo be locald In 11• 'Dirty' •ea er .,__ Tha am-Ullll la to canaill al U1Ch roan IIClll• Ind i11o be .-Id by.......,.. ctJrlng
break• cny going llrough Iha -amlnlllon proceclJr• • lhown on Iha flow chill.
WPl4.4.4

P_,

SIio ............. Pl..

Pr-111..-. ol-unh lhcluldhew _ , pr..,.dld cutnglle llte ln~on llage and
_ . , . m-a'""1gl haw-. Ul)dllad lo lhow the lewl ol .......,g ~ lhei, are lurlh•
- w l h . , . _ , . , . , . _ I n m o n lldlllyand . , . . , , , _ unlla.

4

·.,:,··, .. ·.··

N.. . - .

6
WPl4.4-3

.

_, ...._..... . PNject
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·.. ·'.WPI.,-"

9

WPI 4.4.9

10

WPI 4.4.10

'""*Id.

lll1nlderll .....

-lhll1181o be llllgrledpar ....... u - :

Primary Zone

Tllophona IIJlcl Fa
Sacure lllephone and la ...ios II rlCJli'ad No Illa ac:tivlly II lo cornmanos uni- Iha llllphona
......,llc:onnaadandav-1.

11

WPl4.4.11

lkll~ and loldlng d IUI a,d empty contll'!ar1. Stacker

Tertiary Zona

WPI 4.4.5

-.11c.

· - The IIVllam ll!OJld be COfflpullll' With di Illa ....
Al lhl daifV racordl, QA-lhould be racorded in• h•d copy lcrmll • WII u on 111 Ille
.......... I I la no1 pooollle lo have I a,rnplts on ....... lhl lorml lhoVm In 1h11 WPI ata lO be
adh•ed lo.

-•lion.

111-. - " " llil • • only a,d pa11111n11. Amanll• aid c1ac:on11m1.-i uni• WII u the
ERU •• loc:aled in lhil ••·
OIIIOl, tallp,OMI ID etc u .... u canpar reccrdl ate.

5

Record•
A complala record l!Ylllffl ia r114Wod lor eacl1 Illa and lhe lonnal ol 11111 wil dlpand on Iha clanl

SNOlldlry Zone

12

WPI 4.4.12

Em1r11encr RaeponN Nlllcla
For all•••• irojectl , _ g 200 Tonneo ol - • • .....,._...,..Y ..,..1ppec1 om«goncy vllic:le
mUII be malnuined ler lhl ctJrlllon ol 8'e project. Thie vehlclll-* 11 IIPIII
u lhl
eacort vlhlcle dLrlng lra1ah"""'1 al contllnn er 1ra1111 bln1 Wll11n Iha country al Iha project. The
vehida .... lllendl lhe flnll tra,11• lo Iha ""' lol<lng company. dllalll ol 1h11 vahida •• conl.llnld
lnWPl4.9.

and -

WOlllln11 A- equl-' Roqul..,,.,•.
In - · . . . .ant II aollgnad par wcrtilng ..... and lhll "41iprn1nl lll""d ....... bllwaa,

za,n.

Thi• equ1pman1 111cud 1111y ....
lot the dLrlllon ol lle project. Pumpa, - · _,..,. a,d d laoll lhould ha,e a specllc s,lace al
occupallon Wllhln the lllnd a,d when nol In Ul8 •e lO be localld in 111111 plaOI. EmlJgancy opil
corttainmont matariall 11a to be loc:aed oullido the prinary "'""1111 wilhin reach. The
ama,gancy . , _ , li'e ni,,tlng 1141lprnont m,d li'II aid eqi.ipnanl ia lloo 10 be ln. .lld lmmedlfalv
14,lcanl ID Iha primary mna.
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Procedural lnetruction Mozambique . Project
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wPl4414

Site Inspection Plan
Conclusions
Risi< Factors

Deterrrine the containment
~-------lrisk factors

PaQie 7
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I

i

WPl4413

lnetruction
Number

Site Inspection Plan
S1te Drawings

Non Co~iance
Reports

QAAu:lit

ILocation of Defence
zone

•

~

IDecontamination Unit ~
Location of

Complete sne drawn,,_ set
with all required locations

Non
Co~hance
Reports

QA Audit

•

IUnit
Location of Amennies t--

Co~lete site drawing with
all required containment
barTiers indicated showing
Primary zone, Secondary
Zone, Tertiary Zone.

•

I

Location of Emergency ~
Vehicle

I

•
•

I

•

I

Locatcn of Public
Zone

Location or all
emergency Materials

Location or First Aid
equpment

Type 5 Containment

•
•

ILocation of Fi'e

~

I

t--

l1ght1ng Equipment

Location or WPI
notice board

Final Site Preparation Report

f-f--+
f--+

l

_.

l

l
Final Site Preparation Report

II

iI

L

··-
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P•• I

lnlltrUcllon Prooedllnl lnllnlolon .._,..qu• . Project
Number

Number

2

!Strategy Statement

S&EH2

lledlcel tntlng

Al paential workers""'• be prepared lor lhe site nor only In lhe wort P'aclices but also all 1T11SI

Durtng lhe process of setting up lhe &ite ready I« packing operelions, parUcular attention ITIISI be
paid 10 Salety and environmental l&sues. Durtng lhe design ol lhe various strud!Jres '""'Ired on lhe
&ite lhe Project Manager and lle 8'Jp8MSOr 1T11SI hike Into acx:o11nt lhe really al eoc:11 llte and lhe
rarrtlcallons ol lhe won procec1ns and lhe wa•e types lnvolVed. Silo Pfel*'alion in ad<ltlon to lhe
wor1< plalloon IINdUres
Include training al &1811. personal ocx:upaUonal hY!jene and sale wor1<1ng
practiee8

have a medcal examination and tding belore lhey can be acrnlled 10 lhe site.
Suoh medical examlnallon and te9llng 11'1181 lndude lhe lollowtng.

ITll•

• AA examination to ensure the lltn- al the persa, to undertue heavy lifting w«t< while attired in
ohemlcal sub and pemaps under extreme heat oondtions. It Is - a l th• th• me<lcal ex"'*'er
clelennlne lhe Wor1<ere 81ate oh health to ensure that lhe planned wor1< ae11vty will nor aggravate a
pre-extsllng condition.
The examlnalion 1T1181 lndude:

These WPra lndude below clelals and lnstrucaona to enaure Iha! lhe 81le preparelion lnclldea th090
necessary elements I« lhe Salety and Environmental Plan are oan1ed out.
Elam- of Ille Site Prepar.Uon Salaly and En vtronmental Plan

Physical Examination
Oleot X-niy
Blood Pressure
Urtne Bull'"' and protein
Wllte ~ oetl ccunl
' HaemO!j<lbln count
' Blood ALT or SGPT and ~ e

•
•
•
•
•

Panonnel Salety Proce<*Jres & Occupational Hygiene Prlnclples
All llllf wor1<ilg on lhe &ite are to be trained In and adhere to the lollowlng procedures.

Pesllddes wute enters !he body by Inhalation al vapoure « <*J81 , by ab9orptlon through the
lkln « by ingllllng through aetlng « smoking wllh contaninated hands and translenlng to the
mouth.
To protect 1hll lhe project manager and lhe Ille aupervllOf 11'1181 adopt and carelully control !he loll owing.

Hne
I cantroled whn .,._am,,,,,__ S/f11 II/Id l8IIIJ1cl deli'IIJOn al rhe conrlinmt111r zones. These ,,.,. be po/Iced rlgtly.

In ad<ltlon lhe lcllowlng tesls are to undel11ken:
•
•
•
•

Thill relates to 111B

• Well' lull body ptrller:lvo oot clolfmg. TIie pro;«:t Mllnl/(/0( .,d llite ,uperwso, Is rasponllible
for 1,aurlng lhlt Ill"'°'*"" n the wasts zane are c:onBal)' ll1/r9tl. Tlln are to be no e,r;epi/orls. II any
«1111 rni,nt,ers do not ad!ere to 111111 rullng lt>ey trJJ« be remow,11 from the Ille

-W1911 lhorauf11/y trmetlate/y I/ref exposure to HgS and on eldling from lhe
ln<:IIH#s lor all dally treaks.

"""* IIIN.

U-Functlon Tnts
Sertum trlglycertdes level
akin exarmauon
l.llng runollon test

I-

c:on.,tele recadl or ell these
are to be kept by lhe Prqect manager and r lhe prClject
extend& put 12 months then the testa are lo be repealed.

TIiis

• The pro/ect man,~ and /he site supe,visor"" respa,slble /or lho lrlil/ng al all 911111 In the
oper,tional huards, correct us, of lhe PPE and correct wa* practices 1nd lhe applica/Jon rJ lhe WPl"s
,nd lhe OA
Ulere/n.

st,n_

•The site a,per;tsor and lhe ""' ,re responsible for ensuring lhal the HsG Is always kept C(}f1fained
111dsale

THESE TESTS AAE TO BE PERFORMED ON ALL PERSONNEL EXPECTED TO
WORK ON THE SITE BEFORE WORK COMMENCES ON THE SITE PREPARATION
3

Poraonll Protective Equipment (PPE)
In addtlOn to lhe good wor1<ing praclioes deaa1bed k Is neoessary ror wortere to use
personal protective equipment (PPE). Durtng lhe tile preparation all !his ""'""'ent Should be
sourced .

. All""' are responsible in ,pprylng good W0/1ring prac/i:es.

GOOD WORKING PRACTICES ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS
• w«t<ere whose dolhing hu _ , contamlnlled by wa•e Shoukl ohange Into clean clolhlng pr~ly.
• w«t<en, 111J81 nOl take contaminated WOii< dolhes home.

GIOYeS
These ltlould be a qullly 81"*81' to fanonl 6d9ll(Nitnlel and are to be wom <lJrlng al Wor1< adi~
in the Prinary and NCaldary z.a,es. The
ahould be wan outade al !he overall - - W
!here la a tendency ror the
and sleeve !hen use maal<lng tape to hold them together.
GIOYeS should be removed carelully to md aintemlnali<ln al the unproreaed hand. Gloves are to
be dlsp08ed or dally at lhe end al the workllhltt lherelore qua1tt1e1 •• r~lred to be calculated
wrtng the Ille preparalion process.

"ave

"oves

• r there Is any possibility ol lkln exposure, emergency shower lacii"es should be pr~ded and used.
• On sldn contact wlh wute lnvnedalely wash (ullilg Soap) or 911ower to removes !he chemlell l'l
lhe end al !he wor1<sffl, wash any areas al !he body that may have contacted wute, whether« nol
known lkin contact has occurred.

• Do not ell, amoke or <mk where waste is handed. processed, or stored, ad always wash hands
belore eating and smoking.

Overalls
TYVEK overal1 are the prinwy "*'11 d akin P'<iection.
Type 55427 overalls .-e to be used
The overaue •e to be <ltp098d or I they become damaged or cantamlnated wrtng lhe wor1<shill
and II the and al Md1 day. Overalls 11'1181 na be used lor more than one luN day.
Undergannenta
It la recorrrnended 1h11 Iha worten; wear hght undergarments under lhe overals lor cartort
Respirators
The tasl< being undertuen and the lleiy hazard delemine lhe type al respiratory system
equipment to be used. Wien <*JSI laden HgS exists !hen lhe worters ere to be e<µpped with
SURVIVAIA PAPA units lllled wlh bell mounted organic vapour, add gas, HEPA lilere cartrtdges
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Item

Numller

I

lnetructlon
Number

s.tatr md Environ~ ln*11Cllane

Procedural lnalrucllan llozunbtq,.. · Protect

Emergency procedures:- Training is lo lndude instruction d site emergencies procedures rt there is
a liquid spillage. dean up procedures. perwonal deoontaninalion wsplashed (used eye wash),
lsolalion d areu and ccntllnmenl. lronaport emergency, e.g .. velllde acddenl, vehicle Ire.
deployment d containment boems. dean-up prOOQJre, Beledion d auilabte prc,tedtve equipment,
emergency O<XnrnJnicetlon procedures, notilicelion d aulh<rlies, aowd control. Details ol Ille actual
activity invotved rar emergency can be round In WP! 4.9.

Training In lhe uee d lhe respiralors rn1st Include deaning, ffl letting. changing filters, checking
battery ccndUoo, charging ln8lruelioos ond general care ond inapectial.

~'*

daily cooau~a, et aalety OfJJipment per persa, per day la e,cpected to be as lollows and lhe site
proparalia, llhould allow rcx lhe pun:nase and stcxage.
Wor1<ert
Thyme OWralls 2-3 per person per day
Tyvek boot CCN«S 2 per person per day
Gloves 2 pair per per.1(11 per day
Undergarments a,e COl'l1)1ete change per person per day
Reeplratcxy Oeccnlamlnllloo wipes 1 pack per person per weel<.
I Free Hg6 th1r1 Racal resplr..,. lldets 1 per person per day
Respi'aar cartridges 2 per day per peraon.
Eye protectta, 1 pair per week

Pa9e \\

Sita Preparation Pion

Site Pnporallan Pion

These unlls are l1tted wilh llow and battery sensa,, and training needs 10 be conducted lo cover
these aspects. Wilen used lhe hlters need lo be changed every two days. Face
pieces required deaning al the end d eech day's wor1<. This should be done using sterile wipes
and/a SOIIP and wller washing.

Foci Cover1ng
Sh:e there la a combi1ed
d phytleal Injury and chernlCal cootamlnatioo i is necessary lo uae
steel capped salety boots ond cherncal prcteclion. The latter being TVVEK 417. Boci covers should
be clspoled d daiy ex when damaged.
Consumables

WP\ &A

Sate wor1<1ng pradlc:ea:- Training should dearty dernon&trete Ille need lo evcid rtek taking activity,
wor1<ing within pe11onal capabilly, not reaching 100 lar, enaJring loatlng It aeaJre befae lifting etc.
5

S&E 4.4.5

ReaponatbllltJ ol BupervlAlter wor1< h11 ccmnenced on Ille lite 1111d all !raining Is CXlll1Jlete Ille auper'li8ar Is responeible ror the
ongoilg appllcallon d the atendards and tedmlquft that were taught In lhe training progranmes.
he Is parttoularty reaponllble rar Ille ldlowlng:
• Enaure lllat the warkera ccntlnue good wor1<1ng practloes that ensure lhey are nCII exposed 10
ccnlaninaUon
• Corl1>ietely cired Ille wor1<ers in all a~es lllus enau~ng llley are arwaya pr~ prepared rcx lh• wor1< at hand
• Enaure 11111111 Wor1<ers wear PPE at all umea.
• Enaure 11111 peraonal hygiene rulet are lalowed.

Vraitors
Tyvek O\Mrllls 1 per "1alcx
Tyvek Book covers 1 pair per visitor
Vllitar rnplratcx 1 eet Hers per week
Eye prCllec:tloo reuaable 20 In Block.
4

S&E 4.4.4

Training
Fcx IIJCCenlul and sale operationa lhe aspect d training Is a key-,1.

As part d lhe lile preparation a corr.,rehensive !raining package Is to be aaSOITt>led and Ill potanUal
Q/1 are toe paesed lllrough Ille echeme.

The 'training" pact<ages required rn1st indude the lollowlng:
To>dc hazard:- This training should CCNer lhe human loxlc effects balances by Ille inclicaliona d dose
required. The training ol Toxic hazard should inelude Ille 1r1"1ronmental impact lnlonnatlon and the
relaljve ~ance d lnhalatkll and skin abearption.
Personal Hygiene:- This llhould ~ r lhe necenily lo wash before eating, <mklng ex smoking. lhe
care needed when removing cirty dCllhlng so as not to lnlroelJce ad<lllonll lkin coo111Tination, not
rerncwing any equipment ex ctCllhing from site. show~ng (using soap) befcxe gdng hcxne.
Respiratcxy Prttection:- Training should indude how lo check Ille equipment is assembled and
operating ccxrectly. checking rcx low battery or low now. correct titling using rrt lest equipment,
changing lllers and battery packs.
Personal Proteclive Equlprn1r11:- How to use Ille owrals, boot CCNers, "t:Nes and Just as inporlanl
how lo remcwe conlamlnaled clCllhing so that lhe cootlJTina~on does nCII get onto unpraected
akin.
Heal Stress:- Training should detail whal ls heat atress and how lo recognise lhe syr,1)1cxns. lhe
ll11)0llance d fluid intake, lff1)or1ance d waking "small" 10 use mechanical aids, na rushing.
lnle!lpersing heavy wor1< wlh lighl wor1<, doing heavy wor1< In Ille cooler parts d lhe day, and Ille role
d acdinaUsatlon.
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Site Preparlllon Training A- Sheet

Site Preparation W0111• Hite Row Slleet
Site Preparation
Worker Hire Flow Sheet

Site Preparation Plan
Training Programmes

!

Provisionally appoint workers

Appoint Qualified Trairirg
Instructor

,---

___.

!

Non Complance
Develop Training Packages in
Reports
accordance w~h information
f---+
in plan

l

Package 1
'Toxic Hazard'

~

+

QI>.
Audit

+

Package4
'Personal Protective
Equipment'

•

Package 6
'Emergency
Procedures'

: - -i>!kaje-i:
:

• Safe Working
Practices"

QA.b<dt

Non
Compliance
Reports

Gloves and Boot CO\ers stores
Requirements

Overalls stores requirements

Undergannents stores
requirements

~

__.,.

~

Satety footware stores
requirements

i
Package S
'Heat Stress'

All workers attend medical
examilation and tests

Train all staff

r

+

RecordS

PPE Stores caleulations based on
work force and nll!lber or weekS
duration at site

Package 2
'Personal Hygiene'

Package 3
• Respiratory
Protection•

,..~~-

.

lnetrucllon
Numb_t!_

-+

~

--u
:

Respiratory equipment stores
requirements

+

!.

T

Flnal Site Preparation Report

Flnal Site Preparation Report
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Item / Instruction /Proc.dural lnllfnlctlon Mozambique • Protect
Number

,
2

I
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Site Preparation
QA 4 4-A
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Item

Pogo 14

lnetructlofl fProcedur•I lnlltructlOfl Mozambique · Protect
Number

: : : : : : .... ·::: :-: : :-:-:-:-:-!llte-:P.r~ri,Oori·~-:-:-:-:-

Compliance
Reoort

QA 4.4-C

4

QA 4.4-0

5

QA 4.4-E

6

QA 4.4-F

7

QA4.4-0

6

QA 4.4-H

'

·>1compllance
Report

Intruder Alarms

Quest10n Ale the pnmary. SeuJndaiy and tertiary Zooes shown on lhe slle drawing?

Comohaice Sionature
Questioo Is the pubhc Zone indicated on the drawings?

See Hot 4.4-A

Canohance Sianature
Question. Are the emergency end ltrSI ad material locations Indicated on the ste draw,igs?

See Rot 4 4-B

Canolience Slonature
Question Is the hre lighhng eQUipment toca11on shown on the drawings'

See ADI 4.4-C

Canoti111ce Slanature
Question: ls the wort procedure lnstf\Jd1on Notice Board Indicated on the stte drawing?

See ADI 4.4-0

Canalt111ce Sionature
Question · Have the OOITed bunding requirements been applied to ead:1 operating area?

See ADI 4.4-E

Canaliance Slonature
Question Has the sdledule Deon 001Tedly litled aut with tho tOlal nsl< Iactor?

See AD! 4.4-F

CanDlilllce Slanature
Question Dathe calculated tOlal risl< factors ccr,form with the policy OI m,iimum risk policy?

See Aot 4.4-G

Cnnv,liance Slonature

See Rot 4.4-H

15

QA 4 4-0

IOuest100· Does the stte have sufhaent mco1taed intruder alarms fitted?

Canplianoe Signature

QA 4 4-B

3

P•9e 15
Non

Non

See R_p1 4 4-C

Telephone end other cornmunlc1tlone
QA 4 4-P

16

IOuestion: Is the site prCNtdod with adequale telephone ar,d oorm,unteaJ1ons systems?
Canpliance Si!lnalure

See Apt 4 4-_£

Record•

17

QA 4.4-Q

IOuestion: Is the Site provided with adequate recad keeping faalrty?
Canplia'lce Sl!lnature

See Ap1 4 4-C

Ernerg1n cy Vehicle
16

QA 4 4-R

IOuestiOn: Is there a oanprehensively equipped Emergency veh1de avalaDle on caJI?
Can~~_§tgnature

See Apt 4 4-R

Train Ina
Location• of Decontamination ond ementlles Unite
QA 4 4-5

Quest,on: Is the person assigned to perlorm the training adequately quahfoed to do the task?

---

Canpli,,.,ce s1g_n,1turj
Question: Does the Training Package 1 conform to the requirements OI the plan?

See Rot 4 4-S

Canpliance Sl!lnature
Question: Does the training pad<age 2 comply with the requirements OI the Dian'

See Apt 4 4-T

CanD11ance Sign.iture
Question: Does the training pad<age 3 comply with the requtrements OI the plan?

See Rot 4 4-U

Can_pl_i_an.90 Si<jnature
Question: Does the training package 4 comply with the requ,rements OI the plan?

See Apt 4 4-Vi

Canpliance SiQnature
Question: Does the training pad<age 5 comply with the requ,rernents OI the plan?

See Fipt 4 4-W

Canpliwioe St<inature
Quesllon: Does the training package 6 comply with the requtremonts 01 the plan?

See F12_t 4.4-X

Canpliance Sl!lnature
Question: Does the training package 7 comply with the requirernents-Ol lhe plan?

See_Bpt 4 4- Y

Emeraencv Acceee

Corn~ce Sjg_nature

See Apt 4 4-Z

Question· Can the emergency Services gain unreslrlded access OOnng Mid emergency of any kind?

QA Audit Check 1heet1

19

9

QA 4.4-1

Question Have bOlh the decontarnination unit and the amenities units locations Deen shown on the
site drawing with all access routes shown and defence lines?

ComoliMce Sianature

See ADI 4.4-1

I

20

QA 44-T

21

QA 4 4-U

22

QA 4 4-V

23

OA 44-W

24

QA 4 4-X

25

QA 4 4-Y

26

QA 4.4-Z

Worklna AreH
10

QA44.J

Canoltance Slanature
Question Has the equipment requtred for each woo adivlty Deen assessed and 1st generaled.
11

Defence

See ADI 4.4.J

QA 44-L

QA44-M

i
I

See Rot 4 4-K

1re11

Question Are all ll'eas adequately defended aganSI 1n001Ted wort adiv,ty and a,e lhese areas
prope~y fenced and defended aganst unauthorised access?

Comoliaice Sionature

13

I

QA 4 4-K
Canol1ance Slanaiure

12

I

Question Are the wort1ng areas deMy indicated showing exadly wh1ct, part OI the operations are to
De perlormed wtthin the designated zones lndudmg storage OI tools and equipment etc?

Ccmoliance Sianarure

See ADI 4.4-L

Question: ko the QA clleck hsts and registers approved by the Mozambique GovP

See ADI 4.4-M
27

14

QA 4 4-N

QA 44-AA
Can_J)li_anC<! Stg_nature

Fire Protection

See Apl 4 4-A.

Question Is there adequate fire fighting equipment to haidle a r1re for at leas£ 30 minutes?

Comohance Slonal:ure

See ADI 4 4-N

I
!
L

~--
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Page 17

Site Prep«l'IIIOII PI 111

Quality Anurance Cllecll Un and regl-a.

1

Apt 4.4-A

Deagn the Primary, Secondll'y and tertisy Zones Sid show their outlines on the sie drawings.

The clled< lists 111d reglstn allaChed lo this aedion ,re the day lo day OA audl sheets which recad all the 0A
clled< poills and iat the modficalions 111d ad~stments to the wat adlvtty. These died< sheets
also indude the Wasle registers .,d wat• movement etc.

2

Apt 4.4-B

Des191 the public zone ••• that should be """8S9il>le 10< merrt>ers d

As pat d the Site Preparallon aclMty these clled< sheets•• to be copied off 1110 a central register
10< each storage ale.

3

Apt 4.4-C

Draw the locatlons d the erne,gency llpitl oontailment materials .,d the Hst aid stallons on the site
drawing.

These c:lled< sheets se 11 ad<l1ion to the Quality asaur111ce ..,uttons 111d the non compliance
reports. The chedl sh- llld reglstn ,n to be uaed on a daily basis whereas the qualty assur111ce "'esttons
•e on a reporting beela.

4

Apt 4.4-0

Calculate the flre llglting equipment lew,1 required 111d indicate locallon on the site crawlng.

5

Apt 4.4-E

Position the WPI board Sid Indicate on the site ctawing.

6

Apt 4.4-F

Design each bundlng requirement In 80C0fdll'lce with local waste laws 111d the re(Jliremento d this
ITlll'IUal

7

Apt 4.4-0

From the site nspedion pt., 111d the de•ance plan calaJlate the t.iar ~sk lad0<s and detennine the
mlnln'llffl methods d containment

8

Apt 4.4-H

A - the calculated T<iar Risi< ladOf and elevate to lhe ne>CI level ff I eppen that the
Unln11m r19k policy Is na corr1)11ed wllt

9

Apt 4.4-1

A - the site lor the locaion d the Decontllmlnallon and emenltles units .,d demty show these
along With the ale plan along wlh the ewess and ln!J'OSI paths. lndlcallng how the routes •e
delended.

10

Apt 4.4-J

, . _ the wa1< adMty i1 each sea llld place !hie lllormallon on the lle plan to show how lhe wat
adlvly is to be exeaJled and how each •ea le autonomous i1 that wori adivly does net aptll out to

11

Apt 4.4-K

Assess the wori actMty requi'ernenta and aeate a listing d na tool and e(M)ment raqui'ements.

12

Apt 4.4-l

Design the defence areas and methods to prevent the intrusion d •eas by unllllhor1aed personnel
and tnappr~ate wori adlvttles.

13

Apt 4.4-M

Assess the access under ern.-gen" condlUons 111d ensure that art enwgency seNices cen access the
site without undue restriction.

14

Apt 4.4-N

Provide a ninln11m e<JJlpment leval to alow the fire fighllng cepadty on site to be at leest 30 rmutes.

15

Apt 4.4-0

lnstal 24 hour mentored alsm ~em

16

Apt 4.4-P

Provide a secure telephone Hne lor phone (toll lree) and lax. Also p-ovlde cell phone where poesible,
peger 111d rado telephone where IIIJP'Ol)l1ate.

17

Apt 4.4-0

Purc:hase a COff1)UI• baoed f9COl'd keeping ladlly OC111)1ete with p!1nllng Cl!l)8bllity .,d organise on
site dale storage.

18

Apt 4.4-R

Provide a lully e<Jllpped erne,genc;y vehlde lor cell out and escor1 duties.

19

Apt 4.4-6

Hire or appcint a training officer thal lully undersl.,ds the training systems needed lor TOlde waste
handling and dean-up. Ensure thal this person ls lully "'allfled.

20

Apt 4.4-T-Z

Reassess the P'O!J'811Y1189 to ensure that they <Xlf11)1y Wlh the p!!l1 standll'ds Sid the Wasle
laws ol Mozembl..,e.

21

Apt 4.4-AA

Obtain dient approval lor 0A checi Nst or oblaln from clent preferred lists.

the public that wll not re~re

PPE. This •ea should lndUde the main office lor the project.

The ched< sheets 111d registers lndude the lollowlng stllldll'd lorms.
Register ol Pllrsonnel Movement (Sle Wortn)
Register ol Plll'sonnel Mov--.1 (Olhera-Dr1vers etC)
Register ol waste
0A Chad< Hst (Control ol PersamelNehldes)
0A Cl1ed< Hit (Clea'111ce)
QA

Ched< 11st (Doa,mentallon)

oth••--
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"Use Ille famaJ hate to construct 11111 Fina/ Sle tnsp«:llm Repat"

FINAL REPORT FOAIIAT conanued
FINAL REPORT FORMAT

Waning Are• Equlpmant requlrlll'lent
Introduction
Thll 1epcn lor (6h naneJ llor11g11 ladllly Is lhe rnun cl ll)Plicalian cl lhe lile inapedlon plan end
lhe dllalll 1111 se 19CJ1ted lo be conmudecl • lie lle lo alow lor lhe removal cl lie

"lnNfl M!I d eq,ipmenl trJtpi'ed to be plar:ed In ..,, d Ille wcrtmg zanee • ldffllified In the

111/ocated ZOMS."

Walle.

M« • lie con111Umon11e1emen11c11h11 ,.at h8V9 b - oon,plled with ea, lie palng
operllklloonwnence.
Waning ZonN

lneuflcllftt DIie from the Cl-oe Plan
7/Q ,epat to be oorrp«ed I Illy P"f d lhe achedJes 111d ,;-,,. is missing or incorrp«e /rom

Primary Zone

/he CINlslt:e Pl81 Fina Report.•

The Ille drawing -eel to the 11J11811clces cl lhis repcrl lhow lle locaalon end extent cl lie
prtnaryzone.

Prlmorv Alffll lftd GOIII Non ComplllftCI

"Nl«II Ille dtalng fllowlng l1te deligl d Ille prtnry zor,e If applCllllle"

•-ndary Zone
The lb drwtng -eel to the appenclces d Ilia repcrl lhow lle loelllon end 11111111 cl lie
Seconcllfy Zone.

n-*'•

71111 ,epat by /Is
inval'e • """"'' trliew d /fie lliluMIOI. For a,y 11111.iai /11111 the Plrjed
/illllag-,,.. IIIQWe,
or ntenl d Ille Prqed's Aime aid Goa/1, _
,,.,_. 1111, ,epat.
WIMI, 111e Frq«t
n111t c1e1111y • • .,,. ,,., d the Am,""' GClllt n wdlted 111d WIiy
he lhlnlB lhlll llldl condllOn• 111111 ~ lhe Milin Caltrlll1or /rom tlldl,pllfl •• re,ponsblllin to
the cllllnl. lndudBd wllh 111/9 111/lllmenl m,,t be I suggated 80/Uloi 111111 Wll t,nng /he prrjact IJacll

f1te.,,,,,

CHI

lllr/llef/f."

Non Compllanoe Alport1

"Nl«II Ille nwtng lhowlng Ille deligi d Ille prtnry ztlllfl If applcable"
"lnNfl 1111 Non c:anplllllce Repatts 111111 reman uni/tended" oorrected. •

Tertiary Zone
Concluolon1
The lilt drawing -eel to the appenclces cl lhil repcr1 lhow lle locaalon a,d eXln cl lhe
1"1iaymne.
"All«II Ille dretlng rhowlng l1te deligl d Ille prtnry ztlllfl, applclillle"
Locaaone
Decontam1n1aon •d Amenll• unite
The cralng11119dled 111ow lhe locllion cl lhe decontamnllion. 81lenltiea unts a,d lhe
mllhod by which lie wcnen, mull enl.- the l#ltt.
Defllnoe Zone
The ette crallling lll9dled llhow• lie overllll dalence zones a,d how lhe .-ne,genc:y sennces ea,
HlilV em.- lie bUilling or llorage

••L

E111Sgenov m111r1a1., Fl1'9t aid equlp1111nt a,d tr• t19ht1111 .,.ceme

N. lie [Ille n.-neJ 11crage fecllily lhe fClllowing wort<lng zone, h8V9 been dlllgned a,d
conlllUCSed a,d these •• lnclcated on lhe llllc:hed drewinga.
"lnNfl lhe """1ilg zor,e «:lrelUe • aellled from the ci-oe pl111 inlam/llial"

N. lhe (Ille niwne) lh1 ftnll potillons lor lhe decontaninalial lacllllV and the .,.,;uea emergency
lllllertlle li'II aid a,d llnl fi!tMing ""'lpnlnl is a llhown on lhe llllclled crawtngs.

The Reglllera a,d lhe CA &ldit sh- have been placed in lclders lor lhe conUnuou, recording on
ette and n reedy Ill rec:elVe dlla. These CA check 11111 81d reglllent h - b - approved by lie client.
AU wortin pe!IOIIII prcte<Sion ""'iprnent ha been apecified ordered and delivered.
Intruder alams •• filed. telled end the lllephcne/ lax lines .-e operlllonll.

The ate records can.,ut• is elllblllhed a ha ., elf etta dala llorll!I" 9V11em.

The Ille chwlng - e d llhows lie IOcallons awl mllhoda al IICOISS lo Iha anergenc:y spill
mallltn, Flrll llld ecJlipmenl and lie llre ft~g e(Jllpmenl.
WPI Nolloe lloerd
The locllion cl lle nctice ~ on which lhe WPI inllrUc:IIOnl are placed 19 lhown on 111 ette

Appendlcee

"lndudellllllil•~--,,.

dralnga.

Containment RIIIC fllctore
The a,mrnat91d contairwnent ~• lacsors n lhown below:"lndcate the Call8'llllffll AIM Factor IUIIIIIIIIY /rom the Si1e l'rep•alJon llaa"
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p... 20

Number
Si1e

Tertiary Zone

stocked

Dc]
orage

Shipping

contailer
I with

bulk-

waste

Pr111•1ton Plan

Stadced
shipping
contai'1ers
with bulk
fflled waste

tools

etc

Stacked slipping containers
with bull< filled waste

Ext<nt ol

D

Public area

Oeccntarinatlon

unit

Secondly Zone

Primarily lor loading

container trucks.

~

LJ

0ns;r,a1 /Vea ol clJ~ngBl.nded but with loose
flake

Drum
Field

!Scale • 75 meters

1·
~
0

I
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WORK PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS

WPI 4.5 Packaging Instructions
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lnetructlon
Numb•

Procedural l1111tructlon Mozanlll.,• - Project

Pa. . 1
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Item

lnetructlon
Numllor

IPrecadural

WPI 4.5.a

ITranopon

WPl4.5.1

Strate111 Statemant

,_ 2
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lnllnu:11on Moanlll.,e - Project

Unitl

Eoc:11 lrlJ1IPOII untt wtl have I NII acl181Na . _ attached wtic:11 wll include lhe followng:

-•god

1. The lMOG (lrtsnetionll Matbno Dangao.,1 Goodl) pl-d d a liza wn•aby dmon- "D" is
100mm.

In ordlr 1h11 lh• prajed lime a,d gaala •e l\ai,
1h11 packagng pla, mUII rolled
pt,~ya,e.,.....,ma,111 i ~ d IPllago. TM leclrllCJJNclilcu-lllrehaw....,
prawn mq ve-e 10 pr""'de lhe ul811 mllhadalogy d peckaglng 1h11 .,.,,. . lhe wllle in lhe ........ CCIUl1rY in II• Nme m..,. in which I w• cllctwgtdlrom I I • ~ d oddn. In el
upedllhe _ . . d Pld<ldnV i. dNic,lad ID.,... 11• lh• l r ~ o n d lhe •••• II IUAy
-ded IQlinal a,y poellbllly d - . . oplloge « cxnaminallon d any lllnd. Thae lntlrUclion1
u - · - llllllln 11111 WPI mUll be coraluly ...,.ad IO 111d lndudel lhll lUCII pedlaglng Ill
Quelly Aluad by en lndependenl • - .

2

WPI 4.5.2

El-•

2. The-do "Unldartllied Pdlado • wnaa nacesaay

3. The n. . e ol lh1 Holder.

4. The IUI name 1nd add'- d 1ho Clearance Organllltion.
5. The hJI n. .e Ind 1dd'- d lhe Conaignea.

of Ille Pacl<.. lng PIM
6. A lhort daealpllon d lhe ••••-

1.-Pad<ing
2. Conllin. Pld<lng
3. W..,,ing
4.
5. Cortaln• Mlrlrw !kn8v
8. DeconlaminW81te Pallllng
Drurn1 ............ IOlodl . . be ,..-dead in UN 200 lr PE opon heod GUIIII, 2IIO lr - • ctum1 a,
big blgl. Sdlde paed In•-*•« 11oge a,d dlW IOld m-111 llu-c:en, b e • - mnllly
irloblgbegl, 111111-lnlng. -uPIO mu 1000 Kg-.. n. 111g11egowm bepltcacl on pdG.
bo- ll1CI - • • WIii be Ii'• PA'*- lnlo llrtWW 111111d plllllc 111111 end a.en pltcacl inlO opon hMd
Dnm1111• h_...., ,...ad no non UN T - . . . h-lObe plocedi*I UN - -.. n.
d Ill T
be _ a d by lid ramoull. F« Ctlrnt d llcJi<II 11, _
n lO beraclrummad
byjlllllpingculhll-•lnlOaUNctum. Tet1rn,...,ta11c1t10lllrll*l!ldinl0-•cturn•.
Crume conlllnlng lqJldl 1111 111 111mpacl lnlo ISO lri - . a, t OOO ... IIIC'I.
All aid ctwm, 1r11o ""
and podled 1n1o big bego 1or 1r._i.

7. The 1r.._i Unll ...,mber.

..-na

3

WPI 4.5.3

Empiy-•.
'*""'·
con1- drum•""'

a. The W"91I d lhe lrll1IPC'II unit.
9. The dllle lhe untt wao pedlad.

10. TM ripping congjna load number.

WPt 4.5.8

Eich lhlpplng conlaln. wtll be llbeled II folowo:

er-

4

WPl4.5.4

111• - - ...,llln• wlll 11e 1111• to _.,. fie

)Shipping Cont.inert

t . Thi 1h00 placard d • llzs -aby dinenllon 'D" i1 250 mm.
(Mounted one in each comer or the shipping conlainer & 4 'Marine Pollulant")
2. 'Mien •awrlng on lrNWayo In Iha counlry of origin. !he label wll be lllachad IO bolh aidol ol lhe
conlaln•. In llddUon, 1 llign wilh I wt.le badlground and rad 1111.tng lhowlng Iha following wll be
pi-.! In • cailplcuou1 poli1ion:

meJorllr

ot Ille W811e •

toll-:
1-~(Qaoa6.t)

b. named Iha.-.,.
c.~

Tho ctumt - lle UqJid w-. IOld w... end dilpaead ltlety cldhlng, llln, PE Uring 11< wll 111
placed I* 4 on one pollel The ctum• on palell 1111 Ill ...,Clod. The big nage wll llot Ill pttcacl on
pal•• (one big nag per pell•) Th• lhll pollol1 wll be IOldacl lnlo lho box
.,d pr-'y
stuffed.

coruln••

d. 111'-'81
e. inl)Olla1 pclnls in

Ilg bllgo on plllolo wtl III loldacl In one lays trtyo lh• - · 12 Ilg blgl par c:onhin•. Dnn• wll
111 laeded on PA1•11.-11-. Nl*llld wlh ~ 111111 mix 72 ctu1111 par c:a,llln..
5

WPI 4.5.5

Weighing
WPl4.5.6

6

WPI 4.5.8

--

,-.10 handing

l.emergancycaUct
i. name
i. IBleptme number

.

Decontamination

Lellellng
The folowlng 1-ng ullfied Ill r11J1lalion1-ning lhe-ng d •lll•IOf 1r.._i In
moa CC11nlriH. uenoport bi/ oooen going_._
Pld<eglng wtlhoul
IO berllabelecl.

_,_Ing••
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Site Preparati<11 Plan
C~lt!tf

WPI 4.5 1O / Tr•nopon Vellic'"
The ohipplng conlai1er Unaport vahidaa wil be tilled wlh a aign ohowlng the following:
1.
COTIP"!)/1 hA1 name and adct-.
2. Cle•1noa comp.v,yo 181aphcina numba'.
Thie Iii,, will be removed trcm the votkta _ , the container is handed Into the control ol the Pon

Cle•""""

AuthOf'illes.

11

WPI 4 5.11

IContain• Marine

Survey

A prepadclng 1Urwey mutt be c.-riad "'1 ion each contain•. Thi• ccmin- 111 lnopedlon ol the

door seal, Close door test, sound floor inspection and plate date i'lspection.

QAllldil
The o1 a mamo W:Vrf'11 m'* be employed to 1Urvey the packing and lnll chpolitlon d
the ea-go within the cortalnor. The Mimi eurveyor mu• be rei;at•ed end prcwoa a cerlfied
ropoo ol t,a paddng acccmpenied with pholoe .,_ing the v1riou1 •gas ol cmtalnar loldng
and bracing deleit ate. After IR)l'Oval than the Mvey« mu• "1ix the box aoal and nole the number
on the BOL.

primal)' area Place old
container witll waste

I

Check List

11>1 Wei,i

waste

Stal Digs, NumDer
allbled

Line new container
with PE

Pllce superoags in

Reco!Us

Container Manne

survey

Iii

new

container

predtect<

1chectc List

Reccrd container
numDer

0111nage store

~ E x p o r t ooaimentation

cneci< List

Final Report ana ReoOras
Escort to Port
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Item
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............................................. ....
~

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i!ic44iHil::PJ;c.;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Contain• Bracing Pia,

Container Bracing Pl.,

Full Brace matrix
braced off load
points not doers

Full Brace matrix
braoed off load
points not do<n

Contai'ler Load
Points

Points

!

Lid Strapped in
pos~oon

Plywood
between drum

pallets
Full Brace matrix
braoed off load
points not do<n

Tranllt Bin Pactclng Medlod

Comer bracing
!or lower bins

Plastic Liner

Plywood separator
Placed on chocks
clear ol terminals
Points

Capacitor Terminals

15mm absonlent
material inside
liner at bottom
PlyWOod on bottom
on top cl liner

Capacitors tightly packed
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WPI

S.lotw -

The lollow1ng items cl protective eQUipment wiM be available and used as ap~opnate

The wastes 10 be handled dunng the 1mplementat1CX1 of lhts P"Oposal are potertlallv hazardous.
creating the need to plan ror and plt 1n place. workable emergency response pro:edtJ'es at all phases
the P'qect These procedures need 10 cover respooses to ~mergencles involving threats to lhe
er,~ronfT"l!OI and the public. as well as lhose 1h11 may threaten the health and safety ol personnel
involved in the operations The Em«gency response procedures ate delalled In WPI 4.9. V.,,en
there Is spolage ol any kind Ihm WPI 4.9 isto be Ulllifted and put into action Immediately. The
handing. packing and stcuge procedures to be lollowed in this prq>osal (as outlined in previous
sections ol lh19 document) have be<n developed ov.. time and throuij, considerable experience
wlh eclUal Ol)lfations The J>OCedures therefore are designed spedl,caly to mlnirrise the risks ol
emergenoes arising

1 One piece chemlcal resistant suit with internal ZIP. external buttons and a hood.

The pad<a~ng <:A wastes to int<rnallonal sandards pnor to transpat 1s designed to J>Ovlde al least
dotble caitainmerl ol lhe materials This will substartialty lrrit the volume ol wastes ikely to be spl«
or to leak " any one Incident
However. it 1s inapprop-iale to rely solely on set 1>ocedures to achieve a hig, level of safety There
remai'ls the need to be able to respond in a poslave and rapid mamer to unforesea, circumstaices

S&E4.5 3

Packaging Plan

1Stretogy Statement

°'

S&E4.5 2

P•ge 8

Number

I:::.::::::::::::::.-.::::::: ::;:;:::::::::: :: ::~ii•litoioo::f!l4rr:::: ::: ::::;;;. ::: :::: .::::::: ::: :::: .;:;::-:.
S&E4 5 1

-..•

Ell_. . "'-

lnatRl-ctlon )Procedural -lnatruclion Mozambique · Prolect

JElom.,111 of Ille Site lntpecaon Sa1etv m1d En.tronmental plan.

11

goggle (unless the respuator provides eye protection).

1i1 My namal dothlng which acddmtaly oomes Into oontract with wastes ,oost be removed for
disposal wlh a:her cortamnated ma.teriais
1v. My normal d<Xhlng which aoddmtaly comes Into contact wlh wastes rrust be removed ror
asposal with other contamnaled meterials
v On COOl)lebon or work 1nvofv1ng the wasres each P8fSOO rrust wash hands Md face before
eating. dlnkmg or using anv toilet laditles
First aid 1>ocedure1 are
i

Eyes . immeclately irrigate wrth wat .. ror at least fifteen mnl.les and ottan mectcal anention

11 Skii . in1T1edalely remove any oontarrinated dd:hlflQ and waSh affected skin with soap and
Waler, or an 11dustrlaJ deanser

1. Em«gency Response
2. Emergency Response Procedures

" II swallowed - wasll oc( mouth several Imes with clean
medical attention

The lollow11g description ouUlnes relevant emergency procedures

111

It inhaled - rerrove to lre91

air

wat..-. give water to ctmk and obtain

and ot:tam medcal attention

IEm•gencv retpon1e
As described. all personnel involved With the 1>q>osal wrl be properly trained and fully informed of lhe
nature of the materials being handled a,d the appropriate emergency response procedures
All waste Transport trucks wdl be accompanied by 111 escort vdllcle. wtich wil IWIClion as an
emergEnCy response vehicle to provrde an effedive response in the untikely event ol a leak or

spllage d..mg lhe transport phase
In the case

at an accident. spill or leak dunng transport. emsgency re~se measures wtll be taken

1mmedlatety and the WPI 4.9 uplifted and placed Into action

The penods of highes1 nsk ol a spill or leak developmg is during loading and unloading of wastes
To ITinimse potential en~ronmental lfll)act. loading ••• rrust have adequate spill response
materials and spiU respoose materials and spill prevenbon measures. W'hen loading er unloadng
waste equiirne,,t at the st,p or In Ille lreld. splll J>eventJon measures must be undertaken and spill conlrol
and clean·l4) mat<rlals are to be readlv available

S&E4 5 4

!Stall Health and Supervl1lon Requirement•

Medcal assessment and certllicatlon ol ltness IOI elCh employ"' before work commencement
This would establish t,asetine heath status of elCh staf1 member 10< comparison w,th subsequent

1.

exanw'lations
11. Conbnued medical assessmenl on a monthly ba~s and on extt of employment within 72 hoors or
cessation <X work
111 Al request ol enl)lover. employee or aulhonsed medcal personnel where e,rcessve
absor~1on of wastes is suspected
I

i

IL__

1v

Periodic random checks at the discrttion of authOfised medcal personnel

In adcttion to medical surveillance. the repacking and sile 1.:riiies w1U be 1>0-.1ded wrh a first ,;d
post. ncludrng an ablutions block speol1cally designed to pro~de lor decontamlnal1on and
disposal cA doUung. towels and other malerials as requued
__J__ _ ___,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
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PMn

and••

The OA. Aildl COIT1)riaes a series of (Jlaslions agailst each part of lhe Pad<aging i,jan
~ete wlll lnstruclions IOI corr1)1ilnce and non COlll)lillnOe. Most of lhe non corr1)11ance
responses wtl lriliae a non COlll)IIBllCe report. This report lhen becomo8 part of lhe management
reporting lo lhe diert who Is lhen req.,red lo provide an ongoing <lreclton 10 lhe conclusions of !he
non CO!ll)llance reports.

Emergenoy AelponM Prooedur..

Staff Health
Supervision
Requtements

Elemenla of Ille QA Pack11Qlng
Staff Entry
arll ext to
project

· Waste Pad<a{ing
· Cor1alner Pad<ing
-Weq,lng
• Lal>ellng

Monthly Assessments
on 111 personnel

Walle Packaaina
Question: Ara the superbags filled correclly with no overftllilg?

Records

1

OA4$-A

2

QA 4.S-B

.._----iexcesst'Je expos11e
3

4

See Ali 4.S-A

~.,.,..lance Skllature
Quemon : Iva lhe super bags pra..ided wtlh a recorded 111rrt>er?

See Ali 4.S-B

~l•l'V"llll~e:
Oue&llon : Have !he ctums been bended and prOl/lded onto pallets?

SeaRlll4.'C.r.

""'1"1111ar,ce Smature
OUemon : Have the bags and ctums been w091ed and recorded ?

See RDl4.S-0

QA 4.S-C

QA4S-D

Ftst Aid
Procedures
5

:nrn,ijance h'.IITl.anll"e:
Question : Are the supoerbags correclly lied?

OA4.S-E

Jll'Tnllance !loilA'Uln•re:

See Ali 4.5-E

Question:
Obtain medical
uslstance

Contamination in
t)leS

Contamilation on
Skin

Irrigate eye for
15 minutes

wash alfl!cted
skin with soap
& water

6

QA 4.5-F

:nrTW"Wance Sll'WUl'llue:
Question : Iva lhe conect labelling been applled?
7

See RD! 4.S-f

OA 45-G

.nrmtiance ---ture:

See Ali 4.S-G

Container Paclcing
Question : Ara lhe superbags packed In Iha 20 foot shl~ng container ttwea wide and one hi!jl

Wash out
mouth with
water and
drink water

6

QA45-H

9

QM.S-1

10

QA 4.5-J

~iance SIIW'Uln re:
Question: Have !he contalnan, been lnapected IOI sultab!IIY c1 purpoae and hive no aomoge?

See RDI 4.S-H

"""1>11anca siaiature:
Question: Dumg loading of the corialners were lolal
loa<lngcapactty of Iha c:cntalners.?

See Rei 4.S-1

:::nrt'l'llianc;e

Contanination
inhaled

~re:

Sea Rnt4.5-J

Question: During !he waste pad<11g and co,taine, loeclng are d checl< sheets as shown 11 WPI 4.4
been carectly filled out?

Re'"°"" to
fresh air

wei!111• recorded .,d checl<ed against Iha lolal

11

QA 4 S-K

12

QA 4.5-L

13

QA 4.5-M

."ITPianct PIRIVllmre:
See Ali 4.S-K
Question: Have lhe superbags been pad<ed within !he oontailer with clmnage lo restrld """"'"""1
durina shioment?
Comoliance Sionature
See Rot 4.S·L
Question: Is the construction of the container door dunnage matri>c fuly braced diagonally to
prelO!nt the possib~~Y of transit boxes faling against the door of the container and is that
matrix braced against the container load points and not the door?
Cnrmiiance Slmature:

See RD! 4.S-M

529
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Packaging Plan

Question:
J3

QA 4.5-0
Comoliance Sionature:

Question:
14

Apt 4.5-A

Do not overfil bags

2

Apt 4.5-B

Ensure that Iha begs •ecorreclly lledolf

QA 4.5-P
Comatiance Sionature:

See Rat 4.5-P

Weighing
Question:
15

1
See Rot 4.5-0

QA 4.5-0

..lilTlllance Saiature:

See Act 4.5-0

3

Apt 4.5-G

Al bags are to be pro.;ded with a nurmer that relales to the welltled amount

4

Apt 4.5-0

En,ure pallets are pro.;ded and d ctume 11oups are banded

5

Rpt4.H

Ensure that all weighing procnires are followed

6

Apt4.>F

7

Rpt4.5-G

8

Rpt4.5-H

Fo, otabiliy and efficiency the superbags should be restacked so that they mone high and three wide.

9

Rpt4.5-I

Any damaged contai1er1 llh<lllld be rejected and returned to the lhipper. Thare llh<lllld be no door
danlage or load point ~ - The floora 111111 be i1tec,a end ,till sealed.

10

Rpt4.5-J

Enwre that all check lheets as deplded In WPI 4.4 are fully COftllleted for each lhipment.

11

Apt 4.5-K

Ensure that all check sheets as deplded in WPI 4.4 are fully COftllleted for eech shipment.

12

Apt 4.5-L

Enwre that the pad!lng process cooecllv seheclJles the weighing and that the dlents din sheets••
correctly filed out.

13

Apt 4.5-0

Labellnn
16

I

17

0A 4.5-A

Quesion: Have !he containers been prov,aea with !he correcl ,..,..1ng
st111da"ds and have the check liots for labels baa\ filed out as per WPI 4.47
:..;on'Djance SIIV'l..arure:
Question: Does each transport unit, bi1 etc ha"" a self adhesive labels per page 3 of the
Operational instructions of this WPI?

See ADI 4.5-A

Comatiance Sionature:

See Rot 4.5-S

QA 4.5-S

Narine

Survey

Question : Have all the filed cOIUiners been Mari1e s ..veyed by a reglstlred Marine Surveyor?
18

OA45-T

-,__iance Slmature:
Quesion : Has each shipping container bHn precMCked before loaelilg for WCE, Door Seals, Door
test ek:?
19

See Rot 4.5-T

OA45-U
Gortllliance Slanature:

See ADI 4.5-U

14

Apt 4.5-P

15

Apt 4.5-0

Enue that the correct weighing and documentaHon procedure 19 applied.

16

Apt 4.5-A

Ensure that correct labeling i9 epplled. The transit bins 111d conteiners rraist not leave Iha storage
unless the correct labellng is lfflxed.

17

Apt 4.5-6

18

Apt 4.5-T

Al conteiners must be Marine surveyed by a registered uveyor and a report generated.

19

Apt 4.5-U

Al conleiners rraist undergo a predlect< 10 ensore suitabilty ot use.
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QA AUDIT REPORT FOR PACKAGING

Introduction
This Report for [ ] has been generated <lJriig Ille 0A AIJdit Site Inspection of packaging operations. The
QA s•e Inspection is iitended to confirm 11181 Ille packaging plan has been a~ered to and 11181 al Ille prO>isfons of
safety have been con"l)lled wlh.
Hendflng Methodology
The OA Au .. procedure confirmed 11181 Ille handing procedures <lJrtng lhe eJCII acllon packaging and
contaiie, loeOng is in accordance with the Project manual. The han<lng melhodotog,, as detalled In the
Clealarce plan and Ille order of cfeararce ls confimed as con"l)li,;ng wlh d aspects of lhe Project Manual.
Pacl<aglng Methodology

The QA A/Jdt proced.lre confirmed lhat the packaging procedure My complies wlh all aspects of WPI 4.5.

Spatial layout• and tacrllty locatlona.

Material a

Project manual• and WPI Documentation

conrnent on sle evaiabiity
Hon Compliance Report
Refer to NCR's in QA A/Jdlt report

Primary Alma and Go• non campllance

Concluelona

N Ille (
] storage fadllty all lhe working ZDnes and ~irnert necesssy to Clr!Y O<i Ille
Pa:kaging plan are i1 piece and packaging ls In COfl1)1anc:e. The correct check sheets are been
correctly filed out. The site now has Its first QA inspection.

Signed QA Auat Engineer

531

WORK PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS
WPI 4.6 Transport Instructions

532
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1

WPl4.6.1

S1r11ec,y sut. . ant

3

WP14.8.3

IIFE -rovolo
Apjllcstlon fa appro..i to tranopat the on Ill roada mull be
made to lhe local Enworrnantal Protoctlon Deportment (EPD) for the locality or the ••e. 1h11
appllcatk>n mu• Include a statanent or QJantfty, Type, Flowl, Doteand time or day.
Approvof to tranoport on orm,ary rc:ada wil be In the form ol a llllat. Wllhcut thlo 1111« cl_..., the
Wtale cam<t be moved.

4

WPI 4.6.4

5

WPI 4.6.6

6

WPI 4.8.6

IOrt-

Brietng Continued

Pr-.

equipment.
A cornplote oat or wanapatalial doclan81lalion u well aa the anergency procecu81 and n<tfflcotiona
i1 ollo to be placed In the cob. Undor rnoet ci'cumalances- atnergency proc,a<UOI would not be
uaed u ame,ganc:lle wtll be handed bv lhe vehicle and Its patoomel. er.i In the e..,t thal the
Eecat velide II c:loobled or Involved In an aoddent the tranoport cttver needa to be able to corlaln any
lituation ur1i the beck up aaws mlve.

Elomanto of Iha Tranoport PIM
11.-tne Survey
Blklre any contalnora con leeve de lhey mull i.vo been pr-ed belao looclng, marine
uwyed bola• n..1tranal bin bracing and final lnapection allar bracing. When Ille Marina Qm1ey
hat been r-oed than the a>rtalnat can be made alllilable for road tranaport ID the pat.

P-2

Akit beg cl Drivat Patoonal
"4lipment II ID be placed In the cab or lho tronaport velido
belore MI•- Iha 8119 and the ctt-1• to be fl.lly briefed on lo contsnla and how ID u• the

Tho -ing and cortrol alrategy for Tranaportatlon ol lhe poc:lced wau to the ports l«JA'81
the ame lewlt or a1""""1 u lhe alanenta cl Ila Cl•rance projed. The Tranoportatlon must
be carellly plamed oo Iha! thae 110 no ~.. cl a , ~ clMing rood lron-,atlon and that
sucn - · u:11 ao rood -1<1, hcura or tra..i, roueo, a1. . 1ra1n1ng ate. are fuly taken core or 1n the
TrentpOII JUII and r,ppied bv- WPl'I.

WPI 4.6.2

tm,wu ..on • llo-lllquo Praj-
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WPI 4.6.9

2

IP......,rot

ttum~~r

to

WPI 4.6.10 IE•oor1 Volllcle
The projod atnergency volicle II to accanpony all trantport of ID Iha port or Ila. Undor no
ctcumotancea la• dallva'y cl ••• to be patlcrmed wlhout the aocat vaiiele. The 88Cal
vahlclt 11 allo not tlowed to patlorm the aocat clJtiee i is inverto<y is i,.dsq.rate or Iha! peroonnet are
mioalng.

11

WPI 4.6.11

!Communication
Comptote oornmunlcatlona syst. ., are to be matntalned between the tronaport vohide, atn•gency
r8tpa\N 88Cal volicla. This communication lo to be a cornblnollon
rac:loolnobile pl,one systatn.

Route P1111nlng
lho (Jlllity or the dallvery or Iha lhlpping con!Aln• Is very dependent on the route choaen and the
time cl day. Tho .artous route options should be 1UT118yed and the fa lowing lama ahculd be
••mined and tt..a the routeo ahoud be oortlaled to provide the moll efficient an sf. . rouht aalactioo.
• Examine the route options and detail restrictions (One way roads, Traffic densities etc)
• R-cn lkaly rood woru and traffic dsupllan pooaiblitfeo
' R-rcll overhad cable and wire ot>atrucllono In oalected rcut81
• Examile the access routes tor the emergency services likely to take in the event of can out
and ensure that the route wll atways alow tor them to get to the s~e of the emergency as
IOOl1 .. ~ without delay.
'Elllmlnethe lllllouo wa1B'way1the ro<Aaoand anuethat mlninum walerwayaaretraveraed.
• AIIOld roueo that i.va laig trafltc dalaya

7

WPI 4.8.7

llovomont Tio,lng
lht tranlpOlt of the -emu• be done In daylight ho,n and clJrlng IUd1 buoln- hcura that
will onoure that the Dallvery will be oornplate wall befae the end or the day shift cl the local anagency
- · ThellmlnghoWeVatlhoudbeplannedtoallOldruahhourtraffic.
The route shaN be travelled by the esccrt vehicle as a dum~ run at the tirnng planned to
ana,ro that the con..lons at that hour cl Iha day wil n<t unduy Impede the transport.

8

WPI 4.68

Ort- Brletng
The tranoport driva' Is to be -.:led on the boll• or driving e,cpe-tence and reco<d
All tranaports to the port wil be accompanied by the Eacat whide with trained pataonnel aHandng
who wtl deal with any atn•gsncies.
lh1 driver is to be fl.lly briefed on the roue, timing and anergoncy
lorocedures and doOJmentation.
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S&E 4 6 1 !Strategy Statement
In Older 10 discharge the Safety requJemenls and i:rovide lull envtronmef1:al protection and to
ma11tan the pCMcy of risk mr1rnsat1cr, the Transp:wt Plan muSI be net only caretuHy adiered to but
rrust be conllnuously montored for any non COl11)fiance

Route Planning, inspectlOfl and
t1m1ng

Elemenll of the Trenoport Safety & Envtronmentof Plan
S&E 4 6.2

Driver Briefing
Escort per.;onnel briehng

lonver

Brteftng end PPE
The d1111er Is robe fuly briefed as lo his d\iles of care cuing the lransportabon of lhe waste This
briefrlg Should be over and atx>ve the specHk ci"iver trarling and filould be del1vt1ed on the day ol
despatch a each and avery caitainer This briefing shall Include the following point by pov,t Schedule

QAAL<I«

Doc\.mentation
•
•
•

Qty
Type
Route
Timing
Date

• Is lhe drlVa- of good healh and ftness
• Is the cma- hJly aware a lhe rO<Ae
'Brief the driver of any changes to route. lining_ destination. road hazards
• Brief the driver as toccrmunication che:I< times to escort and Contractor control
• Brief the drive as to rest stops (one per ha,r d required)
• Brief the drlVe! lo load ched< stops (one per hour Creqcjred)
• Ched< cl'lver has loaded PPE Kil Bag and knows how to use «
• Oled< driver Is aware his duties d escort vehrde delayed
• Ole:I< eme1gency p,-ocedures and notification Schedule is 1n drives cab
'Check cl'lver Is aware of how to cope lnlially wih emergency

Manne Survey CO"l)leted

Labets affixed

a

EPD Approval
S&E 4 6.3

IRoute

S&E 4 6.4

ICommunication

Motor Vehicle Inspector,;

Office Approval

ond adherence
The planned route !ilall be ,tiown on a road map and placed u, the cab ttter dr111er briefing The points
of radio progress reports are to be indicated on lhe map Should II become necessary to change lhe
route dJrlng the course of the deivEly the driver shall advise the escort vehicle and putl "'"' when
safe ro cl:J so and awac a<Ahorisation to alter lhe route.

The 98fety of lhe waste deliVEIY 1s dependent on good cornmurncarion No deilva-y of waste shall
coomerce until a fcjl communcabon ched< wth lhe escort vehcle has been
effected. No containers shall be delivered unU the comnunicatlOn dleck has been carried out and
proved effective
S&E 4 6 5

IVehicle
Inspect the vehc1e tor t~e or S1.Jspension damage and look lor obvious mechanical reasons lor the
vehcle to be urtit for dJty. Also inspect the CXF

Safety check of load

PPE Kit bag & Emergency
procedures placed in cab

Transport Documentation
prepared
Escort vehicle
ready

I
I

L

S&E 4 6.6

I Load Security
The rupervisor and the driver rTIJSI together inspect the load and determine lhal the load 1s correct:lv
fastened onto the container truck by its lcd:1ng turrets No container is to be despatched unless the
container is locked m ~t1on and that the lodung has been witnessed by ltle supervisor and the
ctiver

S&E 4 6.7

I Emergency Procedure .,d E1cort vel1icle
AD trens !illprnent of containe1s of Waste to the port shall

be escorted the enbre route up 10
receipt end ,cceptance by the Port Authorly The escort vehide persa,nel are IO be fully trained 1n all
aspects of 'l)il control and are lo as9Jme full responsbiHty for the cargo cl.mng all aspects of the
delivery. My route changes muSI be authorised by the Es:ort vehlde persomel only alter clearance
from Contractor caitrol room

Cleared for delivery

ILoad che. ck and rest stops
[Qr_ Required)

Final Report

Port Delivery
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Drtv1r

.. ..
,.

Qlltllll' ~ -

lnetruollon , . . _ • - - llozan,ique Praject
Numb•
Traneport PI•

PIii• 11

Non
Compliance
Report I

The QA - Audit CO!T1)11ses a series ol (JJOSlions against each pat d lhe Trm,sport plan 111d are
c~ele will inwuc11<>ns ror canpllance and nor <XlfTl)liance. Most al the non corTl)limice
re,ponses wil lriti•• a non ~lm,ce report This reporl then becomes part ol the man-,,.nt
reporting to the dlenl who is then re<JJied to prOYide an ongoing <lrection to the conclusions al the
non c:onl)liance reports. This QA sche<ije Is based on a lln~ shipmert and this QA s::heaile
shoud used as a general doaJment will corTl)limice noted on the indivwal ched< sheets ra each

Brteftng

container

Health and Fitness status

ElemMta ol QA Tranaport
QAAllltt

I

IRoute awareness

I

Route chlnges

L.

I

-EPD,lpproval

'Ched<
Lists

- M\,/1 ,lpproval

- Fraeways l\A>rDllal
- Route Planning
· E.,ort vehicle
- Dflver Briellng
· Load Security

I

+

Communication Check
1

QA4.6-A

r-i1ance •-ature:

+
--

Rest & Load 01l!Ck stops
(It required)

PPE Loaciedin Cab

I

,.-

EPD &ftftroval
Questlcn: Has the appiic,llion for EPD approval been lied and the lllPloval letter received?
2

QA4.6-B
r.l'lffl'lllance QtwUdt1re:

QA4.6-C
~lance Sionature:

4

---

5

QA4.6-E

6

QA 4.6-F

7

QA4.6-G

l+-1

--L~rity Check With
supervisor

See Rot 4.6-B

Question:
3

Emei;ency Procedures Loaded
in cab

~ i e s during
emei;ency

5.,. Rm 4.6-A

QA4.6-D

Route Pfannlno
Question: Has the route bee1 car<rully planned, inspected m,d travelled to ensure th• the cargo will
be sale • all tines?
~1ance Sionature:
Question: Have all roed wak1 on the route been taken into account and all overhead obstructions?

Sae RDt 4.6-C

Sae RD! 4.6-D

c~1ance Sionature
Question: Has the route been SU'veyed lor trafic delays?

See Act 4.6-E

c~1ance Sialature
Que,tlon: Have the route, time, been carefully wort<ed out to avoid rush hour tank: condtlons?

Sae Rill 4.6-F

Cnrmllance sia,ature:

Sae Rlll 4.6-G

Eacort vehicle

I+-

8

9

QA4.6-H

QA4.6-I

FIIIII Report

Question : Is the Eaccrt vehicle fully stocked and avallabte for the ea::oitilg d the corialn• lruck to
the Port and the check lists cha:l<ed off?
~lance Sionature:

Sae Rill 4.6-H

Communiclllon
Question: has the ant~• corrmJnlcation system been ched<ed out between the container lruck,
81Corl vehicle and CortractDr control room?
Comoliance Sianature:
See Rpt 4.6-1
le&E

Driver Brleflna

Question: Have all the driver briefing statements been complied with?

10

QA 4.6-J
Comoliance Sionature:

See Rot 4.6-J
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Procedural Instruction - Mozll'T'lbique Prolect

Non

Transport Non Compliance Action Instructions

Compliance
Report I

Question: Has tt'le supervisor and the On....er performed the load securrty check:?
II

QA 4.6·K
Compl~~~~e $ignature:
Question: Has the Container Truck a current COF?

12

13

1

Apt 4 6-A

2

Apt 46-B

Cor!ainers with waste may no! leave the storage site unless written approval from EPD has been
received for tha! partirular shipment II this approval Is not obtained then a NCR must be proooced.

3

Apt 4.6-C

Cootainers wKh waste may not leave the storage site unless written approval from M\/10 has been
received for Iha! partirular shipment II this approval Is nol obtained lhen a NCR must be p,oduced.

4

Apt 4 6-0

Ensure that the roule Is caraf\Jlly planned and ttaveled. II this has not been pertormed d the
supervisor befieves that It has not been done JYoperly th8" a NCR must be filled out

5

Rpl 4 6-E

AU road works must be Inspected to ascertain if they are a hazard or no!. II this has ne( been da,e then
wn1e NCR.

6

Apt 4.6-F

An r<><Aes must be surveyed for utt,c delays during the planned !ravel dme
pertormed then wnte NCR.

7

Rpt46-G

AU routes must be surveyed for rush hour tratt,c congestion II this hes no! been done then write out
NCR.

8

Apt 4 6-H

9

Apt 4 6-1

10

Apt 46.J

lt

Rpl 4 6-K

12

Apt 4 6-L

13

Rpl 46-M

S~Rpt 4.6-K

QA 4.6·L

Comp~ance Sign@!:ure:
Quealia, Has the 9Uperviaor ched<ed the ¥Olli de for any obvious mechanical faults?

See Rpt 4.6-L

Canpiance Signature

See Apt4.6-M

QA 4.6-M

tt this has ne( been

Unless the escort vehlde Is CO!f1)tetely stod<ed with all required equipnent and Is avaUable for duty no
container must leave the site name tt the cortainer ttud< leaves wrthout the Escort vehide it must be
recaaed. II this is not done then write NCR and uraentlv a<Mse Ca,traaor
Unless all communicalon ched<s are con-c,leted and OK the delivery must no! happen r it does then
wrne out NCR and immectatety advise Contractor cor,trol room
Complete all driver briefings. tt this ie ne( dooe write out NCR and advise Contractor coolrol Room

Ensure that the supervisor and the driver Inspects the load for serurlty.
NCR

nlhis is not done then write

No coolainer b'ucks are to be used d It does not have a a.ment COF

The supervisor must dleck the rontatner trudt for any obVious signs of damage etc. If lh1s 1s not done
then write NCR
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"Use the /CJll7J8/ provided here to constnJct the nna/ Tr/lflsPQlt Raport. This ropc,t
is requret/ to be filed <klrlng me lrrst weel< ol container cJesp,tr;t, from the site name·
"This report is to be proox:ed at the lined lrrst cJejtl8f'y
FINAL REPORT FORMAT

lntroducUon
This Report la- (Sle name( has been gens•ed during Iha flrlll ol Ula Trsnsport operatlons. This
report ls Intended lo comrm that tt,e Tr-,sport plan has bean
lo and Ulat all the pr0Vi9ions ol
lllety have been CQ'11>1ied with. lnlOIITlltlon provided la- In this repo!t Is lo be used by the Quality
Assurance Enginoe< during site Inspections ol tt,e Transport process lo ensure compliance.

•-ed

Route Planning
The plannng <f the route and all ol ls il1>ilcallons ol tralllc, road works, populmon densities, w•erways
and lime ol day have been caraluly lnYBStlgated and Iha selected routes wtll malCirnse Iha salety and
delivery.
"If the Route planning investigation reveals any Sll«y Issue or hazard whatsoever then Iha/ is to
<f,cussed he,e•

Drt- Brlelng
Cofl1)ete ctlver briefing has been carried Oil as detalad In the WPI.
"I the Driver bt1eth/1 has raised problems thdn this needs to be Elated hSfe"

Commun Ication•
The~• comrronlcatlon system between the escort vehicle, Iha container truck and Contractor has
been properly checked out and approved.
"If the COtrmrnicallon sy,tern is less than adequate then this rrJJst be <lscuned /lefe"

Nan Compliance Repon
"NI non """"1ance reports that remain unattended"' corrected we to be c/eHly stated"

Pnnary Alma and Goala non compllanca
'This reptrt by Its nature irrvokes a serious review of the situation. For any situation th1t the
site supervisor feels violates the sprn or intent of the projects Aims and Goals, must
generate this report. Within it the site supervisor must clearly state what part of the Aims
1nd goals ,re violated and whY he thinks that such conditions will prevent the Main
Contractor from discharging its responsibilities to the client. Included with this statement
rrJJst be a SIJgges/ed solution thtt wt/ bring the project t,a;k on strategy"

Conclu1lon1
N. the (Site name] storage lacltty all the TranSl)Ort recµrements have been adlerec:t to and the delivery
process convnanced. The correct check sheet, are being filled out and Non con1)11ance reports
generaled

as req.ilred.

Slgled Site Supervisor & Project Manager
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WPI 4.9.6

S1rategy Statement

WPI 4.92

Em.-gecy Proc«lllr• priority

rA Flip dllrts and llleSe are lo be adlvlled during the emargen~.
Bement, of 11, Emergency RnponN Plan

1 · Don Plolecti\19 Clothing

EAU Velllcle

2 - Stq, Iha flow ol pealicideo waste

4- Report lncidenl

et•

WPI 49.3

ERU Equipment Inventory
The e<µprnent 10 be carried by the ERU IS eJ4ensive and I contira,ous lnvenlory Nst rooSI be
rnalruined lor Ille uni. Whenever the ERU Is requied lor esart duties the Inventory HSI roost be
dleeked lor any !f!Orlages and the delvtry ol wasre containers lo lhe E)l)Ofl Port roost nol proceed H
Ille ERU Is llekng eq.Jipmenl wilhil Its lnvenlory.
The sdledule ol equi1Jl191l1 requi'ed ror the ERU is as ShoWn lala- in this se<llon ol Ille WPI.
1'111hin Ille d1eCk Sheels WPI 4.90 is a dleek lndcalion by lhe site suparvlsOl that lhe ERU Is properly
equipped and Its lnvenlory Is ~ele.

4

WPl4.94

5

WPl4.95

5 - KNP non 88l8n1laJ peope and IIIJJII ll'IIIY
6 - Rocova- al POPs c«uninallld mar.la!
Stop 1

Stop 2

Stop flt FI- of - I I
'Ropoallon Iha <tum to lfDP Iha now
'Repolltlon Iha tranolt bin or ltay Within cortu,or
• ff poeal)le lfq, lho lhkage with tempaary aeal9 wtttin conlalnert
'I Shlppng contolner has fallen oll trucl< deck lhan reposotion loVII 11gomly
• ff n8C818A'Y ~antlll' fllid to-• <nffl

Stop3

Contllln ff• wnM

• Dyke major 11)119 with OOia, luklro aarth Of olh• m - . Tli1 acllon may Involve the u11 ol ~onl
end lo.dara creallng emergency dam
• ff at all poallle prevent walfe entemg <tains, waterwayo or opllng to gow,d. Plaoe bund be"9
on ne~cta,na
• Uet aend or 11Wd.Jat to
Iha waote, all ol lhl1 to be racovorlld In a moun <nffl
• Reco-d canl.lmnated ooilsby clggilgdown at IMat 100 mm more lldll1 loooe.
'I leaking !Tom lruc:I< !Jay Iha, <ttve trucl< onto prepared sheet cl plallic to contain Iha walfe.

-and""'°""'

Em«ge,,cy AelponN During EICort
In the <ZSe ol acddenl, spll or leak during ianspat, ema-gen~ response meaues as lollows are 10
be llken mnedalely. All sudl in<idefts recpre Iha! 'NI emergency be dedared'. The WCl'ds
"Em«gency" rr,JSI be Used In CXl11IIJl1k:lllonl rega,dlng the hddelt.
• lnmediately lollowlng lhe lnddenl lhe wasre corulner (itver is to notly !he ERU escort vehlde.

Don Proleclilffl Clolhln11

Peraomol lTom !he ERU fflllal PPE bolor1 entering Iha leu or 11)111181. Wlht walfe Col1u111'
lruc:I< <tlva' ie r8(Jll'9d 10-lhen ha muot ailo _, PPE.

E1cort Du11N
The ERU Is 10 operate as Iha pnrna,y escort vehide and Is to attend al lJanspat deliveries ol waSle
w1S1e to lhe E)l)Ofl Port. During aJdl esart duties Ille vetide is lo !Jave! behind lhe waSle transport
vehlde and Its personnel lo assume ~ele CJlfllrol during any kind ol on the road lnddent
The esairt vehlde personnel 818 to r~llle lhe rest and safely !lops and aulhorise lhe dlanglng OI
any planned roules. [)Jmg sudl escort duUes r Iha-a 818 any possl)illles ol spilage Cl' damage lo lhe
cargo then lhe ERU and Its pa-some! are lo begin lhe nolllellions prooe<ll'es and oonmenoe
the Emergency Respon99 procedures.

sr.,,,

3-Contai:i POPI

Due 10 the aJbsl8ftiai amount ol equli:mer,I 10 be carried by the ERU Ind Ille reoovered waste I may also be
called l4)0n to IJansport this velide roost be aJbslmlai. l IS reconmanded that lhe ERU be housed In
modul• <X>nlalners that ls eastly loaded onto Ille baa
flit bed IJud( wlll a caplCly ol aboul 1Tonnes
. The ERU vehlde roost be
lllled wlh a amrunicallon sysll!m wlh II leas! lwo malhods ol amru,IC81ion. (EG rado and rmblle
taleplone). The ERU rooSI be Qlp8ble ol rnalrUlnilg axmu,ICl!ions With lhe "Control Room' ..d Ille waste
Conlainer truek.
3

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE FOR A MAJOR SPIU DURING ES<:ORT OF PESTICIDE WASTE
Gdrl•1I
Becauee of the known perfiistent na~e of POP1 In the envi'onment and their tendency to
bioacc:umiJate. tt la Important to prevent enlry Flto tie enworrnent Therefore:
1 - It 11 ..,tial lo prevenl was18 l-ng into <talno or nanral wahlrWayo.
2 - All waat88 and ratidJ88 contmlng POPs shd be collected ror d,poaal
3 - Cary ou neoaaary recordng and notificallona.

The Emergency Plan is concamed witl Iha detail ol the equ""""'I, •"1ces and melhodaogy during
and emergen~ auation. The sySlem and 8CM)l1l8lt shown In this WPI Is desi(Jled to allow a lull
emergen~ response to be avallabe during II waste operaUons and IJansport. The emergency plan Is
to be availatle 11 all lines In Ille lam ol an Emergency Response lA1I (ERU). Tlis lldly Is always to
be available during all stages ol paaa"'1g a wel as IJansportllion. [)Jrtng IJanspatlllon ol the waste
waste 10 Ille expat pat Iha ERU Is lo aci as the escort vehlde. The Emergency plan II dsdl•ged by means

2

.._ 2

-"'•r

Step4

Nollffcafiona Md report•

• The EAU aew wil respood lrrmerialely lo !he inllal nalllallion ~om Ille Conlalner !Judi driver

ff a ml!jo, epU or acddert hao occuned <11rlng lhe ncort ol wuta ID lle mcport port then lhe-g
aavtcea 110 to be nollllld inmeclataly In order u lllloWn:
• SUpervtoora
• Project Manager

• tt lhe waste dsdlarge is a majOr spll !hen lhe format ndlloalions
p,'ooedure must commence as per lhe NoliflcallOn prooedure.

- Client Project Engineer
· l.Dcal EPO

· Cortrol roan
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PrOV!naal EP

. cen../EPA
- Road Mid tr aff1c Authority
• L..oc.s.l Police bUreau

Procedure WPI 4.9.6

- Fire Ser\Ace [lepertmenl

SI~ 5

ProtiKt Pereonntll end th• public
• All nm- eesentJal persoma1 and pu~lca shal be kes;t out d the immedate leak a apill
area. The area ehoold be roped off to i:revent any spread d waste material by vehicle a

pedestrian traffic
• Only pEracnnel famili8f with waste safety proced.Jrea wiU be used to shut off the source " Iha waste
apiN, contain the spilt waste. and carry out recovery and dean up work.
1he repllr et 9'Jlipment Of the dean-up d spiDages and leeka containing waiie shoukl be ca,ried
out by oompetent slllf only. PPE must be wan
• VVhere a ligniftcant area of waste ak.my Is eiq>osed to the ail' 1n an iidoa mtuaboo er within a
container then breathing apparatus mu• be worn
• Contaminated doChing must be placed in was.a waste mat8flals drums.

St~6

St~l

I
'

~nthePOPs
3

NoMicat,ons and reports

I

Step 4

Final incident ffJPOrt
This report shouid be generated within 24 hoors of lhe Incident and cover matters of spill
type and ~entity and methods used to clean up

I

I

DeconNminllf• Ut• erN
All surface aubject to the wasle slurry must be decontaminated with solvoot. My splll on cars
ate must be wtped down in altu with abeorbent cloth

S1~6

Stop the Flow of PO Ps
Step 2

Recover tit• weete
Once lhe waete flow haa been Slq:>ped and the waste contained then the waste must be recovered
This can be perfomied ualng absorbent materials. bucket,. brooms raga, saw<i.J&f. booms
etc. AM such recO\lered waste mus: be placed in wide mouth dF\.Jms

I

Don Protective Clothing
Step 1

Protect Personnel &
Public

Step S

IStep 6

I

- Supervisor
- Project Manager

~ • Local EPD
- Provincial EPB
• Central EPA
- Traffic
Authority
• Local Police
Fire Service

I·

Recover the POPs

I
Oecontamirete the area

Step 7

IStep 8

Final Incident Report
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lnetruotlon , , _ . , lnwuotlon Number

proj-

;:::}:;:::::~::::::::::~~:~:~:~:~:~:~~~:~:"::"::"::::::::::"::::~:~f
Item

p-·

I lnetruction IProcedUr.r lnetruclion - Mo-blquo pn,joct
Numb•t

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ailehl<ti~~:i?ilitl:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::m.,~iif::i!i4il:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~ CIEO< SHEETS
To be dlecbd off during Emergancy

Canuln the f'OPa

I
I

fflP 1

L

I

a,ecr,v
In Ille

Doll l'nltecdw

c, penonnet mvalvtd
or omergency ~-

111 -

•11

...,,.,,r

Weanng Coirect PPE

I

STEP 3

BA 8ell

rr..

required

In

Tlnw
Out

I

Name:
Position:

~----

Yes ls the leak or spill contained and cannot
fll'ther contaminate the environment

ll>t Take inmediate and IJ'llent steps to

1

contai, tile leaked POPs

Name:
Position:
Name:
Posrtion:
Name:
Posrtion:
Name:
Position:

I

fflp

No

l

•I
z

I

INo

I
!No
I

contar,ment

•

Yes

~

Idrumthe with
convonised load simply a leaking IYes
no shifting ol containment
ls

•

INo

'Are there people lying in1red with the
con,romised load

Ives

I

I.

I Take irrmediate and "!Jent steps to
'!block the flow
I

1

lrrrnediately reposrtion
• drum and or transit bin to
stop flow

I
I

Block flow irrrnediatet,,
with absc:rbent material
and decant the ctum Into
another ~ slln)I

!

Ils the POPs leaking on the !J'OUnd
di'ectly from the truck tray

ires

Iis the

Ives

I

•I

lrrrned~ place
plastic sheeti,g on the
ground and drive truck
onto the sheet

I
POPs sl11TY flooding out from
the containment di'ectly onto ground

Urgently prO\lide dykes using fullers
earth, soil, sawdust and plastic
sheeting to contain POps from further
expansion ol sll'lace area

.
Yes

Blod< llow as well as ascertain injury. Assume
• control ol acx:ident site unti taken oV<T. Make
s1re emergency services aware ol POPs.
~
Prevent acx:ess by unJJ"Otected public ii POPs

1

Use sand, sawdust, rags absorbent
•I materials to rea,wr the POPs and
place in wide mouth <rums. Dig
contaminated sois down to 100mm and
place in plastic lined transit bins.

·-.

l

ITostep 3

I
No

1s the convomised l o a d ~ within res
contain« and ctum penetrated
1

I ls the comJJ'onised load a result of a
major traffic accident

l
I

i

!No
I

Step Ille Flow of l'Oh

I

Immediately posrtion drain bund
I bags over drain exrts. Block all
• access to waterways and d111i1s
immediately

--

No

I

INo 115 the_ POps still ffowing out from

l

IAre there drains in the Immediate area I Yes
of the POPs spilt or leakage

Ives

I

I

Provide Frst aid until arrival paramedics.
- Prevent POPs contaminating victims. Make
~
s1re Paramedics aware of POPs, provide them
with PPE ~ needed.

ToStep4

541
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ln•truction 'Procedural lnatruction - Mozambique profiect
Number
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I

I

fflP 4

I

•

D

Is the leak or spil contained and cannot

l

further contaminate the environment

Notification•

Ll

IGo Back to Steps 1-31

:;:::::::::::;:;:;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~cj;:f!iii::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I

I

L

• Take immediate and
- ..-gent steps to Notify all
the app-opriate
authorities and servk:es

Protact

+

Is the leak or splU oontained and cannot No
further contaminate the environment
and is no further danger to the public or
the environment

" - I & l'Ubl/c

I

I

..]Take inmediate and u-gent steps to
I protect the public and -nnel

1----l

I

l

Orpnlaatlon Nim•

I
!Yes

Notifi::ations to be performed in the
order shown by telephone, radiO & Fax

Contact Mimi

STEP 5

I

+

Talepla,1 Number

HNo
Fu Number

Time Done Data

Actnowla

'

Are there public about in the immediate

area

t;--..., ............ -,
~

1.......

Supervisor

dealing with POPs spills safety
procedures involved with the recovery
and clean up

Project Manager
Control Room

I

Project Engineer

Remove untrained
personnel

Local EPD

--t

Provincial EPB
Central EPA

Yes

I

~

I
Yes I

Immediately Block aocess to the general
public and any non essential personnel
including emergency services that are not
di'ectty required. Place 'Chemical Spill'
Signs and rope area off with danger tape

Ensu-e all clean up crew are
• provided and are wearing PPE

f---+

-

LJ

I

Is there a significant exposed area or

POPs in a semi enclosed situatiOn

Yes I

~

Urgently p-ovide immediate area
personnel with BA sets as requi'ed

I

Road & Traffic Authority
Local Police Bureau

HNo

Fi'e service department

I
No

!

Are al the Notifications complete and
acknoWledged

I

contaminated

IYes :

~

AA contaminated clothing of POPs
personnel and public are to be
collected and placed in waste drums.

'

To Step 6

IYes I

,,
IHave any public has thei' clothing

I

To Step 5
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Em.,Cl'Nlcy P11n

RtlCOWr rite f10l's

Det:ontamlMte rite Alu

STEP 7
STEP I

Is the POPs leak or spill contained and
co111>letely recovered

Go back to
Step 6

Go back to
Step 3

Is the leak or spll contaiied and cannot IYes
llrther contaminate the envronment
and is no firther danger to the public or
the enwonment

Has aQ the POPs been properly contained I Yes

1

I

I

1111 Take immediate and urgent
steps to decontamr,ate the area
I

11>1 Take

mnediate and ll'gellt steps to
recover the POPs

Position Wide rrouth <tums and using
brooms, booms, absort>ent materials,
.,1sawdust, soil Fullers earth soak up HgS
and place in druns. Pimps and buckets
may also be used ~ sliny.

Label drums wrth site name, date and
Has all the POPs been reco,,.,..ed and all
clean up materials placed in wide mouth
drums

I Yes

No

Was there any POps on ground (SOil)
surface

No

Were any other Sll'faces or structures
contaminated wrth POps

Take immaliate steps to excavate to a
depth of at least 100mm the infected area
and place in wide mouth drums

Yes

Take immediate steps to crder up more
equipment and materals

Is there sufficient equipment and
I No
materials to adequately reco,,.,.. the POPs

ready for recovery

I

Paga 10

Sol\lent wash all sirfaces dry using

I

1i1f rag materials and place used

materials in wide mouth drums

Were there any vehicles or other
private propertY contaminated with
POps

1

Solvent wash all sirfaces dry using
rag materials and place used
.,1materials in wide mouth drums.
Take owners names and addresses of
private property

Were there any equipment contaminated
with POPs

I

Solvent wash if possible and ~
i,1severely contaminated then place in
wide mouth drum for disposal

"'contents.

EJ---------------

[ro Step a
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umber

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:=:=~oriioriir::i;..i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fluf lrlt:kMnt Repon

STEP I

Gobaclc to
Step 7

IS the leak or spiU contained and
completely recowred and the •ea
decontall'illted

Take immediate and ll'gent

I

ltl steps to write up the incident

INCIDENT REPORT

Details or Location

I

Date of nc:ident

'Duration

Date or A!port

I

Details or the accident or spiM incident

Description of the Splll site

Description or Spill, Amount of Spill, Type or POPs

Desaiption of recowry operations

Incident supervisor signatll'e
Attesting all POf's deaned up and removed

544

WORK PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS

WPI 4.10 Documentation
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f

Form WPI C. tO·A

Date:

Site N11tn• :

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::fi~~l~t::~i::~~~~::~~~~--,;1:::)~J~:~~1::::::::::\:::::
Org1niHtlonlN1me

Time

Poaitton

T

1_11_

PPE Attired !Comment•

I

.;:;:~:~:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:;~:;:::;:~:~:~:~--~:~:~:~-.-:~::~::·-:-::::.:::·-:.::.·::-:::::::::::-x-::-::::::x:::;~:::.xx,:,:,:::-.:. :._:,.::,:. :.:.-.::·~.-.~~~.-..·.· .
Date:

Site Name:

Form WPI 4.10-81

::::::::::::::::::::::::~ffii<::•1::~•;i<l;,,;,;,::,t-:,,iiitiii:::::::::<~e:'.til~:'.of/::ili~:i!eriiDliiitii:::::::::
.........................
' ........................................ .
Org1ni11tion I Driver, Nome

Authorioed by

Out

QA lnspec:tor Compliance Signature

QA Inspector Compliance SlgnaNre

Job Sle Super111sor Slgn11ure

Job Sire Supervisor S1gna!ure:

Payload Weight! Comment•

Time

I!!

Out

I

J
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/f1f?Htffif.!{~.!&.1!:f/)){i?f{i?!ttt{{{t!fffi?Hfffff;~~~~~~f;
Site Name:

~ff\:}~~:\~{:j:j:}\{:}~:\:}~:f}~:):)tf)t:J~:\:~:\:{:\:\:\:\:\:\:\:\:}'-if~~:~:
Ware Houae Name :

Form WPI '-10-C

Date:

Aulhorteed By

PPE Attired ICornmente

Time

l

I.!!

Out

Form WPI l.10-C

•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::ffl~~:)!t;i~~~:~~!~::::;:::::::::::;:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::

:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~::~i:~i~Ml:~~!'!"!~::::::::~~i~i;;;~i:::::::::::::::::::::::
Org1nlaatlonlN1me

Date:

Supplier

Superboge IContolnera

Other

Chkd BOL

Qty

Comment,

l

QA lnspedor Compliance Signature

QA lnspedor Corll)l1ance Signature

Jot, Site SuperVisor Signalure

Jot, See Supervisor Signature
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... -·-·
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::f~:~1::::::;::::::::::::
Date:

DNcriptlon

Ccnpllono• Reoord
YI

14

(:fl!-~:~:/~:\:\:\:\:\:/\:\:(:\:):~t~:f:(:~t~/\:\:\:\:\:\:\{{t\:\:\:\:\:::\:\:%\:\~:\~~\::":\~~~~-:~~~:~~:~~~:~::W•• Ha,ee NarM :

F - 111'1 410-E

Fonn WPI 4.10-~

::;:::;:;:::;:::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:;:;:;:;~~:~:~;i;::::::::::=::::::;:;::::::::::::.t~l:v~::::::::::::::

De1orlption

CommMte

Compu .... Reoord
YI ~

lmpr-'11anedw

Trainng Pl'ogronme Can1'1etad
Medical

Date:

Commenta

lmpr-MlefflMv

Regl•or ol vehlcto movement, corf1llelad

Ex111'11nllial1 cCl11Jlaled

Tranll)Clfl vehiclo 1-ing corroct

WelC,,11 ol llra Im Tranoport uehlclel

SlabriallngcClft1lllled

!Ae:l"lfdad

Protec:1ive Clollllnglm-anca wor1iero

ERU Vehlde available lor mcort c1Jtla9

Urilamlm--..

Dri¥«1brlalad

Decorun'ln.Uon prcx:-correct
De1Mco lilN In place
Clolhing clllngoo

Regl•• o1 Stall Mover!antl cort"'8tad

iCA lnptm Cciiijiiln:e~llljiailn:
1:!d!
"' Sh SUpor
'*'11- Sp,111Utf:

I

QA Inspect« Conpliance Si"'81ure
Job SIi SUperviSignature:
per
qn
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Form WPI 4.10-G

Date:

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::*:~:~::::;:;:;:::::::::::::;::::::~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::

*=~ft~~~~~~~~~~!-(,!~~~{~~ff)ttf)t\\ttf\?f\\\\{t?f?K\\\f~\jf{~stt.Name:

:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::~~:~::r;i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~i~~~::::::::::::::::::::
Deacrlptlon

o.. orlptlon

Compllonoe Aeoord

vI

~

F - WPI 4.tO-H

Date:

Compliance Record
Y

Comment•

Commentl

j + lmprovement/R1111edv

lmpro-t/Relnedv

ValidAuthoriullont

Primary Zone equipment in place

C«ra:t Aai'e

Seconcwy Zone equlprnenl in place

Contd PPE

TertJ•y Zone equipment in place

R~tltr le, \1tilor1 COft11181ed.

Vllllor brlollng competed

Fire HS,,~ng equlpmenl In place
~eoent

Vllitor gude pra.lded
Telephone 111d lax availlll>le
First Aid equipment In place
Spll dea,-up maer1als In place

Decontamnalion Fadlty In place

IOA lnsoedar carc,ll111ce Sicr,aiure:

IQA lnapeclor Conpllanc• Si!pl•IU'e·

s

Job Sia SUpawiaor
pa'

I

Job Bite Supervisor Slgncure:

SlgnalU'e·
Sign
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I

Form WPI 4.10~

Date:

w... - - - · :

;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;<i~:~~:fi~::;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:::i~¥.~:;~~~;:;::;:::;:::;:;
Oncrlptlon

Compll1nce Record

Y

11

Commantl

=~~=~=~~~~~=~~:,~~=~=~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:_~:_~:_~:_~:_~:_~:_~:_~:\:\:~:\::;.;.~::~::_:~:_\:\:~:\:\:.~.::::.::~:-:·.::-::::·:.:·:~::.-:-:·:-:-.-:~:~·:::-:~-.::~.-.:-~~::.:::.:.-:.;..
Stte Name :

Form WPI 4.to..i·

Date:

:::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~::~c,t;~f::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::~~~::~eiti1~:~:~~~1::::::::
Oncrlptlon

Compllonce Record

Y

lmprov-1/Aemed~

I !f

Commenu

lmprovement.flemedy

L1bellln9 of C••cltor.rrranef

ERU Un~ Avattable

Classification sticker

Pad<aged Spil Syatems r, place dur1ng
ltvw11_ti111M•
Fi'e ftghti,g 1V91e,re In place dur1ng

1,,...,-on,

Rec:adlng ci W•• 11rorm111on
and Waste name 111 Farm WPI 4.10.M
Rec:adng c1 lnd'l1dual Elg bag, and drums on
WP1410.M
I

Fi'at lld sy,tems in piac:e during
~ons

Placemen! et all tranall units labels
as pe, the Packaging Plan WPI 4.5

I

ILlbelllna

of Contelntte
Corred Naming Wase

a

UN gassfflC!Mlon Nurroer
IWute IiiPt labels
Toxic Chemical Rei 4 X

Conllqnee nane m,d - ....
Emergency C:0,tad Numb8111
LebelHna of Tt••IP0!1 Valltcte
Name et Clt•m,c:e r.,,,.....,v
Telephcr,e Number
Wutestic:llers I
1Fmergency proc;edures hanct,oak

ICA Inspector Caroiianc:e Siqn,rure~
Job Site Superv,sor Slgn•ure ·

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

ICA lnspedor ConJ)liance Signature
Job Site Supervisor Signature:
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~~t!:il!!f!rf!.~!if.f!ffH/??ififfi??fi??~i?fi}}~Hti~fiff~if~if?~~~J~~~~~{~
Form WPI 4.10-IC

Dale:

· - ltDuN Name :

:::=::f:::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:~:~:=:::::::::::::::=:::=:::i~~~:#:~::::::=:::::::::
DHcrlptlon

Compllance Record

Y

Ct1111tal11•

Praehacll:

Container Survey check

I o...,,. Seal inscection
Cl-Doer TIii

IGaind F)ocr lnlDf(llon
PIiie dlll lnopec:tlon

IR....,,.clna al 1«1 and number

I~

Commenu

~:~:~:~:~:~~~:~{:~:f}~:~:~:~:~:~:~{:ff~{:~:~:~:~:~:~:}~:}:f\:\:}\:~:\:.\:\:}\:\:\:\:}\:#:.~~\:\
Date:

SlleNlme:

Form WPI 4.10-1

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::AA:~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::j~~'-6l~i:::::::::::::::::::::
Dncrlptlon

lmprovam•IAlemedJ

Compll1noe Record

Y

I~

Comment.

lmprowm•tlRemedJ

Dat!lranhu, CtaJularda

Packing or Transit urits according
Ito WPI 4.S
CCrrlCI internal big bag liners aid

I r>um _e_E I lnon
CCrrlCI Internal comer .,d layer

lbraeina
lnapec:tign

al tr.,811 unn before doN

No required

cerrea recording al Tnr,stt units
per container

IQA Inspector Ccnd81ce Slgnm111:
,Job Sle Supervtsor Bi11111Ure:

IQA lnpgor Cornll.,ce Slq,IIUre:
Job Site SUpemsor 89111Ure:
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_,,,.f((:;:::::;.:-:::;:,:,,,.,;,.:·:1'1ililifif::::.:·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::c:::::::::wPi:::.,;,o;:::::
Form WPI 4.10-T

Date:

Site Name:

:~:~:~:~~:~:~:~:~:~=~+.:~:~~~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~·:~:~:~:~:~:~:\:\:\:~:~::~:\:~:~:~::;:::::\:~-:-:::~-:-::·:-;.::-:-:·.;.·::·-:~:~.~~-:.:::::-:-·.:~.:::-~:::;::_:::_::::.

foeecrlpt1011

lcompllance Record
IY

N

Jcornmantl

lmn•oveme1111ftemedv I

Tronlit Unil I.

FOfm WPI 4.10-11

Date:

Si• Name :

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::>::::::::::::::~~::~/~l((,f1i1:::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::[:T~~!'!9~:ri:::::::::::::::::::::

;:::::;:;:;:;:!i!,ii~t;i::~~~::::;:;:;:;:;:;:~~:~'4:::;:;:;:;:::;:;:;feox c.artail• Numba-

11-,

IIFG

Doll d

Number

I M9nyl19tur•

lllonulooturor !Weight (KG)

Commente

Marina Survey
IAre all MS r'-'ks --~1ete
Route Pllnnlng
U.., the ..., ,,., been ra- •Iv llla,n""
EICOrt Yehlcle
1s the Esca1 vehi:le avellable aid read
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SECTION TWO -TENDER DOCUMENTATION
Introduction
The information that appears on the following pages is a sample tender and
contract document. This document is constructed on the basis of the
operating manual being established and thus this documentation uses the
information contained in the above manual.
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1.8

SECTION ONE

Additional Information
Additional information the Tenderer may require during their Tender
document compilation may be obtained from;

INSTRUCTIONS TO TENDERER
1.1
Introduction
This Contract is for the removal of hazardous agri-chemicals as per Appendix A
from their current store in .... , their repacking and transportation to a disposal site
and the ultimate disposal in an environmentally sustainable manner.

1.9

Validity
All Tenders shall remain open to acceptance by the Principal for a
period of not less than 60 business days after Tender closing.

1.1 O Scope of Tender
1.2
1.3
1.4

Principal
The Principal is ...
Superintendent
The Principal is represented by his Superintendent;
Delivery of Tenders
Two copies of the Tender offer and response shall be delivered to
Attention
By the end of business : Friday

1.5

XXXXXX

Copy of Specification

One copy of the Tender document is made available free of charge.
Additional copies will be available for $50 each. This sum is to cover the
reproduction costs and is not refundable

1.6

Tenders shall be for the complete supply of all equipment and services
covered by the specification. Part Tenders will not be considered.

1.11 Information with Tenders
Tenders shall be submitted with all information requested in the
specification. The tenderer shall provide details of current staff and a
reference list of similar completed projects of this nature with telephone
numbers of clients for reference purposes. All schedules in Section 5
shall be completed as part of the Tender response.

1.12 Scope of project
This specification covers the total management of the agrichemicals stockpile from initial handling right through to the
ultimate disposal. The stockpile is currently stored in transit bins in
a storage facility in ......

Alternatives
1.13 Drawings
Should the Tenderer consider that it can offer any advantages to the
Principal by a modification to the Specification, it may set this out in a
covering letter a description of the modification and the reduction in
price if such modification is accepted by the Principal. Notwithstanding
the description, drawings or literature which may be submitted with the
Tender, all details will be assumed to be in accordance with this
Tender document.

1.7

Interpretation
If the Tenderer has any doubt as to the meaning of any part of the
Conditions of Contract or of the specification, it shall set out in his
covering letter the interpretation on which it relies.

The drawings as listed in the appendices have been provided in
order to show the scope of the works.

1.14 Local information
The Agri-chemicals are stored in a hazardous goods storage facility
in xxxxxxx and in the main are held in UN rated drums within
transit bins. The schedule of bins, drums and contents are as
shown in Appendix A

1.15 Regulations and bylaws
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The whole of the Contract shall be carried out in accordance with
local and international regulations which include but are not limited
to the following:

Resource Management Act 1991
Toxic Substances Act 1979
HSNO 1996
Hazardous Substances Storage Regulations
Dangerous Goods Act
Code of Practice for The transport of hazardous Substances on Land S5433
1988
UNEP Basel Convention
IMO
IMDG

1.16 Project Description
The project consists of extraction from an existing warehouse of Agrichemical waste as per the Appendix A attached, their unpacking from their
existing bins and their repacking into new bins, transportation, interim storage
containerisation and then ultimate destruction. The project includes all
documentation and safety issues associated with such a project.

1.17 Projecttiming
Refer to the attached Project Time scales
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CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT

The Principal's Superintendent has the right to inspect, check and verify al\
detailed design and construction documents, planning and scheduling
documentation, trans frontier documentation and any other documentation
pertinent to this Contract and at the Principal options may make this
documentation available to an independent auditor appointed by the Principal.

2.1

Clause 10.6
Contractors

Direct

Page 17

Delete this clause in its entirety.

Clause 13

Patents, Copyright and other intellectual property rights.

The following clauses have been deleted or amended in the General
Conditions of Contract.

Page 19
following:

Delete the last paragraph of this clause and insert the

For additions to the General Conditions of Contract refer to the Special
Conditions of Contract.

The Contractor warrants and guarantees that all designs, drawings,
specifications, programming, methodology and planning systems, methods of
operation and working provided for or prepared by the Contractor under this
Contract do not infringe any valid patent, registered design, trademark or
name, copyright or other protected right. The Contractor agrees to indemnify
and hold harmless the Principal against all actions, proceedings, claims,
demands, liabilities either expressed or implied and all costs, losses, damages
and expenses whatsoever resulting or arising from any claim or infringement
of any patent, registered design, trademark, copyright or any other property
interest of a third party resulting from the designs, drawings, specifications and
other documentation provided or prepared by the Contractor under this
Contract. The Contractor shall at his expense take all necessary action to
ensure the Principal's use of such documentation, material and equipment
during any such proceedings or actions referred to in this clause.

SECTION TWO

Conditions of Contract
The Conditions of Contract shall be the Australian Standard Conditions of
Contract AS2124. 1992

2.2

Amendments to the General Conditions of Contract

Clause 1

Construction of Contract

In the first paragraph delete "the State or Territory named in the annexure" and
insert .......... ..
Clause 2

Interpretation

Page 6
Delete from this clause the section entitled "practical Completion"
Part (c) of the following:
".....which in the opinion of the Superintendent, are essential for the use,
operation and maintenance of the works ....... •
Clause 8.4

Supply of Documents

Payment

of

Designated

or

Nominated

Clause 14.2

Payment where there is no variation

Delete the last paragraph of this clause and insert the following:

Page 20

Delete this clause in its entirety

All documentation prepared under this Contract shall be the property of the
Principal. The Principal shall be entitled to use these documents for any
purpose other than for resale.

Clause 14.3

Notice and fees

Page 20

Delete this clause in its entirety

Clause 17.1

Indemnity by the Contractor

The Contractor shall at the time stated in the Contract deliver the Principal
co~esofalldocuments.
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Sub

Page22

Delete sub-points (d) and (e)

Clause 17.2

Indemnity by the Principal

Page 23

Delete this clause in its entirety

Clause 27.1

Possession of Site

Page 27

The following additional paragraph is to be
inserted:
"Should any delay take place in giving the
Contractor such possession of the site the
delay shall be deemed not to constitute a
breach of Contract on the part of the Principal
but shall be a ground for an extension of time
for Practical Completion"

Clause 29

Materials, Labour and Construction plant

Page 29

Add new subclause 29.4 as follows:

Clause 29.4

Liens and charges

(i)

Add a new paragraph below the first pal'agl'aph as to\\o'Ns·.

"in the event that the Contractor fails to keep the site in an environmentally
clean, and tidy condition and does not remedy such default within 24 hours of
receipt of a written instruction from the Superintendent, the Superintendent
may then, without giving further notice to the Contractor, have the work of
cleaning and tidying up carried out by other persons. In this event the
Contractor shall pay the Principal for the incurred and reasonable cost of
cleaning arranged by the Superintendent . Any amounts due the Principal
pursuant to this clause may be deducted from moneys otherwise due to the
Contractor or may be recovered by the Principal as a debt due to the Principal
by the Contractor.
Clause 48.5

Arbitration

Page 53

Delete reference to "Australia" and insert" .................... ".

The Contractor warrants that all equipment and material supplied by
him under the Contract are free from all claims and encumbrances
whatsoever and the Contractor shall hold the Principal free and harmless
against any and all claimants furnishing labour, equipment, services and
material in connection with the performance of the Contract.
Clause 35.5

Extensions of time for practical completion

Page 35

Amend this clause as follows:

(i)
In the second paragraph, after "to an extension of time for practical
completion" insert "for that delay which the Contractor has clearly
demonstrated delayed the critical path of the works."

Clause 38

Clean up

Page 38

Amend this clause as follows:
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SECTION THREE
SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT
SC1

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR

The Contractor warrants to the Principal as at the date of the Contract and at all
times during the performance of the work under the Contract that it shall act as an
independent Contractor and shall not act as an agent of the Principal or the
Superintendent in executing the work under the Contract and maintaining control
over his employees and sub Contractors and shall execute all the work under the
Contract in accordance with his own methods, subject to complying with the
Contract, and nothing contained in the Contract or any sub Contract ordered by the
Contractor shall create any Contractual relationship between any sub Contractor
and either the Principal or Superintendent.
VVhere the Contract provides for the Contractor to design or develop systems
equipment and methodology the Contractor hereby acknowledges that the Principal
is relying on the Contractors knowledge, skill and judgement to produce a
completed product that is flt for the purpose.

SC2

APPROVAL BY THE SUPERINTENDENT

VVhenever the words "or equal" or "equivalent" appear in the Contract, they shall
mean "or approved equal" or" approved equivalent" as the case may be.
Unless expressly stated to the contrary, or unless the context does not permit,
whenever the word "approved" or approval appears in the Contract, then such
words shall mean "approved by the Superintendent" and "approval by the
Superintendent" as the case requires.
All documentation prepared by the Contractor shall be provided to the
Superintendent for review in the period specified in the Contract or where
there is no period specified at a reasonable time prior to their issue for use for
the purposes of the works. The Contractor shall not perform any change to
the works which affects the functional quality of the works or any part thereof
including the substitution of any alternative or equivalent material or systems
or methods for the materials, systems or methods described in the Contract
and specifications and/or included in any documentation previously approved
by the Superintendent without first obtaining the further review of the
Superintendent of the documents indicating such changes.
The
Superintendents view shall not relieve the Contractor from responsibility for

any errors or omissions contained in the documentation prepared by tt\e
Contractor or from his obligations to comply with the requirements of this
Contract.

SC3

CO-ORDINATION WITH THE PRINCIPAL AND OTHERS

The Contractor shall be solely responsible for the direction, coordination and
co-operation of all persons employed by him including all nominated sub
Contractors and suppliers.
The Contractor acknowledges that during the execution of the work under this
Contract that there may be other Contract work proceeding on the same site.
The Contractor shall fully cooperate with and take all necessary steps, and
comply with all directions issued by the Superintendent where those steps or
directions are necessary to avoid impeding the work of others. The Contractor
shall also cooperate fully with any other persons engaged by the Principal in
coordinating the provision of emergency services and security services and
any other mater relating to the project as a whole.
In the event of differences arising with regard to priorities on Site between the
Contractor and other parties, the Superintendent shall decide the issue and
his decision shall be binding on all parties.

SC4

DATA AND INFORMATION

Comprehensive information and data capture is required as part of this
Contract and such information and data shall be submitted to the
Superintendent during the progress of the project in accordance with the
schedules in the annexure.

SCS

CONTRACTOR'S INVOICE AND REPORTING DOCUMENTS

The Contractors Payment claim shall be completed in an acceptable manner
and shall comprise the following documents.
Progress Payment Claim
Network programme update
Updated cash flow payments forecast
Other reports to be provided at regular intervals are;
On a daily basis
Site Injury report
Daily Site report
On a weekly basis
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All QA Documentation as per perfonnance
specification

SC10

INVOICES AND RECORDS

Summary activity reports
Failure or lack of co-operation of the Contractor to prepare the payment claim as
required with all the supplementary documents shall be cause for withholding all or
part of the progress payment then pending until such time as the Contractor has met
the requirements to the satisfaction of the Superintendent.

SC6

During the term of this agreement and for a period of three months after the
final certificate of destruction;
The Principal may question any invoice presented by the Contractor and may
require correction of any error therein whether or not the invoice relates to a
payment which has already been made; and

OFF SITE INSPECTIONS

The Superintendent shall have the right to inspect the Contract at any point in the life
of the Contract including the premises of the ultimate disposal facility that is to be
used under this Contract. Any such inspections.checking or approvals or acceptance
given by the Superintendent shall not relieve the Contractor of his obligations under
this Contract.

The Contractor shall keep and maintain books, receipts, vouchers, dockets,
certificates and other documents relating to items of expense for which the
Principal is required to make reimbursement to the Contractor and if required
by the Principal shall allow an audit thereof by the auditor appointed by the
Principal.

SC11
SC7

The Principal may, at any time and at his absolute discretion, terminate the Contract
in whole or from time to time in part by giving the Contractor 7 days written notice
thereof whether or not the Contractor is in default.

sea ACKNOWLEDGEMENT BY THE CONTRACTOR
The Principal, Superintendent and/or their agents, employees, consultants
and representatives shall not be liable whether in Contract, tort (including
negligence) or to the extent legally possible pursuant to any other principle of
law for any information provided to the Contractor for any errors therein or
arising therefrom;
The Contractor acknowledges that it did not in any way rely upon information
whether contained in the Contract or not which may have been provided to
him by the Principal or the Superintendent or any other party referred to in the
proceeding paragraph for the purposes of entering into the Contract and
further acknowledges that all such information was furnished for the
convenience of the Contractor only;
The Contractor further acknowledges that it enters into this Contract based on
his own investigations and determinations.

SC9

SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL

POWER OR PRINCIPAL TO TERMINATE

REGULA TORY AUTHORITIES

The Contractor shall comply with that all laws and regulations and valid
directions of governmental authorities and other relevant Regulatory
Authorities (e.g. Basel Convention).

The Contractor shall assign adequate supervisory personnel to the Contract
to ensure that the works are performed in accordance with the Contract and
Contract programme. If the Superintendent, having given the Contractor
reasonable notice to rectify the situation is not satisfied that this is being
achieved, it may instruct the Contractor to supply additional personnel to the
Contract at no additional cost.

SC12

COMMUNICATIONS

Formal communication between the Contractor and the Superintendent,
including notification of claims for variations and extensions of time for
practical completion, safety issues, design and method changes, Non
compliance reports, substitutions and site and transport issues, shall be in
writing and signed by the Contractors representative.

SC13

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

Except as otherwise expressly provided , neither party to the Contract shall
be liable to the other party by way of consequential dangers including loss of
production, loss of use, loss of revenue, loss of profit, business interruption,
or any indirect loss whatsoever.

SC14 INSURANCE SPECIAL CONDITIONS
In addition to the General Conditions of Contract the following shall apply:
Insurance to be maintained by the Contractor (See
section 8).
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project plan. This plan will be extensive and require substantial time to
compile and manage during all aspects of the project.

SECTION FOUR
SCOPE OF WORK
4.1

Introduction

This section of the Contract covers the detail of the overall Scope of Works. This
document does not attempt to describe and specify the entire schedule of works.
The Contractor is responsible for placing before the Superintendent for his approval a
comprehensive written project plan as part of his contractual duties that fully
describes how the project will be conducted. The descriptions here are simply to
assist the tenderer understand the overall scope of the project.

4.2

The primary Aim of the project methodology within this project is to provide
the highest level of confidence that the disposal of the agri-chemicals will be
performed to a high technical level that recognizes all environmental
safeguards inherent in the laws and regulations of xxxxxxx , the Basel
Convention and the Country of destination. The primary Goal of the
methodology contained within this document is to ensure that the clearance,
transportation and ultimate destruction is performed without endangering the
public or environment. This goal of ensuring there are no accidents or
spillage. leaks or escapes to the environment of any kind to be achieved by
rigid enforcement of the plans and procedures that are proposed to be utilized
by the contractor.
It should be noted that within the drums of waste are the original containers.
There are several thousands of these containers from plastic cans, to glass
bottles. This project covers the safe destruction of all of these containers.

Current storage

The Agri-chemicals that are the subject of this Contract are currently safely and
correctly stored at a hazardous goods storage facility in xxxxxxx.

4.3

Scope of works

This Contract involves the removal of approximately XXX steel bins that contain
approx XXX UN rated drums (2051t). The bins are to be unpacked and returned to
the hazardous storage facility. The removal and transportation of the bins from the
hazardous storage facility must be performed under the technical specifications
noted in section seven of this Contract (ie with full escort etc.).
When the bins have arrived in an approved facility for repackaging (this facility must
be in compliance with the XX storage code) they must be repacked into new
containers prior to packing into shipping containers. Rules of segregation apply.
After the containers are marine surveyed they are to be transported to the port of
departure (if disposal offshore) and the Transboundary documentation prepared and
executed. All transportation to be escorted within xxxxx:xxxx and overseas if required
by regulation.
Upon arrival the shipment is to be taken to the site of disposal and disposed of.
The execution of this Contract also involves an extensive documentation
system to ensure compliance with the procedures as written in the Contractor
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SECTION FIVE

FORM OF TENDER (FORM 1)

TENDER RESPONSE DOCUMENTATION

PROJECT:
AGRI-CHEMICALS DESTRUCTION
TENDER FORM

6.1

Preliminary

All parts of section five are required to be completed in every detail for the
Tender to be considered valid.
Tenders may photocopy the forms that make up this section and type the data
required on them.

5.2

Tender Procedure

Tenders shall be submitted in two sealed envelopes contained in a single larger
envelope, also sealed. The second envelope shall contain the price offered. No
disclosure of price shall be made in the first envelope. The envelopes shall be clearly
labeled "Envelope No.1 (Proposal, excluding price)" and "Envelope No.2
(Price)".
The tenders will be evaluated from a technical proposal first and ranked. The prices
will then be assessed and the Principal will then hold negotiations with the preferred
contractor.

Name of person,

firm or company
tendering
USE BLOCK
LETTERS ................................................

address
of.........................................................
hereby Tender(s) to perform the work for
Description
of works
(Contract No. A-Chem 1) in accordance with
the following document
..................................... .
List Documents
If the Tenderer is a firm the
1. For the lump sum of (A-H) ...................................... .
full names of the individual
..........................................................................
members of the firm must
be stated here.
2. At the rates (I) in the Price Schedule ............................ .

···········································································

Dated this ........................ day of..................... 1998

····································
Signature of Tenderer
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PRICE SCHEDULE (FORM 2)
PROJECT:
AGRI-CHEMICALS DESTRUCTION
Name of tenderer ................................................................ .
Part
Description
Amount($)
(Scope and Quantity as per Appendix A Schedules)

The Tenderer is to list his entire experience with the management, handling
and disposal of hazardous Agri-chemicals as described in the Scope of
Works. The detail here should include CV's of personnel that are proposed,
the Company's overall experience, the total tonnages last five years. All
countries that the Tenderer has operated in shall be listed along with a project
listing in those countries
TIME AND ACTIVITY PROGRAMME (FORM 4)

A
B
C

D

E
F
G
H

Project Management and documentation
systems
Receiving transit bins and unpacking
transport to interim storage site
Repacking into new transport media
Containerisation and Port transport
Shipping and offshore transport
Receiving, handling and disposal
Other (Specify)

PROJECT: REGIONAL COUNCIL CONSORTIUM
AGRI-CHEMICALS DESTRUCTION
The Tenderer is to provide his expected time and activity schedule that will
provide sufficient detail to see that deadlines can be met and the logical
sequence of activity required.
The deadlines are as follows:
Removal of all Agri~hemicals from xxxx storage by xxxxx.

TOTAL FIXED PRICE OFFER AS PER APPENDIX A
Destruction certificates by xxxxxxx.
$ ........................... .

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND CERTIFICATIONS (FORM 5)

Signed by Duly Authorised Officer of the
Company ........................... .

PROJECT:
AGRI-CHEMICALS DESTRUCTION

Name: ................................ .

Title: ................................. .
Company name and stamp: .......
Date: ............................... ..

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE AND HISTORY (FORM 3)
PROJECT:
AGRI-CHEMICALS DESTRUCTION

The Tenderer is to provide a detailed description of the Quality Assurance
system it uses and the certifications it holds. The preference is for ISO 9001
and ISO 14000 but if the Tenderer has a different system then full details are
required. In addition copies of the certificates and the citations are required
along with the name of the certifying authorities.
TRANSBOUNDARY DOCUMENTATION (FORM 6)
PROJECT:
AGRI-CHEMICALS DESTRUCTION

If the Tenderer intends to ship the waste offshore for disposal then they are
to provide evidence of previous CERFA documentation and evidence that
the offshore disposal facility will accept the waste and if necessary copies of
bilateral letters between xxxxxx and the receiving Government
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INSURANCE CERTIFICATIONS (FORM 7)
PROJECT:

AGRI-CHEMICALS DESTRUCT/ON

The Tenderer is to provide copies of statements from its insurance company that
confirm that cover is held as required by the specifications and the amounts
provided for and the type of policy involved.
The contractor is also required to comply (for offshore disposal) with the EU
requirement Art 27 (2.5.9-93) with respect to return of shipments. A bank bond will
be required to provide at least $ 50,000 to cover for the possibility of the waste
return to xxxx. The Bond cover confirmation availability will be required.
DISPOSAL FACILITY AND LICENCES (FORM 8)
PROJECT:
AGRI-CHEMICALS DESTRUCTION
Onshore facility
If the tenderer intends to use an on shore facility then it must provide comprehensive
details on the facility, method of operation, emissions, licences, owners, history etc.
Offshore Facility
If the tenderer intends to use an offshore facility for disposal then it must supply
complete details of the facility including mode of operation of the destruction
process, all relevant details regarding emissions, owner, location, years in business,
capacity, etc. In addition a copy of all current operating licences are required as well
as trial bum data. A letter from the administering EPA of the off shore company is
required indicating that the plant has the appropriate licences and warrants to
operate the facility for the destruction of waste Agri-chemicals.
METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEMS SECTIONS 1-9 (FORM 9)
PROJECT:
AGRI-CHEMICALS DESTRUCTION
The Tenderer shall provide comprehensive examples and evidence of his
project plan and the methodology that will be engaged to perform the scope
of works in the manner as described in Section seven of this document. The
tenderer must provide sufficient information to allow the Principal to ascertain
the Tenderers ability to perform the works in the manner described.
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SECTION SIX
SPECIFICATION - PRELIMINARY AND GENERAL
6.1

Preliminary

The work is to be carried out in accordance with the accompanying specification and
the General and special conditions of Contract.

6.2

Intent

The intent of the specification is to show the Contractor the minimum standards that
are required to complete the scope of works. The tenderer is required as part of the
tendering procedure to clearly demonstrate that it has the experience and history to
undertake a project of this nature. This demonstration of his ability to undertake the
works will include detailed documentation standards, Quality Assurance standards
and a photographic history of previous similar works.

6.3

Tender Documentation

The documentation required as part of the Tender response is detailed in section five
of this document. All sections of section five are required to be completed to ensure
that a valid Tender is submitted. If any part of section five is not provided then the
Tender is likely to be rejected.

6.4

Contractor to satisfy themselves

The Contractor shall be deemed to have satisfied themselves by personal inspection
of the current storage site and the interim repacking site and the interim storage site
that the works planned are feasible and that his organisation can perform the works
prior to commencing the works.

6.5

Sub-contractors

work. The Contractor shall be deemed to have made sufficient allowance in
his Contract price for such coordination.

6.7

The Contract shall be a lump sum Contract based on the price quoted
provided in the Schedules enclosed in this specification (section 5), and
subject to authorised extras, or deductions from, the Contract and to
variations of final costs of provisional sums allowed.
Where extra items of work, which is not covered under this Contract has been
requested by the Superintendent then these items must be covered by an
authorised variation order issued by the Superintendent.

6.8

6.6

Other Contractors or Service authorities

Where necessary, the Contractor shall coordinate the activities of other
contractors or service authorities in association with his own programme of

Variations to the Contract

The Superintendent may order variations to the Contract as set out in the
Conditions of Contract.

6.9

Possession

The Principal shall have the right to take possession of, and use any
completed or partially completed portion of the work, notwithstanding the time
for completion of the whole work or portions of the work that may not have
expired.

6.1 O

Project Plan

The entire project shall be conducted from a written set of procedures that are
produced by the Contractor and approved by the Superintendent. The project
plan is to be completely integrated across all facets of the project and cover all
detail for the entire project. No part of the project is to be performed without a
written procedure that is part of an overall QA system that is to be regularly
audited ( with copies of the audits being sent to the superintendent) during the
project.

6.11
If the Contractor proposes to sublet any part of the Contract or works specified in this
Contract then they shall first obtain the Superintendent's approval of the firms to
whom proposes such work shall be sublet.

The Contract

Materials and workmanship

All materials and workmanship shall be of the best quality throughout and
subject to the approval of the Superintendent and generally in accordance
with the requirements of the UN packaging codes and the Basel convention
standards.

6.12

Transboundary Documentation
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All offshore shipments of hazardous waste are to be provided with the
correct documentation as required by the Basel Convention.
If the
destination country is not a Basel member then the Tenderer will be
required to demonstrate that it has a bilateral letter from the two
Governments involved that the shipment will be accepted by both parties.

Under no circumstances is the shipment allowed to go to a non OECD
country for disposal.

6.13

Reporting Requirements

The Contractor is required to present a project programme on a continuous basis.
This programme will be drafted on a time scaled network, showing the logical
progression of the all activities necessary for the orderly completion of the works in
sufficient detail to enable the Superintendent to evaluate progress and to order
additional activity should the programme be behind schedule. To that end the
Contractor shall be required to furnish progress information in report format on a
weekly basis and shall be based on activity points in each area of work.

6.14

Project Management & Planning

This project requires a full project management approach involving a
hierarchy of activity compiled within a project manual as follows:
The structure of the manual is to have at least four parts;
Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
Part 4

Project Plan
Safety and Environmental Plan
Quality Assurance Plan
Work Procedure Instruction

Wrthin each of those parts are to be sections covering the following;
Section One
Section two
Section three
Section four
Section five
Section six
Section Seven :
Section eight
Section nine

Management Plan
Site Inspection Plan
Clearance plan
Site Preparation plan
Packaging plan
Transportation plan
Shipping and Disposal plan
Insurance Plan
Emergency plan

The Contractor will be required to compile a similar project plan and the
Tenderer is required to describe in detail the type of plan it proposes. It is in
the Tenderers interest to provide as much detail as possible of his

management system. The sections one to nine form the basis 01 the techn\ca\

specification and are described in section seven.

6.15

Quality Assurance

This project is to be driven completely by a comprehensive QA system. The
Contractor must have in place a recognised QA system and is required to
indicate within the Tender response how the QA system is integrated with
the actual activity.
Throughout the project it is expected that all
documentation generated will be part of this QA system and will form the
reporting information required. Tenderers are to provide detailed information
as to the certifications they hold and examples of the documentation systems
that are employed by that certification. Copies of the certifications are
required. Throughout the Contract substantial documentation is required as
detailed in the specification. All such documentation is to be managed in a
manner that ensures the correct documentation and procedures are being
applied.
As a minimum the QA system shall have a documentation structure that
includes:
1
Registers
Staff
Drivers
Visitors
Transit Bins etc.
2
QA Check Lists
Staff
Drivers
Visitors
3
QA Check Lists
Equipment
Emergency Systems
Labeling
Container Survey
Packaging
4
Chemical Waste Registers
Waste
Containers
Dispatch
5
Daily Diary
Diary
Accident & Injury
6
Non Compliance Reports

6.16

Ownership of the waste
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The owner of the waste at all times up to destruction shall be the principal.

SECTION SEVEN
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

project that inwlves hazardous Ago-chemicals there must be an overa\\
Project Manager provided by the Contractor. This person must be charged
with the entire responsibility for the Goals and Objectives being entirely met.
they must be a dedicated and determined manager who while able and
willing to delegate the work effort but not to default the responsibilities to the
end client and the environment. The first action the Project Manager is to
assemble his team set the Project Plan priorities and construct the elements
of the Plan. There is a tendency for such teams to immediately make a start
on the project without the necessary planning being put in place.
It is essential that the Plan be developed and enumerated and put in place
before any site works are undertaken. Prior to any activity taking place the
Contractor will be required to submit to the Superintendent a completed copy
of the management plan for approval.

Introduction
The technical specification outlines the basic management structure that is required
to perform the works as described in the Scope of works. This technical specification
does not provide the detail of how the work should proceed it concentrates on the
elements of what should be achieved. The Contractor is required to integrate these
criteria into a fully detailed tactical plan. For Tender purposes a comprehensive
demonstration of his plan is required in the Tender response documentation. It is felt
that if a Tenderer cannot provide substantial evidence of a plan using the structure
described here then it will not be suitable for this project.

Part two : Site Inspection Plan
Before the Project Plan can be fully developed a Site Inspection must be
undertaken. There are two sites to be considered and planned for. The first
is the existing storage facility and the other is the site where the repacking is
to take place. For the second area the following plans are required.
Elements of the Site Inspection Plan includes;

Part one
Part two
Part three
Part four
Part five
Part six
Part Seven
Part eight
Part nine

Management Plan
Site Inspection Plan
Clearance plan
Site Preparation plan
Packaging plan
Transportation plan
Shipping and Disposal plan
Insurance Plan
Emergency plan

Part One : Management Plan
The methodology of the Management Plan
Programmes that are specifically directed at
mentioned in the scope of works (section 4.3).
within a set of of work procedure instructions
audited by the management team.

is to design a set of Plans and
achieving the aims and Goals as
These plans are then enumerated
and are managed, controlled and

In order that a coherent Project Plan is written and then implemented a
management structure is required. At the outset of a Hazardous Waste

Reasons for Site Inspection
Site name
Storage Type
Type & Quantity
Goals & Objectives
Fire Protection
Residents
Access

The quality of the Project Plan is very dependent of how well the Site
Inspection Plan is executed. In order to determine the correct information is
obtained the Site Inspection Plan is crafted from the safety and
Environmental protection aspect.

Elements of the Site Inspection Safety and Environmental plan includes;
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Personal safety
Environmental Safety

Storage Type
Type and Quantity
Fire Protection
This element of the project plan must be fully configured by the Contractor and
examples of this must be submitted with the Tender document.
Part three : Clearance plan

The Clearance Plan is an output of the Site Inspection Plan. When all the
observations and calculations and risk factors are known the Clearance Plan can be
prepared. The Clearance Plan sets down the prioritised clearance schedule based
on the risk factors. The Clearance Plan also, by virtue of the prioritised schedule,
sets up the relevant parts of the Site Preparation Plan. This activity then allows the
allocation and location of the Projects' resources to be applied in a manner that
addresses the identified risk factors.
Elements of the Clearance Plan includes;
Warehouse or storage clearance priority schedule
Type and Quantity clearance priority schedule
Area defence lines
Resource Positioning
Impact on Packaging Plan
Warehouse or site decontamination
In order to discharge the Safety requirements and provide full environmental
protection the clearance plan must be prioritised. This means that the type of storage
or warehouse must be cleared by degree of danger. The higher the danger the
higher up the priority list the clearance and the earlier the clearance.

Part four : Site Preparation plan

To achieve the objectives as stated in the scope of works, an important part of
the project plan is the site preparation plan. Section 4 is concerned with the
detail of site preparation. The sequence of events planned for each site as
the "Site Preparation Proposal" is a direct result of the risk factor assessment
and is a product of the strategy of Minimisation of Risk Policy that is inherent
in the Aims and Goals of this Contract. In order that the Clearance plan is
correctly applied a Site preparation plan must be put in place.
Elements of the Site Preparation plan includes;
Site Preparation
Containment barriers and spill protection
Location of Decontamination and Amenities Units
Working Areas
Working Area equipment requirements
Defence Areas
Emergency Access
Fire Protection
Intruder Alarms
Telephone and other communications
Records
Emergency vehicle
When setting up the site, particular attention must be made to safety and
Environment issues. During the design of the various structures required
consideration must take into account the reality of each site and the
ramifications of the work procedures and Agri-chemicals types involved. Site
preparation in addition to the work platform structures must include training of
staff, personal occupational hygiene and safe working practices. Therefore
as apart of the site preparation plan a safety and environmental plan is
required to be produced which can be QA audited by the safety and
Environmental QA plan.

Elements of the Clearance Safety and Environmental plan
Elements of the Site Preparation Safety and Environmental plan
Storage and Type prioritisation
Waste Packaging prioritisation
This element of the project plan must be fully configured by the Contractor
and examples of this must be submitted with the Tender document.

Personnel safety Procedures
Medical Testing Procedures
Personnel Protection Equipment (PPE)
Emergency Response vehicle
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Training

transport Is designed to provide at least double containment of the matena\s.

International Labour safety laws
Environmental protection and work practices

This will substantially limit the volume of wastes likely to be spilt or to leak in
any one incident.

This element of the project plan must be fully configured by the Contractor and
examples of this must be submitted with the Tender document.

However, it is inappropriate to rely solely on set procedures to achieve a high
level of safety. There remains the need to be able to respond in a positive and
rapid manner to unforeseen circumstances.

Part five : Packaging plan

Elements of the packaging Safety and Environmental plan include;

In order that the project aims and goals are fully discharged the packaging plan
must reflect physically the environmental implications of spillage. The techniques
and methodologies that are to be placed here must been proven over many years to
provide the safest methodology of packaging that ensures the waste arrives in the
disposal location or country in the same manner in which it was discharged from the
storage facility. The Tenderer is required to describe in detail how it intends to
achieve that.
In all aspects the strategy of packaging must be designed to ensure that the
transportation of waste is fully defended against any possibility of leakage, spillage
or contamination of any kind.
Elements of the Packaging Plan include;
Waste Packing
Container Packing
Weighing of container
Labeling
Container Marine Survey (for offshore
disposal)
The Agri-chemicals wastes to be handled during the implementation of this
proposal are potentially hazardous, creating the need to plan for and put in
place, workable emergency response procedures at all phases of the project.
These procedures need to cover responses to emergencies involving threats
to the environment and the public, as well as those that may threaten the
health and safety of personnel involved in the operations.

Emergency Response
Emergency Response Procedures
Segregation
The following segregation strategy is to apply with the Contractor providing
the methodology to achieve the segregation within the project plan.
All waste material to be segregated into separate steel bins according to
their hazard classes. No bin to contain Waste materials of different hazard

classes.
Segregation for the agri-chemicals shall follow the following rules:
These segregation rules are based on primary risk as defined in S 5433
Table 5. In practice the rules are:
All waste materials within each hazard class to be segregated into
compatible families of chemicals and the families segregated into separate
205 litre drums or other suitable UN rated containers. Segregation will be
into the following families for Class 6 chemicals;
Herbicides
Fungicides
Insecticides
Fertilisers/Mineral supplements
Animal remedies
Vertebrate Remedies
Laboratory Chemicals

The packaging procedures to be followed in this proposal must have been
developed over time and through considerable experience with actual
operations. The procedures therefore are to be designed specifically to
minimise the risks of emergencies arising.

All solid and liquid chemicals whether or not of the same hazard class to be
segregated into separate steel bins. No bin to contain drums of solid and
liquid chemicals whether or not of the same hazard class.

The packaging of wastes to international standards (UN II or better) prior to

Liquid chemical of the same hazard class and compatible family has been
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aggregated within one drum.
205 litre FOH drums are used for solids and 205 litre bung top drums are to
be used for liquids. All drums should be heavy duty (1.6mm wall) triple
seam, UN rated 1A 1 and new or as in new condition. All drums are to be
lined with 100 micron HO plastic liner.

Communications

In order to discharge the Safety requirements and provide full environmental
protection and to maintain the policy of risk minimisation the Transport Plan must be
not only carefully adhered to but must be continuously monitored for any non
compliance.
Elements of the Transport Safety & Environmental Plan includes;

Class 3 and Class 8 chemicals to be subject to special isolation and/or
packing arrangements, wood or other corrosion resistant primary packing
and polypropylene cubic storage bins.
This element of the project plan must be fully configured by the Contractor
and examples of this must be submitted with the Tender document.
Part six : Transportation plan

The detailing and control strategy for Transportation of the packed waste to
storage or ports requires the same level of attention as the other elements of
the destruction project. The Transportation must be carefully planned so that
there are no possibilities of surprises during road transportation and that such
details such as road works, hours of travel, routes, driver training etc. As for
the other sections of this plan all the necessary details are to be contained
within the Work Procedure Instructions (WPl's) including the required Safety
and Environmental considerations along with QA implications.

Driver Briefing
Route adherence
Communication
Vehicle Inspection
Load Security
Emergency Procedure
This element of the project plan must be fully configured by the Contractor
and examples of this must be submitted with the Tender document.
Part Seven : Shipping and Destruction plan

Shipping Chemical waste to an offshore destruction facility must be
conducted by a recognised shipping company and full cognizance made of
all international laws (in particular the Basel convention) regulating the trans
shipment of toxic waste.
Elements of the Shipping and Destruction Plan includes;

During the transport from the warehouse to the docks the escort vehicle will
accompany the containers on every journey. Pennission may need to be
sought to move more than one container at a time. The crew in the escort
vehicle are to be fully trained in all emergency procedures and will be in
radio/phone contact with the Contractor project manager and the shipping
container trucks. As part of the Management plan there are agreed routes
that are traversed and regular 'check ins' to the Clearance Company. Local
police, emergency authorities, etc. will be notified of the routes, procedure
and precautions as required by local regulations. Consideration will be given
to off-peak time for movement in order to minimise the risk of accidents.
Elements of the Transport Plan include;
Marine Survey
Movement Timing
Driver Briefing
Escort Vehicle

Labeling
Lloyds Survey
Port Acceptance
Trans Frontier Documentation
Basel Convention
All the plans and strategies of this project if applied property will ensure that
the shipping of the containers of waste is safe. The adherence to the IMDG
code ensures that the cargo is placed on the correct area of the ship away
from foodstuffs etc. Provided that all of the packaging codes and plans and
QA have been followed then the complete safety of the public and the
environment during shipment to the country of disposal will be achieved.
The Tenderer is to demonstrate how this is to be achieved and also note
which shipping lines will be used if the disposal facility is offshore.
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Elements of the Shipping and Destruction Safety and Environmental plan
includes;

Labeling
Lloyds Survey
Basel Convention
This element of the project plan must be fully configured by the Contractor
and examples of this must be submitted with the Tender document.
Elements of the Destruction plan includes;
The disposal plan must be completely integrated with the overall project plan
even if the disposal company is a different company. The complete detail of
how the disposal company handles the waste, by what methods it is
destroyed of and under what licence conditions does the plant operate. The
plan is to include the transportation arrangements in the destination country
and all relevant details of destruction and the method by which a final
certificate is produced.
Within the Tender document response is a
comprehensive requirement for details of the proposed disposal facility.
This element of the project plan must be fully configured by the Contractor
and examples of this must be submitted with the Tender document.

Part eight : Insurance Plan
The project should be fully covered for all risks. The policy should obviously
protect all those involved including the client but it must also be seen to be a
provision that protects the environment from harm. A large accident involving
a large spill will be very costly to clean up and a comprehensive insurance
policy should be in place to cater for this type of event. \Mien obtaining offers
of insurance the Project manager should obtain the policy that while
protecting himself and his client full protection is offered for environmental
protection that will ensure that the funds are available to clean up a
substantial problem.
Elements of the Insurance Plan include;
Types of insurance
Who and what should be covered
Actions by the clearance company to
hold harmless
Complete "Pollution" Insurance cover for all accidents and incidents involving
the removal, packaging and transportation of waste Agri-chemicals. In

addition complete protection of all contractors, agents, clients, engineers etc.
is required as well as cover for workers, employers liability insurance where
required, machinery insurance, public liability insurance, motor vehicle
insurance and professional liability.

Main policy should cover for " Protect the main Contractor, his subcontractors,
the Principal , his engineers and agents against their third party bodily injury
property damage including any pollution clean up expense arising from the
Contract for the packaging, removal and transportation to the Contractor for
disposal of Agri-chemicals. The amount of cover of the policy should be
substantial and be at least US$5 Million.
The contractor is also required to comply (for offshore disposaO with the EU
requirement Art 27 (2.5.9-93) with respect to return of shipments. A bank
bond will be required to provide at least$ 50,000 to cover for the possibility of
the waste return to xxxxxx .
Insurance policies of this nature require that the policy holder take all
reasonable steps to ensure that:
There is compliance with regulations concerning transportation, storing and
packaging of Agri-chemicals wastes.
The cargo is to be shipped in containers and loaded under professional
supervision, and
The master of the carrying vessel is to be fully aware of the substance to be
shipped.
While the need for insurance cover is obvious in order to protect the
participants of the waste clearance operation, the main purpose of the
insurance policy is to provide a high degree of environmental protection. By
having a comprehensive package in place that is the ultimate pollution policy
means that clean is assured in the unlikely event that an escape occurs. This
is not to say that the packaging and transportation can therefore be of a lessor
standard because at the end of the day the policy will do the clean up. The
policy is only to be the absolute back stop environmental protection should all
the other plans and strategies fail.
Therefore the primary aim of the insurance policy is to provide funds for
environmental protection should all the other procedures fail in the event of a
catastrophic loss.
In the event of a catastrophic event where uncontrolled waste enters the
environment the only final capacity to protect the environment lies in the
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strength of the insurance policy to provide the funds tor the cleanup. This
means that the insurance policy chosen for the project must be designed with
the protection of the environment firmly in mind.

Flip Sheets

The entire emergency procedures are to be discharged via the flip sheets.

Part nine: Emergency plan
The Emergency Plan is concerned with the detail of the equipment, services and
methodology during and emergency situation. The system and equipment detailed in
this plan must be designed to allow a full emergency response to be available during
all operations and transport. The emergency plan is to be available at all times in
the form of an Emergency Response Unit (ERU). This facility is always to be
available during all stages of packaging as well as transportation.
During
transportation of the waste to the export port the ERU is to act as the escort vehicle.
The Emergency plan is discharged by means of Flip charts and these are to be
activated during the emergency.

This element of the project plan must be fully configured by the Contractor
and examples of this must be submitted with the Tender document.
APPENDICES
Appendix A

Schedule of Agri-chemicals

Appendix B

Layout of existing stor

Elements of the Emergency Response Plan includes;
ERU Vehicle
ERU Equipment Inventory
Escort Duties
Emergency Response during escort
Emergency Response for other
Emergency Response for fire
Emergency Response for protest
During an emergency where waste has spilled or is threatening the environment or
the safety of personnel the only strategy that can exist for the emergency procedures
is the the procedural process of the emergency be strictly followed as shown by the
Flip sheets in the VVPl's. If the procedures are carefully adhered to then the damage
to the environment will be minimised.
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Elements of the Emergency safety and Environmental Plan include;
ERU
Flip Sheets
ERU
Discharge of environmental protection and safety of public and personnel can
only be achieved with the use of a fully equipped ERU and the provision of
trained staff and procedures.
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